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PREFACE
Humphrey Case
KEEPER OF THE DEPARTMENT OF ANTIQ.UITIES
ASHMOLEAN MUSEUM

A suitable room became available· in 1976 for a new display of those objects in the
Department's collections which are believed to have been in the Ashmolean Muse urn
from its foundation in 1683. Most of-these objects can be atlributed to the collection of
the John Tradescants, father and son, which had formed a major part of the donation
which the University accepted from Elias Ashmole in October 1677. Generous
contributions towards furnishing the new Tradescant Room were made by individuals
and institutions here and in the United States: the Abraham Foundation Inc.; The
Arney Roadstone Corporation; Suzette M. Davidson; The Garden Club ofVirginia; Mr
and Mrs Roderick S. Webster; and others anonymous. Mrs Davidson deserves special
mention since she traces descent fi·om Pocahontas, the daughter of Powhatan from whose
confederacy of Indian tribes the Tradescants are likely to have obtained at least one of
the surviving objects (No. I2).
The layout ofthe room was designed by the Department's staff, with Mr M.G. Welch,
the Assistant Keeper concerned, playing a prominent role. The intention was to give the
impression of a seventeenth-century museum, while using modern display techniques.
The fenestration of the old Ashmolean in Broad Street was copied from a contemporary
engraving (Pl. CLXXVI) and from nineteenth-century photographs; the panelling and
mouldings were adapted from early seventeenth-century examples in the Principal's
Lodgings, Brasenose College, J)y kind permission of the Principal and Fellows. Mounts
within the cases were made in the museum's workshop by Messrs A. Field and S. Roberts,
and constructional work and installation of fittings were carried out by the University
Surveyor's Department under the enthusiastic and expert supervision of Mr P. J.
Lockton, beginning in August 1977. The Vice-Chancellor, Sir Rex Richards, opened the
completed room on 22 May 1978.
Much new information was obtained about the collection preparatory to the display.
Mr Welch reindexed it with the voluntary assistance of Mrs E. Sandford Gunn,
amplifying the manuscript index written in I91 I by Mr E. T. Leeds, former Keeper;
Miss A. C. \rVestern and her colleagues in the conservation laboratory, Mrs K. Kimber,
Miss 0. Rennie, Mrs G. Miles, Mrs J. Ralphs, and Mrs V. Hovell undertook a very
thorough programme of conservation, the first comprehensive one known to have been
made, during which many new features were revealed. It was decided to make the results
of these programmes ofwork the basis of a printed catalogue to mark the tercentenary of
the museum in I 983. The only previously printed catalogue of' the collection since it had
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been in the museum was the very summary one of 1836 by the Duncan brothers, former
Keepers. 1
Mr Welch was able to write two introductory chapters before he left the Department on I
April I 978, on sabbatical leave prior to accepting a lectureship at University College,
London. His successor, Mr A. G. MacGregor, from the York Archaeological Trust, was not
appointed until September I979 and thus faced a strenuous task if the project was to be
finished in time. Fortunately Mrs Sandford Gunn was still at hand, and a balance remained
from the funds employed in the gallery to contribute towards the salary ofMissA. London as
temporary Departmental Assistant, and to enable Mr MacGregor to visit Denmark,
Holland, and France to study other early European collections. Mr MacGregor also visited
the German Democratic Republic under the British Council cultural exchange
programme, and Mrs Sandford Gunn made private visits to museums in Vienna and
I nnsbruck. The General Board of the Faculties made a timely grant of the remainderofMiss
London's salary. The task of translating the Book of Benefactors and the 1685 A and B
catalogues was undertaken on a voluntary basis by Miss Gloria Moss.
The editing of the catalogue and the invitations to the numerous contributors to it have
been Mr MacGregor's responsibilities, assisted throughout by Mrs Sandford Gunn.
Contributors have included not only the Director of the Ashmolean Museum and staff of
other departments in the Ashmolean but also staff of other museums in Oxford and many
from elsewhere. Among these was Mr K. C. Davies of the Oxford University Museum,
whose death in 198I deprived us of a valued colleague. Mr MacGregor and Miss London
have also written introductory chapters, and he and Mrs Sandford Gunn have contributed
individual entries. The line-drawings were made in the Department's drawing office by
Mrs P. Clarke and Mr N. A. Griffiths, with the exception ofFigs 74-5 which are by Simon
Blake. The photographs were taken in the museum's studio, many of them afresh by Miss D.
Griffin. Typing was undertaken by Mrsj. Barlow, Mrs M. Gilson, and Mrs F. Holt. Many
others have assisted the editor in various ways. In addition to those mentioned individually
in the text, the advice of the following is gratefully acknowledged: Mr R. F. Ovenell, over
the transcription of the Book of Benefactors; Mr P. H. Bartholomew, MrG. \V. Bond, Dr J.J.
Coulton and Dr G. J. Piddock for translations; and Dr B. Atkins on mineralogical
identifications. Mrs Z. Stos-Gale carried out X-ray fluorescence analyses at the Research
Laboratory for Archaeology with permission from Professor E. T. Hall. Prudence LeithRoss kindly commented on the two introductory chapters on the Tradescants. Others who
have helped in a variety of ways include Dr A. Auer, Mr C. Blair, Mr J. Cherry, Dr H.
Ginsburg, Dr M. Henig, Dr M. \V. Hunter, Dr B. Juniper, Mr M. Maclagan, Dr R.
Pankhurst, Mr A. Paterson, Mr W. Reid, Miss G. Seidmann, Mr D. Sturdy, Mrs V. E .
. Vowles, and Dr.J. Willers. Scholars from many institutions referred to in the text have been
consulted: those to whom we are particularly grateful include the staff of the
Nationalmuseum, Copenhagen; the Rijksmuseum voor Volkenkunde, Leiden; the
Horniman Museum, the Museum of Mankind, and the Victoria and Albert Museum,
London; and the Museum fi.ir Volkerkunde, Vienna.
1

Duncan

1B:~Ii.
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An opportunity has been taken of including, in separate sections, catalogue entries
relating to objects surviving from the fc.mndation collection but now in other departments
of the Ashmolean or in other institutions in OxfrJrd: coins and medals in the Hcberden
Coin Room; paintings in the Department of Western Art; ethnographic ol~jects now in
the Pitt Rivers Museum, zoological and mineralogical specimens in the University
M_useum, and manuscripts and printed books in the Bodleian Library.
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INTRODUC'TOR Y
ESSAYS

THE TRADESCANTS
GARDENERS AND BOTANISTS
Arthur MacGregor
Much of the evidence which survives to illuminate the Tradescants' progress from
obscurity to comparative fame comes from published and unpublished material of
primarily botanical interest. Indeed, it was their success as gardeners which provided the
vehicle for their collecting activities and which ensured the powerful but sympathetic
patrons under whom their passion for collecting could take root and flourish. Hence in
reviewing the lives of the Tradescants, father and son, account must first be taken of their
gardening careers.
The often-quoted statement by Anthony Wood 1 that john Tradescant the elder was of
Dutch origin finds only qualified support today. 2 Following the discovery i11 the last
century of 'two namesakes Robert Tradescant and Thomas Tradescant of Walberswick
in the Countie of Suffolk',:l more recent researchers have found possible East Anglian
antecedents from the first half of the sixteenth century. 4 John Tradescant enters the
historical record with his marriage to Elizabeth Day on I 8 June 1607, at Meopham in
Kent. 5 His bride was the daughter of a former vicar of the parish, james Day. 6 Although
his date of birth is unknown, he would seem to have been about thirty when he married. 7
Tradescant's master at the time is unknown, 8 but he was evidently well launched on
his career. Within two years we learn of a journey undertaken to Flushing which had
been bedevilled by passport problems to the extent that fruitless bribes had cost him more
than the passage: in a letter dated November I 6og, Tradescant sends thanks to William
Trumbull, the English agent in Brussels, for his intercession, but tells him that 'your good
will and labour hath not effected what you desired to do, for they have put me upon the
' Wood t8,zo, vul. 4, col. 357· The reference is absem from the
first edition (t6!Jl) of Atilelltl! O.l'<mieiiJe.<, but appears in the
second edition, 'very much Corrected and Enlarged; with the
Addition of above 500 Ill"'' Lives from the Author's original
Manuscript' (17,z1, vol. 2, col. 888). The entry concerned deals
with Elias Ashmolc and mcmions that he acquired his collection
of rarities from 'a famous Gardener <:ailed .Joh. Trcdcscaut a
Dutchman and his wile': since Ash mole obtained the said rarities
from the younger Tradescant (who "'as certainly of English
birth) and his wife, Hester, Wood's testimony would seem to be
of very dubious value.
'Although dismissed by the Tradcscants' first biographer,
Mea Allan (1964, pp. 21-5), the notion that Tradescant was of
Dutch origin still survives (sec, for example, Cl!amher.< Biographical
Diclirmary (Edinburgh, 1975), s.v. Tradcscant). Prudence Leith·
Ross, who is currently compiling a new biography, docs not
entirely exclude this possibility.
"The quotation is from the younger Tradescant's will, as first
reproduced in J\'t,teJ a11d QJ~erie.o· scr. 1, 5 ( 1852), 367-H. The

outlines of the Tradcscant family history were li·atm:d in
successive issm:s of this journal in the last century. Sec .Noles a11d
Queriesscr. 1, 3 (tll51), ''9· 286-7,353-5,391-4, .~6g; 4 (1851),
182; 5 (1852), ,z66, 367-H, 474-5; 6 (1852), 1g8; 7 (1853), ,z9 5 ; 8
(1853), 513; scr. 4, 7 (1871), 284; ser. 5, 4 (1875), 8o; ser. 6, 3
(t88t), '47, 512.
'Allan ( 1964) has pwduccd a somewhat speculative litmily
tree.
5
Mcopham Parish Church Registers.
,; As suggested by Golding-Bird 1934, pp. 8g-go, 165. Allan
(1964, p. 26) mentions the daughter of a local farmer of the same
name as a possible alternativ<:, but the true idcntil)' uf
Tradescant 's bride is not in douht.
7 Calculated lrom his apparent age in later portraits (cf. t\llan
1964, p. 2g).
• Various suggestions made by Gardiner (1928, p. 308) and
Allan ( 1964, p. 29) can be discounted on chronological grounds.
There ·is no evidence: to hack their common assumption that
Tradescant was \\'orking at the time in the vicinity of Mcopham.
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rack. I have given for every hundred an angel in one office besides many other "pedy"
offices that hath half a crown apiece for the shares so the whole hath cost me 40s besides
24s the passage to Flushing.'!'
\Vi thin a few months of this expedition, the purpose of which is unknown, Tradescant
is known to have been in the household of the first of his influential employers, Robert
Cecil, first Earl of'Salisbury (c.I563-16I2), at Hatfield House in Hertfordshire. Cecil had
acquired the estate t\NO years earlier from James I, in exchange for his mansion at
Theobalds, and set about transforming the house and replanting the gardens. The
principal fat;:ade was rebuilt to a design of Inigo .Jones and many of the internal.
decorations effected by .John de Critz, Se1jeant-Painter to the King; Mountain .Jennings
was overseer of the parks and highways, while Tradescant laid out and stocked the
gardens. Hatfield \vas already \·veil provided with vines, some 30,000 of which had been
sent to the Earl by Mme de Ia Boderie, wife of the French ambassador, and 500 more by
the Queen of' France.ll' Evidently Cecil now felt most need for trees, fruit, and flowers,
and to acquire these Tradescant made another visit to the Low Countries and France in
the autumn of 1611.
Crossing again to Flushing, the search for suitable specimens took him through
Middelburg, Rotterdam, and Delft to Leiden and Haarlem. Detailed accounts of
purchases survive among the Cecil papers at Hatfield: 1 1 they include fruit trees such as
the 'rathe ripe' and other cherries, Spanish and other pears, quinces of several varieties,
medlars, and apples, as well as 200 lime trees; also acqui1·ed were red, white, and black·
currants, vines, rose bushes, and bulbs, all rare and many apparently hitherto unknown
in Britain. 12
These acquisitions \Vere dispatched by ship from Brussels to Hatfield, together with
further purchases of fruit and walnut trees. Perhaps it was on this occasion that he made
observations later recorded by .John Parkinson: 1 :1 writing of 'chardon' or cardoon
artichokes (Cynara cardunculus), he says that '.John Tradescante assured mee, hee saw three
acres of' Land about Brussels planted with this kinde, which the owner whited like
Endiue, and then sold them in the winter'. Parkinson also records a variety ofstrawberry
'that .John Tradescante brought with him from Brussels long agoe, and in seven yeares
could never see one berry ripe on all sides, but still the better part rotten, although it
would every yeare flower abundantly, and beare very large leaves'. 14
Tradescant next proceeded to Paris where, in the company of the British ambassador's
gardener, 15 he called on .Jean Robin, then lzerboriste to the French king, and later founder
·of what was to.become the .Jardin des Plantes. From Robin's own garden he bought a
number of pomegranate, fig, and other trees. A long-lasting friendship seems to have
" Historicaj Manuscripts Commission 1936, p. 188.
'"Amherst 1Bg6, pp. 155-G; Gumhcr 1922, p. 328. Amherst
notes that this number of plams exceeded the capacity of the
vineyard: some were planted out in a nursery so they could be
used to replace any that were 'dcli:ctyvc or dying'.
II Hatfield House i\·ISS, Gcu. 11/25; Bills 58/2, 3, 31.
12
Lists or acquisitions and the names or the nurserymen li·orn

whom they were obtained arc reproduced in Gunther 1922,
pp. 328-g, and Allan 1964, p. :i8·
" Parkinson 162g, p. 520.
,. Ibid., p. 528.
15
Hatfield House MSS, Gen. 11/25 records among
Tradescant's expenses 'for my Lord lmbasscllors gardner to goc
withe me lwo and li·o in P<1rrys 10 by my things given him on
Cmnne o:6:o.'
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already begun, Traclescant recording that, in addition to those purchased, 'manye other
Rare Shrubs give me by Master Robyns'. 16
From Paris Traclescant went next to Rauen, where he bought an 'artyfyshall bird', a
'Chest of Shells with eyght boxes of Shells' seemingly to embellish the Hatfield gardens,
and a 'great buffells horne', probably to fertilize them. 17 Further fruit trees bought in
Rauen raised the number of specimens which reached Hatfield that December to nearly
1 ,ooo, many of them first-time introductions. Small wonder that Evelyn, when he
visited the estate in 1643, found that 'the most considerable rarity besides the house
(inferior to few for its Architecture then in England) was the Garden and Vineyard
rarely well water'd and plantecl'. 18
Several varieties included in the list of plants acquired on this journey'!' are illustrated
in a manuscript, formerly thought to be a guidebook to the Hatfield garc~ens, known as
'Tradescant's Orchard'. 20 Although the Hatfield connection is not proven, the link \vith
Tradescant is unquestioned. Some sixty-five varieties of fruits are illustrated in order of
their respective elates of ripening. The author of the notes was evidently not Traclescant
himself, who is referred to under one entry as follows: 'the Amber Plum which .J .T. as I
take it brought out of France and groweth at Hatfield' (Pl. CLXVIII). Incleecl, some
varieties can hardly have had time to start fruiting before Traclescant left Hatfield for
good, within a few years of his first continental visit.
However, the opportunity for a further visit to France preceded his final departure;
this time it was at the behest ofWilliam Cecil (t591-1668), who succeeded his father as
Earl of Salisbury in 16 I 1, and now turned his attentions to Salisbury House, the family's
mansion in the Strand. Here .John Gerard had tended the gardens for William's
grandfather, Lord Burghley. They were now replanted under Tradescant's hand,
seemingly with many hundreds of rose-bushes.~ 1 lncleecl, so lavish was the new carl's
spending on this and other projects that it may have been a factor in encouraging
Tradescant to diversify his interests and prudently to obtain leases on some sixty acres of
farm and woodlands in the manor ofHatfield. 22 However this may be, after three or four
years at work on the gardens at Salisbury House, as well as Hatfield and the other
Salisbury properties at Cranborne 23 (and, perhaps, at Canterbury), the relationship was
finally severed.
From September 16 I 4 Tradescant's name disappears from the Hatfield records, to
reappear by midsummer of the following year at Canterbury. 24 His new master was Lord
16
Hatliclcl House MSS, Bills 58/31. Trackscam's 'bill li.n· his
Chardgcs from Brussels to London in his returne from beyonde
seas' (Hatfield House ~·ISS, Gen. 11/25) is reproduced in
Historical Manuscripts Commission 1976, p. 210.
I7 Hatfield House MSS, Bills sll/31. The shells \\'lTC probably
those destined 10 ornament the beds of the Hatlidd streams.
while powdered horn ma)' have been used to manure the vines:
Gerard ( 1597, p. 727) recommends 'shavings nf horn ... disposed about the roott·s, to cause lcnilitil''.
1
• Evelyn, /Jimy, 1 1 March 16.~3·
1
" Reproduced in Gunther 192:.1, pp. :J28 9· and Allan 1!·Jfi.~.
pp. :Jil-411.

2
" Bod. I..ih. :\·IS Ash mole qli I. Sec below. :\o. +34· 1'1.
CLXVIII.
" Hatlidd Huns<' ~IS, quoted in Allan 1904, p. 57·
"'Rental of the :\.Janor of Ha1lil'ld', quoted in Allan 191i4.
pp. 57 ll.
1
"
Lady Salisbury 1191lo, p. IIUJ records an aCl'IIUnl !Hatfield
House ~·ISS, Acn.ounls 11iuj1; rdating lu a visit by Tradescaru in
Novcmht'l' rfi 11.1 111 Cranbome in order 111 plant tn.·t·s.
" Tlw •·arlicst c\·idem·e of Tradcscant's prcscnn: at
Canterbury is i;1 the lill'ln of a lcllt'r writu·n hy him on 23 July
1615 to Cc.·c.·il"s agenls al Salisbury Housel concerning rcnls dul'
on limnland at Hatlidd 1Hatlil'ld Honse ~ISS, Gen. 7/I:J;
rcprudtll'ecl in l-lislllrical :\lanuscripts Commission I!Ji'· 18,.
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Wotton ( 1548-1626), formerly Sir Edward Wotton, who had bought St. Augustine's
Palace at Canterbury in 1612 from the second Earl of Salisbury. Here Tradescant again
applied himself with imagination and energy: numerous exotics flowered for the first time
in England, many of them introduced by his own hand following a visit to the
Mediterranean in 1620 (see pp. 7-8). During this period under the patronage of Lord
\Votton, he was apparently free to undertake other commissions, including, it has been
suggested, laying out a garden at Chilham, Kent, an estate bought in 1616 by Sir Dudley
Digges ( 1583-1 639) Y•
By 1618, Digges was sent as the King's envoy on an embassy to Russia, and among the
company was John Tradescanl. .Judging from Tradescant's diary of this 'Viag of
Ambusad' via the North Cape to ArchangeP", his official duties were negligible. Several
entries refer to opportunities for botanical field-work, the first ever recorded on Russian
soiiY On 'fhursday 16 .July, for example, the following entry appears: 'In that place
wheare we anccored I desired to have the boat to goe on shore whiche was hard by, wher
when we wear land we found many sorts of beryes, on sort lik our strawberyes but of
another fation of leaf; I have brought sume of them hom to show with suche variettie of
moss and shrubs, all bearing frute, suche as I have never seene the like.' The following.
week, on 20july: 'On Munday I had on ofthe Emperor's boats to cari me from iland to
iland to see what things grewe upon them, whear I found single rosses, \Vondros sweet
withe many other things whiche I meane to bring with me.' No doubt this was the 'Rosa
i\tloscovita' which came to bloom in Tradescant's garden at South Lambeth. 28
Later, on .the first evening of the voyage home, he wrote: 'That night [5 August] we
cam to ancor under Rose Iland, wheare I [and] divers [others] went on shore whear ther
\·vas a littill souldgers house poorly garded withe sum 1omen, whear we bought gras for
our live sheepe, whear I gathered of all such things as I could find thear growing, which
wear 4 sorts of berries, which I brought awaye with me of every sortt.' A section
appended to the diary, headed 'Things by me observed', refers to several other plants,
some of which seem to have been collected either in the form of seeds or as complete·
specimens, including:
on sort of plant, bearing his li·ut like hedge-mercury, which made a very fine showe, having 3
leaves on tope of every stake, having in every leafe a berry about the bignes of a hawe, all the
three ben·yes growing close together, of a finner bright red than a hawe, whiche I took up many
roots, yet am afraid that non held, becuse at our being on ground we staved most of oure frese
waller, and so wear faint to watter withe salt waller, but was made beleeve it was freshe, whiche
that plant having but a long whit thin root, littill biger than a small couch gras; and the boys in
the ship, befor I pe[r]sevcd it, eat of the berries, except sume of them com up am_ongst the earthe
by chance.

Parkinson identifies white ellebor (Veratrum album) as among the species observed on
this voyage: it 'groweth in many places of Germany, as also in some parts of Russia, in
that aboundance, by the relation of that worthy, curious and diligent searcher and
"' Allan 1964, p. 66: concrclc cvidcnc<: li.•r 1his assump1inn has
n01 been prud uccd.
"' Kunovalov 1951, pp. 1:io-4 1. S.:c No. •l:i3 and 1'1. CLX VII.

"'Sec Hamel 1854, pp. 266-84.; Boulgcr 1895.
'" Tradcscalll 1656, p. 162.
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preserver of all natures rarities and varieties, my very good friend,John Tradescante, often
heretofore remixed, that, as hee said, a good ship might be laoden \vith the rootes hereof,
which hee sm-v in an island there'.~!' Purple crane's-bill (? Geranium moswviticum purjJureum)
is also recorded by Parkinson as originating in Muscovy and 'brougiH to us by Mr John
Tradescant' ,:w while others add larch to the list of introductions resulting from this
expedition.:H In all, some two dozen plants are recorded in Tradescant's quaiiH but
perceptive diary, which demonstrates clearly the keen and discerning eye of its author,
for all that it may have been 'written in a rude hand, and by a person unskilled in
composition'.:'~

\.Yotton seems to have had little reason to complain of the absence of his gardener, and
the garden at Canterbury continued to attract attention. Sir Henry Mainwaring wrote to
Lord Zouch in a letter of 27 March 162o that he had gone 'to see my Lord Wottons
garden and to confer with his Gardener, lor I do much desire that your Lordship should
cat a .Muske Mellon [Cucumis melo] of your own in Dover Castle this year'.:l:l Further
exotics were noted there by Parkinson: for example, a variety of mandrake (1\t/andragora
r!lficinarum), 'which I first saw at Canterbury, \Vith my very loving and kinde friendcjohn
Tradescante, in the garden of the Lord \•Votton, whose gardiner he was at that time' .H
The 'Indian moly~ (perhaps Allium sativum, true garlic, or Allium mol)', a Mediterranean
garlic) 'grew also with .John Tradescante at Canterbury, who sent me the head ofbulbes
to see, and afterwards a roote, to plant it in my garden'.:E. Pomegranates also grew there:
'The wilde I thinke was never seene in England, before john Tradescante my very loving
good friend brought it from the parts beyond the Seas, and planted it in his Lords
Garden at Canterbury'.% Also mentioned is the 'Argier Apricocke', which, 'with many
other sorts John 'T'radescante brought with him returning from the Argier voyage,
whither hee went voluntary "~ith the Fleete, that went against the Pyrates in the yeare
162o'.:n
During the Algiers blockade of t62o-t 38 Tradescant was again released by Wotton, this
time to serve as a gentleman volunteer on the pinnace J\1/ercllly under Captain Phineas
Pett (see p. 36). The lv/ercury's movements arc uncertain between February, when she
arrived ofi' Alicante, and her return to England in September. Allan has suggested that.
Pett may have sailed through the Mediterranean as far as Constantinople, possibly as
escort for British merchantmen; she also compiles from Tradescant's 1634 garden
catalogue a list of plants from the :Mediterranean area whose introductions could be
explained in this \-vay.:l!l Some independent evidence exists for one plant, Trifolium
stellatum (starry-headed clover), which was said to have been brought by Tradescan t
"' Parkinson 16~!), p. :H6.
"" Parkinson 1640, p. 705.
"' Boulgcr 1895, pp. 3·~ -8.
2
"
Black 1845, no. 824, xvi.
"' PRO, Stale Papt:rs Domc:stic,Janws I, C:XIII, l(_i2o, no. 41;
Gardiner 1928, p. 310. 'l\·lclon seeds or all suns' were among tlu:
many scc:ds sent li-mn Venice to James I by Sir Henry \Votllm
during the period or his aml~assadorship 1hcrc (Gunther 1922,
p. 1!7<J. and n. 1). Sec also No. 443 below.
'" Parkinson 1629, p. :l7H"' Ibid., p. 141.

:w Ibid., p. ·~30"' lbi"cl., I'· :,79·
'" Scl' Corbell 1!)0·1·• pp. 110 28; and No. •HO bdow.
"" Allan 1964, PI'· 1oo-- fi. Ducarcl ( 1773, p. fi) had <·arlier been
convinced that 'li-<.nn some emblems remaining upon
Tradcscalll's monunwnt in Lambeth churl'h-yard, it plainly
appt:ars that Ill' had visited Grcel't', Egypt and oth<·r Eastem
countries'. C:m·bt~ll ( 1904, p. 116) notes, howt:vcr, that the
commander ol' thl' fil-et, Sir Robl'rt Mansl'll, was cautioned
against sailing eastwards oi'Capt• Spartivt:nto at the sou them tip
or Sardinia.
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from Fermentera, in the Balearics opposite Algiers. 40 There can be little doubt, however,
that he collected others. Parkinson writes of varieties of 'corne flagge' (probably Gladiolus
illyricus), that 'They grow in France and Italy, the least in Spaine, and the Byzantine, as
it is thought, about Constantinople, being (as is said) first sent from thence. John
Tradescante assured mee, that hee saw many acres of ground in Barbary spread over
with them.' 41 The tradition that Tradescantjoined the expedition to Algeria specifically
for botanical purposes, however, 'that he might have an opportunity of bringing apricottrees from that country' 42 is unlikely to be accurate.
In 1623 Tradescant found a new and more influential patron in George Villiers, the
Duke of Buckingham ( 1592-1 628), and was immediately set to work at Newhall in Essex.
Formerly a mansion of Henry VI II, Newhall had been bought by Buckingham from the
Earl of Sussex and was now undergoing extensive elaboration. Evelyn described Newhall
in 1656, by which time it had been sequestered by Parliament, as
a faire old house, built with brick . . . Garden a fairc plot, and the whole scale well
accommodated with water; but above all the Swcetc and fairc avenue planted with stately Limetrees in 4 rowes for neer a mile in length: It has 3 descents which is the onely fault, and may be
reformed: There is another l'aire walk of the same at the Mall and wildernesse, with a TenisCourt, and a pleasant Terrace towards the Park, which was well stored with deere, and ponds. 4 :1

Several entries in Buckingham's accounts relate to sums paid for the purchase of trees and
other plants, including one of 1623, 'Paide to John Tradescant by his Lps order for his
journey into the Lowe Countries for his charges and Trees bought for his Lp there,
£124.14.-.' and one under the account for Buckingham's embassy to the Low Countries
in September 1625, 'To john Tradescant for Trees £150.-.-.' 44 Perhaps on one of these
occasions he 'brought a small Ozier from St Omers in Flanders, which makes
incomparable Net-works'.'' 5 Buckingham entrusted more than his gardens to
Tradescant, as shown by a further entry in the accounts for 162y 'Paide to John
Tradescant for his journey to Paris with my Lords stufl"Trunks &c. by waie of Imprest
£20.-.-.' 46 The occasion was Buckingham's three-week embassy to the French court,
which concluded with his escorting home Henrietta Maria as the bride of Charles I.
Tradescant did not return empty-handed either, for there are records of£ 100 'Given to
john Tradescant for the buying of Trees flowers &c.' and of £20 'Given to the Kings
Gardiners for divers Plantes presented to his Grace by John Tradescant'. 47
In 1626 Tradescant was awarded by Buckingham 'the garnetter's place' at Whitehall,
a sinecure which caused some jealousy among Tradescant's peers. 48 In 1627 he joined
Buckingham's disastrous expedition to lay siege to La Rochelle. 49 With his earlier
'" Pulteney I 790, p. I 76. t\ visit by the nee! 10 Fcrmenlcra is
recorded in Bod. Lib. MS t\shrnole 824/15 (sec No. 440 below.)
11
"
Parkinson 1629, p. •go.
<>Notes and Queries scr. 1, 3 ( 1851 ), :J51, in which the younger
Tradcscant is mistakcnl)• referred to; repeated by Brown 18go, p.
1032.
"Evelyn, DinT)', 10 July 1656.
"BL Add. MS 12, 528 ('Sir Sackville Crowe's Book of
t\ccompts ... on behalf of till: Duke of Buckingham'), f. 12'",
n0.25; f.28'", no. 15.

"' Evelyn 1664, p. 43·
.,; BL Add. MS 12,528, f.'-11'·, no. 19.
"Ibid., f.23', nos. 14 and 24.
'"PRO, Stale Papers Domcs1ic, Charles I, CLXVI, 1630, no.
35: here one James Haydon petitioned for a gram of hcncli1 10
compensate him li>r loss of income when the 'Garnellcrs place',
bestowed on him hy the King, was reassigned to John
Tradescanl by the Duke of Buckingham.
1
"
Sec No. 441 below.
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experience in the Mediterranean, Tradescant may have been a willing enough volunteer
and a useful soldier: one report records that 'the winter comes one apace; our men indurc
much wett in ther trenches; & Jo: Tredescant one of our best ingcniers'. 50
In the circumstances, there can have been little time for Tradescant (who seems to
have escaped personal harm) to bend his mind to more peaceful pursuits, yet some
botanical trophies were carried home: Parkinson records that the 'greatest Sea Stocke
Gilloflower [probably Matthiola sinuata] was brought out of the Isle or Rcc by Roche I by
Mr. .John Tradcscant when the Duke of Buckingham was sent with supplies for Monsieur
Subisc', 51 whileJohnson recalls that this plant 'was first sent over from the Isle ofRccs by
Mr. John Tradcscant'. 52
Buckingham's assassination in 1628 appears to have left Tradescant without a regular
employer, until in 1630 he was appointed Keeper of His iVlajesty's Gardens, Vines, and
Silkworms at Oatlands Palace in Surrey, with an annual salary of £wo. 5 :l Finally, in
1637, he was oflered the newly established post of Custodian of the Oxford Botanic
Garden, which had been founded at a cost of over £5,000 by the Earl ofDanby, opened
in 1621, and planted with 'divers simples lor the advancement of the faculty of
mcdicine'. 54 Danby, whose London scat was at Chelsca, 5 '' may have been influenced in
his choice of gardener by first-hand experience of Tradescant's prowess, for Tradcscant
had been his near-neighbour across the river at Lambeth since about the time of
Buckingham's death.5li At any rate, Danby seems personally to have conducted the
negotiations, since a surviving manuscript records that 'he came to some reasonably good
terms of agreement with John Tradescant of West Lambeth, designed lor the
gardener' .57 Since the yearly stipend of '£50 or thereabouts' was only half the annual
sum paid to Tradcscant for his services at Oatlands, it may be conjectured that the
Oxford duties were not considered demanding.''" Tradcscant, unfortunately, was never
to take up the appointment, and died the following ycar. 59
During the ten years in which the Tradcscants had inhabited Lambeth, their house
and garden had become internationally renowned. The location of their property has
recently been established with some precision by David Sturdy. 60 The house lay on the
line of the present South Lambeth Road, within about an acre of garden. An orchard of
50
l'RO, S1a1e Papers Domeslic, Charles I, LXXXI, di27, no.
59· t\ manuscripl '.Joumall oflhc voyage of Rease" in llll' Brilish
Library (Add. MS ~fi,o51, 1: 16') also mc111ions ".John llu: Dukes
Gardint~r' as an l'ng·incer, describing hin1 as "hest of all this true
and rnosl descrYing". This ll'Siimony appears lo deny Gumlwr's
assel'lion !hal Tradescalll accompanied !he <:xpcdilion 'ap·
parerllly in lhl• capacily or a cnll<'l'lor or ol~j<'<"IS or nalurnl
his10ry' (Gmnlwr 1925, p. !.!82).
''' Parkinson rfi4.0, p. fi24.
,., .Johnson 1633. p. !O!J!J· A rdi:rem·•· 11.1 1his species had
however already appeared under 1hc name nf l.rucoium IIUitimtm
in Gerard's Her/Jail nf r 597 (pp. 3H- 6), wher<· il is described as
gmwing 'nc<:n: unw 1lw seaside, alum! Cnlchesler, in llu: Isle of
Man, nc<:rc PresiOn in t\undemcssc, and abmll \Yesu:hl:sler'.
" PRO, S1a1c Papers Dumcslic, Charles I, CCCII, !6~i5. no.
94.. For dclails of !he vineyards and gardens al Omlands sec
Flelchcr '930, pp. 141' s; Forge I~J70,fJa.<Jilll.
,. Gurulwr 1912, p. r.

.,,, I am gralclirl In :\·Irs Rosemary

~icholson

li:>r 1his

infurn1ation.

'''' Snrrdy ( l!_lll2. p. 1) nolcs I hal Tradcscanl's name does nnl
appc·ar in a parish tax asscssrncnt of 1f.i28, bur he tnusl have

seuled in l..amln:lh laic in 1ha1 year, since a lis! of planls he
records as growing llwn.· was begun in t6·19 (sec No. 436 below).
Snrrdy fun her nbs<·rv<·s !hal Tradesea!ll showed no v<:ry marked
inu·resl in nwdiciual plams which mig-Ill ha\'<: rcn:nnmcnded him
liJr !he Oxli•rd posl. hm !hat his son was laler 10 de\'elop this
aspen of lh<· l.amhellr g·arden (ihid., p. 'l).
" Bod. Lib. MS.Twync 6, f. 21l7.
''" Prndcncc Lcilh-Ross has poirned ou1 (personal communi·
nniun) 1ha1 Tradl·scam's salary a1 Omlands had lo include all
workmanship and malcrials. lm1 possibly 1his was nul so al
Ox fiord.
''" Clurrchwar<kns' Accnums oi"S1. :'vlary a1 Lami)('Jh, qumcd
in.Ail!r.•·mu/Qjtrrir.•·s<.·r. 1, 3 (tll!jr), ~l94· r<:C'Ord for Ill<: year 1G37
H: 'hem, Jnhn Tmdcskin; ye gn·1 bell and black clo1h, ss.4d.'
"" Snrrdy l!J82.
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some two acres or more lay close by the garden. Although somewhat modified by later
alterations, something of the original house can be seen in a late eighteenth-century
water-colour reproduced by Sturdy, which shows also the adjacent building later
occupied by Ashmole. 61 The environs were otherwise relatively undeveloped, to judge
from a record of a visit to Ashmole's property by John Evelyn in 1678, when he noted
that 'The prospect from a Turret is very fine, it being so neere Lond[ on] & yet not
discovering any house about the Country'. 62 As well as fulfilling the recreational needs of
the family, the garden and orchard may also have served as a source of income from the
sale of plants and fruit. Writing of plums, for example, Parkinson records that 'the
choysest for goodnesse, and rarest for knowledge, are to be had of my very good friend
Master John Tradescante, who hath wonderfully laboured to obtaine all the rarest fruits
hee can heare off in any place of Christendome, Turky, yea or the whole world'. 63
Thomas Johnson acquired Tradescant's rose daffodil, 'from Master John Tradescant of
South Lam beth [which] is the largest and stateliest of all the rest' described elsewhere by
Parkinson as 'The Prince of Daffodils' .64 Johnson records several other rare species
flowering with Tradescant, including not only exotics such as bastard felwort (probably
Gentiana verna), which 'grow not wilde in England that I know of', Virginian starworts
(probably either Aster nouae-angliae or A. noui-belgii), and Virginian snake-root or snakeweed (Aristolochia serpentaria), but also little-known native plants such as Our Lady's
slipper (Cypripedium calceolus) from 'the North parts of this kingdome', painted sage
(probably a form of Salvia ojficinalis), which 'was first found in a countrey garden, by Mr.
John Tradescant, and by him imparted to other louers of plants', and bear's ears or
mountain cowslips. 65 Tradescant's interest in the more obscure and less spectacular
products of his native countryside is a facet of his professionalism often lost behind his
association with more prestigious introductions from overseas. It is well illustrated in
Johnson's account of one little-loved strawberry, Fragariafructu hispido (a form of Fragaria
moschata, the Plymouth strawberry):
There is also kept in our gardens (onely for varietie) another Strawberrie which in leaves and
growing is like the common kinde; but the Aoure is greenish, and the fruit is harsh, rough and
prickely, being of a greenish colour, with some shew of rednesse. Mr. John Tradescant hath told
me that he was the first that tooke notice of this Straw-berry, and that in a womans _garden at
Plimouth, whose daughter had gathered and set the roots in her garden in stead of the common
Straw-berry: but she finding the fruit not to answer her expectation, intended to throw it away:
which labor he spared her, in taking it and bestowing it among the lovers of such varieties, in
whose gardens it is yet preserved. 66
In addition to the plants credited to him in the text of Parkinson's Paradisus, a list of
further species introduced between the year of publication (162g) and 1633 was
appended by Tradescant to his own copy. 67 It comprises over 130 entries, several of them
referring to more than one variety; amongst the sources given are the ever-generous
"' Ibid., fig. 7·
Evelyn, Diary, 23 July 1678.
•• Parkinson 1629, p. 575·
64
johnson 1633, p. 135; Parkinson 162g, p. 102.
•• johnson 1633, pp. 437, 443, 489, 766, 785, 848. Mr Alan
62

Paterson has pointed out (personal communication) that G. vema
docs in fact grow wild in the British Isles.
66
Johnson 1633, p. gg8.
67
See No. 436 below.
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'Mounser -Robyne' and also Rene Morin of Paris. A full catalogue of some 750 species
and varieties grown at Lambeth was subsequently prepared for publication in I634, and
a single copy is still extant. 68 In the same year the explorer Peter Mundy called on
Tradescant and saw foreign plants in 'a little garden with divers outlandish herbes and
flowers, whereof some that I had not seene elsewhere but in India, being supplyed by
Noblemen, Gentlemen, Sea Commaunders etts'. 69 Presumably this 'little garden' formed
a separate element within the grounds, functioning as a living collection of natural
rarities. During a visit in I638, Georg Christoph Stirn of Ni.irnberg saw 'all kinds of
foreign plants which are to be found (enumerated) in a special little book which Mr
Tradescant has had printed about them'/ 0 presumably the garden list mentioned above.
A comprehensive review of the introduced trees and shrubs grown by the Tradescants at
Lambeth has recently been published by P. J . .Jarvis. 71
Tradescant's will, dated 8 January 1638, and proven on 2 May 1638, lists leases on
properties in Covent Garden and Longacre, which were left to his grandchildren, in
addition to those at Woodham Water in Essex and at Lambeth, which went to his son
John. (No mention is made of Elizabeth, his wife, who must be assumed to have
predeceased him.)1 2
The early life ofJohn Tradescant the Younger is rather shadowy. He was baptized at
Meopham in I 6o8n and between I 6 I g and I 623 attended the King's School,
Canterbury, close by Lord Wotton's garden where his father was employed. He married
Jane Hurt in 1627 ; 74 at some time not precisely known a daughter, Frances, was born/ 5 to
be followed in I633 by· a son, John.
In I634 Tradescant the younger was admitted a freeman of the Gardeners Company,
although no record survives of his apprenticeship.n Three years later he made his first
visit to Virginia, when it was recorded that 'In I637 John Tredescant was in the colony,
to gather all rarities of flowers, plants, shells, &c.' 77 He made further visits on two
occasions, in 1642 and in I654. 78
In Tradescant's I656 catalogue the Tradescants' name was linked with only five North
American plants: blush bears' ears (Dodecatheon meadia L.), Virginian maple (Acerrubrum
L.), another maple (Platanus occidentalis L.), Virginian or swamp cypress ( Taxodium
distichum L.), and white Virginian poplar (tulip tree) (Liriodendron tulipifera L.).
Subsequently, they have been credited with Aster tradescanti 79 and with the spiderwort,
•;• Tradescant 1634: the surviving copy is in Magdalen
College Library, Oxrord (Arch. 8.11.1.19); it is reproduced in
Gunther 1922, pp. 334-45.
6
" Bod. Lib. MS Rawl. A315; reproduced in Temple 1919,
p. 2.
7
" For Stirn's diary sec No. 43H below.
71
Jarvis 1979.
" PRO, Pro b. 1 rjr 77/63; sec .Notes a11d Qjlerir..r sci". r, 7 ( 1853),
295; Lane Poole 1913, p. 68; Allan 196•h pp. 174-5.
" Meopham Parish Church Registers, quoted in Notes am/
Queries ser. r, 5 (tByo?), 266; Golding-Bird tgrB, p. 152: 'r6o8:
Augusl the iiij daye John the sonne or John Tradescalll was
baptized eodem die.'
,. Facuhy Ofiicc Licence.
75
At the time or her marriage in 1644. Frances was described

as 'about nineteen'. Allan ( 1964, p. r 79) accords her a birth in
wedlock by giving her birthdmc as r. r628.
"; Allan ( 19f.i4, p. 150) notes that the records of the Gardeners
.Company pertaining to this period were destroyed hy lire in the
cightecmh century.
77
PRO, State Pap<:rs, Colonial Series, 1574-r66o, vol. t, no.
11. Allan's suggestion ( 1964, p. 165) that he had visited Virginia
prior 10 1637 is based on an inllux of twenty-nine American
plants recorded in the garden list (Tradescant r 634): this
hypothesis finds no supporting evidence clsewhen: and the plants
in question could easily have arrived through intermediaries.
78
Allan 1964, pp. 181, 189.
'" e.g. Pulteney r 7!JU, p. r 76; Ar1trs a11d Queries ser. r, 3 ( r8sr),
354·
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Tradescantia virginiana. 80 Parkinson described the latter (Pl. CLXXVI II) under the name
Plzalangium ejJhemerum Virginianum Joannis Tradescant:
'l'he soon fading Spider-wort of Virginia, or 'T'radescant his Spider-wort. This Spider-wort is of
late knowledge, and lcJr it the Christian world is indebted unto that painful! industrious
searcher, and lover of all natur(·s varieties, John Tradescant (sometimes belonging to the right
Honourable Lord Robert Earle of Salisbury, Lord Treasurer of England in his time, and then
unto the right Honourable the Lord Wotton at Canterbury in Kent, and lastly unto the late Duke
of Buckingham) who first received it of a li·iend, that brought it out of Virginia, thinking it to bee
the Silke Grasse that groweth there, and hath imparted hereof, as of many other things, both to
me and others ... '" 1

Hence this attribution, and perhaps all the others listed here, should be to the elder
Tradescant, whose North American introductions were all made via intermediaries. 82
Many no doubt arrived at Lambeth, like the spiderwort, in the care of interested friends,
others as a result of a letter specifically requesting specimens, written by Tradescant at
the command of the Duke of Buckingham (see pp. 19-20). Yet others came by way of
exchange with gardeners who already had specimens of their own, such as 'Doronicum
Americanum', (probably Amica montana, leopard's bane), said to have come from 'the
French colony about the river of Canada and noursed up by Vespasian Robin the French
Kings Herbarist at Paris, who gave Mr. Tradescant some rootes that hath encreased well
with him and thereof hath imparted to me also'.H:l
Exchanges of seeds and plant specimens between botanists were an important feature
of this formative period of gardening. A number of entries in Parkinson's Paradisus refer
to plants or seeds received from the elder Tradescant: these include double cuckoo
flowers (presumably a double-flowered form, no\v lady's smock, Cardamine pratensis), 'sent
me by my especial good friend .John Tradescante, who brought it among other dainty
plants from beyond the Seas, and imparted thereof a root to me', and mountain
valerian, received 'of the liberalitie of my loving friend John Tradescante, who in his
travaile, and search of natures varieties, met with it, and imparted thereof unto me' .84
Tradescant himself wrote in the annexe to his Russian diary: 'I found a bery growing
lowe at my first landing whic in berry was muche lik a strabery but of an amber caller ...
I dried sume of the beryes to get seede whearof I have sent part to Robiens of Parris'. 85
11
"
Blunt 119,50, p. 79• nou·s, howeveJ", that l'\'ide1u:e li.u· an
earlier irurodlll"tion of ..frtult'.'i({llllitl into Europe exists in an

illuslnllion by Gl'urg Hoclhag-d 115·12 1fioo:.
"' Parkinson 16~9, p. 152.
"' Kingsbury ( 1935, p. 229) records 1ha1 among- ccl'lain lcll<'I'S
which caml' li·om Virginia onhoard 1hc Abigail in 1623 was one
li·orn 'G<·nrg-c Sandys lo i\h .John Tradesicant al my Lnrd
\\'o11uns house' (sec also Eiglltll Rrfmrl tiflllr 1-/i.<torica/ Manuscript.<
C'omminion ( 181!1 ), Appr:ndix pl. 2, no .•pa). lis cnntcllls arc
unknown hul it dl'monslratcs none 1hc less some degree of active
conlact with the Americas at this date. ·rradcscant was also a

suhseribl'r in 1li 1fi In Captain Arg-all's Virg-inia plarllalion. Sr:r.·
King-sbury 193~, p. 58 and llrow·n ill9o, p. 939: 'February 12,
1li 17, Caplain Argall and his assoeiall'S, here under namr:d,
allowed s<·vcrallllills of Ad\'cruurc li.11· lranspon of 24 persons, at
Iheir charg-l'.to Va. viz ... .John Trl'dcscam, 1 Bill of £25. ·

"" Parkinson 1640, p. 323.
•• Parkinson 1629, pp. 388-9.
"''Sec No. 433 below. Other allusions 10 such exchanges of
plallls occur, for example, in the Herbal/ of .John Gerard, where
Ihe ;nuhor records Ihal he received of 'the curious and painful
1-lcrbarisl of Paris', .Jean Robin, a 'double yellow dafiodil ...
which he procured by means of friends from Aurelia, and other
pans of France . . . hyacinths . . . Turkic or Ginnic-hen
flowers ... wild sallron ... gum succoric ... dog's bane ... herb
C:hriswpher ... Indian cress'. The Iauer 'came firsl from the
Indies inw Spaine and those hot regions, mtel thence into
Frauncc and Fland.;rs, fwm whence I have received seeds from
my loving friend .John Robin' (Gerard 1597, pp. 98, 122, 126,
196, 225, 755· 829)·
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Robin is credited as the source ofmany of the exotics in the list of plants 'reseved since
the impression of this booke', appended to Tradescant's copy of Parkinson's Paradisus, 81 ;
including 'Iris A.ffracanus' and 'Renunculus Asiaticus'. In the same place is mentioned 'on
German rose of Mr. Parkinson from Mounser Rabine'. Others come from Rene lVlorin
in Paris; Sir Peter VVyche, who was British ambassador in Constantinople in the year in
question (1630); Humfry Slaynie (seep. 35), and others. Further specimens are simply
1:ecorded as coming from Brussels, Holland, France, or merely 'from !orrin parts'.
Parkinson describes a 'Strawberry headed Trefoile ofPortugall' which 'perisheth yearely
with mee, and Mr. Tradescant, who had it li·om Boel at Lishbone'. 87 Golding-Bird's
claim, that the elder Tradescant paid £25 to an agent in 1617 to collect specimens in
Virginia,"" seems to be based on a misunderstanding of Tradescant's investment of the
same sum in that ye·ar in the Virginia Company. 89
Parkinson's Tlzealrum Botanicum lists several species for which the younger Tradescant is
credited with the first introductions/10 among them the branched burr-reed (Sparganium
ramosum), columbine (Aquilegia canadensis L.), jasmine (possibly Gelsemium sp.), cypress
(Taxodium disticlzum L.) and, possibly, the Virginian locust tree (Robinia pseudacacia L.)Y 1
Also recorded is a variety of fern 'which Mr. john Tradescant the younger, brought
home with him from Virginia, this present yeare, 1638, presently after the death of his
father'.n
Soon after returning from Virginia, Tradescant the Younger was appointed Keeper of
His Majesty's gardens at Oatlands, 'in the place ofjohn Tradescant, his father, deceased',
the salary remaining at £100 per annum. 9 :l In October of the same year he married
Hester Pookes, his fi.rst wifejane having previously died. 94 Hester was already related by
marriage to the de Critz family, among whom john de Critz had worked contemporaneously with Tradescant the Elder at Hatfield and at Oatlands, while the de Critz l~unily
was later to produce a series of portraits of all three generations of TradescantsY 5
Some record ofTradescant's duties at Oatlands is contained in a bill, dated 12 April
1648, for expenses in respect of 'amending the \Valks in the Vineyard Garden, and for
Worke t:o be don to the Gardens at Oatlands, and for repaireing the Bowling Greene
there'. 96
From this time onwards, the younger Tradescant's acquaintance with Elias Ashmole
developed. The relationship's progress can be charted from Ashmole's diary/17 beginning
on 15 June 1650, when 'My selfe, wife & Dr: \Vharton, \·vent to visit lVlr: John
Tradescant at South-Lambeth'. The relationship seems to have been friendly: the
""Sec No. ·~36 below.
117
Parkinson 164.0, p. 1 109.
110
Guiding-Bird l!J:J4, p. 165.
""PRO, State Papers, Colonial Series, 157·J.-t66o, vol. 2, no.
33· Sec n. ll2.
""Parkinson 164o, pp. 12o6, 1367, 1465, l47i, 1550.
"' Mr Alan Paterson poillls om (personal nmununication)
that S. TQ/110.<11/11 is a native British species. For a discussion or
Tradcscam's primacy over Robin in the imroduction or Robi11ia
pseudoet~cia, sec Allan 1964, pp. 44-5. The Dictirma~J' of Natio11al ·
Biograph)' (s.v. Tradescant) mentions a tradiwn that Tradescant
the Younger was the first to grow pineapples in England, but the
claim is unsubstantiated.

!l:t

Parkinson

1 tit~o,

p. H•45·

'"'PRO, State Papers Domcsti.:, Charles I, CC:CCXXXII,
1639, nu. 41 (docket).
,., Drew 1!H3· p. gil: sec uncl<:r 'Extraordinarij n'cieptes 1(,.
l:luryalles tfi:H ... .JuiH: first, .Jane tlw wife of .John Tradeskin,
£oo, 12.00. · The record or registration of Tradescant 's marriage
10 Hester Poukes is n:produced in Note.l' anti Qperir•s scr. 1, 8
(til.~:~). 5•:i,,,, Sec Nos. 253, ~62. 265, 'l6g, 'l74 below.
,,; Ash. Lib. AMS 2. enclosure •I.
7
'' .Joslen 19fi6, vol. l.fmssim; ~. 5::JO.
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Ashmoles (and particularly Mrs Ashmole) stayed at Lambeth on occasion, and
Tradescant accompanied Ashmole in August 1652 to attend a trial for witchcraft at
Maidstone. 98
The same year saw the death ofTradescant's nineteen-year-old son john, buried on I 5
September next to his grandfather in the churchyard of St. Mary at Lambeth. 99 In the
years that followed, various drafts of the catalogue of plants and rarities at South
Lambeth were compiled by Tradescant in collaboration with Ashmole and Dr Thomas
Wharton (see p. 24). Following publication of the catalogue in 1656, 100 our knowledge
of Tradescant stems mainly from legal documents, such as the deed of gift of 1659 by
which the collection of rarities was assigned to Ashmole, and the recensions in two
subsequent wills (see·pp. 41-2). He successfully answered a charge in 166I of'making shew
of Severall Strainge Creatures without Authority from his Majesties Office of the
Revells', 101 and in the same year was summoned (with many others) to face a charge of
having 'wilfully ... refused to pay their assessment for poor relief there, to the grave
damage of all parishoners and inhabitants, in evil example ... and against the peace', 102
an imputation which failed in court. His name also appears in two writs, a Venire facias of ·
January I662 and a Capias of April in the same year, both concerning an indictment of
the previous October and calling on a large number of citizens 'to answer touching
certain trespasses, con tempts and misdemeanours' . 1 03
johnTradescant the Younger died on 22 April 1662. Namesakes then still living in
Walberswick received bequests in his will, 1114 as did his widowed daughter, Frances, and
four god-children. Family responsibilities fell to his widow, Hester. At her expense, a
monument to all three john Tradescants was erected in the churchyard of St. Mary at
Lambeth. 1 05 Ducarel described it in I 773: 'This once beautiful monument hath suffered
so much by the weather, that no just idea can now, on inspection, be formed ofthe North
and South sides', but from two views of the tomb preserved at Cambridge (Pl. CLXXV)
could be seen the following:
On the East side
On the West
On the South

Tradescant's arms
A hydra, and under it a skull
Broken columns, Corinthian capitals,
&c. supposed to be ruins in Greece,
or some other eastern countries
On the North
A crocodile, shells &c. and a view
of some Egyptian buildings
Var.ious figures of trees, &c. in relievo adorn the four corners of this monument. 106
"" I bid., 1. 94-5.
"" Parish Regis1er, St. Mary al Lamlwllt.
1
"" Tradescam Ib.)6. Sec l\·licroliche .'i·
1111
PRO, S1a1e Papers Domcslic, Charles II, XXXVIII,
1661, nos. 74 and 74 I. In response 10 an appeal by Tradesca111
agains1 1he charge, 1he King declared himself salisfied '1ha1 1hc
facl, in i1sclf, is nol onely of very harmclesse import, & nm 10 bee
found prleJjudiciall 10 any person; btu 1ha1 i1 hath been
practised & cominued, uninterruptedly, by him & his Father,
with the Allowance or good liking (al least) of our Progenilors,
for many yea res past'.
·

102

Powell and Jenkinson •935, pp. 101-2.
Ibid., pp. 125, 170.
10
• PRO, Prob. 11/308/72. See Notes a11d Queries scr. 1, .'i
(18.):l), 167-81, 474-5; Allan 1964, pp. 19H-g.
105
Aubrey ( 1719, p. 11) records that '1hc lop Stone is a Table
of good black marble, whereon is this lnscrip1ion: This monument was erected al the Charge of Hesler TradL-scant, the Relic!
ofJohn Tredescant, late deceased, who was bury'd the 25th Day
of April, 1662.'
106
Ducarcl 1773, pp. 10-1 1.
10
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It was eventually repaired by subscription in I 773· A new Ieger slab was fitted to the
tomb omitting the previous reference to the fact that it had been erected by Hester, but
including an epitaph composed for but never added to the first tomb:
Know, stranger, ere thou pass, beneath this stone,
Lie .JOHN TRADESCANT, grandsire, falher, son.
The last dy'd in his spring; the other L'vVO
Liv'd till they had travelled an and nature thro
As by their choice collections may appear,
or what is rare, in land, in seas, in air:
Whilst they (as HOMER'S Iliad in a nut)
A world of wonders in one closet shut.
These famous antiquarians that had been
Both gardiners to the ROSE and LILLY QUEEN,
Transplanted now themselves, sleep here; and when
Angels shall with their trumpets awaken men
And fire shall purge the world, these hence shall rise
And change their garden lor a paradise. 1n 7

Following a second appeal in I852 the upper slab was again renewed, the version of I 773
eventually finding its way to the Ashmolean Museum, where it is now displayed. 10 "
All other trace of the Tradescants was gradually erased from Lambeth. Aubrey
recorded in I 7 I g that:
At South Lambeth, the farthest House was the House where .John Tredescant liv'd, and shew'd
his choice Collection of Rarities; where he had a garden stor'd with choice Plants; amongst
others he had the Balm of Gilead Tree; Edm. Wyld, Esq; had some layers of it, which grew very
well at Houghton-Conquest in Bedlordshire, 'till in the hard Winter the Mice kill'd it. I do not
hear or any other now in England. The House and Garden Elias Ashmole bought; as also the
Rarities, which he gave to the Musa:um at Oxford. Very few rare plants are now remaining here;
only a very fair Horse-Ches-Nut tree, some Pine-Trees and Sumach-Trees, Phylerea's, &c. and at
the Entrance into the Gate, over the Bridge or the Mote, are two vast Ribs of a Whale. 109

Dr William Watson published in I 750 a further note of the garden at Lambeth, 'many
Years totally neglected and the House belonging to it empty and ruin'd yet though the
Garden is quite cover'd with Weeds, there remain among them manifest Footsteps of its
Founder'. 110 Among the plants surviving from the heyday of the garden were 'two trees
of the Arbutus [Strawberry tree] the largest I have seen', which were among the species
recorded in the garden by Ash mole in a list of trees he added to Tradescant's copy of the
Paradisus. 1 1 1

Any survivors of these specimens have long since disappeared in the late nineteenthcentury housing developments which saw the demolition of the Tradescants' house in
1117

.N11/e.< ami Querie.r ser. 1, 3 (1851), 286-7, 394 !corrected!.
For a prospectus for the appeal "liJr rhe perfect n:stauration
of the Tomb of the Tradcscants, according 10 its originalli>rm',
sc:c Bod. Lib. Oxon. C.61:1, item 185. Sec also G'flllirman'.<
Magt~<.ine NS 37 (1852), p. 377; ibid. 39 (1853), p. 511:1. The gift
11111

to the Ashmokan is recorded in .Ni•les ami Qj1eries ser. (i, 3 ( 181!1 ),
511!.
1

""

1111

Ill

Auhrcy 171!). pp. l·l-13.
\Vatsnn 1750, p. J(ir.
Sec No. ~:lu below.
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879 and the construction of Tradescant Road and Walberswick Street, named to
commemorate the former leaseholders. 112 Today no plant specimens survive which can
be linked directly with the Tradescants. 113
Interest in them has been revived by more recent developments at Lambeth. The
church of St. Mary at Lambeth was declared redundant in I 972; the churchyard became
a wilderness, and the building itself, having been boarded up, was scheduled for
demolition in 1976. In that year, thanks to the initiative of Mr and Mrs john Nicholson,
admirers of the Tradescants, a stay of execution was obtained and a Tradescant Trust set
up to focus interest and eflort. By January of the following year the Friends of the
Tradescant Trust had been formed, and in the next winter a public appeal was launched.
Now, with the aid of funds raised and with major grants in aid from the Department of
the Environment and the London Borough of Lambeth, a programme of repair and
consolidation is in hand. It is hoped to reopen the church as a museum of garden history,
while the churchyard has already been planted as a memorial garden where memory of the
Tradescants is sustained by the trees, shrubs, and flowers with which their name IS
inextricably linked and which once flourished in their own garden at Lambeth.
I

112
Sec Sturdy 1glh, p. 1o, liJr the destruction of the
Tradescam house.
11
' There seems to be no convin<:ing reason lor allributing a
Horlus siccu.< in the Bodleian Library (sec No. 4•14 below) 10 the
Tradcscants. Gunther's statcmcnl ( 1925, p. 202) that it was

'probably collected by or lor the Tradescams' is unsubstantiated; the holograph is indeed 1hough1 to be liJreign (Black
184.5, no. 14.65). The recipe for glue to mount planl specimens
appended 10 the volume is not in Tradescam's hand, as claimed
by Allan (1964, p. 225), but in Ashmole's.

THE TRADESCANTS AS COLLECTORS
OF RARITIES
Arthur MacGregor
The 'Tradescan ts amassed their collection of rarities as a parallel and subsidiary exercise
to their botanical activities. By the time it was accumulating at Lambeth, shows of
rarities had already become popular in London and indeed were viewed \·vith a certain
ennui by the most fashionable: Peacham in 1611 complained peevishly, 'Why does the
rude vulgar so hastily post in a madnesse to gaze at trifles and toyes not worthy the
viewing?' 1 Details are known of only one of these earliest seventeenth-century
collections, and, fortunately, it is one with which the elder Tradescant may well have
been familiar. Its owner was Sir Walter Cope (d. 1614), a politician who had been a
member of the Elizabethan College of Antiquaries. 2 Cope \Vas a close friend of the first
Earl of Salisbury, Tradescant's patron and employer, and before falling into debt in later
years kept a fashionable house known as Cope Castle in Kensington. In 1599 he was
described as inhabiting a fine house in the Snecgas, 3 where he entertained the visiting
Swiss, Thomas Platter, who recorded the occasion in his diary. 4 Platter was shown into
'an appartment, stuffed with queer foreign objects in every corner, and amongst other
things I saw there, the following seemed of interest ... '. There follows a list of some fifty
entries, several of them referring to more than one object, and including weapons, holy
relics from a Spanish ship which Cope had helped to capture, heathen idols, and
numerous bone instruments. Geographically, the collection was very varied: ornan~ents,
clothes, an artful little box, earthen pitchers, and porcelain fi·om China; plumes, a
Madonna made of feathers, a chain made of monkey-teeth, two dyed sheepskins, stone
shears, a back-scratcher, and a canoe \·vith paddles, all from 'India'; there was aJavanese
costume, Arabian coats, cloaks, and musical instruments, and a pitcher and dishes from
Turkey. Nor was the collection confined to artificial rarities, for among those from the
natural world were the horn and tail ofa rhinoceros, the horn of a bull seal, a round horn
which had grown on an Englishwoman's forehead, a unicorn's tail, a 'flying rhinoceros',
a hairy caterpillar, a 'sea halcyon's nest' and Virginian fireflies. Other accessions
anticipating the Tradescants' collection were objects associated with persons of note,
including the bauble and bells of Henry VIII's fool, the Queen of England's seal, and the
Turkish Emperor's golden seal.
Following his detailed list, Platter continues that Cope also possessed, 'besides many
1

'l'ancgyrick verse' prdixcd to CmJ•at'.•· Crrulilie.1· [sec Coryat

1(.105, I. 114).

' For an accomll of the College of t\miquari<:s sec van Nord<:n
1(.14(i.

"The street has not hccn idcmificd: Williams (t9Ji, p. t71, n.
Snow or Snor Hill.
'Ibid.

~)suggests
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old heathen coins, fine pictures, all kinds of corals and sea-plants in abundance. There
are also other people in London interested in curios, but this gentleman is superior to
them all for strange objects, because of the Indian voyage he carried out with such zeal.'
Three years later, Cope's collection attracted the attention of the young Duke of StettinPomerania, who visited London in 1602 while on a grand tour of the principal European
states. In the diary kept by the Duke's tutor and private secretary, Frederic Gerschow,
are noted a number of the objects seen by Platter as well as others not previously
recorded: 5 these include a little Indian bird phosphorescent by night; a 'passport given
by the King of Peru to the English, neatly written upon wood'; and a 'musical instrument
celebrated in ancient times, and called cymbalum'.
In its diversity of artificial and natural rarities, of antiquities, coins, and ethnological
material, Cope's collection foreshadowed that which Tradescant was later to form at
Lambeth. There is every likelihood that Tradescant saw it, and it may well have
influenced or even inspired his own activities: not only was Cope on friendly terms with
Tradescant's master, but Tradescant carried out a personal commission for Cope himself
during his visit to Leiden in 161 1, buying plants to the value of £38. 6
The journey to Leiden would have provided Tradescant with an opportunity to view
another famous collection, in the university's anatomy school, which included much
besides anatomical and pathological specimens (see pp. 78-g) and was certainly open to
the public during vacations; 7 it is not impossible that Tradescant paid it a visit between
rounds of intensive buying at the local nurseries.
Mea Allan suggests that Tradescant's principal source of inspiration was the collection
described by Evelyn in 1644 as belonging to Monsieur Morine, 'a person who from an
ordinary Gardner, is ariv'd to be one of the most skillfull and Curious Persons of France
for his rare collection of shells, Flowers and Insects'. 8 There seems to be some confusion,
however, as to whether this was Rene Morin, with whom the elder Tradescant later
exchanged specimens, or his younger brother, Pierre Morin, 'le jeune, dit troisieme' .9
Although there seem to be few records of an early interest in collecting, the social
customs and the natural and artificial rarities noted by Tradescant and carefully
recorded in his Russian diary (see No. 433) provide some foretaste of this passion.
Prevailing weather, the position of his ship, the condition of the sea, house types,
furnishings, street paving, carts (which are compared with those in Staffordshire), sheep
(compared with those in Norfolk), and horses are recorded; the principal crops are
discussed, and harvest-times given. An interest in costume appears already: two men
from 'Cross Island' on the Lapland coast who intercepted the Diana on 11 July 1618 to
offer salted salmon for sale, are described as 'clad in lether, withe the skins ofsheepe withe
the firs syde inwards, bothe having crusifixes about the necks very arttifityally mad', and
among the Sammoyets 'the men and women be hardli knowne on from the other, because
they all wear clothes like mene, and be all clad in skins of beasts packed very curiouslie
together, stockins and all'.
5
Von Biilow 11lg2, pp. 25-7.
• Ha1ficld House MSS, Bills sll/:~7 Scheurleer 1975, p. 22'-1.

"Allan 1964, p. 47; Evelyn, Dial)•, r.1-6 April 1644.
"Compare, lor example, \Varner 1954, pp. 11i9, 172, with vol.
2, p. 13'-1, n. 3, of de Beer's 1955 edition of Evelyn's /Jia~l'.
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Rarities

Birds were also recorded and collected. On the night of2gjune there came 'a strang
bird abord our shipe, whiche was taken alive and put to my costody, but dyed within two
dayes after being 6o leaggs from the shore, whos like I yet never sawe, whos case I have
reserved'. On 13.July 'many small birds cam abord the shipe, being sume 3leags fi·mn the
shore. I have thre of ther skins whiche \vere caut by myself and the rest of the company'.
Collecting plants on 16july (when a piece ofsnakeskin was also noted), Tradescant and
some others flushed out '5 foulls suche as all those in the place whea.r we landed hardlie
knewe, the ould ons wer great to the bignes of a fesant, the wings whit, the bodies green,
the tayll blev,;e or dove coller. I would have given 5s. for one of their skins'.
It is, unfiwtunately, impossible to tell with certainty which, if any, of the NorthEuropean items later recorded in the 1656 catalogue 10 of the Lambeth collection were
collected on this voyage; all of them could have been acquired later by purchase or gift.
Among the possible souvenirs arc boots fi·om Lapland, Russian boots, shoes and
stockings, boots from .Muscovy, and 'the Duke of Muscovy's vest wrought with gold upon
the breast and arms'. "fhe only identifiably Russian objects to survive are the important
abacus (No. 193) and, perhaps, a leather boot (No. 107).
"fhe expedition to Algiers in 1621 would also have given opportunities for collecting.
Among possible trophies of this expedition listed in the 1656 catalogue may be counted
steel chains from Spain, a 'Portugal! habit', a Moore's cap, Barbary shoes and spurs (see
Nos. 17-19), two amulets (Nos. 24 and 190), a vest, and a cmv's tail fi·om Arabia. More
doubtful are various items catalogued from Venice, Malta, Turkey, .Jerusalem, and
Damascus. 1 1
Up to this point Tradescant may have been relying on his mvn travels and, perhaps,
those of his li·iends to produce accessions, but new horizons opened with his alliance to
the Duke of Buckingham. Buckingham was already a connoisseur with a princely artcollection who employed the talents of a scout, Balthasar Gerbier, to locate ne\v
masterpieces lor his galleries. Evidence of Buckingham's awakening interest in rarities
appears in 1625 in the f(,rm of a letter addressed to Edward Nicholas, then secretary of
the Navy, signed by .John Tradescant. 1 ~
Noble Sir
I have Bin Comanded By My Lord to Let Yr Worshipe Understand that It IsH Graces Plesure
that you shoLild In His Name Deall withe All Marchants from All Places But Espetially the
Virgine & Bermewde & Newfi.1wnd Land l\tlen that when they Into those Parts that they will take
Care to f"urnishe His Grace Withe Allmaner or Beasts & fowclls and Birds Alyve or IrNot Withe
Heads Horns Beaks Clawes Skins Fcthers Stipes or Seeds Plants Trees or Shrubs Also fi·mn Gine
or Binne or Senego ·rurkye Espctially to Sir "fhomas Rowe Who is Leger At Constantinoble Also
to Captain Nnrthc to the New Plantation towards the Amasonians With All thes fore Resyted
Raritycs & Also fi·mn the East lndcs \.Yithe Shells Stones Bones Egge-shclls Withe What Cannot
Com Alive l\tly Lord having heard or the Dcwkc or Shevercs 1 :1 & Partlic scene or His Strang
Fowlls Also fi·om 1-Iollond or Storks A payre or two of yong OilS Withe Divers kinds or Rullcs
1" Tradi"SGIIII t(i; ti. Sec ;\·li<:rolidu· ; .
1
1
11 Tradcscanl tti; ti. 1'1'· :l7· 4"' •l:l. •lti, 4B-54: Sl:t" als11 p. 7·
1
1"' PRO. Stale Papers Dotm:sJic, Charles I, IV, tli~:, nos.
t;,;)-li.

1" Claude de Lorraine, due de Clu:,•n:use. who aeu:d liu·
C:harlt:s I at Henri1:11a Maria"s marriage ceremony in Paris. The
due de Chevreusl' is nul othc:rwist! noted as a collector.
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Whiche they them·e Call Campanies this Having Mad Bould to present My Lords Comancl
Desire Yr fortherance. Yr Asured Servant to Be Comanclecl till he is
.John Tradescant

A more detailed list of requirements is appended:
To the Marchants of the Ginne Company & the Gouldcost Mr. Humfrie Slainy Captain Crispe
& Mr. Clobery & Mr .John Wood Cape marchant.
T'he things Desyrccl from those pans Be theese in primis
on Ellophants head with the teeth In it very larg
on River horsses head of the Bigest kind that can be gotton
on Seacowes head the Bigest that Can be Collen
on Seabulles head withe barnes
of All ther strang sorts of fowelles & Birds Skines and Beakes Leggs & phetheres that be Rare or
Not knowne to us
of All sorts of strang fishes skincs of those parts the Greatest sorts of shellfishes shelles of Great
flying fishes & sucking fishes withe what Els strang
of the habits weapons & Instruments
of ther Ivory Long fluts
of All sorts of Serpents and Snakes Skines & Espetially of that sort that bathe a Combe on his
head Lyke a Cock
of all sorts of ther fi·uts Dried As ther tree Beanes Li ttill Reel & Black In their Cads \·vhithe
what flower & seed Can be Collen the flowers Laycl Betwin paper leaves In a Book Dried
Of All sorts of Shining Stones or of Any Strang Shapes
Any thing that Is strang

Whether or not Tradescant benefited directly from these arrangements, or indeed
from any disposal of material following Buckingham's assassination in I 628, he clearly
was now in touch with many potentially fruitful contacts, and, with his move to Lambeth
around I 628, was in possession of the house in which his colle~tion was to develop into a
nationally and internationally known spectacle and which was ultimately to give the
house itself a new name - The Ark.
By the time The Ark received a visit from Peter Mundy, on home leave from the East
India Company in I634, a superficial examination of the contents already took an entire
day. Mundy shows that the ultimate character of the collection was already well formed:
In_the meane tyme I was invited by MrThomas Barlowe (whoe went into India with my Lord of
Denbigh and returned with us on the 1'vlmy) to view some rarieties att.John Tredescans, soc went
with him and one freind more, where wee spent that whole clay in peruseinge, and that
superficially, such as hee had gathered together, as beasts, fm-vle, fishes, serpents, wormcs (reall,
although dead and dryed), prctious stones and other Armes, Caines, shells, fethers, etts. of
sundrey Nations, Countries, f(Jnne, Coullours; also diverse Curiosities in Carvinge, painteinge,
ctts., as 8o faces carved on a Cherry stone [ cf. Pl. CLXX I II], Pictures to bee scene by a Celinder
which otherwise appearc like confused blotts, Medalls of Sondrey sorts, etts. Moreover, a little
garden with divers outlandish herbes and flowers, whereof some that I had not scene elsewhere
but in I nclia, being supplyccl by Noblemen, Gentlemen, Sea Com maunders, etts. with such Toycs
as they could bringe or procure from other parts. Soc that I am almost perswaclecl a Man might in
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one daye behold and collccte into one place more Curiosities than hce sould sec if he~ spent all his
life in Travcll. 1 '1
Royal benefaction came in 1635 with a warrant to William Smithsby, keeper of the
Hampton Court Wardrobe, to 'deliver to .John Treidescant king Henry the Eight his
Cap, his stirrups, Henry the 7th his gloves and Combcase' . 15
Georg Christoph Stirn described the collection three years later in .July, 1638:
In the museum of Mr. John Tradescant arc the following things: first in the courtyard ther lie
two ribs of a whale, also a very ingenious little boat of bark; then in the garden all kinds offoreign
plants, which arc to be found in a special little book which Mr. ·rradcscant has had printed about
them. In the museum itself ""e saw a salamander, a chameleon, a pelican, a remora, a lanhado
from Africa, a white partridge, a goose which has grown in Scotland on a tree, a flying squirrel,
another squirrel like a fish, all kinds of bright coloured birds from India, a number of things
changed into stone, amongst others a piece of human flesh on a bone, gourds, olives, a piece of
wood, an ape's head, a cheese etc.; all kinds of shells, the hand of a mermaid, the hand of a
mummy, a very natural wax hand under glass, all kinds of precious stones, coins, a picture
wrought in feathers, a small piece of wood from the cross of Christ, pictures in perspective of
Henry IV and Louis XIII of France, who are shown, as in nature, on a polished steel mirror
when this is held against the middle of the picture, a little box in which a landscape is seen in
perspective, pictures from the church ofS. Sophia in Constantinople copied by ajew into a book,
two cups of 'rinoccrodc', a cup of an E. Indian alccdo which is a kind of unicorn, many Turkish
and other foreign shoes and boots, a sea parrot, a toad-fish, an elk's hoof with three claws, a bat as
large as a pigeon, a human bone weighing 42 lbs, Indian arrows such as are used by the
executioners in the West Indies- when a man is condemned to death, they lay open his back with
them and he dies of it- an instrument used by the Jews in circumcision [cf. Pl. CLXXII], some
very light wood from Africa, the robe of the King ofVirginia, a few goblets of agate, a girdle such
as the Turks wear in jerusalem, the passion of Christ carved very daintily on a plumstone, a large
magnet stone, a S. Francis in wax under glass, as also a S . .Jerome, the Pater Noster of Pope
Gregory XV, pipes from the East and West Indies, a stone found in the West Indies in the water,
whereon are graven jesus, Mary and Joseph, a beautiful present from the Duke of Buckingham,
which was of gold and diamonds affixed to a feather by which the four clements were signified,
Isidor's MS of de natura hominis [see No. 435, Pl. CLXIX], a scourge with which Charles V is
said to have scourged himself, a hat band of snake bones.' 1';
Rasmus Bartholin, another foreign visitor, recorded his impressions in 1647 in a letter
from Amsterdam, addressed to Ole Worm in Copenhagen. 17 Bartholin had recently been
to Lambeth where he had seen:
11
" Temple 1919, pp._1-3. Nothing is known of the chamber or
gallery in which the exhibits wen: housed. Sturdy (1gl:l~, p. 11)
speculates 1ha1 there may have been a purpose-built gallery in
the garden, as was the 1:1shion of I he lime.
15
PRO, L.C. 5/134, p. 91. A number of other items later lislt:d
in the JI-!UJtr.um Tradr.<ca11/ia11um may ha\"e been gifts li·nrn tlu:
royal household: these include "Edward the Confessors knil
glm•cs, Anne of Hullens Nighl-\"ayl<: t:mbmidered with silver.
Anne of Hullens silkc knit-gloves, Henry H hawking-glove,
hawks-hood, dogs-collar" (Tradcscanl 1656, p. 49). Sec also Nos.
!14 and 104 below.

Sec No. ·~:iH below.
Schepclcrn 1g6H, p. 273, no. 1536, lranslatecl here hy
Hirgille Speake. Ole Worm himself never mel Tradt'scalll, but
his sun Willum may have done so; apparently in response lo
smm: meminn ofTraclescanl by Willum, Ole \Vorm wrolt: 10 the
Iauer in London in 165·2 that 'concerning Tradcscalll, I have
heard that he was an idiot' (Schcpclcrn 1gli!l, p. 479, no. 1728).
The lex! uf\Villum's originallcller and the mischievous source of
this opinion are unknown.
16
17
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Mr Tredoscus's collection of rarities, which I looked at with special interest and admiration.
However, it would have moved me to even greater admiration if I had not been convinced that
your O\vn well-stocked collection is far ahead of his,'" although I did not have your museum
catalogue to hand and have not been able to sec the last edition. I cannot deny that he possesses
wonderful objects in the li:wm of natural curiosities brought home li·om India and he has
promised to have a list of them printed.

Ten years later, after visiting a relation who lived at Lambeth, Evelyn called at 'John
'T'radescants iVlusa:um', recording that:
the chiefcst rarities were in my opinion, the antient Roman, Indian and other Nations Armour,
shilds and weapons; Some habits also of' curiously colourd and wrought feathers: particulaly that
of the Phoenix \Ving, as tradition gos: other innumerable things there were too long here to
recite, and printed in his Catalogue by Mr. Ashmolc. 1!1

Daniel Fleming's antiquarian interests were sufliciently whetted by a day spent 'goeing
unto Tradeskins' in 1653 that he came back within the year, and again in 1662. 20
Specialist scholars were naturally attracted by the collection. Thomas Johnson, in
revising Gerard's f-lerba/1, records 'Indian morrice bells', made by inserting pebbles into
dfied and hollowed-out cases offi·uits, which were then tied to the legs for dances. 'These
do grow in most parts of the West Indies, especially in some of the Islands of the Can i bals,
who use them in their dances more than any of the other Indians. You may see these
upon strings as they arc here figured !Pl. CLXXIX], amongst many othei· varieties, with
Mr. John Tradescant at South Lambeth. ' 21
John Ray's edition or Francis Willoughby's Omitlzolog;' refers to rare birds examined at
The Ark. Under the entry for the dodo, for example, he notes that 'we have seen this Bird
dried, or its skin stuft in Tradescants cabinet'. Another dried specimen, 'the bigness of a
common Lark, hath a streight sharp Bill, a long Tail: And ... all over of a blue colour', is
initially identified as an Indian mockbird, 'Cmruleus lndicus', but then, 'Upon second
thoughts, however 'T'radescant might put the Epithete of Indian upon this bird, I judge it
to be no other than the Caeruleus or Blue Ouzel of Bellonius [ Passeri Solitario congener]'. A
third specimen is tentatively equated with the Brasilian merula (blackbird) of
Aldrovandi.n Allan's claim that live specimens of Virginian birds were included 2 :1
cannot be substantiated.
The educational value orThe Ark to the young did not go unappreciated, and its door
seems to have been open to anyone with the desire to enter. It was mentioned by one
author in an account or London, which city he judged 'of all places I know in England, is
'" numgt• Ptml.lllll!it'r .Jimul .fin· ha11.1, lill"rally ·many parasangs
bcli.u·e his'. The 04i1rd En.t:li.•h /JiclitJIIa~l' giws 'parasang' as ·A
Persian measure or length, usually rt"ckonl'd as equal 111 bt•tw~:en
3 and 3!. English miles', and illustralt'S !hi' llll"laphoric USl' or I he
term wi-th a passage li·orn Burlon's AllfiiOII!I' t!/JIIt•lallrllli[1': 'Thou
art rnany parasanges bl.'IC.Jrc..· rn.e in 1ncans, Htvour, w,·ahh!
honour'.
''' Evcl)·n, /Jifll)', 17 Sepl<'mbn 1li57·
"'.:\lagralh 1904, pp. 6o, l:lo. ·l·og: Histnrical :\·lanuscrip1s
Cnrnrnission II:I!JO~ p. ~1, nos. ~-13, ~Go: ihid .. p. 29, no. 4-9~" .Johnson 1li33, p. l:j.J.Ii.

" Ray 1671:!, pp. 154. 193, 194..
" t\llan 1964, p. 13::1· The specimens referred 10 are perhaps
till' 'Virginia and Other birds in gn:al variety' kepi in a garden at
Lambeth belonging 10 C:aplain Fosler (Hamihon 1796, p. 190),
who was visiled by t\shmulc in 1li6g (.Justen 1966, 3· 11.~0).
l111eres1ingly, however, Borel ( 164g, p. 1~II) rd[!l·s In the cabinet
of'.Jean Tradesquin, :1 La maison des uiseaux'. Sturdy ( 1982, p.
12) suggests that iflive birds were not in li~el kept at The t\rk the
name might have derived !hun some son or sign-post li.·:uuring
birds and adver1ising thl' local ion or the mus<:um.
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best for the full improvement of children in their education, because of the variety of
objects which daily present themselves to them, or may easily be seen once a year, by
walking to Mr . .John Traclescants, or the like houses or gardens, where rarities are kept, a
Book of all of which might deserve to be printed, as that ingenuous Gentleman hath
lately clone his by the name of lvfusteum Tradescantianum, a Collection 1!/ Rarities'.~,,
Its appeal to the populace at large is alluded to in the refutation of the charge brought
against 'fraclescant in I 66 I by the Office of the Revells: in dismissing the case against
him, the King ordered that 'the said Trecleskyn bee sulrerecl, li·eely & quietly to proceed,
as formerly, in entertaining & receaving all persons, whose curiosity shall invite them to
the delight of seeing his rare & ingenious Collections of Art & nature•.:z:.
A further reference to 'the Man who shows .John 'fradescants Rarities (which is
extraordinary fine for those who have never seen such a sight)'~'; conlirms its accessibility
to the general public, presumably on a regular basis, and in this respect it was probably
the first museum of its kind in Britain. A small entrance charge appears to have been
leviecl.~ 7

Finally, evidence quoted elsewhere in this volume implies strongly that credit fiw
accumulating virtually the whole collection must go to the elder Traclescant. 'fraclescant
the Younger no doubt made some additions, but there is no clear proof of any.~ 'fhe
father seems to have anticipated little development of the museum by the son, who none
the less continued to operate it as a going concern, co-operated in the preparation of a
catalogue, and took the legal steps which ultimately led to its transfer li·om Lambeth to
Oxford after his death.
11

,., Hool<: 1(;(io, pp.
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nn. i4· Set: alsop. 14~ IL 101. alu.Jn!.
";Leigh lli7:l, p. ~~:l· By this d:uc the coll<:ction was, .. r
course, in the care of Hcsu:r Tradcscanl (seep. <t:ll·
" A li:w rdi:rences to money spent on visits w S11ulh I..aml":lh
survive in cnlllempnrary accoum-hooks. The Salisbury accounts
wmain the li.>lluwing rclcrenn: li>r 1G:l3-4 (Historical
i\·Ianuscripls Commission 1971, p. '.!/1): 'Paid li>r my Lord
C:ranbonu: and Mr. Roherl going by water and lin· s~:~:ing .John
Trarh:skins Antiquities, £0-9·1.>.' Sir Edward Deering's
Household Book (BI.. Adcl. MS n,,f.6li, r. +:ll records on !J May
1lj,[9, ;Given at John Tredskins '.1.1'. lid.', and on '.I'.! March 1li,5o.
;Given at .John Tredskins <!.L od. · Daniel Fleming notes on li
August 1fi:,:~, 'Spent in going 111 \Vesuninster and .John

Tracleskins •1·.1'. l.id.'; 1he li•llowing· year 'Spenl in g11dng into
Tracleskins ·f.l'· lit/.': and in 16li'.! 'sJll:lll at ..fohn a Trad1·skins ~J.
lid. I h:m.~i\Til liu· du·sitt·du~n: uuto ICnu·. :.!.L ltcrnliu· a hoatthit her

and hack again '.!.1'.' (Hisl11rical Manuscripts C11111111ission 111!)",
pp. ~ 1, ~!l· 1;111, 1!l'). In IIlilS I 111' tlwsc n:li:n:nn:s tlu: •·ntra nee li:~:
is unckar, the nnmher111'persons in tlu: party being unstated and
other charges such as 1ransp111'l ( :•and the cost 111' plants
purchased) Iwing Clllni>in~:cl in tlu· IIIIa I. I r till' li'l' 'lin· tlu· sill'
there ulllll. was ~.1'. ltll'li>lll' people. tlu:n lid. W11uld apJH.'ar 111 ha\'1:
lu!l!ll

tlu: c:ntraJJce-charge.

'" Tlu: young•:~· Tradcscant's visi1s 111 Virginia (SI:~: p. 11)
provide the must ohvi11us "PP"I'luniti~:s lin· initiativ~: 111'1his kind.
but despite slatem~:nls 111 1h1: Clllllrary (~:.g. Allan l!)li;f, p. 1/:l)
llu:rc is 110 ITCOJ"d of what i:llh·antagc: \\"iiS takt~ll of tlat:lll for till'
collection of anilicial raritit:s.

MUS/EUM TRADESCANTIANUM AND
THE BENEFACTORS TO
THE TRADESCANTS' MUSEUM
April London
On I5June I65o Elias Ashmole recorded in his diary: 'My selfe, wife & Dr: Wharton,
went to visit Mr:john Tradescant at South Lambeth.' 1 Plans to draw up a catalogue of
the rarities contained in The Ark, with publishing expenses to be met by Ashmole, 2 were
soon finalized, and by September I652 Ashmole and Wharton had completed a draft.
But, as Tradescant noted in the preliminary address 'to the ingenious reader', the final
version emerged only after considerable delay: 'Presently thereupon my onely Sonne
dyed, one of my Friends [Wharton] fell very sick for about a yeare, and my other Friend
[Ashmole] by unhappy Law Suits was much disturbed.' It was not until I656, then, that
the Musteum Tradescantianum: Or, A Collection of Rarities Preserved at South- Lambeth neer
London by John Tradescant was published.
The completed catalogue divides into two sections. The first lists rarities by subdivision
into a further fourteen groups: I. 'Birds', 2. 'Fourfooted beasts', 3· 'strange Fishes', 4·
'Shell-creatures', 5· 'Insects, terrestriall', 6. 'Mineralls', 7· 'Outlandish Fruits', 8.
'Mechanicks', g. 'Other variety of Rarities', 10. 'Warlike Instruments', I 1. 'Garments,
Habits, Vests, Ornaments', I2. 'Utensils, and Householdstuffe', I3. 'Numismata', and
I4. 'Medalls'. The second main section, the 'Hortus Tradescantianus', records the plants
cultivated at south Lambeth. An earlier, much cruder form of the latter appears in the
I634 Plantarum in Horto lohannem Tradescanti, nascentium Catalogus. 3 John Goodyer's copy,
presumably a proof version, exists in Magdalen College, Oxford, but the letters of John
Owen to johannes de Laet attest to its circulation among Tradescant's contemporaries. 4
The Plantarum lists 768 plants, many being synonymous or double entries, as opposed to
the I 70 I plants recorded in the I 656 catalogue. 5 The precision which distinguishes the
later version of botanical entries was not uniformly observed throughout the I656
catalogue; notations in the first section are in fact often limited to such vague
commentary as 'an Umbrella' or 'A Portugall habit'. But together the two sections
reveal how the acquisitive abilities of both Tradescants led to the formation of an
extraordinarily rich and varied collection.
How was this collection amassed? In the catalogue proper only the benefactions of
Elias Ashmole and Thomas Wharton are consistently accredited through the use of the
'Josten 1966, 2. 530.
'PRO, Chancery Proceedings C 33/221/744;.Josten 1966, 2.
621.

'Tradcscam 1634; reproduced in Gumher 1922, pp. 334-45.
' See Bekkers 1970, pp. 16-1 7'
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initials EA and TW, or the fully printed names. Other primary sources yield meagre or
partial information. From r62g to I633 Tradcscant recorded on the endpapers of his
copy of Parkinson's Paradisi in sole Paradi.ws Tenestris a list of plams received each year,
many from Rene Morin in Paris (sec No. 436). The Public Record Office and the State
Papers also contain relevant information: through royal patronage, for example,
'fraclcscant secured 'king Henry the Eight his Cap, his stirrups, Henry the ;th his gloves
and Combcasc' (sec Nos. 84 and I04). Each of these sources, however, is limited in both
scope and specificity. Even the account books of the Salisbury family, l~tmccl for their
comprehensive documentation, oHer no list of separate objects donated by the first or
second Earl. \Vhcn each of these sources has been considered, then, one of the most
illuminating remains the list of benel~lctors appended to the 1\1/usteum Tradescanlianum.
Arranged in order of degree from King Charles and Queen Henrietta Maria (anglicized
to Queen Mary), through Archbishop Laud, to peers and nobles, doctors and captains,
and substantial merchants and private citizens, these names provide an indispensable aid
in determining the mcar1s of collection. There are of course considerable difficulties even
in this list, clue primarily to the recording of surnames only in many cases. It is impossible
to determine, for example, exactly who 'Mr Browne' is: the miniaturist Alexander
Browne? the botanist William Browne? the scholar Thomas (later Sir 'T'homas) Brovmc?
Similar problems surround 'Mr Smith': whether or not Captain .John Smith is referred to
here cannot be assumed with any certainty. Several interesting features do, however,
emerge from the list. Preliminary analysis reveals that many of the names were recorded
at an intermediate stage of individual careers and subsequently rcmaincclunalterccl. 'Mr
Nicholas, Secretary to the Navy', for example, held that position li·om I 625 until r64r
\·vhcn he was knighted and appointed Secretary of State. Similarly, 'Lord Goring' was
raised to the peerage in I 628 and then created Earl of Norwich in I 644. The retention of
obsolete titles suggests that accounts were kept in the r63os and then transcribed directly
by Ash mole and Wharton in their compilation of the catalogue. The possibility of such
an earlier list gains credence from contemporary accounts which imply that by r656 the
collection had attained near-completion. Its fame was extensive enough by the midr63os to attract such visitors as Peter Mundy, whose impressions arc rccorclccl above (pp.
20-I ). Mundy's note that it took a whole clay to view 'superficially' the contents, taken in
conjunction with a comment from Hartlib's 1!../Jhemerides lor the period 1646-51, suggest
that the cpllcction was by this point solidly founded. 'T'hc l!./Jhemerides record that Robert
Child informed Hartlib that Tradescant 'was willi.ng, for an annuity of£ 100 to sell his
chamber of rarities, most of which were represented very lively in a book, and his
botanical garden, which together were really worth more than£ I ,ooo, and to let his son
continue to look after the garden, as he had been brought up to do, thereby saving the
cost of employing someone else'. 6 Although Hartlib is not an entirely reliable source,
his account does contain several interesting features. The elder Traclescant's death in
1637/8 limits the formulation of this plan to the period bet\veen the early and middle
I 63os- corroborating evidence of the collection's substance. It suggests further that he,
rather than his son, was largely responsible for the consolidation of rarities, and, most
,; Turnbull '95!J, p. ·.q.
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significantly, that the rarities and not simply the botanical specimens had been recorded
in a book. Do the dilrerences in detail and specific description between the two sections of
the 1\t/usmum Tradescanlianum suggest dinerent sources? Did Ashmole and \Vharton
perhaps work from an account of the rarities originally compiled by the elder
Tradescant, and rely on the son only for assistance with the botanical entries?
In the absence of documentation answers to these questions must remain speculative.
Attempts to analyse hmv and when the collection was amassed, however, benefit
considerably from the list of benefactors. Set against the events of the elder Tradescant's
career, it maps a pattern of adherence to the men who successively func.;tioned as the
great patrons of their age, men who in turn controlled the fortunes ol'lesser functionaries,
who are themselves also represented as benel~1ctors.
Tradescant's first powerful patron was Robert Cecil, Earl of Salisbury. Tradescant
entered into service as the Salisbury gardener during the height of his employer's
dominance, which lastedli·orn 1608 to 1612. At the point he was not only 'one ofthe
wealthiest men in the country'/ but exercised political influence comparable only to his
successor, Buckingham. Appointed Secretary of State by Elizabeth in 1596, he was
retained in this position by James, made Viscount Cranborne in 1604, Earl of Salisbury in
1605, and a Knight of the Garter in 1606. In the reign ofKingjames, Cecil was building
at Hatfield, Cranborne, and Salisbury House, and on Hatfield alone spent £4o,ooo
between 1608 and 1612. 8 Tradescant's involvement in this munificence included a tour
in 161 1 to Leiden, Haarlem, Delft, Brussels, Rauen, and Paris, as described above (pp.
4-5). Cecil was also patron of Rowland Buckett and Richard Butler, possible benefactors
to Tradescant's museum, and it was through his influence that Dudley Carleton (pp. 32-3)
acquired the post of ambassador to Venice.
William Cecil, the eldest son of Robert, was twenty-one when his lather died and he
became second Earl of Salisbury. He had been marri·ed for four years to Catherine,
daughter of Thomas Howard, a marriage designed to reconcile the two great families of
Salisbury and Sufrolk. 9 A pension of £3,000 per annum for twenty years was granted to
Cecil in 1615; a sum which, with the income li·om fines and wood-sales, enabled him to
continue the work on the various estates begun by his lather. 10
From these two great figures ofTradescant's early career a number of ancillary patrons
can be traced through the benefactors' list, including 'Mr Munke', 'Mr Ro\-vland
Buckctt', 'Mr Butler', and 'Lord Cambden'. 'Mr Munke' is most probably Levinus
M unck, Robert Cecil's secretary, of whom Chamberlain reported to Carleton in 1623:
'Levin us M uncke died lately very rich for a clarke of the signet, his state !~tiling out they
say toward forty thousand pounds. ' 1 1 He entered Parliament in 16c11, became a director
of the East India Company in 16og, and was also involved in the French Company. The
first recorded reference to 'Mr Rowland Buckett' (d. 1639), is as the decorator of the
organ-clock sent by Queen Elizabeth on behalf of the Levant Company to the Sultan of
Turkey, Mahomet I I I; Buckett accompanied the gift. By 1608 he was employed by his
' S1or11: 1~)fi5, pp.

1 35-li.

Ibid., p. 554·
'' Aylmt:r ~~Ji4, p.
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chief patron, Robert Cecil, working first at Salisbury House in London and then between
1609 and 1612 at Hatfield, where among other accomplishments he coloured 'the rocks
in the great scstcrn ... and the picture of Neptune in the East Gardcn'. 1 ~ A member of
the Painter-Stainers Company, he served as \Varden ( 1623-4) and twice as Master
(1626-7, 1630-1). At some point before 1636 he \vas employed by another Tradescant
benefactor, James Hay, Earl of Carlisle. 'fhc wealth and prestige he acquired through
patronage and position is reflected by his residence in London's most fashionable parish,
St. Botolph without Aldcrsgatc.
Another artist associated with the Salisbury family who might have known and then
become a benefactor to Tradcscant is Richard Butler (active 1609-50), who 'executed, at
the rate of 6s. 4d. a square foot, the lights of the cast window of the chapel at Hatfield,
after designs by Martin van Benthcim'. 1 :l An alternate identification exists, however, in
the person of William Butler (1535-1617/18). Aubrey records in his Brief Lives a
biography of 'Butler, physitian; he was of Clare-hall in Cambridge, never tookc the
degree of Doctor, though he was the greatest physitian of his timc'. 14 The comment that
he was 'not greedy of money, except choice pieces of gold or rarities' accords with Fuller's
notation in the Worthies of England that Butler 'was better pleased with presents than
money, loved what was pretty rather than what was costly; and preferred rarities before
riches'. 15 Butler's court connections and Aubrey's quotation of anecdotes from .James
Bovey 11; (another benefactor) concerning his character suggest two further links vvith
Tradcscant.
Three further benefactors, higher on the social scale than those discussed previously,
also have links with the Salisbury l~unily: 'Lord Cambden', Sir Nicholas Bacon, and Sir
Butts Bacon. Lord Campden is either Baptist (Noel) Viscount Campden or Baptist Hicks.
The former, born in 1612, was married four times, first in 1632 to Anne, daughter of a
Tradescant bencl~tctor, William Fielding, first Earl of Dcnbigh, and his wife, the late
Duke of Buckingham's sister, Mary Villicrs. The alternative, Baptist Hicks, amassed a
large fortune in trade, was knighted in 1603, created a baronet in 1620, and raised to the
peerage as Baron Hicks and Viscount Campdcn. Stone records that Hicks became
increasingly involved in money-lending and in this capacity was closely associated with a
large number of pecrs. 17 Connections with Tradescant benef~tctors appear through his
involvement with the Virginia Company, and through his brother, Sir Michael Hicks,
who was secretary to both Robert and William Cecil. Hicks may also be the link with
another benefactor 'Mr Offley', tentatively identified as Robert Offley, son of Hugh
Offley, t\vice master of the Leathcrsellers Company, director of the Eastland Company
(1579), and involved in the Spanish Company (1577). In his will, proved in 1594, Hugh
Offlcy left £6oo as an endowment for apprenticeships in London and £2oo for the aid of
boys in Chestcr. 1 " Robert Offley was also an eminent London merchant and a member of
the East India, North-West Passage, and Somers Islands, or Bermudas Companies. \Vith
Baptist Hicks and Dudley Digges among others, he was one of the purchasers of the
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Bermudas (I 6 I 2), and the King recommended he serve as deputy treasurer of the
company in I622}!1
The Bacon family, related to the Salisburys through marriage, included two members
who contributed to Tradescant's museum, Sir Butts and Sir Nathaniel. Although minor
figures in their own right, they are typical of the lesser benefactors to the collection in
being connected with extremely powerful figures. 20 Sir Nicholas Bacon of Redgrave, son
and heir of Sir Nicholas Bacon, Lord Keeper, and elder brother of Lord Chancdlor
Francis Bacon, married Anne Butts. Sir Butts Bacon was the younger son of this
marriage. He was created a baronet in I627 at Mildenhall, married Dorothy, widow of
William Jermyn and daughter of Sir Henry Warner, and died in I66I. His brother Sir
Nathaniel Bacon entered Corpus Christi College, Cambridge, in I 62 I, was made a
Knight of the Bath at Charles's coronation, and graduated MA in I 628. On his
monument in the church at Culford, Suffolk, he is described as 'well skilled in the history
of plants, and in delineating them with his pencil'. He presented Tradescant \·vith a small
landscape painting (No. 254).
The complex relationships among the benefactors to the Tradescant collection operate
in, as it were, a 'chain of command'. For this particular group, the Salisbury family
occupies the pre-eminent position and their influence extends down through minor
branches of the nobility, such as the Bacons, political appointees like Dudley Carleton,
and employees like Rowland Buckett who subsequently acquired wealth in their own
right. Affiliations within each of these groups in turn yield a number of benefactors: for
example, the Bacon family has links with both 'Lady Killegray' and 'Mr Bushell'.
'Lady Killegray' is probably Mary, daughter of Sir Henry Woodhouse of Kimberley,
niece ofSir Francis Bacon, and wife ofSir Robert Killegrew (I579-I633). She survived
her first husband and married Sir Thomas Stafford, gentleman-usher to Henrietta
Maria. The Countess of Warwick wrote disparagingly of her: 'she was a cunning old
woman who had been herself too much, and was too long versed in amours'. 21 Her
business ability is reflected in the grant of a patent which gave her the right to search and
seal leather, and lor this reason she supported the Glovers Guild strongly at court. 22
Thomas Bushell (I594-c.I675) entered the service of Sir Francis Bacon in I6IO,
serving him until Bacon's disgrace in I614, at which point he retired to the Isle ofWight
in the disguise of a fisherman. He returned to London but on Bacon's death in. 1626
retired for a further three years, emerging again in 1629 as the proprietor of an estate in
Oxfordshire. Here he discovered around I 632 a spring and curious rock-formations li·om
which he constructed 'l~mwus Wells, natural & artificial Crotts & fountains ... where he
· had two Mummies, and a Groll where he lay in a hamac like an lndian'. 2 :1 Charles and
Henrietta Maria visited the spectacle in I636, and the following year Bushell obtained
the grant' of the royal mines in Wales where coins were minted under his wardenship. In
his biography, The SufJerlative Prodigall, Gough speculates that Bushell's rise in favour
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probably originated in contacts with the King made prior to 1636 during the period in
which he served as Bacon's secretary.H It was in this capacity that he was identified in a
manuscript note to a British Library copy of the N! ust2um Tradescantianum: 'Secy to L
Bacon I suppose'. 25 An ardent royalist, Bushell's fortunes fell around 1650, and he
retreated to a house on Lambeth Marsh described by Aubrey:
In the garret there, is a long gallery which he hung all with black, and had some deaths heads and
bones painted. At the end where his couch was, was in an old Gothique nich ... painted a skeleton
incumbent on a matt. At the other end where was his pallet-bed was an emaciated dead man
stretched out. Here he had several mortifying and divine mollos ... and out of his windows a
very pleasant prospect. At night he walkt in the garden and orchard. 26

Tradescant left Hatfield for Canterbury in 1614/15 where he was employed by
Lord Wotton. The garden at Chilham, near Canterbury, may have been planted by
him (see p. 6) in 1616 for Sir Dudley Digges, a benefactor whose relationship to
Tradescant is comparatively well documented.
After taking his degree at Oxford (I 6o I) Digges travelled on the continent and later
promoted the five expeditions mounted between I610 and 16I6 to discover the NorthWest Passage. In 16 I 8 he was sent by James to negotiate a loan to the emperor of Russia,
but was banished from court on his precipitate departure from CholmogoraY
Tradescant, who accompanied Digges, kept a record of the journey in diary form (No.
433). Richard S):fnley, another benefactor to the collection, captained the ship in which
Digges sailed to Russia. He was a commander in the East India Company's service and in
I623 sailed as master of the Great James with Captain Weddell. He voyaged to India and
China in I636 as vice-admiral of the Courteen fleet and ultimately supported Parliament
during the Civil War. 28
Digges's membership in numerous companies attests to his continued interest in
exploratory travels: a director of the East India Company (I6I I), North-West Passage
Companies ( 1612), and the Virginia Company (I 6og), his name also appears on the
documents of the New England Venturers (I6~w), the Muscovy Company (I62o),
Bermuda Company (I6I2), Baffin Venturers (I6I5), and Hudson Venturers (I610).
Chamberlain's Letters between 16Ig and I62 I record Digges's efforts on behalf of the
benefactor Dudley Carleton, noting that Digges was 'in a faire way to some preferment,
being greatly favoured by the Lord of Buckingham and the Prince'. 29 Soon afterwards,
however, he became leader of the parliamentary opposition and in I626 attacked the
Duke of Buckingham, for which he was briefly imprisoned in the Tower. After
Buckingham's death, Digges received a grant of the reversion of the Mastership of the
Rolls (I 630), but did not succeed to the lucrative office until the death of the incumbent,
Sir julius Caesar, in I636.
Tradescant's next trip abroad was in I 620-1 on ari expedition under the command of
the benefactor Phineas Pett, to Algiers to suppress piracy (see pp. 7-8). In I 625 he entered
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the service at Newhall of his most influential employer to date, George Villiers, Duke of
Buckingham. By this time Buckingham's pre-eminence as dispenser of patronage was
assured. His rise to power following an introduction to the King at Apethorpe in 1614 saw
him successively favourite of James and Charles until his assassination in 1628. The
policy ofdirect cash sales oftitles which began in 1615 greatly contributed to forwarding
Villiers's career. Between 1615 and 1628 the peerage as a whole swelled by more than
hall: the Earls alone increasing nearly one and a half times, and it was Buckingham who
eflectively administered this lucrative business, securing 'almost complete control over
royal patronage'.:lO The substantial wealth and political power he achieved can be
gauged b); the plurality of ofliccs he held between 1624 and 1628: Lord High Admiral;
Master of the House; Lord Warden of the Cinque Ports; Chief .Justice in Eyre, south of
'frent; Gentleman of the King's Bedchamber; and Chief Clerk of the King's Bench.
In such a system of nepotism as then existed, \·vhere men angled for preferment with
politic distribution of gifts, 'fradescant's position within the Villiers household would
have made him a natural beneficiary of courtiers' attentions. Buckingham \vas known to
be a keen connoisseur, amassing paintings by Tintoretto, the Bassanos, Titian, and in
1625, Rubens's magnificent collection. A letter from Lady Anne Carleton to her husband
in 1624 attests to the importance ofsuch gifts: 'and be you assured heere [at Middelburg,
where I tali an and Spanish goods were being sold] are very rich and raire thinges,
sufficient to make my Lord Buckingham a wonderfull sumtious present'. :11 Under
Buckingham's command, Tradescant wrote to Edward Nicholas in 1625, requesting that
he should 'In His Name Deall withe All Marchants from All Places' in the collection of
rarities (see pp. 19-20), but the numerous benefactors to the collection who were also
indebted to Buckingham for advancement suggest that it was not simply merchants who
grasped the advantages to be gained from bestowing gifts upon the patron's employee.
These benefactors \Viii be grouped for the purposes or discussion into a number of
categories: those with family connections, those whose career benefited from
Buckingham's active intercession, and those \·vho acted as his agents for the collection of
antiquities.
The family connections include the Duchess of Buckingham, Lady Mary Villiers,
Lady Denbigh, Laud, and Sir Clipsby Crew. Katherine, daughter and heir of Francis
Manners, sixth Earl of Rutland, married Buckingham in 1620 and after his assassination
married in 1635 Randal MacDonnel, Earl of Antrim. As she resided in Ireland after the
second marriage until her death in 1649, her benefactions to the collection probably date
from the period spent in England. Lady Mary Villiers, daughter of the Duke of
Buckingham, was married to Charles Herbert, Lord Herbert ofShurland ( 1634/5) in an
attempt to consolidate the fortunes of the Herbert and Villiers families. After the
premature death of her first husband she married .James Stuart, first Duke of Rutland,
and later, in 1664, Colonel Thomas Howard. Lady Denbigh, the patron ofCrashaw and
sister of the Duke of Buckingham, married c. 1607 \\'illiam Feilding, (created First Earl of
Denbigh 1622), who.died fighting for the King in the Civil War. She followed Henrietta
Maria to Oxford and then to Paris where she was converted to Catholicism, thereby
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prompting the Council of' State to sequester her property in I 65 I. Each of these women
benefited enormously fi·om their affiliation with Buckingham, amassing considerable
wealth. Not only were presents to family members a recognized means lor ambitious men
to further their careers, but Buckingham himself' carefully arranged such perquisites as
the £4,550 a year which the Duchess of Buckingham drew fi·om her lease of the
customs.:i~

William Laud, Archbishop of Canterbury, began his close relationship with
Buckingham in I 622 when he was drawn into attempts to dissuade the Countess of
Buckingham (Villiers's mother) fi·om conversion to Catholicism. Educated at Oxf()rd,
Dean of'Gioucester, I6I6, Bishop ofSt. David's, I62I, and ultimately Archbishop, Laud
was impeached for treason by the Commons in I 640, conf·ined to the Tower in I 64 I, and
executed in I645· His real predominance over the Church began with the accession of
Charles I. Laud was a noted collector who gave Bodleian Library I ,229 manuscripts in
eighteen languages between I635 and I64-o.:i:i 'Mr Dells', another benef;-tetor to
'T'radescant's museum, is probably Laud's secretary who matriculated at St. John's
College, Oxford, in I6Ig, took his BA in I622j3, and MAin I6'26. He acted as Laud's
solicitor during his trial and after his employer's execution erected a memorial tablet to
him in the chapel of St. John's College.:H
Another benefactor known to Buckingham through f~unily connections is Sir Clipsby
Crew (I 599-I64-g), son ofVilliers's friend, Sir Ranulphe Crew. Sir Clipsby matriculated
at Cambridge in I6I6, was admitted to Lincoln's Inn in I6Ig, knighted in I6'2o, and was
M P for Down ton in I 624 and I 625 and for Callington in I 626. He was a li·iend of Herrick
who addressed several poems Lo him, and perhaps of Sir Henry Wotton. Evelyn records
that 'Sir Clepesby has fine Indian hangings, and a very good chimney-piece of \Vater
Colours don by Breugle' .:1 :.
The next, and largest group of bencf~tctors, may be categorized as those whose careers
benefited li·om Buckingham's active intercession: Henry Vane, Edward Nicholas,
Robert Heath, Lord Viscount Faulkland, George Goring, Dudley Carleton, Sir James
Bagg, and Sir John Acmoote.
Sir Henry Vane's power was consoliclatecl after I 625 by virtue of his strong support of
royal policy. Educated at Oxford, knighted by King .James in I 6 I I, he purchased the
post of Coflerer to the Prince of Wales in I6J 7, and in this capacity accompanied the
King to the Isle of Wight. Here he met Sir John Oglancler who 'attested' to the 'Blood
that rained on the Isle of\Vight', a rarity listed in the i\tlu.weum Tradescantianum.:16 Sir John
Oglander (I 585-I655) was, along with Buckingham, joint commissioner (()r levies in
Hampshire. Hamel speculates that the 'Blood' may be some of the meteoric reel dust
which fell upon the Isle of Wight in I I 77.:17 Tension between Vane and Buckingham in
I 624-5 was resolved by mid- I 625 and the former subsequently enjoyed a succession of
promotions: Co-Collerer of the King's Household (I 625), Comptroller and Privy
Councillor (1630), Treasurer of the Household and Secretary of State (I64o). His
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assumption of enormous power after Buckingham's assassination contributed to his
amassing a fortune which by 1640 made him 'one of the richest commoners in' England'.
In 1641, however, the King deprived him of all court appointments, and Vane went over
to the parliamentarians, with whom he was allied until his death in 1655. 38
Edward Nicholas, to whom the letter written by Tradescant quoted above (pp. 19-20)
was directed, served as secretary to Lord Zouch, Lord \\1arden, Chancellor, and Admiral
of the Cinque Ports in 1618. When Buckingham assumed the position as Lord Warden
in 1624, he retained Nicholas and further aided his career. In 1625 Nicholas became
Secretary for the Admiralty and was admitted one of the Clerks of the Coundl by Charles
in 1635 until 1641, when he was knighted and made Secretary of State. He left England
in 1646 and settled in Normandy until the Restoration, when he resumed his position as
Secretary of State, 1660-5. His benefaction, then, must have taken place between 1625
and 1641 .:19
Sir Robert Heath was educated at St. John's College, Cambridge, barrister at law,
Inner Temple, 1603, bencher, 1617, MP for London 1621-2, and East Grinstead 16246, Recorder of London, 1618-21, Solicitor-General, 1621-5, Attorney-General, 1625,
Sergeant-at-Law, 1631, and Chiefjustice of the Common Pleas, 1631-4. Heath's rise to
prominence again involves the patronage of George Villiers: 'he ... belongs to the Lord
ofBuckingham', 40 writes Chamberlain in 1618. Heath's conservatism ultimately led to
his dismissal from the office of Chief Justice in 1634, but he was subsequently made a
Sergeant-at-Law in 1636, a .Judge of the King's Bench in 1641, Master of the Court of
Wards and Liveries, and appointed Chief Justice of the King's Bench by the King at
Oxford, 1643. He was impeached by Parliament in 1644, fled to France in 1646, and died
at Calais in 1649.
'Lord Viscount Faulkland' is probably Henry Cary, first Viscount Falkland, who
entered Gray's Inn, 1590, matriculated at Queen's College, 1593, was knighted by Essex
at Dublin Castle, 1599, and made Viscount Falkland, 1620. Under Buckingham's
patronage he was appointed Privy Councillor in 1617, Comptroller of the Royal
Household in 1618, and Lord Deputy of Ireland in 1622 ('Lord Buckingham is said to
have procured him the post'.) 41 He was interested in Irish and New World colonization
and was consequently involved in the Irish Companies and North-West Passage
Companies (1612), was one of the 'Adventurers for Virginia', and purchased a tract of
land in Newfoundland.
Two of the remaining members of the Buckingham circle, George Goring and Dudley
Carleton, were political allies of Villiers. George Goring was knighted in 1608 and then
promoted to the peerage in 1628 in order to 'buttress Buckingham's political position in
the House of Lords'. 42 The rewards of such patronage extended beyond political to
economic preferment: Goring, Stone writes, was 'the greatest customs entrepreneur of
them all', 43 concerned in the Sugar Farm, butter export, wine and tobacco licences, and
Customs Farm. He was also among the 'great aristocratic pluralists', 44 holding the
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positions or Lieutenant of the Band or Gentleman Pensioners ( 1614-42), Queen's ViceChamberlain ( 1626-8), Master of the Queen's Horse ( 1628-39), and Vice-Chamberlain
(1639-42). His connections with the royal family were of long standing: he participated
with Buckingham in the French marriage preparations, 1624-5, attended the King to
York in 1640, and Queen Henrietta Maria to the Netherlands in 1641-2, escorting her
back to England in 1642-3. Since he was created Earl of Norwich in 1644, his
benel~1ction to the collection must have been made before that date. After playing a
leading role in the second Civil War, Goring was sentenced to death by the high court in
1649, but then set at liberty and permitted to rejoin Charles on the Continent.
Dudley Carleton served as ambassador to Venice and T'he Hague. He was made ViceChamberlain of the Household and member of the Privy Council in 1626, after which he
returned to France and then The Hague for a further two years. Created Viscount
Dorchester in 1628 as part of" Buckingham's attempt to increase support in the House of
Lords, he became chief Secretary of State responsible for foreign affairs afi:er
Buckingham's assassination.
Carleton's career as a collector began in 1603 with the amassing of manuscripts for his
f~llher-in-law, Sir Henry Sa vile, in Paris. Around 1615 he began to act for Lord Arundel,
to whom he sent such presents as a 'Jupiter's head, a very fine bason of stone, w'" an
Ewer alia anticha, Aeneas Aying li·om y·· sack of" 'T'roy'."15 But \vith Buckingham's
ascendence, Carleton ·transferred his allegiances, primarily to two of the established
Buckingham adherents, Conway and Goring.
The two final members of this group to be discussed, Sir James Bagg and Sir John
Acmoote, did not owe their preferment to inherent excellence. Sir .James Bagg of
Salcombe near Plymouth rose to prominence by assiduous attention to the court favourite.
He was 'one of Buckingham's more nauseating sycophants' ,41i referred to by contemporaries as 'bottomless' Bagg. 47 A member of Parliament, a merchant:, and a
shareholder in the Virginia Company, he was involved in 'one of the most sordid Star
Chamber cases of the period'. 411 Sir John Acmoote is probably the 'Ackmoutie' referred
to in Chamberlain's Letters between 1613 and 1620 as being at Padua and Venice. He
participated as a 'dauncer' in a number of masques including Ben Johnson's Pleasure
Reconciled to Virtue accompanied by, among others, Buckingham and Goring.'1!1
Others who appear in the benefactors' list can be grouped as agents lor the collection of
antiquities f(w Buckingham: these include Sir Henry Wotton, Sir 'T'homas Roe, Mr Gage,
Captain Weddell, and Mr Slany.
Sir Henry Wotton, brother ofTradescan t's employer at Canterbury, Lord (former! y Sir
Edward) \Votton, was appointed ambassador to Venice al"ter serving as Essex's secretary,
and remained there during 1604-12, 1616-1g, and 1621-4. In the two latter periods he
collected paintings and other works of art for Buckingham and the King. Wotton had
expert knowledge of Venetian glass, a commodity much favoured by the English court.
His known gifts to Tradescant include plant specimens such as Italian fennel. 50
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After being knighted by .James in 1603, Sir Thomas Roe's first major expedition was to
the Amazon and Orinoco in I6og-Io. In 1614 he was appointed ambassador to the court
of .Jehangir, Mogul emperor of Hindustan. He returned from this post in 1619 and
presented .James with 'two antelopes, a straunge and bewtiful kind of red-deare, a rich
tent, rare carpets, certain ombrellaes and such like trinkets from the great Mogul' .51 In
1621 he was sent to Constantinople as 'Ambassador to the Ottoman Porte' where he
remained until 1628 continuing his collecting endeavours. Here he would have received
the letter written to Edward Nicholas by Tradescant under the aegis of Buckingham,
superscribed 'Espetially to Sir Thomas Rowe who is Leger at Constantinople'. Lord
Arundel also vied for his attention in securing antiquities, placing him in an awkward
position. His dependence upon Buckingham's patronage for advancement in England
determined his primary loyalty, but conciliatory letters to Arundel reflect Roc's desire to
oflset displeasure by avoiding direct action: 'Therefore trusting y' his Grace will approve
y' I have honestly moved to jayne in all chardgcs and y' y•· Collection by his advise, and
my credit y' wee can make, shalbc putt into one stockc, and divided by some caven
course when they come into England.' 52 Roc's efforts on Buckingham's behalf were not
entirely successful- he admits 'little sckyll' 5 :~ in such matters, fears he 'may commit great
crrors', 54 and acknowledges that Arundel's agent, \Villiam Petty, enjoys far more success.
An account by Edward Terry, chaplain to Sir Thomas Roc on this post, suggests,
however, a source for the 1\1/usteum Tradescantianum's 'Turkish vest' and the 'Rich vest
from the great Mogull'. 5 '' Terry describes Roc's reluctance to petition the Mogul for gifts
and then lists the presents which the ambassador was given:
a cup ofGold most curiously enameled, and set all over the outside with stones (which were small
Rubies, Turkesses, and Emeralds) with a Cover, or Plate to set it in, both or pure Gold, the brims
or which plate, and the cover were enameled, and set with stones as the other, and all these
together weighed twenty & (()Ur ounces or our English weight . . . an horse, or two, and
sometimes a vest, or upper Garment made of slight Cloath of Gold, which the Mogul would first
put upon his own back, and then give it to the Ambassadour ... ' 5 n

In 1629-30 Roe served as a special envoy in Sweden and Poland, and after a long
period in the political wilderness while he \vaited without success for Laud to advance his
career, he was appointed Chancellor of the Order of the Garter ( 1637-42) and
Ambassador Extraordinary to Hamburg, Ratisbon, and Vienna (1638-40). His
commercial ventures included involvement in the Virginia Company ( 16o7), the
Levant Company ( 1621 ), the Guiana Company ( 16og), and the New England Venturers
( 16og).
Two possible identities exist (()r the 'Mr Gage' included in the benefactors' list. The
first, Thomas Gage, was a Dominican who spent some years in the \Vest I ndics and
Central America before returning to England at some time before 1640. He apostatized,
and later; in 1648, published his l~tmous book Tlze English-American: A .New Surve_)l of the
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West Indies. Gage then served in ari advisory capacity to Oliver Cromwell, urging the
disastrous expedition mounted in I654 against the Spai1iards in Hispaniola and .Jamaica.
He died in I655. 5 ;
His brother, George Gage, seems on balance the more likely benefactor. George Gage
was a close friend ofTobie Mathew and together they were secretly ordained by Cardinal
Bellarmine, S.J, in Rome, I6I I. Gage served both diplomatic and artistic functions: he
conducted negotiations with the Holy See lor the marriage ol' Prince Charles to the
Spanish Infanta, and acted lor the Duke of Buckingham, Dudley Carleton, King james,
and probably Lord Arundel in the purchase of works of art. He was imprisoned in I 652
and died still a prisoner. 5 n
Two minor figures on the benefactors' list also have connections with Buckingham:
Captain Weddell and ~'lr Slany. Weddell was an oflicer in the East India Company,
who then commanded the King's ship the Rainbow. He may have been with Buckingham
on the expedition to the Isle of Rhe on which 'T'radescant served as an engineer. He then
returned to the service of the East India Company and subsequently worked with Sir
\Villiam Courten. 59 Humphrey Slany was among the merchants directed to purchase
and ship rarities in the letter written by Tradescant to Nicholas in 1625. His brother .John
was the captain and merchant-tailor of London eulogized by \Villiam Vaughan in The
Golden Fleece ( 1626) lor his settlement of Newloundland.';o
Among other benel~tctors who held significant positions at court were.James Hay, Earl
of Carlisle, and his acquaintance Sir William Boswell, Sir Kenelm Digby (who is further
associated with Dr Bugg), and Sir .John Trevor (who has links with Phineas Pett).
Of -the Earl of Carlisle, Clarendon said that 'he was surely a man of the greatest
expense in his person of any in the age he lived', 1; 1 and his comment is supported by other
accounts of the Earl's lavish extravagances. For example, a feast for the French
ambassador held at Essex House in 1621 cost £3,300; on his embassy to Paris in I616,
Hay's horses were shod with silver. Born in Scotland in I 580, his rise was rapid: created
Baron Hay in 1615, Viscount Doncaster in I618, and Earl ofCarlisle, I622. He served a
number of diplomatic missions as ambassador to Paris and Madrid, 1616 (accompanied
by two other Tradescant benefactors, Goring and 'Ackmoutie'), to Germany, I61g-2o,
to Paris, I622, to Paris and Madrid, 1623, and to Venice, 1628. His court appointments
included Gentleman of the Robes, I6o8, Master ol'the Great Wardrobe, 16I3-I8, and
fi·om I 631 until his death in 1636, Groom of the Stole. Carlisle supported his expensive
tastes by selling baronies, through prudent marriages, by extracting enormous sums li·om
merchant capitalists and colonists in his capacity as holder ol'the grant lor the Caribbean
islands, by his monopoly of Irish wine and tavern licenses, and (though he lacked real
political importance) through his position as court favourite. 1; 2
Sir William Boswell (1580-1650) was Fellow oi'.Jesus College, Cambridge, in 16o6,
secretary to Lord Herbert ofCherbury (ambassador at Paris, I 620), secretary to the Earl
ofCarlisle in 1628, and to Sir Dudley Carleton, ambassador at The Hague, to \vhich post
7
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he succeeded in I633 when he was also knighted. He was a man of 'considerable
cultivation' who corresponded with, among others, Johannes de Laet. 6 :l
Sir Kenelm Digby is accounted, without documentation, 'perhaps the chiefbenefacto.r
to John Tradescant' by his biographer Petersson. 64 His scholarly interests, which
ultimately culminated in his election to the Royal Society at the same time as Elias
Ashmole, began at an early age. Tutored by Laud, then Dean of Gloucester, and by
Allan, who in I 630 bequeathed valuable books and manuscripts to his pupil, Digby
collected antiquities in his travels which included a voyage to Delos in I627. Although
Evelyn dismisses him as an 'arrant Mountebank', his friendship with such politically
diverse figures as Laud, Henrietta Maria, Tobie Mathew, and Oliver Cromwell, suggests
positive gifts. Digby converted to Anglicanism in I 630 and then reverted to Catholicism
in I635. By I 638 he had become a member of the Catholic circle through his close
friendship with the Queen.';:,
Dr John Bugg paid tribute to Digby's scholarly interests by dedicating his own thesis,
De fJleuritide vera et exquisita, to him. Bugg was made free of the Company of Apothecaries
in I 620, and in I.632, in an action taken by the Royal College of Physicians, was
imprisoned as an 'empirick' - practising physick without a licence. In Leiden he
subsequently attained the degree of MD (I633), and was granted a Cambridge licence
on his return to England, his degree being incorporated at Oxford, I635. He was a
member of the tour led by the famous botanist Johnson in which the actual flora of
England \-vas explored and then recorded in Parkinson's Theatrum Botanicum. 61;
The AutobiograjJ!ty of Phineas Pett attests to the close links between two benefactors, Mr
Pett and Sir john Trevor. Pett records that 'In December this year, I 599, I began a small
model, which being perfected and very exquisitely set out and rigged, I presented it to
my good friend Mr. John Trevor, \-vho very kindly accepted the same of me' .67 Pett's
motives in offering the gift could hardly have been disinterested. Trevor had been
appointed Surveyor of the Navy the previous year, a position which involved enormous
power. The year in which he was knighted, I 603, also saw his appointment to the office of
Ste\·vard and Receiver at Windsor Castle, Keeper of Upper Castle, near Chatham, and
Keeper of the royal house and park of Oatlands, the latter position being assumed by
Tradescan t in I 630. In I6o8 scandal threatened his career when he was accused with Sir
Robert Mansell and Phineas Pett of fraud in the freighting of the ship Resistance, but after
a reprimand from the King the three \-vere freed. Trevor sold the Surveyorship in I6I 1
but retained his interest in the Virginia Company, of which he was a director. 5 8
Phineas Pett became master-shipwright at Deptford in I605, moved to Woolwich in
1607, in I6I2 was appointed first master of the Shipwrights Company, and by I63o was
Commissioner of the Navy. He was a master-builder, perfecting frigate design in. such
ships as the Sovereign of tlze Seas. He was on two expeditions in which Tradescant also
participated: against the Algerine pirates at Alicante in 1620, and accompanying
Henrietta Maria on the Prince Ro]al from Boulogne to England in 1625. 6 !1
,;,.
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Two further benefactors with maritime interests can tentatively be identified. 'Captain
Cleborne' is possibly Captain William Claiborne who was appointed Surveyor to
Virginia by the Trinity Term Quarter Court, 23.June 1621. In 1624 he was authorized
by the royal commission to act as one of the King's Council in Virginia, and acquired a
considerable land grant. 7 ° Captain \'\'est is possibly Francis West, second surviving son of
Thomas West, Baron de Ia Warr, and friend of both Captain Smith and Captain
Claiborne. He accompanied Newport to Virginia in 16og and for many years was
involved in the government of Virginia and New England. 71
Also associated with overseas settlement \vas Sir David Kirke. Knighted in 1633, he was
involved in attempts at settlement in Newfoundland in the 163os. He was one of the
patentees ofa grant ofNewfoundlancl made by Charles in 1637 which ensured a monopoly
of the island's trade exclusive of fishery. During the Civil War he continued to
govern the island without the recognition of Parliament, until 1651 when commissioners were sent to replace him. 72
Despite the predominance of names on the benefactors' list linked to Buckingham,
there are representatives from opposing factions at court, including two members of the
Howard family, the Countess of Arundel and 'Lady Maltravers'. Alathea, Countess of
Arundel, was the daughter of Gilbert Talbot, seventh Earl of Shrewsbury who married
Thomas Howard, Earl of Arundel, in 1606. In 1620 Alathea travelled to Antwerp where
she sat for a portrait by Rubens, then moved on to Milan and Padua, arriving in Venice
in 1621. There she competed with Sir Henry Wotton, the English ambassador and agent
to Buckingham, in the purchase of paintings. In 1622 Ala thea was called home after Sir
Henry "Votton informed her of rumours that Antonio Foscarini had sold state secrets in
her house. In 1626 she again incurred royal displeasure when her son Lord Mal travers
suddenly married against the King's wishes the Duchess ofLennox's daughter. Since 'the
larger part of the pictures drawings and objets de vertu collected by Thomas and Alathea,
Earl and Countess of Arundel, followed them to the Netherlands when they finally left
England in 1641 ',1 3 gifts to Traclescant were presumably made be lore that date.
'Maltravers' was the designated title for the son and heir of the Earl of Arundel. On the
death of his elder brother in 1623, the second son, Henry Frederick Howard, became
Lord Maltravers. He had been made Knight of the Bath in 1616, and was summoned to
Parliament in 1640 as Lord Mowbray, succeeding to the title of Earl of Arundel on the
death ofhis father in 1646. As he married against the King's wishes, Elizabeth, daughter
of Esme Stuart, third Duchess of Lennox, in 1626, the benefaction must have occurred
between this elate and 1640. A letter elated g Sep-tember 1636 from Maltravers to the
agent William Petty establishes that Maltravers was, like his parents, a collector of objets
d'art: an interest which his wife, who died in 1673/4, clearly-sharecl. 74
Another benefactor acquainted with Sir Henry Wotton is 'Mr Francis Cline'. Born in
the Baltic Provinces, Francis Clein is first recorded in Denmark, then in Venice lor four
years where he met Sir Henry Wotton; he returned to Denmark by 1617, visited England
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briefly in 1623 when he secured royal patronage, and, after completing commissions in
Denmark, settled in England some time before 1625. He carried out a number of works
fl:n· the King until his appointment as principal designer to the 1\tlortlake tapestry-works,
for which he received £250 per year as salary, continuing there under the
Commonwealth. 75
William Murray also benefited fi·om royal patronage. The benefactor cited in the list is
probably the \Villiam Murray who was involved in negotiations for paintings to decorate
Henrietta Maria's cabinet at Greenwich. One of the 'Groomes of his Ma" Bedchamber'
during his life, he was granted a pension of£ 1,500 a year in 1625. 76
'Mr. Thomas Herbert' had, perhaps, of all the benefactors the most intriguing
relationship with the King. William Herbert, Earl of Pembroke, agreed to finance his
relation's travelling, and \vhen Charles sent Sir I~oclmore Cotton to Persia as
ambassador in 1627, Thomas Herbert accompanied him, recording his experience after
his return in 1630 in a work entitled An Account (!f.wme Yeares travaile. At.the outset of the
Civil War he enlisted on the parliamentarian side, but his allegiances after this point are
a subject of dispute. Foster maintains that after 1647 Herbert attached himself firmly to
the royalist cause, 77 while Mackenzie argues that Herbert remained committed to the
parliamentarians, profiting enormously from royalist spoils. 78 The former was certainly
the•interpretation adopted by contemporaries, and Herbert was rewarded for his services
with a baronetcy at the restoration ( 166o). A letter from Herbert to Ashmole (g
September 168o) acknowledges his acquaintance with Tradescant. 'I find by your Letter
that you do not now frequent ye Court as you haue formerly, having retyred your self to
your house in South-Lam beth; a place I well knO\v having bin sundry times at Mr.
Trcclescons, (to \vhom I gauc scuerall things I collected in my Trauailes.) & was much
clelightecl with his gardcns.' 7 !'
It is another reference in a printed work which enables us to identify tentatively the
benefactor 'Mr Liggon' as Richard Ligon. He is the author of The 1-Jistmy ofthe Barbados,
the preface to which is inscribed 'Upper Bench Prison, July 12, 1653'. Ligon embarked
for Barbados in 1647, after being 'bred a Faulconer' 80 in his youth, and remained there
until 1650. In the account of his journey he carefully describes plant and animal life,
mentioning some specimens, such as the humming-bird, which might have been given to
Traclescant. In one ofthese descriptions he acknowledges a familiarity with the collection
itself: 'Flies we have of so many kindes, (from two inches long with the great homes,
v.rhich we keep in boxes, and are shewed by John Tredescan among his rarities) ... ' 81
'fhe benefactor Mr Millen (d. 1637) had a professional relationship with Tradescant,
as a comment in Parkinson's Paradisus makes clear: 'Master John Millen dwelling in
Oleic Streetc, whom from .John Traclescante and all other that haue had good hath
stored himself with the best only, and he can sufficiently furnish any'. 82 Proximity to
South Lambeth may account for Tradescant's acquaintance with two further artisans,
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'Mr Gaspar Calthoose' and 'Mr. Lambert'. Kahhofl' was a mechanic employed by
Edward Somerset, Marquis or\Vorcester, bet ween 1628 and 1663. \Vorcester's interest in
mechanical studies and experiments led him to employ the Dutch mechanic who was
then installed in the Vauxhall ordnance l~1ctory. 'fhe Act to dispose of Crown property
( 1649) exempted Vauxhall from sale. The grant was given to .John Lambert in 1647, but
this was subsequently overturned with its purchase in 1652 by .John 'T'renchard. At the
Restoration it was leased to Henry Lord Moore until the King acted upon a proviso in
the lease and granted tenancy to Kalthon·. The Dutch Patentsfor Inventions includes two
devices by Kalthofr: the first, in 1649, and the second, in 1653, both involve 'perpetual
motion' machines. vVorcester's Centlll)' of the .Names and Scantlings t!/ such Inventions as at
fJresent/ can call to mind to have tried and fmfected, first published in 1663, refers to Kalthofl'as
'the unparalleled \vorkman b~th lor trust and skill'.H:l \Villiam Lambert was a gunfounder to the Marquis of\Vorcester, \·vho like Kalthoff' \·vorked at Vauxhall. He served
with the King of Spain during the Interregnum, and upon the Restoration petitioned
Charles; he was allowed to return to Vauxhall in t665.'H
Two tentatively identified benefactors remain to be discussed: 'Mr Charleton,
Merchant' and 'William Courtcen, Esq'. William Courten is probably the great
merchant knighted in 1622. Mr Charleton is possibly his son, William Courten (who may
have adopted, as did his son, the surname Charleton), who was involved in consider~ble
litigation after the death of his f~tther. His mother was a daughter of Moses Tryon
(perhaps the Mr Trion of the benefactors' list), and he himself married Catherine
Egerton, daughter of the Earl of Bridgewater, who engaged for Courten's debts after his
bankruptcy ( 1643). Courten subsequently retired to Florence where he died intestate in
1655. The f~tmous collection of rarities in the Middle 'T'emple which uhimately formed
part of the foundation of the British Museum was owned by his son William Charleton.""
British Library lVIS Sloane 3988 refers to Hester Tradescant selling objects to this
William Charleton after .John the Younger's death.
Ashmole's eflorts in compiling and publishing the 1\1usmum Tradescantianum were clearly
appreciated by the collection's owners. In a diary entry dated 16 Dece1;1ber 1659
Ashmole records the reward fC.)r his dedicated service: 'Mr 'T'redescant & his wife sealed
& delivered to me the deed of Guilt of all his Rarities',"ll an action \·vhich was to be
strongly disputed.
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THE FOUNDATION OF THE
ASHMOLEAN MUSEUM
Martin Welch
In late October 1677 the Oxford diarist Anthony Wood noted the acceptance by 'several
heads of this university' of the proposed donation of John Tradescant's rarities.' The
donor was Elias Ashmole, a leading figure in the intellectual world of his day, described
by \Vood as 'the greatest virtuoso and curioso that ever was known or read of in England
before his time'. 2 His versatility was the gift that impressed his contemporaries, for as
Josten comments, his mind 'applied itself with equal ease and readiness to matters of
business, to law, history, genealogy, heraldry, music, numismatics, medicine, botany,
natural history, and to the mysteries of astrology, alchemy, and magic', 3 qualifications
which admirably equipped him to be a founder-Fellow of the Royal Society of London.
Among his activities he had taken 'paines, care and charge', 4 in his own words, in the
preparation and publication of the Tradescant catalogue. The collection he had
catalogued was now in his possession and he offered to give it and his own coins and
medals, together with all his manuscripts, to his former university. The essential
condition attached to the gift was the construction of a suitable new building by the
university to house it.
Wood was recording in 1677 the outcome of negotiations which had begun some years
earlier. As early as 1670, reference to the proposal was made by Evelyn in a letter toJohn
Beale: 'You heare [our Alma Mater men] talke already of founding a Laboratorie, & have
beg'd the Reliques of old Tradescant, to furnish a Repositary'. 5 In a letter dated 3July
1675, 6 Ashmole informed Thomas Hyde, Bodley's Librarian, that he had already
broached the subject of this gift with Dr Thomas Barlow, Provost of the Queen's College
and newly consecrated Bishop of Lincoln. His 'old and worthy friend' Barlow would
approach the Vice-Chancellor on his behalf and Ashmole hoped that the matter could be
settled that summer. Ashmole's condition was 'the building of some large Roome, which
may have Chimnies, to keepe those things aired that will stand in neede of it'. 7 In all
probability these proposals were being formed in Ashmole's mind before September
1674, for ~n a letter of thanks of that date Ashmole stated his intention to bequeath the
gold chain and medal presented to him by the King of Denmark 'to a publique
Musceum'. 8 As no such institution existed at this date, it is probable that Ashmole had in
1
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mind the museum he intended to found, and in time this chain and medal did come to
Oxford, where they are displayed_!!
\Vith the university's acceptance of his proposal Ashmole fulfilled the intentions of the
last will ofJohn Tradescant the Younger, made just one year before his death on 22 April
1662. Jn this he left his 'closett of Rarities' to his wife Hester, who before her death was to
arrange for its bequest to either Oxford or Cambridge University. 10 This was the second
will made by Traclescant in his endeavour to overrule the deed of gift by which he had
presented the rarities to Ashmole in I659 with effect fi·om the deaths of himself and his
wife. 11 vVe do not know whether Ashmole was informed of this change of mind before
Tradescant's death, but on I 4 May 1662 he filed a bill in Chancery against Hester
'fradescant. Her written reply was sworn on I .July of that year, but the case was not
heard until I 8 May 1664 \·vhen the court decided in Ash mole's favour. The case has
continued to be argued by modern commentators. 12
The Traclescants had been faced with the problem of the collection's future since the
death oftheir only son and male heir John in I652. Ashmole states that on I2 December
I 659 they informed him that they had finally decided to give their 'Closet of Rarities' to
him after their deaths. 1 :s Ash mole adds that it \Vas Hester who first informed him of their
decision. The reasons he recounts were his role in the publication of their catalogue and
their awareness of his appreciation of the collection's v<due. 14 On 14 December Ashmole
noted: 'This afternoonc they gaue their Scrivenor instructions to draw a deed ofGuift of
the said Closet to me.' 1 !:-. The deed was sealed and delivered by .John and Hester
Tradescant to Ashmole on 16 December. 11; Ashmole insisted in his Chancery bill that the
deed was drafted at John 'T'radescant's request and that its text was approved by both
husband and wife. In the light of Ashmole's statements, it is-difficult to accept Hester's
insinuations that her husband had committed their collection under the influence of
drink (she described him as 'clistemperccl'), nor that the document was sprung on her at
the last minute. 1 7 On delivery of the deed to Ash mole he was also presented with a milled
shilling of Elizabeth I in the presence of witnesses to signify his possession of the
collection. It was only then that Hester claimed she began to suspect that the bill 'might
be prejudice to her'. At her insistence Ash mole gave the deed to her and allowed her to
keep it until he should claim it. He is recorded by Hester as using the words' I pray you
take it and consider thereof, and if you like it not, I will not have it for a \vorld ... '
Neither this statement no'r his action in surrendering the sole document that proved his
right to the collection suggest deliberate deceit on his part. ·
It has been argued that Ash mole used his legal training to suggest to the Tradescants a
form of gift which is irrevocable without the consent of both parties: the clocumen t cou lei
then be surrendered without too much concern in the knowledge that the Tradescants
could not deny its existence in the face of the evidence of those who had witnessed the
,, St•t• p. 31~. II. IIi~.
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gift. Such arguments, however, seem to stretch our credulity to its limits. Deceit may
rather have been practiced by the Tradescants, for in two successive wills John
Tradescant sought to ignore Ashmole's claims and there is no evidence that Ashmole had
knowledge of this change ofheart. In the first \·vill the collection was assigned to the King
after their deaths. Hester later claimed that the fear that 'some private person might begg
the same of his ·Majestic so as they should not be preserved to posterity' led to its
alteration. That 'private person' might well refer to Ash mole who, as Comptroller of the
Excise, had access to the royal court and might successfully petition the King on the basis
of the deed of gift. They decided instead that one of the two English universities would
form the most fitting home lor their collection. Those who would wish to see Ashmole as
an unscrupulous schemer suggest that he was informed of John Tradescant's decision to
revoke the deed the day after it had been delivered, but that he decided to bide his time,
preferring to start a court case against the widmv rather than the husband. Again,
however, our credulity is stretched. Ashmole in his Chancery bill stated that after John
Tradescant's death he had requested the return of the deed of gift from Hester in order to
secure his right of ovmership on her death. She refused to acknowledge the existence of
the deed at one moment and then at other times claimed she had burnt it. Her late
husband and she both laboured under the illusion that the deed had been revocable on
either side and seem to have expected Ash mole not to follow up his claim. If that was the
case, they had misjudged their man, for Ashmole had shown a marked willingness in the
past to defend through the law his rights as he saw them.
The Court of Chancery in deciding in Ashmole's favour ruled that he should 'have and
enjoy all and singular the said Bookes, Coynes, Medalls, Stones, Pictures, Mechanicks
and Antiquities' belonging to the collection on I6 December I65g. Hester Tradescant
was to keep them in trust during her life, as provided in the deed. Two heralds, Sir
Edward Bysshe and William Dugdale, were commissioned to draw up a list of all objects
missing at Hester's house and Hester was required to supply Ashmole with all the
information he sought concerning the collection. She had boasted to him in I 662 that her
late husband had disposed of many specimens listed in the I656 catalogue and acquired
others in their place which the deed did not cover. She \Vas now compelled to replace any
missing objects.'ll
Despite the court action, Ashmole felt himself to be on sufficiently good terms with
Hester Tradescant to turn to her for assistance in the crisis of the Great Fire of I 666. On
the second clay of the fire, part of his library and his collection were moved by river from
his chamber in Middle Temple. They were stored at her house for a few days and then
returned to Middle Temple, together with other books which he had sent to a relation for
safety! 9 Ashmole's doubtless frequent visits to view 'his' collection in her house and to
show the rarities to his friends and guests cannot have failed to irritate Hester. One such
visit is mentioned by Ashmole's brother-in-law, Henry Newcombe, who saw the
collection on I May I667.~ 0 Hester seemingly retaliated by continuing to sell parts of the
collection, clou btless convincing herself that they were objects not covered by' the deed of
18
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gift nor the Chancery decision. William Charleton recorded purchases from Mrs
'T'radescant in May, june, and July 1667/ 1 and Ashmole may have become aware of
such transactions. It \vas perhaps to maintain a closer surveillance over the collection
that Ashmole took out a lease on a neighbouring house in Lambeth in the autumn of
1674.. ~ 2 He had various extensions and alterations made to it and did not move in until 28
August 1675. 2 :1 Shortly after his acquisition of his house, however, Ashmole cryptically
records that an attempt to rob Mrs Tradescant was in some mysterious manner
thwarted.H It is not improbable that Ashmole used this incident as a lever to persuade
Hester to transfer the collection to his house. She certainly told her fi·iends and
neighbours that he bullied her into doing this, as she later admitted in one of the
statements of a submission. This was written in Ash mole's hand except fi:ll· the signatures
and was signed by Hester on 1 September 1676. 2 '' Ashmole's version of the truth, as
represented in the submission, was that Hester had persuaded him to take away the
collection, refusing to listen to his request for her to continue to keep the rarities. It was
only after she had threatened to throw them into the street that the transfer took place.
This and the remaining statements recounted in this document give a picture of a woman
who felt herself gravely wronged and persecuted by her new neighbour and former (i·iend
Ashmole . .Josten has gone so f~tr as to suggest signs of mental instability in Hester
Tradescant's actions, 21; but there can be no doubt of Ashmole's insensitivity lor her
feelings in the measures he took to secure possession of the collection, which he regarded
as his mvn. Hester Tradescant was found drowned in her own pond on 4 April 1678 and
may have taken her O\vn life. 27
Ashmole's negotiations with Oxford University began, as we have seen, in the summer
of 1675, not long after the transfer of the rarities to his house. It is not surprising that, in
an attempt to save f~tce, Hester Tradescant had boasted to her (i·iends and visitors that 'I
had made him promise me to bestow the said Rari-ties on the University of Oxford; and
that I would force him to send them thither', though she admitted in the same submission
that 'I never moved the said Mr Ashmole to any such thing when I delivered them to him
or at any time since'. 28 Ashmole would not allow her the illusion of having given her late
husband's collection to one of the universities stipulated in his last will. He was now the
owner of the collection and would be the sole donor.' In a letter written to the ViceChancellor of Oxford on 26 May 1683, Ash mole explained his motives f<.w the gift:
It has of a long time been my Desire to give you some testimony of my Duty and filial Respect,
to my honored mother the University of Oxf(wd, and when :\·lr: Treclescams Collection or
Rarities ('ame to my hands, tho I was tempted to part with them fill· a ,·ery considerable Sum or
money, and was also press't by honourable Persons to consigne them to another Society, I firmly
resolv'd to deposite them no where,but with YoLI. 2 !'
" BJ. :\IS Sloant' 39HH: Gumht·r 19~5. pp. ~HH g.
".Josten l!lfi6, 4· 1:l!l:l· n. 5·
,., Bod. Lib. :\IS Ash molt• II :lG. r 53· .Josll'll l!lfi6. ·I· l.l:jH.
.,.,Bod. Lib. MS Ashmoh· 11:1fi. 1:51 :.Jostl'n l!lli!i. ·I· p. 1397.
,., Bod. l.ih. :\-IS Rawl.ll.!)l~. r. fifiH' ';.Jnsl<·n 11Jfi6. ·I· I.F,o ·l.
"; .Josl<"n, 196f.i, I. ~"9·
"Bnd. Lib. :\·IS :\shmolt· I ':lli, r jH;.Joslt.'ll l!)fib. ·I· lfioj.
1
" St'l.' II. I!.J.

''':\sh. l..ih. :\:\IS !..Jostt•n l!lli!.i. ·I· 17~1 ~- :\slnnok's
acknowlcdgt'ml·nt here or the Tradt·snuus' rnh· in ounassing 1hc
colknion. tog•·ilaT wid• tlw <Tit-brat ion ofth<."ir g-l.'nius as wdl as
Aslunolc 's gt'Hcrosi l y i11 a coJill'lnporary fllflllt'll tlault·mirum
•·ntidcd ':\·lus.·um AshnH>Iianum· (Bod. Lib. :\IS AshnH>It· 11:16.
II'. I 7:l ·I' 1 disprii\TS. as .Joslt'll 1 1!lfili, 1. ~:H · has ohsi'I'VI'd. dw
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We do not know what institution he meant by the phrase 'another Society', but it
might refer to either Cambridge University or, conceivably, the Royal Society of
London. Ash mole's loyalties to Oxford as a former student of Brasenose were augmented
by the unexpected presentation of a Doctorate of Medicine (PhisickrHl from a grateful
university in 166g in recognition of his task in preparing a catalogue of the consular and
imperial Roman coins in the Bodleian Library between 1658 and 1666. 31
One reason why negotiations between Ashmole and the university took so long was the
expansion of Ashmole's original pmposal f01· a 'large Roome' to house the rarities into a
'school' for the study of natural history or 'philosophical history', to use the terminology
of the day. In a letter written in June or July 1677, before the university's formal
acceptance of Ashmole's proposal, Humphrey Prideaux outlined the enlarged scheme to
.John Ellis ;:i:z after reference tq Robert Plot's new book, The }latural Hist01y of Oxfordshire,
Prideaux continues that the authorities 'are now on a designc of erecteing a Lecture for
Philosophicall History to be read by the author of that booke; to which end, as soon as we
are agreed on the ground, we shall built a school on purpose for it with a labratory
annext and severall other rooms for other uses, \vhereof on is to hold .John Tredeskins
raritys, which Elias Ashmole, in whose hands they are, hath promised to give to the
University as soon as we have built a place to receive them ... ' Dr Plot (164o-g6)
presented himself to Ash mole at Lambeth on 1o December 1677 bearing a letter of
recommendation from the diarist .John Evelyn.:l:i His purpose was to enlist Ashmole's
support in his bid to be made the first Reader of the 'Philisophicall Lecture upon naturall
things' at Oxford. Somewhat cautiously Ashmole agreed only that 'if the University
liked of him, he should haue my suffrage'. 34 The scheme for this lectureship came to
nothing, but Plot was appointed the first Keeper (Custos) of the Ashmolean Museum and
the first Professor of Chemistry at Oxford in 1683. Plot was the only son of a Kentish
gentleman and was educated at the free school at Wye before matriculating at Oxford in
1658 from Magdalen Hall. In 1661 he took his BA, his MA in 1664, and the BCL and
DCL in 1671. He left Magdalen Hall to be admitted to University College as a
commoner some time around 1676. Early in his studies he became involved in the natural
sciences and in 1670 proposed a grand scheme to travel throughout England and Wales
preparing materials for a natural history of the kingdom. Only two volumes appeared,
Tlze .Natural History of Oxfordslzire in 1676 and The .Natural History of Staffordshire in 1686.
His reputation as a scholar rested largely on these two books and indeed the first led to his
election as Fellow of the Royal Society. He was an ambitious man and though
contemporaries found him witty, with an ability to present his learning to a wide
audience, his writings reveal a credulity of the fantastic and a lack of critical scepticism.
He could also be generous and gave his collections to the Ashmolean at the end of his
keepership. His failure to be elected Warden of All Souls was counterbalanced to some
extent by appointment as histo~iographer royal in 1688, while from 1687 onwards the
patronage of Henry Howard, Duke of Norfolk and Earl Marshal, resulted in him holding
""Bud. l..ih. :\·IS Ashmule. 113li. 1'. 44-'·; MS t\shmolc 1292;
Josten I!J6fi, IIH, II<J.fi-7.
"' Bod. Lib. MS Ashmole 1 136, [ .p; Josten tg66, 3· 1062.
"'Thompson 11:!75, pp. 60-1; Josten tg66, 4· pp. 141:!2-3.

""Bod. Lib. MS Ashmule 1136, II'. 114-5''; Josten 1966, 4·
1500-1. For Plot's caret:r sec /Jictimw~l' <!f.Natimwl /Ji"gwph;•, s.v.
Plot.
4
"
Bod. Lib. 1\•IS Ashmolt: 1136, 1'. 57"; Josten 1966, ·~· 1501.
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various offices connected with the Court ofChivalry. His wide range of interests matched
those of Ashmole, and the two must have felt they had much in common from the time of
their first meeting. 3 ~'
Sixteen clays after Hester Tradescant's funeral, Ashmole 'removed the Pictures from
Mr Tredescants House to myne'. 31; He also took on the lease or the Tradescants' house
and garden, taking possession on 25 May 167g.:n Ashmole's possession of the
Tradescant's inheritance was now complete. Visitors came to his house to examine both
his library and the Tradescant rarities. Hooke recorded calling on 28 April 1677: 'With
Sir J Hoskins and Mr Hill to Mr Ashmole, Dugdale there. Saw tracleskants raritys in
Garret. Saw bees and Kellys and many other Books and manuscripts about chymistry,
conjurations, magick, &c. made me exceeding welcome.' 3 "
Evelyn on 23 July 1678 recorded that he had:
Return'd, having ben to see Mr Elias Ashmoles Library and Curiosities, at Lambeth, he has
divers MSS, but most of them Astrological, to which study he is addicited, though I believe not
learned; but very Industrious, as his history of the Order of the Gartir shews, he shewed me a
Toade included in Amber: The prospect from a Turret is very fine, it being so neere Land: and
yet not discovering any house about the Country. The l~unous john Tradescant, bequeth'd his
Repositary to this Gent: who has given them to the University ofOxford, and erected a Lecture
on them &c.: over the Laboratorie, in imitation of the R: Society: My deare friend Mrs
Godolphin and my Wife were with us.:1!1

Evelyn's description of Ashmole's manuscripts as mainly astrological presumably reflects
what was shown on that visit. Black's catalogue of the Ashmole manuscripts in the
Bodleian Library shows there is no truth in it. 40 Evelyn's assessment of Ashmole as 'not
learned; but very Industrious' has frequently been quoted out of context. As far as
astrology is concerned, we have also Lilly's testimony of 1667, that Ashmole was 'a good
Proficient therein though its not his totall study, but onely for Recreation'. 41 Evelyn
likewise seems to have misunderstood Ashmole's intention to found a lectureship for an
accomplished fact. 42
Such visits to Lambeth would have been encouraged by a description which appeared
in the 1676 .edition of The Universal Angler:
I know, we Islanders are averse to the belief of these wonders: but, there be so many strange
Creatures to be now seen (many collected by John Tradescant, and others added by my friend
Elias Ashmole Esq; who now keeps them carefully and methodically at his house near to
Lambeth near London) as may get some belief of some of the other wonders I mentioned. I will
tell you some of the wonders that you may now see, and not till then believe, unless you think fit.
You may there see the Hog-fish, the Dog-fish, the Dolphin, the Cony-fish, the Parrot-fish, the
Shark, the Payson fish, sword-fish, and not only other incredible fish! but you may there see the
Salamander, several sorts of Barnacles, of Solan Geese, the bird of Paradise, such sorts of Snakes,
and such birds-nests, and of so various forms, and so wonderfully made, as may beget \Vander and
"Josten 1966, 4· 1751, n. 2.
:u• Bod. Lib. MS Ashmole 1136, f. 5l:l;josten 1966, 4· 16nl:l.
:"Hod. Lib. MS Ashmolc 1136, f. 59; Josten 1966. 4· 164o.
:so Guildhall Library, London, i\•IS 1758, 'The Diary oi'Roben
Hooke'; quoted in .Josten 1966, 4· 1477.

"' E\'clyn, Dilll)', 23 .July 1678; .Josten 1966, 4· 1623-4.
"'.Josten 1966, 4.. 162411. 1.
" Bod. Lib. MS Ash mole 421, f. 2:f';.Josten 1966, 4· 162.1 n. 2.
42
.Josten 1966, 4· I 500 11. 4, I 624 11. 3·
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amusement in any beholder; and so many hundred of other rarities in that Collection, as will
make the other wonders I spake of', the less incredible; for, you may note, that the waters arc
natures store-house, in which she locks up her wondcrs. 4 :l

Ashmole lost an important part of his own collection in a fire which completely
destroyed his chamber at Middle Temple on 26.)anuary 1679. His losses were listed as
follows:
a Library of' Bookcs, the Collection of' 33 ycarcs, mostly fi·mn abroad. A collection of' ncerc gooo
Coyncs & Mcdalls ancient & Modernc, being the Gather of' 32 ycares, A large Collection of'
ancient Evidences & Scales of' the English Nobility & Gentry. All the Great Scales of England
li·01n the Conquest hithcrLoo; with many of the Religious Houses, both in England & Scotland
those of England depending at their scventll Instruments. His Observations upon History,
Coyncs, Mcdalls, Heraldry, & some other Subjects (the cflccts of his Studies for about 30 ycarcs)
which lay there for Improvement as he had leisure. Divers valuable Pciccs of Antiquity, & sundry
Curiosities of Art & Nature:H

Ashmole's father-in-law, Sir William Dugdale, described these losses to Wood in some
detail in a letter dated 13 May 1679. 45 Fortunately 'his cheif Manuscripts' and 'his
Gold-coynes and medalls' had been safe at Lambeth at the time of the fire. Thomas
Molyneux was told by Ash mole in 1683 that he regarded the brass coins he lost in this fire
as of greater rarity than his gold coin collection. 41; Dugdale reported that all the silver
coins had melted and that of 'The Copper coynes most are found, but miserably
defaced'. 47 From the information supplied by Dugdale, Wood listed in detail other items
including 'many subterranean antiquities, as rare stones such as Dr Plot describes in his
Natural History ofOxfordsh. and StaOordshire' and 'a most admirable piece of antiquity
made in the British times, viz. a chisel or ax framed from a flint stone, before the framing
or working of iron was invented: the picture of which yoL1 may see in The Antiquities of
ltJlarwickshire illustrated, by Will. Dugdale, in his discourse of the town called Old bury in
that county':111
vVork began in the spring of 1679 .on the construction of the Museum to house
Ashmole's and Tradescant's collections. \Vood records that 'the first foundation \-vas laid
14 Apr. 1679', 49 but as he elsewhere states that the first stone was laid on 15 May, 50 he is
probably_ referring here to the commencement of foundation digging for the basement
laboratory. The site chosen was that of some newly demolished houses facing on to Broad
Street between Exeter College and the recently constructed Sheldonian 'T'heatre. It was
purchased partly from Exeter College and partly from the City ofOxford for a little over
£s6o including legal fees.'" During the foundation digging in April or early May, part of
the wall of a neighbouring Exeter College privy appears to have collapsed, the efTiuent
nearly overwhelming some of the workmen. 5 ~ It caused some amusement in the
.,,. Walton _167li, pp. 31-~;.)oslen I~Jii(i, + '+1~-1-1 Hod. Lib. i\·IS Ashmoll: ll:~li, r. 101; .Joslcn I!J6li, 4· 16:~5·
·"'Bod. Lih. MS Wood F.,ll, lr 11:~-q'';.)os!en I~Jli6, +
lli,IJ-·1-_.,; Anon. 1H,p, 1'- :~~·1; .Josll:n I~Jiili. + 17~7·".Josll:nl!)f.ili,+ 16,1:~·•• \Vood 1H•w, \'ol. 4., coL :J:1H; .Josl~:n I~JI.ifi, 4- IG:t;-li.

.,, Bod. Lib. MS Wood F.31, 1'. '•II, dt:ri\'ed li·mn lht: prin1ed
accouru in Chamhcrlaync 1liB4, pl. ~. pp. :~~:,-B.
"" Wnod 1H~u. vol. •1-, cui. :~;,H;.Joslt:n I!Jlili. + 1li,H·
'" Oxfi_,rd UniVl:rsil)' Archives, Vice-Chancellor's Accuullls,
1fi£ili-~J 7 , WI' fl/~11 5 , .wh llllll" 1li 77 -H.
"'Bud. Lib. MS Wood E-:1~. 1'. ~fi; Magralh I~J"-1· pp. ~llli-7;
.Josl<:n 19fili, 4· 1li42-3.
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university, provoking the clownish pun that the museum 'was laid.fimdameutaliter and not
jimnaliter. '":1
'fhere have been various allempts to prove that Sir Christopher \Vren was the
architect. The earliest assertion appears in A Pocket Comf)({nion.Jin O.~j(m/ of 1756."·' Much
has been made of' a letter written by Wren to Henry Oldenburg on 7 June 1668,
describing the design of a pn:~jected college to house the Royal Society of' London.''"
Marked similarities exist between this description and the design of' the Ashmolean.
There was to be a basement laboratory, a ground floor consisting of' vestibule, library,
and repository, and on the first floor a large room to house a collection of rarities.
Additional small rooms are also mentioned, while the approximate length of the large
rooms at 55 feet and the position of the staircase behind the vestibule are remarkably
similar. Attempts to link the description to one of' two surviving drawings of' f~t~acles
attributed to \Vren have not, hmvever, been satisf~tctory.'''; It is none-the-less possible
that the university authorities when considering Ashmole's proposal between 167 5 and
I677 approached Wren f()r advice, and that Wren shovved them his ideas or I 668 for the
Royal Society's college. Even if' he was not consulted at this stage, his agreemem might
well have been sought because of the necessity to demolish a section of high wall with
niches which he had designed next to the Sheldonian Theatre to take some of the
Aru ndcl M ;ubles.
'T'here is no evidence that \Vren drew up plans, sections, fa~ades, or even a model of the
Ashmolean. l'he only contemporary evidence we have as to the designer of the building
is an engraving (Pl. CLXXVI) made c.I685 by Michael Burghers of the east fi·ont, 57 in
the bottom left-hand corner of which are the \·vords ''T'. Wood Archit.' 'Thomas Wood
(c. I 645-95) was an experienced master-mason in an age when such a craftsman was
expected to design as well as supervise building. Gunther's demonstration fi·om the bills
for building \-Vork that \Vood received the same pay as the other masons, except when he
undertook a special job involving detailed carving or the staining of a marble chimneypiece, and that \Vood's supervision was limited to the masons and the labourers, 5 H docs
nothing to disprove the probability that Wood designed the building. Colvin has pointed
out that, on the contrary, as the building accounts contain no payments f()r designs, it is
safe to assume that they were made by \•Vood himself'."!'
We can follow the progress or the building work in the Vice-Chancellor's accounts and
in the collection of bills submitted to the Vice-Chancellor fc11· paymcnt.';o By 5 August
I679 the sum or£467. 10s. 3d. had been spent in building the Musa:um Ashmolcanum.
Between 5 August 1679 and 25 October I6Bo, Henry Davis, the University Bailiff, was
paid £30 'for overseeing the Worke or Dr Ash mole's Repository'. Davis appears to have
been paid at the rate or £20 a year for this supervision as the Vice-Chancellor's clerk of
works, co-ordinating the work of various specialist craftsmen and checking their bills.
''" llod. l.ih. 11.·1S Wood E.:l~. 1: •2fi. The atuhor was Dr
Lamphin:, Principal of Han Hall.
,,., .Jnslen I~Jfifi. •I· I,JB:l II. I.
'''' IYrt•/1 Sm:i''~l' I :l ( 1!J:lfi), •I·H··~J.
,,,; III. Sloalll.' Collen ion s~:lll IIOS. fio, fili: ll'ren rir~l' :"> (I !J~H).
pis. XXVII. XXVII I: FiirSI '!1:·1fi. p. ·2o~ n. :•1; 1 1: Sckkr '!l;,li,
p. I.Jfi II. I.
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\'\food submitted several bills in that year for the masons and labourers under him and
also for tools totalling £1 oo6. os. 11d. Richard Frog ley, the carpenter, submitted bills
totalling £216. 13s. 8d. and the joiner Mr Ransford was paid £1. 12s. 9d. A bill of £24.
7s. 7d. for ironwork was paid to William Young, and the plasterer John Dew submitted
his bill for 8s. gtd. In the following year up to 25 October 1681, in addition to the Bailiff's
fee of £20, Wood's bills amounted to £343· 8s. 2d., with an additional £6. 14s. 7d. 'for
Sawes & other Utinsills about the Repository'. Frogley was paid £71. 8s. 1d. and Dew
£1. IS. 6d. The bill from Bernard Rawlins of£ 140 shows that the roof was being leaded
by the summer of 1681, and William Young the smith was paid £13. 7s. 6d. About 10
March 1681 part of the basement vaulting constructed in the previous year gave way, but
the damage appears to have been minor, as is made clear by a bill reading 'March 25 for
worke and Timber about the new floure that was broken down 6s. 8d.' Wood may have
suffered an accident at about this time, for he was paid nothing on 9 April and the
absence of his signature next to the entry and the presence of his mark suggests that he
could neither work nor write for a short time, but by 23 April he was again being paid. 1; 1
A gift of marbles from Sir George Wheeler, a traveller and collector of antiquities in the
eastern Mediterranean, having been transported by river from London by 'Cully the
Boatmari' for 14s., the sum of £4· 13s. 3d. was spent in setting them up and in 'Cleansing
the street before the Theater from Rubbish & laying stones out of the way'. This was
presumably in advance of the impending visits of the Duke of Hanover's heir, the future
George I, and of Charles II, who in March 1681 'was pleased to spend some time in
viewing the Marmora Oxoniensia on the walls of the Theater yard'. 62
In the year ending 12 October 1682, the Bailiffwas again paid £20 and Wood's bills
came to £440. 5s. The carpenters Frogley and William Longe were paid £242. 3s. 3d., and
Dew received £62. os. 7d. for plastering. Rawlings was now glazing the building for £21.
12s. as well as completing the leading for £51. Young the smith received £53· 3s. 1d.,
while the joiner John Wild was paid £6o for panelling, or 'Wainscott', as the accounts
describe it. Ashmole came to Oxford in mid-August 1682 and inspected the building on
17 August. 63 On 1o February 1683 Plot wrote to a donor to the new museum, Dr Martin
Lister at York, and informed him that 'Our Repository is just now finish't.' The accounts
for the year ending 30 October 1683 show the work drawing to its close. The Bailiff was
paid only £10, while Wood received £106. 17s. 4d. for his work as 'Stone cutter', and
£18. 19s. 6d. 'for the stained Marble Chimney piece, and for pitching work before the
Repository'. 64 Thomas Robinson, a mason, had a bill for £31. 2s. 4d., while the
carpenters Longe and John White were paid £23. 14s. 7d., and \'\'hite was later paid a
further £11. 7s. 6d. The joiner Wild received £120 for panelling; Dew had £3· os. 7d. for
plastering and Rawlins £190. 4s. 8d. 'for Leading &c.' Young supplied the 'Casement,
the Iron-Gate & other Workes' for £39· 11s. 5d., and the ironmonger Mr Burrows
provided locks and bolts for £5· IOs. Dr Plot also purchased locks and keys for £7· 3s. 8d.,
and he and Christopher White acquired vessels and other items for the laboratory at a
cost of £62. 6s. Two chests of drawers for storage of the smaller specimens were made at
•n lhid., N\V/3/5, f. 236; Gumhcr 1!)2;1, 3· 299·
2
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£6 each by Minne and Wild respectively. The accounts lor the year up to 6 September
1684 contain further payments to Rawlins 'lor Arrcurs ll.1r leading yc Repository' the sum
of £23. 2s. 6d., and £r 1. Is. 3d. to 'Minne ycjoyner for a Cabinet and other workc &c.'
The overall cost exceeded £4,500; a1i enormous sum, \.vhich so exhausted the university
finances that lor some years afterwards the Bodleian Library was unable to buy books. 65
The finished building consisted of a main rectangular block aligned cast to west and
\vith its north front facing on to Broad Street. The three great rooms made up this main
block, with a firc-proofbuttressed and vaulted basement laboratory, a ground-floor room
lor use as a lecture theatre and reception room or vestibule into which visitors entered by
the impressive principal door on the east front up a short flight of steps. A small balcony
existed outside the central of the five windows on the north front on this floor. The firstfloor room was to house the rarities, and the space provided of app•'oximatcly 56 by 25
feet must have made their arrangement much less congested than in the Lambeth houses
of the Tradcscants and Ashmole. Access to the upper and lower great rooms was by a
wooden staircase added to the south front of the building. Olfthe east side of the staircase
there were various small chambers which were used as library rooms and also provided
the curator with a study. Separate access to one of these chambers on the ground floor
was provided by an entrance on the east front. The structure was finely built and has
been justly described as 'a handsome example oflate 17th-century Renaissance design'. 1; 6
Plot had written to Lister in February 1683 to arrange lor delivery of the collection
which had been promised by Lister. He informed Lister that on 'Fryday next [ 16
February 1683] I goe for London to fetch down Mr. Ash moles Collection towards
furnishing this House, when I guess I shall spend about a month in Catalogueing and
Boxing them up'. 67 Ashmole noted that on 15 February 'I began to put my Rarities into
Cases to send to Oxford.' 6 " In a further letter to Lister, written on 24 February, Plot
informed him that 'I have been all this week at Mr. Ashmoles packing & boxing up his
donation, which amounts to 26 Boxes, some of them 5· other 4· foot long, a yard over &
two foot deep, all filld: ... ' 6 !' On 14 March Ash mole records: 'l'he last load of my Rarities
sent to the Barge. This afternoon I relapsed into the Gout', 70 and we learn that Plot left.
London for Oxford the next day. The Vice-Chancellor's accounts record £g. 6s. being
paid 'to Cully the Bargman for carriage of the Goods in ye Ashmolean Repository'. 71 The
final stage of the journey to the Museum was by cart, and \Vood tells us that on 20 March
'Twelve Cart-loads of Tredeskyns rarities Came from Mr Ashmole at Lond[on] at his
new £laboratory at Oxon.' He adds that 'Doclor Plot soon after or then, [was] mad
Custos'. 72 Wood further records that 'By the beginninge of May following the rarities
were all fixed in their distinct cabinets & places, and the roome furnished in every part of
it. '7 :l
,;, Thomas Hyde's lcllcr uf resignation as Bndlt:y's Librarian,
March t701, printed in Macray 11l90, pp. 170-1.
•w Royal Commission nn l-lis1nrical Monurncms, England,
1939, p. q.
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On his visit in August I 682 Ash mole had dined with the Vice-Chancellor, and their
discussion must have included the future administration of the new institution. A copy of
the Statula Bibliothecae Bodleianae with a dedication to Ashmole inscribed on 2 I
September I 677 by Dr Thomas Barlow, Bishop of Lincoln, is now in the Bodleian
Library: Josten \Vas probably correct to suggest that this may have been s~nt to Ash mole
for use as a model when drafting the statutes of the museum. 74 Soon after his visit
Ashmole sent his proposals to Dr john Fell, Dean ofChrist Church and Bishop ofOxford.
A copy of his letter or a draft of it survives, dated 30 September 1682. In this he made
clear his intention to endow a professorship of chemistry as a necessary adjunct to the
donation of his rarities and indicated his wish that Plot should be the first holder of the
chair. He proposed:
That there shalbe setled at Oxlord a Professor ofNaturall History & Chemistry, which with
the M usaeum, shalbc called Ashmolean, the Lecture to be first read by Doctor Plot.
2. 'T'hat the Rarities now in the Phisick & Anatomy Schoolc there (except such as arc
necessary lor the Anatomy Lecture) shalbe brought into the said Musacum, when Mr: Ashmolc
sends downc his Rarities thither, & set up with them. And that all such Rarities as shalbe
hereafter given to or bestowed upon the University, shalbc placed there, as soon as bestowed.
3· That the Vice Chancellor the Deane of Christ-Church & Principall of Brascnose Colledge
for the tymc being, shall visit the said Musaeum once in 3 ycarcs, in the tymc of the Longe
Vacation, the Tuesday lortnight before Michaclmas.
4· 'T'hat not any of the Rarities, Bookcs or other things shalbe lent or taken out ofyc Musacum
by any person upon any pretence \vhatsocvcr.
5· 'T'hat the Rarities &c: shalbc open to be shewed throughout the ycarc, except Sundaics, and
Hollidaics (unless there be an espcciall occasion) from eight of the Clock in the Morning untill
Eleven; & li·om two to five in the all.ernoonc in the Sommer halfc yearc, & from two to fourc in
the \Vintcr. And constant allendancc to be there given during these tymcs, by the Person that
shalbe appointed and undertake to shew the same.
6. That a Catalogue of all the Rarities shalbc made by the Prolessor within two ycares after
they shalbe placed in the M usacum, & that an addition be made thcrctoo every ycarc, of what
shalbc placed therein, & by whom bestowed.
7· That Mr. Ashmole shall for the present Endow the Professor with 20 li: per annum, for the
payment whereof during his lyfc, he shall give his personal I security to the University. The first
payment to commence at Midsomer 168- And shalbc obliged to sctlc Lands in perpetuity after
his & his wives death, to the like ycarcly value. Yet in case the said University shall happen to be
dissolved in their lyfetymc, then the said Obligation not to be binding to him, his heires or
Executors. But ifMr: Ashmole shalbc inclined sooner to lay out any Money in a Perpetuity to the
annual value aforesaid, then the University shall usc their diligence to procure a good Bargainc,
which Lands shalbe set led to the usc of M r: Ash mole & his wife, so Ionge as they or either of them
shall live, and after to the use of the succeeding Professors.
8. 'T'hat the Prolcssor ((Jr the tymc being, shall have 40 li: per annum out of the profits &
advantages arising by shewing the said Rarities, towards the support ofhimscllc & him that shall
shew the same, & the overplus to be ycarcly deposited in the Vice Chancellors hands & transfcr'cl
I.
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to his Successors, to be disposed of: li:w buying in or other Rarities, or otherwise as Mr Ashmole
shall consent unto.
g. That the Professor shalbe named appointed & removed rrom tyme to tyme by Mr Ashmole
during his lyfe, and by his wife after his death, which Professor shall have the Custody of the
Musaeum & Rarities, and shall read the Lectures, according to his Obligation.
10. That Mr Ashmole soc endowing a Professor as aforesaid shalbe acknowledged a Benefactor
and Founder, & that all Honors & Respects done or fit to be done to such Benefactor &
Founder, shalbe paid & allowed to him.
11. 'fhat Mr: Ashmole shall have power fi·om Iyme to Lyme to make Rules & Orders to be
observed by the Proressor, & such person as shall shew the Rarities lor the good Government &
ordering or the said M usaeum, which being confirmed by the Chancellor Masters & Schollers of
the said University shall have the force of a Statule. 75

Several of the proposals \vere unfortunately not carried out. Some specimens \vere
transferred from the Anatomy School and the Bodleian, but von Uflenbach in 1710 was
to note that the Anatomy School contained many specimens 'which do not belong at all
to an anatomical museum, but would be much more suitable to an art gallery (KunstKammer) like the Ashmolean Museum'. 76 More seriously, Ashmole never completed the
arrangements for the endowment of the chair in chemistry. In The Antiquities ofBerkshire,
published in 1719, Dr Richard Rawlinson recorded Ashmole's intention to provide 'an
ample and generous Allowance to the Keeper of his lVIusaeum' by this endowment, but
added that 'this publick Principle was stifled in Embrio by the influence of a Person who
was possessed of an eminent Post in the Church'. 77 A marginal note in Rawlinson's own
hand reveals that the clergyman was 'Dr. Tillotson late archbishop of Canterbury'.
Tillotson had delivered four lectures on the Socinian controversy in 1679-80 and
published them in 1693 in answer to doubts of his orthodoxy. Apparently these lectures
were 'not undeservedly, and unanswerably attacked by a Member of this University'/"
and Tillotson so resented this attack that he persuaded his fi·iend Ashmole not to endow
the chair. The second holder of the keepership of the Ashmolean Museum, Edward
Lhuyd, confirms that the chair \vas never endowed, commenting that 'It has been lately
published that ... he has founded a Natural History Lecture in the same place; but
however the mistake happen'd there was no Grounds for such a Report, no Lecture as of
any Foundation, having been read there, nor the least word of anything like it in the
Statutes of the Museum'. 7 !' The result was that the only source of income for stall' of the
museum was derived from the admission fees charged to visitors. This was inevitably an
uncertain financial basis and, as time went on, became increasingly inadequate.
The keeper's post came to be regarded as a sinecure which could be neglected, and,
according to Thomas Hearne, the appointment of George H uddesford, President of
Trinity College, as keeper in 1732 with a salary of £so per annum \vhether he do any
thing there or not' persuaded Sir Hans Sloane to withhold a gift of £2o,ooo he had
proposed to give to the university for the museum. 80 Hearne also understood that Sloane
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had earlier considered 'sending many Curiousities to the Univ.', 111 but they came instead
ultimately to form the foundation collection of the British Museum.
The opening of the Ashmolean Museum on 21 May 1683 was the highlight of an
official visit to the university by James, Duke of York, shortly to be James II,
accompanied by the Duchess, Maria Beatrice, and their daughter, Princess Anne.
Anthony Wood describes the royal party as leaving the Sheldonian Theatre for
'Ash moles M usaeum where after they had heard an English speech spoken by Doctor Plot
ye Curator, in ye second upper roo me, they were entertained first with rarities in the upper
room, & afterwards with a sumptuous banquet there, at the charge of ye Universitie.
Then they went downe to the Elaboratory, where the[y] saw some experiments to their
great satisfaction.'" 2 The City of"Oxford had presented the royal visitors with gloves, 8 :1
and the university gave presentation copies of Plot's .Natural HistOJ]> of Oxfordshire and
\Vood's Historia et Antiquates Univ. Oxon. The books and other entertainment cost the
university £124. 1 IJ. 6r/. 8 "1 Ash mole was absent, however, explaining in a letter of
apology to the Vice-Chancellor on 26 May 'I also intended when they [i.e. the rarities]
were brought down, to have accompanyed them, & personally made a Present of My
Respects and them at Oxford; but being detained by necessary Occassions in this Place'
he could not." 5 He appears to have been prevented by poor health. The university
replied to him with a formal letter of thanks in Latin dated 4 June 1683. "1;
Three days after the royal opening the museum held a private viewing day for senior
members of the university (its Doctors and Masters). 87 In the middle of September,
Wood informs us that 'the Elaboratorie was quite finisht', and Plot began to teach a
chemistry course as Professor, though still without any endowment other than the fees he
acquired from admission charges to the Museum. 88 Those who registered for the course
are listed ·by Wood as Mr John Massey (Merton College), Stephen Hunt (Trinity
College), William Smith and Nathaniel Boys (University College), and a non-member of
the university, or laicus, Charles Harrys. 'These had meetings in ye larg room over the
£laboratory every friday in ye afternoone to talke ofchymicallmatters- & were framd into
a solemn meeting on oct. 26.'" 9 They formed the nucleus of a larger body of scholars
which constituted itself as ''T'he Philosophical Society of Oxford' on 11 March 1684.90 ·
The records of its proceedings are preserved from 26 October 1683 to 3 June 16go, 91 and
under Plot's energetic guidance it corresponded with the Royal Society of London and a
similar society founded in Dublin in December 1683. 92 Among the subjects discussed
were new accessions to the museum collections. The minutes of the meeting on 24
February 1685 for example record that: 'A Horne was communicated by Dr. Plot said to
be a Horne, which grew behind the Head of a \Voman, \·vho was shew'n in London about
81
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14 yea res since, and is reported to have shed her horne once in 3 yeares: This was sent by
Mr Ashmole to be laid up in his Repository.'H:l
A keen contributor at the Society meetings was a young \Velshman, Edward Lhuyd
(1660-1709), \Vho had come up tojesus College at the age of twenty-two in October
1682. Soon after the opening of the museum he was employed by Plot as an assistant and
was appointed the first under keeper (Procustos) in 1684 or 1685.!H He had been educated
at Oswestry Grammar School, and although never proceeding to a degree, he became a
considerable scholar and is remembered today as a distinguished founder of the study of
Celtic philology and as a biologist, geologist, and antiquary. Contemporaries described
him as 'honest Lhuyd',n:. and Thomas Hearne considered him a 'person of singular
Modesty, good Nature, & uncommon Industry', mentioning Sloane's opinion that
Lhuyd was 'ye best Naturalist now in Europe'.!lli His scholarship earned him an honorary
MA from Oxford, conditional on his lecturing on natural history once a year for six
years/ 1i and a Fellowship of the Royal Society in November 1708. His election as
Superior Beadcl of Divinity at Oxford in March 1709 preceeded only shortly his
premature death on 30 .June of the same year.!IH
The Statutes, Orders, and Rules for the Ashmolean Museum had not been established
in time for the opening, and Ashmole sent a draft of the form he wished these to take in a
letter dated 1 September 1684, which \·vas read in Convocation on 19 September. 99 \Vhat
appears to have been the final version was approved by Ash mole on 21 .June 1686 100 and
formed the basis for a printed broadsheet in Latin entitled lnstituta Ashmoleana (PI.
CLXXVII) which appeared in 1714- The 1686 version reads thus:
Statutes, Orders & Rules, for the Ashmolean Museum, in the University of'Oxford
Because the knowledge of Nature is very necessarie to humaine life, health, & the conveniences
thereof, & because that knowledge cannot be soc \·veil & usefully attain'd, except the history of'
Nature be kno1..vne & considered; and to this [end], is requisite the inspection of Particulars,
especially those as are extraordinary in their Fabrick, or useful in Medicine, or applyed to
Manulltcture or Trade: I Elias Ashmole, out of my afl'ection to this sort of Learning, wherein my
selfe have taken & still doe take the greatest delight; for which cause alsoe, I have amass'd
together great variety of natural! Concretes & Bodies, & bestowed them on the University of
Oxford, wherein my sellc have been a Student, & of'which I have the honor to be a Member: lest
there should be any misconstruction of my Intendment, or deteriorating of my donation, I have
thought good, according lO the Acts of'Convocation, bearing date ..June 4: Anno 1683 and Sept:
19th. Anno 1684 to appoint, constitute & ordaine as follows.
1. I Ordaine that the Vicechancellor for the tyme being, the Deane of Christchurch, the
Principal of'Brazenose, the Kings Prophessor in Phisick, & the two Proctors, or their Deputies, be
Visitors of the said Museum.
2. That there be a solemne Visitation of' the said l'vlusaeum yearely, upon the Munday next
alter Trinity Sunday at eight of' the Clock in the Morning to be continued by adjournment, as it
shall be found necessary; wherein shalbe examined the State of the said M usaeum, both in
'"'Ibid. IfliO, r. !)~:.Josten I!Jii6, 4· 17:lli.
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reference to the dil igcnce & t-id eli t y or its Custody, & the accessions made fi·om tyme to t ymc, by
new Donations.
3· 'fhat the whole Donation already given or to be given, be distributed under certaine heads;
and a number to be fixed to every particular; & accordingly to be registred in the Catalogue or
them.
4· That the said Catalogue be divided into parts, according to the number of" the Visitors, 101
soc that the worke or Visitation may be expedited, each Visitor comparing his part & seeing that
all particulars arc saf"e and well conditioned, & answering to the Catalogue, As is done in the
Visitation of" the Bodley Library.
5· That beside the Catalogue, which is to rcmaine in the M usaeum, another to be in the hands
of the Viccchancellor, for the preventing of frau de or embezelment; 1112 into which, at the tyme of
the Visitation, all the additions made in the precedent yeare shalbe entred: And that every
f"uture Vicechancellor shalbe obliged, to deliver the same Catalogue over to his Successor, when
he delivers to him his Bookes & Keyes.
6. That whatsoever natural! Body that is very rare, whether Birds, Insects, Fishes or the like,
apt to putrefie & decay with tyme, shalbe painted in a f~tir Velome Folio Booke, either with water
colors, or at least design'd in black & white, by some good l\'laster, with reference to the
description of" the Body itselle, & the mention of the Donor, in the Catalogue; 111 :l which Booke
shalbe in the Custody of" the Keeper of" the M usaeum, under Lock & Key.
7· 'fhat if" there be in the said i'vlusaeum many particulars of" one sort, it may be lawli.dllor the
Keeper of the Musaeum a(i)resaid, with the Consent of" three of the Visitors, whereof the
Vicec.hancellor to be one, to exchange it lor somewhat wanting; or to make a Present of it, to
some Person of extraordinary quality.
8. That as any particular growes old & perishing, the Keeper may remove it into one or the
Closets, or other repository; & some other to be substituted.
g. 'fhat all Manuscripts given to the M usaeum, shalbc kept by themselves in one of" the
Closets, or other repository, which shalbe called the Library of" the Musaeum, to the end the
Curious & such other as are desirous, may have the View of" them; but noe person to use or
transcribe them, or any part of" them, but only such as the Keeper shall allow or appoint.
10. That the Musaeum shalbe open, & attended by the Keeper or the Under-Keeper in the
same manner, & at the same tymes, as the Bodley Library is; and at other tymes, if a particular or
especial occasion shall require.
11. 'fhat the Rarities shalbe shewed but to one Company at a tyme, & that upon their being
entred into the Musaeum, the dore shall be shut; and if" any more Company or Companies come
before they be disJjatcht, that they be desired to stay below, till that other come forth.
12. That no part or the Furniture of theM usaeum, nor Bookes out of the Library or Closets, be
lent unto or carried abroad by any Person or Persons, upon any occasion, or pretence whatsoever,
unless to be delineated or engraved, for the preservation of" its memory, in case it be perishable.
13. That the Custody of the M usaeum during my Lyfe, to be at my appointment, who have at
present named Doctor Robert Plott thereto; under the Title of Keeper, with an Allowance or
Pension to him & his Successors, in the same Employment, not exceeding the some or Fifty
pounds per annum, the same to commence at Michaelmas One thousand six hundred eighty,
six, & to be deteyned by him out of the Perquisits of the l\~usaeum. And in case of Vacancies
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after my decease, that then the Nomination and disposal! of the Keepership, shall be in my
\Viddow during her lyfC:~ & after her decease in the afi:H-csaid Visitors or the Maior pan of them.
14. 'fhatthe Nomination & Removal! of the Under Keeper shalbc in me during my lyfe, and
after my decease in my \Viddow during hers, & after her decease in the afrJI"esaid Keeper & his
Successors, and at all tymes he shalbc under his & their Survey & correction. And the said
Keeper shall allow unto him a Sallary out of the Perquisits also, not exceeding the some of
Fif"teene pounds per annum, the same to commence at Michaelmas one thousand six hundred
Eighty six. And further th~ said Keeper shall allow a person, to sweepe & dense theM usaeum &
Closetts, with such other things therein preserved as he shall appoint, a reward not less than f()rty
shillings a yeare, out of the Perquisits also.
15. That a third Person shalbe chosen by the said Keeper, to be in readiness to perfi:H·me the
Oflice of the Underkeeper, when & at such tymes as Sicknes, or other allowable Occasions shall
cause his absence; And that the said Keeper shall allow him liw his particular service, ou1 of the
aforesaid Perquisits, so much money as he shallthinkc convenient, not exceeding the some of Five
pounds per annum.
16. 'fhat at the tyme of each Visitation, the Keeper (of the Musaeum) shall render to the
Visi!ors, a true & perfect Account of all the Prol'ins & Emoluments, that have been made or
received in the preceding yeare, by shewing the Rarities;"'·' the same annual Account to end at
Michaclmas before.
17. 'T"hat a Honorary of Six halfi:: Guinics be yearely paid by the said Keeper upon the
aforesaid Munday next after l"rinity Sunday into the hands of the Viccchancellor liw the usc of
the said Visitors; to be layd out either in an Entertainment, as is done in the Visitation of the
Bodley Library, or in Gloves, as is clone to the Visitors of the Savilian Lecture, at the choice of the
said Visitors, or the major part of them; & that this Honorary be paid by the said Keeper, out of
the Profits by him received.
IS. "T"hat the Overplus or the said Profits ali.er the a(()resaid Honorary & Pensions, and the
Allowance for sweeping & making cleane the Roomes be discharged, shalbe deposited in a Box
or Chest, to remaine in the Library of the said .Musaeum, with two cliflcrent Lockcs & Keyes, the
one Key to rcmaine with the Vicechancellor for the tyme being, & the other with the Keeper of
the ivlusacum fi1r the tyme being; the said Money to be layd out in Painting or drawing such
naturall Bodies, as arc neerc perishing, or in buying more Rarities, or Manuscripte Bookes, or
other incident Charges, but not in anything that doth not relate to the said Musaeum.
2 1 .June 1686.
E: Ash mole.

Ashmole maintained the proprietary control declared in this document until his death
on 18 or 19 May 16g2, and did what he could to encourage the donation of rarities and
books to his museum. On 23 September I 683 he recorded his first meeting with Lister,
who had already ofl"ered additions to the museum's collection.' 0 '' Ashmole also recorded
on 10 October 1683 that 'I gaue Mr: Hcysig, a Booke of" the Garter, my wile gauc him 3
gold Buckles'.HlG John Heysig, a scholar and tutor to a Swedish nobleman, visited Oxford
the next clay, 1 u 7 and it was presumably on this visit that he presented a runic carving,
three wooden runic calendars, and two Swedish coins,' 0 H doubtless encouraged by
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Ashmole's gifts and advice. Some time about the year I684 Thomas Braithwait of
Ambleside, \Vestmorland, gave a coin collection to the university. Thomas Barlow
(Bishop of Lincoln) wrote to the Vice-Chancellor on Ashmole's behalf requesting that
the collection should go to the Ashmolean Museum and referring to an agreement
between Ashmole and the university that in future all rarities offered to the university
should be housed there. 10 !1 Ashmole visited Oxford between 23 and 28 July I684 and
presumably called at the museum, though the purpose of his visit is not recorded. 11 0
Early in 1685 he sent 'a Persian Gum supposed to be a Mastick, and Windsor Castle, in
straw-work, made by Mr. Clerk a German' as well as Mary Davis's horn, to join his
collection. 111 His father-in-law, Sir William Dugdale, made his will on IO August I685,
leaving all his manuscripts to the university to be placed in the Musaeum Ashmoleanum,
'Desiring that the presse, wherein they shall be so kept, may have an Inscription thereon
importing that they were myne, and of my gift ... ' 112 Dugdale died on IO February
1686, 11 :l and the bequeathed forty-eight volumes duly arrived in Oxford on 2gjune. 114
Ashmole made out his own will on 6 September 1686, giving his manuscripts and the gold
chains and medals presented to him in recognition of his scholarship, various named
paintings, and other pamphlets and books, to his museum. 115 In I687 he presented 220
Roman and 336 English, Scottish, and .foreign silver coins 1 16 to be added to those he had
already given. He encouraged his fellow scholars to follow his and Dugdale's example by
leaving their books and notes to the museum, as is revealed in two letters by Aubrey to
Wood in the autumn of 1688. 117 Aubrey was attempting to persuade Wood to hand over
those of Aubrey's manuscripts which had been left in his care to the Ashmolean. Aubrey
states Ashmole's opinion that there was 'such good care and method taken' that books
were safer in the museum than in the Bodleian or the University Archives. 1111 Anthony
\Vood was persuaded of the advantages of the Ashmolean and in his will dated 24
November I695 119 bequeathed all his own manuscripts to it except for those already
given to the Bodleian.
Ashmole was also concerned at the state of the pictures hanging on the stone walls of
the museum, and Aubrey wrote on his behalf on 3 I December 169 I requesting the
Keeper 'to let the Pictures hang reclining from the Walls: otherwise the salt, and
saltpetre in the \\1alls, will hurt the Canvess; as you have a sad instance of the Queens
picture in the room within by the Laboratory' . 120
Plot was fully occupied in the museum's early years with preparing catalogues and
lecture-courses and with the Philosophical Society. He had resigned the secretaryship of
the Royal Society of London in November I684, which he had held for two years, 121
presumably because his duties in Oxford made it difficult for him to attend the Society's
1
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meetings. He seems gradually to have spent less and less time in the museum, hO\·Vever,
and from 1687 onwards he was regularly in London, having been appointed Registrar of
the Earl Marshal's Court in that year.' n The following year he was appointed
Historiographer Royal, 1 ~:1 and we learn fi·om surviving correspondence between Lhuyd
and Lister that by August 168g, Plot was considering resigning the keepership. 1 ~-• Lhuyd
turned to Lister to support him for the post, but feared that Ashmole would appoint
George Smalridge, a protege and relative of Ashmole, who was then a tutor at Christ
Church. Fortunately for Lhuyd, Smalridge had no desire f(>r the appointment, though he
did his best not to ofrend his patron's feelings on the issue. Lhuyd asked Lister to remind
Ashmole that some two years before he had promised Lhuyd the post and that it \·vas only
this promise that had persuaded him to remain and to catalogue all the 'Naturall bodys'
for a mere£ 12 a year. Plot resigned the professorship of chemistry on 12 November I 68g,
and at the beginning of I6go the chair was conferred on Edward Hannes, who delivered
his inaugural lecture on 7 July of that year.'~'' The appointment was made by the ViceChancellor, presumably because Ashmole had forfeited his right to appoint with his
failure to endow the chair as he had promised.
On I October 168g Lhuyd informed Lister that Plot's 'Deputy' had resignecl.' ~,; As a
result of this a private agreement was reached by which Lhuyd acted as Plot's deputy and
received half the Keeper's income, namely about £20 a year. It was not until January
I 6g I, however, that Plot finally resigned, handing the keys of the museum to the ViceChancellor in the presence of Lhuyd. He then recommended Lhuyd as his successor,
adding that Ashmole was prejudiced against Lhuyd and that Ashmole's consent to the
appointment might prove difficult to obtain. This prejudice may have amounted to no
more than resentment at Lhuyd's lack of interest in alchemy and astrology. 127 Ashmole
gave his consent soon after, however, and Lhuyd, finally fi·ee of Plot's patronage, wrote to
thank Lister for his help in 'this happy deliverance out of his clutches; for (to give him his
due) I think he's a man of as bad Morals as ever took a Doctors degree'. 128 Lhuyd's
judgement of Plot was harsh, but it came fi·01n a man who became a far greater scholar
than Plot and had had to wait long in his shadow.
Lhuyd's first year as keeper was marred by the first robbery the museum suffered. The
open display and accessible storage, combined with the impossibility of one guide
overseeing a party of visitors, even when their number was restricted as the statutes
required, made losses inevitable. Lhuyd was fairly certain of the identity of the thief, a
Dutchman or German, who had praised all the specimens which disappeared. On
Lister's advice he wrote to a private collector, William Charleton (seep. 39), for advice
in tracing the stolen items and particularly on which London dealers to contact.' ~ 9 He
visited London himself and was reimbursed £4 1os. from the Vice-Chancellor's account

'"Bod. Lib. MS t\shmoil.' 1136, r. !JH; .Jnstt."n 1(166, +· rH.J.j.
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'"Bod. I.rh. ~IS List('r :l5·
•:H· s';.Jostt·n '!Jfifi, r. ~!J' ~
See also ibid.,+ r865, n. 1.
,., .Josten rg66, ·~· rll67 n. ~121; Bod. Lib. :\·IS Lister :l5> r. I :!6' ';.Josten 1!)66, 4· rH68. Tlw
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for thisjourney,•:lO but none of the objects were recovered. His fears that Ashmole would
blame him personally for the theft, however, proved groundless.• :i 1
Ashmole paid his last visit to Oxford in july 16go, a very sick man, according to Wood.
He arrived from Bath on 15j uly and was entertained two days later in the upper room of
his museum by the Vice-Chancellor and some thirty leading members of the university.
'Mr Ashmole was carried in a chaire or sedan was placed at ye end of that place & the
Doctors standinge about him, Mr. Ed Hannes of Ch. Ch. chymical professor spoke a
speech to him- afterwards they \·vent to dinner- Mrs Ashm . .Jack Cross & Mr. Sheldon
dined together in Doctor Plots study' . 1 :12 Sunday 20 July was spent 'in ye musaeum with
Doctor Plot', 1 B and they left the next day.
The foundation of this museum was Ashmole's crowning achievement. Although it was
principally his donation of the Tradescant collection which made it possible, nothing
should detract from his vision, which saw the building as more than a 'repository' for
'rarities', and as the first institution at Oxford devoted solely to the study of the natural
sciences. Although an unhappy intrigue persuaded him to withold the ei1dowment he
had promised and could have afforded, the tribute paid to him in his epitaph in Lambeth
Church has in the event remained apt: 'Mortem obiit 18l\tlaii 1692, anna aetatis 76, sed
durante Musaeo Ashmoleano Oxon. nunquam moriturus.••:H
"'" Oxli.)l'd University Archives, Vi<:e-Chanccllor's Accounts,
t6fi6-g7, WI' .fJ/2t/5, sub amw tfig+-5·
"" Uod. Lib. MS Lister :Jii, r. :r.!' ··: .Jost''" t!Jiili, 4· tHI.l:J-4·
"".Josten tg66, ·~· tH73·

'""Bod. l.ih. 1\·IS Wood's Diaries, :l4· 1'. :l5'·: .Justell t9fifi, 4·
tH74·
""''He passed away 1B May 1692, a1 the age ol' 7li, Inn while
the Ashmolean Museum at OxliJI'(I endures he willlll!\'er die.'

THE ASHMOLEAN AS DESCRIBED BY
ITS EARLIEST VISITORS
Martin Welch
On 23 May I 683 'Yeomen beadles went to several) Coli. & halls to give notice to all
Doctors and Masters that the Musaeum Ashmoleanum would be open the next day.'
Anthony Wood continued that on 24 May 'Those Doctors & masters that pleased retird
to ye M usaeum which is ye upper room, where they veiwed from one tills ofye clock what
they pleased. Many that are delighted with new phil. are taken with them; but some for
ye old -look upon them as ba[u]bles- Ch. Ch. men not there ... ' 1 The Revel Thomas
Dixon told Sir Daniel Fleming that at the time of the arrival oftheTradescant collection
from Lambeth, the Ashmolean laboratory had come to be referred to as the 'Knickknackatory',~ a view perhaps shared by the Christ Church men whose absence \'Vood
noted.
The earliest visitor whose first-hand impressions survive was the physician and
naturalist l'homas Molyneux (I 66 I-I 733). In a letter from London to his brother in
Dublin dated I 7 July I 683 he said:
Of this college viz. University, I was also acquainted with Dr. Ploll, to whom I had a letter fi·om
Dr. Grew; he was very civil and obliging, and shewed me all the new building on the west side of
the theatre, built of square li·ecstone, containing, as the inscription over the door intimates, the
i\4useum A.dunoleanum; Sclwla Hisloriae .Natura/is, el Officina Clo>mica. It consists only of these
three rooms, one a-lop of the other, and a large staircase. "l'he Museum Ashmoleanum is the
highest; the walls ofwhich arc all hung round with .John Tradcscant's rarities, and several others
of Mr. Ashmol's own gathering; his picture hangs up at one end of the room, with a curious
carved li·amc about it, of Gibbins his work.:1

Molyneux next described a visit to Ashmole in Lambeth, and then continued:
But to return now again to his museum in Oxford; to which, as Dr. Plot told me, one Mr. Cole, an
apothecary in Bristow, and Dr. Lister of York, design very suddenly to add their
collections. Under this rome is the Sclwla /-list. .Nat., very spacious and high, curiously
wainscoted; at the end a very pretty white marble chimney-piece stained up and clown with reel,
inch deep, (as Dr. Plott assured me,) by an art invented by one at Oxford. In this place Dr. Plott
reads lectures to all that goes tluo' a course of the chymistry with him, and to those only, till there
a public salary be settled upon him liJr it. Under this is the q[[icina Ch)'mica, the greatest part of
which is under ground, and therclore it is very cold, even in the summer time, according to the
small judgement I have in those sort of things; as yet it is very well contrived with great variety of
furnaces, and those very convenient lor all the operations in chymistry ...
1
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Molyneux's description shows that the principal method of display of the larger
Tradescan t rarities was to hang them round the walls. The portrait of Ash mole with a
frame by Grinling Gibbons is frequently referred to by later visitors. (It is now in the
Founder's Room, where portraits ofCharles II and james 1l also bear frames attributed
to Gibbons.) 4 Lister's gifts to the museum are well documented, and earned him an
honorary MD from the university in 1683, but this is the only source to mention \Villiam
Cole of Bristol as a· potential donor. He is not listed in the Ashmolean's B9ok of
Benefactors (see Microfiche 1), though an entry of £2. 3s. in the Vice-Chan~ellor's
accounts for October 1695 to October r6g6 may be relevant, being recorded as 'Item to
Mr Lloyd for a Journey to Bristol'. 5
Plot acted as guide to another visitor, the collector Ralph Thoresby of Leeds, on 26
May 1684. 6 After visiting several colleges, he admired the Sheldonian Theatre and then
viewed the Arundel marbles displayed in the open air around it: 'Was much taken with
the ancient altars, and inscriptions and statues, Greek and Latin, given by the Lord
Howard, and was courted for my own.' The courting was presumably the ·work of
Thoresby's host and guide, Nathaniel Boys of University College. The party next visited
the Bodleian Library, and then continued to:
the Anatomy Schools, where, besides the skeletons and stulled skins, were many considerable
rarities; but the chief of all was in the i\1/useum Ashmoleanum, which is absolutely the best collection
or such rarities that ever I beheld, amongst which is the most entire mummy (sent by Dr.
Huntingdon from Egypt) in Europe. Could have contentedly spent a long time in a thorough
view or the several rarities, which the ingenious Dr Plot (to whom I was singularly obliged for his
extraordinary civilities) has almost promised to print the catalogue of, with i\/Ir. Ashmole's
picture belore. Then was shown the rarities that ditto most courteous Doctor had collected for his
history or Stallordshirc; as likewise the Scrinium Listerianum presented to the University by my
l~lthcr's ingenious friend Dr. Lister, formerly ofYork, now of London. I was exceedingly courted
lor some or my coins, and almost won upon by his most obliging carriage, but kept on· promising
till I sec how it please God to dispose of me as to marriage, posterity, &c. After a stately treat at
University College by Mr Boysc, (the Proctor this year) where we had ditto ingenious Dr Plot's
company, with much ado got out or town, but rode unreasonably hard to reach our journey's end
at Banbury.
·

Thoresby never ~Jecame a donor to the Ashmolean, his collection being inherited in
1725 by Ralph, his eldest son; nor did Plot publish the Ashmolean's catalogue. The
donor of the mummy was Aaron Goodyear, but Huntington gave other Egyptian
antiquities to the Museum. Ralph Thoresby paid a second visit to the Ashmolean on 30
May 1695/ which was marred only by the absence of the 'excellent Mr. Llhydd', whom
he had hoped to meet.
The first published description of the Ashmolean and one freely used by subsequent
writers appeared in Edward Chamberlayne's Angliae Notitia. 8 It must have been printed
early in 1684, as the election of the Proctors in April of that year is placed in the Errata.
• Josu:n 1y61.i, 4· 171 1-12.
' Oxford U nivcrsily Archives, Vice-Chancellor's Accoullls,
1666-97, WI' .P/21/5, .I"Ub """" llig;,-6;.Joslcn 1966, •1· 172711. 7·
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The description reads like an official prospectus and may have been supplied by Plot, as
Gunther suggested :9
The Museum, a large and stately Pile of squared Stone, was buill at the Charge of the University,
who found such a Building necessary, in order to the promoting, and carrying on \vith greater
ease and success, several parts of useful and curious Learning, for which it is so well contrived and
designed.
It borders upon the \•Vest end of the Theatre having a very magnificent Portal on that side,
sustair'led by Pillars of the Corinthian Order, with several curious Frizcs, and other Artificiall
Embellishments. The Front about Sixty Feet, is to the Street, Northward, where is this
Inscription over the entrance in guilt Character Nfusaeunz Ash.moleanum, Schola .Naturalis 1-/istoriae,
Officina Chimica ...
It consists of ten Rooms, 10 whereof the three principal and largest are Publick, being each in
length about 56 Feet, and in Breadth 25. The uppermost is properly the 1Husaeum Aslunoleanum,
where an Inferior OITicer always attends, to shew the Rarities to Strangers. The middle Room is
the School of Natural History, where the Professor of Chemistry, who is at present Dr. Plott,
Reads 3 times a Week, on Mondays, Wednesdays, and Frydays, during the time of the Chymicall
course, which continues an entire Month, concerning all Natural Bodies, relating to, and made
use of in Chymieal preparations, particularly, as to the Countries, and places where they arc
produced, and found, their Natures, their Qualities and Virtues, their effects, and by what Marks
and Characteristicks they arc distinguished one from another, Natural from Artificial, true from
Sophisticated, with their several mixtures and preparations in Tryals and Experiments, with the
entire process of that Noble Art, very necessary to the cure of Diseases, when carefully managed
by Learned and skilful Persons.
The Lower Room, to which there is a descent by a double pair of Stairs, is the Laboratory,
perchance one of the most beautiful and useful in the World, furnished with all sorts of Furnaces,
and all other necessary Materials, in order to use and practise. Which part is with very great
satisfaction performed by Mr. Chriswphcr White, the skilful and industrious Operator of the
University, who by the direction of the Professor, shews all sons of Experiments, chiefly relating
to that course, according· to the limitation established by the Order of the Vice-Chancellor.
Ncar adjoyning to the Laboratory arc two fair Rooms, whereof one is designed for a Chymical
Library, to \vhich several Books of that Argument have been already presented: the other is made
usc of as a Store-room for Chymical preparations, where such as stand in need of them, are
furnished at easie rates: the design of this building being not only to advance the Studies of true
and real Philosophy, but also to conduce to the uses of Life, and the improvement of Medicine.
Ncar the lvlusaeum is a handsome Room fitted for a Library of natural History and Philosophy.
The other remaining Rooms, are the lodging Chamber and Studies of the Keeper of the 1Husaeum,
whereof one, which is most convenient, is sometimes employed and made use of for private
courses of Anatomy.
Accessions are continually made to the i\t/usaeum by several worthy Persons as Dr. Robert
Huntington, who hath given Hieroglyphicks, and other /Egyptian Antiquities: Mr. Aaron
Goodyear, to whose generous favour they owe there an entire Mummy: 11 and the eminently
Learned, Martin Lister, Dr. ofPhysick who has presented the University with a large Cabinet of
Natural Rarities of his own Collection, and of several Roman Antiquities, as Altars, Medals,
" Gumht:r· 1925, p. 308.
rJ'hcrc arc llOVt' eight rOOillS.
1
' This mummy had been given to the Bodleian Library in
111

r68r hut was transfcrn:d to the Ashmolean in r68:l (l\·lacray
rl:lgo, p. 149 and 11. 2). It is no Iunger in existence.
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Lamps Ec. found here in England: So that it is justly believed that in a few years it will be one of
the most f~tmous Repositories in Europc. 12

Huntington and Goodyear's donations both appear \·Vith Lister's in the Book of
Benefactors. Chambcrlaync's description formed the basis lor the accounts given by two
foreign visitors, one in I 7 I I by C. H. Erndtel, 1 :l who had letters of introduction to Lhuyd,
but was conducted round 'all the Rarities' by Lhuyd's servant, as the Keeper was not
then in Oxford. His brief" description of the museum, however, is totally dependent on
Chamberlaync. An earlier visitor to the museum was H. L. Benthem, \·vho recorded his
impressions in I6g4. 1 '1 He mentions seeing a portrait of a man I 52 years old, (No. 275),
Henry VI's iron cradle (l'\o. 210), Anne Boleyn's straw hat, 15 and Augustine's bishop's
crook, 11 ; but otherwise his descriptions arc equally derivative.
In view of this tendency to rely on a standard description we are fortunate to have a
very detailed early account by a wealthy German scholar, Zacharias Conrad von
L'llcnbach. Born in Frankfurt-am-Main in the year that the Ashmolean was opened, he
travelled extensively over northern Europe, staying in Oxford in August and September
I 7 I o during a tour of Lower Saxony, the Netherlands, and England. His account, clearly
intended as a private record, was published at Ulm in I 754, 17 twenty years alter his
death. He had perfected the useful art of taking detailed notes without being detected, by
writing within his coat poacket, and his record may thus be particularly accurate. He was
not, however, impressed by the rarities: 'For England the natural history specimens are
to be found here in fair order. But on our first entrance \Ve wondered not a little that there
should be such talk made over this museum outside this island, and more particularly of
course within it. For to take one instance, Herr Burgmeister Reimers in Li.ineburg, who is
only a private person, has certainly as many specimens again as one meets here and far
more important ones.' 111 Elsewhere he adds that:
The specimens in the museum might also be much better arranged and preserved, although they
are better kept than those in Gresham College, London, 1!1 which arc f~1r too bad considering their
splendid description. But it is surprising that things can be preserved even as well as they are,
since the people impetuously handle everything in the usual English fashion and, as I mentioned
before, even the women arc allowed up here for sixpence; they run here and there, grabbing at
everything and taking no rcbufr fi·01n the Suh-Custo.L 20

It is clear from Ullcnbach's account that clause I I of the statutes (seep. 54) of I686 was
not being observed, fix when he and his brother attempted to visit this Museum on the
afternoon of 23 August, the upper room was so crowded with country folk (i\1/anns- und
f,Veibsleule vom Lande), as it was market day, that they thought it better to come another
day. 21 This overcrowding was a result of financing the museum solely from admission
" See :\-lacray 1H!)O. pp. :i~5 H.
I 'I Erndtd I 71 I, p. s~1'1 Bemhem 16!J4· PI'· 3~!) 30.
1
'' l'ossibly 1lu.· s1raw hal lisu·cl in Traclesralll 16:,6, p. :,o,
whit:h is nul, however, allrihtll<'d to t\nne Boleyn.
1
" t\sh. l.ih. A:\·IS 2. Gi\'cn hy Lady Dorothea Long in 1fiH:i·
17
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charges, but the failure of the museum's stall to keep order was only one aspect of a lack
of diligence. Lhuyd had died on 3o.]une 1709 and had been succeeded as keeper by one of
his assistants, David Parry. The Ullenbach brothers had an appointment with Parry on
the afternoon of 6 September which Parry failed to keep, and he was late for a second
appointment on 13 September.n Ullenbach commented that:
the present Proto-Custos, as he is called, Mr. Parry, is too idle LO continue it [i.e. a catalogue
begun by Lhuyd], although he is little inferior to his predecessor Lloyd in natural history or in the
kn_owlcdge of' Cambrian, Anglo-Saxon and other languages. But he is always lounging about in
the inns, so that one scarcely meets him in the museum, as I have already said; if' it were not for
this he could yet do well as he is still a young man a little over thirty.l:l

Parry was not to live up to the promise he had shown as Lhuyd's assistant, but Ullenbach
was far more scathing about Parry's Subwstos, describing him as a 'ridiculous lellow'. 2 -1
U flenbach considered the catalogues to be:
a bad description consisting, it is true, of six volumes in 4, each a finger in thickness, bm with the
specimens only designated by one word. The first volume is a utlalogus librorum quos jHima vice
donavit Elias Aslmwle all. 168_•j and with it a catalogu.1· a11imalium.~=· The second volume is a catalogus
numi.mwlum, including 398 rec:entiora, several Roman and three hundred pure English, though many
arc entered twice over.~~; Vol. 3 is materia nwdicrt. :zi Vol. 4 is jiHsilia & ve,getahilia & laJJides terrae,
concltae. 2 n Vol. 5 is c:atalogus lajJidum JHetio.wru/11.~ 9 Vol. 6 is de cocltlei.1· lam terrestibusjluviatilihus quam
nut rin is. :l 11
One could wish that the catalogues or indices, bad as they are, were published, or, better still
that an accurate description of this museum could be made, like that of the Royal Society
Museum in London,:11 although as far as the laJJidtls arc concerned, Lloyd, the former learned and
diligent Custos of this museum, has, I believe, commenced one.:l:z

Ullenbach was able to examine fi:,r himself Lhuyd's catalogue and collection of figured
fossils on 13 September:
\Vhen Mr Parry arrived he showed us the stones down in the hall of the Ashmolean. 'fhey are in
three very large lmv presses. 'T'here is a splendid quantity and variety of these stones, such as I
have never in all my life seen together before. It is unnecessary to describe them here; moreover it
would be impossible, as this has been very well done by the collector himself, Mr. Lluyd in his
LitlwfJit)'lacium:n in octavo: as only 125 copies of this book were printed lor some of his own friends,
"Von Ulli!nhach '75:{-+ :{- 153-,l; Qnarrdl and <:[uarrdl
I!121!, pp. 4!1-9.
"'Von Ulli:nbach '75:{-·h :{- I·lll-!J; Quarrel! and Quarrdl
1!)21!, p. 31.
,.,·Von Ulli:nba~h •7:1:1-4, 3· 127; Quarrel! and Quarrel!
I!J21l, p. :{o .
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at a cost of one guinea, and none ofthese are now available, Mr. Parry, who helped Mr. Lluyd in
his collating, is going to publish it again, and in a greatly augmented edition. I must just say of
the classification (of the stones) that following the description in the book they are fatiltlessly
arranged according to class and species, and also so conveniently that the larger stones are to be
seen uncovered in the big drawers, the smaller ones in round boxes according to size. Those
placed there together are numbered, so that one can find them in the catalogue, and also that
they might not get mixed up with each other, as might happen if they were lying loose.
In the last cupboard was also a large drawer with all manner of antiquities, likewise collected
by Mr. Ll~yd, and excavated in England. These consisted of various fibulae, lamps, sacrificial
knives, and so on. Especially curious were the remains of a beautiful urn of red pottery, on which
appear a number of designs illustrating the rites at Roman burials.:H
Uffenbach gives by far the most detailed description of the early arrangements, noting
also the positions of the small library rooms ofT' the staircase:
... the natural history specimens ... are in the biggest and most important room or hall in the
house, which, however, -looks more dignified from outside than li·om inside. Below is a spacious
place of honour or vestibule, and, on the left, the library of Thos. [sic] Wood. 35 Down in the
vestibule stands the great iron cradle of which Benthem makes mention.:H; On the walls of the
staircase hang many pictures but they are nothing very special. Arrived at the top of the stairs one
sees another door which leads into the little room in which is the Bibliotheca MSta Ashmole(wa.:11
But this time as stated, we only saw the museum. This in the hall at the top of the stairs-to the
left ...
\Ve noticed various very large goats' horns, one of which was four span in circumference. For
this realm is everywhere very prolific in horn, and moreover all horned creatures- are
extraordinarily well furnished with them. \\1e also saw two of the white caudae setosae vaccarum,
such as Borrichius, and we too, had observed in the Schola AnatomicaY'_ Then we noticed diflerent
Cornua Ammonis [ammonites], such a size as I have never seen before. Farther on was the head of a
ram with four horns for, as I have remarked above, England is a terra maxime comijera,:1!' and the
cows have terrific horns, as large indeed as our oxen. There is also a very beautiful stuffed
reindeer. It has antlers like an elk, but otherwise resembles a stag in size and form, with hair
nearly the length of one's liLLie finger and almost as still' as horse-hair, picked out or sprinkled
with grey-white or black and white. Here, also, is a stu fled Indian ass, white with dark brown
stripes or rings, such as I had already seen in Berlin. Likewise we saw an extraordinarily '?ig
tortoise as also the skin of a Turkish goat: it is very large, yellowish-white with very long, soft ahd
rather crinkled hair, inches in length and as soli: as silk. In the windows stood about thirty glass
vessels with all kinds of Indian ))otanical specimens, plants and flowers in spirit. As inscribed on
them in gold lettering, they arc ex dono Cl. Viri D. Jacobi Pound, M.B. (Med. Baccalaurei). 4 " We
further noticed a very large dens molaris [molar tooth] over a finger in length and two inches ·thick.
The accompanying memorandum: "This is supposed to be one of the teeth of the Danish Giant
,.., Von Ullcnbach '75:~-4-· 3· 128; Quarrel! and- Quarrel!
1928, p. +9· This samian vessel, which was illustrated in
Camden's Brita1111ia ( 1586), still survives in the museum
collections.
"'Sec Bod. Lib. l\·IS \Vuud's Diaries.
:u; Sec

11. 14

above, and No.

210.

'"The Ashmolean Manuscript Library.
:Ill

;Bristly cows, tails!. Uorrichius talks

or

a 'cauda

\'ilCCi.H:

Indica.: alba, setnsa instar <"quina<:, eaqul' duplo major' (quoted
in Gunther 1925, p. 255). Fur the Antomy School collet:tions sec:
below, p. 88.
.
"" 'A land very productive nf horns'.
_,, Sec Ash. Lib. AMS 2; Aylinc ( 1714, p. 476) described this
donation thus: 'The: Rev. Dr. Pound has also givc:n hereunto
rnanr excellent culle<:tions of Plants and Animals brought with
him from China, and pn:sc:rved in Spirits of \Vine, etc.'
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\Varwick found by M. Brown ncar pont fi·cat Castle an. I 700." is a prodigious supposition. Credat
}udaeus AfJella, 111111 ego:'' Also, a very long and \-vide skin of a safJens candi.mrius [?white snake],
white with brown spots, about twelve feet long and one and a halfwide. In several of the glasses,
in brandy, were sundry strange creatures, likewise presented by the above mentioned Pound,
such as a few snakes and amongst them a small rattle-snake. Also a crocodile, a salamander, etc.
In one corner stood a cabinet in which were many beautifullafJides Jnetiosi [precious stones], such
as I have seldom seen in such profusion and in the centre were several fine lafJides Jlorentini
[Florentine stones], an uncommonly good glos.w-fJetra,·12 about seven inches long and two wide at
the back, a lovely light green stone almost like jasper and various beautiful crystals also, amongst
them two pieces with moss imbedded in them. A splendid topaz, bigger than a w:tli~ul. An
amethyst, as large again as the above, but faulty. In the cabinet were also some drawers
containing about thirty specimens of" old and new, but bad, coins:1 :1 Furthermore the Knight of
Sl. George and the Dragon well CUI in ambcr:H Likewise the Crucifixion or Christ, very
delicately carved on a peach-stone with the signature N. B.-15 Again the Birth ofChrist in just the
same style, as also a representation of" the Saviour. Further cherry-stones carved in the same way.
Also Apollo f~1irly well cut in coral,'1n .a calendarium mniaun-17 on eleven little wooden tablets, (the
remaining one having been lost), each a finger in length and not quite two fingers in breadth. An
abacus indicu.1·~" which consists of" a little; wooden box in which arc some round bullets [balls] that
can be moved with [along] a wire. Earrings of dyed straw, the size nfa nut and shaped like pearls
such as women arc said to have worn in Spain in by-gone years.·'!' Also several artistic objects of
turned ivory. 50 Several beautiful ro.wria in crystal and other materials.'" Various curious
specimens of all sorts of succinum [amber]/' 2 amongst them some with Hies and one specially
beautiful with a spider. Two gold chains, one of whi<.:h was presentee\ to Ashmolc by Friedrich
Wilhelm Elector of Brandenburg,'':' the other by the King of" Dcnmark,'•-l together with the coins
(medals) suspended fi·01n them.
\Vc were then shown a very curious stone, fi:11· when it was struck a piece of" money [coin] was
found in the centre, which had grown into the stone, or rather the stone had grown around it. 5 5
Also a very large Indian writing tablet with leaves of black paper and a cover beautifully
lacquered in rc_d.% An extraordinarily curious horn which had grown on the back of a woman's
head.'' 7 It was exactly like a horn, except that iL was thinner and browner in colour. It is certainly
somewhat of a curiosity, and it appears that men-folk bear their horns in front and su<.:h women
theirs behind. It was noted on a label that it originated from a Mary Davis of Saughall in
Cheshire an ad. 71 an. /Jn. 1668."'1 No doubt it will have been mentioned in the Transactiones ;fngl.,
or in the /-Jist. nat. of" Cheshire, and can be looked up there. The horn was blackish in colour, not
very thick or hard, but well proportioned.
" "Apdla ih<.' .Jew 111ay hcli<:\'C i1, hut I don't.· (I-I ora<:<,,

Satin•s, 1. 5· 100.) Von Ulli,nhach"s lil\'onritc term liu· expressing
sn·p1icis111.
12
'
Fossilized shark's looth. l:'c..u· a discussion of" such teeth as
1lu""• "'" 1\·lnl'l'ay 1!)1.14· pp. lifl-7:1.,, S~:e Ash. Lih. AMS !lH

No longer_ surviving.

.,_-,No lon~~er sun·iviug: lnu
unckr No. 1flfi hdow.
H

St't:

discussion orexlalll fi·uilstcuu·s

No Iunger sun·i\'ing.

"'The runic calendar given hy .John Hcysi~ in 11ifl:1 (sec
Mieroficlu' 1). Only t<:n tahlets now survive (s<:c No. 194 hclow).
·•• The Russian '"'"d calculator or srltr(i'- s,,.. No. I!J:I bdow_
·I!•

No

lon~er

surviving·.

' " s,,., Ihe ivo1·y halls,

Nos.

;,, St:t: tlu: n•sarics. Ncas.

~:l!l-·(fl

121-:~

hclow.

IJclc•w.

,,, Sec ilw amh<:r oh_j<:cts, Nos. I ~o, 123, I n-Ho bclnw.
''"Bod. l.ib. ;•..ts Ashmolc 11:1li, f. fi1''; MS t\shmole 1131, f.
:~li!)'';.Josll:n I!Jilli, 4· 1G7o-1.
,,.,Hod_ l.ih. MS Ashmole 11:1li, f. :,o''; MS Ashmol<: 1131, f.
3G!J; .J ost<:n I !Jfili, •I- 13R!J-90~.:. No Iunger survi,·ing.
'"; s•.,., ih<: Burmcs<: manuscrip1s, Nos. Ho-:1 hdnw_
7
'' Nu Iunger surviving. Von Ulli,nhach ( 1 75:i-·l, vnl. 3. Jig. 1)
illuslratt" ihe horn. An engraving of Mary Davis with horns
i111ac1 appears in Ormernd 1RH~, p. 566.
''" 'AI ih<: age of 71 in the year lli6H'. John l'oinlt'r dcscrihcd i1
as."> inch<:s long in 174!1 (l'oi111er 1749, p. 105).
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At a window was a very large cochlea bivalvis [bivalve shell], but only one half of it was there.
Further a cabinet with five drawers full of great shells. 5 !l Another cabinet with smaller shells,
none of which were perfect, or which one could not see better in Holland. Ncar this cabinet stood
an enormous cabbage-stalk from five to six feet in height and over an arm in thickness. By the
windows hung several sorts of carved and printed panels, and amongst these was the portrait of
.John Tradescant, curiously painted as though he were standing out from the clouds - perhaps
because of the name, quasi transcendat coelos. 60 Amongst the carvings was Andromeda with Perseus,
incomparably carved in alabaster on a black wooden panef.Ht It is a pity that this beautiful old
work of art is so badly mounted; also that several pieces arc missing. There ..vas still another
cabinet with a materia medica,H~ in which were all manner ofgummi, boli, terrae sigillatae [medicinal
gums, clays, and 'stamped earths'], together with some fossils and drugs. \Vith them (for what
reason I do not know) was a stone stated to be a petrified heel of a shoe,H:I and certainly very
much resembling one; although it is diflicult to believe, since the hole in the middle through
which heels were formerly fixed to the shoe quite obviously had been recently bored.
Further on we saw all kinds of Indian weapons, and articles of clothing. 6 '1 A number of nails
which had been melted into a lump by lightening were lying in a basket on a table. 65 In a case I
found a very well-wrought Indian idol, or, as the Custos called it Braclmzanus.H'i He declared that
the stone was unknown, but it appeared to me as a sort of steatite, from which the Indians
normally make their gods, although it had red veins (which I had not seen before) and was very
lightly polished. The ridiculous fellow who was showing us the specimens and who is a Sub-Custos
and Scholar of a College (the Custos himself, Mr. Parry, cannot show strangers over the museum
for guzzling and toping) announced in all earnest that the material for these gods was made of
rice, boiled and then dyed.
In a cupboard were all manner of foreign costumes, amongst them curious caps made or
diflcrent kinds of very beautiful grey-coloured feathers, such as the upper classes in India wear for
protection against the sun. On the wall next to this cupboard were hanging many more dresses in
particular foreign fashions in shocs;'; 7 further an Indian lantern without glass or horn: that is to
say made of plaited and painted reeds or rushes, quite transparent and prettily made.HH They
may be all very well in India where there is no wind, but not in England where it is never calm.
In the centre of the hall hangs the portrait of the founder Ashmolc, life-size, standing before a
table, one hand holding a book in folio entitled /-Jist01y of the Garter, which he had written and
published. He wore one of the chains mentioned above to which, doubtless, the words under the
picture refer: praemia honoraria [honourable rewards].

Uffenbach also described the classical reliefs and inscriptions around the Sheldonian
Theatre, noting that as well as the 1 6g pieces kept in the open air 'there were several
more statues at the Ashmoleanum'. 69
'"Sec Ash. Lib. Ai\·IS 7·
'As if tlu:y rise above the sky". The ponrait was of John
Tradcscant the Elder. Sec No. 253, 1'1. CXXIII.
1 1
; No longer surviving.
,;, Ash. Lib. AMS 10 !isis I he maleriflmediw pres1:111 c.1685. No
longer surviving.
o;:< No longer surviving.
4
'' The term 'Indian' was used iudiscrimiuatdy at Ihis time
(se<: p. 96). Fnr Nonh American Indian mawrial set: Nos. 2-·J.,
IO-t 3 below.
,;,,Described by .John Poimcr (IH!J, p. Ifio).
ow

•••• i.e. Bralunin; a ;Brackn1ans vcsl of Leaves uf Aloes' is
among the garments listed at Lambeii1 hy Trach:scalll ( 1656,
p. +7). l'rohahly the Burmese l:luddha, No. 79 below.
67
Sec the various itemsoffomwear, Nos. 20-t, <j}-j!J, 107-13
below.
';"Possibly ouc of1hc Chinese lamcrns lis1ed in Ash. Lib. AMS

'25.
•w Von Ull'cnbach I75:i-·J., 3· t21-6; Quan·cll and Quarrel!
1!)28, pp. 26-30. For the history or Ihcsc marbles sec Haynes
1975; von Ufl'cnbach t75:i-·b 3· !)B; Quarrel! and Quarrciii!J28,
p. 10.
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The most distinguished thing about the theatre is on the walls outside: namely the excellent
1\1/annora Arundelliana or Oxonienia, a description and explanation of which exists in folio, 711 rare
even in England. They are certainly unusually beautiful, and I doubt whether in their open air
positions they arc enough prized or su!Tiently protected fi·om destruction, though it is true that
they are partly in niches. Another wall has been built around the theatre, on which the iron-work
and pagan busts as also a statue ofSheldonianus 71 are to be seen; but this is left open at times and
mischievous youths might easily do damage, to say nothing or wind and weather.
The other busts and decorations on the outer wall arc so badly and so coarsely fashioned that I
was astounded, and indeed they look better in the book fi·ontispieccs than in f~tct. 'T'his time we
only took a general look at the superb sculptures, as I wanted first to look up the description of
Prideaux, and also because our time was short. We found there were 169 of them, placed in the
following order. Towards the 1\1/useum Ashmoleanum 6o, on the right of the chapel 6, left or the
chapel 7, and on the wall next to the printing-house 92. Prideaux, it is true, only describes 150 as
far as I can remember, but he omitted several busts on which there is no inscription. 7 ~
On August he visited the laboratory at the Ashmolean after attending a lecture on
bone structure given in English by Dr Lavater:
The place which has been allotted to him for this wrsus anatomicus is under the Ashmolean, a
small vaulted room behind the laboralorium, very well suited for anatomy on account of the low
temperature. After the lecture was over, he had intended to sec the laboratorium, all the more so
because we could ask Dr Lavater to explain everything and especially to show us the use and
purpose of everything; but he excused himself on the plea that he could not know what
everything was for. ... But to return to the laboratorium, I must admit that it is very well built.
It is as long or as deep as the Ashmolean though not so wide. It is vaulted throughout and fitted
with many really curious furnaces with architectural and other embellishments of the most costly
description, most of them planned by Boyle.
It should be remarked that this lahoratorium was much used by the Royal or London Society in
its early stages, when it was in its most flourishing state, and many valuable experiments and
discoveries were made here. But after the Society had become proud and great and had
established itself in the capital, as usually happens, it deteriorated, and this shall be told in its
proper place. 7 :l At the same time, it is lamentable that, after the Society had changed to London
for good, this excellent lahoratorium has not been maintained in the condition so praised by
Benthem, p. 350 seq. 74
The present Professor of Chemistry, Richard Fre\·vyn, iroubles himself very little about it. 'T'he
operator, Mr \•Vhite (who is said to be very much debauched) still less. "T'he result is that the
furnaces look entirely uncared for, though, as mentioned above, they are still fairly intact and not
only are the finest instruments, crucibles and other ·things belonging to the place almost all of
them lying in pieces, but everything is covered in filth. Who could imagine that so line and
worthy an undertaking should receive so little attention? Indeed who would believe such a thing
of England, which we foreigners hold so much in awe that we believe all subjects, and chemistry
in particular, to be passing there through a golden age? Is it not marvellous that Goufi·icd in

'" Prideaux 1676.
" Archbishop Gilh.:n Sheldon nf C:anlcrhury ( 1598-J 677).
72
Von Ull\!nbaeh 1753-+· :1- !17-H; Quarrdl and (~uarrcll
1!)28, pp. !)-10.

"' S.:t: von Ullcnhach 175:1-4· ~- 54-:i-:12; Quarrel! ami :\I an:
1!l:H, PI'· 97-1°:1,., Se<: Bcn1ham 1ti!l+·l'P· :150-1; Q_narrdl and Q_narrl"ll 1!)2H,
PI'· :n-11.
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London, a German by birth, and a Venetian .Jew, also in London have far finer and better
labomtoria than the Royal Society and the Apothecaries who have such a high reputation
especially in Kew near London and elsewhere. 7 ''

Uffenbach was not alone in detecting signs of neglect. On gJ une 171 1, Hearne noted that
Dr Richard Middleton Massey had donated to the Bodleian Library 'divers things also
formerly in the 1\t/useum Aslmwl, but he complains yt he cannot find them; & indeed several
other things are there Missing'. 71i By the middle of the eighteenth century Dr Rawlinson
complained, on 7 February 1753, 'how ill your natural curiousities had been preserved in
theM useum & that the famous 'T'redescants Collection was much the worse for wear, and
ever \VOrse if possible by (he conduct of some Keepers and their understrappers'. 77
Rawlinson was describing the kecpership of Dr George Huddesford, President ofTrinity
College, a man according to Hearne 'reported to be tinged with ill principles', and whose
election in 1732 appeared highly irregular, having the 'very pernicious consequence' of
turning Sir Hans Sloane against the university. 7 " Gough wrote in 1780 that 'Nothing can
equal the negligence with which the Ashmolean Museum was kept. The librarian being
one of the Heads [of a College] put in a scholar for sl. who made a perquisite of shewing
the curiousities, which lay in the utmost confusion. Lhwyd's fossils were tumbled out of
their papers, and nobody regarded or understood them till his catalogue of them was
republished by Mr Huddcsford the late librarian, son of Dr Huddesford'. 7 !1
William H uddcsford in fact proved more conscientious than his father, and his
keepership ( 1755-72) saw several important additions to the museum's collections
including a collection of crystals, minerals, and metallic bodies from Cornwall given by
William Borlase in 1758. 110 It was no doubt as a measure of reform that the Visitors of the
Ashmolean decided on 8.January 1755 that a number of damaged or decayed specimens
should be removed li·01n the museum. 81 In this they were invoking clause 8 of the statutes
of 1686 (seep. 54), though there is no evidence that they made any attempt to replace the
specimens removed with new ones. In the case of the dodos they were in any event too
late, lor the species was extinct. 11 ~ One of them had come from the Tradescant collection
in Lambeth, where it was catalogued in t6s6,":i and noted by the naturalist john Ray:
'\Ve have seen this Bird dried, or its skin stuft in Tradescant's Cabinet'." 4 The other was
probably that mentioned by ·r. Crossfield on 15 July 1634 in his diary when discussing
the activities of 'm' Gosling, sometimes schollar to m' Camden, Engineer who bestowed
the Dodar (a blacke Indian bird) upon ye Anatomy Scl10ole'. 85 Ofthese two specimens a
charred skull and bones of the foot remain in the University Museum, Parks Road,
Oxford (see No. 419).
"\'on Clli:nbach 1753 oJ.• :i· 1:ili !J: (.l_uarrdl and Quarrel!
192H, pp. 36 H.
'" Dohlc 1HH9, 3· I H·
" Hod. Lih. :\·IS Rawl. C.!JH!J, 1'. 1HH.
'"Saher 1921, p. 31.
'" Gough 17Ho, p. 134, nole p. Such neglt·n was no I uniqtu:,
lior l'elliHllll ( 1771, p. 531 nOll'S 1ha1 al Edinlnn·gh Cniversi1y
'The .llu.rae11m had. li1r many years, lwt•n m·glt.'l.'lcd; but, hy I he
assiduily or the pn•st:nt Prori.'SSOI' ol' natural history, hids rair lo
heconll' a n1ost inslructi\"t' n·posilory of 1111' naluralia of tlu·s('
kingdoms.·

"" s.. e :\·1 icrofiche 1.
"' Gumher 19~5. p. 3li1.
81
The specimens had at leasl been recog-nizable as late as
17•19. when l'oinu:r ( 174.9, p. 157) noted the presence or 'DodarHirds, nne ol' whit."h wa1ches, whilst the olher slOops down to
drink".
"' Tradescalll lli.')li, p. 4·
•• Ray Ili7H, pp. 153 4, pl. XXVI I.
"'Queen's College I.ihrary, Oxrord, MS 390, Diary or T.
Crossfield.
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Neglect must have resumed in the later years of \•Villiam Huddesforcl, or during the
keepership of his successors, for nothing appears to have been clone with Borlase's
collection, no specimens of which survived into Gunther's clay, when, furthermore, only
two out of nearly 1 ,Boo fossils collected by Lhuycl, Plot, and Lister could be found. As
Gunther commented, 'Borlase might as well have sent his treasures to Twickenham to
add to the decorations of his friend Pope's grotto'. 86 The museum was not thoroughly
reorganized until the appointment of John Shute Duncan in 1823, when the collections
were redisplayecl following the plan of Dr Paley's Natural Theology. The work of J. S.
Duncan and his brother P. B. Duncan, who succeeded him as keeper in 1825, enshrined
in the first printed catalogue of the Ashmolean Museum collections published in 1836,
marks a watershed in the history of the Ashmolean, anticipating the end of its function as
a centre of scientific teaching and research as conceived by Ashmole, Plot, and Lhuyd.
•.; Gumhcr

19~5.

p.

223.

COLLECTORS AND COLLECTIONS OF
RARITIES IN THE SIXTEENTH AND
SEVENTEENTH CENTURIES
Arthur MacGregor
Prior to the sixteenth century, collections amounting to what we should now call
museums were unknown. 1 Certainly there were royal treasuries in every country of
Europe, containing regalia alongside precious vessels, plate, coins, and gifts from foreign
princes and dignitaries which, had they been publicly displayed, would have formed very
splendid exhibitions. 'T'he idea of public exhibition was, however, as foreign to the
curators or these treasure-houses as it was to those responsible for their enrichment.
Among the later medieval secular princes, Jean de France, Duke ofBcrry ( 1340-1416)
was an exception to this general rule. Schlosser has drawn a contrast between the
activities of Jean's brothers, who all possessed immensely richer treasuries and were
lavish patrons of the arts, and those of the Duke orBcrry himself, generally recognized as
the forerunner of the great princely collectors of" the Renaissance. 2 His taste embraced
antique coins, sculpture, and vases, which he procured via agents dispatched to Italy
specifically for this purpose, and paintings which he acquired through a dealer (one of"
the earliest recorded examples or such a person). Engagingly, the scope of his collecting
activities extended beyond aesthetic refinement to include some of the clements which
were to become commonplace in bourgeois collections of the succeeding t\vo centuries,
articles which to the modern eye approach the category of bric-<1-brac, but which were
then held to be truly rich and strange: whales' teeth, ostrich eggs, and coconuts lay next
to the horn of a unicorn, and the entire Gospel of St. John could be seen written on a
piece of" paper smaller than a silver coin.:l
\Vhilc Jean de Berry's collection was amassed with the intention that it should be
contemplated and enjoyed, those admitted to sec it must have been few. A greater degree
of" public accessibility was afforded by other collections which grew up within certain
medieval cathedrals and churches, some of \·vhich, notably at Saint-Dcnis, 4 were
fabulously rich. Religious houses were also repositories of large numbers of relics, objects
which were enthralling not only for their saintly associations but also for the rich mounts
or shrines \vith which they were often invested. From an inventory of St. Omcr, dated
1~46, it can be seen that purely secular objects capable of" inspiring public awe could also
1
C<·rtain Roman p<·riud coll<·•·•ions an· admill<·dlr n·markahlr similar Ill !heir Rt·naissan<·c colllll<'l"Parls. The
Renaissance I:ISI<' lor cull<·cJin~. howe\'<'r. dol.'s 1101 appear lo
Sll'lll lhm1 l'llluli:11ion ,,fclassicaiiCweruJuu·rs.

' Von Schluss<·r 1!Jn!l, Jl· ~:1·
'I Tar lor '!l·~H, pp. so 1.
'For 1he lreasures ufSair11-D1·nis S<"<" F•·z•·nsac I!J7:1: id. 1977:
Ft•zt·nsac and Gahorii-Chopin ''J77·
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find their way into these collections: as well as a drop of the Virgin's milk and a fragment
fi·om a martyr's shroud, St. Omer boasted a crystal goblet fi·om King Solomon's temple,
griffins' eggs, giants' bones, and 'thunderstoncs'. 5 At special festivals associated with
some German medieval cathedrals, the contents or the treasuries were periodically
!'>laced on public display, commonly on a seven-year cycle. From the descriptions which
survive'; it is clear that there was a similar mixture of holy and secular objects and that
these occasions had enormous appeal.
In England too, churches and cathedrals formed a focus for the kind of public appetite
now catered for by museums. In addition to the richness or stone and wood carving,
stained glass, plate, and relics, the public could occasionally wonder at ol~jects of purely
secular significance: Stow records seeing in St. Lawrence Jewry 'the shanke bone of a
man (as it is taken) and also a tooth of a very great bigncs hanged up fi)r shew in chaines
or iron uppon a pillar of stone', and mentions that in the cloister of St. Mary
Alderman bury 'is hanged and f~1stned a shanke bone of a man (as is said) very great and
larger by three inches and a halfe than that which hangcth in St. Lawrence Church in
the .Jury, for it is in length 28 inches and a hallc or assisse'. 7
In the course or the sixteenth century the secularizing influence or Protestant strictures
on the veneration or relics coincided with a dramatic increase in the flow of exotic
material reaching Europe fi·om the New World and from the Orient, producing a climate
in which private collections could grow and flourish. By the end of the century there were
in England a sufficient number of them to attract the attention ofless scrupulous dealers
and the irony of the sceptical: Thomas Nashe writes or these gullible magpies that 'a
thousand gucgawes and toyes have they in their chambers, which they heape up
together, \·vith infinite expence, and arc made beleeve of them that sell them, that they
arc rare and pretious thinges, when they have ·gathered them upon some dunghill'."
\Vhatever the critical shortcomings of the 'wise Gentlemen of this musty vocation', they
stood at the threshold of England's 'museum age'. 'T'heir activities and those of their
seventeenth-century heirs did not, however, take place in isolation from the rest of
Europe, f(>r the same processes can be traced fi·01n the Mediterranean to Scandinavia.
In Italy collecting gratified the nobility's educated tastes and fondness for rich display,
and its origins owed much to their interest and involvement. 'T'he well-developed system
of patronage '"'hich extended from the princely courts to the principal artists and
intellectuals of the day also aided the development of scholarly collections which formed
an essential part of the activities of natural scientists and others. Mechanical wonders,
applied arts, and a·ntiquities were also to be found in Italian collections or the sixteenth
century. Contemporary painting and sculpture, however, tended to be separated from
these more prosaic items in a manner which was not to be emulated in northern Europe
until the later part of the following century. Apart fi·om this feature, much can be found
in common bet ween the earliest Italian collections and those in the north, which drew
fi·om them at least some of their inspiration. or particular importance to tl~e
development of museological interest in Italy were \vhat have been called 'the
:. Alli<:k I!J7H, p. li.
,; \Yi11lin I!H!l. pp. !}I-!!.

7
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encyclopaedic efforts of the Medici to capture the essence of the New World'. 9 Cosimo de
Medici ( 1519-74) is known to have obtained South American objects, in some instances
via Spain, and under his sons, Francesco and Ferdinand, the scope of the collection was
widened to include material from Africa, India, China, and Japan. Natural history
specimens were added, and, to an increasing extent, antiquities. However, by the time
the Treasure-House or ceimeliarcha of the Medicis was visited by Evelyn in 1644, its
character was predominantly that of an art-historical collection: Evelyn saw there
'hundreds of admirable Antiquities, Statues of Marble & Mettal, Vasas of Porphyry ...
Pictures ... of the famous Persons & Illustrious men, whither excelling in Arts or Armes
to the number of 300' . 1 0 Many smaller precious items were disposed within and upon
richly ornamented cabinets, while some remnants of the formerly more mixed character
of the collection were to be distinguished in the armoury: here were 'many antique
habits, as that of Chineze Kings, the sword of Charlemain: an Italian lock for their
wanton Wives or jealous Husbands ... such rare tourneries in Ivory, as are not to be
describ'd for their curiosity' . 11
Among those to whom the Medicis, to their credit, were patrons, was Ulisse
Aldrovandi (15'2'2-1605), a polymath like themselves. In his native Bologna, Aldrovandi
was successively Professor ofBotany and of Natural History, and was responsible for the
founding of a botanic garden in I 567. Compiling an impressive collection of his own, he
published thirteen illustrated folio volumes on zoology and mineralogy which were to
become standard works of reference for collectors, 12 as· well as being of immense scientific
value.
.
The catalogue of another Bolognese museum, that ofFerdinando Cospi, was published
in 1677, 13 together with an illustration of its internal arrangements (Pl. CLXXXI),
following the example of the similarly illustrated guide to the museum of Francesco
Calceolari (jf. I566-86) in Venice. 14 In Naples the collections of Ferrante Imperato
(c. 1550-I 63 I) reflected its owner's interest in natural history and formed the basis of a
publication by him in I 599. 15
Michele Mercati (I 54 I-93), physician and curator o( the Vatican botanic garden,
formed a collection there which embraced both natural rarities and antiquities,
including mummies and flint implements (whose true significance he was among the first
to recognize) . 16 While the basis of Mercati's collection was purely secular, it has been .
suggested ·that in the galleries of another Roman museum, painted to represent the
terrestrial and celestial spheres, Athanasius Kircher (?I 6o I-8o) sought no less than to
form a microcosm of the entire realm ofthe intellect and ofthe spirit. 17 Kircher, aJesuit
priest, wrote widely on science, art, music, and philology; he was particularly well
supplied with ethnographic material, sent to him from every part of the known world
which had been penetrated by members of his society . 1 8
9
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Among the best-known of the private collections formed by the Roman gentry was that
of Francesco Angeloni (ante 1575-1652). He too received a visit from Evelyn, on whose
authority we have it that Angeloni had one of the best collections ofmedals in Europe, in
addition to Roman and Egyptian antiquities, Indian habits and weapons, dried animals,
shells, and a 'Sea-mans Skin' . 1!'
By the time of Evelyn's Italian tour the establishment of small private museums had
become a fashionable pursuit followed by numerous citizens: it has been calculated that
by the end of the sixteenth century there were already some 250 musei naturali in I taly. 20
Switzerland was the home of several collections of considerable historical importance.
Most f~1mous of these was that of Conrad Gesner ( 1516-65), successively Professor of
Greek at Lausanne and of Physic and Natural History at Zl.irich. He was a prodigious
writer on mineralogy, zoology, and botany, interests which were reflected in the
composition of his mitural history collectionY This collection was acquired on Gesner's
death by Felix Platter of Basel ( 1536-1614), who added it to his already considerable
cabinet of art, coins, and curiosities. 22 Basel also claims the earliest municipal museum in
Europe, dating fi·01n 1671, when rhe city and the university put on display an important
collection which they had join'tly inherited from Basil ius Amerbach, and which included
drawings, paintings, sculptures, and medals. Part of this collection had formerly
belonged to Amerbach's father and part to Erasmus. As early as 15 78 Amerbach had
built a special gallery to house the collection, to which a select number of the public were
admitted. 2 :1 By the rniddle of the seventeenth century the Zl.irich municipal library also
possessed a collection of paintings, scientific instruments, and natural history specimens,
gathered together in a cabinet of curiosities. 24
North of the Alps the influence of the Hapsburgs was as important to the development
of collecting as that of the Medicis was in Italy. Their contribution was, however, in the
nature of example rather than in patronage, for several members of the imperial f~tmily
founded collections which were to become models of their type.
The commonly used name for collections of this type was in German Kunstkamma, yet
works of art as we understand the term (and indeed as it was understood by the Medicis)
played only a minor role in them: the alternative terms, Jtlizmderkammer and
Raritiitenkammer, more accurately described their character. \Vherever paintings and
sculpture did occur, the:y were to be found ~tored or catalogued along with other
'artificial rarities', and were frequently valued more for content than artistic excellence,
particularly those concerning historical subjects. Only in the later seventeenth century
was there a general move towards the establishment of specialized art collectionsYI
One of the most renowned collections was that of Archduke Ferdinand ofTirol ( 152995). Ferdinand acquired Schloss Ambras near lnnsbruck fi·om his brother, the Emperor
Maximilian II, in 1563, and proceeded to fill it with a remarkable collection ofrarities of
Evelyn, Dim}', 10 No\'embcr 11i4·l·; ihid., 1 :l February 1 li,~;,.
Bazin 1!}67, p. li2.
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all kinds. The bulk of the collection was housed in eighteen pine cabinets. Most
categories of exhibit found in other collections of the age were represented: there was an
impressive array of gold and silver plate (including works by Cellini), bronzes, ironwork
(including tools), coins, uncut and worked minerals, alabasters, corals, porcelain, glass,
and ivory. One case contained a collection ofmusical instruments ranging from lutes and
zithers to alpenhorns. Arms and armour filled another case. A further special feature of
the Am bras collection was its woodcarving, representing one of the principal arts of the
Tirol: the collection included an entire series of saints honoured by the Hapsburg house.
There 'wvere also historical portraits representing emperors from the imperial Roman and
German dynasties, the Hapsburgs themselves naturally featuring prominently. The
ethnographic collection was well-provided with Far Eastern, African, and American
material. 26 Elsewhere in Austria, Karl von Steirmark (d. 1590) had a collection ofsome
importance at Graz. Musical instruments formed a significant element in his cabinet,
which also contained a number of Mexican objects. 27
At Munich, Duke Albrecht V of Bavaria ( 1528-79), brother-in-law of Ferdinand of
Tirol, possessed a most impressive collection. It had been founded by his father, William
IV, but was expanded by Albrecht to include some 3,500 items.:z 8 A patron of music and
the arts, Albrecht centred his collection on aesthetics and on antiquities, including some
400 bronzes, mostly collected on a historical basis; hence the quality of his Roman
imperial and other busts, for example, was of less concern to him than the completeness of
the set. Scherer indeed noted that of almost 200 busts in Albrecht's collection, many were
fakes or clumsy restorations, and the majority were misidentified. 29 As well as numerous
coins, medals, and gems, which provided further sources of historical interest, the
collection included weapons of 'furkish and local manufacture, tools, utensils, and
costumes. Albrecht's historical bent was again detectable in exhibits such as the costume
and sword worn by Francis I when he was captured at Pavia, and other items belonging
to the Winter King. Another personal obsession manifested itself in series ofplaster casts
of deformed limbs and paintings of dwarfs, human deformities, bearded women, and
convicted criminals, the latter complimented by an inventory enumerating their crimesone such person \vas ·said to have been wholly or partially responsible for the murder of
745 people.:111 Much ofAlbrecht's collection was lost in the sack of Munich by the Swedes
in 1632.
Rudolf II ( 1552-1 612) established at the Hradschin Palace in Prague one of the most
impressive artistic centres of his time. As well as being an outstanding patron, Rudolf
built up a truly remarkable collection which has frequently been likened to his own
personality in its immense richness and lack of purposeful direction. In it he sought
emotional and aesthetic gratification, rather than an expression of scientific order.
Paintings predominated: he was said to have had some Boo pictures of high quality,
probably the largest collection in northern Europe. 31 Sculpture also formed an
important element. If an original work of art which took his fancy could not be bought,
,.; V nn Schlosser 190H, pp.
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he would have it copied by skilled artists.:1 ~ Curiosities of nature were to be found
alongside those of art in the four vaulted rooms which housed the collection: misshapen
and weird animals were strangely at home with instruments of magic, alchemy, and
astrology, which formed another obsession of this most ambiguous of princes. During the
first half of the seventeenth century the collection was very largely dispersed during a
succession of disasters: in the calamities of the Thirty Years' \Var some pieces had to be
sold ofi' to meet expenses; fifteen wagon-loads of treasures were carried off to Munich by
Maximilian of Bavaria; in I 63 I the Saxon occupying forces sent fifty cart-loads to
enhance the collections ofthe Elector in Dresden; and finally much ofthe remainder was
seized by the Swedes in 1648. 33
Apart from the Hapsburgs, many heads of principalities had their own splendid
collections. Among the most important \·vas that of Augustus of Saxony (reigned 155386). Augustus's Kunstkammuwas founded at Dresden c. I 560, and by the time an inventory of
its conlcnts was drawn up in I 587 by his successor, Christian I, the list filled 31 7 double
pages.:~<~ 'J'he originality and vision which led Augustus to this initiative were manifested
throughout the collection. Many ofits features were purely practical: implements, tools,
scientific instrumenls, and books were richly represented and formed an important pool
of resources for the scholars, scientists, and craftsmen who \-vere at the forefi·ont of
Saxony's industrial expansion in the sixteenth century. Surgical instruments were
displayed along with lists of sufferers cured with their aiel; a cabinet in the form of a stag
was provided on one side with an apothecary's chest containing medicaments derived
from the stag, along with prescriptions for their use.:1 '' Protestant mistrust of the
representational arts led to their neglect in the earliest Dresden collection and it was only
around the middle of the seventeenth century that this aspect came to be developed,
though even then exhibits were grouped along with those already mentioned, in
traditional Kunstkammer style. At Dresden technical virtuosity was more highly prized
than abstract aestheticism. Lathe-turned ivories and other pieces were produced to a
standard \ovhich is hard to match even today. Micro-carving, particularly that carried out
on nuts and fi·uit-stones, was cherished for the skill it expressed. As a result, the lathes,
tools, and magnifying glasses associated \·Vith the production of these objects were equally
venerated in the collection and frequently were themselves provided with ornately
workc::d mounts. In the same manner as the Italian collectors venerated artistic objects,
the technical wonders of the Dresden collection were invested with an almost mystical·
significance, gained from the belief that as expressions of complex mathematical
principles they reflected something of the divine principles on which the entire universe
depe.nded.:16 Natural rarities were also represented in Augustus's museum: alongside
unicorn and rhinoceros horns there was an impressive collection of minerals, including a
collection of emeralds found occurring naturally in the Indies. :n The whole collection of
rarities was housed in a series of attic rooms above the Elector's living-quarters in the
'" Von Schlosser 1!)Oil, p. 7H.
"' Ibid., pp. 7H-Il2; Hiindlcr 1933, pp. 61!-76.
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Dresdener Residenz Schloss. Under Augustus the Strong (reigned I697-I 733) the
importance of the Kunstkammer was reduced in favour of a series of more specialized
collections, particularly the f~unecl 'Green Vaults' where masterpieces of applied art were
clisplayecl in a series of mirror-lined rooms. Fine arts were given their clue prominence in
separate galleries at this time. Large parts of the seventeenth-century collections of
paintings, scientific instruments, and applied art can still be seen in Dresden today.
At Kassel the collection founded by Elector \Vilhelm IV (I 567-92), containing both
natural and artificial rarities, attracted widespread interest. Among its admiring visitors
were von Uffenbach, \vho particularly noted two stuffed human skins, one of them a most"
realistically preserved army deserter.:ia In the early years of the following century, by
which time the collection had been inherited by Wilhelm's son, Moritz the Learned
(I572-1632), the young Ole Worm (see p. 8o) also visited it and may have been
influenced by what he saw in the formation of his own collection in Copenhagen.
At Heidelberg the Elector Karl Ludwig (I632-8o) founded a cabinet which he added
to by purchases of coins and other antiquities from Italy.:l!l John Ray was impressed both
by the collection and by the Elector's understanding of it: on a visit to Heidelberg in
I663, he records that 'after dinner his highness was pleased to call us into his closet, and
shew us many curiosities, among others ... a purse made of Alumen plumosum ... t\VO
unicorn horns each eight or ten foot long ... an excellent and well digested collection of
antient and modern coins and medals of all sorts, in which the Prince himself is very
knowing'. 40 In I685 Lorenz Beger, librarian and antiquary to the Heidelberg electors,
published an account of the collection. 41 The same year saw the death of Karl II, who
left the collection to the Elector of Brandenburg. Beger, who was charged with the task of
delivering the collection to its new owner, was taken into employment by him as
counsellor and librarian, with charge of the combined collection at Berlin. 42
The earliest collections of the Electors of Brandenburg, amassed during the sixteenth
century, were entirely lost during the period of the Thirty Years' War, together with the
inventories of them drawn up in the early I6oos. 4 :1 They were refounded in the
seventeenth century under the Great Elector, Friedrich Wilhelm, (ruled I64o-88),
perhaps with encouragement from the enthusiasticjohan Maurits of Nassau (seep. 78),
who was appointed governor of Brandenburg in I647· The collections contained a
marked number of antiquities, gathered initially from the elector's own territories:
Roman finds in particular came from Cleve, some perhaps as a result of excavations
carried out by von Heimbach, employed there as official antiquarius. 44 They were further
enlarged by purchase: the collection of Erasmus Seidel was acquired in 1642 and was
later joined by twenty-two sculptures formerly belonging to Gerrit Reynst of Amsterdam
(see p. 79), so that by the time a new inventory was made in I 672 the collection boasted
sixty-two bronze statuettes, eighty-seven bronze vessels and utensils, ninety-five
brooches, I oo gems, numerous vessels of pottery and glass, and other antiquities. 4 5 To these
"" Vtin Ufl'cnbach 1753-4, 1. 1:~.
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were added in 168o the collections of Hermann Ewich ofXanten. 41' The Elector also had
a keen interest in ethnographic material: as Crown Prince he had visited the collection at
Leiden (see pp. 78-g) and from there had sent his f~tthersome East Indian rarities. After his
succession he employed the services of a Dutch army officer named Polemann, stationed
in Batavia, to procure numerous weapons and other specimens, including Chinese
lacquerwork, ivories, and porcclain. 47 In 1685, \·vith the death of the Elector, the entire
Heidelberg collection fell to the Brandcnburgian Elector, together with its curator,
Lorenz Beger. Finally, in t6g8, the collection of the Roman antiquary Bellori was added
as a crowning glory."' 8 Under Beger's care a massive three-volume inventory was
compiled, detailing not only the contents but also the disposition of the Duke's exhibits;
it showed that a number of them were scattered around the living-quarters, while others
were grouped in a sumptuous Kunstkammer (sec Pl. CLXXXIII). 49 With its rehousing in
three chambers on one of the upper floors of the Berliner Schloss in 1703, the collection
reached a climax which was, unfortunately, to be short-lived, for after the accession of
the 'Soldier King' (Friedrich Wilhelm I) in 17 I 3, the collection was plundered as a source
of revenue (as on one occasion when the best part of the gold medal collection was melted
down), or of gifts, notably for Augustus the Strong \·vho prudently preserved them at
Dresden. 50
At the close of" the Thirty Years' \•Var, ended by the Peace ofMi.instcr in 1648, a new
collection was founded at Schleswig by Friedrich, third Duke ofGottorp (1597-165g).
Much of the credit for its success is due to Adam Olearius ( 1603-7' ), appointed keeper of
the ducal library and Kunstkammer in 1649. Olearius, a widely travelled Dutch
mathematician and astronomer, added a great many ethnographic and other items to the
collection, and in 1651 travelled to Holland to oversee the transfer to Schloss Gottorp of
the collection of Paludanus, purchased by the Duke after the latter's death." 1 In addition
to important collections of Eskimo material from Greenland, there were items from other
regions including a necklace of animal teeth and claws from South America (cf. Nos. 1415), and natural history specimens from South America and Africa: among these were
horns of various animals, including bezoar, wild ox, and rhinoceros, and the antlers of
elk. A catalogue was published by Olearius in 1666'' 2 and the collection was eventually
annexed to the Danish royal Kunstkammer in the mid-eighteenth century. 53
Elsewhere in Germany collections began to be formed by private citizens, important
early examples being the Praun and Imhoff collections, both in Ni.irnberg. 54 Others had
an academic basis, one of the most interesting being that founded by August Hermann
Francke (1663-1727) at Halle.'''' Although it was begun only in the last decade of the
seventeenth-century, the Francke collection preserved the essentially varied character of
earlier German cabinets of rarities. This was at least partly assured by the way in which
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the collection was built up: its principal contributors were missionaries, many ofwhom
had trained under Francke at Halle and whose activities took them to all corners of the
known world. The collection reflects this: for example, Malabar is represented by a
distinct category of res malabaricae. 'T'he exotic ethnographic material which lorms the
bulk of this collection was complemented by oqjects of more local origin and by natural
history specimens including minerals, shells, and animals, the latter either dried or
preserved in spirits and including a number of deformed specimens.
In Holland the taste lor collecting was pursued with no less vigour than in Germany.
In Leiden was to be found one of the most dramatic and best-known collections of its
day: this was the Kabinet van Anatomic en Rariteiten belonging to the medical faculty
of the university.'' 1; It was housed in a lecture-hall in the lorm of an amphitheatre, the
Theatrum Anatomicum, built within a former church, the Falibagijnenkerk, and
completed in 1593. 5 ; An important element in this collection was formed by the series of
skeletons, restored as in lif"c and disposed about the lecture theatre itself (Pl.
CLXXXI V) .511 In addition to various animals, ranging from a ferret to a horse, the
rearticulated skeletons of a number of notorious criminals could be seen. These included
the remains of a sheep-stealer from Haarlem and of a woman strangled for theft; more
impressively, one could see 'The Scelcton of an Asse upon which sit's a \Voman that
Killed her Daughter' and also 'The Sceleton of a man, sitting upon an ox executed for
Stealing ofCattlc'. 5 !1 Four human skins, including one of a 'Molacca \•Voman above 150
\'cares old' were also displayed here. 60 During the summer months, vvhen the anatomy
hall was open to the public, two skeletons formed a set-piece on the centre of the
dissecting-table, symbolizing Adam and Eve on either side of the Tree of Knowledge.
These exhibits were not merely of anatomical interest: they symbolized the transience of
human lile, a point emphasized by the pennants bearing moralizing inscriptions carried
by several of them, while Adam and Eve alluded to the awful consequences of original
sin. 61 Other human and animal remains \vere displayed on the beams above the theatre
and in various chambers and cupboards in other parts of the building. Of particular
interest were many specimens of natural history from China, Africa, India, and the
Americas, 62 the latter mostly originating li·om the Brazilian expedition of Count Johan
Malll·its of Nassau. 6 :l Numerous ethnographic specimens on display included material
from the Americas, the Far East, Africa, Scandinavia, and Russia. 64 Antiquities were
also represented here, including a series of mummies and shawabtis from Egypt and
Roman antiquities from Nijmegen. 65 Paintings included a series illustrating the Four
Humours and various portraits including one of Rudolf I I ;1; 6 there were also exhibited
!"lh t\. Klascns, ·t;nivcrsilt:it, L"ni\'l·rsilairc.· Colh.·l·tit•s, ~lusca'
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moralizing engravings alluding, like the skeletal exhibits, to the transience of lile.li So
popular did the anatomy school display become that successive editions of catalogues in a
variety of languages were produced almost annually: over sixty editions are known, but
the total number may have run into hundreds. 611
A second museum in Leiden, situated in the Physic Garden, was visited by Dr Edward
Brown in 1668, who found there 'many natural and artificial curiosities, and many sorts
of optic glasses',ti!J and later by Northleigh/ 0 who describes and discusses several natural
history specimens.
Older than both these Leiden collections was that which the physician Bernard
Paludanus (Berent ten Broecke) ( 1550-1633) compiled in his native Enkhuizen.
Paluclanus had been a student at Padua and had travelled widely in the Levant and in
Egypt. Some rarities in his collection originated in those travels, but others were acquired
from travellers and merchants, most f~11nous among whom was .Jan Huygen van
Linschoten, who worked as an agent of the Portuguese in India. From him Paludanus
received examples of oriental writing-materials and other items. 71 Among the many
visitors to Paludanus's cabinet was Duke Friedrich I of Wi.irttemberg (ruled 1593-1608).
'T'he Duke's secretary, .Jakob Rathgeb, compiled a descriptive inventory of the collection
during their visit in 1592 and eventually published an account ofit. 7 ~ From this we learn
that it comprised some eighty-nine cabinets and chests of carefully identified minerals,
plants, animals, and birds, together with arms, costumes, ivories, and other artificial
rarities fi·om China and fi·om the East and \Vest Indies.i:l Following Paludanus's death,
part of his collection \·vent to the anatomy school in Leiden, 7 "1 but the bulk of it was
bought for the collection at Schloss Gottorp.
Amsterdam was the home of a number of important private collections, no doubt
encouraged by the many commercial links which developed during the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries between the Netherlands on the one hand and the Americas and
East Indies on the other. The Reynst brothers fc)r example were the sons of a wealthy
shipowner who had made a fortune in trading with the Indies. 'fhe r;tme of their cabinet
of rarities stemmed less from oriental ol~jects, however, than from its incorporation of the
collection of the Venetian doge, Vendramin. 75 Another well-known Amsterdam
collection was amassed by Jacob Swammerdam ( 16o6-78) and his son .Jan ( 1637-80);
the father was a druggist and the son a qualified physician, although ill health prevented
him from practising. 76 From a sale catalogue p1:epared after the death of the younger
Swammerdam we learn that the collection was composed approximately of one-third
natural history specimens, one-third artificial curiosities, and one-third coins. 77 The
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Indian curiosities of Matthys de Boer were sufficiently renowned to attract a visit from
Cosimo de Medici in 1667. 78 By the end of the century there were in the region ofsixty
zoological cabinets alone in the Netherlands, some of which changed hands for large
sums of money: after acquiring the cabinet of Albert Seba (I 665-I 736) in 171 7, the Czar
of Russia paid 30,000 florins for the ana.tomical and zoological collections of Frederik
Ruysch (I 638-1 731). i!l
In Denmark two important collections eclipsed all others, namely those ofOle Worm
and of the royal household in Copenhagen. Worm (I588-1654) has been justifiably
compared in museological importance with Aldrovandi and Gesner. 80 His formal
education included the study of philosophy, theology, and medicine at the universities of
Marburg, Giessen, Strasbourg, and Basel. While in Basel, he may have seen Gesner's
collection, by then in the possession of Felix Platter. More certain are his recorded visits.
to Ferrante Imperato in Naples in I6og and to Paludanus in Enkhuizen in I61o. 81 During
I 61 1 he spent six weeks at Kassel, where he became well acquainted with Moritz the
Learned's Kunstkammer."~ 'T'he collection which Worm eventually formed in Copenhagen
(Pl. CLXXXV), where he became successively Professor of Latin and of Medicine, is of
interest not only for its content but also for its utilization as a source of reference material
in Worm's medical treatises and as a teaching aid. 83 It has been suggested that the
foundation of the collection was rooted in an attempt to realign the basis of scholarship
from a speculative to a practical and demonstrative basis, somewhat akin to English
Baconian principles. 84 A summary catalogue of the collection, dated 1642, was followed
by a more sumptuous volume published the year after \'\form's death, which also
contained an exposition of his museological theory. 85 From this catalogue we learn that
the collection included fossils, plants of general as well as medicinal interest, animals
(including sawfish, 'sea unicorns', and parts of mermaids), Egyptian and other
antiquities," 6 and ethnographic material. Many additions came in response to the
publication of the 1642 summary catalogue, while others were gifts from students,
notably Icelanders. 87 The reputation of the collection was enormous: a contemporary
source" 8 recounts that 'many royal persons and envoys visiting Copenhagen ask to see the
museum on account of its great fame and what it relates from foreign lands, and they
wonder and marvel at what they see. As evidence of having seen it they testify with their
own hand in a book remaining with him.' After Ole Worm's death his son Willum
(1633-1704) appears to have had no ambition to maintain the collection on a private
basis and therefore, under provision of the will, it passed to the royal cabinet. 89
Although some interest in collecting had been manifested by earlier monarchs, credit
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lor the foundation of the Danish royal Kunstkammer must go to Fred erik I I I ( 1609-70) yo
Frederik's upbringing had been directed towards a career in the Church rather than on
the throne; hence he absorbed more scholarship than the average monarch. He travelled
in the Netherlands and in France li·om 1628 to 1630 and served as Archbishop of Bremen
between 1634 and 1644, during which time he was exposed to the mainstreams of
European taste in which collecting was now thoroughly l~1shionable. A further impetus
came in 1645 when he was installed as governor of Schleswig-Holstein, just as his cousin,
the third Duke ofGottorp, was planning his Kunstkammer at Schleswig. Within five years
Frederik had acceded to the Danish throne and had begun his own collection which, by
1653, ah·eady occupied several rooms in the royal palace: a later inventory mentions that
one room contained natural rarities, another art objects, and another guns; there were
also cabinets of mathematical instruments, medals, East Indian objects, and architectural models. It quickly became overcrowded \Vith acquisitions, notably the entire
\Vorm collection which arrived in 1655, and was eventually transferred in the late 1670s
to the upper floor of a new building, designed to house the collection along with a library
and an arsenal. An illustrated catalogue was published in 1696,!1 1 and later inventories of
the early eighteenth century demonstrate continuing expansion, culminating in the
absorption of the Gottorp collection c. 1750.
The interest taken by the French royal court in collecting exotic ethnographic material
can be traced from the time of the three exploratory voyages to North America carried
out between 1534 and 1541 by .Jacques Cartier ( 149 1-1 55 7). Cartier brought back to
Fran~ois I not only tales of his discoveries but also physical evidence in the form of
weapons, clothing, and even Indians_!l'l The idea quickly developed that these
'nouvellctez' should be housed together, and subsequently they were placed under the
control of the Cosmographer Royal, Andre Thcvet ( 1502-90) y:• 'T'hcvet had himself
already made a successful expedition to Brazil and was responsible for introducing to the
collection a number of items from that area, including a wooden club and a feather cape.
Towards the end of the century, .Jean Moquet, apothecary to Henry IV, was placed in
charge of a 'cabinet de singularitcz' which was installed at the Tuileries, and in his dual
capacity made several transatlantic voyages in search of both plants and rarities.!14 All
the surviving material from these earlier collections was in turn transferred to the
Cabinet du.Jardin des Plantes Medicinales/' 5 established in 1633 by Louis XIII, and
there they remained for the entire seventeenth century, largely subordinated to the
interests of the apothecaries whom the garden and the collection principally served.
Among the nobility were some who took a more positive interest in collecting. A
remarkable collection was possessed by the Duke of Montmorency ( 1493-1 567), and is
well known from inventories compiled in I 556, I 560, and I 568.% Its composition
reflected vividly the interests of its owner. In keeping with his distinguished military
career, weapons were particularly well represented: they included English, Spanish, and
'"' This accoulll uf 1hc Danish royal Ku11stknmmer is based on
Dam-Mikkclscn in ibid., pp. xix-xxxiii.
'" .Jacuba:u r6g6, pt~s.,·im.
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Turkish bows; crossbows; English, German, and Turkish S\vords; pikes, halberds, and
even Brazilian clubs. Similarly, there were many large diagrams and charts illustrating
military formations, sieges, naval battles, and fortifications, and a large collection of
maps. Montmorency had also a collection of paintings of kings, emperors, and other
notables, and a magnificent library concerned with history, genealogy, heraldry,
military matters, and navigation.
From the following century the collection ofGaston, Duke ofOrleans (16o8-6o) may
be singled out. His collection of coins and meclals, 97 which eventually formed the basis of
the Cabinet du Roi, was seen in 1644 by Evelyn, 98 who also admired the Duke's
'incomparable collection' ofshells and agates. On Evelyn's authority we have it that the
Duke was very knowledgeable not only in medals but also in plants, so that 'nothing of
that kind escapes him'. 'T'his latter interest led him to found a botanic garden at Blois as a
compliment to his natural history collections, which were eventually bought in 166o by
Colbert and which were to form the foundation of the Cabinet d'Histoire Naturelle. 9 !1
Among the earliest of the French bourgeois collections was that of Bernard Palissy
(1510-go), the Huguenot potter and philosopher. 100 As well as enamels and pottery, in
which he was a craftsman and innovator (sec Nos. 214-16), Palissy's collection included
by c.1575 a \·vide range of natural history specimens on which he partly based his
philosophical views. His large shell-collection contained foreign as well as local varieties,
and fossils were also richly represented. One of Palissy's particular interests was
petril~1ction, the basis of which he discussed: no doubt his interest was fuelled by the tales
he records of whole companies of men and animals and even entire villages turned to
StOn·C. 1 n I
Petrifactions were also well represented in the cabinet of Jean Savaron ( 1566-1622),
including a snail, an egg, a mushroom, several nuts and fragments of wood, and an
antique salt-cellar with the salt still in it. 102 More important, however, were his
collections of medals in bronze and precious metals: over 7,000 are mentioned, 1 n:i
representing kings, emperors, popes, consuls, and other historic persons.
The most considerable French collector of the early seventeenth century was
undoubtedly Nicolas-Ciaude Fabri de Peiresc (1580-1637), a councillor in the
parliament of Aix-en-~rovence and an authority on natural history, astronomy,
antiquities, numismatics, and linguistics. HH He maintained agents in Asia, Africa, and
the Americas, who kept him supplied with a stream of fresh material. One of these,
named Samson, acquired a collection of classical statuary which would have formed the
crowning glory of Peiresc's collection had it not gone astray at Smyrna, eventually to
be purchased there for the Earl of Arundel (see p. 84) . 1 n:, From another agent, a
Franciscan friar who was dispatched on two occasions to the East, came large numbers of
manuscripts, coins, antiquities, and natural history specimens. 1 06 I ncleecl it was said that
hardly a ship entered a French port without some strange animals, exotic plants, antique
"':\·luna~·
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sculptures, inscriptions, manuscripts in Coptic, Arabic, Hebrew, or Chinese, or
fragments of antiquity unearthed from the Bosphoros or the Peloponnese, which was not
destined for Peiresc.' 07 Surrounded by these treasures in his mansion at Aix, which also
contained a remarkable library and an observatory, Peiresc carried on a correspondence
with leading artists and scholars, including Rubens, William Camden, and Sir Robert
Cotton.
Peiresc's contemporary, Paul Contant (c. I 5 72-I 632), combined a professional interest
as an apothecary with a taste for natural and artificial rarities which led to his founding a
botanic garden with a cabinet of natural history in his native Poitiers. A catalogue of
this collection was published with the title ofLe ]au/in et Cabinet Poetique de Paul Coutant, 100
but its somewhat f~mciful character belies the seriousness of C:ontant's pursuits, which
took him on several extended journeys through France, Germany, and Italy, visiting
established cabinets and building up his own. In the process he acquired a number of
zoological specimens including a sawfish, a swordfish, and an armadillo, together with
several deformed specimens and others of fabulous nature such as a dragon and a remora
(see p. 93). The C:ontant collection was not merely of natural history, however,
including also much ethnographic material such as clothing, weapons, and a canoe, the
latter eulogized in the catalogue. 10 !1
Pierre Borel (I 620-7 I) of Castres also deserves attention, not only for his natural
history collection (which included relics of giants and unicorns, rare herbs such as tea,
and also pmvder to turn water into wine), but also for the list of over 200 contemporary
cabinets which he published in his catalogue.' 10 In addition to the location of each
cabinet, together with the name of its owner, this guide gives some instances of particular
specializations: hence under Paris are listed collections f~1med for antiques (those of the
King and the Duke ofOrleans), antiquities (M. Gau), flowers and shells (including that
of M. Robin, surgeon), plants (including that of the three Messieurs de Morin) 111 and
some sixteen others, mostly specializing in painting and ranging f1~om 'le petit patissier vis
<:'t vis de S. Germain' to the abbots of Saint Ambroise and Lumagne, and M. Feydeau,
canon of Notre Dame.
An important collection founded with predominantly academic aims towards the end
of the seventeenth century was housed in the library of the abbey of Saint Genevieve. In
the preface to a catalogue of this collection published in I692, its creator, Father Claude
du Molinet, explains that he strove to collect and to exhibit only items which would be of
value in the study of the sciences: astronomy, mathematics, and, above all, history,
whether natural, ancient, or moclern. 112 The collection quickly grew to an impressive
size, helped by the f~tct that it incorporated the bulk of the former Peiresc collection.
Facing the entrance to the Sainte Genevieve collection was an alcove containing
examples of foreign clothing and weapons, principally Persian, Indian, and American,
above which were three tiers of urns, figures, lamps, and other antiquities (Pl.
CLXXXVI). By the alcove were two cupboards with shelves full of exotic birds, animals,
1HBo~.
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and petrifactions, together with ornaments and footwear fl·om various countries; above
were a further two shelves displaying Chinese vases and figures, and various sorts of coral.
Other cabinets disposed about the gallery held respectively large numbers of medals,
coins, weights and measures, scientific instruments, intaglios, deities, and various other
antiquities, while rare animals, birds, and fish stood on and under cupboards. Around
the \Valls were portraits or kings or France. Lister found plenty to admire there during a
visit in I 6g8, 113 though nothing pleased him more than the opportunity of seeing what
remained ofPeiresc's collection. By this time there were many cabinets in Paris to attract
the visiting savant: Lister particularly mentions those of Boucot, Morin, Butterfield, and
Tournefort; 1 14 the latter is also singled out for mention by Brice, along with the natural
history cabinet of the brothers GeofTroy. 115 Further information on these and other
collectors in seventeenth-century France is given by BonnafTee. 1 1l;
Seventeenth-century British cabinets of rarities were almost exclusively in the hands of
the wealthy middle classes or of academic institutions. 'T'here seems to have been little
taste for them among the nobility, who were essentially collectors of fine art. A royal
coin-cabinet was formed in I 6og-I I, however, under the influence of Sir Robert Cotton
(whose own interests were more particularly centred on manuscripts and inscriptions), 1 17
and Charles I acquired in I 627 the entire Gonzaga cabinet of Mantua, through the
intervention of Daniel Nys, a Flemish dealer in Venice. 11 " Some part, at least, of
Hubert's collection is said originally to have belonged to Charles 1. 11 !1 On Lister's
authority we know that Charles I I received 'many curious presents ... (as one of shells
from the states of Holland many of which I have seen in other hands) but he suffered
them all to be dissipated and lost'. 120 Thomas Howard, second Earl of Arundel (15861646), dubbed by Horace Walpole the 'Father ofVertu in England', is remembered for
his outstanding collections ofstatuary, engraved gems, paintings, and manuscripts, but
showed no recorded interest in rarities. The Duke of Buckingham, one of the foremost
arbiters of fashion ofhis day, was again not primarily interested in this aspect of collecting, although the appeal for specimens written on his behalf by the elder Tradescant (see
pp. 19-20), three years before Buckingham's death, implies at least a nascent interest. 121
As outlined above, the Tradescants' museum was by no means the earliest in London,
although it was for a time the best known. A catalogue to another collection of somewhat
similar character appeared within a few years of the publication of Musteum
Tradescantianum and shortly after the death of the younger Tradescant. 122 This gave
'The names of the Rarities that are to be seen at that place formerly called the Music
House, near the West End of St Pauls·; You may see every afternoon that which hath
been seen by those that are admirers of God's works in Natu.re, with other things that
hath been seen by Emperours, Empresses, Kings and Queens and many other sovereign
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princes.' The collection was quite clearly open to the public, lor the catalogue goes on:
'the Gentlemen of these Rarities can show thousands of other rarities of N aturc besides
the things aforementioned, to those that are more curious, and will be at some more
charge: on Mondays & Thursdayes things of the sea; Tuesdays and Fridays things of the
land; Wednesday and Saturdays things of sea land and air'. Private parties and foreign
ambassadors were catered lor 'in three or four tongues' . 1 ~:l This collection belonged to
one Robert Hubert, alias Forges, and was amassed by him, in his own words, 'with great
industry, cost and thirty years travel in foreign countries' . 12 "1 The varied exhibits
included a 'sea morce of Greeneland (which] does sleep hanging on the Rocks by the
great teeth of the upper jaw', a 'king crab of the lV1oluccos Island', two sorts of armadillo,
and 'a piece of oaken wood turned into jasper ... that a cardinal had in Rome for a great
rarity'. The list of benefactors to the museum is even more astonishing than its contents,
including Charles I, Charles II, several members of ruling Scandinavian and German
families (some of them, like the Elector ofSaxony and the Duke of Holstein, with cabinets
of their own), the Duke of Orleans, and Monsieur de Believrc, 'Great President of
France', university professors from Strasbourg, Heidelberg, Prague, and Utrecht, and
physicians in Hamburg, Ni.irnberg and Augsburg. Among the other names arc two which
figure among the Tradescants' benefactors: Sir Thomas Roe and Mr Pavey, 'Treasurer
to His Royal Highncssc the Duke ofYorkc'. Not mentioned in this list but credited in the
text with former ownership of certain specimens are james I, the King of France, Johan
Mam·its of Nassau, the Duke of Florence, and Cardinal Richclicu. Clearly Hubert well
understood the inherent appeal vested in his collection by its aristocratic associations.
Another of Hubert's benefactors, 'Esquire Com·tine, a lover of vertue and Ingenuity',
was a West Indies merchant with an important cabinet of his own. 12 '' His son, W"illiam
Courten ( 1642-1702), who also adopted the alias Charleton, inherited his debts as well as
his collection and as a result was forced to leave the country. For some twenty-five years
Courtcn travelled around Europe on what has been described as 'in effect one long
collecting expedition', before returning to England under his assumed name around
1684. 1:.!G His rarities, installed in ten rooms at the Temple, attracted the attention and
admiration of scholars as well as society: Ray took a week in 1687 to examine this
'repository of rare and select objects of natural history and an so curiously and elegantly
arranged and preserved that you could hardly find the like in all Europe'; 127 Evelyn
found it in 16go 'one of the most perfect assemblys of rarities that can be anywhere
scene'; 128 Thoresby judged it 'perhaps the most noble collection of natural and artificial
curiosities, of ancient and modern coins and medals, that any private person in the world
enjoys ... there is, I think, the greatest variety of insects and animals, corals, shells,
petrifactions, &c. that ever I bchcld'. 12 !' The fact that Thorcsby's enjoyment of the
collection was interrupted by a visit from the Countess of Pembroke and other ladies from
Ibid., pp. ~5-7·
Ibid., p. 27.
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the court is evidence that the collection's appeal extended far beyond narrmv specialist
circles. 1 :w
Many less-illustrious cabinets had by no\v been built up in London, each with a
flavour of its own. James Petiver ( 1663-1 718), a wealthy apothecary ofAidersgate, had a
particular interest in botany, entomology, and zoology: his collection was augmented by
many contacts he maintained in the East and \Vest Indies. In an appeal somewhat akin
to that issued by Tradcscant, Petivcr issued the following statement: 'I humbly entreat
that all practitioners in Physick, Sea-Surgeons or other curious persons, who travel into
foreign countries, will be pleased to make collections for me of whatever plants, shells,
insects & c they shall meet with, preserving them according to directions that I have
made so casie as the meanest capacity is able to perform, the which I am ready to give to
such as shall desire them' . 1 :l 1 These 'directions' showed how specimens could be
preserved in 'Rack, Rum or brandy'. 1 :i 2 Petivcr was judged to have 'taken great pains to
gather together the productions of nature in England, and by his correspondents all over
the world procured ... a greater quantity than any man before him'. 13 :l Unfortunately,
'he did not take equal care to keep them, but put them into heaps, with sometimes small
labels of' paper, where they were many of them injured by dust, insects, rain, & c.' 1 H
Both Pctiver (described as 'wretched both in looks and actions') and his collection
aroused the displeasure of von Ufienbach: 'Everything is kept in true English fashion in
prodigious confusion in one wretched cabinet and in boxes ... He offers all foreigners
who come to him a sample of his collection; but he takes care to ask a vast sum for it, so I
declined with thanks'. 1 :l '' A series. of catalogues of the Pctivcr collection was eventually
published between 1695 and 17 1 7. 1:Hi
The interests of another apothecary and collector, John Conyers, who had premises in
Shoe Lane, were different in nature. He was described by Aubrey as possessing 'a world
of'Antiquc curiosities' found during excavations in the Ruincs ofLondon. 1:n He is known
to have made records of Roman and other finds made in digging the Fleet ditch and to
have observed kilns found under the north transept of St. Paul's, producing drawings of
the pottery and descriptions of the stamps encountered. 1 :is His collections, built up over
some thirty years, 1 :i 9 were reorganized in t6gt and a proposal made to open them 'to
such as shall be curious to sec them'. Having had a somewhat equivocal judgement
passed on them by the Athenian Society, however, Conyers appears to have sold them
about two years latcr. 1411
Part of the Conyers cabinet was bought by Dr John Woodward (t665-1728).
Woodward's interests \'vere primarily in minerals, fossils, and shells, his collections of
which were ranked among the very best in England. He published a scholarly account of
English and foreign fossils and made a particular study of petrifaction. Roman and other
antiquities were also represented in his collection. One of these items, an iron shield which
1
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had previously belonged to Conyers, created a notable controversy among antiquaries
who were unable to agree about its age; it brought scorn upon VVoodward from many
(justified) sceptics, notably Pope. 1 •11
One of Woodward's contemporaries, Sir Hans Sloane ( 1660-1753) was to set new
standards in amass!ng what ultimately became the foundation collection of the British
Museum. His combination ofscientific ability and considerable wealth enabled him to
form a collection of some 1oo,ooo specimens, 14 ~ including some 32,000 coins and medals,
and 12,500 botanical specimens, in addition to material fi·om the collections of Courten
(leli: to Sloane in a bequest) and Petiver (lor \Vhich he paid £4,000) . 1·l:l
By this time, however, the first institutional museum had already been founded in
London under the auspices of the Royal Society, which had gained its charter in 1662.
Within a few years of this date the Society's 'Repository' of natural and artificial rarities
was being formed at Gresham College, taking the f()l"m of 'a theatrical building
resembling that of Leyden in Holland' . 1 ' 14 The acquisition in 1665 of a ready-made
collection, purchased lor£ 100 from a certain Mr Hubbard, soon put it on a firm looting,
while donations from individual members ensured its continuing gro\ovth. Murray
re~ognized that 'Mr Hubbard' was almost certainly Robert Hubert (see pp. 84-5) and
pointed out several points of coincidence between Hubert's catalogue and that of the
Royal Society collection published in 1681 by Nehemiah Grew ( 1628-1 7 1 1), a botanist
and physiologist. 14 '' The performance of scientific experiments and the compiling of rarity
cabinets were twin pursuits which appealed equally to the early members of the Royal
Society, interests which were reflected in the character of the museum. Grew's catalogue
combines descriptions of 'artificial matters' with those of animals, plants, and minerals,
encompassing 'not only things strange and rare but the most known and common
amongst us', preferring 'clear and full descriptions' to 'mystick, mythologick and
Hieroglyphick matters'. 14 6 Despite this bold declaration of intent in the catalogue, the
basis of the collection itself could hardly be described as rigorous: Ned Ward found it a
'Ware-house of ... Antiquated Trumpery ... Rusty Reliques and Philosophical Toys',
incorporating 'an Aviary of dead Birds ... sundry sorts ofserpents ... Abortives put up
in Pickle, and abundance of other Memorandums of"lVlortality'. 147 Grew's catalogue had
led von Uffenbach to expect much from the Repository, but he was to be disappointed:
'It consists', he writes, 'of what appear to be two long narrow chambers, where lie the
finest instruments and other articles (which Grew describes), not only in no sort of order
or tidiness but covered with dust, filth, and coal-smoke, and many of them broken and
utterly ruined. Hone inquires after anything, the operator who shows strangers round
... will usually say: "A rogue had it stolen away," or he will show you pieces of it,
saying: "It is corrupted or broken".' 1411 Even allowing for von Ufienbach's customarily
jaundiced eye, one must agree \vith Altick that 'it is doubtful if the nation gained much
when the decrepit collection was presented to the British Museum in 1 779' . 1 ""'
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Outside London other museums had developed both in private and in institutional
hands, most notably in Oxford. In addition to the Ashmolean Museum, there were
collections belonging to the Anatomy School, the Bodleian Library, and St. John's
College. Evelyn records a visit to the Bodleian in 1654 where, in addition to many rare
books and manuscripts, he was shown a number of rarities. 'In the Closset of the Tower',
he writes, 'they shew Josephs parti colourd Coate, a Muscovian Ladys Whip, some
Indian Weapons, Urnes, Lamps: &c: but the rarest, is the \\'hole Alcm·an written in one
large sheete of Calico, which is made up in a Priests Vesture or Cape after the Turkish, &
the Arabic Character so exquisitely written, as no printed letter comes neere it: Also a
rolle of Magical Charmes or Periapta, divers Talismans, some Medails' .I 50 Progressing to
the 'Physick Or Anatomic Scholc', which occupied part of the first floor of the Bodleian
quadrangle, Evelyn found it 'adorn 'd with some rarities of natural things; but nothing
extraordinary, save the Skin ofaJaccal, a rarely Colour'dJacatroo, or prodigious large
Parot, two humming birds, not much bigger than our humble bee'. On an earlier visit, in
1638, Stirn was shown West Indian and Egyptian idols, a portrait ofQueen Elizabeth in
featherwork, 'a piece of the salt pillar' (which may have been intended for Lot's wife),
and a coat attributed toJoseph 'which he wore when he was sold to the Egyptians'.l 51
The French traveller Monconys also left a record of his visit to the Anatomy School in
1663:
there are several sorts of animals, fishes, birds and other curiosities; but there was nothing that I
had not seen in thousands of places. There is a skin of a man, and one of a woman, and they show
a small cube of wood, in which, though no joint is perceptible, there is a thick copper ring,
without sign ofsoldering, passed through the middle of one of the faces ... In a small room they
showed us a skin robe of many colours, so they have to say that it was.Joseph's. And there too we
saw a black marble in the middle of which was a lizard, formed so perfectly that it appears to be
petrified: but I believe it to be merely a lusus naturae, that has shaped the animal in white marble,
unless it be a drawing 'par une filament' . 152
Further accounts of the Anatomy School collection and lists of its exhibits (including
human anatomy, zoology, botany, mineralogy, and artificial rarities) are reproduced by
Gunther} 53 At St. John's College Evelyn saw 'the Library, & the 2 Skeletons, which are
finely clense'd, & put together: observable are also the store of Mathematical
Instruments, all of them chiefly given by the late A: Bishop Lawd, who built here an
handsome Quadrangle' . 1 H One personal collection at Oxford which attracted Evelyn's
attention was 'that most obliging & universaly Curious Dr. Wilkins's, at Waddum',
which included:
Transparent Apiaries ... adorn'd with variety of Dials, little Statues, Vanes &c ... He had also
contrivd an hollow Statue which gave a Voice, & utterd words, by a long & conceald pipe which
went to its mouth ... He had above in his Gallery & Lodgings variety of Shadows, Dyals,
Perspe[c]tives ... & many other artif[i]cial, mathematical, Magical curiosities: A Way-Wiser, a
""Evelyn, Dimy, 10-11 July 1654"'' Hager 1887, p. 452.
"' 2 De Monconys 1666, 2. s·~; transl;ued in Gumlwr 1925, p.

254. The wooden cuhe incorporating the copp<:r ring is il·
lustrated in Gunther 1925, p. 277.
"'" I bid., pp. 252-79.
,., Evdyn, /Jifll)', 12 .July 1li54··
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Thermometer; a Monstrous M agnes, Conic and other Sections, a Balance on a clemie circle, most
of them of his owne & that prodigious young Scholar, Mr. Chr: \Vren. 155

John Bargravc (1610-8o), a canon ofCantcrbury Cathedral, built up a collection which
is of particular interest here on account of its similar character to the Tradescant
collection. Included in Hargrave's collection \·Vcre, for example, 'native Viginian money'
including 'Ranoke' and '\Vapcnpeake', and other North American material such as a
'cravat', a girdle, and a small pair of gaiters made of porcupine quills, 'sent to me by Mr
Tymothy Cauley, now a merchant in London, by way of gratuity, he being one of the 162
slaves I redeemed from Argecrs when I went thither by King Charles 2 commission.'' 5 6
As well as these slaves, Bargrave acquired from Algiers a pair of'rcdleather buskins' and
a 'miniature painting of the King of Argccrs'. His varied cabinet included other
categories or material: classical an tiq ui ties and other itcms from Italy; natural rari tics
such as a petrified toadstool, 'a large sea-horse's tooth, said to be good against poison,
next to an unicorn's horn', an 'eagle stone, propitious f01_· childbirth, and the finger of a
Frenchman', 157 artificial rarities such as a cutaway model ofa human eye, steel cylinders
for optical experiments and for viewing trompe l'leil pictures, other optical devices, and
manuscripts including 'A fair book in folio with cfligies of Alexander 7th and all the
College or Cardinals'.'''"
In Norwich could be ·seen the cabinet of Sir Thomas Browne ( 16os-82), antiquary,
natural historian, and philosopher. Visiting Nonvich in 1671, Evelyn found Browne's
house and garden 'a Paradise & Cabinet of rarities, & that of the best collection,
especially Medails, books, Plants, natural things' . 1 ''!1 It has been suggested that Browne's
whimsical i\1/usaeum Clausum, published in 1684 but composed at an earlier date, may
have owed its inspiration to the i\1usteum Tradescantianum of 1656. 11; 0
Ralph Thorcsby (1658-1725) of Leeds was an assiduous collector whose cabinet
attracted the attention, the covetousness, indeed, of many of his contemporaries, not least
at Oxford (sec p. 6o). It included numerous coins and medals, manuscripts and
autographs, zoological, botanical, and mineral specimens, and a wide range of British
and foreign artificial curiosities. One of the latter was a 'Tomahaw, or fighting Club from
North-Carolina: it is a yellowish hard Wood like Box, above two Foot long, tapering
from a little more than an Inch broad at the Handle, to three Inches at the other End,
where it terminates in a Knob or Ball eight Inches round: Upon one side is drawn an odd
Figure supposed to represent one of the Idols whose assistance they implore'; it was brought
to Thoresby by the Attorney-General Christopher Gale. 11; 1 Under the category of
'Humane Rarities' were to be found such diverse specimens as one of the horny
excresences which grew on the thumbs, fingers, and toes of one Nathaniel Hulme of

"'''I hid., 13 July 1li54·
""; Robertson 1H67, pp. 137-4·0. Hargrave (who was a con·
temporary of the younger Tradescanl at the King's School,
Canu:rbury) undertook his well-known mission to Algiers in
1fi62.
"' Hargrave records that while in France he had b<:cn olfered
the emir~ body of a child by 1lu: Franciscans, but refused it,

being then 'mllwarrl bound l(u· the grand lour of France'
(Robertson 1Hfi7, p. 131).
"" Ibid., PP· 117-:m.
"'' Evelyn. Dill I)', 1H October 1671.
";" Hcckscher 195H, n. 191.
,,;, Thoresby 17 1,.., p .•n2.
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Bolton, and 'a pugill of the dust (unmix'd with earth) of a noble Countess, not easily
distinguished from common dust and ashes' . 162
Three Scottish collectors may serve to complete this brief and necessarily selective
survey. Sir James Balfour (16oo-s7), having compiled a library of excellent quality and
antiquarian flavour, and appreciating (in the words of his biographer) that 'things and
events involved in obscurity are often illustrated by ancient coins, rings, collars,
bracelets, seals, and other remains of a former age, he carefully collected this precious
antiquarian material, and arranged it in cabinets as a supplement to his library' . 163 His
younger brother, Sir Andrew Balfour (1630-94), returned to Scotland about 1667 after
some fifteen years of foreign travel, bringing with him a collection in which were
represented costumes and weapons, natural history, mathematical and surgical instruments, and a cabinet of materia medica, which he continued to augment in later years. 164
After Balfour's death his collection passed to his countryman, Sir Robert Sibbald ( 164 I ' 722), who had already built up a cabinet of his own and had published the first
systematic natural history of Scotland. Murray recounts that in 1697 Sib bald presented
Balfour's collection to the University of Edinburgh, adding numerous specimens of his
o\-vn and publishing a handbook to the combined display for the use ofstudents, although
it was his hope that it would be open to the public at large. 165 Visiting it within a few
years of its opening, Defoe found that the museum contained 'a vast Treasure of
Curiosities of Art and Nature, domestic and foreign, from almost all Parts of the World;
and is greatly valued by the Virtuosoes, containing. some Rarities that are not to be
found, either in those of the Royal Society at London, or the Ashmolean at Oxford' . 166
Sadly, it failed to survive to form the basis of a permanent collection, and within fifty
years had been almost entirely dissipated. 167
Plainly the collection built up at Lambeth by the Tradescants was by no means
unique; it was, rather, a characteristic product of its age, similar to many other cabinets
of rarities to be found over a large part of the European continent. The elder
Tradescant's methods of acquisition - by personal contact with ambassadors and
overseas merchants, 168 by written appeal (in the name of the Duke ofBuckingham) and
by foreign travel on his own part - can all be paralleled elsewhere. Missionary priests
figure prominently in the formation of other collections such as Kircher's in Rome and
Francke's at Halle; Evelyn records the passage through London of a vast collection of
rarities 'as in my life I have not seene', collected by Jesuits in China and Japan and
destined for display in Paris. 169 Shops sprang up in the course of the seventeenth century
to cater for this increasing appetite: Borel mentions a 'Magasin des Indes' in Lisbon, 170
while Evelyn records purchases made in Pozzuoli, and in the Piazza Navona in Rome,
the latter thronged with merchants selling antiquities, medals, and other curiosities; 171
other purchases were made at shops selling shells, Indian artefacts, and maps in
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Ibid., p. 431.
Sihhald, quoted in Murray rgo.h p. 151.
Ibid., pp. 151-2.
I bid., pp. 153-5·
Defile I 741l, pp. 79-llo.
Murray 1904, p. '55·
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;
\Vi1ness his contacts with, !i.lr example, Sir Peter Wyche
and Sir Thoma.~ Roc, and the leucr from Virginia referred 10 on
p. 12, II. IJ2.
16
" Evelyn, Ditll)'· 22 .June r664.
17 " Bur<:! 1li4g, p. I \Ill.
171 Evelyn, Dim)', c.ll February 1645; ibid., 20 February 1645·
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Amsterdam, while natural and artificial rarities, particularly those made of tortoise-shell
and ivory, were freely available in Dieppe. 172 One such shop was to be found in Paris,
called 'Noahs-Arke, where are to be had for many all the Curiosities naturall or artificial
imaginable, Indian or Europan, for luxury or Use, as Cabinets, Shells, lvorys, Purselan,
Dried fishes, rare Insects, Birds, Pictures, and a thousand exotic extravagances' . 1 n By
the beginning of the eighteenth century at the latest there were similar merchants in
London: von Uffenbach was pleasantly surprised to find one at Charing Cross in 1710,
who displayed 'an extremely elegant cabinet of coins ... a superabundance of statues',
had two rooms full of antiquities, and 'as many as 200 to 250 of all kinds of statuettes,
idols, "utensilibus" and other such things' . 174 Gifts and exchanges are known to have
taken place between collectors of like tastes: letters survive \•vhich were written by
Francke in the hope of acquiring unwanted duplicate specimens from other collectors, 175
the generosity of the Medicis in distributing South American and other rarities amongst
some of the European ducal courts is well recorded, 176 while Friedrich Wilhelm's
eagerness to bestow gifts from the Berlin Kunstkammer on Augustus the Strong of Saxony
verged on the prodigal. 177 Occasionally entire cabinets would change hands for cash, as
when Petiver's was sold to Sloane or when Peter the Great bought outright the cabinets
ofSeba and Ruysch. Other instances have been given of collections which, like that of the
Tradescants, were bequeathed more or less intact on the death of their creators, as when
the Heidelberg collection passed to the Elector of Brandenburg, when Sloane acquired
Courten's cabinet, and when Sibbald inherited the collection ofSir Andrew Balfour. Yet
others were dispersed or assembled in time of war, as witnessed by the destruction of
Rudolf I I's cabinet or the annexation of the Gottorp collection by the Danish crown.
Hence there was great mobility of collectable material between different individuals and
different centres, which helps to account for the traits in common which can be traced
through several collections. Certain examples may be drawn from the various categories
of material in the Tradescant collection to illustrate this point.
The Tradescants' collection of birds was impressively widespread in geographical
origin, ranging from a penguin, through Brazilian, Virginian, and other New World
species, to peacock, cassmvary, birds of paradise, and northerly specimens such as a
'Gorara 178 or Colymbus' from Muscovy and a so land goose (gannet) from Scotland.
Perhaps the best-known exhibit was the 'Doda.r, from the Island of Mauritius', a species
also represented by a leg in Hubert's collection and by more complete specimens in the
Anatomy School at Oxford, at Leiden, and at Gottorp. 179 More widely appreciated (and
collected) were the 'Barnacles', of which the Tradescants had four sorts. Barnacle geese
attracted the curiosity of collectors on account of the tradition, enshrined in their name,
"'Ibid .• r.21-+ August 16.p; ihid .. 21 :\larch IU.H. In
describing tlu.· beak of a rhinocl'l'OS bird, StTn in a collection at
Dell"!, Ra)' ( 1731:!, p. 'Jj) memions that it would lw wurth twl'h-t•
florins al Amsterdam.
"" lhid., 3 February 164+·
1
Von lJflcnbach 1753· 4, '1. 46.1 5; Quarrel! and :\lare
"
'93+· p. 37·
"''Storz '!Jh2, p. t95·
1711
Ht:ikamp 1972, p. 11.
117
1-lciTS 1977, p. 1oli.
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gi\·es the Russian word ·Gagara'.

This speeiml'n l"ould ha\T lu·•·n hmught hal"k li·llln Russia hy tlw
elder Trackscanl.
""For Jill' London sp<'<"inll'n st'<·l-luhnt 1liti4, p. !I; th<' Royal
Society's catalogu<' 1Gr!'w IliHt. pp. tio 11 later records what is
prohahly tlw sanw it<'lll. Tlw Oxli>rd dodo is nwntiorwd hy
Gunthl'r ''!J~!">· p. :llio,. thai at l.t·idt·n hy Ray 11671:!, 2. '53'•
and tlw Gonorp sp,·cimen 1which. an:orcling to Hanwl. orig-in;llly hl'longt•d 11> l'alndannSJ hy Oll'arius IJiilili, p. ·l:l'·
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that they sprang from barnacle shells adhering to driftwood and trees rather than from
eggs (PI. CLXXX). As late as 1678 renewed credibility was given to this theory by Sir
Robert Moray, President of the Royal Society, who claimed to have observed such shells,
'having within them little birds perfectly shap'd ... making up a perfect Sea Fowl' . 180
Borel had the bill and wing of a barnacle in his collection, along with a piece of wood
which had acted as host to the shells, 181 and the collection in the Physic Garden at
Leiden also boasted 'Barnacles, a sorte of Geese sayd to grow in Scotland on trees'. 182
The Tradescants' collection of animals compares favourably with any of its day in
variety and in diversity of origin: Brazil, 111 :1 Virginia, the West Indies, Greenland,
Ireland, Cape Verde, 'Ginny' (West Africa), Arabia and India are all mentioned as
sources. One further source, St. james's Park, is also of some interest: although the doe's
head and horns fi·om St. .James's would have been from a native species, it may
be noted that others (like the cassowary already mentioned, which 'dyed at
S . .James's, \.Yestminster') may have been imported live to one or other of the zoos then
well known in London 1114 and been acquired after they had died there.
The 'Bucks head with one horn double branched' and the 'Rams head with an upright
cloven horn' recorded in the Tradescant catalogue are gentle reflections of a taste which
manifested itself in more gruesome form in several contemporary collections. It was
perhaps in continental collections that the taste for Misgebohrte (deformed foetuses) was
particularly prevalent: Schloss Am bras had its share of freakish and misshapen
specimens, both in the form of foetuses and as subjects for paintings, such as a deer with
four ears, giants, and J-laannenschen; 1115 Albrecht V's penchant for pictures of freaks,
criminals, and severed heads has already been mentioned, and the Munich collection also
included plaster casts of deformed limbs. 1 116 The Francke collection at Halle had a
number of such .NatursfJielen ('freaks of nature'), including one chicken with two beaks
and four others each with four legs. 1117 The taste for specimens of this sort extended
beyond these Germanic collections and manifests itself also in the Danish royal
collection, 188 and in the Borel collection at Castres. 189
Swordfish, li·om which the Tradescants had several swords, were understandably
popular on account of their appearance, as were the snouts of sawfish. The fact that the
'Unicornu marinum' is recorded among the fish in the Tradescant catalogue shows that
the origin of the long tusks which had formerly commanded exceptional interest (and
'""Quoted in Whitda:ad '!J71, p. 51, n. H.
Borel Ili49• p. 534: "I.e bois ou s'engcndrcnl lcs Oycs
d'Escossc, qui naisscm de Ia pourriun·•· cl<:s '""'iJ•cs, !'aisle & lc
hcc crunch! Ct:S nyscaux'.
182
l\·lurray 1!Jfltl, p. :i:.!.
""' Dr l'c11:r \Vhitchcad has ohser\'l·d (personal communication) that several of the Brazilian specimens listed in tla:
Tradcscant catalogue li.11· which l\·l:n·kgraf is cited as the
authority arc idcmilicd with greater pn:cision than the Histuria
.Naturali.•· llrt1si/iae which lu: puhlisla:cl with Piso in 1fi.1H would
h;l\'c allowed. One possible explanation lin· this might 1·>1: that the
Tradcscants acquin:d actual type SJWcimcns, duly .icl<:milicd;
brought back by Markgraf li•llowing .Juhan Maurits of Nassau's
go\'crnor-gcneralship of Brazil from lfi:l7 to 1li44 (sec Whitehead
'979)·
••• Freckrik, Duke of \Vi'Irltcmherg, visiting London in 1592,
1111

saw a wolf and six lions and lionesses at the Tower, 'two of them
upwards of a hundred years old' (Rye IBG,), pp. 19-20). Paul
Hcnzncr visited the same zoo in 1598, recording one lion and
three lionesses, a tiger, i\ lynx, a wolr, a porcupine, and an eagle
(ibid., p. 297), and Stirn adds a leopard to the exhibits seen in
Jl.i:~H (Hager 1HH7, p. 4·49l·
'"'' For lim her details and li11· a pol'lrait of these hair-covered
people, sec Gamber and Bcaufon-Spomin 1978, pp. 29, +8-9,
t\bb. 3-+·
1111
; Von Ufli:nhach ( 1753-4, vol. 3, fig. 4) illustratt:s a cast of a
dd(IJ'Incd li.10t fi.ll'mcrly preserved at Oxli11·d.
'"' Franckeschc Stiliung, Halle, MS Catalogue, p. 167, nos.
14-'5·
'"".J;tcoba:o 1710, pp. 5-H.
IK!I Borel Ifi+9· p. '33: 'un chat a deux ll:Sll:s'.
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fabulous prices) as unicorn horns were here recognized as coming from an aquatic species
(the narwhal). 1!10 Another favourite exhibit represented here is the remora, a sucking fish
(Echeneis remora) anciently believed to have the power to bring ships to a halt by attaching
itself to the keel. Contant praises the properties of a specimen in his own 'Cabinet
Poetique'; 1!11 another is to be found in the catalogue of the Gottorp Kunstkammer, where
its power to stop a ship is again alluded to; 192 and Platter makes the same observations
concerning a specimen in Sir \'\'alter Cope's collection. 19 :1
Under the heading of minerals (Fossilia in the text), the Tradescant catalogue lists a
typically varied ·assortment of materials, including not only true fossil and other mineral
specimens such as ammonites, belemnites, and various rock samples, but also rarities
such as 'carbones ex .!Etna'; two varieties (orienta/is and occidentalis) of Bezoar stone, a
calcareous concretion produced internally by the Bezoar goat (and other animals),
greatly valued for antidotal or talismanic purposes; 'mummia', a resinous substance from
mummies, also invested with medicinal powers; 1!14 and a selection of medicinal earths
from various sources, usually made up into small cakes and sometimes, as in the case of
the Lemnian earth listed in the catalogue, stamped with a device indicating the place of
origin and sold under the name of lena sigitlata. 195
Among the artificial rarities are several which fall into well established categories
occurring in other collections. Some are there by virtue of' their association with historical
persons: these include Edward the Confessor's gloves, Ann Boleyn's veil and gloves,
Henry VIII's gloves, stirrups, hawk's hood, and dog-collar, a 'Trunion' of Captain
Drake's ship, Count Mansfi~ld's pole-axe, called Pussacon, the knife 'wherewith Hudson
was killed in the North-West passage, or Hudson's Bay', and Little Jeffrey's boots and
masking suit. 196 These may be compared with such items as Francis I's sword and various
objects associated with the Winter King which were held in theM unich Kunstkammer, 1!17
Maximilian I's lathe which was preserved in the Wilczek collection, 198 and a great many
of' the items in Hubert's collection whose previous associations were carefully catalogued
(see p. 85).
Other entries in the Tradescant catalogue refer to items whose particular interest lay
in technical virtuosity, such as the 'nest of 52 wooden-cups turned within each other as
thin as paper' and various miniature objects: some of the latter were purely technical
tours deforce, such as 'Halfe a Hasle-nut with 70 pieces ofhousholdstuffe in it', one cherry1
"" The term is that used in \Vnnn's catalogue (\Vonn 16.~5,
pp. 282-7), which is also cited clsewhcn: in the Musd'l/111
TradeJca11limmm. Ash mole's copy of the JHuseum IYmmimmm is iu
the Bodld.an Library, OxliJrd (Ashmnle 1713). Tradescant the
Elder's interest in such horns is recorded in a leiter from one M r
Pory 10 Sir Thomas Lucy, in 1632. The author rclatt:s that 'two
Bristol mc!n, after the expense of two summers in discovering a
North \·Vest passage, arc returned back re i11fecta; only I heard
.John Tradcscam tell my Lord nfC:a. that they had discovered an
island where were store uf unicorns' horns, long and wreathed
like that at \Vindsor, which I havt: heard to be nothing else butt he
snout of a fish, yet vc:ry precious against poison' (\Villiams 18.ifl,
p. 189).
"" Coruam 160~1. p. 71.
1
" ' Olcarius 1lififi, p .•p, Tab. XX.

""Williams 1!J:i7, p. 173.
I!H Various iHilhoritic.:s on the virtues of ;nnnnmy' arc quoted
in :\'lurray 1904., pp. s:~-3·
""'A selection of such tablc:ts is illustrated in Vall!nlini 1704.,
p. 1, Tab. 1.
1" 6 'I..iule.Jelli·l,Y' was.Jcffc:ry Hudson (161g-82), a dwarfwho
entered the Duke nf Buckingham's household at the age of ninc:.
At a dinner given by Buckingham in honour of Charles I and
Henri<!lla 1\·laria, Hudson em<!rgcd from a pic, much to the
delight of the Queeu, into whose service he: later pass<!d. For his
remarkable can:cr st:c: /Jictimtal)' •if .Natio11al Biography, s.v.
Hudson.
"" Scherer 191 3, pp. 19-20.
1
"" Vnn Schlosser 19nB, fig. 1!1.
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stone 'holding 10 dozen ofTortois-shell combs, made by Edward Gibbons' and another
'with a dozen of wooden-spoons in it', a 'set of Chesse men in a pepper-corn turned in
Ivory', and 'Flea chains of silver and gold with goo links a piece and yet but an inch
long' . 19 !' Others, including 'A Cherry-stone, upon one side S. Geo: and the Dragon,
perfectly cut: and on the other side 88 Emperours faces' (Pl. CLXX II I), and those still
surviving which are discussed below (Nos. 181-4), had some artistic pretensions. Some at
least of these are of English \·vorkmanship (seep. 294), but they \vere also much favoured
on the Contine~H. The best-known collection is in the 'Green Vaults' at Dresden, where
there is one particularly l~tmous cherry-stone carved \-vith 180 heacls.~ 00 .Menzhausen has
characterized these pieces as typical Kunstkammerstiicke, pieces in which technology,
science, and art are combined in harmony, here manifested respectively by needle-fine
tools to carry out the carving, optical magnifiers for use by the craftsman, and his
inherent skill.~ 01 Their appeal was not limited to Germany, however: while viewing the
Count of Lyons's collection in Paris, Evelyn noted 'a Chaplet of admirable invention, the
intaglias being all upon fruite-stones'. 202 Variations on this idea, in the form of finely
carved nuts made to contain prayers in miniature and probably of Dutch origin, are to be
found in the Nationalmuseum in Copenhagen, the Rijksmuseum in Amsterdam, and at
Dresden. ~ 0 ~1
Ethnographic material forms a major part of the surviving collection. Discovery of the
Americas and the development of contacts with the Far East had revolutionized the
European concept of the world, and cabinets of rarities provided excitingly tangible
displays of physical evidence of its lesser-known inhabitants. Every continent then known
is represented in the Tradescant collection. The material from North America is some of
the earliest to survive. One entry in the 1656 catalogue, referring to 'A Canow & Picture
of an Indian with his bow and Dart, taken 1o leagues at Sea. Ano.-76', must surely relate
to the Eskimo brought back on Frobisher's first voyage in search of the North-West
Passage in 15 76/ 04 or to one of the series of drawings of a man, woman, and child
brought back by him the following year. 205 Its loss, along with several other items of
Greenlandic and Canadian origin, 21Hi is a major mishap. Other objects relating to early
exploratory voyages in this area reached Schloss Gottorp, some of them in the company
of abducted Eskimos, and others formerly in the Danish royal collections can still be seen
in Copenhagen. 207 For material from Virginia the Tradescants may have benefited from

'"" Tradescanr 16:;fi, pp. :il.i-~. Ahick ( 1978, p. 7) quou:s a
reference nf 1578 rn a London smirh, Mark Scalior, who
produced 'a Jock, Of iron, srecJ, and brass, of l:h:ven Sl!\'Cra)
pieces, and a pipe key, all which weiglu:d ln1r one grain of gold.
He also made a chain of gold, of lill'ly-rhn:e links, which chain
hcing li1srnt:d ro rhe lock and key, and pur abnur a Flea's nt:ek,
rhe Flea drew rhem wirh case. Chain, key, lock, and Ilea,
weighed bur one grain and a hall".
"'" Heres 1!JHO, pp. 2-8.
2111
Menzhausen 1!177, p. 2fj.
'"'Evelyn, /Jia~r·, 1 March 16•H·
"" Menzhausen 1977, pp. 1'-!j-li.
""'Cheshire e/ rll. (1~Ho, p. 31) nmjenun: rlmr.John \Vhire
may ha\'1: he<:ll among rhnsc who made pierorial n:curds of rhis

Eskimo; Lueas de 1-lt:erc e<:nainly did and um: of his drawings
srill survives (reproduced ill Huhon and Quinn 19fi<)., 1. 142:
ibid., vol. 2, pl. q.lia).
''"" Rye ( 1Hlij, p. •w6) suggesrs rlrar rlu: 'dead llldian · who
1:aused so much t:xciremcm among rlu: 'holiday li~t>ls' in
Shakespt'1ll'e's TrmJ~e.l'l may have ht:en one ul' rhn:e Eskimos
imponed hy Frobisher in 1577.
'"'; Thest: indude 'A Greinland-hahir' and a 'Mau:h-cuar from
Greenland uf rhc lmrails uf Fishes', 1ogerlu:r wirh boors, shoes,
snow-shues, and weapons (Traclt:scam 1fi51i, pp. 45-H). Of
hisrurical inrcn:sr is rhe 'Knife whcrcwirh l-ludsoll was killed in
rlu: Nonh-Wcsr passage, or 1-luclsoll's Hay' (ibid .. p. <).fi).
'"' !\·leldgaard. ill Dam-Mikkdst:n and l.ulldha·k I!)Hu,
pp. :i-4·
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the friendship of the father with Captain John Smith:loH and, more certainly, from the
several visits to the area by the son. It would appear that the elder Tradescant had some
correspondence with resident Americans:l 09 but none or the Virginian rarities surviving
or lost can be shown to have been acquired through any or these channels. \Vith
increasing colonization during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, notably by the
Dutch and Portuguese in the southern part of the continent and by the French and
English in the north, an ever-increasing flow of material came back to European
collectors. Regrettable losses among the 'T'radescants' Virginian material and that from
Central or South America· include Amazonian and Indian crowns made of feathers, a
match-coat of feathers, 'Divers sorts of pictures wrought in feathers', a 'Bracelet made of
thighes of Indian flyes', and Amazonian and Virginian tobacco pipes. Similar objects
survive fi·om other early collections, however: in Copenhagen, for example, are feather
crowns and cloaks and a necklace or flies' \-vings fi·om Brazil. 2 10 It is noteworthy that
Cosima de Medici sent the Duke of Bavaria in 1572 'a portrait of Our Lady made of all
kinds of feathers' recently arrived from Mexico, and others reached the cabinets of
Rudolf II and Ferdinand I I of Tirol. 211 Other items from the Americas, notably
weapons and garments, were to be found in many of the collections discussed above,
including the Medici and Ambras collections, the Anatomy School at Leiden (which
exhibited 'A Mallet, or hammer that the Savages in New Yorke kill with')/ 1 :.! at Sainte
Genevieve in Paris, and in Bargrave's cabinet at Canterbury.
During the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries European contact with Afi·ica was for
the most part limited to coastal trading in the east and west, with more intensive
commercial intercourse along the Mediterranean littoral. The Portuguese, and later the
Dutch, were the major powers involved in African commerce and in the slave trade \-vith
the southern parts of the Americas. Two pictures by Albert Eckhout, now in the
Nationalmuseum, Copenhagen, but painted during.Johan Malll·its of Nassau's Brazilian
expedition, show Africans transported to an American landscape. :ll :l More generally, the
impact of Africa on European collections was registered in the form of \Vest Coast
material, principally from the area between Senegal in the north and the Congo estuary
in the south, with Portuguese-held Sherbro in Sierra Leone playing an important part in
supplying carved ivories and other collectable items for the European market. This was
the area identified by the elder Tradescant in his plea for material from 'Cine or Binne or
Senega', and represented in the 1656 catalogue by items such as bows, arrows, darts,
quivers, knives, drums, bracelets, plates, drinking-cups, and a lantern. The ivory
trumpet (No. 26) and spoons (Nos. 22-3) in the present catalogue are typical collectors'
items. A collection of similar trumpets survives among the remnants of the Copenhagen
royal collection/~<~ and both spoons and a trumpet are represented at Schloss Ambras.:l 1 ''
East Afi"ican material was much scarcer, but a drum, possibly fi·om Madagascar, still
:.!llll 'l'r·adescanl wa~ certainly lcli a share in a lrunk full of
hooks in S111ith's will (n:produccd in lkanc 1IIIJ7, pp. ~-.J).
:.!ll!l Sl:t' p. 1:.!! II. H:.!.
:.!Ill N;uionalmuscel!
Copenhagen. St:l' Due. in Dcun~
i\·likkclscn ancl l..unclh;d l!JIIo, pp. 24-:l"·
"' t-ldkamp 1~172. pp. 11. 1fi.

"' Witkalll l!)lln, p. •JI·
"" Nationalnms<·ct, Copenhagen. See Due. in DamMikkdscn ancl I.. undha:k 1~)8<.>, pp. ,,o, 43·
,., Nationalmus.:t:t, Copenhagen. See Lundha:k, in DamMikkdsc:n and l.nndba:k I!JII<.>, pp. ,,.!!-!).
'"'Von Schlosser 1!)<>8, p . .'>9• lig. ·17·
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survives in the Copenhagen collection. 216 The possibility that Tradescant the Elder may
have collected such items as the Barbary shoes and spurs and the 'Moores cap' listed in
the catalogue has already been mentioned, but Moorish and more especially Egyptian
antiquities were among the most heavily traded collectors' items. Among the earliest
imported specimens which survive today are those which reached Leiden in the early
21 7
I 62os from Sakkara and elsewhere in Egypt.
The Turkish conquest of Constantinople in I 453 and the subsequent northerly
expansion of the Ottoman empire in the sixteenth century brought Europe into more
direct contact with the Middle East. Weapons were particularly sought-after-acquisitions
among early collectors, but the commercial contacts which developed and the diplomatic
activities of ambassadors such as Sir Thomas Roe led to wider relationships. Tradescant's
Turkish vest, tooth-brush, ink-horn, and various items of clothing are of interest in this
context, as well as more exotic specimens such as the 'Rich vest from the great Mogull'.
Ole Worm describes two forms of Turkish quiver in his collection, one of which held a
bow as well as arrows. 2 1"
There seems little doubt that most of the material reaching early European collections
from the Far East and the Pacific islands would have arrived on merchant ships,
principally those of the Portuguese, whose trading stations, established successively in
Malacca, in japan, and at Macao, had given rise to a flow of oriental material to the west
since the mid-sixteenth century. Dutch East India merchants were to share in this trade
from the beginning of the following century, and Spain too had a hand in it: Hakluyt
records among the cargo of the Madre de Dios, taken by the English fleet in I 592,
'elephants teeth, porcellan vessels ofChina, coco-nuts, hides, eben-wood as blacke as jet,
bedsteds of the same, cloth of the rindes of trees very strange for the matter, and artificiall
in workmanship'.w1 The English failed to establish a successful foothold in Japan, 220
but first Portuguese and Spanish, and later Dutch ships kept the west supplied with
Japanese commodities. Although the term 'Indian' was used without precise meaning by
the Tradescants and their contemporaries, material from the Indian subcontinent
became increasingly common in the West following the establishment of Dutch and
English stations there in the early seventeenth century. The specimens of oriental
epigraphy, Indian paper, various musical instruments, weapons, and vessels, together
with Chinese armour, dishes, and 'Birds-nests from China',Japanese weapons, and more
southerly specimens such as the 'Molocco sword' and shield may all have resulted from
these contacts.
In its varied constituent elements, therefore, the collection built up by the Tradescants
at Lambeth was not unique, but was, rather, in the mainstream of European collecting in
the sixteenth and seventeenth-century tradition. It was by no means the earliest of its
kind, nor was it 'the most extensive in all Europe' .221 There can be no doubt, however, that
the rarities inherited by Ashmole and later dispatched by him to Oxford in twelve cart216
Nationalmuscct, Copenhagen. Sec l..undba:k, in Dami\·Iikkclscn and l..undba:ck 1g!lo, p. 62.
217
Schneider, in Rijksmuscum, Amsterdam 1975, pp. 113-22.
218
Flinch, in Dam Mikkelsen and Lundb;ck 1980, p. 73·

21

Hakluyt 1904, pp. 116-17.
For rcli.:rcncc to the short-lived English fitctory in Japan,
sec under No. 42 below.
1
"
Allan 1gG.h p. 156.
"
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loads represented the best-known and most catholic collection ofspecimens assembled in
Britain to that day. Furthermore, at a time when the doors of other private museums
were closed to all but the most socially acceptable, the 'fradescants' collection had been
open to any who cared to make the journey to Lambeth, an accessibility which was
happily maintained when the Ashmolean Museum opened in 1683 as the first public
museum in the country.
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CATALOGUES

INTRODUCTION
All the objects catalogued here can be identified with some measure of certainty in the
Ashmolean Museum's manuscript catalogues dated c. 1685 (AMS 8 and AMS 18,
otherwise known as 1685A and 1685B). Items inserted at a later date in these catalogues
have been excluded, \vith the exception of No. 79, the entry for which is in the same hand
as the primary record and is likely to be little removed from it in time. The 1685 entries
are reproduced here in each case, following the description of the object and preceding its
discussion. For a complete transcript and translation of the 1685 catalogues, see
Microfiches 2-4. \Vherever an item can be equated with an entry in the 1\1usmum
Tradescantianum of 1656, the relevant entry from that catalogue is also reproduced. For
the entire text of the 1656 catalogue, see Microfiche 5· In a few cases, objects are
identified in the 1656 catalogue, although no corresponding entry appears in those of
1685. The absence of a later entry may be explainable by oversight or temporary loss, or
it may be that the items concerned were not included in the original donation of 1683,
but arrived at a later date.
Inevitably, some doubt must be attached to the pedigree or certain objects. For
example, only generalized and multiple entries can be found in the 1685 catalogues to
correspond with some of the footwear (Nos. 50, 52, 55-7, 109). Similar uncertainty hangs
over some or the items to which the less specific entries in the 1656 catalogue may refer:
for example, many or those identified here with Tradescant's 'Rare and antient pieces
carved in Ivory' might be expected to have merited individual description had they been
exhibited at Lambeth. In each case, however, the evidence is presented so that the
balance of probabilities can be judged by the reader.

ANTIQUITIES FROM THE FOUNDATION
COLLECTION OF THE ASHMOLEAN MUSEUM
Edited by Arthur MacGregor
assisted by Elizabeth Sandford Gunn
With contributions li·om.James Allan, David Brown, Robert Charleston, Anna Somers Cocks, Audrey Butt Colson,
Valerie Cumming, Blanche Ellis, William Fagg, Christian Feest, Nicholas Gcndlc, .James Harle, Patricia Herbert,
Lewis Hill, Alfred .Janata, Marion .Johnson, .Jonathan King, Christopher Lloyd, Jan Lowe, Arthur i\tlacGrcgor,
Edward McEwen, Alan i'vlcGowau, William Paterson, Nigel Ramsay, William Ryan, Elizabeth Sandford Gunn,
Diana Scarishrick, Raymoud Singkton,.J uue Swann, Gerald l"aylor, Kenneth 'feague, MaryTregear, Geofli·cyTurner,
.Jon Whiteley, Guy Wilsou.

·rhe objects arc grouped in the catalogue primarily by continent of origin and subsequently by function.
The authorship of individual contributions is noted at the end of each entry, and indebtedness for further
advice is expressed in ll)otnotes.

THE AMERICAS
(including Greenland)
1. PADDLE (Fig. I). Made li·om a single piece or
spruce or fir (Picea or Abies sp.) with two lanceolate
blades. 'fhe paddle is extremely weathered and
eroded, particularly in the soft areas of spring
growth or the xylem or interior wood, but the basic
outline is unaflcctcd. Because of this erosion it is not
nnw possible to determine whether the tips of Ihc
blades were originally fitted with bone plates: if
not, then they may have been pointed, and have
become Hattencd through wear. As well as being
eroded, the wood is spongy li·om worm infestation,
which has resulted in slight crushing of the edges of
the blades.
'fhe handle is of oval cross-section and was
fimnerly equipped with a hand-grip consisting of a
plate of bone or, perhaps, walrus ivory, which may
also have strengthened the paddle. 'fhis was oflset
slightly to one side so that the plate would have
passed across the palms or the hands of the person
using the paddle, the diflcrent textures of the
materials aiding the grip of the canoeist (or, more

correctly, 'kayakcr'). The plate was let into the
handle and secured with twelve wooden pegs, ·
remains of two of which survive. Drip-rings may
have reinforced the function of the bone plate in
preventing water running on to the grip as the
paddle was being used; surface erosion has removed
any trace of their former presence. One further
feature is the presence of two holes, one in each
blade: they have no apparent functional significance and, since they show traces of ferrous staining
at the edges, may result from nails being used to
display the paddle on a wall after collection.
I 685 B No. 742: QJialuor Remi qui sufJI"a dictis 11(wiculis
afJtantur

Dimensions: Length 2.og m; Width (max) of blade
I 20 mm.
There is strong circumstantial evidence that this
paddle is the only surviving item from a group of
three kayaks and four paddles in the foundation
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collection.' 'l'here is very little Arctic material in
the 1656 catalogue: all the items listed have now
disappeared, together with the kayaks and the other
paddles mentioned in the 1685 catalogue. 'fhis
example, which would appear to have been collected in the period between the compilation of the
two catalogues, is probably from West Greenland. 2
The most likely means of acquisition al. this time
would be from a whaling expedition, since this was
a period of intensive whaling acti\·ity around
Greenland.''
Kayaks were by this time becoming a common
feature of museum collections: Frobisher and Davis
collected several;' as did Tunes ;5 Purchas recorded
seeing one hanging in the house of Sir T[homas]
Smith.';
Birket-Smith says that the double-bladed paddle,
jmutit, used in kayaks of this period, was equipped
with lanceolate blades. He describes succinctly the
action required to propel the kayak: 'The paddle is
held with both hands. The blade is not carried
perpendicularly into the water, but rather obliquely, so that the lower edge is nearest the
kayaker, the blade moving like a paddle on a
paddle-stt:amer. \Vith every stroke the hand nearest
to the blade is moved slightly nearer the latter and,
after the stroke, again wi1hdrawn. The paddle is
thus in a perpetu"-1 gliding movement, from one side
to another, in the hands of the rower. ' 7
The largest collection of early double paddles is
the group of six in the Nationalmuseum,
Copenhagen, all described as Greenlandic. 8 Two
are of the same general shape, with lanceolate
blades;!l the first of these is very similar to the
Ashmolean example except that it is fitted with
1
When the 1886 catalogue of 'Anthropological Objc:cts
transferred li·om the Ashmolean to the Pill Rivers l\1luseum'
(AMS 25) was compiled, this paddle was given the number 791.
At that time it bore an old label numbered 739, relating it to a
group of items numbered 738.. 42 in the 1685 catalogue and
including (7:~8) 'thrt:e boats commonly called canoes made of the
skins of wild animals' and (742) 'li:.ur oars which lit the above:
small boats'.
2
It has been suggested by Dr David Zimmerly (personal
communication) that it may be from the Mac:Kenzic Delta area.
The documentation, however, seems su!Ticiently secure 10 preclude this possibility. I am grateful to Dr Zimmerly, to Dr j.-1...
Roussclut, and to Mr C . .J. Spring, for hdp in connection with
this paddle.
:1 Gad 1970, pp. 2 I 7" sl:l.
'Gosch 1897, p. 36, n. 3·
5
Tunes rc:cords acquiring 'a great number of those small
Vessels [kayaks] made to carry only one man' and 'A great Boat
or Shallop forty live li>ot in length [an umiak] which might
conveniently carry lifl)• persons': sec de Poincy 1666, p. 111:!.
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Scale 1:12. (Detail of recess li.1r
hand-grip, Scale 1 : 3)

"Gosch 1897, p. 36, n. 3·
7 Hirkct-Srnith l!)'-~4• pp. 2.72 <(..
"l\·lcldgaard, in Darn-Mikkclsen and Lundba:k 1980, pp. 10-·
I I.

" Nationalrnuscet, Copenhagen, nos. El..c9, El..c23.
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drip-rings of bone and bone blade-tips. The more section bears a row of twelve cut-out triangular
common type ofGreenlandic paddle has parallel or depressions containing remains ol"pitch but no trace
near-parallel sides to the blades which are olien also of the material ltll"lllcrly inlaid. On both sides,
fitted with bone edges. There are early examples of bordering the design area just noted, is a groove
such paddles in Aberdeen, and in several Dutch which ((,!lows the curved edge, containing the same
collections. 1 " Published accounts of" voyages some- resinous substance as above as well as two tiny
times mention paddles, but usually in a non-specific pieces of shell inlay. An irregular paucrn of brass
manner. Ballin, li:n· instance, noted on his 1612 inserts is concentrated ncar the striking zone of the
expedition to Greenland that the paddle was 'broad ball-head. A hole li:u- the insertion or a carrying or
at each end like our oares'. 11 Nicholas ·runes, who suspension string appears at the junction of the
visited Davis Strait and Greenland li·01n the proximal and distal halves. 'fhc dark Wl.ltlCI 11 ; is well
Netherlands in 1656, talks of the way 'The middle polished and shows no distinct tool-marks. 'T"he dub
of these Oars is beautifi'd with a bone or precious IS badly worm-eaten but has recently been
horn, as well as the ends, and by that place they conserved.
hold them that they may not slip_ out of their 1656 p. 46: Tamnhacks, 6 sorts.
hands.' 12
1685 B no. 133: Qjtinque alia inslrunumta btdlica 1:x
A number of depictions of Eskimos li·mn dillcrent India occidentnli, Lignea, ene e.ttremilnll:.l· quae ictus dan/
parts or the eastern Arctic have survived li·01n the globulis cajJitis infantis magnitudinis arman/ur. Haec
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, some of them diam Tamahacks dinmtur.
showing paddles. 'fhe earliest realistic depiction of
/Jimensilllt.l": Length 0.54 m; Diameter of ball (max)
an Eskimo with a paddle is that by Lucas de Hecre
1 12 mm; Depth of depressed sections, 3 mm.
of a Baffin Eskimo man brought to England by
1
Bibliograpl~l':
Bushnell 1907b, pl. G; H olmcs 1goH,
Frobisher and painted in 15 76. :• 'fhc paddle in this
p.
271,
fig.
85;
Peterson 1965, p. 85, fig. 1.
picture has nearly parallel-sided blades, edged and
tipped with bone, and drip-rings. In 1577 a man, Sec discussion under No. 4-·
woman, and child were brought to England by
Frobisher. They were painted by several people, and 3. BALL-HEADED CLUB (Fig. 3). 'l"hc lower end
various originals and copies of paintings by .John of the shan (which has an oval cross-section) is
\Vhite have survived. 14 While the paddles are broken oil", making the weapon approximately
shown less realistically in these paintings than in 1 oo mm shorter than it originally was. 'T"hc rethat by de Heere, some do show pointed double- mainder of the shan has an almost rectangular
bladed paddles, usually with drip-rings. During the cross-section, and both expands and curves towards
liJIIowing century, drawings, paintings, and engrav- the oval ball-head. On the right side of the club,
ings show paddles with lanceolatc blades, and again ncar the head, a chevron-like hatched area is laintly
they arc usually equipped with drip-rings."' Fnim discernible. Another dillerently-shaped hatched
these examples it seems likely that they may also zone on the Jell side is less well defined. A hole I(:JJ· a
originally have been fitted to the Ashmolean
"'For the Aberdeen paddle sec Reid l~ll~, pp. 511-+, pl.
paddle.
.J. C. H. King XXXVI. fig.~. and Sou1cr 193•h /11/JJim; sec also Whitaker 195•1-•

2. BALL-HEADED CLUB (Fig. 2). 'T"he proximal
half of the shali has rounded edges and a zigzag
pattern of irregularly-shaped pieces or brass (and a
lew of copper) driven into the surfaces or the sides.
Four rows of" the same material arc l(.mnd around
the lower end, as well as irregular patterns at the
butt end and on the upper side of the shali..
X-radiographs show these pieces to be angular fragments of sheet metal partially driven into the wood
and bent over at right angles. The distal half has a
flat cross-section and both expands and curves
towards the oval head. 'T"hc upper edge of this

pp. 99-10+, and ibid. 1!)77, pp .•p-5, for a general discussion of
the appt:arancc of Eskimos and their kayaks ofi"Scotland. For tlu:
Duu:h <:xamplcs sec Nootcr 197 1, /lliJJim.
1
' Gosch 1B~l7, p. 135·
" De Poincy "1666, p. 11 1.
'" For a general discussion of Eskimo portraiture sec BirkctSmith 1959. For a description nf 1hc first European portrail sec
Sturtevant I!JilO, fiaJJilll.
" The de Ht:<:l·e, \Vhitc, and other Fruhishcr-dcrivcd port rails
arc discussed in detail in Cheshire e/ a/. 1g!lo, fia.>'Jim, and those
that survive an: discussed and illustrated in Hulton and Quinn
1964, pp. 43-7, pis. 62, 63, ll4, !l5a, "H· On 1he possible
significance of a picture fi>rmerly in the Tradescant collection sec
p. !J•I..
"'For instance in de l'oincy 165!l, p. 193.
"; The wood has n01 been sampled blll is superficially similar
to that of No. 3 (sec n. 17).
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ca rryin g or susp ensio n st ring has bee n made at th e
poi nt where th e two different cross-sec ti ons of th e
sh aft m ee t. I mm ediat ely below th e hole a row of
sha ll o w in cisio ns ex te nd : a ro und th e sha ft. Th e
clark b rown ish-red wood' 7 is wel l polis hed , but th e
ca rvin g is irregu lar as a res ult of th e growt h of th e
wood. Th e cl ub is badl y worm-ea ten but has
rece ntl y bee n conserved. Th e re is a lo ng crac k in
th e lowe r li-ont sec ti o n of th e sha ft.

656 p. 46: Tamalzacks, 6 sorts.
685 B no. I 34: Quinque alia ins/rumen/a bellica ex India
occidentali, L ignea, eae extremitates quae ictus dan/
I
I

globulis cajJili.\ infanti.\ magnitudinis arman/ur. 1/aer
etiam Tamahacks dirun lur.
Dimensions : Len g th 0.50 m ; Di a m e ter of ba ll (m ax )
I 04 mm.

Bibliography: Bu shnell I go7b , pl. G ; H o lm es I go8, p .
2 7 I , fi g. 8 5.
Sec d isc uss io n under No. 4·

" Identified rrom a th in sect ion by Miss Doroth y Ca tling as
probab ly from th e fa mil y Cornarfae (d og wood ) or, less proba bly.
( yrillareae.
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Fig. 3· Club , No . 3· Sca le I :4

4. BALL-HEADED CLUB (Fig. 4). Th e c rosssec ti o n of th e sh a ft is fl at te ned , with a squared lowe r
a nd a rou nd ed upper ed ge thro ug ho ut its leng th. It
ex pand s o nl y sli g htl y a nd c ur ves towa rd s th e fa irl y
ro und ba ll. Th e lower edge of th e sha ft continu es as
a sha ll ow a nd taper in g ledge o n th e ba ll. It
re presents th e lowe r j a w of a n a nim a l, probab ly a
sna ke, w hose eye-soc ke ts appea r as coni ca l ind e nta ti o ns o n bo th sides of th e sha ft. Th ere a re no
traces of any ce m ent in th e soc ke ts, bu t it is poss ibl e
th a t th e eyes we re o nce in se t o r inl a id . A ll ove r th e
sha ft , but esp ec ia ll y o n th e sides , a re in cised d es ig ns
consisting prim a ril y of tri a ng le, d iamond , a nd
zigzag pa tte rns, w ith bo th hac hure a nd c rosshac hure. So m e are fa int a nd o th e rs have proba b ly
di sa ppea red . A limit ed number of sm a ll , irregularl y
shaped p ieces of brass a nd copper has been dri ve n

into t he ball-h ead a nd into adj oining po rtions of th e
sha ft. The sh a ft , whi c h has been broken a nd
repaired in th e past , is p erfo rated by an irregul a r
transve rse hole . Th e darken ed , ye ll ow ish b ro wn
wood' 8 is polished and had the least number of
worm -h o les of th e three ba ll-head ed clubs in th e
Tradesca nt co ll ec ti o n prio r to recent trea tm ent.
Som e loss of wood o n th e ba ll-h ead , upper ed ge,
a nd o n th e left sid e adjo ining to th e break zo ne has
no t been restored .
I656 p . 46: Tamahacks, 6 sorts .
I 685 B no . I 35: Quinque alia ins/rumen/a bellica ex
India occidentali , Lignea, eae extremitates quae ictus dan/
globulis capitis infan tis magnitudinis arm antur. Ha ec
etiam Tamaha cks dicu ntur.
'" Th e wood has not been sa mpled but is unlike that of No . 3
(sec n .

1 7) .
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Fig. 4· Club, No. 4· Scale

Dimensions: Length 0.58 m; Diameter of ball (max)
108mm.

Bibliography: Bushnell 1907b, pl. G; Holmes 1908,
p. 271, fig. ss.
The term 'tomahawk' was introduced from the
language of the Algonquian tribes of Virginia into
colonial American English, where it was soon used
((Jr both wooden dubs of various shapes and for the
hafted metal hatchets and axes of European origin
which were introduced early to the native populations of eastern North America and employed by

1

:,~

them mainly as weapons. Modern anthropological
usage tends to restrict the term to metal axes, but
early authors extended it to include clubs from
outside eastern North America.'!'
Of the various types of clubs used in native North
America, the ball-headed type had a generally
northern distribution. It was found by European
observers from the northern Chesapeake Bay area
to the Canadian Maritimes, and li·om the Atlantic
'" Fcest rgli5, p.

+'; Peterson '!J6s,
:r -8.

fJa.uim. Sec alsu Nos.

pp. 4.-5: 1-lolnu:s rgoH,

''4
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coast to the M idwcst. In historic times some Cree mouth) and even its wood seems to be dilli::rcnt.
and Ojibwa groups carried the weapon into the There is, nevertheless, good reason to believe that
northern Plains country, as litr west as lVIontana No.4 shares some of the cultural background rif the
and Saskatchewan.~" Fur traders are said to have other two: it has in common with No.3 the rather
been responsible li:>r its introduction to the similar incised designs, and like No.2 it is decorated
Okanagan and Shuswap of the intermontane area with irregular pieces of brass and copper, a feature
or British Columbia.~ I A similar type of club seems so far not reported li·om other early clubs of the
to have occurred in limited numbers among the north-east. If an explanation was to b.c sought for
tribes or the Canadian Pacific coast, an example of the seeming contradiction between basic difli::rences
which was collected as early as I 778 by Captain and unusual similarities, one could assume that No.
James CookY
4 was acquired from another group (perhaps as loot
There is some variation within the type, based on or booty in war) and afterwards adapted to the usc
several distinctive features such as curvature, cross- of the makers of Nos. 2 and 3·
section, shape and relative size or the ball, shape of
The closest similarities to Nos. 2 and 3 arc shown
the proximal end, usc or points to arm the club, or by the club now in Lciden and that in the I7IO
usc or carved, incised, or inlaid decoration. It painting of Nicholas the Mahican. The Leidcn club
appears that some of the variation is due to is slightly less curved, but fully agrees in terms of the
cross-section and the position of the pcrloration l(u·
distributional and/or historical ractors. 2 :1
Although the three surviving Tradcscant clubs the carrying-string (as do many of the other early
li·om north-eastern North America arc the earliest clubs). The weapon carried by Nicholas, on the
securely dated examples of their kind to survive, other hand, has a flat cross-section from end to end
there· arc others in ethnographic collections dating but duplicates the strong curvature. "fhe represenfrom the scvciHccnth ccnlllry as well as from the tational carving on No. 4 (as well as its other
early eighteenth. A few more arc illustrated, and li::atures) is much less easily compared with the
many more arc dcsct·ibed (however sketchily) in the available early material in other collections. While
wriucn sources of the period. 'fhree almost ident- balls carved in the shape or human heads or lizardical and highly decorated clubs now in like animals crouching above the ball appear on
Copenhagen, Stockholm, and Skoklostcr would several clubs (both early and later)/" only late
seem to have come li·om the same master-carver, eighteenth- and nineteenth-century clubs li·om the
perhaps among the Delaware or New Sweden; western Great Lakes area (Ouawa, Q_~bwa) show
another one in Copenhagen is probably likewise of the ball held in the mouth or an animal}' In view or
Delaware origin.~·• A club in the Museum voor the li·cqucnt representational carving of the proxiVolkenkunde in Lcidcn may have originated in mal end in early examples, the lack orsuch features
the New Netherlands; still others in Paris and Lon- on the Tradescant clubs is notcworthy.:111
Shell inlays appear both on the seventeenthdon look like early pieces but arc even less well
documented than those mentioned abovc. 25 In century clubs li·om New Sweden and lrom New
England, as well as on a club in the Horniman
American collections there is only one supposedly
seventeenth-century weapon of this type, allributcd
'"Fees! I~JI.i!), pp. •H-5·
on the basis or tradition to King Philip, the famous
21
Dietschy 1939, p. I ~6.
26
Pokanokct chicf. One of the more important items
"Kaeppler 197H, pp. ~sli-7, fig. 551!; Peterson ogli5, p. llli,
lor comparison is a picture dated 17 I 0 or Nicholas fig. 7·
"' Feest 1965, pp. 42-50.
(or Etow Oh Koam), a Mahican who together with
" Birket-Smith 1920, pp. •ss-liu, pl. ~; Linni: o!155· pp. Hs-7,
three Mohawks became known during their visit to
Tar. o; Rydi:n 1963, pp. o14-16, figs. 7-B.
England as the 'Four Kings orCanada'.n
" Bushnell 19nBa, unnumbered 11lustration; Bushnell 1907h;
Dietschy 1~)39; Fet:sl 191lnh, p. 55, pis. (i 1-~; Becker 1!JHn.
Before turning to the comparative material, the
,.; Bushnell 1907b; Salwcn 19711, p. 171, fig. li.
internal relationship between the Tradescant clubs
27
Stunevam 1974, p. •~ti.
should be discussed. Nos. 2 and 3 resemble one
'" Birket-Smith 19~u, pl.~; Ryden ogli4, figs. 7-H; Feesr 19li5,
another in their strikingly curved shafts, each
p. 49; Benndurr and Speyer og6H, pp. 7H-9, "'4· "'7· Ahb. (i,t;
changing in section li·otn a round proximal end to Hodge 1973, p. 103.
"' Feest og(ill, p. 311, Tar. !JC.; lknnduofaml Spq•er ogf.iH, p. !14·
flat distal end, and in their oval heads. No.4 dillcrs
t\bb. 64; Hodge 1973, pp. 103-4; Maurt:r '977· p. 1nli.
on all those counts; it carries also representational·
"" Birket-Smith I~J~O. pl. ~; Ryrli:n '!Jii:J, figs. 7-ll; 1-lassrick
carving (the snake-head holding the ball in its
1!)60, pp. 3!)-40, fig. :J6.
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Museum in London, which in several respects
resembles an Iroquois club drawn by .J. Grassel de
St. Sauvcur in I i97·:11 Most of the carlv shell inlav
consists of tubular wampum beads.' It is ju~t
possible, but not very likely, that the groove parallel
to the edge of No. 2 was once inlaid with wampum.
The triangular depressions, however, arc matched
by similar depressions on the sides of the shali of the
club attributed to the so-called King Philip, where
the inlay is also missing. In both cases the inlays
must have been llat. Brass and copper inlays as on
the clubs numbered 2 and 3 arc so l~tr unreported
fi·om any other ball-headed club. They appear,
however, on Northern I roquoian pipe-bowls of the
seventeenth century, both recovered archaeologically and collected at the time, as well as on at least
one wooden club of another type from the northcast. \Vhilc being reminiscent of the much later
decoration of clubs with brass tacks, the copper and
brass pieces driven into the head may also have
served to add weight to the striking end of the
weapon."~

There is also no very close early parallel fi.>r the
incised decoration of Nos. 3 and 4· Other than the
fitint incisions mentioned by Bushnell on a possibly
early club now at the Museum of Mankind,
London,:1:1 there arc only much later cxamplcs.:H
On the basis of the above comparisons, a southern
New England or lVIahican origin li:H· the clubs Nos.
2 and 3 would seem to be indicated. No. 4 may
originally have been or a more western workmanship, and adapted by the makers of Nos. 2 and 3·
C. F. Feest
5. CLUB (Fig. 5, Pl. 1). Paddle-shaped club of
dark wood,:1:' rectangular in section. The head
expands smoothly to a squared-ofl"cnd, accidentally
chipped on either side. The shaft tapers gently to an
expanded, concave-sided terminal. Incised decoration covers both f~tces of the head, comprising two
fields each with a central rhomboid clement enclosing and surrounded by linked .spiral motifs; notched
rectangular panels occupy some of the corners.
Bands of multiple chevrons enclose and separate the
ends or the two fields.
p. 46: Tamalwcks, (j sorts.
I 685 B nos. I 28-32: Q]tinque ins/rumen/a bellica ex
India occidentali, ex ligno brasiliano col!fecta, quat! vulgo
Tamalwck.r afJfJclrmtur.
I 656

Dim.ensions: Length I .40 m; "ri1ickness I9 mm.
Sec discussion under No. 8.
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6. CLUB (Fig. G, PI. 1). Paddle-shaped club of
dark wood,:w similar in lorm to No. 5· "T'hc head is
broken at either side and one side of the terminal is
missing. Incised decoration on either f~tce of the
head is similar to that on No. 5·
p. ,l.(j: Tamahacks, 6 sorts.
B nos. I 2!:!-32: Q]tinque instrumenta be/lira ex
India occidentali ex ligno bmsiliano COI!Ji!cta, quae vulgo
Tamahacks afJ!Jr.lanlur.
I 656

I 685

Dinwnxirms: Length I ·34 111; "T'hickness 2 I ·5
Sec discussion fi.•llowing No. 8.

111111.

7. CLUB (Fig. 7, PI. I). Paddle-shaped club of
dark wood,:17 similar in liwm to No. 5· Incised
decoration on either litce or the head is only partly
executed, the design on the uncut areas being laid
out with incisions filled with black pigment. On the
more complete fitcc, two fields arc each divided by
intersecting diagonal lines; the upper and lower
triangular areas so lormcd each enclose a central
rhomboid clement flanked by smaller triangles, all
enclosing linked spirals, while the lateral triangular
areas contain linked spirals only. In the lower field
the lateral triangles are bordered with chevron
ornament. On the less complete fitce, the upper
field, which is partially finished, has a design
corresponding to that in the lower field on the
opposite bee; the lower field is blank. Transverse
lines mark the sites of intended bands or chevron
ornament on both fitces.
656 p. 46: Tamahads, 6 sorts.
I68s B nos. I28-:p: Q]tinque

I

instrumr~nla

br.llica ex

"I Birkei-Smilh I !)~0, pl. 2; R rdl:n 1963, figs. 7-8: Bushnell
191.17b, p. !JH; SIUrtcvanl 1!)7<f., p. 1~o; Salwen 1978, p. 171, fig.
li; Fcest 1!JIIoh, p. 55· pl. 61 ; Becker 1980.
.
'" Birket-Smith I!)~O, p. 67, pl.~, fig. 7; Bmsser 1978, p. 87,
fig. 5; Dwiglu 182 1. p. 118; also George R. Hammell (personal
communic:uion) who supplied some or the above rcfi:rcnt:es. Sec
also Fecst I!)li5, p. •tli.
'"' Bushnell 1!J70b, p. !1!1·
'" Krickd1crg 1954. p. 179· Tar. :~ga-b; Fees I 1!)68, p. 65. Ta[
!Ja; Bcnndorr and Spt•yt:r 1g68, pp. !)3, 104, 107, Abb. 64-5.
'"'A thin sec1ion or lin: wood has been examined microscopically by ;\·liss Dorothy Calling, who idcmifies it as /Jmsimum,
almost ct:rtainlv B. wlo.\'l'lmt Standi.. closdv related to the
l~lnodwuurl Cacique or l'a;•ama. :\ccor~ling tn .Record and Ht·ss
(194·3· pp. :~llo-3), /Jmsimtml is widely distrihtned thruughom
tropical America: Ihe /J. calo.~l·hm fi·cqucntly utilized hy the
Indians was oluaim:d not as fi·esh timber but rrnm old trunks
fhnn the fi>n:st floor, fi·mn which all hut the lu:artwuod had been
stripped hy insects and decay. It was held Ill have many

supernalural and nu~clicinal qualitic·s, and was used f(.Jr cal'ving

and l<.>r Ihe produc1ion or symbols of ollicc fiu· tribal chiefs.
""Superficially idemical with the limber described in 11. :~5·
'" As n. :~G.
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Fig. :1 . C:lub. '\o.

s:

de tail of decoration o n head. Scale

India orcidenlali, ex ligno bra.1iliano mnferla , quae vulgo
Tamahack.1 njJjJflan/ur.
/J inw1.1irm.1: Len g th I .,q. m; Thi c kn ess
Sec di sc uss ion under i\o . B.

I

7·5 mm.

8. C LLB ( Fi g. 8. Pl. I or dark ,,·oocr"' simil ar in
fiH·m to :\ o . 5 · The ex pand ed terminal has been

1 :2

chipped and h as a drill ed perforation fo r suspensio n. I nc ised d ecora ti on covers both faces o f th e
head: a ce ntral fi e ld , bounded by d o ubl e bo rd ers
fi lled with d o ts and with narrow medial ex pans ions,
is surrounded by and e ncloses mu ltip le link ed
'" Thin sec ti on iclc ntificcl mi c roscop ica ll y b y :\1 iss Doro th y
Ca llin g as Bro >imum , probab ly /J . calo.'Yiou (sec n . 35 ).
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Fi gc 6 . C lu b, No. G: det a il of d eco rati o n o n h ead. Sca le

sp ira ls ; o n one face is a n open tri a ng ul a r feature
n ca r th e Lop , while o n the o th er face a r ho mbo id
mo tif a t th e to p is m a tc hed by a pa ir of co nve rg ing
d o ubl e lin es a t th e bottom. Band s of chevro n
o rn ame nt lin e th e to p a nd bottom of th e d ecorati ve
panels.

I656 p. 46: Tamalzacks, 6 sorts.
685 B nos. I 28- 32 : Qpinqut' imtwmmta bellica ex

I

1 :2

i ndia occidmtali, ex lig na brasiliano confecta , quae vulgo
Tmnaha cks appelantur.
D imensio ns : L e ng th 1. I4m ; Thickn ess I8.smm .

On t ypologica l g ro unds, th ese clubs ca n be ass ig ned
w ith nca r cert a int y to th e South Am eri can tropi ca l
fo res t a rea , a conc lusio n suppo rted by th e timbe r
a n a lyses of Nos . 5 and 8 . ~ 9 So far it has proved
't!J

Set' n . 35·

I

18
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Fi g.

C lub . No. 7: d e ta il o r d eco ra ti o n on head. Sca le

impossibl e to id e ntify th eir exac t o rig 111 s, but co mpa ri sons m ay be draw n with clubs ass ig ned to th e
gene ral area of Braz il a nd Guian a whic h are to
be found in seve ra l Euro p ea n coll ec tio ns. Th e
o rn a m e nt on Nos . 5 a nd 6, fo r exa mp le, rese mbl es
that on three clubs in th e Nationa lm useum,
Copenh age n ,• 0 a club formerly in th e Mu see du
Trocad e ro , Pa ri s and ano th e r in th e Mu se um o f
M a nkind , Lo nd o n .• Th e d ecorati o n o n No. 7 is
a kin to th a t o n a club in Cope nh agen , on on e 111
Florence , a nd o n o ne in Muni c h :' ~ N o close
para ll els ha ve been no ted for No . 8 .
Whil e th e clubs consid ered he re bear so me
resembl a nce to th ose li sted a bove , th ey have cert a in
unu sua l fea tures whi c h see m to excl ud e a G ui a n esc
o rig in . For exampl e, th e bac kg ro und to th e d eco ra ti o n is c ut away , c rea ting a patt e rnin g in stro ng
1

I :2

'" Nat iona lmu see t, Cop~n ha gc n , nos. EHb1 8 ~ o. Sec S to lpe
1927 . ! ( 12 ), II (? ), a nd 111 (6 ) ; Du e, in Dam-Mikkclsen and
Lundba:k 1980 , pp. 32- 3. Th e rho mboid mo tifs in vo lved in th e
d cc ura ti\T sc h r m cs uf th ese clubs have bee n int erpre ted by
S to lpe ( 1927, I ) as headl ess hum a n fi g ures , so me of th e spira ls
represe ntin g li mbs and o th e rs bein g me rel y fillin g-in o rnament.
Th e li nk ed spirals ma y a lso be com pa red with the 'scorpion 's
ta il" patt e rn fo und in ta tt oos of the Akawaio o f British Guiana
(But t 1957, pp. 40- 54: id . 196 1, pp. ' 49 54 ).
1
'
Sec St o lpe 1927, II (8 ). M usc um uf Mankind , Lond o n , no.
491 3: Sec S tolpe 192 7, 11 (6 ). Thi s club w ; tS o bta in ed by
exc ha nge from th e Ashm olean Mu se um in 1868 an d ma y
ori g ina ll y have fo rm ed part of th e g ro up disc ussed here. A
seco nd clu b in the Mu seum o f M an kind (no . 1971 , A M .5 .3 ),
fo rm e rl y in th e Leve rian Co ll ec ti o n a nd thou g ht to ha ve
o rig inat ed in th e Guiana s, a lso bears cornparison w ith o ur Nos.

s-s.
., Nat iuna lmu sect , Copenhagen : see Sto lpe 1927 , Ill (•2) .
Mu sco Naz io na lc eli A ntro po logia eel Etnolog ia , Flo ren ce , no.
287: see Sto lpe 1927 , Ill (3 ). Ethnograph isc hcs M usc urn ,
Muni c h , no. 14:J: secS to lpc 1 ~)27 . lll ( 5 ) .
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Fig. B. C lub, ;\o . B: detail of de co ra ti o n on head . Sca le

reli ef, contras tin g w ith th e fin e in cisio n wo rk fou nd
o n pa u ern ed cl u bs fi·om th e G uiana s."' " Another
diOc ren ee is in size a nd sha pe: R o th shows types of
spa tul ate and padd le-shap ed clubs from th e Uapes
Ri ve r, North -wes t Amazon , a nd a lso variatio ns in
shape of Guiana clubs; 44 o f th e latter it is hi s
'obso le te T ype a' , from th e u pper Ri o Negro , w hic h
is n ea res t in fo rm to th e Ashmol ea n specim e ns.
Guiana clubs in ge n era l a re sho rt , in th e reg io n of
0-4 m , compared w ith a n ave rage of 1. 28 m for
those in th e Ashmo lea n . I t ma y be no ted th at by th e
e nd o f th e nin e tee nth centur y it ha d becom e
in creasin g ly d iffi c ult to ob ta in c lu bs in th e Guian as
a nd man y o th er a rea s of South America, becau se
inter-g ro up hostili ties in whi c h clubs wou ld be used
had beco m e ver y infrequ ent. Owing to th e ex te nsio n of Ch ristian mi ss io ns a nd co lonia l adm ini s-

I
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1 :2

trati o n , fo llo wed by th e es ta blishm ent of na tiona l
governm ent s, warfa re g radually di ed o ut , a nd
clubs, no longe r n eed ed , ceased to be manufa ctured.
Those o bt a in ab le became less a nd less d eco ra ted ,
m a ny be ing co mplet ely p la in .
A lthough R o th d esc ribes an instance of o pen
warfa re report ed fro m th e M a kush i Indi ans , Carib
""' Th e d ific rcnce is m ad e cl ea rl y d iscc rn a blc in a wo rk by
Zcrri es ( 1g66- 7, pl. 2) , wh o illu stra tes a clu b ,·cry simil a r to o ur
No.7 sid e by sid e with seve ra l o thers of th e more typi ca l in cised
kind . O ne tentati ve ex p la nati o n fo r this pec uli arit y is th a t th e
'abnorm a l' clubs ma y be the product s o r Bush Negroes: thi s
sugges tio n find s so m e support fro m Pro lc ssor A. N. Fi g ueiredo
(persona l co mmuni ca ti on ), who no tes ce rtain correspo nd ences
wi th produt:ts or th e Diukas o r Sur in am a nd the Samarca or
French Gu ian a.
" Sec Ro th 1924, p l. 36 B, fo r c lubs from th e Ua pes, and ibid .,
172, fig. 58 f(>r var ia ti o ns in th e sha pe of Guia na cluhs.
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speakers of the Rupununi district of Guyana, in
which, after a number of poisoned arrows had been
shot, war-clubs were used in close personal
combat, 4 !' the customary usc of clubs was during
surprise attacks. This often took the form of creeping up on a settlement at night or just bcfi)re dawn,
firing the thatch, and clubbing the inmates as they
were forced to emerge through the doors of their
huts to escape the flames and smoke. The short
clubs of the area were more suited to this method of
fighting. However, among the Yanomamo of the
Brazilian-V cncwclan border, club fights still occur
within and between villages. Their clubs arc quite
plain, in the form of poles some 2 ·5 m to 3 m in
length, which may be sharpened to a long point so
that they can be used as pikes:";
A. Butt Colson

A

- -

9. SELF BOW (Fig. g). Made li·om a single piece of
reddish-brown hardwood with a Hat back and
rounded belly. There is a shallow groove 1 m in
length cut into the back of the bow. One halfofthc
bow has taken a set (in other words, become
distorted), while the other remains reasonably
straight. There arc no nocks for holding the bowstring, but the tips abruptly taper in thickness from
21 mm to 8 mm.
1656 p. 45: Bows 12, ji"mn India, China, Canada,
Virginia, Ginny, Turkey•, Persia.
1685 B no. 24: Tres alii arcus 1:x ligno brasilia no
elaborali, eadem cum prioribus figura, sui breviorcs.
Dimensions: Length 1.63111; Width (max) 31mm;
Thickness (max) 15 mm.
This specimen is probably of Brazilian origin.
Brazilian Indian bows fall within the category of
self bows, i.e. they arc invariably made from a
single piece of wood. The limbs arc tapered at
either end and may or may not have notches cut to
receive the bowstring. Bows of various cross-sections
were produced which were not confined to any
particular tribe or geographic area, and consequently it is impossible to do more than attribute
this specimen to the general area of Brazil, particularly as the bowstring is missing and there are
no arrows associated with the weapon.
Bows were made with the most primitive of tools,
stone axes and shell planes for shaping, scrapers and
sandstone for smoothing, sometimes followed by the
use of leaves of the lixeira tree which have siliceous
crystals naturally occurring in their composition.
The wood was worked when wet, presumably

Fig. g. Self bow, No. g. Scale 1:12

because it was easier to cut in this state. A number
of different woods were used, including palms and
Leguminosae. Straightening the stave was achieved
by anointing it with hot palm-nut oil and heating
over a fire. 47 Bows made in this fashion from green
wood probably did not last long and must have lost
their cast in a short time, as indicated by the set
which such bows usually adopt. However, there was
no shortage of materials, and a bow could be
replaced in a comparatively short period of time
with a minimum of labour and virtually no cost.
"Roth 1924, p. 583.
•• Chagnon tg68, ch. 5·
" Heath and Chiara 1977, p. 38.
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\Vi thin th e sho rt ra nge di c ta ted by th e leng th a nd
weight of th e a rrows used with th e bow , th ese
wea po ns we re surprisin g ly effect ive a nd quite ca pab le of fulfi lling a ll th e rcquirem enLs of hunting a nd
war .
E. M c Ew en

10. WAMP UM BELT ( Figs. IO- I 1 , Pl. ll ). Ei g ht
rows of wh it e a nd purpl e shell bead s a re a li g ned
between nine wa rps of lea th er cord o n we f"t s of
vege ta ble fibr e. Th e shell bead s are of th e t ype
ge nerall y know n as wampum. M ade of th e shell of
M ercenaria mncena ria L. ,41' th ey arc cy li ndr ica l in
shape , with leng th s ra nging from 5 to 8 mm (but
m os tl y be twee n 5 a nd 6 mm ), a nd with d ia m ete rs
betw ee n 3 a nd 4 mm. X-radiog raph y c lea rly shows
th a t th e bead s we re drilled from both end s. Th e
perfo ra ti o ns va ry so m ewhat in di a m e ter, and m os t
of th em appear cy lindri ca l ra th er th an co n ica l. Thi s
see ms to ind ica te t he usc of m e tal drill s in comb ina tio n with th e na tive tec hniqu e of dr illi ng fro m
bo th end s, w hi c h was necessa ry o nl y as lo ng as th e
pe rfo ra ti o ns were coni ca l. Th e d a rk brad s ra nge in
co lo ur fro m a li g ht , reddish purpl e to an a lmost
blac k b lue.
'Th e warps eac h consist of two thin leath er thon gs
which a re S-twi sted toge th er. The fifth wa rp ex hibits a Z -tw ist, but thi s seems to be seco nd a ry a nd
m ad e after th e o ri g in a l twi st had bee n unravel led .
Th e weft is a two-pl y, Z- twi sted vege ta bl e fi b re
ya rn , m ad e mos t proba bl y of AjJ0~)'11wn , •~ a lso
kn o wn as ' I ndian he mp ' .
Th e beads a re each held in p lace b y two weft s
pass in g thro ug h th e pe rfo ration a nd on eith e r sid e
of th e adj ace nt wa rps. At th e ed ge wa rps, th e pair o f
wefts cross ove r eac h o th e r before going thro ug h t he
n ex t row of bea d s.
Th e survi ving I I 4 purpl e a nd I g8 whit e be ad s
re present ce rtainly less th an half th e o rig in a l
number. Besid es losses at both end s, th ere a re three
m aj o r sec ti o ns and o ne m in o r sec ti on w ithin th e
d es ig n a rea wh e re bea ds have be en los t. Th e
re m a ining patches of woven bea dwork have ove r
th e years sli g htl y part ed a long th e warp. Despite
th e fa c t th a t som e rea rra ngeme nt of b ead s has
obv io usly ta ke n pl ace in th e past (o ne ca n be
d oc um ent ed fi·om a series of (undat ed ) ph o tog rap hs
in Ashmo lea n a rchives ), th e origina l pa ttern ca n be
reconstru c ted with so m e confiden ce . Th e d es ign
consisted of a t leas t fo ur , but probab ly fiv e o r m o re
re petit io ns of a uni t of 1 68 o r 1 76 bead s each ( 70 o r
78 purple, g8 white ) fo rming g ro ups of wid e a nd
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1o. \\"arnpum lwlt , No. 1o: d e tail ul" nlt"thocl of"
s trin g in g. Scale- 1 : 1

na rrow diago nal bars fr a min g two ho ri zonta l a nd
two verti ca l lin es. Th e pattern shou ld probabl y be
read dark o n white .
1656 p. 5 1 : Blark Indian girdles made of ll "amprmt peek ,
the best .wrt.
1685 B no. 270: Jlrrnillae indica nigra ex WamjJamjJook
comjJosital' , o r ,
1685 B no. 27 1: llrmilla Indica alba ex Wampamp ook
.facta .

Dimensions : L eng th (max ) of wa rp 495 mm ; W idth
53 to 6o mm.
B ibliography : Bushn ell t go6 , pp.

I

72- 3.

' \ Va mpum ' a nd ' pca ke' a re two m o re o r less
sy no n ymo us a bbrc via tion s of the co lo ni a l Am eri can
Eng li sh word 'wa mpumpea ke', whic h itself was
d eri ved li·om a n eas te rn Algonqu ian word m ea ning
' whit e strings (o f she ll b ead s)' . I n mode rn usage,
'wa mpum ' refers to whit e and purp le tubul a r shell
bead s mad e fr o m a number of difre rent marine
shell s b y both Ind ian s and wh ites in no rth-eas te rn
Io nh Am e ri ca . The bead s were l" ith e r strung o r
wo ve n int o belts, bracele ts, coll a rs, ca ps, o r th e lik e.
""' ld cnlilied b y 1\.l s Solcne \\"h y hrow , Brit is h 1\ l useum
(:"J a tural Histm y ).
'" Identified by Llr \\". C: . S tun n ·a nt. Dr St urt e \"<11 11 , who
studi ed liw :\ nn h Am e ri ca n m a 1e r ia l fro m the Tradesca nt
co ll ection in 1960 and ap;a in in 1967, had bee n im·it cd to
contribute 1hc e ntries fi>r the wam pum hell a nd the three ba ll head ed c lubs in th e present c ata log ue , hut regre tfull y h a d to
refuse since he had other o bliga ti o ns. H e. kindl y ga \"l' a ll n t" his
no tes o n the \' onh Amer ica n materi a l in the ·r rad csca nt
coll ec tion to th e prese nt a uth or who he rewith ac kn owlrdgcs his
ind eb ted ness a nd gra 1i1udc . Sec a lso Fcest 1967. p. 10 , n . 4 1.
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Fig. 11. \\.a mpum b e lt, :\ o . 10 : sc h e m a ti c r eco ns tru c ti o n o f bead p a u c rn

Th ese produ c ts we re used fo r pe rsona l o rn a m e nta tio n , as mn e m o ni c d ev ices in ce rem o nial a nd
po li tical contex ts, a nd as express io ns of m ater ia l
and spiritu a l va lu es by members of both I roquoian
a nd Algonquian tribes of th e north-eas l. 5 0
Whil e it ca nn o t be doub ted th a t wampum was
m ad e in sm a ll er qu a ntiti es , espec ia ll y by coas ta l
pop ul a ti o ns before th e a rri va l of Europea ns, la rgesca le produ c ti o n was cl ea rl y a fun c ti o n of th e
ava il abilit y of m e tal drill s, w hi ch helped to red uce
eno rmo usly th e tim e necessa ry for th eir m an ufac ture. In parti c ul ar th e produ c tio n of belts, fo r
wh ich hundred s a nd even th o usa nd s of bead s were
necessary , wou ld no t have bee n easy in preEuropea n tim es. It is in th e fo rm of belts, o n th e
o th e r hand , th a t most wampu m survives tod ay ,
beca use hundred s of belts we re m ade fo r use in
nego ti a tio ns and o th e r fo rm s of inte r-e thni c relations , as we ll as fo r ce remon ial purposes (no t to
m entio n th ose m ad e simpl y as orna m ents) . On e
native tradition sugges ts that th e Iroq uois o rigin a ll y
mad e th eir belts of cy lindri ca l bead s c ut fr om
porcupin e qui lls, 5 1 but , o n th e who le , evid e nce
fro m th e ea rl y sources fr equ entl y shows that fun cti o ns la te r se rved by wa mpum were ea r li er served
by oth er kind s of shell bead s, fo r insta nce of th e discshaped sort . 51
A ltho ug h th ere a re ea rli e r refere nces to wampum
belts in th e wr itten so urces, th ose m enti o ned in th e
1656 ca ta log ue may be th e ea rli est to be coll ec ted in
a n y museum .":< A compa riso n o f entri es in th e 1656
a nd 1685 ca ta logues , however , revea ls som e discre pa ncies be tween th e d esc ription s a nd th e surviving it e m . Th e printed ca ta logue m enti o ns ex clu sively bl ac k belts or 'g ird les', whi le twent y- nin e
yea rs la te r two ite ms refe rred to as armillae a rc
distin gu ished o n th e ba sis of co lour, o ne b lac k a nd
th e ot her whit e. Even th o ug h armillae cl ea rl y m ea ns
' bracele ts' , a nd tho ug h suc h wa mpum brace le ts

ex ist, ' belts' a re pro bab ly int end ed 5 4 A belt now in
the Pitt Ri ve rs Muse um , 55 wh ic h was a m o ng th e
it ems tra nsfe rred fr om th e Ashm olea n Mu se um in
1886 , m ay be consid ered as being poss ibl y of
Tradesca nt o rig in. A lth o ugh th e two items diffe r in
so m a n y details as to sugges t diffe rent nati ve o rig ins
in no rth-eas tern No rth Am eri ca , th ey are simil a r in
d im ensio ns. Th is simil a rit y in size m ay help to
exp la in th e te rmin o logica l confusio n noted above :
whil e bo th belts a re cl ea rl y not bracelets, bo th are
too sho rt to be worn as belts (which does not
preclud e th eir use as mn em o ni c belts) . If these two
belts are id e nti ca l w ith th e two armillae of 1685, th e
o ne now at th e Ashm o lean shou ld , on th e ba sis of
ove ra ll im press io n , be rega rd ed as th e white o ne,
whil e that now a t th e Pitt Rive rs Museum wou ld ,
be contras t, be th e blac k o ne m ention ed in the
cata logue . Eith er o r both co uld be id enti ca l with
th e 'gird les' of 1656 .
Th e con ve nti o na li zed d es ig ns o n belts used in
po liti cs a nd ce re m o ny were associa ted with spec ific
m ea nings, which ma y not have been th e case w ith
d esigns of belt s used for persona l o rnam enta ti on.
Th e d es igns d o not fo rm a coh erent cod e, a nd
ca nn ot be read by a n yo n e no t in stru c ted in the
m eaning of a spec ifi c be ll. Traditiona ll y, tribes
part icipat ing in th e ' pro toco l of wampum ' en" ' Speck 19 1s a nd 19 19 ; Slotkin a nd Schmi tt 1949;
Kri ckcbc rg 1954. pp. 2 18 37 ; H enry 1972 , pp . 198- 232 ; T oo ker
1978 , pp . 4 ~2-4; Wil cox 1976, and th e li 1craturc cit ed 1hcre.
" T oo ker 1978 , p. 4.24.
·, , Fcest 1967, pp . 7- 2 1.
'•" Th e Roya l Societ y co ll ec ti on , whi ch was la ter merged with
that of th e British Muse um , received three be lts ('gi rdles ) . two
strings , a nd two pairs of bracele ts in 1669 as a gift of Gove rn or
J ohn Winthrop of Co nn ectic ut. Sec Birch 1756--7 , 2. 4 18- 19.
;,

4

Th e na tura li st j o hn Ba ni ste r, writin g abo ut wampum a t th e

time th e 1685 ca ta log ue wa s compil ed , docs di sting ui sh betwee n
:a rmill a', 'ba lt cus·, and 'corona ' as three \·ari cti es

or articl es

made of woven beads ( Ewan a nd Ewan 1970, p. 322 ).
" Piu R i,-crs lvlu sc um , No. A. i\11. 833. Sec I\o. 354·
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trusted the safe keeping of belts and their messages
to specific officials who would pass their knowledge
down through the generations. \Vhenever belts
have become dissociated fi·om the traditional interpretation of their design, only vague guesses based
on the known interpretations of similar designs arc
possible. European colonists of the early colonial
period looked at wampum primarily (but somewhat
incorrectly) as a substitute for money, so no eflorts
were made to enquire into the meaning of the
designs.
Virtually the same design as on the 'T'radcscant
belt appears on a belt of supposed Huron origin in
the Bibliothcque Nationale collection at the Muscc
de !'Homme in Paris; dated by Hamy alternately to
the seventeenth and eighteenth century, 5 n it was
probably collected slightly later than the
Tradescant belt, but is in an almost perfect state of
preservation. The colour scheme is reversed on the
Paris belt, so that a white design appears on a dark
background, and there is a continuous white border
on both sides which makes the purple negative
shape stand out as a swastika-like positive design.
The design units are between 25 and 27 (rather

n
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than 22 or 23) beads long, because both purple and
white diagonal bars arc two or three (rather than
one, two, or three) beads broad. The unit is
represented eight times completely and twice in
part. At a width of eight beads, the Paris belt
consists of 1,818 pieces of wampum. Unfortunately,
the significance of the design of the Paris belt is also
unknown, and thus it can shed no light on the
meaning of the pallcrn on the Tradescant belt. It is
not unlikely, howe\"cr, that the designs displayed by
both these belts were purely decorative and without
conventionalized meaning. 'T'hey resemble most
closely some of the patterns found on north-eastern
twined belts, bags, prisoners' tics, and burden
straps, decorated with polychrome false embroidery
in moose hair. 5 ;
C. F. Feest ·
11. SKIN SHIRT (Figs. 12-18, Pis. IV-V). A
knee-length closed tunic made or caribou skin,
probably fi·ost-dried, and decorated with fi·inges
and porcupine quill work in a variety of techniques.
''" Hamy 1H9i• vol. 1, pl. 1.

" Sec Brasscr 197 5, figs. 11- 15, 30-51.
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A sin g le skin fo rms th e bac k a nd sid es of th e
ga rm e nt , suppl e m ented b y a wid e fro nt p a nel c ut
fro m a seco nd skin . On e-pi ece sle eves, c ut str a ig ht
a t th e b ase a nd tapering sli g htl y to th e c ufl~ arc se t
with sli g ht puckerin g in to , ·ertica l slits a t th e
sh o uld e rs. Sma ll tri a n g ul <t r go res, o n e in eac h
ar mptt , m ay se rve to piece ou t th e m ate ri a l rath e r
th a n as stru c tura l fea tur es. Th e r e is a third sm a ll
in se rti o n a t th e r ear o f th e left sle eve . Bot h slee ves
a re sea med o n th e und e rsid e fo r th e who le o f th e ir
le ngt h . Th e front p a nel is c ut sli g htl y s ho rt e r th a n
th e m a in piece , to leave a n o bl o ng n eck ape rtur e.
A ll s tru c tura l stit c hin g (excep t fo r so m e o bvi o us
re pl ace m e nts) is cl o n e with rather coarse , Z-twistccl
sin ew thr ead . Scams a re to p-se wn o n th e insid e o r
th e ga rm e nt , in m a n y p laces w ith no m ore th a n tw o
stit c h es per ce ntim e tr e. The s tit c h-h o les a ppea r as
fin e slit s, indi ca tin g th e usc of a n a wl r a th e r th a n a
n eed le.
Bo th front a nd bac k pa ne ls show pro fu se lesio ns
infli c ted in li fe by wa rbl e-fl y (I-Iy poderm atidae)
la rvae. A c ut ove r th e left breast , p e rhaps s usta in ed
in fi g htin g, has been ca rcfi.tll y repa ired w ith s in ew
thr ead , as h ave so m e sm a ll e r re nt s. Par t o f th e ba se
o f th e fro nt p a n e l has a t so m e tim e been c ut a wa y.
Th e d eco r a ti ve ba nd s o n th e shirt arc a tt ac h ed by
top-sew ing to small fo ld s ta ken up in th e skin. Th e
se win g is so m e what cas ua l but seem s to b e in
keep ing with th e age o f th e ga rm e nt. Th e band s
th e m se lves m ay be o ld e r ; a ll exce pt n o. 3 o n th e
sleeves (F ig. 15) h ave raw , untrimm ed ed ges, whi c h
suggests th a t th ey we re c ut fi·o m o th e r c lo thin g a nd
re u sed. Th e fo ur types of qui ll wo rk e mpl oyed a rc :
I ,

2,

3
4

a- b
a 1

woven quill ba nd s;
s las h ed skin band s wrapped w ith
quills;
skin stri ps quill-wrap p ed in pa irs;
qui ll -wrapped slats m o unt ed o n a
se parat e skin base.

Th e quill s a rc used in th e ir natura l wh ite , o r d yed
ye ll ow , o ra n ge , r eel , a nd brow ni sh-bl ae k. 50 Th e
degree o f fa din g th a t h as occ urred m ay be judged
b y exam inin g th e unexposed reve rse sid es o f th e
wor k, w h e r e so m e qu ills no w o ra nge reta in th e ir
pristin e reel. Wh e r e ' blac k ' is m e nti o n ed b e low, a
brow ni sh-bl ac k is to b e understood; th e dimensi o ns
g ive n fo r th e b a nd s r eprese nt m ea n widths.
Woven quill b a nd s
F o r wove n qui ll work a wa rp o f sin ew o r vege tab le
fibr e is stret c h ed b e twee n th e tips of a sm a ll woode n

Fi g. 13. S kin shirt , No . II : sc he matic rep rese ntation
WO\'C n qui ll ha nd s

or

bow a nd sp aced by slid es o f p e rf(J r a tecl birch b a rk
which a lso ac t as b a tt e ns. Quills, m o iste n ed for
fl ex ibilit y, are p assed p ara ll e l to th e wa rp , ove r a nd
und e r a sin e w o r fibr e weft (Fig. I 3 ) . Th e we ft
cl e m e nts are packed close ly toge th e r , a nd th e qui lls
prese nt a n c\·enl y co rru ga ted surface w hi c h beco m es fairly ri g id as th ey clr y. 59
(a ) T hree bands , eac h 37 mm wide , c rossing th e
fr o nt pan e l ; o n e small pi ece, 38 mm x 42 mm ,
supe rimposed o n th e n ec kb a ncl . A ll h ave eleve n
ro ws o f quill , a nd m ay h ave bee n c ut fro m o n e
co ntinu o us length. Orange , (fad ed ) reel, b lack , a nd
ye ll ow strips; a t int e rva ls o f I 50 mm th e ye llo w
e n c roach es o n th e bl ac k in g ro ups o f three rec ta ng ul a r panels ( Fi g. I 4) . T h e two uppe r b a nds
a re sewn o n insid e-o ut , sh ow in g th e trimm ed- o ff
e nd s wh e re individu a l qui lls b egin a nd end ; the
stit c hin g does no t differ fro m th a t ho lding o th e r
b a nd s.
(b ) Ba nd , 30 mm w id e , o n lowe r edge of' ri g ht
slce \·e . N in e rows of qui ll ; a lt e rn a tin g fi e lds o f white
and o ra nge, se p a rat ed b y n a rrow b lac k co lumns
( Fi g. I 4) .
2

S lashed skin bands , qui ll-wra pped

Ba nds of skin slas h ed to fo rm fin e frin ges. Each
strand of fi·inge is wrapped wi th quill a nd he ld
pa rall e l with th e res t b y a le n g th o f sinew o r fin e
skin th o ng la id ac ross a nd sec ured by a sin ew
las hin g; th e las hin g p asses ro und th e res trainin g
th o n g a nd in turn ro und eac h frin ge s tra nd ( Fig.
I 6). Be low th e las hin g th e fi·in gc ma y b e c ut sho rt or
-... Th e dyes ha\'C nut bee n tested but a rc typi ca l or th ose ,
mainl y vege ta ble , used in American I ndian quil lwork .
"'' Sec Orc ha rd 1 g t6 , p p . 54 fl ; id ., 197-1 , fi g-. 1 42.
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left to hang free lor some distance. In some cases the
wrapping process is repeated, with a further restraining thong or thongs.
(a) Band, 25 mm wide, loosely attached below
upper woven-quill band, across front; band (badly
worn) itlong li·ont of neck. Alternating fields of
white (originally yellow) and orange, separated by
narrow bands of black. Basal edge of ncckband
reddened, possibly with ochre. Fringe elements
solidly quill-wrapped. Fringe held by sinew thong
secured by sinew lashing. Below this lashing every
second strand is cut short, the remainder extending
into a pendent fringe. These li·cc-hanging strands
arc quill-wrapped at short intervals, in white,
black, and orange. 'fhc extremities are solidly
wrapped in strips of smooth (?cherry) bark';o and
knoucd back into a loop. Each knot is covered by a
bead made from a beaver claw with the tip
removed';' (Fig. 1i)- Many beads arc now missing.
(b) Band, 22 mm wide, along the bouom edge of
the back, extending from t.hc seam oft he li·ont panel
on the right side but !~tiling by 22 mm to meet the
equivalent scam on the left. Alternating fields of
orange and white quill, separated by black·bands
enclosing orange or white rectangles (Fig. 14). 'fhc
li·ingc is bound with sinew to a fine thong of skin,
which produces a firmer and more prominent ridge
than the sinew-over-sinew lashing of other li·inges.
Below the lashing most of the ends are trimmed
short, but signs remain of an original pendent
li·ingc, possibly similar to 2(a).
(c) Band, 20 mm wide, on lower edge oflcli sleeve.
Similar in construction to 2(b) but with the lashing
of sinew over sinew, not· skin. Fields of orange
alternating with black fields containing white
panels (Fig. q).
(d) 'T'wo vertical bands, 25 mm wide, outlining the
li·ont panel. Leli-hand band: red (l~tdcd) fields
alternating with clusters of black and white bands
(Fig. 14 or 15). Right-hand band: alternating
orange (not r;tded red) and white fields separated
by smaller areas of yellow and black bands (Fig.
15). The seq ucnce of colours is irregular. Each
strand fringt: is wrapped with a single colour. 'T'he
lashing is of sinew over a fine skin thong as in 2(b).
Fringe ends clipped short, except at lower left
where some irregular projections suggest that an
original pendent li·ingc was trimmed oil' when the
band was reused lor this garment. These two bands
arc auachcd by the scams which hold the front and
back panels together, and so must have been
inserted when the shirt itself was made.

or
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(c) Band, 23 mm wide, across shoulders and back
of neck (Fig. 15). Similar to 2(c) and 2(d), but almost
all the lashing is worn away, leaving the quillwrapped strands julling freely.
(f) Bands, 2i mm wide, across back of shoulders
and across lower back. Fields of orange and white,
separated by black bands with white flecks (Fig.
15). The flecking is produced by interspersing light
and dark quills on the same strand of fringe; these
arc the only bands with individual strands wrapped
in more than one colour. Lashing of sinew over a
skin thong. The outer strands arc trimmed on· close
to the lashing.
(g) Bands, 13 nun wide, with long fringe, sewn to
lower edges of2(f). Predominantly orange and whiLe
fields interrupted irregularly by black bands.
Slashed, quill-wrapped section similar Lo (a) but
narrower, bound with sinew over sinew. 'T'he pendent li·ingc wrapped at inLervals wiLh quill (no
bark) and Lhc terminal loops covered by beaverclaws.
(h) Band, 38 mm wide, across lower back. Fields of
orange and white, separated by blackfwhiLefblack
bands (Fig. 15). Skin very finely slashed.
Extremities bound with sinew over sinew and cul
shon, except [()r groups of three strands which
project at intervals for 30 mm. All Lhese projecting
strands arc wrapped with white quill regardless of
the colour of Lhc section above Lhc lashing.
(i) Band, 100111111 wide, stiLched to lower edge of
epaulet. A wide piece of skin, very finely slashed,
Lhc strands quill-wrapped and divided by five sinew
lashings into live separate transverse zones, Lhe
upper pair orange, Lhc lower pair whiLe, with a
central band of aiLcrnating black and white panels.
The outer edge is clipped ralher roughly, but wiLh
no indication of any l!.mner pendcnl fringe.
3 Short bands, 36 m111 wide, sewn just above the
wrist on each sleeve. BoLh bands contain nine
clements, each comprising a pair of skin sLrips
bound one LO the oLhcr by quills wrapped over and
under in ligurc-o[~eight formation. Regularly
spaced cross-lashings of fine sinew hold the pairs
•w Pninted out hy Dr Non11an Feeler, Denver Art ~·1 uscun1,
1970, and since confirmed.
•H lclt:lllificalion
of' the heaver claws hy Dr Randolph
Peterson, Royal Ontario Museum, confirmed by l\·liss Daphne
Hills, British Museum (Natural History). lmensive beavertrapping hy Indians was rife in the St. Lawrence basin in the
early sevellleenth eemury. Although seeds, shells, and later tin
cont:s wert: wield>• used as f'ringe pendants in this manner, nn
other example with beaver claws has come to notice.
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Fig. d'i. Skin shirt, No. I I: schematic representation
of" quill-wrapped slashed skin bands
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together. 'T'he quill colours arc arranged to form a
truncated pyramid in orange outlined in black, on a
white background (Fig. I 5). 'fhc apex of the
pyramid poims upward on the right sleeve, downward on the lcli..

4 Band, 5 I mm wide, of quill-wrapped slats
mounted on a heavy skin backing, liJrming the main
part or the epaulet on Ieli. shoulder. The band consists of twelve slats or birch bark, solidly wrapped
with quill. The black pyramids rise on a white
field. The backing is a rectangle or thick skin,
probably moose, which bears traces or red pigment.
At one end this skin base is pierced, the slats passing
through it and being cut on· underneath. At the
other end they are cut oil" on the l~tcc. At both ends
they arc secured by a length of bird-quill which lies
across the r;:tce or the slats, pierces the race at both
sides, and returns on the underside (Fig. 18). This
bar or bird-quill is litstencd also by sinew stitching
which passes between the slats and tics the exposed
section or the bar to its extension under the base.
The li·ont quill bar is dyed red, the hind one dark
blue; they arc stripped but not split. Each slat is
further secured to the skin backing by lengthwise
hidden stitches which do not penetrate to the
undcr-surl~tcc or the skin and arc revealed only by
abrasion due to wear. This stitching must have been
done as each slat was wrapped and set in place, and
the fineness or its execution is such as could hardly
have been achieved without the usc of a steel
needle.
In the middle or the chest below I (a) (upper) is a
pendant sewn directly to the shin and consisting of
two quill-wrapped thongs, one white, one red, and

Fig.

I

I 7· Skin shirt, No. I I: schematic representation
of" quill-wrapped li·inge with beaver-ch1w bead

each ending in a quilled loop. A line or stitchmarks, running the whole width or the back piece
roughly halfway between 2(b) and 2(h), suggests the
loss or a decorative band; and there arc indications
of the original presence or an epaulet on the right
shoulder.
I 656 p. •n: A Match-coat from Vilginia qf Deer-skin,
or, A klatch-coal jimn Canada.';~
1685 B no. 209: Vest is Indica noslratis subuculaeformam
exprimens, manicala.

,;, Sec discussion of 'malch-co;u' under No. 1 <.~. One suspects
that Stracl11:v's form 'mantchcor' is a nasalized dialect variant or
his 'matchkr;re', a word with an obviously generalized meaning.
Sinc.e the Virginian Indians of Strachey's time (c.1610) did no1
themselves wear 'a Coat Jerkin jur] duhlet' it ser:ms likely that
the primary sense of'skin robe' was extended by them to include
the tailored upper garments of the colonists. In trade the term
·matchcuat' was adopted li:>r coats of a rough material dubbed
·matchclnth'.
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This shirt is generally believed to be older by some
three generations than any other surviving skin
garment fi·oin the North American Indians. As such
it should allc)rd invaluable information on aboriginal clothing in early seventccmh-ccntury
Canada, but in the absence of" precise contemporary
documentation it remains something of" an enigma.
'fhc materials and the techniques of m<m•.d~tcture
and decoration arc clearly Indian, but the unusual
CUI of" the skins and the rather slipshod treatment of"
the decorative bands suggest that the shirt as a
whole cannot safely be regarded as 'typical' of any
gtvcn area.
The detcrmina tion of" provenance should depend
on reconciling the availability of" the caribou skins
of" which the shirt is made, its structural features, the
style pf" ornamentation, and the records of" travellers. 'T'hc woodland caribou, Nau.f!Jfer c. caribou,
occurred throughout eastern Canada north of" the
St. Lawrence, as well as in the Maritime Provinces
and northern Maine, and at some time in northern
Michigan and M inncsota, being replaced west of
Hudson Bay by the slightly dillcring Barren
Grounds caribou, R. arcticus.';:t \Vithin this area it is
among the Maritime peoples, exemplified by the
Micmacs, that we lind the tradition of a one-piece

skin shin, albeit of" moose skin which is big enough
to encircle a human body while caribou is not.'H
'fhe CUlling of back and sides in one piece <Jnd the
addition of" a front panel cut from a second skin may
conceivably repn:scnt a compromise between the
one-piece tradition and the limitations imposed by
the size or available skins, but surviving examples or
this construction, whatever its origin, are rare.';" As
late as l7'-!4, moreover, the !vlicmac were described
as 'generally ... naked, cxcc:pl a sort of blankcll
gin about thcm'_n,; More recently these people have
regarded an open-fronted skin coat, preponderantly
European in style, as their aboriginal dress. In
Labrador and Q_ucbcc the i'vlontagnais-Naskapi
hunters have lc:11· over 200 years used a flared open
coal, decorated not with quillwork but with elaborate curvilinear designs impressed and painted,
and the wonwn"s dresses have detached sleeves.
Fully tailored, closed, and sleeved garments were
restricted to the Eskimo and their immediate
Indian neighbours in the subarctic. Here, as on the
northern plains, the front and back panels or upper
garments were normally of equal size and sewn
together at the sides. On structural grounds, then,
the 'T'radescant shirt cannot be <Jutnm<Jtically referred to any recognized tradition.
The several techniques employed in the quillwork decoration arc already well documented
from specimens dating from the eighteenth and
nineteenth ccnluries. 67 'T'hc fact that most such
examples come li·om the Great Lakes area and
further west and north may reflect the dearth of
early museum material from the i\ilaritimes and
lower St. Lawrence, rather than an original distribution which excluded these eastern areas. 'fhe
wrapping of fi·inge dements occurs widely; the use
or parallel slats or bark or rawhide is known li·om
the eighteenth to the present ccnlllry; and paired
fi·ingc clements plaited together with quill and
confined at the extremities may be seen on a Huron
pouch, catalogued in 1 725, in the Sloane collection
"" Mill<:r and Kdlo~,: I!J5:>· pp. lltt-15,,., \Vallis and \Vallis 1955' p. 711, quotin~,: Nicolas Denys.
ti:, Tlw one l'X~unplt: so far noted is a caribou-skin shirt (i·n~n
the Do~,:rih Indians or the North-WL·st Taritories colb:h:d in
tllj!) lin· the Royal Scottish i\·luseum, Edinburgh (no. 7II1.2J\). It
has sonw Europeanized ICatun:s, including a high 1nilitary-s1yh:
collar ami sleeves gathered into cullS. \Vhilc its construction
might he regarded as supporting the attribution or northern
Athapaskan allinitics to the Tradcscant shirt, it mnst l11:
n:1ncmlu:red 1luu 1he two
age.
,;,; Wallis I!J:"I!l• p. ;,9.
"' Sec: Orchard 1!Jtli.

specirnt:ns

an: over :.!Oo yt·ars apart in
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at the i\1luscum of Mankind in London.';" No
tradition of Willie// quillwork, however, has been
reported from the north-cast; it is most highly
developed in the central and north-western regions
of subarctic Canada, among the Athapaskan tribes
and the Ojibwa-Crcc. It is interesting that the
combination of woven quillwork with quillwrapped closed fringe into an epaulet, broadly
similar to that on the 'T"radcscant shirt although
separated from it in time by a century and a half,
appears on a Cree coat of c. 178o.H!I Cree country
was remote indeed li·om the Canada of early
seventeenth-century white settlement, but was already touched by the fur trade. A complex commercial network, dominated until r6,~9 by the Hurons
with their Ottawa and Nipissing allies, funnelled
vast quantities of beaver pelts to the French in
Quebec from as far away as the Hudson Bay and
Manitoba. 70 It would have been physically possible
lor a shirt from the far interior to reach the ports of
Trois-Rivicres or Quebec; but if this particular one
was made by a skilled Cree or Ojibwa craf"tswoman,
how is the lack of finesse in the at tachmcnt of the
splendid quilled ornaments to be accounted lor?
A highly tentative suggestion is that it was put
together somewhere along the southern limit of
tailored clothing, probably north of Lake Huron,
by a woman not fully (;tmiliar with the medium,
using flne quillwork pieces traded or captured from
another tribe to the west. 71 (It may be significant
that the fringed band across the back of the
shoulders (2 (g), upper) resembles in appearance and
position the band which commonly borders the
yoke scam on eighteenth and nineteenth-century
Athapaskan shirts, even to the presence of terminal
loops and single large bead pendants on the fringe.)
The carefully repaired rents show that the shirt had
good usc; and the facts that all the stitching is in
sinew, and that the vertical decorative bands arc
held by the structural scams, show that it was not
cobbled up lor sale to a white man, nor radically
'improved' after collection. 7 ~ One can only spentlate as to why it should have been made at all lor
horne use.
The furs which the Hurons sent east were
transported by canoe, and Iroquois pressure required a precautionary detour (;,r to the north, to
reach Quebec by way of the Saguenay river. The
Hurons of that period were as sparsely clad as the
Micmacs,7:l and it may well be that their paddlers
made shift to equip themselves with warmer clothing for the northerly autumn journey, with some

finery lor business conli·ontations. As possible suppliers one may, again tentatively, nominate the
Nipissings of the area north of Georgian Bay, who
traded liu into the nor.th-west.
'T'he r685 catalogue description of the garment as
resembling 'a shirt of our own' (nostratis) prompts
the question of European influence. Linen shirts
were traded in large numbers to the lndians,H but
the cut and neckline do not here suggest a European
model. The epaulet recalls the European military
epaulet, but appears to antedate it. Elaboration of
the shoulders was characteristic of European male
costume until well into the first half of the seventeenth century, but the Indian version must perhaps be regarded as an independent development.
Firmer evidence of the post-contact manufacture of
the shirt lies in the assumed use of trade needles in
the fixing of the slats, and of commercial thread
well (not proven) in the woven quillwork, and the
probability that the fine li·inges were slashed with a
metal blade. Inter-tribal trade carried such goods
l~tr ahead of the white men who landed them.
The Tradescant shirt has been meticulously and
lovingly studied by the late Harold B. Burnham and
by Mrs Dorothy K. Burnluim, both of the Royal
Ontario ~'luscum, to whom the Ashmolean
Museum is deeply indebted. The technical analyses
quoted above are theirs, but the suggestion as to
provenance is niy own.
G. E. S. Turner

12. 'POWHATAN'S MAN'fLE' (Fig. rg, Pis. VIVII). Four tanned hides of the white-tailed
deer( Odocoilcus virginianus, also called Dam a virginiana)15 are each ·cut straight on two adjacent
sides and are sewn together with sinew thread to
form a larger, almost rectangular flat piece of
leather. Its border is not cut and preserves some of
the holes made in stretching the hides preparatory
to tanning them. For some reason, but perhaps
because of the shape of the hides, the vertical scam
';"Turner t955. pp. fit-~, pl. XVc.:.
,;,. National Museu mol" l\·lan, Ouawa, no. NMM
illustrated in Hrasser t97li, p. 5•1·
711

71

Huru 1940,

III-X-~119:

fJasJim.

The transli"Ting of sound quilled or headed ornaments li·llln
old clothing to new was a widesprt:ad custom, colllinucd to tlu:
presem time.
72
It is pos.•ihle that the band 2(a) is not in its original position.
"'Sec Triggn· ty6!), p. H. Trigger also staws that the Hurons
obtained clothing from their Algonc1uian neigh hours to tlw north.
" Heunepin 1697·
"'ldemilied hy Miss Daphne Hills, British Museum (Natural
History).
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docs not extend the li.dllcngth of the skin, but ends
at some distance li·om both the bouom and, more
noticeably, the top.
In addition to the holes caused by stretching the
hides, and numerous others which arc clearly the
result of various modes of mounting the skin li:11·
display by means of nails, there arc still more holes
which cannot be explained in these ways. Sever~) of
them arc now covered by shell applique, but pairs
of rather large and regular holes arc clearly visible
in both the upper left and lower right hides. 'fhe
l~1ct that the paired arrangement appears twice
would require a systematic explanation. None of
those which have been previously proposed (arrow
or bullet holes, holes made by using the skins as
backpacks before sewing them up, damage caused
by insects), however, is convincing.
The shell bead-work originally consisted of a
central standing human figure flanked by two
upright quadrupeds and surrounded hy thirty-limr
discs. 'fhis design was made by spot-stitching shells
of 1Hargine/la roscida RcdficlcF'; with sinew thread
having a slight S-twist. 'fhc shells used li:ll· the
animals and discs arc ground at one side to form
beads ready li:ll· applique; those used li:H· the central
figure arc ground at both sides, reducing them to
about half their original size. lVIost stitches do not
penetrate right through the skin, so the thread can
be seen only in a few places on the back. Some shells
have been lost, especially on the lower part of the
mantle: here two discs are completely missing and a
third almost completely gone, while several more
have lost about a third of their shells. This is
probably largely the result of post-collection vandalism, resulting from the greater accessibility of the
lower part when the piece was hung up on display.
There is no indication of heavy aboriginal wear in
this section. Likewise, the lower extremities of both
the human and the two animal figures show heavy
loss· of shells. As the applique stitches arc still vi~iblc,
the original outlines of the design lilrlunatcly can be
reconstructed (Fig. I9)·
The human figure (of unspecified sex) is shown in
lrontal outline with indications of cars, square
shoulders, arms more or less parallel to the body
and ending in rive-digit hands; the lcct arc shown in
outward profile with five toes each, the thumbs and
big toes both being clearly dillcrcntiatcd from the
rest.
The two animals resemble one another in terms
or their overall outline, but arc clearly distinguished
by their tails and paws. The lcl"t-hand animal has a

long tail and round paws with five digits, while the
tail of the right-hand ani~11al is shorter, and the legs
taper to a cloven hoor. 'fhcrc arc some dillcrcnccs
between the two in the way in which the shells arc
aligned to li:m11 the body. The discs arc made up of
counter-clockwise outward spirals. \Vhilc in some
circles the spiral ends arc easily discernible, in
others a concentric line encloses the spiral.
In 1976, when the item was exhibited outside
Oxli:ll·d for the first time since being moved li·om
Lambeth in the seventeenth century,;; the skin was
cleaned and made more pliable. T'hcrc is some
evidence li:>r earlier conservation measures (probably before the twentieth century): several tears
along the edges, and one angular rem in the upper
left skin, have been sewn with dark brown, threeply, Z-twistcd yarn, using two dillcrcnt techniques.
A comparison or the illustrations or the skin published since I888 with the present state docs not
indicate any significant loss or shells or change in
the outline.
1656 p. 47: Pohatan, King of Vil:ginia's habit all
embroidered with shells, or Roanok1~.
I 685 B no. 205: Basilica Polwtan R11gi.1· vi1giniani veslis,
duabus cervorum cutibus wn.mla, et 1111111111is indicis lmlgo
Coris die lis sfJ{endide exornala.
Dimensions: Length (max) 2.35 m; Width (max)
I .6 Ill.

BibliograjJh]: 'Tyler I 888, pp. 2 I 5-17. pl. XX;
Bushnell 1907a, p. 39, pl. 5; Holmes I910, p. 539;
La Farge 1962, p. 66; Burland I965, p. 123; Blow
1967, p. 75 (with coloured illustration); Fccst I967,
p. 10; Woodward I969, p. I45; Barbour I970, pp.
231-2; Coc I976, p. 79; Fccst I978, p. 262, fig. 5·
.Judging from the measurements pu blishcd by
Tyler, Bushnell, and Coc, it would appear that
'Powhatan's Mantle' has undergone dramatic
changes in its dimensions. Tyler gives the length as
2.2 m and the width as t.6 m; less than twenty years
later Bushnell gives 2.33 m and 1 ·5 m respectively;
another scvcllly years later, Coc finds it shrunk to
2.I3m. 7 " Unlonunatcly, the previous descriptions
and interpretations or this invaluable object do not
go much beyond the standard set I.Jy the
mcasu rem en ts.
71
; lclemilied
hv Ms Sulene Whvbruw, British Museum
(Natural Histoq•}. Margine/Ill rosciJ;, occurs locally un the
Virginia Ath1ntie coast, rnaking unnccc.:ssary any speculation
about trade with the \Vest Indies to get Mt~rginrllll nivom, the
species identified fi:n· Tyler ( tllH8).
77
Sec Coe 1976, p. 79·
70
Tyler t81lll, p. 217; Bushncllt907a, p. :~9; Coe 1~76, p. 79·
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The short description of 1685 contains an error
which is not corrected by Tyler's repetition of it 200
years later, namely that the 'habit' consists of two
pieces of deerskin; Bushnell was the first observer to
note the correct. number of (()ln·.
The I656 entry is problematic because it refers to
the J\1(//gine/la shells as 'roanoke', a usage not
supported by other evidence. Generally, the term
appears to have been reserved for small disc-shaped
beads made from conch shells. 7 !' The I685 catalogue corrects the identification of the shells as
roanoke and substitutes the term cori (cowrie) which
is also not quite correct but at least difierentiates
between the 'roanoak' of the 'Virginian purse' (No.
I3) and the shells on 'Pohatan, King of Virginia's
habit'.
Because their representation is rather stylized,
the identification of the two animals flanking the
human figure has posed some problems. Tyler
avoided an answer by saying: 'It is uncertain
whether the two quadrupeds represent, in the
conventional manner of picture-writing,· some real
animal of the region, or some mythical com·positc
creature such as other Algonquian tribes arc apt to
figure. ' 80 Bushnell likewise noted that the significance of the decoration was unknown. 81 On the
assumption that conventionalized forms of the
shapes of real animals (either of natural or supernatural character) are intended, the right figure
should be identified as a white-tailed deer, as this is
·the only member of the order of Artiodactyla to occur
in tidewater Virginia. 'T"his in turn would indicate
that the proportions between the flanking animals
and the central human figure arc about correct,
thus excluding smaller animals fi·01n consideration
in the identification of the left animal. 'fhis would
seem to leave the mountain lion (Felis cmu:olor coul!,ar
Kerr) as the sole choice, as this is the only animal of
comparable size having a long and smooth tail
which occurs in eastern Virginia.
'Powhatan's Mantle' is the only surviving example of five 'match-coats' and habits supposedly
made by t.hc Algonquian Indians of Virginia listed
in the I6.)6 catalogue. The colono-lndian word
'match-coat', which appears in other catalogue
entries, was derived fi·om a Virginian Algonquian
word which .John Smith spells 'matchcorcs' and
glosses 'skins, or garments'."~ Smith's contcmporctry, William Stracl1cy, lists two ditrc:rcntly
glossed spellings: 'matchkorc', meaning 'a staggcs
skin', and 'mantchcor', meaning 'a Coat Jerkin
dublct cr ells what', but both appear to represent
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the same word.":' Although 'Powhatan's Mantle' is
not referred to as a 'match-coat', one would assume
that -at least, if it really was a garment- it would
also fitll into that very broad catcgory. 84 On the
other hand, there is good reason to question the usc
of this shell-decorated skin as a garment, as well as
its allribution to the wardrobe of the native ruler
over much of tidewater Virginia at the time of the
first Eng Iish settlement in this area.
Owing to the warm climate, upper garments
were relatively rare among the Virginia
Algonquians, being chiefly worn in winter and/or
by members of the native upper class. According to
.John Smith, 'the bcuer sort usc large mantels of
dcare skins not much diflering in fashion fi·om the
Irish mantels'.'"' The only picture illustrating their
usc is fiJtmd in Robert Beverley's 1-fislol)' and PreJenl
Stale q/ Virginia, dated almost a hundred years later.
By that time, trade cloth had taken the place of
hides, but the manner of wearing the 'mantle'
wrapped over the shoulders had remained traditional and docs indeed resemble the wa): in which
the Irish fallaing was worn,"'; being tied over one
shoulder, as shown by several early illustrations
li·om both coastal Virginia and North Carolina. 87
For a bcuer understanding of the manner of
wearing skins of this kind, one can consider an
apparently similar type of garment whose usc is
much bcllcr documented: the bison-skin robes of
the Plains Indians."" 'fhcsc measure (excluding
those made fiJr the usc of children) fi·om aboui
I .8 m to 2.5 m in length, and fi·om ~bout I ·3m to
2. I 5 m in width. A random sample of twelve Plains
robes li:11· which measurements were readily
available had mean dimensions of 2.13 111 by
1.6.') m, which is almost identical with the measurements of 'Powhatan's Mantle'.
T'herc are, however, notable diflerences between
the two types of skin. Most bison robes arc split;
they consist of a bison skin cut lengthwise into two
'" Fe~:st '!167. pp. •:l-'4• r(i-17. 19.
"" Tyleo: oiiiUI. p. ~ r 7.
"'Bushnell I!JO/a. p. :l!l·
"' t\rher 1HH+. pp. 4+ :JH 1.
"" Strach~:y '!IS:l. pp. rHo. 19~.
11
"' Sec also lht! discussion in n. ti·.!.
•• Arllt:r 1HH4, pp. (i(i, 361 ; Strachey 19;>3• p. 7 I.
"'; lkn:rley '9·1-7• p. r(i:J; cf. Quinn 19fi(i, pp. 23-·!. pis. 'l-5, H,

IU.

"' Fecsr 1!1711, p. 2lio, lig. 4; I-1 uhon and Quinn 19li4, 1. HH:
ibid., vol. 2, pis. :n. :JH-,p:o.
.
'"'e.g. Fcesr I!JIIoa, pp ..~r-6, pis. 35, 69, 70; Coc 1976, pp.
rHH-!1: l\·laurer '!177·1'1'· 125, 152: Krickcbcrg '!15't• pp. 19-73,
Taf. r-G.
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approximately equal parts which arc then sewn
back together again. 'Powhatan's Mantle' consists
or limr deerskins sewn together by a horizontal and
a vertical scam. "fhe designs on most Plains robes
arc painted, although a few examples of decoration
with glass bead or porcupine quill applique are
known. As the Plains robes were worn horizontally,
their design orientation is likewise horizontal; that
oi"'Powhatan's Mantle', however, is vertical. 'fhere
are a lew examples or robes li·om eastern North
America with at least a secondary vertical orientation. Like most or the li:w other extant
seventeenth- and eighteenth-century north-eastern
skin robes, they arc only about hall" the size
the
Plains robes (or of'Powhatan's l\:lantle'). Their usc
as garments is doubtful; this also applies to the
somewhat larger, vertically oriented and very problematic Ojibwa robes."" Nor were all of the painted
skins nl" the Plains used as garments: thew-called
'winter counts', l(:ll· example, were historical records
painted on hide. Very similar records arc reponed
ll·om seventeenth-century coastal Virginia where
the paititcd skins were kept in native tcmplesY"
Skins with pictographic paintings were also used as
wrappings li:ll· sacred bundles, as among the
Menominee and probably other tribes of the Great
Lakes area.!' 1
'fhus, even if 'Powhatan's ivlantle' was shaped
like a garment, it need not ncc1:ssarily have been
worn as one; but in li11:t its vertically orientated
design precludes consideration as such, as the
analogies with both Plains robes and Irish mantles
imply. A feature which may have misled past
observers into thinking or it as a garment is the
incomplete scam between the upper leli and right
hides, which superficially t-csembles a V -neck. 'fo
wear a skin this way would, however, be unique in
native North America.
As to the ornamentation ol" Virginia Algonquian
skin 'match-eoats", it appears that most or them
(like those ll·om neighbouring North Carolina)
were ll·inged, a feature conspicuously absent ll·om
the item in the Tradescant collection. Some or the
skin garments were painted, ·some imbroidered
with white beads, some with eopper'.!l2 \·Vhilc the
usc or shell bead applique on such robes is thus
proven, the only detailed confirmation comes ll·otn
English Jesuit sources on early Maryland. 'fhc
Annual Letter or I ()39 remarks: ''fhe only peculiarity by which you can distinguish a chief fl·01n
the common people is some badge; either a collar
made or a rude jewel, or a belt, or a cloak,

or

olicntimcs ornamented with shells in circular
rows.'!':' If this seems to dcscri be part or the bead
applique on 'Powhatan's Mantle', it may be because this item was to be seen in. London at the time
the Annual Letter was being compiled there.
Rather than supplying new information about
rvlaryland, it may be based on personal observations of the compiler m the M usaeum
'fradcscantian um.
\Vhcn 'fylcr first published 'Powhatan's !VIantlc'
in !1388 he tried to substantiate the references in the
early catalogue or the Tradcscant collection to its
association with Powhatan by checking the written
sources on early Virginia. \Vc can do the same in
order to ascertain ( 1) whether there is any positive
indication that Powhatan wore a skin like the
'mantle' and (2) whether it is. likely that the
'fradescants received a skin garment given by
Powhatan to the English.
'fhc 'match-coats' actually worn by Powhatan
arc repeatedly described. During the first encounter with Captain John Smith in early January of
1Go8, Powhatan wore 'a great covering of
Rahaughcums','H to which a contemporary annotator added the observation: 'the skinnc very well
dressed and artyficially sowed togcthur'.'"' Later,
Smith elaborated on his earlier version by adding
'and all the taylcs hanging by'.9 1; This is clearly not
our piece, but the one Barbour had in mind when
suggesting that Powhatan's mantle may have been
made of racoon skins, like one of the lost 'fradescant
'match-coats' ( 1656 p. 47) .!17 Another meeting
between Smith and Powhatan took place in
February 1608, when the Virginia Algonquian
ruler wore 'a litire Robe of skin as large as an Irish
mantle',!'" appan:ntly without striking decoration
and probably somcwha t smaller than the
'fradescant skin. Later during the same year, when
Powhatan was given the presents sent to him from
England, 'he gave his old shoes and his mantle to
Captain Newport'.!'!' As the mantle- which is not
described in any detail - was given to Newport,
"" Fc<:sl I!J79· pp. 1:!5-8, 101-2.
'"' Fcesl 1974, p. 1jl:l.
'" Skinner 1921, p. 340; Fccs1 1979, pp. 87-8.
'" ArbCI' 11:11:14, p. 66.
""Hall I!JIO, p. 125.
!>·I t\rbc1· 11:!1:!4, p. 19.
'''' Barbour 19li9, 1. 185.
"" t\rbl!r 11:11:14, p .•~oo.
7
" Barbour 1970, p. 232.
''" t\rhCI' 1HH4, p. 102.
"" I bid .. pp. 125, 4-31:!.
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there is no reason to assume, as Tyler has done, that
.John Smith could ultimately have given the mantle
to 'fradescanl. Moreover, although we know that in
his will Captain Smith ldi part of his library to
.John Tradescant, he does not seem to appear in the
list of donors to the museum published with the
1656 catalogue.'""
'fhe questions that remain al'ter all the previous
assumptions about 'Powhatan's J\'lantle' have been
placed in doubt are: ( 1) what was the shelldecorated skin, if not a garment?, and (2) how did
it acquire its unsubstantiated association .with
Powhatan? There is probably little chance now of
complete answers, but some of the ((·,llowing hypotheses may be IIJuml more convincing than those
previously made.
'l'hc earliest notice we have of 'Powhatan's
i'vlantle' is the 1638 report ofCeorg Christoph Stirn
on his visit to the 'T'radescant collection, when he
remarks on having seen there 'the robe of the King
of Virginia'."" This allows fiu· the possibility that
both the skin and some of the other material li·om
Virginia had been collected there by 'T'radescant
the Younger who had been in the colony in 16:n.
By that time Powhatan had been dead f()r nineteen
years, and the Virginia Algonquians had been in an
almost permanent state of war with the colonists
since 1622. 111 ~ 'T'radcscant may have acquired the
skin fi·om one of the veteran colonists, together with
the attribution which certainly would not have
compromised the sale.
It is an elementary principle of collecting that
items connected with memorable persons have
enhanced interest. As a result, the collectors'
market has always supplied more arteli1cts associated with notorious people than those persons
could ever have owned. None of the objects customarily associated with
the Aztec ruler
?vlontezuma, f()l' example, were ever in his possession: of the objects ascribed to him by tradition,
both the battleaxe and the f(:athcr cloak arc
Brazilian, the emerald is li·mn Colombia, and only
the feather head-dress and shield came fi·om
Mexico at all. 10 ~ An entry in the sale catalogue of
Sir Ashton Lever's museum of r8o6, 'Similitude of
Pondiac the Indian Chief, cut in stone with his own
hands', 111 ' 1 is a well-known instance of overattribution.
Even though many such attributions turn out to
be spurious, there is usually some background to
explain them. In the case of'Powhatan's Mantle' it
seems quite likely that the skin came from one of the
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nativt' temples which were closely associated with
the treasure-houses ol'the ruling fiunilics among the
Virginian Algonquians.'"'' ·All kinds of"T'reasurc, as
skinncs, copper, pcarle, and beades' were stored
there,'"'; as well as the 'winter counts' painted on
skins noted above. 'T'hcsc temples were occasionally
destroyed or looted as part of the strategy of cultural
and even physical genocide which was put into
dl'cct after the Indian uprising of 1622. 1117 The
temple/treasure-house theory also supplies the only
hint regarding the object's iconography. At the l(.,ur
corners of Powhatan's tn:asure-house in Orapakes,
says .John Smith, 'stand 4 I mages as Sentinels, one
of a Dragon, another of a Beare, the 3 like a
Leopard, ami the f()urth like a giantlike man: all
made cuill li1vordly, according to their best workmanship'.""' Even though the images at Orapakes
were probably carved, two (the 'lenparcl'/puma
and the anthropoid) seem to duplicate figures
n:pn:sented on the skin.
C. F. Fecst
13. SKIN POUCH (Fig. ·.w, Pl. Ill). A roughly
rectangular pouch decorated with two arrowshaped pieces of shell bead-work at its bottom and
two identical pieces at its opening. 'l'hc pouch
consists of a piece of tanned animal skin,"'!' light
brown and E1irly heavy. 'l'his has been liJided
lengthwise and sewn together at one side with a
sinew showing no discernible twist. A small, wedgeshaped piece of skin has been inserted to f(JI'm the
bottom of the bag. 'l'he stitches arc barely visible on
the outside, the seams probably being sewn insideout. Below the bouom and above the upper end of
the side scam the skin is cut into thongs which serve
as warps fi.1r the allached bead-work.
The number of warps is :15 ancl36 in the top flaps
of the pouch, and 33 and 36 in the bottom flaps.
'l'hese dirninish to 15 and 17, and 15 and 1(i
respectively, as the flaps taper to their narrowest
section beli·.,rc expanding again. 'l'he expansion of
the tip is fiu·med by doubling back some warps li·01n

I'·

'"" Tykr, 1RHH, p. 217; Feest 1!Jii7, I'· 10, 11. 'I'; Barbour 1!'17"·
~:l~· s~., also i'\'licroliche :;.
1111
See p. ~ 1 a11d No. 43H below.
"" Fecst 197H, pp. 2;j6-7.
'"" A11ders 1!17H, pp. li9-71.
1.,., l.e\'O:riall :\·1 usnim 1!17!1. 1:,t h day. In I If'iH4.
1
"'' Fees I 1!JI.ili, p. 73·
'"'; Arher 1HH+, pp. Ho. :J7Ii; Stradu:y '!J.",:J, p. fi2.
"" Feest 197H, pp. 256-7.
""' Arlu:r IHI.I,I·· pp. Bo, :J7Ii; Siradu:y 1!).",:1. p. 6~.
'""The spet:ies has nnt bce11 cleu:rrllim:d. hut is probably deer.
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centre crease. Its age cannot be saiCiy determined,
but it is assumed that the cut is not part of the basic
design or the pouch, although it enlarges the
somewhat narrow opening.
I656 p. 51 : Virginian fJurses imbroidered with Roanoake.
I685 B no. 370: Quatuor perae coriaceae indicae, nummo
Roanoak dicto exomatae.
Fig.

20.

Skin pouch, No. 13: detail ot" shell bead-work.
Scale 1: 1

the point, and also by doubling them back at the
edge. The outer two warp-strands continue through
a globular shell bead at the tip·of each flap and arc
subsequently knotted together. 'fhesc beads (one
pertaining to one of the bottom Haps is missing)
appear to have been made li·om the shell of Oliva
nana.' "' Bet ween the warps, close to 6,ooo shell
beads arc fastened in a manner resembling that
used in wampum belts by means of a two-ply, Ztwistecl sinew yarn. 'fhe disc-shaped beads arc
made fi·om the shell of Saxidomus amlus or S.
gracile.1". 111 They arc generally white but some have
a reddish or bluish tinge. The majority of the beads
measure 0.5 to I mm in length and 3 to 4· mm in
diameter, with perforations ranging fi·mn I to
2 mm. Some beads have a length of up to 2 mm and
an even smaller number arc as thin as Cl.3 mm. Less
than ten beads measure up to +5 mm in length.
None of the aberrant types of' bead arc functionally
distinguished on the pouch.
The paired welt passes through each bead (and
sometimes two beads) and on either side of the
warp. T'he two wells exchange positions irregularly,
sometimes after every one, two, or three beads or
warps. This technique resembles (but due to its
irregularity is dillerent from) twining. At the edge
warps the wefts also cross bcfi)re going through the
next row of beads.
Just above the lower Haps are two rows of' shell
beads made by grinding oil' each end of' a LHarginel/a
shell,''~ and then sewing it to the leather using a
simple over-under spot stitch and a Z-twisted sinew
yarn. or the original number or around seventy
beads, only forty remain, most of' them in the lower
row.
There is an old crease across the centre of the
pouch which would seem to be aboriginal and not
the result of treatment after collection. Two holes in
the crease, however, arc the result of having
formerly been mounted with nails. Close to the side
fold, a slightly irregular cut extends almost to the

Dimensions: Length (overall, exclusive of large
beads) o. 77 m; Width (max) I I o mm.
BibliograjJh.y: Bushnell 1907a, pp. 39-4.0, pl. V l;
Sturtevant, in Hulton and Quinn tg6,h l.II2; Fcest
I967, pp. 10-II.
While it is unfortunate that only one of the lour
purses in the I685 collection survives, we should be
grateful to have even one, as it is the only known
representative of' its type. Since neither pictures nor
written sources describe the type, we cannot be sure
of its exact usage and its distribution, beyond the
information supplied by the catalogue entries. The
1656 catalogue refers to them only as 'Virginian',
which at that time could indicate almost any area
south of' New England and north of' Florida. The
likelihood that the 'purse' came from the
Chesapeake Bay area is increased by the f'act. that
this was the only area within the Middle Atlantic
region intensively colonized by the English. The usc
of' the Virginian Algonquian word 'roanoak' to
refer to the shell beads is less indicative because the
word has become part of' colonial American
English. 'fhc disc type of shell bead ('roanoak' in its
most specific sense) which predominates on the
pouch is of' very fi·cqucnt occurrence in prehistoric
and early historic sites of Virginia. It seems to
have been the kind of bead used by at ,least the
sixteenth and seventeenth-century south-eastern
Algonquians lor most of' the purposes lor which
many historic tribes or the north-cast (:mploycd
wampum.••:• In this connection the virtual identity
of' the techniques employed in the manul~tcture or
wampum belts and of the appendages on the
'fradescant pouch is remarkablt:.'"' 'fhe presence
of' some aberrant beads on the pouch which resemble the wampum type should not, however, be
overstressed. 115
11
" Identified by D. F. \V. Haden l'uwcll. For measurements ul'
these three heads and comparative dat:l see Fe<:SI 1967, p. 10.
111
Jdemificd hy D. F. \V. Hackn l'uwell.
11
' Tent:llivcly identified as Margim•lltl mJCidcl Redfield hy Ms
Solene Whyhrow, Hritish i\·luseum (Natural History).
"" Feest 1967, pp. 8-'ll.
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Hush nell '9"P• p. 40.
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Antiquities: The Americas
Since the pouch dot:s not have- and never hadany kind or strap or band by which it could be
carried around the neck or over the shoulder (as
other types or bags wen: worn in eastern North
America, induding Virginia), it is likely that it was
f()lded along the central crease and worn over the
belt. Asymmct rica II y-fi.Jidcd pouches worn in 1 his
way arc illustrated in .John \Vhitc's late sixteenthcentury drawings li·om coastal North Carolina.
Some or these are cut from leather and sewn; others
are whole skins or small animals. 11 '; In li1ct, the
Tradescant 'purse' with its fi.lur bcach:d appendages
added in pairs to both ends or the pouch would
appear to stylize the shape of such a whnlc:-animalskin pouch.
'fhc only Other type of symmetrically fi.llded beltpouch in eastern North America - sometimes
rdern:d to as a 'slit-pouch' - is or a dilli.:n:nt
construt:tion: it is rectangular, closed at both ends,
and is accessible through an opening cut across the
central crease. This type is know1i fi·01n an illustration or 1710 showing an Iroquois (Mohawk)
lndian, 117 as well as li·onl a numlll:r of nineteenthcentury specimens in museums, most or them li·om
the M idwest. 11" In historic times, these were used as
shot-pouches, but the type is pi·obably older than
the introduction nflin:anns in North America. The
term 'purse' used in the di:>6 catalogue is somewhat
rniskading, since the concept or money was liJITign
to the economics or the native tribes or North
America. However, various t ypc:s nr shell beads including 'roanoak' - were accepted as money by
the seventeenth-century colonists along the Atlantic
coast at a fixed rate of' exchange, and the appendages of the pouch could thcrdi.1re have been
converted 'into cash.
C. F. Fcest

14 . .JAGUAR-TOOTH PENDAN'T' (Pl. VIII).
Single jaguar (Pantlwra onw) 1·1!' tnnth, bound with
vegetable fibre, probably Brrmudia. 'fwo longitudinal splits and many srnaller splits in the ena;nel.
1656 p. 51 : Vari1~(1• '!/ Chains, nuulr~ '!/ till' ll?dlt '!/
Serfml/.1' all(/ wilde berl.l'ls, lf!hiflt lhl! Indians weam.
1G85 B no. 2ti5: Armillrw indiau· 12 I'X Jl?rfn?n/um
ferrmmll{/11? aliarum dl'ntilms l:omfmsitrw.

/Jinu?nsions: Length 79 mm; \Vidth 2:3 mm.
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each having a single pcr(()l'ation to admit the string.
'T'hc pcrliJrations have been bored li·om both sides
and nne tooth has a second hole through the central
section. One tooth has been broken in hair and one
piece is now missing. Although the teeth arc strung
on a single string, the cords are intricately entwined
so as 10 hold them securely. 'fhe string is or cotton;
an additional short length or another fibre, probably Bronu·lia, is attached to one tooth.
1 ti5li p. ;) 1 : Varit?{l• '!/ Chains, mad1~ '!l th1? /edh '!/
SafH?n/.1' and wilde beasts, which the lndiaux weare.
161:!5 B no. 2G5: Armillae in dime r2 ex JI'I}Hmlum
.JimmiiiUfl/1! aliarum dl?ntibus comfJositrw.

DimmsionJ: (teeth) Length (max) 4·7 mm; Width
(max) 12 mm.
Necklaces of' teeth were used in the Americas not
merely li:u· ornamentation or to indicate the presence or a skilled and fearless hunter in the liunily,
hut also as protective charms, often worn by
children. The usc of tooth necklaces of various kinds
has been discussed by Roth.'~ 1
'T'he distribution or both jaguar and ocelot is
widespread, both being limnd throughout Central
and South America except at high altitudes in the
Andes, in the extreme south or Patagonia, and in
Tierra del Fuego. 'T'he jaguar is often rclt:rred to as
a 'tiger' in the New World and is an important
animal symbol over a widespread area, signifying
f(:rocity and strength, indicating a powerli.d hunter
and associated, according to some mythologies,
with darkness and night. 'T'his importance is or some
antiquity, and the jaguar ligures in many ritual,
symbolic, and artistic contexts in the ancient civilization or both Central America and the Andean
n:g10n.
American Indians often kill jaguars, fearing
attacks on themselves or on domesticated animals.
'T'he skin is valued li:11· ornamentation, li.1r making
satchels, and (i)l' trade. The teeth. are sometimes
"';Hulton and Quinn l~lli,J. 2. pis. :JH, 41!. 131. Bt:\'l!rlt:y
pp. 1li5, JH:J. tRt) copies this type li·om tht: .:ngravings
alier.John \Vhiu:'s drawings as if the same type harl also on:urn:d
in Virginia.
117
Sturll:\'atll 1974·• p. l'~li.
1
"' Skinn•·r 1!1'-' 1. pp. :l'-'!"J-:Jo; Vattt:r I!J'~.'i. p. ~J4, Tal: XVIII;
Ft:t:sl l!lliH, p. li:J. Tal'. 12h: Benndorfand Speyer l!llill, pp. li7,
"':'1, Ahh. :J'I: Hodge '9i:J, p. H: also two examplt:s coll<:ncrl
an1nng the t.~astcrn Dakola in tU:,(i, now in the Nc'tprstkuvo
(l~J47,

See discussion under N11. 15.

i\·luze11n1, Prague (nos. :l~:li~>· '..!'..!~ll!J).

15. S'T'RING OF OCELOT TEETH (Pl. IX). A
string or seven teeth of' ocelot ( Frdix fmrdalis), 1~~~

''" ldt:tllilication of I<Tth pmvid<:cl hy l\·liss Daphnl! Hill,
llri1ish Mns<:um (Nalural History).
l:.!n lclt:ntification as n. IIC).
"' Rolh 1!1'-'4, pp. I LJ-17, 43~-:J, pl. J,pb.
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used fo r nec kl aces and it is poss ible that th e single
too th (No . 14 ) was o ne o f a pair bo und bac k-tobac k to fo rm a pe nd a nt. Th e use o fj ag ua r-tee th has
be en d isc ussed by Ro th , wh o has a photog ra ph o f a
neckl ace in co rpo ra ting a jag ua r-t oo th whic h was
wo rn by a Pata m o na Indian (a C arib gro up of th e
Gui a na Hig hl a nd s) .
Th e oce lo t tee th (No . 15 ) wo uld have had less
,·a lu e as a pro tec tive c ha rm , but th eir skins were
hig hl y prized , and th ese anim a ls were so m e tim es
ke pt as pe ts if ca ptured yo un g.
A . Butt Colson

16. H AMMO C K ( Fig . 2 1, Pl. X ). C o tton ha mm oc k, in whi c h th e sca le lin es (for suspe nsion ) a re

fi g.

2 1.

H a mmock , N o.

16:

m1ssm g, th e e nd s of th e wa rp thread s bein g simp ly
kn o tt ed toge th er . The wa rps a re united by a seri es
of wove n ba rs (Fig. 2 1) , eac h ba r in vo lv ing two
pairs of weft strands whi ch in te rl acc be t ween every
second wa rp . Th e majority of th e ba rs a rc wove n in
contig uous pairs, effec ti vely produ cing band s invo lving eight thread s; a t either end of th e ha mmoc k, ho weve r, a re two sin g le ba rs. Th e end s o f
ea c h pa ir of weft thread s have been nea tl y kn o tted
to fo rm tasse ls, man y of whi c h a rc now in comp le te .
1656 p. 53: Hamaccoes, Jive several! sorts.
1685 B no . 4 22 : Qpinque lectulae indicae Hamaccoes
vulgo dictae, quarum duae ex co rticibus arboris wjusdam
complica /ae, duae ex Lino, altera , ex Xy lina implexae.
Dimensions : L eng th 2. 30 m ; Width (m ax ) 1.30 m.

det a il of transverse wove n ba rs and frin ges. Sca le
represe ntati on of pla iting )

1 :1.

( Inse t: sc hemati c

Antiquities: The Americas
Hammocks, used for sleeping and lounging in, were
limnd in the possession of Amerindians of the
Caribbean islands and the tropical li:m~sl area of
South America at the time of the lirst European
contacts. Today they arc still made by Amerindian
groups of the South American continent, although
those on general sale arc mainly l~1ctory-madc
imitations, brightly coloured and less com(()rtable.
Sc\,cral varieties of fibre have been used in the
manufacwrc of hammocks, such as those of the itc
palm (Maurilia jlexuosa), wild pineapple (Bromdia
sp.), and homespun cotton. The latter is generally
considered to be the most comlortable.
'fhcy arc made by accumulating large balls of
cotton thread, the cotton being home-grown and
then spun by the women using a simple spindle. A
wooden rramc is set up, consisting of two posts with
a crossbar joining them together at the top. 'fhc
distance between the posts determines the length of
the body of the hammock. The warp threads arc
assembled on the li·amc by walking round and
round the posts, unwinding the cotton on to them.
It is thus tightly and evenly wound, proceeding
li·01n bottom to top. Using this method a li·ont and a
back set of horizontal warp strands an: obtained.
Wdi threads arc then finger-woven vertically up
and down the warp, limning 'bars' which link li·mn
and back warp threads together. The distance
between the bars or the weft and the number of
threads used in each bar will determine the strength
and durability or the body of the hammock, the
arrangement used in this example being particularly cllcctivc.
\Vhcn all the bars have been woven the hammock
is slipped on· its li·amc and the scale lines arc
attached to either end. These arc made li·01n strong
cotton cord, consisting of a number or threads
twisted together to li:u·m a thick ply, and arc
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threaded through the terminal loops of the warp
threads. The scale lines arc arranged careli.dly by
length, the shortest in the centre or the hammock
and the others increasing in length towards the
edges: on them will depend the even suspension or
the harnmock and its spread. 1 n
The absence or scale lines on this example may
imply that the body of the hammock was taken clll"
its li·;unc and acquired by the collector without
having been completed, or, more likely, that it was
roughly used at some stage and the scale lines broke
or became unravelled. The point of greatest li·iction is where the scale lines arc bound closely
together at their apex, with cotton or other thread,
since it is here that the hammock ropes arc inserted
liJr suspension. Their loss is particularly regrettable
since, while the material nr the hammock and the
mode of weaving arc widespread in distribution,
the length, method or attachment, and other li:~a
tures or the scale lines arc the next diagnostic
li?aturc; or importancc. 1 'l:l
"fhe various techniques employed in weaving
hammocks have been described by Roth: the
method used in this example conlorms to his 'fypc
A2i. 1 ~' 1 "fhis method is widely distributed in the
Guianas and surrounding areas, and, rclcrring to
Guyana, Roth states that it is in usc among Cariband Arawak-spcaking groups.
A. Butt Colson

I:.!:!

Good hanu1tocks arc nearly as wick as 1hey arc long and

the corn~(:l way 10 sleep in 1he1n is fhm1 conwr to corner. A

nearly flat position may be obtained in this way. rather 1han tlw
curved posture which Europeans tend tu adopt by sleeping up
and down the n:ntre.
l:.!:t Ccunpan·,
for t:Xiil111pk the colll'Clions or :\kawaio
(Guyana). Art:kuna (Venezuela), and \Vayana (Surinam,
Frcnd1 Guyana. Brazil) hammocks in the Pitt Rivers i\·lliScum.
'" Rnth I!J'loj, pp. 3H1-99· '"I'· p. :{H.J, no. 4G·J. fig. I!Jf.i.

AFRICA
17. SPURS (Fig. 22). Pair or iron prick spurs,' or
large size, with long straight sides tapering towards
rectangular terminals, both or which are pierced
with two horizontal slots. 'fhe sides are of round
section except liw their under-surface behind the
li:uJt, where a Hat triangle is emphasized with
incised lines. A vertical rectangular loop above the
junction of neck and sides is decorated with a simple
pattern or double incised I ines on its top and outer
surl;1ccs. l'he short neck is of square section with
bevelled edges. Between it and the goad is a large
circular elise or neck-plate, Hat in li·ont and convex
behind. The long, plain, rounded, heavy goad,
which swells to considerable thickness at its centre,
tapers to a point. Spur leathers missing.

1656 p. ,).8: Barba I)' SjniiTI!.I" jwintul ShrojJ lik1! a Bodkin,
or, Sjmrresjrom Turke;•.
1685 B no. 754.: Duo calcaria Barharicaji:rrea.

Dimensions: Length (overall) 285 mm, (neck and
goad) 118mm; Span 82 mm.
Sec discussion under No. 19.

19. SPURS (Fig. 24). Pair or iron prick spurs with
straight, round-section sides flattening a little near
the slender rectangular terminals, each or which has
two horizontal slots. One spur has a side broken,
leaving a small stump. Although it would still fit
closely around the back or a wearer's heel, the sides
or the complete spur have been opened beyond their
original span. "fhe incomplete spur shows signs of
having had quite a narrow span.~ Rectangular
vertical loop above the junction of neck and sides,
decorated with a simple incised line pallern, as is
the Hat triangular surlace beneath it. 'fhc loop has a
keyhole-shaped perloration through li·ont and back.
'fhe short, rounded quadrangular neck expands
towards the flat circular neck-plate, behind which
the long goad swells very slightly beli)re tapering to
a point. The rear surlitce or the neck-plate is
decorated with a pattern of two interlaced doubleline squares liJrming an eight-pointed star, in and
around which is a scrolled line pattern, inlaid in
silver. "T'he goad has similar scroll decoration between double lines.
1656 p. 4.8: Barbary .S'lmrre.l"jJointed .rlunjl like a Bodkin,
or, S~mrres .Ji·om Turk C)'.
1685 B no. 754: Duo calcaria Barbaricaferrea.

18. SPURS (Fig. 23). Pair of iron prick spurs with
traces or gilding on all surbces. The sides, base or
the neck, and goad arc or fairly round section,
slightly 1:1cetccl to octagonal. Straight sides; a small
double step on the upper and lower surfaces next to
each terminal, the latter small and rectangular,
each pierced with two horizontal slots. A scrap ol'
leather remains attached to one terminal. A small,
plain, rectangular loop rises behind each heel,
leaning a liLLie over the neck, its top edge decorated
with a square in relief. Short neck. Round neckplate, both surlaces or which arc convex; the rear
surlace is more curved than the other and has eight
surface sections lightly defined. Next to it a thickened collar forms the base or the long goad, which
swells before tapering to a point.

1656 p. 4.8: Barba I)' .S~ntrres j)(Jinted sharjJ like a Btl(/kin,
or, Spurres from Turke;•.
1685 B no. 754: Duo calcaria Barbarica.ferrea.

Dimensions: Length (overall) 25:~ mm, (neck and
goad) 105 mm; Span 6o and 64.mm.
See discussion under No. 19.

Dimensions: Length (overall) 282 mm, (neck and
goad) 146mm; Span (clisLOrted) 107 mm.

By 1236 the Islamic Moors, who had formerly
dominated the Iberian Peninsula, had receded
bell:n·e the Christian armies into their last European
province or Granada. At about this time the rowel
spur first made its appearance in Europe and began
to replace the older prick spurs with their singlepoint goads. By the end of the fourteenth century
most European knights wore rowel spurs and rode
with long stirrup-leathers and almost straight legs.
The Moors in southern Spain did not adopt rowel
spurs but continued LO wear acicates or prick spurs.
'fhey rode aIa gineta with short stirrup-leathers and
bent knees. These dificrent styles can be seen on the
I The spurs arc dcs<:ribed as worn with the terminals or the
sides at the from of the spur and the goad at the back.
' Compare the span with that of a pairol" Moorish spurs in the
Annnurics, 1-1M Tower of London (no. VI ~ 17); these have
incised and silvered stylized strapwork decoration on their flat,
round neck-plates. Tlu:irovcralllength is 271lmm and their span

74111111.
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ccmrc panel of an early fifi.ccnth-ccntury Spanish
altar-piece in the Victoria and Albert M uscum ::•
the Moorish King at the Baule of Puig is shown
riding a Ia gineta with prick spurs, while the Spanish
King rides in the European manner wearing rowel
spurs.
The post-medieval prick spurs of the Moors of
southern Spain and Barbary in North Africa (of
which the nearest part to Spain later became
Morocco) increased in size, and by the seventeenth
century had developed imo the very typical form
represented by Nos. I j-Ig in this collection. Long
straight sides with rectangular, double-horizontalslot terminals, combine with straight necks, encircled ncar the heels by large discs or neck-plates,
fi·mn the centres of which projt:ct the long pointed
goads. An extra leather passed through the upright
loop behind the heel to support the weight behind
the foot which would otherwise drag the goad
downwards. Rubens paimcd a spur of this type, of
similar proportions to No. 18, the smallest pair in
this collection, worn by a iVIoor in A Lion J-lunt of
I621 :' He must have seen Moors with the Spanish
army in the Netherlands bcfi)l"c his own visit to
Spain a few years later. The Rubens spur is worn
low on the foot just above the line between the boot.
and its sole. A spur-leather is buckled around the
instep, attached to the spur terminals in the usual
way. An extra spur-leather lies above it across the
instep and joins the spur at the back of the heel,
where the method of attachment is not clear; there
docs not appear to be an upright loop behind the
heel. Both leathers have decorative buckles.
An exceptionally clear illustration of a Moroccan
prick spur appears on the equestrian portait of
Mohammed Ohadu, dated I 684, now at Chiswick
House, London. 5 \·Vhile he was in London from
I 68 I-2 as ambassador fi·mn the King of Morocco to
Charles II, Ohadu became f~unous ft)r his displays
of horsemanship in Hyde Park. His large spur, of
similar size to Nos. I 7 and 19 in this collection, is
worn low on the heel, with the leather around the
back of his heel apparently vertically ridged and
that above his instep decor a ted with a lattice
pattern (Fig. 25).
The style represented by the spurs considered
here continued to be worn almost unchanged until
modern times in north Afi·ica, making it impossible
typologically to date them closely; however, the
paintings by Rubens and Kneller described above
show that the type was already in use in the
seventeenth century when the Tradescam collcc-

Fig. 25. Detail of spur from a portrait of Mohammed
Ohadu, dated I684, at Chiswick House

tion was formed. The I 656 catalogue included
'Barbary Spurrcs' and 'Spurres from Turkey', without stating how many in either case, while in 1685
two Barbary spurs were recorded. The three pairs
discussed here arc all typical of that region of North
Africa formerly known as Barbary. The Islamic
riders or Turkey also wore prick spurs, but there
appears to be no evidence for the usc of the specific
Barbary style in that country. The 'Spurrcs from
Turkey' may now be lost, or alternatively the
description may have been applied to one of the
pairs or spurs described above.
B. Ellis
"Vicroria and Albert l\·luscum, no. 1217-•Hii+ This aharpiccc was pain led in rhe firs! quarter oflhe fifleenlh cemury and
is ascribed 10 Marzal de Sas: sec Kaullinann 1970, p. 69, pl. 4·
• Chrislie"s, Sale Catalogue rif tile Jlfortllwick Col/ectim1 (London,
1965), Lor 39 (illusrration, history, and bibliography).
Sothchy "s, Sale Catalogue rif tile Somerset de Chair Col/ectio11 (London,
1975), Lor 6fi. Now in a Spanish privau: collecrion.
' Tllr ,\·lorocw Ambas.wdor, by Godfrey Kneller, rhe background
by .Jan \Vyck. Lisrcd in an invenlory ofC:hiswick c.174-0, in Lord
Burlingron's hand ('l\•lorocco t\mbassadnur, Sr G and old
\Vykc'), and in a nul her of c.1 753, probably made shortly afler
rhe dcalh of Lord Burlinglon ('Morocco Embassador in ye 201h
of Charles ye 2nd - ye figures by Sr G Kneller, rhe background
and horse by \Vyke'), and in a typcscripl caralogue of pictures in
rhe Devonshire collecrion (no. 326), all now al Chatsworth.
Kneller may have worked up the pictures from an earlier
painting of 1682: Venue (Notebooks, 1. 1 t6) mentions a 'picture
of a Morocco Embassador h;1lf lengrh by ye life . done by Mrs
Rosse. dared 1682. his name & Title above she painred this
picrure al the same time as Kneller painted him in Oyl he silting
t<.> them bnth al once.' I am indebted to Mr N. \V. Cearns,
Custodian at Chiswick Hoi1se, for details of I his painting.
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20. CLOGS (Pl. XLII). Pair of men's wooden toepeg clogs. Made straights (in other words,(())" either
l(>ot) with a 51 mm stilt under the ball and heel.
Slightly pointed toe and 'insole' at heel, with a
narrow waist. 'The lacquered 'insole' is decorated
with a marbled cllcct. The toe-peg of one clog has
been broken and is partially missing.
1656 p. 48: Chaj1jmws, 20 sorts.
1685 B no. 34-2: C:alajmlionun lms
elaboratcw.

sj11~r:ie.1·, tola1~

fig no

Dimensions: Length 245 mm.
In the 1886 catalogue these were catalogued as 'A
pair of.Japanesc dogs' fi·mn the Island of.Joanna,
which is between Mozambique and iVIadagascar.n
"l'he style, without the marbling, has survived
around the shores of the Indian Ocean to 1 he
present day. A pair of clogs in the Nationalmuscum,
Copenhagen, provenanccd to the Ottoman Empire,
exhibits the same constructional and decorative
lea lures. 7
.J. M. Swann
21. SANDAL (Pl. XL). Double-soled sandal, the
rawhide lower sole neatly sewn to the polished and
decorated upper sole with fine leather thonging.
T'he upper sole has an embossed pallern consisting
of a central diamond shape embellished by a strip of
leather thong which also serves to hold the two
thicknesses of the sole together. In front of the
diamond and behind it is a pallcrn consisting of
fiJLir stamped circles surrounded by an embossed
border; the most ft>rward of 1he circles had been
pierced by the toe-thong, of twisted leather, fixed
by knolling the two ends together underneath the
rawhide sole. At the toe another small strip of
leather thong serves both as decoration and to hold
the two thicknesses together. A piece of tape is also
allachcd there, perhaps (i)l" hanging up the sandal,
but this is probably a later addition, as it would be
most inconvenient in wear.
The inset strap, of decorated leather, is sewn into
a slit on either side of the upper sole by a fi.1rthcr
strip or thonging which passes throug·h both thicknesses of the sole. 'fhc strap is shaped by folding
round the toe thong to form three thicknesses, the
whole being held in place by the thong itscll~ which
pierces the two upper thicknesses and ends in a
large, flat knob formed fi·om coiled leather, beaten
and shaved into shape.

16H5 B no. 32H-35: Calwmun R jmria.

Dimensions: Length 261 mm.
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'fhc construction or the strap and toe-knob is
typical of modern 1-lausa sandals; it is also li".>und
among the Tuareg and sometimes the Moors, and
elsewhere in \Vest Afi·ica (e.g. Ashanti) where there
has been I-lausa influence. "fhc decoration of the
sole could well be or 1-lausa inspiration, but all
modern 1-lausa sandals, and those of the neighbouring peoples, seem w have rounded ends to the toe
and heel, in contrast to the almost Turkish-looking
pointed toe and heel of this sandal. The decoration
on the strap looks as if it may have been done with a
rouleuc, which would suggest a Mediterranean
rather than a \Vest African origin; it could, however, have been executed with a fine comb and a
steady hand.
It is known that large numbers of sandals were
exported fi·01n Hausaland in northem Nigeria to
North Afi·ica in the nineteenth century, and this
was probably an old established trade. 1-Iausa
artisans were also to be fiH1nd in North Afi·ica.
Moreover, the 1-Iausa leather tradition itself probably has Mediterranean origins. Descriptions of
older North Afi·ican dress, in common with such
illustrations of it as arc available, generally show
some form of shoe or boot rather than sandals,
though sandals must also have been worn. Given
the probable changes of technology and fi1shion
over the centuries, it is not possible to give an exact
provenance f(Jr the sandal, though it seems likely
that it was collected in North Afi·ica.
M . .Johnson

22. IVOR ''r' SPOON (Fig. 26). Spoon carved from
a single piece of ivory with a long, shallow bowl.
'fhe handle is carved in the (()rm of a nude male
figure with long arms fi1lded across the body. ·rlu:
fitcc is disproportionately large, having a broad flat
nose and a pointed chin or, more probably, a beard.
'fhc large eyes arc set somewhat to the side of the
fiicc, sloping downwards towards the nose. The legs
arc rcmar~ably short, giving the figure an ungainly
appearance. On the head is a truncated conical
head-dress.
165G p. 38: /Jivn.r rau• and anlienl jJil'r.l~.l" l."anu•d in lvoJ)'·
1685 B no. 554: Cochlearia 4 indica ex o.uibus r.onjlata.
2 ji"ar.la.
/Jimt~nsions:

Length

1 Go

mn1.

Sec discussion under No. ·23.
,; Ash. I..ih .. AMS ~;,, nn. '49·
' Nalionalmuset'l, CoJll'nhagen. nos. EFc~.:l· St·t· Flimh, in
Dam-i\·likkds"n and I..undhaok 19Hu, p. j6.
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23. IVORY SPOON (Fig. 27). Spoon carved !i·01n
a single piece of ivory. The bowl is very similar to
that of No. 22 but the handle is carved as two
interlaced rods.
1656 p. 38: Divers rare and antient jJieces carved in Ivory.
1685 B no. 554: Cochlea ria 4 indica ex ossibus conjlata. 2
}i"acta.

Fig. :~G. Ivory spoon, No.

2:.1.

Scale

Fig. :17. Ivory spoon, No. :~:i· Scale

1:2

1 ::1

Dimensions: Length 151 mm.
These ivory spoons share a comm.on Ali·ican origin
and can almost certainly be classified as AfroPortuguese." They arc somewhat inferior in quality
to the many beautiful spoons preserved in museums,
dating in at least one case li·om the last years of the
fillcenth ccntury. 9 This inferiority is unlortunately
sufficient to prevent us from making an identification between the two main divisions of AfroPortuguese ivories- the Sherbro-Portuguese, made
by (or by craftsmen from) the Sherbro or Bulom of
Sierra Leone, and the Bini-Portuguese, made at (or
by craftsmen from) Benin in southern Nigeria.' 0 It
is however also possible that they could have come
li·om another centre of ivory-carving such as Gabon
or Dahomey, areas which had been in contact with
the Portuguese.
The two spoons appear to be !i·01n a very late
stage in the decadence of the Afro-Portuguese
mode, but this is hardly a su!Ticient exp.lanation for
their strange appearance, since it is hard indeed to
imagine them gracing the same royal and noble
tables as the other much finer specimens known
elsewhere. 1 1 They must surely have been made for
some more lowly loreigner, such as a ship's officer or
even perhaps an ordinary seaman. For their interest
in Afro-Portuguese studies, however, they arc at
least equal to the finer spoons in the known corpus,

8
Six spoons and one fork now in the l\·luseum of Mankind,
London, arc illustnllcd in Fagg, 1959: some rcpresenL Sherbro
work (pis. 41, 44, 45), while oth~:rs an: probably lknin work (pis.
40, ,~:.!, 43, 41i).
"Andre<: ( 1!II 4, pp. 36-H) describes the spoons which hnvc
been in Jl1<: Wi~:ckmann collection al Olm since the early
six1ecnth ccmury. Andree ( 1901, pp. 15li-9) also describes four
spoons at Braunschweig. The Vienna collcclion comains six
spoons and one fork, which were published in Milllltilrmgtll Wimr.r
Allt!Jwpolo,gi..-r!Jm Ge.wd/Jclwft 29 ( 1Hg9), 61-5.
"' In the light of present knowledge, rather more Afro·
l'unugucs<: specimens may be c<msid~:rcd 10 he Shcrhru than
Bini.
1 1 For
instance the spoons in the Nationalmuscum,
Copenhagen, nos. EAc 135-H (Lundba:k, in Dam-Mikkclscn and
Lundha·k l!)Bo, p. 4H) or the ,\-Ju.":um ofMnnkind, London (sec
n. !!).
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li-ec of any examples of
\\'. B. Fagg

WI TI-l
24. AMULET
CASE
KORANIC
SCRIPT (Pl. XI). Silver amulet case, made li·mn
li.)ur sheets (the body, the fixed cap, the cap and
body of the removable end) with li:lltr soldered
suspension loops. The body is separated into fields
by thick wire s1rips, each field decoraled with
narrow silver wires containing areas of enamel or
forming small rings. Opposite the suspension loops a
red stone is set in a silver surround, with while,
green, and yellow enamelled hall~palmeues on
either side. On either side of1he body are six panels
of enamelled vegetal forms, alternately green and
yellow; at each end a band of arabesque in green
enamel. On each cap is a double rosetlc in green
enamel. The case comains two lengths of paper
bearing Koranic suras (chapters) or verses, liberally
imerspersed with talismanic invocations, m a
Maghribi (Nonh Ali·ican) hand.
1656 p. 37: Turkish Alkamn in a silver box.
1685 A no. 442: Alcoranum Turcicum in /J)'xide mgenlut
rubino ornata varijsque coloribus encauslo jJicta.

Dimensirm.1·: (case) L. 77 mm, D.
377 mm and 203 mm.

21

mm; (lexts) L.

This is a Nonh African object, bu1 irs date is
dillicult to determine on artistic grounds alone. 'fhe
technique of filigree enamel, of which this case is
representative, is a Berber art practised today in the
Grande Kabylie, between Algiers and Bougie, and
in the Anti-Atlas, south of Marrakesh. I 1 goes back
in origin to ancient Iran, whence it was transmiued
to Europe in the Dark Ages, and to Byzantium. It
probably came to North Ali·ica with the .Jewish and
iVIoorish refugees from Spain at the time of the
Christian reconquest. Modern colours of enamel
include blue, bright orange, and a ycllowy green,
and the designs arc more elaborate, but the technique used is the same. Other examples in Oxli:H·d
arc to be found in the Pill Rivers i\tluseum. 1 :1
Amulet cases of this form have been found in I ran in
Sassanian contexts, and were widespread throughout the Islamic world in medieval and postmedieval timcs. 1' 1
.J. W. Allan
25. DOUBLE-MEMBRANE DRUM (Fig. 28, Pl.
XII). Worked li·om a single piece of wood, which
shows a multitude of adze marks. The membranes
arc of elephant-skin'" lashed longitudinally with

Fig. 28. Drum, 1\o. 25: details of method of lashing on
upper (larger) and lower (smaller) membranes.

Scale

1:2

12
Cases of degeneration arc, howc\·cr, not unknown anumg
cnd-blnwn Afi-u-l'onugut·sc i\'orv horns.
'" Th., authurilali\'~ work on. the: sul~jcct is C:amps-Fabn:r,
1970.
"' For an example sc:c Allan 1982, no. 1.
'·' ldcmific:llion by l\·liss Daphne: Hills, British Musl'Ulll
(Natural History), who considered that the skin prohahly c·anw
fi-01n 1hc l"ar of a \'t'I'Y yuun!( dcphanl.
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pairs of elephant-hide strips; a lew hairs remain on
some strips. "T"hc lashings (Fig. 28) pass through
holes in the skins, which have stretched under
tension. A continuous band ofintcrloopcd hide strip
is worked around the lashings above the smaller
membrane, with the remains of" a carrying-strap
attached at one point. A more complex band or Xor V-shapcd patterns is made by the thongs below
the larger membrane; a narrow over-wrapped hide
encircles the drum below the paucrncd lashing.
The vestiges of a carrying-strap arc attached to this
band also. When the drum is moved an object can
be heard moving freely inside: this could be a
charm.

numerous drums from this area illustrated by
Boonc. 21 This identification seems the most reasonable so far, but after careful study or Boone's
plates the case docs not yet appear to be proved: in
the early seventeenth century, it would have been
extraordinary (c)l" thr·cc such drums to have found
their W<ty down the Congo to the coast or to the
region or Gabon li·om so far inland. I r a work
comparable to Boone's existed on the former French
Equatorial Africa, equally close or closer correspondences might be noted very much nearer to the
coast.
W. B. Fagg

1656 p. 45: Drum .I" t!f.two .l"or/.1"; t . .Jimu G"int!)' t!f·a whole
piece tij. wood, or, Gini!J' Drum made '!lone fJiece.
1685 B no. 169: T)wlfHmum f~ymmidale ex uno ligui
fru.l"tro cmiflatum utraque exlremilaJ corio tegitur uarijs
lll!l"lii.l" couJiriclo.

26. IVORY HORN (Fig. 29). Carved li·om a
single elephant-tusk. Ornamented externally with
nine sweeping flutings terminating in regular scalloped ends, leaving an undecorated band at the
mouth. 'fhe general appearance suggests that this
was a side-blown horn, an impression enhanced by
a slight thickening or the rour flutings on the inner
curve at the broken narrow end, which may
indicate the former presence or an embouchure just
beyond the break, and confirmed by the description
of 1685 (below). The integral terminal is now
missing; there arc traces or an attempted repair in
the form or three peg-holes let into the broken
surface, one of them still containing an iron peg. A
small pcrll.lrated lug protrudes li·om ncar the centre
of the inner curve. Much oft he surbcc is marked by
striations from the carving process which subsequent polishing has failed to remove.

DimeusiouJ:
205 mm.

Height

0.59 rn;

Diameter

(max)

BibliograjJI!y: Bassani 1978, pp. 23-4, pl. 51.
'T"his drum was attributed by ·rradcscant to 'Ginny'
(Guinea), which at most times during the last three
and a half centuries was probably understood to
define the whole coastal area of west Ali·ica li·mn
Senegal to at least the mouth or the Congo. The
drum can be certainly associated with two other
drums which clearly came fi·om the same village
area, or at least li·mn the same tribe, which were
reproduced in a woodcut by Practorius; 11; unfortunately, no further attribution comes liT1m this 1656 p. 38: Diver.\" rare and anlietl( fJit!Ct!.l" carvul in lvoiJ'·
association, since Praetorius allots his pair to 1685 B no. 755: l.ituuJ iudicus ebumeus, wruatu.1·; una
Muscovy.
extremitas lwmanae manus sfJeciem exhibel. In media jJarle
The most exhaustive study or this drum has been .Jimunen habet ad umendum afJialum.
made by \Vachsmann, who gives valuable data
Dimensiou.c Length 381 mm; Diameter (max)
li·om the Uganda area, including some from his own
g6
mm.
ficldwork. 1 ' He gave the first identification or the
membranes as made or elephant's car, and this BibliografJI!)•: Wachsmann 1970, pp. !)7-103.
opinion has been firmly supported by more recent 'fhis broken blast-horn or trumpet belongs to a
cxamination. 18 \Vachsmann cites a drum seen and small group of up to a dozen specimens preserved in
drawn by Czckanowski in 1907 in Ruanda, which early museum collections, whose common denomishowed marked similarities with, but also marked nator is the scalloped fluting which ornaments the
dilli::rcnccs from, the Tradescant drum; he docs not,
however, oll"er any firm conjecture about its
origins. 19 .
"; Praclorius Ili~w. pl. XXX.
17
Bassani leans towards a Bakongo derivation lor
Wat:hsmann 197<>, pp. !l7-111H.
1
" Sec: 11. 15.
the Tradcscant and Practorius drums. However,
'" C:zckanowski 191 7, p. 3H 1, fig. 1H4.
Huguette Van Geluwe rebuts this view and firmly
711
Bassani 1971!, pl. ':i; Hug1u:lle Van Gduw<:, Muscc Royal
classes them with the Ubangi tribes or north-west de l'Afriquc Centrale, ·rcrvun:n, personal com1nunication.
Zaire, in particular the Ngbandi tribe, 211 citing the
"Boone 1951, /Jfl.l'.l'im, pis. XVII, XXIV.
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Fig. 29. Ivory horn, :\o. 26. Scali'

greater portion of the exterior. 22 The fluting would
appear to be a European trait, but it is improbable
that these horns are to be classified as AfroPortuguese in view of their characteristically
All·ican lozenge-shaped embouchure placed almost
centrally on the inner curve uf the tusk. Thq' arc
usually provided with one lug for suspension,
generally on the outside curve. The narrow or distal
end (in terms of elephant anatomy) is carved in
most cases with a crocodile-headed terminal/:• but
the hom shown in the well-known iilustration in
Praetorius 's Thea/rum lnstrumenlommH has a more
elaborate terminal in the f(Irm of a seated figure,
possibly a European but in any case wearing a
European hat. 2 " According to the 1685 description,
this particular example terminated in a human
hand-form.
It is difllcult to assign the group with certainty to
any particular poi111 on the \Vest Afi·ican li11oral. It
is unlikely that it can be attributed to any of the
Nigerian tribes: Benin, in particular, together with
its rdated vassal tribes, is ruled nut by the position
of the embouchure on the inner rather than the outer
curve, which is the rule at Benin. The carved
terminal illustrated in Practorius's drawing is reminiscent of" the richly carved sceptres or staves of
the Kingdom of" Kongo or the Ivory Coast, fi·om

1

49

1 :3

which have come a considerable number of carvings in ivory, including a number of" representations
of" seated Europeans in similar headgear. The Sierra
Leone area might also be considered. On balance,
the lvor}' Coast seems the most probable point of
origin, and this tends to be corroborated by the
reference in the 1685 catalogue, when the horn was
presumably still intact, to the finial in the fi:m11 of" a
human hand, since the Akan tribes (Ashanti, Baule,
Anyi, etc.) make quite fi·equent use of" hand finials
on umbrellas, spokesmen's stalls, etc.
W. B. Fagg

12
For example, one in the Musce de !'Homme, Paris,
illustrated in Lt:iris and Delange 1g6!1, p. 2, pl. :i· There arc two
such horns in till" Nationalmuseum, Copenhagen (nos. EGc15, 17:
see Lundba·k. in Dam·:\·likkdsen and Lundb<rk 19llu, p. 49),
whid1 lack a detailed provenance: but EGc 15 has similar
flulings and is <."olllplete with a small lug on the outer curve. Mr
Ezio Hassani, whose ad\"in: is gratclillly acknowledged, considt•rs
that the suspension loop sugg•:sts European innuencc; he dates
rhe speciml"n to Ihe hl"ginning nf the sixleenth ccmury. The
olhl"r horn, EGn 7· is also <."nmplete, but lacks the lug.
"'The specimen in the Musce de !'Homme, Paris, no.
n :n.G.3, is a fine example of this style.
,., Praetnrius rfi2o. pl. XXX.
,., The horn illustrated by l'raelorius dol"s not appear lo have
sur\"ived. Hy coincidence. his illustrarion also shows two drums
si1nil.ar lo i':o. :.!.li in this catalo~uc.

ASIA
(including the Pacific Islands)
27. SADDLE (Pl. XIII). Wooden saddle-tree, the
sides beneath the side-Haps, and the underside,
covered with birch bark above a layer of sinew. A
padded scat of brown leather is attached to the
saddle-tree by large, dome-headed nails. 'T'hc scat is
decorated with Morcsque floral scroll-work painted
in green and black. Side-flaps of inverted onion
shape arc attached either side of the saddle-tree by
two large dome-headed nails and three smaller
ones. Beneath the llaps each side of the saddle is
pierced by a rectangular slot li.1r attachment of the
stirrup-leathers. \Vooden bow covered with sinew,
the original leather cover now missing. \.Yoodcn
cantle, shaped like an Islamic arch and covered
with black leather decorated with tooled borders
painted in gold with running li)liate scroll-work.
From the borders spring three tooled leaves similarly painted with scroll-work. The wooden wings or
saddle-boards extend just forward of the bow and
considerably to the rear of the cantle, where they
arc covered with black leather, tooled and painted
with similar decoration to that on the cantle.
I 656 p. 54: Tarlarian saddle with slirrufJs of wood with a

lwllow wherein he keeps his meat alwayes warm.
1685 B no. 448: EfJhippium Tartnricum, ligneis
Staticulus dolatum.
Dimensions:
286 mm.

Length

(overall)

•P3 mm;

Width

Saddles of this general form can be found in many
collections in Eastern Europe. Some appear to be of
European manufacture, lor instance a saddle made
in Poland in the late seventeenth cemury and now
in Wawcl Castle, Krakow. 1 However, this type of
saddle appears to be Asiatic in origin, and most of
those which survive arc believed to have been made
in Russia, Turkey, or Persia. Many examples of
both sixteenth- and scvcntccnth-centmy date arc
preserved in the Armomy or the Kremlin,
Moscow, 2 and a number of Russian saddles, w·hich
formed part of the trophies sent to the Emperor by
Stephen Bathory, King of Poland, after his campaigns against Russia between I 579 and I 582, arc
now in the \.Yalfensammlung, Vienna. Most of these
and other surviving saddles or this type arc richly
decorated, in contrast to the Ashmolean saddle

which has decoration of much poorer quality. It has
been suggested that the floral patterns on this saddle
arc typical or 'fartar decoration, while the form of
the saddle with its arched bow and its saddle-boards
extending well to the rear is also consistent with a
Tartar origin.'1 Similar decoration is found on a
supposedly
Tartar
quiver
now
in
the
Wallcnsammlung, Vienna, which is believed to
have formed part of the booty captured by
Archduke Ferdinand or Tirol during his campaigns
against the Tmks in 1556 and I564."' It is therefore
reasonable to suggest that the Ashmolean saddle is
of Tartar origin and probably dates from the late
sixteenth or early seventeenth century.
There is no reason to doubt that this is the saddle
described in both the I 656 and I 685 catalogues as
''T'artarian', and it is interesting to note that at that
time it was complete with wooden stirrups, now
missing. It is known that, because they had little
iron, the Tartars often used stirrups of wood,
although lew now survive.
G. l\•1. Wilson

28. KERIS (Fig. 30, Pis. XIV, XV). A keris
consisting or four separable parts: blade (wilah)'
guard (gn11ja), collar (men¢ak) and grip (ukira11).
'T'herc is no sheath.
'T'hc blade and guard 5
l)afJIIr (the form). A straight blade (wilah be11er)
known as snrf)(l tapa (snake in meditation). In cross1
Wawcl Castle, Krakow, no. 3971; illustrated in S•.ablowski
tglig.
'Sec, for example, Kremlin, l\·loscow 1951!, pis. 21 1, 212; id.
tg6g, pl. 136; id. 1979, pp. 146-7.
" I am indebted li"Jr this suggestion to Dr Z. Zygulski, Curator
of the Muzeum Narodowe, Krakow.
·I I am indebted to Dr Ortwin Gamber ll>r this information.
> In the descriptions Javanese technical terms have been
employed where possible to point to the nutn>" features of the
kcris significant in identification, with translations where they
might be help fill. The descriptions follow the custom of examining the blade with the point upwards and the tail of the gfmja to
the right, while the keris is reversed to describe the collar and
grip. Some use has been made of material collected on short visits
to .Java in 1(175 and 1982, hut regrettably it has not been possible
tu consult many sources in Java while writing about the
Tradcscant kcris. The main sources consulted besides those in
the bibliography and nott:s were: Anon. 1951; 1!/u:_J•rlofltP.die 1917:n; Frankclt~163, pp. 1,i-23; Grnncman 1910-13; Hamcl196771; Hill 1956, pp. 7-91!; van der Hoop 1949; Huyser 1917-18;
Meijer 1917; Moehirman I!.J7:i·
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conventional lizard li:ll'ln. In this case it is broad,
with a blunt head and tail.
Pamor (the nickel-iron and the patterns worked with
it in the blade). The blade is built of alternate layers
ofstcel and nickel-iron laminated parallel to the flat
surl~lce or the blade. This is known as f}{/111()/' mlumah
(flat fmmor) in .Java. The surface of the blade is
smooth, and perhaps once was polished. 'l'he pamor
is dillicult to see because of the condition of the
blade (see below). It is impossible to tell ifthcgmlja
is pamored or not. 'l'he visible pamor is a fine one
and the upper half of the blade appears as small
bright islands, irregularly shaped and randomly
spaced in two rows on either side of the centre line.
In the lower half of the blade, the f}{//IIIJr has more
layers exposed, forming large, irregularly-shaped
islands within islands. The impression is of the
random fJamor, beras wutah (scattered rice-grains)
below, and udan IIU/.1' (golden rain) above. There is a
small crack through the centre of the blade just
above the f)(icelan deriving from a fault in the
forging. 'This may have been welcomed by the
original owner, as such cracks were seen as being
fortunate.
'fhe tip of the blade is bent, and there is nick and
notch damage along both edges. 'fhere is also some
surface tarnishing and rust-pitting. The tail of the
gmlja is bent. 'l'he fHl/11111' is worn.
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c=:::Fig. 30. Keris, No. :.!H: blade. Scale
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section it is smoothly curved like a convex lens. On
the sor.wran (lower third of the blade), there is a
plain gan~ik (lit. 'cylindrical stone pestle') of
medium length at the front, with a f)(icetan (lit.
'thumb print') behind it. At the rear is a greneng
(serrated edge) with ll:lllr teeth. The ganja is straight
with a single tingil (lit. 'thorn') immediately below
the rear of the blade. From below, the ganja has a

The collar (me/l(jak)
'fhe men!lak is of delicately worked brass, and
consists of a narrow cylinder below a broader cup
which supports the grip. The cup can be revolved
on the cylinder, but as it is impossible to remove this
grip without risk of damage, it is uncertain whether
the cylinder and cup arc fixed together or not. The
decoration li'l>lll the top to the bottom is as (i)llows:
Upper cup: a border of thirty-seven small balls
(meniran); a border of twisted wire (tumpan,gsari); a
toothed ring with alternate large and small triangles projecting downwards. The small triangles
(untu walang) have a series of short chisel-marks on
their l~1ccs descending lhnn the edges. Of the
original seven triangles, six remain. The large
triangles (ungkut-ungkatan) have plain edges; each
triangle is decorated with a single scroll wire with
tiny balls on its outer edge. Of the original eight
triangles, only three remain.
Lower cylinder: a plain washer (damping [?]); a
border of twisted wire (tumpangsari); a plain washer
(damfJing [?J); ll:>ur square jewel mounts alternating
with limr flat squares incised with diagonal crosses;
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a toothed ring (ripandan) of equilateral triangles
projecting upwards; a border of twisted wire (tumpangsari); and a border of twenty-eight tiny balls
(meniran sorsoran). All the stones are missing from
their mounts. Each triangle has a small ball in the
centre; of the original ten triangles, one is missing.
The grip 6 (ukiran)
The grip is carved from a close-grained, gold and
reddish-brown hardwood. It portrays a demi-god as
a human figure leaning to the right, sitting with the
knees drawn up towards the chest. The right hand is
grasping the shin, the left the knee. The fingers of
both hands are extended into curling scrolls or
tendrils. The face is mask-like, with round bulging
eyes and a large bulbous nose. The face, eyebrows,
mustachios, and ears are all worked into curling
tendrils. The hair is drawn back smoothly from the
curls of the forehead. The tresses wave gently down
to the small of the back where the ends are curled.
The upper part of the hair is tied into five braids
which hang down to just below the shoulders where
the ends are curled.
The figure is pigeon-chested and pot-bellied. A
band below the stomach at the front suggests a
loincloth, but the body is otherwise naked, with the
genitals represented by a flower pattern. The toes
are split into pairs and extended to form part of the
seat, which is elaborately worked with sprouts and
curling tendrils. There are two complex motifs at
the front and the rear of the seat which may
represent highly stylized Garudas. It is noteworthy
that the decoration beneath the feet is cut away
behind. Below the seat is a plain wooden knob, the
bungkul, which rests in the top of the men¢ak. Apart
from a crack in the buttocks, the wood of the ukiran
is in good condition.
1656 p. 46: Poisoned Creeses or Daggers:

2

waved,

2

plain.
1685 B no. 117: Pugio anceps in mucronem exit.
Manubrium simiae imaginem e~:primil. Vagina lignea.

Dimensions: Length (overall) 380 mm.
Bibliography: Solyom and Solyom 1978, pp. 12, 34;
Griffith-Williams 1937, p. 128; Winstedt 1912, pp.
22-3, plus. V, VI.
The blade, ganja, mm¢ak, and hilt are are clearly
Javanese in style. Yet the type of dapur is not
precisely described in the published works on
central Java. It closely resembles the form jalak
dinding, but this would normally have no greneng,
while another similar form, jalak ngore, has greneng

only on the ganja. The related tilam forms (upih,
petak, and sari) introduce further variants in details
absent from this specimen. Most probably we are
dealing with a keris tradition which is very closely
related to those of central Java but different from
them. Which tradition this may be is, however,
uncertain. The strong, blunt-nosed ganja is of a form
usually associated with Tuban. The polish of the
blade, accepting that it is original, would also
suggest a pasisiran (coastal) source.
The men¢ak is of a form well developed in central
Java, yet it differs from it in details of ornament.
The grip is also distinctive. The smooth, relaxed
carving and undercutting of the feet suggest a
tradition with conventions drawing on some
Chinese or Buddhist inspiration, or possibly a
Chinese hand. In sum, the cl~cs identified could
place the source of the keris as being on the north
coast of Java, anywhere from Cheribon to Gresik,
though the closeness of the features to central
Javanese conventions suggests Tuban as a possible
source. However, it is impossible to rule out an east
Javanese ascription, for the blade is also similar to
ancient east Javanese types and the hilt has a
Hindu-Buddhist form. The data available arc insufficient to estimate a date, but on stylistic grounds
this keris gives the impression of being the earliest of
the three Tradcscant keris.
See further discussion under No. 30.

29. KERIS (Fig. 31, Pis. XIV, XVI). A keris
consisting of four separable parts: blade, guard,
collar, and grip.
The blade and guard

{Japur. A sinuous blade (keris lukluk) known as sarpa
lumaku (moving snake) with eleven luk (curves). In
cross-section a raised central spine (ada-ada) is
flanked by concave surfaces on both sides. On the
sorsoran there is at the front a plain tlate gajah (lit.
elephant's trunk'). Below it is ajalen or Lambe gajah
(lit. 'elephant's lip'), and below that a jalu memet
(lit. 'cockspur'). Behind is a pecetan with a tikel alis
(lit. 'eyebrow') above. In the centre are two sogokan
(grooves) on either side of a straightjanur (lit. 'spine
•; For g.-ips in a similar style sec Stone 1934, p. 523, lig. 670(~)
(reverse or rakJha hilt); Nationalmuseet, Copenhagen, no. EDb
20, acccssioncd 16go: sec Wulff and Pedersen in Dam-Mikkclscn
and Lundb~k 1!)80, p. 148; Steinmann 1954, p. 127, fig. 1(a)
(Java).
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ofcoconut-li·ond'). At the rear is a srnwiJ•an groove,
and along the edge is a grh1imgjenggot (beard) above
ron d(l (a cut shaped like the leuer df! in .Javanese
script). The ga1~ja is a straight one with a slight flare
towards the tail, type St!bitlontar (lit. 'torn pandanus
leal"). Along the rear edge arc greneng including two
ron d(! and a njHwdan (pandanus thorn).
Pamor. Both blade and ganja are worked with jJamor
mlumah. The surlitce is slightly rough, with thin
layers ofjHunor exposed in the .wgokan. On cith<:r side
of the spine the j)(lmor is revealed as broad islands
which arc comained within a fine outer line roughly
following the edges of the blade. The impression is
of the random jHwwr, berns wutah.
The collar (men!/ak)
A plain silver cylinder with a wooden (bamboo?)
core.
The grip (ukiran)
This is carved from a close-grained hardwood. It
portrays a seated figure with elbows on the knees
and the anns crossed. 'l'he head has a large
projecting nose and large eyes. There is also a wide,
closed mouth fi·orn above which mustachios curl
downwards to run into the general pallern. Straight
hair tapers down to the middle of the back. The
figure is elaborately decorated with intricate scrolllike pallcrns of the opening shoots of plants. The
basal knob (hungkul) is of smooth plain wood. The
tip of the nose has been knocked oil'; otherwise the
grip is in excellent condition. It is a stylized version
of the Garuda, the man-eagle moulll of Vishnu.
1656 p. 46: Poisoned Creeses or Daggers:
plain.

2

waved,

2

Dimensions: Length (overall) 380 mm.
Bibliography: Solyom and Solyom 1978, pp. 12, 34;
Griffith-Williams 1937, p. 128; Winstedt 1912, pp.
22-3, pl. VI.
I
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Fig. 31. Kcris, No. 29: blade. Scale 1 :2

The grip resembles the Gajah Mali type as illustrated
by Suhari,7 but is much larger, and differs from it in
detail considerably. Allempts to find an identical or
closely similar grip have proved unsuccessful, so one
can only consider those with broader stylistic
resemblances. There are two well-known possibilities, the hulu jJekaka (kingfisher hilt) particularly
associated with Patani and Kelantan on the cast coast
of the Malay peninsula, and the large nosed
bird/man figures usually ascribed to Chcribon and
7

Suhari 19:.13, p. 1!1.
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the north coast ofj ava. The styles of the former have a
short body, sharply bent back and a long, frequently
curved or even ~urled beak. Though the decoration is
deeply carved and extensive, the detail is very
different from that of the grip in question, in which
. the hair style particularly is a feature found only on
certain hilt styles from java, Bali and Madura. Some
Cheribon grips do have upright or slightly bent
figures and large blunt noses. They arc also large and
have elaborate detailed carving. Thus they are
undoubtedly closer in style to the grip of this keris
than are the kingfisher hilts ofPatani and Kelaman,
even when one takes into account its age and the
possibility that Malay kingfisher grips may have
drawn inspiration from northjava at an early period.
It is probable that Cheri bon is the source for this grip.
The ¢apur of the blade closely resembles keris
balebang as illustrated by Raffies and described by
Jasper and Pirngadie. 8 The traditional features of a
jalu memet, greneng jenggot, and the form of the tlate
gajah suggest only a Javanese style, as docs the pamor.
The simple men¢ak is unhelpfi..I, for it does not match
the quality of the blade and grip, and can only reflect
the temporary poverty of its owner. Generally the
evidence indicates a Javanese keris, probably from
the north coast, with style characteristics that do not
conflict with a pre-seventeenth century date.
See further discussion under No. 30.
30. KERIS (Fig. 32, Pis. XIV, XVII). A keris
consisting of four separable parts: blade, guard,
collar, and grip.
The blade and guard

f!apur. A sinuous blade (keris lukluk, sarpa lumaku)
with thirteen luk. In cross-section the blade is broad
and rather thin, with a raised central spine (adaada) flanked by concave surfaces on both sides. On
the sorsoran there is at the li·ont a kembang kacang (lit.
'opening beansprout') which almost touches a
marked jalu memet below. On the kembang kacang is
an elaboratejenggot. Below is a lambega.fah. Behind is
a fJecetan from which a deep .wgokan (nja.feng) runs to
the top of the sorsoran, matched by a sogokan
(wingking) on the other side of a central spine
(janur). Beyond the so,gokan on both sides are
sraw!Jan ridges. Along the rear edge arc greneng.
The ganja is a straight one, flaring towards the
tail, with grerteng at the rear. The head is pointed
and projecting, the tail broad and blunt. The tail is
bent.
Pamor. No pamor is visible.

The collar (men(lak)
A simple cylindrical brass ring with two pairs of
parallel grooves round it in the lower half. It bears a
striking resemblance to a European walking-stick
ferrule .
The grip (ukiran)
The grip is of carved wood, fairly straight and
remarkably long. The lower part is particularly
long. It is carved into columns, gently twisted to
give a rope-like appearance. A narrow wreath of
leaves separates it from the men(lak, and a broad one
from the upper grip. Above there is a monster head
on the obverse. The most prominent feature of the
obverse head is an open mouth displaying projecting teeth in the lower jaw; the upper jaw and lip are
missing. There is a hole through the base of the
mouth. Above is a small nose and two round eyes
under a 'fisherman's hat'. The smooth wood and
pouched receding chin give the head a reptilian
look; the whole face is contorted as if with fear,
pain, or anguish. The head on the reverse is of a
European wearing a helmet. The mouth is open,
gagged with a cable which curves round behind the
jaw and then curls round like mustachios to frame a
chain gorget at the throat. Below is a face-mask
with human features, apart from two small eat's
ears projecting from its upper corners, giving it the
appearance of a European demon. The mouth is
also open and gagged with a chain which hangs
from the cable above. Below the mask is a rosette
with nine petals. The sides of the upper pan arc
filled in with the sharp open leaves of a plant. It is
noteworthy that the eyes on all three faces have
been rendered by piercing holes, and that the whole
carving is vigorous and forceful.

1656 p. 46: Poisoned Creeses or Da,l!,gns:
fJlain.

2

J.liaved,

2

Dimensions: Length (overall) 482 mm.
Bibliography Solyom and Solyom 1978, pp. 12, 34;
Griffith-Williams 1937, p. 128; Winsted! 1912, pp.
22-3, plus, V, VI.
The grip, in the style of certain hilts li:nmd on
seventeenth-century European huming swords,"
would appear to be quite unique as a keris grip. A
form of hilt with a helmet as a pommel known as
11
Rallies 1H17, p. ~9li;.]a.•pcr· and Pirngaclie '!l:~o. I'· ~•7·
" For inli>rmarion on rhe hills or Eurol""'n huming swords or
this 1wriod and advin: on rhis keris handle. I am indehu:d to i\-lr
:\. V. H. Norman, Masrt:r or the Annouries. H M Tmn-r or
London.
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landhian Jmlasir (i.e. cuirassier) and landhian langsir
(i.e. lancer) carved in Madura has been traced to
the early nineteenth century, 10 but the resemblance
is superficial. Is this keris grip then of European
origin and quite distinct from the blade? Is it a
replica or adaptation of a European model carved
for South-East Asian use? Or is it even a South-East
Asian model lor the European form? Was it made
for a South-East Asian or a European?
The normal keris hilt is designed like a pistol
grip, to be held with the index finger along the
blade. Because of its length, the hilt on this example
would be very clumsy held in that manner unless
one had a very large hand. It can, however, be held
comfortably with all four fingers wrapped round it,
a grip associated with swords and chopping knives
in South-East Asia. Either this is a sword-hilt
allached to a keris knife-blade, or it was commissioned for someone who held a kcris unconventionally in a large hand (e.g. a European).
In carving technique and theme the grip lacks
the precise, skilful, and subdued treatment found in
the highly conventionalized products of South-East
Asian crali.smanship. The piercing of the eyes to
represent pupils is unusual in South-East Asia, as is
the nine-petalled rosette. The grip is therefore
unlikely to be a South-East Asian design; on the
. contrary, it would appear to lollow a European
tradition very closely. This is confirmed by the hole
through the base or the mouth, which has no
obvious purpose in a South-East Asian context, but
could be for allaching a knuckle-guard on a
European knilc. There is no sign of welding on the
ganja which could suggest the knuckle-guard originally was attached to this keris blade.
The blade is singularly uninformative. While the
(fapur could be within the Javanese tradition, the
thin broad blade with a pronounced central spine,
the tight curves, the type and positioning of sogokan,
ganja, and greneng all indicate it is not central
Javanese. These arc features which suggest an
origin in Bali, but one would expect the blade to be
rather stronger and heavier were this so. The lack of
pamor implies primarily a debased craftsmanship
rather than a very early date. In sum, the blade
could have bel"n made anywhere in South-East Asia
away from the centres of high court culture.
Thus the evidence points to the keris having a
sword hilt of European workmanship which has
been attached to an unidentified keris blade ofquite

'" s.·e
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separate origin. Unfi:11·tunately the wood of the grip
has not been identilled, but the collar would indeed
appear to be a European ferrule. One is left free to
speculate about who put together this combination
of European sword-hilt and ferrule on a South-East
Asian keris blade. A European who admired the
blade? A South-East Asian who saw the apotropaic
qualities in the hilt for his keris? A collector who
saw the fantasy of the hilt was in keeping with the
exotic blade?
Dating this keris has proved impossible from the
blade. "fhe hilt style on European hunting swords
has been tentatively dated to the last quarter of the
seventeenth century. If this hilt was indeed in the
Tradcscant collection at South Lambeth, it would
be a very early example of the type and of some
interest to European specialists, but the t656 catalogue entry is too vague in its description for
certainty.
In South-East Asia, keris were, and still are,
weapons, ceremonial or dress arms, and ritual
objects endowed with spiritual powers. The court
kcris-smiths (empu) were of high status. Each keris
they made was carefully and intricately worked
with special sacred observances to induce the
magical and other properties desired. Every part of
the keris could be in itself a magniflcent piece of
craftsmanship, but the skill of the armourcr lay in
the way in which metals, gems, wood, and other
materials were blended together to produce a
balanced and ordered work of art in which the
minutest detail was charged with meaning. The
blade was the most important part of the keris. It
symbolized a man's character and possessed spiritual powers which would assist him in his ambitions. The collar, grip, and sheath, though also
having powers deriving fi·om their li:m11 and materials, were essentially accessories to grace the
blade. They were changed according to their
owner's rank and fortunes, as well as to suit the
occasion for which the kcris was to be worn or
displayed.
The identification of kcris rests on an elaborate
traditional lore, somewhat akin to heraldry. It is
generally accepted that .Java is the homeland of
kcris, but they were manuf~lcturcd from Acch in
the west to Mindanao in the cast for many centuries
and there is no information liJr man>' areas and
periods. The best records available arc from the
central .Javanese courts of Surakarta and
Yogyakarta, in the form of manuscripts, pattern

books, and keris of known history. In traditions such
as these, styles ofkeris are associated with particular
emJm, their royal designers and clients, and certain
courts and periods, some beginning with the divine
emJm Ramadi in c. AD 230. However valuable these
traditions arc for establishing styles, many questions
remain about the early history of the keris, for the
earliest dated keris is reported to bear a Saka date
equivalent to AD 1342 on the blade. Even a-sound
historical fi·amcwork for study is problematic, for
.Javanese historical literature presents many difficulties in intcrprctation. 11 One also has to deal
with a working tradition of kcris-smiths being
commissioned to make replicas of ancient styles,
which continues up to the present. Thus identification of early keris is a difficult task even for the
best-known manufacturing areas and historical
periods with our present state of knowledge. Since
the three keris considered above were apparently
first catalogued in 1656 and may have been collected some decades earlier, they are of great
interest as authentic early examples of keris.
Duncan listed them as Malayan, an opinion which,
surprisingly, was not challenged by Winstedt. 12
The new accounts above concentrate on description
because of the lack of available data and examples
for comparison. 'fwo of the kcris (Nos. 28-g) arc
established as Javanese, though their exact locations and dates are necessarily tentative. On
stylistic grounds Javanese scholars would tend to
place them rather earlier. The third keris (No. 30)
with the European grip has the poorest and therefore the most diflicult blade, and its origins remain
dubious.
L. G. Hill
31. SWORD-BLADE (Pl. LXVIII). Straight,
single-edged blade of iron expanding towards a
cleaver-like tip which is now considerably rusted.
Both back and edge curve upwards slightly at the
tip. The wide back has a medial ridge, while the
edge has been deformed by a great many cuts. The
tang is down-curved, springing from the blade at an
obtuse angle to the edge; it is now rusted and is
broken midway along its length where it becomes
more angled.
1656 p. 45: Molocco Sword.
1685 B no. 108: Gladius Jerreus, ad mucroncm multo
'' For a modern discussion ol" the hiswrieal dillicultics, sec
Ricklds 1971:!.
"Duncan 1H36, p. 179; Winsted! 1912.
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latior est quam ad manubrium, dorsum obtusum habet ac
crassum, manubrium ligneum, vitro omatum elnigro capillo.
Dimensions: Length (overall) 0.87 m.
Single-edged blades of this general type appear to
have been used throughout the Malayan archipelago, from Malaya itself to the Moluccan and
Tanimbar Islands in the south cast. They arc fimnd
on various of the parang swords and hunting knives
used in Borneo, Malaya, and Sumutra; on the ofJi
swords from Welter Island, on the campi/an swords
found in Bornea and the Philippine islands, and
especially on the klewang swords which were popular throughout the archipelago.' :1 The hilts and
scabbards of these klewang swords vary greatly from
area to area, and because of this many swords can
confidently be ascribed to particular localities or
individual islands. It is therefore unfortunate that
only the blade of this example survives, lor without
a hilt it is impossible to be certain or its place of
origin. However, there seems no reason to doubt
that this blade is what remains of the sword listed in
the 1685 catalogue, and although this entry is not
particularly descriptive it docs mention that the
handle was of wood decorated with black hair.
Many klewang hilts are decorated at the pommel
with large tufts of hair, often horse-hair, dyed in a
variety or colours, and this usc or hair seems to
have been popular over a large area. It is found on
swords from the Philippine Islands, from Borneo,
and the Celebes, 14 and from some of the smaller
islands at the eastern end of the Malayan archipelago, including Tanimbar, Sawoe, and Timor. 15
Many of the swords from these islands have blades
with straight, rather than angled tangs, but an
example from Sawoe in the Museum of Mankind
has a slightly angled tang, and two examples from
Celebes, now in Leiden, one with the hilt decorated
with tufts of hair, have angled tangs which, like the
tang of the Ashmolean blade, become more angled
part-way along· their length. These two Leiden
blades are otherwise considerably dillcrent in form
from this example, but close parallels to the
Ashmolean blade can be found in three swords, one
from Sawoc and two from Timor, in the Museum of
Mankind.";
The available evidence suggests, therefore, that
this blade, and the wooden hilt decorated with tufts
of black hair which once accompanied it, may have
originated in the eastern end of the 1\-lalayan
archipelago. A correspondence with the 'Molocco
sword' of the 1656 catalogue is possible, and there is ·
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certainly no reason to doubt that this blade could
have formed part of a sword from the general area
of the Moluccan islands.
G. M. Wilson

32. SPEAR SHAFT (Fig. 33). A long, dark, cane
shaft widening towards the butt end which is
roughly worked to a point. The tang of a point or
head would appear to have been inserted into a
rough socket at the other end. A long split runs lor
half the length of the shaft with another three
shorter deep cracks and a number of less developed
cracks spreading from the blade end.
1685 B no. 156: Cannae duae geniculatae.

Dimensions: Length

2.22

m; \·Vidth (max)

22

mm.

It may be that this shaft could have originated from
India or South-East Asia, but little firm evidence
can be found. A spear with a very similar shaft is
illustrated by Egerton, who describes it as coming
from Singapore and having a 'watered blade,
bamboo shaft with deep gold ferrule of rcpussc and
fi Iigree work'. 1 7 The shaft, however, does not
appear to have a comparable worked butt. Another
spear from Malaya is illustrated by Stone: it has a
long silver ferrule and a shaft described as 'wooden',
but the illustration appears to show either nodes at
regular intervals along the shaft, or a wooden shafi
carved to represent nodes. 18
A short spear and keris were used by the Malays
and peoples of the Celebes: according to Egerton, a
spear was used at the start of a fight, afier which
both were 'used alternatively' . 1!' The Malays used
wooden-headed spears for throwing, but steelheaded ones lor thrusting. 20 The often ornate
Malay spear-heads were protected by sheaths
which were frequently decoratively carvcd. 21 The
origin of this shaft must however remain uncertain
at the prcscnL time.
E. Sandford Gunn
'"Respectively: Slone 19:H, pp. 481-2 and Sole n.d., p. 11;
S10ne 1934, p. 476; ihid., pp. •59-6o; ibid., pp. 361-3.
" For im1ann,, one in the il.·luscum or l\ohmkind, London (no.
1952 As 8 26); Viandlo 19fi(i, pp. 35-7, pis. 1116, XXVI;
ibid., p. 37, pl. II~.
"For instance (Sawoe), Museum of Mankind, London, no.
5157, and 1wo li.11·ther examples i11 the Rijksmusn11n "'"'~'
Volkcnkunde, L<:iden: (Timor) M uscum of Mankind, Lnndo11.
no. 56~1.
•• Rcspccti\'cly: nos. 5 I 57' 5U2 I' 562·~.
17
F.ger1o11 1!lg(i, pp. 9<i, [!B, fig. ~3. 110. ~6o.
'" S1011e 1934, p. 57:1, lig. 740, 11o. ~.
'" Egerton 18!J<i, p. !.J!I.
,., SIOill' 1934· p. 57'1·
" !hid .. I'· 573·
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33. COMPOSITE BOW (Pl. XVIII). A highly
decorated composite bow made of wood, horn, and
sinew, brilliantly painted in red, green, and gold,
and lacquered. The 'gold' is in fact silver, but the
lacquer gives a gold cast to the decoration. 'T'hc
main theme of the decoration consists of vermillion
carnations against a green background.
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1656 p. 45: Bows 12, jimll" India, China, Canada,
Virginia, Ginn)•, Turke_;•, Persia.

-

-34

35

Fig. 33· Spear shaft, No. :p, and sdf bows, Nos. 34-5.
Scale 1:12

Dimensions: Length (around the curves) 1.26 m,
(nock to nock) 0.88 m; Width (max) 45 mm;
'l'hickncss (mid-limb) 32 mm.
Composite bows arc made from wood, horn, and
sinew glued together in laminations. The process of
nutnufacturc in the highest examples took a matter
of months or even years. 'T'hc sinew, which is clastic
and enormously strong in tension, fi:ll"lllS the back 22
of the bow. The horn, which resists compression,
fiwms the belly, whilst wood is used as a neutral
layer between the horn and sinew and forms the
fi·amc to which they arc bonded, giving shape to the
complete weapon. In order to take maximum
mechanical advantage of the materials used, composite bows are invariably rcflexed: that is to say,
they bend in the unstrung position to a greater or
lesser degree in the opposite direction to that which
they assume when drawn. This greatly increases the
efllciency of the weapon, and a good composite bow
will outshoot a simple self bow to a marked degree.
This example is undoubtedly from the Indian
subcontinent. There are a number of distinctive
styles of composite bow from India: this particular
specimen could perhaps be categorized as an Lshapcd bow. 23 With this type the ref-lex of the limbs
is not achieved by a smooth curving of the limbs
away fi·01n the belly side but by an abrupt reversion
of the ridge section and car of each limb, so that
they are almost at ninety degrees to the limbs
themselves. The handle is shaped and raised towards the back of the bow .
E. McEwen

, For the non-specialist read1:r, it shonld Ill: noted that the
"hack" of the hnw is the side which firces away fi·urn the archer
while shouting, and the 'belly' is till! side which l:rccs him. The
·~:ars nf a composite bow arc the still" unh~:nding ~:xtr~:mitics in
which tlu: nocks fi:u- the string arc cut. They an: almost always set
hack at an acme angle from the main body of the how.
"'Very little has been published specifically nn the lndul'<:rsian composite huw in its various liwms, but the li.>llowing
works may be mnsultcd: Irvine 1903; McEw<:n 1974; id. 1979;
Erm:neau 1953; Egerton 1Hg6.
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handle section. The tips at either end arc cut to
fi:ll'ln distinct flaring shoulders li:n· holding the loops
of' the bowstring which is, however, missing.

34. SELF BOW (Fig. 34.). An unusually long bow
of' hardwood.~·• 'fhe entire length is wrapped spirallv with a fine fibre, possibly hemp, which is
painted an orange red. There is an additional band
of' unpainted fibre 46 mm in length situated 1. 1:1m
fi·orn one end of' the bow. At o.65 m fi·orn the same
end there is a swelling indicating a knot in the wood
beneath the fibre wrapping. The bow is roughly
round in section, tapering to an oval section
towards the ends, with no clear indication of' a

0

1656 p. 4Y Bows 12, jimn India, China, Canada,
Virginia, G'illl!)', Turko•, Persia.
r6H5 B no. 21: Arws ex India orimtali, longitude 8
fJu!t~s mditur, ligno constans teriti, n~cto, incruJlationt'
rubiwnda obducto; nt~rvo do latus 1~.1'l.
,., ldc111ilil'd hy Miss!\. C. Wt:sll:l'll as pt:rhaps /'afJilimulrm·.
pnssihly liiwmfmJJia sp.
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Dimensions: Length (tip to tip) 2.27 m, (nock to
nock) 21.9 m; Width (max) 31 mm; Thickness
(max) 35 mm.
This bow resembles japanese bows in length and in
the formation of its nocks.~ 5 However, the workmanship is relatively crude and, although wooden
self bows are mentioned in .Japanese literature, few,
if any, examples exist; extant specimens arc of
composite construction made li·mn bamboo and
hardwood glued together. The 1685 catalogue lists
this bow as being from India, and this seems to be
the most likely place of origin, parlicularly in view
of the characteristically Indian fibre wrapping.
Sec further discussion under No. 35·
35. SELF BOW (Fig. 34.). A long bow of palm
wood, round in section, thickest at the centre and
tapering towards the ends. There arc no nocks, the
bowstring having been held in place by thick
bindings of fibre a few millimctrcs from either
extremity. One of these bowstring 'stops' is, however, now missing. The whole bow is wrapped with
a fine fibre, painted and lacquered. The bow is
decorated in yellow, red, black, and green with
geometric designs.
1656 p. 4S: Bows 12, jiwn India, China, Canada,
Virginia, Ginny, Turkey, Persia.

Dimensions: Length 2m; Diameter (max) 28 mm.
Probably from southern India or Ceylon. I i1 terms
of archery equipment, at least, these areas have so
much in common that dillcrcnccs, if they ever
existed, are not discernablc.
Despite the superiority or the Indian composite
bow, the simple self bow was never superseded.
Probably too, in areas of" monsoon, the bow of one
piece of wood had much to recommend it: a good
soaking in rain and the steamy heat or the jungle
would have little lasting cllcct on the palm wood or
bamboo bow and in any case it could be cheaply
and quickly replaced, but the composite bow,
which would have taken many months to make,
would not have survived in good working order
without special care and attention to keeping it dry.
The self bow seems to have been recognized as
being the bow of the Hindu. It is frequently to be
seen in the hands of Rama and other heroes of
Hindu legend. This must have been recognized by
the Muslims too, lor in miniature paintings from
Mughal translations of such epics as the Riimiiyana
and Mahiibhiirata the weapon can be seen used in

opposition to the more efficient composite bow, but
always in the hands of some Hindu hero and
seemingly on even terms.
The more primitive tribesmen such as the Bhils,
Santhals, and Bhumcas use simple self bows of split
bamboo to the present day. With the heavy,
viciously-barbed heads fitted to the bamboo arrows
used with these bows, deer and wild pig were
frequently shot. Poison was used for larger animals
such as tiger and leopard.~·;
In Ceylon the Vcddahs used bows which, when
strung, were as long as the archer using them and
sometimes longer. These interesting people arc said
to have shot with great force upon occasion by
drawing the bow with the feet placed against the
handle and pulling with both hands: a very strong
bow could be drawn in this way. 2 ;
In much of India the self bow was fitted with a
double string and a small pocket of leather or other
material to convert it to a stone or pellet-bow (gulail
or ghulel) used li.)r birds and small game.~~~
36. SELF BOW (Fig. 34). A bow of" palm-wood
painted black on the back. It has a flattened oval
section and tapers in width from the centre to the
tips, although the thickness is almost constant
throughout. There arc no nocks and the string
would have been held by coils of rallan bound to
the bow a few millimctrcs from the ends. Bows or
this type were fitted with bamboo strings, but the
string in this case is missing.
1656 p. 45: Bows 12, from India, China, Canada,
Virginia, G'im!)', Turkf)•, Persia.
Dimension.!": Length 1.85 m; Width (max) 36 mm;
Thickness (max) 17 mm.
This bow, which is not certainly li·mn the foundation collection, probably originates li·om New
Guinea.
Sec further discussion under No.4'·
37. SELF BOW (Fig. 34). A flat bow made of"
hardwood.~!' The bow tapers in width li·om its
widest at the centre to the tips at either end, but

"' Elmy and l'a1erson 1!17"·
<!li

L•:c I!J(;c.J.

" Longman and Walrond 1H!H·· 1'1'· 43, H4-·;1.
'" Egenon 1 H!1li, p. 1 o 1.
"' ldt:nlified hy i\·liss l>orolh)' Carlin~ as Alarlum, a ~enus
lf.mnd in l(:111perau: Asia, Africa, and t\mcril"a. t\ c.·cm1rnun n;utH'
of Jlu., American spc:eic:s, 11-l. fJtmlifiml, is how-wood.
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varies liLLie in thickness. A group of five decorative
impressions appear close to the centre of the belly.
'fhcrc is a split in the wood 4.6o mm li·orn one end.
'fhc bow has nocks carved into the wood to receive
the bowstring. No handle or grip is indicated.
1656 p. 4-.J: Bows

12, from India, China, Canada,
Turke_y, Persia.
1685 B no. 28: Tres arws adnwdum comJm!ssi, quorum
unuJ 6fJedt!S longus, alleri duo5tmles & 4 uncias melilur.

Virginia,

Gini~J',

DimenJitmJ: Length 1. 74 m; Width (max) 42 mm;
'fhickm:ss (max) 17 mm.
Probably li·01n the New Hebrides. Sec further
discussion under No. 41.
38. SELF BOW (Fig. 34). A wide llat bow of
hardwoocP" but with long shoulders rather than
nocks cut into either end to hold the bowstring. The
bowstring is missing.
1656 p. 4.): Bows

jimn India, China, Canada,
Virginia, Gillll)', Turkll)', Persia.
1685 B no. 29: TreJ arcuJ admodum comfm'sJi, quorum
unus (j fJet/eJ longus, a fieri duo .'jfJedt!S & 4 undas metilur.
12,

Dimensitms: Length 1. 70 m; Width (max) 38 mm;
'T'hickncss (max) 18 mm.
'fhc bow has .New Guinea wrillcn on it, but it may be
li·om the New Hebrides.
Sec li.tnhcr discussion under No. 41.
39. SELF BOW (Fig. 34). A flat bow made from a
single piece ofhardwood.:11 The bow is widest in the
centre and tapers in width and thickness towards
both ends. 'fhct:c is a split in the wood 270 mm li·mn
one end. 'fhc ends of the bow arc cut to form short
shoulders lor the allachmcnt of the bowstring. The
bowstring is missing. 'T'hcre is no identifiable handle
or gnp.
1656 p. ·~5: Bows

Jimn India, China, Canada,
Virginia, Giw~l', Turke_y, Pasia.
1685 B no. 30: TreJ arcus admodum cumfm!ssi, quorum
111111.1" (i fJules longus, altai duo jfJedus & 4 undas mt!litur.
12,

Dimensions: Length 1.58 m; Width (max) 39 mm;
Thickness (max) 20 mm.
Probably li·orn the New Hebrides. Sec li.trthcr
discussion under No. 41.

40. SELF BOW (Fig. 34.). Made from a single
piece of thick-walled bamboo split in half. The bow
is widest in the centre and tapers a little towards
both ends. It is crudely made and not even straight.

'T'hc nodules have not been removed from the
hollow inside of the bamboo which faces the back of
the bow. Each end is wrapped with leather thonging, covering 180 mm at one end and 198 mm at the
other, the thonging holding the bamboo bowstring
in place (Fig. 34-). 'T'hc bowstring is not complete,
only 0.5 7 m remaining at one end and 0.54 m at the
other. The main body of the bowstring is 5 mm
wide by 1 mm thick. It is enlarged at each end to
1o mm wide by 1·5 mm where it is tied by the
leather thonging to the bow tips.
1656 p. 4Y Bows

12, ji·tml India, Chinll, Canada,
Turke)', PerJia.
16B5 B no. 31: Arcus alter Jmululum ctmljJressus; ner11o
!lid t!X li,gno 11el anmdine facto Jnm!ditus; 5 fJedes cum
semis.1·1~ longus.

Jli1~ginia, Gini~J',

/Jinwnsions: Length 1.63 m; Width (max) 30 mm;
Thickness (max) 20 mm.
Probably li·om New Guinea. Sec further discussion
under No. •P.

41. SELF BOW (Fig. :H)- A self bow split li·om a
section of bamboo. 'T'hc inside of the cylindrical
stem fi·m11s the back of the bow; the nodules have
not been removed. Deep nocks arc cut into the
bamboo at both ends. There are traces of black
pigment on the back. The bow has a label reading
'Torres Straight ? Islands' stuck to its back at
approximately the centre. There is a binding of
what may be thin rattan fl.49 m li·om one end of the
bow. This binding, only 10 mm across, twists on
itself to form a knot in the centre.
1fi56 p. 45: Bows 12, jimu India, China, Canada,
Virginia, GiniiJ', Turkl!_)•, Pt!rsia.
1685 B no. 33: Duo arcus riminibus hie illic circumligati.

Dimensions: Length 1.77 m; Width (max) 30 mm;
'T'hickness (max) 21 mm.
'fhc wide and flat shape of the bow is typical of
i'vlclancsian bows in general. The provenance given
on the label may well be correct.
Bows fi·mn Melanesia arc invariably self bows,
usually with a flattened oval section. According to
Skinner, lengths range li·om 2.25 to 4·5 m depending on the tribe and, of course, the individual who
used the bow.:12
:wAs
11
:

11.

:.!!J·

As 11. ~~J"' Ski1111<:r I!Jii;,; id. l!)lili.
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The bows in the collection arc typical in form,
but Nos. 37-9 arc unusual in that they arc made
from hardwoods. In New Guinea the preferred
material was black palm or bamboo, but cast of the
Solomon Islands mangrove and other hardwoods
were used.:1:1 On this basis the bows numbered 37-9
are ascribed to the New Hebrides.
D. I. BushnelP 4 illustrates three bows from the
Ashmolean Museum (seemingly our Nos. 37-9),
which he attributes to Virginia. Neither of the early
catalogue entries appropriate to these bows gives
any specific place of origin, however, and the
derivations given here arc based on the size and
design of the bows.
Bow No. 40 has the remains of its bowstring but
all the others are lacking their strings. It may be
thought that bamboo or rattan would be unsuitable
for bowstrings, but the material is good providing
that the bow is long enough or the draw short
enough to allow a wide string angle, or, in other
words, providing that the bowstring does not form
an acute angle under the fingers of the archer when
he holds the bow at full draw. Such strings require
the arrow nock to be at least 5 mm wide, but in the
case of New Guinea arrows there is no nock, the
arrow being held against the flat bowstring with the
thumb and forefinger in what lVlorsc described as a
secondary or tertiary release. 3 ~' In the New
Hebrides, bowstrings were made fi·om the fibre of
the inner bark of the hibiscus, in contrast to the
bamboo strings of New Guinea.:";
Bows were often extremely heavy, exceeding
45 kg draw weight, and many reports testify to the
powerful shooting of Melanesian archers, if not to
their long-range accuracy.
Arrows were very long (c. 1. 75 m), although draw
lengths were not excessive- approximately 0.58 m.
The arrow was made in two parts, a sugar-cane
shaft:17 around 10 mm in diameter, with a hardwood or less frequently a bone loreshaft and
arrowhead up to o.6 111 in length. Often the arrowhead was delicately and intricately carved with
barbs, so that arrows were diiTicult to remove and
the victim's demise made more certain by pieces of
the arrowhead breaking off inside the wound, which
would later become infected with tetanus.
Fletchings were not generally applied to these
arrows, although the practice was not unknown in
the New Hcbridcs. 38 In contrast to the usual arrow,
the fletched arrow was notched to hold the
bowstring.
Owing to the weight of the arrows, shooting must

have been mostly carried out at relatively short
ranges, but with light arrows distances of up to
250m could be reached.
There arc great difficulties in identifying the
origins of old bows, particularly when the simplest
of them are little more than tapered pieces of wood
or bamboo. In the case of the bows listed above, the
diflicultics arc further increased by the absence
(except in one case) ofbowstrings, and of course the
arrows with which they were used.
E. McEwen

42. SHIELD (Fig. 35, Pl. XIX). Round, convex
shield constructed of a number of wooden panels
covered with leather. The leather is covered with a
layer of gcsso which has been painted or lacquered
dark brown. On the front of the shield are six
bronze bosses arranged laterally in two rows of
three. They take the form of slightly domed eightpetalled rosettes and are decorated with double
incised-line borders and with a human head raised
on the central flat. These bosses cover the heads of
six iron nails, four now missing, which were presumably imendcd to attach the handles to the rear
of the shield. The ends of the two remaining nails
are hammered over, and around them traces of a
bulr-leather handle or pad arc attached to the rear
of the shield by iron nails with pyramidal heads. A
series of nail-holes suggests that originally an armpad of rhomboid shape was attached laterally to the
rear of the shield beneath the handles. The ends of
the bufl._lcathcr carrying-strap or brace arc still
attached to the rear of the shield, at the top by five
dome-headed nails, at the bottom by two flatheaded nails. 'T"he rest of the strap is now missing. In
the centre of the back of the shield is a rectangle of
leather which has not been gessoed.:1' 1
The front of the shield is decorated in gold and
black lacquer as follows: in the centre a panel of
symmetrical leaf-work involving a quartered shield
painted in white and red (bearing the arms:
quarterly, 1 and 4, sable between three fleurs-de-lis
or, a chevron humctty gules and a border or,
ensigncd on the top with an escutcheon argent with
"' ld. I!)Gj.
'" Bushnell 1907:1.
"''Morse 1H8s.
"" Skinner 1967 .
., ld. 1!)64.
:IH fd. I!J(;j.
""This is painted with the museum idcmification ANTHR.
CAT. 228 (sec Ash. Lib. AMS 25).
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Dimensions: Di a meter 0.54 m.
Bibliography : Ho ulkes I9 I2, pp. 58- 9 , no. I64, pl. I 7.

Fig. 35· Sh ield , t\o. 42: schema ti c reconstruct ion of
hera ld ic decorat ion . Sca le 1 :2

a bend a nd three mill-rind s on the bend a ll within a
bord er or ; 2 a nd 3, on a fi eld of un certain co lo ur,
three ba rs ne buly a rgent a nd g ul es bord ered or ; th e
w hole wit h in a bord er ), th en within a d oubl e-lin e
bord er a narrow band of I in ked qu a trefoils a nd
ovals surround ed b y dots; a nd a t th e edge a broad
fr ieze, aga in within a d o uble-l in e border d eco ra ted
with form a l swags of fruit , vegetables, a nd Aowers
surround ed by b ird s. Some of this d ecora tion has
now been los t ; th e surface is mu ch crazed , and is
scored by a number o f d ee p cuts. Th e b ac k of the
shi eld is simil a rl y d eco ra ted at th e edge with a fri eze
of running se rpentin e scroll- wor k withi n d o ubl elin e bord ers. Within thi s fri eze a nd aro und the
ha ndle th e back is freely painted in gold a nd bl ac k
with: a t th e top, a branch of a fruit tree on whi ch sit
two squ irrels a nd aro und whi ch hove r a bird and
two dragon-Ai es; at th e bottom , a bran ch of a
Aowering shru b, pro bably a peony , on which sits a
bird and past whi ch Ai es a nother ; and, on either sid e,
a Aowering bra n ch .
I 656 p. 45 : Targets several sorts, vi<. : Knight T emjJlers,
Britaine, Isidore the Monk , Roman , Japan , Craecian,
Rogu;:a, or, Targets from the East India of Reeds,
Leather, Skins, and Crocodill-skin.
1685 B no. ' 3: Clypeus ligneus rotundus : in convexa parte
duo sunt circuli quorum inter maximum sunt varii flares
avesque eleganter depicta; inter alterum vera insigne est
jmnobile. An gallicus sit)

I t is impossible to d etermin e th e co untr y of orig in of
this shi eld with certa int y, since th e ava il ab le
evid en ce is co ntradi c tory. In form , a lth ough no t in
d eco ration , it may be compa red to a large gro up of
ro und wood en shi eld s covered with gessoed a nd
pa inted lea th er w hi ch were p opul a r in Ita ly in th e
la te sixteenth ce ntur y. It has been suggested th a t
many of th ese m ay ha ve been made in Nap les, but
sh ield s of this type were ce rta inl y mad e in many
o th er centres as well , including Fl oren ce and
V eni ce 40 On th e bac k of th ese shi eld s a re two
verti ca l hand les , of eith er lea th er or wood , wh ich
straddl e a rh omboid arm -pad , and thi s arrangement a lso appears to have bee n prese nt on th e
Ashm o lean shi eld. Man y a lso . have a lea th er
ca rr ying-stra p, a no th er fea ture orig in a ll y prese nt
on thi s shi eld. H oweve r, th e d ecorati on of th ese
Ita lia n exampl es is gen era ll y very different to th a t
found on th e Ashm olea n shi eld . Man y are pa inted
with class ica l scen es and som e with cont empora ry
or nea r-con temporary European milita ry sce nes,
wh ereas th e decoration o f this shi eld a ppea rs to be
rath er orien ta l in sty le . Also of interes t is a gro up
ofV enetian shi eld s wh ich a re constru cted in exa ctl y
th e same way as th e ot h er It a li a n shi eld s, but a rc
pa inted and som etim es too led with Moori sh d es igns
whi ch , accordi ng to Mann , imitate those found o n
Spanish lea th er-work.' 1 A consid era bl e number of
exa mpl es of thi s type of shi eld sur vive in th e
Armoury of th e Doge 's Pa lace, Veni ce , and in o th er
coll ecti ons. Some a re beli eved to ha ve bee n ca rri ed
by th e bod y-g ua rd of Wolf Di etri ch vo n R a itten a u
( I 559- I 6 I 7), Prin ce Arc hbishop of Sa lzburg, a nd
th ese includ e seve nt y whi ch still survive in th e
Museum C a rolina Augu steum , Salzburg.42 Like th e
Ashm olea n shi eld , a number of th ese Ven etian
shi eld s have coa ts of arms painted as th e centra l
mo tif on th e fro nt surfaee 4 3
D espite such simil a riti es, howeve r, th e forma l
scro ll-work whi ch forms the dominant d ecorative
mo tif of th ese V en eti a n shi eld s is very different in
style from th e free ly-painted foliage and natura li sti c
scen es whi ch a ppea r on thi s shield. ffo ulk es be li eved
th a t a t least the back of this shi eld was d ecora ted in
Indi an or Pers ian Style, and ce rt a inl y th e bird s a nd
.,., R espec tivel y: Bocc ia 19tig; Laking 1920
11
"

Mann 1962 ,

1.

~.

4· 238.

195, no. A 3 ' 3·

" di Ca rpcgna 1969 , p . 32, no. ' 79·
'"' Fo r in sta nce, i\luseo St ibbert. Florence, no. 176.
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the flowering and li·uiting trees limnd here arc
similar to those found occasionally in scvcnLccnLhccntury Persian and Indian miniatures, as, lor
instance, on a Punjabi miniature by Abd-al-Halam
M ultanl, one of a series of I 57, dated I686, which
illustrate the epic poem, Khiivarii1111ameh. 44 The
arabesque and swag ornament on the outer frieze of
the front bf the Ashmolean shield is also reminiscent
of Persian and Indian an. A large leather-covered
wooden shield in the lVlusco Bargcllo, Florence,
rcccnLly described as Persian and of early
scvcntccnth-cenlllry date, bears lacquered arabesque decoration of somewhat similnr form, and
seems to be one of those referred to in the
scventccnth-ccnLury i\1lcdici inventories as 'all
f11dia11a', a description which presumably refers to
the technique of decoration rather than to the
counLry of origin of the shield. 45 In the
Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, is a round
leather-covered wooden shield·"; which bears on the
from lacquered decoration similar to that on the
front of the Ashmolean shield, with a ccmral shield
of arms surmounted by a crest in the form of a
barred helmet, and a wide outer li·iczc, with
very similar decoration to that on the Bargcllo
shield mentioned above. The shield bears lour
bosses in the form of cockle-shells. It has been
suggested that the form of the crest is possibly
Spanish or Portuguese and that the cockle-shells
might refer to the town of Santiago. 47 Certainly if
such shields were made in India f(,r the European
market they could well have been exported through
the Portuguese colony of Goa.
Despite this evidence which suggests a possible
i'vlughal origin for the Ashmolean shield, even
closer parallels to the decoration on the shield can
be found on various objects made in .Japan and
decorated in the 11amha11, or liJrcign, style. For
instance, the many-petalled symmetrical flowers
(probably peonies) which appear in the lower scene
on the back of the shield may be compared to the
almost identical flowers engraved on a slwkudo bowl
li·01n a tea-set, now in the Victoria and Albert
M ust:um, which was made in.J apanlor the European
market in about I 730. 48
The swags, flowers, fruit and fruit trees, squirrels,
birds, and dragon-flies fi)Und on the Ashmolean
shield can be compared with some of the nambrm
designs to be found in volume 6 of Soken Kisho, a
.Japanese pattern-book published in I 78 I .•" These
· designs seem to have been based on the tooled dccOI·ation found on some Dutch and Spanish leather-work

of the late seventeenth century which, together with
Chinese influences, formed the basis of much of the
distinctive 11amba11 stylc."'1
It seems probable, therefore, that the shield was at
least decorated in japan, in the 11amba11 style considered appropriate for objects imcndcd for export to
Europe. The coat of arms on the front of the shield
has not yet been identified, and, if this shield was
decorated in japan, it is possible that the arms arc
imaginary or at least misunderstood. Because the
shield is constructed in exactly the same way as the
large group of Italian shields mentioned above, it is
conceivable that it was made in Italy and later
decorated in japan. Surviving examples of arms
and armour made in Europe and decorated in
japan arc rare, but include a German sword-blade
reforged and tempered in the japanese manner. 5 1
However, it is clear from the diary of Richard
Cocks, Captain of the English factory established at
Firando in japan in I 605, that it was by no means
uncommon for European arms and accoutrements to
be decorated by japanese craftsmcn.'' 2
However, it seems more probable that the shield
was both made and decorated in .Japan. It has
even been suggested that it may have been made
and decorated in Europe in imitation of the namban
style, and although this seems to be very unlikely, it
docs help to demonstrate that at present lew definitive conclusions about it can be reached. In all probability, however, it dates from the first half of the
seventeenth century, although, if entirely European,
it may be slightly earlicr. 5 :1
A round wooden shield in the Waffcnsammlung,
Vienna, which has been dated to about I6oo,H may
"BL Add. ~·IS 19766 (81a); sec Titlcy 1977, pl. 23.
"' Musco Bargello, Florence, no. M 778 (sec Boccia 1980, p.
141, no. 266). I am grateful to Stuart Pyhrr, Assistant Curator uf
Arms and Armor, ~·ktropolitan Museum, New York, liw
bringing this shield to my aucntion.
.,; Metropolitan l\·luscum, New York, no. 14.. 25.728.
., I am indebted fi:u· this suggestion to Mr Helmut Nickel,
Curator or Arms and Armor, Metropolitan Museum, New
York.
·•• Victoria and Albert Museum, London, no. M 1458-1926;
set: North 1978, pp. 37-8. Designs including peonies were not
uncommon in Japmlt:sc art or the Edo period (sec \Vatson 1981,
nns. 186, :i69, 404) .
..,, V1ctona and Albert Museum, London, no. 0.8.C:.2.
''"North 1978, pp. 38-g.
''' Milward 1940.
"Thompson 1882-3, 1. 154, 230; ibid., 2. 23.
"If, :tssuggcsted,tlu:shield isjapancse, it probablydatcsfi·om
hcli.m: 164 l, by \\•hich time Japan had almost CUI itself ull"
from contact with Europe (set: \Vatson 1981, p. 'lO).
,,., Wallcnsammlung, Vienna, no. A 915; sec Gamber and
Bcaufi)rt-Spomin 1978, p. 91.
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be compared to the Ashmolean shield in that it Turin, which is said to have been made in .Japan in
combines both European and Japanese features. It the nineteenth century. 5 7 It has six bossesofthesame
was undoubtedly made in .Japan for export, prob- distinctive form as those on the Ashmolean shield
ably to Holland, but it bears European silver and is similarly decorated on the front with a central
mounts. The outside is covered with fish-skin, but coat of arms, bearing a cross, surrounded by symmetthe inside bears a marked resemblance to the inside ricalleaf-work which is very close in s1yle and form
lo that similarly placed on the Ashmolean shield.
of the Ashmolean shield both in construction and
decoration, being both equipped with a padded
Another similar shield with six bosses of this
arm-rest and decorated with similar lacquer-work.
very distinclive type was sold at auction in Munich
The four bosses depict Leda and the Swan in
in I g8 I. 58 It was described in the sale catalogue as
typically European classical style and must date to of Venetian manufacture, but there is little doubt
the late sixteenth or early seventeenth century.
that it is of oriental origin. Like the Ashmolean shield
There are several other shields, all of unknown
and other related examples, the front of this shield is
origin, which niay be related to the Ashmolean split by a narrow band of ornament into two
shield both in form and decoration. They are all of principal areas of decoration, a large central section
and a smaller outer frieze. The central section does
round, convex form, made of wood covered with
not contain a shield of arms, which is the dominatleather, decorated in brown and black, gold, and
sometimes other coloured lacquers, with similar ing feature of the other shields of 1his type, but
motifs and patterns similarly arranged and involvinstead is decorated with freely-drawn flowers and
ing on the front of all but two a central shield of flowering shrubs, similar to those on the back of the
Ashmolean and Longleat shields, inhabited by a
arms. Sometimes these arms are very complex, and
so far none has been identified. The backs of all the
long-tailed peacock-like bird and a deer. Around
shields, whether plain or decorated, bear traces of a
this central section is a narrow band decorated with
rhomboid arm-pad. All but that in New York an egg-and-dart type motif. Beyond this the wide
(mentioned above) and one sold in Munich in Ig8I
outer frieze is decorated with elaborate foliate
(see below) either have or had six bosses on the scrolls and flowers. The back is decorated with four
outside. The shields dificr from each other chiefly in panels of foliage within a narrow frieze ornamented
the exact form of decoration. Closest in style to the with a pallern similar to but more simplified than
Ashmolean shield is one in the collection of the
that on the fi·ont of the shield.
Marquess of Bath, at Longleat House, Wiltshire,
A further similar shield without a central coat of
which is almost identically decorated, dilfcring only arms on the fi·ont is in the collection of the Duke of
in detail from the ornament on the Ashmolean shield. Norfolk at Arundel Castle. It has six brass bosses in
The style, the motifs, and the arrangement arc so the form of cockle shells which are almost identical
close that both shields must have been made in the to those on the shield in New York mentioned above
same workshop, if not by the same hand. Another and discussed below. In place of a coat of arms the
similar shield is in the Wallace Collection. 55 The back central section of the Arundel shield is decorated
of this shield is now in vci·y poor condition but it with a figure of Victory surrounded by monstrous
appears to have had a rhomboid arm-pad and to . scrolls involving dragons' heads. Outside this is a
have been decorated with an outer band of scrolling narrow frieze decorated with the linked trefoil
frJliage surrounded by a panel of leaf-work which ornament found on a number of the other shields of
has now almost completely disappeared. The front this type. Beyond this again is a broad outer frieze
is decorated in almost identical fashion to the front decorated wilh alternating swags of fruit and
of the Ashmolean shield. A very similar shield to flowers, mermaids, and demi-figures emerging from
that in the Wallace Collection, from the collection honeysuckle ornament. The back of the Arundel
of Karl Gimbel, was sold at auction in Berlin in
56
I 904.
A pan from a dilfercntly charged shield of
55
Wallace Collection, London, no. A 315.
arms, the decoration appears to be virtually the same
"; Rudolf Lcpkc's Kunst-Auclions-haus, Wa.Oen und Kun..-1as that on the example in the Wallace Collection, and
Jamm/ung Karl Gimbel: /laden-Baden (Berlin, 30 May-3junc 1904),
lot 15!), illustrat<:d in 1h<: catalogue.
its bosses, of which four of the original six survive,
57
Arnu:ria Reale, Tn.-in, no. F gg; sec Angelucci 1g8o, p. 230.
appear to be identical to those on the Ashmolean
8
" l;raf Kienan, Auk/ion 192: il/le 1-Fa.Jjen (Munich, 4 Apnl
shield.
1981), lot 19; illuslrated on p. 9 of the catalogue. Now in the
There is a very similar shield in the Armeria Reale, Armourics, HM Tower nf London, no. XXVI 156A.
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shield is decorated in the same way as the
Ashmolean and Longleat shields with li)llr scenes:
at the top two squirrels siuing on pendulous
flowering branches; at the bollom two branches of
peony on which sit two birds; and at either side
naturalistic loliage and flowers. Attached to the
centre of the back is a rhomboid arm pad made of
bull:.leather padded with straw. At the narrower
end is a padded leather hand-grip, and in the centre
a bun:.teather arm-strap. A further arm-strap, originally atLached to the wider end is now missing.
The shield in New York mentioned above may
also be compared 10 the Ashmolean shield, although the form of the decoration is not as close as
that on the other shields already discussed. The
inside of the shield is lacquered black but is
otherwise undecorated. I ron and bronze nails and
nail-holes indicate the Iarmer presence of an armpad, and one of the two handles li)l'mcd of leather
stufled with hair still survives, though now detached. 'fhe central decorative feature of the outside of the shield is a shield of arms charged with
gules a lion passant or surmounted by a barred
helmet. The arms arc surrounded by leaf scrollwork but of quite dillcrent li)rm to that on the other
shields discussed, and by a narrow and then a wide
frieze decorated in the same way as the shield sold
in Munich in IgHI, clements nf which may be
compared with namban decoration in the Soken Kislw
patlern-book.
Another shield, from Cotchele House, Cornwall,"!'
may also be compared to the Ashmolean shield. It is
constructed in exactly the same way, and on the li·ont
bears six fluted octagonal bosses ofbronze and tooled
decoration over-painted in white and red, depicting
a figure scene of warriors. It has been suggested that
this decoration may also be .Japanese, in the style of
sevemeenth-century Dutch leather-work.';"
There seems no doubt that the Ashmolean shield
is the round wooden shield described in the I685
catalogue, but there appears to be no justification
for the suggestion made there that the shield may
be of French manufacture. 'fhe shield cannot definitively be identified in the I656 catalogue, although .
it may be one of the ten targets there listed, one of
which is said to have come from .Japan.
G. M. Wilson

43. SHIELD (Pl. XX). Circular shield of thin
wood covered with very thin leather on both litces.
'T'he handles are missing, but a central perloration is
visible, through which is passed a twist of metal wire

which may have been used to attach the specimen
lor display purposes. The whole surlitce is stained
red; the obverse face is decorated with inter-linked
pairs of circles in a crucilorm arrangement and
bears the painted number 1G4.'H 'T'he reverse side
has a series of much-faded painted circles in
encircling bands, outlined in places with lines of
small dots; this face has the paimed number 7. 6 ~
'T'he edges of the specimen have sullcred some
damage, which reveals the wooden base.
I 656 p. 4·5: Target.\· jimn the East India r!l Reeds,
Leather, Skins, and Crocodifl-skin.
I 685 B no. 7: ClyfJeus indicu.1· rotundus; a centro ad
ambitum 111111111 metitur fJedem. In Jmrte COIIIU!Xa corio ruji1
vestitur.
Dimensions: Diameter o.6o m.

Sec discussion under No. 44·

44. SHIELD (Pl. XXI). The method of construction is similar to that of No. 43· l'hc llaucncd umbo
lorm is, however, encircled by motils resembling
split roundcls, small crescents, and lines of small
silvered roundels. 'fhc reverse face has similar
decoration, all of which is much faded. The handles
comprise a leather arm-grip and wooden hand-grip
auached to the shield at either end by leather
thongs. A stu lied-hide pad is held in place under the
handles by the thongs passing through each corner.
The obverse face bears the painted number di1.';:1
'T'he condition is l~tir, but some lateral compression
has taken place.
I656 p. 45: Targets ji"om the East India t!l Reeds,
Leather, Skins, and Crocodifl-skin.
I 685 B no. 8: C/yfJeus indicus, ligneus & rotundus, a
centro ad ambitum 11 metitur uncia.1·. fJanno tegitur varir!
omateque defJicto.
Dimensions: Diameter 0.54. m.
Both these shields (Nos. •1·3 and •H) have been made
with finesse; considerable skill would have been
needed to overlay the slight wooden base with such
thin leather on both faces. The auribution given by
earlier authors has proved problematical. At one
time they were regarded as having been donated by
''''At prcselll oil lna11 10 the Vicwri:1 a11cl Albert Museum,
London.
""I am gratdiil to Mr A. R. E. North ol' tlu: Vinoria and
Albert :\·luscum lin· this suggestion.
,;, Tho: numlu:r IU<J. n:ll:rs to Duncan tH:~ti. p. 11l4. wlu:rc nos.
tlit-,1 arc entered as 'Omamental shidds li·om South Sc:a
Islands' and anrihutcd to Reinhold Forster.
ti:.! Rdl!rTing to thl' rliH5 ca1alu~ue nuruht·r.
•i:-~

St:e n. fir.
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Rhcinhold Forster and provcnanccd as from the
South Seas;';., many specimens in the Ashmolean
collccl ion were erroneously listed as having been
pan of' Forsler's considerable collections, some of'
which reached Oxfl:ll·d.H'• An ahcrnalivc suggestion
was lhat 1hcsc shields could have come from
Chinese Tartary, but 1his is now thought lo be
unlikely.';';
'The overlaying of' lcalher on to a wooden base
was a common method of' cons1ructing shields,
especially in pans of India where the circular fl.11'm,
d/wl, was widely used. 'fhe dlwl varied in f(mn li·mn
almost flat to strongly convex and usually had
handles aflixed 10 ring-bolts, which passed through
the shield and were rivclled lo bosses on 1he outer
cdgc.'n The metal bosses were fi-cquently decorated, and the more ornate shields had intricately
worked bosses.';" A pad was set bc1wcen 1he handles, which acled as a cushion for the knuckles, and
shield No. 44 has a basic pair of' handles wi1h such a
cushion, although 1he form is much cruder 1han on
most Indian examples. The enclosed objcc1, which
raLLies when lhc shield is moved, could be a charm.
The handles are allachcd by leather strips passing
lhrough the shield, which is an unusual mc1hod of'
allachmcnl fi:ll· shields fi·om India. All the dlwl
described by Lord Egerton have metal rivets and
bosses, bul 1hcy were mainly collected in 1he
ninctcenlh ccnlury!H' 'fhcrc are no handles and no
cushion present in shield No. ,~3, and it is possible
that il was colh:clcd bcfi:H·c complc1ion, since i1
would have been useless liw dclcnsivc purposes in ils
present li-Jrm. 'T'hc edges of' Indian shields usually
had a pronounced lip al 1hc rim, which gave
addi1innal slrcngth and prcvcn1ed warping. 7 " 'fhe
condi1ion of 1hesc shields dcmonstralcs the distorlion which can occur and 1he imporlancc of a wellconstruclcd rim. 71
'T'hc usc or circular shields in India is long
established: I hey arc depic1ed in Gandharan sculptures nr the first and second ccnluries AD. 7 ' At a
later dale Correa, who visi1cd India in 1514.,
described 1he Nair of'Calicul 1hus: 'a servanl of the
King, a gcrlllcman of birlh whom they call Nair,
came on board ... he had a very 1hin round shield
wi1h slings or wood ami vermillion, which gliuercd
much'.i:< In Ceylon both circular and rectangular
li:mns or shields were cons1ruc1ed, usually of' wood
wi1h bo1h (;tees covered wilh eilher elephanl or
bumdo hide, which was 1reated wilh glue and then
dccora1ed with lacquer, lead, slecl, and silver.
Single and double grips were usecl. 7 ·' The general

descriptions, however, do nol closely resemble 1hesc
parlicular specimens.
'fhc general li1rm of' these shields sug·gesls a
provenance in the Indian subcontinent, bu1 1he
decorative motifs are nol 1ypical of'1ha1 area, and a
north African allribulion has been suggcs1ed. 75 The
small crcsccn1s which arc liberally pain1ed over 1hc
whole surf:1cc arc considered to be 1ypical of the
Moroccan area, and arc regularly used as decorative fi:ll'lns in jewellery.;'; C:rcscenlic forms arc also
used in the decoralion of' lcxliles. II has been
suggeslcd thai 1he large painted devices or spli1
roundels resemble 1hc birurcalcd 'T'urkish tulip
form. 77 However, a closer analogy could well be a
dccoralivc fi·,rm known as 1hc scrralcd carnation
head, li·om which 1hc paucrn could have been
derivecl.7" ·nrc north African provenance is, however, adamantly rdi.ued by 1hosc who can find no
parallels li·orn 1ha1 area and who feel that 1hc
conslruclion method suggesls an Indian origin. 7 !'
'l'hcrc appear 10 be no firmly provcnanccd shields
or similar lype in olher collcclions, bul !here arc
1wo rcd-painlcd shields in I he (i)Lmding collection or
the Nationalmuseum, Copenhagen, which arc remarkably close in fi)l'm." 0 'T'hc decoration is or splil
roundels arranged in concenlric circles, and each
shield has small metal bosses. 'fhesc shields arc
allributcd 10 India.
I 1 would seem likely lherdiJrc, on present evidence, that bolh these shields came li·omthc Indian
subcontinenl, bu1 1hc lack of comparalivc malcrial
makes a dclinilc allribution impossible.
E. Sandford Gunn

•H Duncan 1B:ili, p. 1B4.
,;,, l'i11 Ri\'ct·s :\·I11Seum holds the Forster SJII:cimens transli:rn:d
li·mn tlu: Ashmoh:an in tllllli. Two similar shields (Ash. Lib.
AMS 2:;, nos. 224.. ~n!i) were transli:ned at that tinu:: no. 22l.i
also has a rattling l'ndusun: which. it was thought, might he shut.
,;,;Ash. Lih. AlVIS ~;,.
7
'; Stoll<' I!J:H· pp. •wli-7.
,;,, Ruhinsun 1!Jii7, p. I I :i·
m• Egcnun I B!.JI"i, pp. :i. I I I, I til, I :H, I :i!l·
7
" Ruhinson 1!Jii7, p. 1 1:i·
" lhid.
, lhicl., p. 112.
7
" Egenun tii!Jii, p. Bn.
7 1
• Dcraniyagala 1!)42.
;:, Dr Janu:s t\llan~ 1u:rsonal conJIIHIBication.
7
'; Camps-Fahn.T 1!17"·
77
Lam: 1 !l!i7· pl. oJ-:.!3.
711
Huukubza I!J7'1• pis. 2•(, 42. 47·
i!+

~·lr .John

Pic1on: pc.·rs,.mal comrnunicatinn.

"" Nationalnwseet, Copenhagen, no. EDh 71-2; sec Flinclt, in
Da111-Mikkclsen and I..undha:k I!JIIII. p. toll.
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Fig. 36. R a tt an shi eld , No. 4S: me thod of co nstru c ti o n , including
a u ac hm ent of ha ndl es. Sca le c. I : I

45. R ATTA
SHI ELD (Fi g. 36, PI. XX II ).
C ircul a r ratt a n shi eld , proba bly of Calamus sp. 8 1
Tightl y co il ed rattan fo rms th e fram ework , bou nd
with leng th s of split ra ttan radi at in g from th e
centre; each split ca ne passes a rou nd two of th e
coi led bands a t a tim e. T he rim of the shi eld is
ca refull y held by a d ense ly work ed ra tta n band.
Th ere a re two ha ndl es o f coiled ra tta n bound with
split ca nes in a basketwork pa ttern worked into th e
back of th e shi eld (Fig. 36 ) .
I 656 p. 45 : Targets ji"orn the East India of Reeds,
Leather, Skins, and CrocodiLL-skin.
I 685 B no. I '2: CLypeus indicus orientalis rotundus, ex
arundinibu.s irnfJ Lexu.s .

Dimensions : Di ame ter 0.59 m.
R a tta n is wid ely used for a va riety o f purposes in
South- East Asia. Th e shi eld s of th e Mal ay peo pl es
we re often circular a nd usua ll y of woven ca ne or
wood. 11 2 This pa rti cul a r style of shi eld is thought to
have been u ed for a popu la r ga m e played in th e
Easte rn Sm a ll Sunda Isla nd s (Flores , T im or, a nd
Sum ba ) : two m en stand face to face, ea ch with a

ra ttan shi eld in one ha nd a nd a whip of fl exibl e
wood in the oth er ha nd ; th e a im of each is to strike
th e opponent with the whip whi le using the shi eld
for d efence. Th e gam e is ca ll ed cacik. A similar
shield in Leid en is know n to have been used for this
ga m e on th e isla nd of Flores, but this possesses onl y
a sing le wood en ha ndl e in th e middl e, lacking a n y
rattan covering." 3 Anoth er ra tta n shield resembling
th e Ashmol ea n spec imen , with two ra tta n worked
ha ndl es, proba bly ca m e from western Born eo or
south Cele bes. 84 These rat ta n shield s m ay have
been imported by the Flores, Timor, a nd Sumba
peopl es for th eir cacik gam e from Borneo. 85

" ' Dr J. B. Ave, Rijksmuse um voor Volk cnkund e, Leid en ,
perso na l communi ca tio n .
"' Stone 1934, P· 555·
"" Rijksmu seum voor V olk enkundc , Leid en , no. 1833- 24 ; this
shield has a d iame ter of 0.52 m . Info rmati on concern ing bo th
thi s shield a nd th e ga m e of cacik was given by Dr J. B. Ave .
"' Rijksrnu sc um voor Vo lkenkund c, Leid cn , no. 16- 326. Thi s
shi eld reac hed Leid en Museum in 186 1. In form a tion from Dr
.J . B. Ave.
"' D r J. B. Ave , persona l communi ca ti on .
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A shield made by the same method is in the
collections of the Franckcschc Stiftung at Halle; the
handles on this example arc, however, simply
over-wrapped with cane and ·auachcd to the shield
with interwoven canes. 'T'hc handles arc placed
further apart than on the other shields mentioned.
'T'hc decoration is dark in colour, consisting or two
concurrent bands of small triangles with the apexes
aligned with the shield centre; both f~1ccs arc
decorated in this manner. The specimen was given
to the collections by a Borneo missionary, 1-lupc, in
184i, and was said to have been used by Dyaks."';
A very similar shield is in the collections in
Vienna and is auributcd to Atchin, 87 but is not
considered to have been used in a game;"" its
handles arc similar to th,:,sc of the Ashmolean
specimen and the main f~tcc is decorated with a
large black-stained star, which closely resembles the
paucrn on another shield in the Ashmolean collection."" An Atchin origin is thought unlikely by
other authorities, who claim that shields fi·mn that
area arc plaited diflcrcnLiy and have decorative
copper stars.!IO A shield or Batak (Sumatra) type,
with open-work brass bosses, is illustrated by Stone,
while Lehmann illustrates a rattan shield fi·01n
Sumbawa with two handles, which appears to be
more meanly constructed.!''
For the present, an origin in the general area or
South-East Asia is all that can be postulated f()l" this
shield,· which must surely be one of 'T'radcscant 's
''T'm·gcts fi·01n the East India or Reeds'.
E. Sandli:ord Gunn

46. SHIELD (Fig. 37, Pl. XXIII). One-piece
shield of wood,"~ decorated with shells. The shield is
basically rectangular in shape, slightly waisted on
the longer sides. It is convex in both longitudinal
and transverse axes, in the Iauer case developing a
'keel' which becomes increasingly pronounced towards the centre. On the reverse is an integral grip:
a raised spine extending the length or the shield
increases in height and width towards the centre,
where the hand-grip is formed by a rectangular
opening, transversely cut. At one end of the spine is
an expanded terminal; the other end is missing.
Bindings of palm-woocP':1 arc nailed along either
side, while a narrow strip of the same material is
nailed 10 f(mn a midrib. 'T'owards either end arc
three encircling bands or five such strips, threaded
at regular intervals through the shield and the
midrib strip and round the outer bindings (Fig. 37).
'T'hc obverse race is set with discoid and pear-
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Fig. 37· Shield, No. ,J.Ii: dewils of bindings ami ;;hell
decoration. Scale 1 ::i

shaped fi·agments of shell (a number of which arc
now missing), recessed into the surface and in some
cases held in place by small iron pins. The degree of
wear and the method of mounting the shells makes
identification diflicult, but the large cowries could
be the Indo-Pacific Ovula ovum L. or, perhaps,
polished sections or the common Indo-Pacific tiger
cowrie ()'Jnaea tigris I..Y·• Much of 1his f;tce has been
treated with a black pigment, but a rectangular
central section, flanked at each end by a pair of
curvilinear decorative motifs, has been lcfi untreated. A long gash and several stab-marks may
have been sustained in use.

168.') B no. ~: Swtum lndicum Llj!,llt'/1111; 4/Jedt?.l" longum,
unicum tantum Latum. media jJOrtt• Jmululum gracilescit,
ad extrmnilntt?.l" aliquantulum e.rt Latius. f)(lr/t? t:lil/lii?Xa
conchi.1· uenert?is a/his ossiiJ/Isque undiqut' e.\"()/"1/atur. rirmmferentiam to lam ambit vimen ~
/Jimt•nsions: Lcngt h

1. ~4

m; Wid 1h

'.!. iO

nun.

11
' i Dr .J. DiciZl\ personal t·onlmunic.:ation.
"' ~-Iuscum liir Viilko:rkuurk. Vio:nna, 1111. to,l7·1; •·olkrto:d in
tBHo.
"" Dr Allh:d .J:mata. pL"rsonal commtmil"ation.
II!• No. tfiBs A no. 1~:\. This t:rury is a latt·r insl'l'liun in llu:
dill5 catalugtw.
!Ill

1

Dr .J. B. A\T~ p•:rsonal comnJunicatiun.

Stono: 1 ~:i+ lig. 714, no. ,z 1 : Lehmann 1 ~) 1 ~. Tar lit.
12
'
ldentili<:d hy Miss Domthy Calling as li·om thl" soap-berry
f:.unily SaJn'ntlatt'llt'l which contains son1t: 1 ~)o gent:ra and ~.ooo
specks distributed around the tropical n:gions of the world. As
yet a mon: precise identilinotion has nut provl"d possible.
'"' lrlentilied hy Miss Dorothy C:uling.
"' l<i<:ntiliecl hv Ms Solo:nt" \Vhdmow. British Museum
(Natural I·liswry)·.
.
.
''
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Shields of this type, which arc normally attributed
to the Alfurcn peoples,'''' arc common throughout
the ~'lolucca islands. They share a common structure but with variations both in shape and decoration, and include short, narrow parrying-shields
with a pronounced longitudinal curve, and longer,
wider shields which would ofl'cr better defence
against missiles. The parrying-shields arc those
most commonly illustrated in the literature and
were used throughout the islands by men and
boys.!lli This example, of the larger form, comparable with two shields now in .the Museum of
Mankind, London,!17 has been variously provenanced to Buru Island in the south, and to the north
and central Moluccas.!'"
These are variations also in the decoration of this
type of shield, although all forms arc ornamented
with inlaid pieces of shell. The larger shields have
relatively large shell fragmcn ts inlaid in sparse
fashion, as described above, and the smaller
parrying-shields arc inlaid with smaller pieces demonstrating sharper tool-work in a style typical of
later nineteenth-century Melanesian artefacts.
I ndigcnous religious belie[~ in the Moluccas included both animism and ancestor-worship: it is
possible that these shield decorations represent
stylized human figures.
From the sixteenth century onwards the various
European powers tried to establish trading posts in
the islands, which since the twelfth century had
been at the centre of the spice trade, especially that
in cloves. The Dutch achieved particular success,
and from the seventeenth century their control and
monopoly of the spice trade led to an impoverishment of the islands and to an increase in piracy and
warfare among the local population. \Var-dances
(tjakalele) featuring shield play became major parts
of festival and ceremonial. European accounts of the
peoples of the interior of the Moluccas describe
them both as 'rude, inoOcnsive people' and 'robust,
strong limbed and addicted to war'.!>!>
K. Teague
47. BOOTS WITH INTEGRAL STOCKINGS
(Pl. XXV). Thick-soled knee-length fabric boots
from China. The leg and uppers arc made of black
satin-woven silk, lined with coarse white cotton.'""
The uppers of the loot arc made in two parts, with a
scam at either side of the foot and a band across the
front: they arc made as a traditional Chinese
slipper, and arc lined with blue dyed cotton. The
leg is made in two parts seamed up the front and
back and is interlined with cotton. The leg is longer

at the fi·ont than at the back, and has a curved
upper edge. The whole is sewn with a cotton
binding on to a rigid sole 25 mm thick, which has an
upturned toe tapering to 8 mm in thickness guarding the front of the foot. The sole wedge is covered
by a bias-cut white cotton layer, and the sole itself is
covered by thin leather sewn in place with three
rows of cotton stitching. The sole is constructed of
layers of cotton sewn tightly together to build up to
the required depth of the wedge.
Stockings made to be worn with these boots also
survive (Pl. XXVb). The sole of the stocking is of
stitched coarse cotton of several layers. The uppers
of the slipper section are in two parts, seamed at
front and back; this part is made of a fine cotton
and is stitched on to the leg which is of fine silk. Up
to the ankle this silk is white, and above that a coffee
colour, with a black silk bound edge curved to
match the boot, which it is designed to tqp. just
below the binding is a coloured braid, which also
would show above the boot. The leg of the stocking
is padded, and lined with a coarse soft cotton. The
padding is arranged in simple longitudinal stitched
quilting, each rib being packed with strands of towlike material and with silk waste.
1685 B no. 318: Calapedia quorum superiores partes &
circumferentiae solearum nigro lwloserico obducunlur.

Dimensions: Height430 mm; Length (sole) 280 mm.
''' However, the British Museum ( 1925, p. 96, fig. !12c),
attributes a small parrying-shield to the Bugis, Celebes; and
Kiikenthal (1896, p. 1.(4, Taf. XVII, fig. 30) attributes another
tu the Tobela in Hahnahera. The term 'AIIi1ren' is generic for all
peoples ,,r the interior of the Moluccan Islands and may also be
rendered as Alfi>er, All(>ras, Alforen, Alfores, Alforias, Alfourous,
Alfimrs, Alfin·s, Arafuras, Harafuras, and, in north-west New
Guinea, Arl;1ks. The name simply means 'inlander' and may be
derived via Purtugu<.se from the Arabic anich: a/ and the
preposition fom (without) (cf. Crawford 1!156, pp. 2!13-5).
'Aifuren· was applied to those people not under government
control, which was nut extended dlcctivdy to the interior until
alicr 1gou.

'"; Hritish l\·luseum, 1925, p. 96, fig. !12c; Buschan 1923, p. 8!12,
Abb. 550, 3;Juynboll t930-1, p. !19, Ta[ IX, fig. 4; Kiikenthal
1!196, p. 144, Ta[ V, ligs. 35lJ-b, 36a-b, and Taf. XVII, fig. 30;
Sothcby l'arkc Hcrnet & Co. (Catalogue, 9 May 1977) 14-15, no.
26; Taucrn 1911:!, Ta[ 1:!9; Horniman Museum, London, no. HM
0 593·
'"British Museum 1925, p. 97, fig. H3c. The Museum of
Mankind shield most doscly resembling th<: example considc1·ed
here was received from the Nationalmuseum, Copenhagen, in
JI:IJI:I (\Vulll' and Pedersen, in Dam-Mikkclsen and Lundba:k
l!JHo, p. 144, no. EDh !)!1-Go).
""Comments kindly provided by Dr 1'. H. l'ott and Dr .J. B.
Ave, Museum '""'"" Volkenkunde, Leiden.
"" Crawford 1!156, pp. 283-5.
""'The tulle covering now on these hoots is a modern
CCJilS(!I"Villi(m nlCilSLII"C.

Antiquities: Asia
The design of these boots is a modification of the
traditional riding-boots of the Manchu, the rulers of
China in the Ch'ingdynasty (I 644-I g I I). The thick,
rigid-soled, turned-up-toe shape fits firmly into the
big stirrup which the Manchus used. This style of
boot became part of Manchu court dress and was
adopted into general use. This relatively shallowsoled version with fine silk legs is a dress boot of the
seventeenth century. A much more exaggerated
version can be seen in Chinese operatic and theatrical dress of the present day. Such boots would be
worn with wide baggy trousers bound to the leg and
tucked into the tops of the boots, which arc usually
hidden by a long gown.
The quilting of the stockings is traditional for
Chinese winter wear, but the use of fine silk lor the
legs of the stocking points to a good quality
garment, probably for dress wear.
Although boots from six difrerent sources are
listed in the I6s6 catalogue (on p. 48), none of the
entries is appropriate for this pair; they could,
however, have been mis-identified. Equally, in view
of the separate listing of boots mentioned above, it
would seem unlikely that the boots discussed here
could be equated with the 'shoes from China'
recorded elsewhere (I 6s6 p. so).
M. Tregear

48. ANKLE BOOT (Pl. XXVII). i\'lan's ankle
boot of green velvet. Tan leather sole with dark
brown felt over it, white stitched. Made straights;
damaged and seemingly unworn. It is possibly of
turned welt construction. There is a round, slightly
overhanging toe and no heel. The centre-front
opening extends for I 03 mm with four pairs of laceholes, buttonhole-stitclied. There is a 40 mm opening at the back top with two pairs of lace-holes, but
the laces are missing. The lining is of brown leather.
Bronze mail decorates the quarters.
I6s6 p. so: Shooesji"OTn ... Mogul/.
I 68s B no. 304: Calcei viridi lwloserico compositi, lorica
aereis annul is concatenata obducli ea pars quae exlremos
jJedis digitns legit Jerrea lamina munilur.

Dimensions: Length 268 mm.
The use of felt suggests indoor wear or possibly a
display model. The toe is reminiscent of the
European style of the late sixteenth and early
seventeenth centuries, and the buttonhole-stitching
is a feature of European footwear from the seventeenth century. The chain-mail decoration, how-

I
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ever, suggests a Saracen origin. A date around I 6oo
may be postulated.
.J. M. Swann
49. SHOE (Pl. XXVIII). Man's shoe of naturalcoloured basket-weave straw worked in a particularly line pattern above the toes. 'l'honged
leather sole made straights, unworn. Rounded,
upcurved toe. No heel. \·Vhite hessian lining and
sock.
I6s6 p. so: Slwoesfmm ... Chiua.
I68s B no. 33H: C~/cei viminibus imjJiexi.

Dinumsinus: Length 265 mm.
This type of shoe was used in China lor summer
wear and dates from the eighteenth century or
earlier.
J. M. Swann
50. SHOE (Pl. XXIX). Child's shoe of red silk.
Leather sole made straights and unworn. Narrow,
~lfuarc,· upcurved toe. Stacked leather heel, I 3 mm
high, nailed on. There is a winged vamp, and there
arc no quarters. The brown leather sock is starstamped. Silver thread embroidery on the upper.
I68s B nos. 328-3s: Ca/ceomm 8 paria.
Dimeusiou.1·: Length I go mm.
The type of shoe is oriental, but distinctive characteristics arc lacking. This example has previously
been attributed to Albania, 101 but this is unlikely
since the heels of seventeenth-century European
shoes were generally wooden-pegged.
.J. M. Swann
51. SHOE (Pl. XXX). Man's shoe of red silk. Red
leather sole, lobed at heel, with five impressed lines
along centre; made straights and unworn. The toe
is pointed and upcurved. There is no heel. The
vamp is triple-lobed. Peak at the back of quarters,
which arc turned in for wear. Red leather lining
and sock, with four impressed lines. Upper decorated with silver embroidery and sequins. The
sole has a green leather cut-out design at the
upcurved toe.
I 6s6 p. so: Slwnes from ... Barbel)'·
I 68s B no. 308-g: Calapediorum duo paria ex Moorlandia, quorum unum rubro cnrio cmiflatum, aureo
1111
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.fimbriatum, caeruleo dujJ/icatum. Altaum ejusdem .fere est
jigurae, sed corio caeruleo, armw, rubro, viridi obductum.
Dimensions: Length 280 mm.
This type of shoe survived on the Indian subcontinent until at least the early twelllicth century.
.J. l\•1. Swann

52. SHOES (Pl. XXXI). Pair of men's shoes of
l~1dcd silk (?once cream) over leather. The brown
leather sole is of thongcd construction, made
straights and worn. The toe is pointed and upcurved. There is a 15 mm stacked heel. "fhc vamp is
lobed. Red felt has been used II:Jr the qi.wrters,
lining, and sock, and lor the applique roseucs
decorating the vamp. 'T'hc remainder of the upper
and the area under the upcurvcd toe is embroidered
with silver thread.
1656 p. 50: Slzooes.fmm ... East India.
1685 B nos. 328-35: Calceorum lljJaria.

Dimensions: Length 290 mm.
Like No. 51 this type was found on the Indian
subcontinent until the early years of this century.
This example resembles those of the nineteenth
century.
.J. iVI. Swann
53. SHOE (Pl. XXXII). Man's shoe of cream
cloth and brown suede. Five-six layer sole of brown
leather thongcd together. May have been worn.
Pointed toe. No heel. The upper has string-sewn
scam at centre front. Suede quarters cut to high
point at ccmre back. Upper has f-loral embroidery
in silk and is decorated with a yellow silk tassel at
the toe.
1656 p. 50: Shooes.from ... Mogul/.
1685 B no. 305: Calceorum duo jHnia, serico aumque neto
.wnt acupicta, Pars extrema, qua Jlr.rles teguntur, cristis
uricis exornantur.

Dimensions: Length 238 mm.
String-work decoration as it appears on this shoe
has a wide distribution from the Balkans to the Far
East, but the embroidery style suggests Persia.
Shoes of this style were still in usc there in the
eighteenth century.
.J. M. Swann
54. SHOES (Pl. XXXIII). Pair of men's brown
leather shoes. Sole narrows to 7 mm at waist and
has two impressed lines along the centre, made
straights, unworn. Pointed, upcurvcd toe turned

back on vamp and stitched down. No heel. There
arc traces of an instep strap and a broken strap each
side of" side scams, and a pair of slits ncar back of
quarters for a narrow strap or lace. Quarters cut
very high into a peak at the back. "fhc vamp is
decorated with alternate red and green wool appliqt;e leaves.
1656 p. so: Slwoes.frum ... Turk)'·
1685 B nos. 301-3: Calceorum Turicicomm3J)(lria, quod
pedis superiorem ambit parlem lwlnserico rubri co/uris
obductum.

Dimensions: Length 270 mm.
A miniature of Babur walking in the Garden of
Fidelity at Kabul, dated c.1590, 102 shows a gardener wearing shoes of this style, which survived at
least until the nineteenth century in the Afghan and
North-West Frontier region. The decorative applique leaves arc typically Indian in shape.
J. M. Swann

55. MULE (Pl. XXXVII). Woman's mule originally of red velvet, now faded to brown. The brown
leather sole is inscribed with an X, made straights,
and unworn. There is a white cloth rand and a
square, slightly upcurved toe. No heel. The throat is
square and the vamp is short. The sock is of green
velvet. Silver-thread embroidery and sequins decorate the upper, along with a central rosette of
blue and red beads.
1685 B nos. 328-35: Calceorum 8JJaria.

Dimensions: Length 2 59 m m.
Although the shape of the toe could be seventeenthL
century, the embroidery style suggests a later date,
perhaps alter 1730, so that this may not be one of
the group of items referred to in the 1685 catalogue.
A Turkish origin is likely lor this piece.
.J. M. Swann
56. MULE (Pl. XXXVIII). Man's mule shoe of
black velvet. Thongcd sole, unworn, and 6 mm
white felt ·middle sole. Square domed toe. Two-lift,
inserted wedge heel, plus top piece above the sole.
Silver-thread embroidery and sequins.
1685 B nos. 328-3s: Calceorum 8 paria.

Dimensions: Length 263 _m m .
This mule is of Chinese origin and dates from the
eighteenth century or earlier.
J. M. Swann
1112
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Antiquities: Asia
57. MULES (Pl. XXXIX). Pair of men's red
velvet mules. The leather sole is continued up the
heel breast and as a very thin top piece. The sole is
made straights and unworn. The toe is square and
out-flared. The 52 mm pegged heel is covered with
brown leather. There is a white kid rand and a
brown leather lining. The sock forepart is of brown
leather, with red velvet at the heel.
1685 B nos. 328-35: Ca/ceorum 8j)(lria.
Dimensions: Length 24-5 mm.
The continuation of the sole up the heel breast is a
common feature at the time of the introduction of
heels in about 16oo, but it is not compatible with
the other fashion features of these mules which
suggest a date of about a century later. These
examples may be shoemakers' exhibition work,
although the stitching is not particularly fine, being
six stitches per em on the heel cover. They are
western European in style but were reputedly made
in China. 1 03 They date from the late seventeenth
to early eighteenth century.
J. M. Swann
58. SANDALS (Pl. XLI). Pair of sandals made of
vegetable fibre. l'he flat sole of rawhide is attached
at the centre of the front and back and at each side
at the waist: The shoe tapers from a square toe to a
narrow square heel. The sock is interwoven in four
sections. 'fwo twisted thongs are attached at the
centre of the toe and at either side at the waist.
1656 p. so: Sandals made of twigs.
1685 B no. 350: Sandalia. Pars solae superior cuiusdam
forsan arboris pelle complicata; inferior co rio confecta.
Ansam habent, qua pedibus astringrmtur.

Dimensions: Length 214 mm.
These sandals would have been worn by a japanese
youth and the style, worn with the divided-toe tabi,
goes back to at least the early seventeenth century.
.J. M. Swann
59. CLOG (Pl. XLIII). Child's wooden toe-peg
clog with a 23 mm stilt under the ball and heel,
fluted on the outer sides. The 'insole' has a pointed
lotus-shaped forepart and is pointed at the back of
the heel. Chip-carved leaf decoration.
1656 p. 48: CltajJjJenes 20 sorts.
1685 B no. 342: CalajJediorum tres species, totae ex ligno
e/aboralae.

Dimensions: Length 179 mm.

1
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The style occurs in Malaya from the eighteenth
century and possibly earlier.
.J. M. Swann

60. ARCHER'S THUMB-RING (Fig. 38). Ovate
thumb-ring of banded agate, thicker on one side
than the other; pointed expansion at one end
hollowed on the underside to f1t the thumb; flat
facet of irregular width on upper and lower
surfaces.
1656 p. 36: Come/ian tlwm-cases rif the Turks.
1685 A no. 39: Annulus ex Leucachate quo utuntur Turci
in sagittando.
Dimensions: Length (max) 39 mm; Width (max)
33 mm; I ntcrnal diameter 22 mm.
Bibliograph]: Arkell 1935a, p. 303, pl. XX; Morse
1922, pl. I I.
Sec discussion under No. 62.

61. ARCHER'S 'fHUMB-RING (Fig. 38). Ovate
thumb-ring of banded agate; pointed expansion at
one end, hollowed on the underside to fit the
thumb. Flat facet on upper and lower surfaces,
forming on the lower surface a marked angle at
junction of ring and expansion.
1656 p. 36: Come/ian thum-cases of the Turks.
1685 A no. 40: Idem iterum [Annulus ex Leucachate quo
utuntur Turci in sagittando].
Dimensions: Length (max) 42.5 mm; Width (max)
32.5 mm; Internal diameter 22 mm.
BibliogmjJiry: Arkcll 1935a, p. 303, pl. XX.
See discussion under No. 62.
62. ARCHER'S THUMB-RING (Fig. 38). Ovate
thumb-ring of cornelian; pointed expansion (chipped at the tip) at one end, hollowed on the
underside to fit the thumb; a less marked point
diametrically opposite provides an improved seating for the bowstring. Flat facet on the upper and
lower surfaces.
1656 p. 36: Comelian thum-cases of the Turks.
1685 A no.· 135: Alum/use Corneolo quo utuntu1' Turci
in sagittis emittendis.

Dimmsions: Length (max) 46 mm; Width (max)
34 mm; Internal diameter 23 mm.
Bibliograph)': Arkell 1935a, p. 303, pl. XX; Morse
1922, pl. I I.
""'Ash. Lih. AMS 25, no. 13fl.
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attention, as an accurate fit to suit the thumb of the
user and his particular style of shooting was essential. In most existing specimens adjusted in this
manner, the hole lor the thumb is slightly oval, so
that the ring has to be turned through ninety
degrees from its final position to slip over the thumb
joint; when turned to the shooting position it
cannot then be pulled olr the thumb.
The shape of the inner and outer surfaces is
complementary. If too little material is cut away,
the string will put excessive pressure on the inside of
the thumb, while if too much is removed it may be
diflicult to retain the string on the inner surface of
the ring when drawing the bow. Some differences of
detail can be seen in the cross-sections of the rings
discussed here (Fig. 38). 'fhcre have been many and
varied designs. 107 The minor pointed expansion on
No. 62 is a feature developed to a much greater
extent on some other rings.
W. F. Paterson

62
Fig. 38. Archers' thumb-rings, Nos. 6o-2. Scale 1:2

All three thumb-rings arc of a basic form which was
widely used in the Middle East from Turkey to
northern India during the Mughal period. Their
provenance has been suggested as India, with
emphasis on the city of Cambay. 11,.. There is
nothing in their form to cast doubt on this
a tLribu Lion.
A majority of oriental archers drew their bowstring with the thumb, supported by the index finger
across the base of the thumb-nail, with some
variations in style. 1 05 This contrasts with another
widely used method, in which the fingers were
hooked around the string, a technique traditionally
used by English archers as well as by most modern
bowmen. This latter method is not well suited to
short but powerful composite bows, made from
horn and sinew on a wooden core (e.g. No. 33), as
the relatively sharp angle of the string at full draw
pinches the fingers in an unacceptable manner. To
draw and release the string of such a bow, some
protection for the thumb was needed. This could be
provided by some type of leather thumb-stall, 101;
but the usc of a ring was widespread. The most
simple rings were made from bone or horn, but
persons of status would have them made from semiprecious stones, ivory, or metal, including silver and
gold. The shaping required considerable care and

63. RING

(Pl. LXXXII). Cornclian nng.
Rounded hoop with projection at the base, scutiform shoulders, and raised bezel with pyramidal
finial imitating a pointed diamond.
1685 A no. t3]: Annulus e Comeolo.

Dimensions: Diameter (internal) 13 mm.
Bibliography Arkell 1935b, p. 302, pl. XX, Fig. g.
A similar sixteenth-century Persian ring carved
from the solid stone is reproduced by Dalton. 108
Another example is illustrated by Battke, 109 who
also cites examples excavated on sites dating from
the sixth and seventh centuries. Arkell suggests that
the ring is an amulet, the red colour of carnelian
being by association good for the blood, and
therefore propitious for fertility, with these properties being further reinforced by the small phallic
emblem at the base of the hoop. 1 10
D. Scarisbrick

64. STONE BEAD (Pl. LXXVII). Spherical bead
of yellowish-green serpentine with a network of
black veins. Pierced from both ends, extensively
chipped at either end of the string-hole.
""' Arkcll 19::1sa, p. 303.
""' Latham and Paterson 1~J70, pp. 51-5, fig. 17.
IIIIi Ibid., fig. 173·
"" Stone 1934·· pp. 14.- I 7.
"'" Dalwn 1912, no. 2344·
""' Hauke 1 ~)38, no. 39·
"" t\rkcll 1935b, p. 297.

Antiquities: Asia
1685 A no. 277: G'lobu/us e marmore gruino. 111

Dimension.\·: Diameter 25 mm.
See discussion under No. 68.
65. ST'ONE BEADS (Pl. LXXIX). String or fiftysix banded agate and other chalcedony beads,
varying in colour !'rom pinkish to grey. Pierced fi·mn
both ends. Recently restrung.
1685 A no. 1 1 1: Torques ex Achatibus JasfJidibusque
varwrum gent!rtllll, or,
1685 A no. 1 14: Torqui.1· ex Leuwchatibus aliquanlu/um
n~fescentibus.

Dimensions: Length (string, overall)
Diameter (beads, max) 12 mm.
BibiiograjJII)': Arkell

I

0-5:~

m;

936, pl. II I, no. I 8.

Sec discussion under No. 68.
66. S'l'ONE BEADS (Pl. LXXIX). String or fimr
ellipsoid stone beads, respectively, of pink jasper
agate, white agate, multicoloured chalcedony, and
a black mineral, possibly silicified wood. Restrung
at some time in the recent past.
1685 A no. 1 11 : Torques ex Achatibus
1mnorum generum.

Ja~pidibusque

Dimensions: Length (string, overall) 76 mm, (beads,
max) 25 mm; Diameter (beads, max) 14 mm.
BibliograjJhy: Arkcll 1936, pl. II I, no. 17.
See discussion under No. 68.
67. S'l'ONE BEADS (Pl. LXXIX). Necklace or
forty-nine spherical white chalcedony beads.
Apparently pierced from both sides. Restrung at
some time in the recent past.
1685 A no. 113: J\tloni/ia tria ex Leucachatibus.
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The stone beads described here (Nos. 64-8) arc
typical or many which were used (()(' personal
ornament in north Africa, western Asia, India, and,
probably, in Europe. Similar beads were still
available in the markets or Cairo, El Fashcr, and
Omdurman during the 19:20s and 1930s when
Arkcll undertook a quest to discover their source
with the help of bead merchants in Egypt, the
Sudan, and lndia. 1 1 ~ As a result of this venture,
Arkell was able to conclude that the source of many
of these beads lay in the Gujarat area or India, with
Cambay as an important centrc. 11 :l
'l'hc first detailed account of the working and
exporting of agate and carnelian beads !'rom the
area was made c. I 5 I 8 hy Duarte Barbosa, who
describes the bead industry at Cambay thus:
At Cambaya are many skilful turners who make
beads of sundry kinds, black, yellow, blue and red and
many other colours, which arc carried henee to many
other places. Here too arc many workers in stones ... A
great amount of work is also done here in coral, alaqurquas
(carnelians) and other stones; so that in this city the best
workmen in every kind of work are ((nmd.
Beyond this City ofCamhaya, further inland, is a town
called Limadura. Here is ((mnd an alaquequtt rock which is
a white, milky or red stone which is made much rcddt:r in
the lire. They extract it in large pieces and there are
cunning craftsmen hen: who shape it, bore it, and make it
up into divns l:tshions, that is to say, long, eight-sided,
round and olive-leaf shapes ... 'fhe dealers come hither
lrom Cambaya 10 buy them and tht:y Jthread them and J
sell them 1.111 the Red Sea coast, whence they pass to our
hands by way of Cairo and Alexandria. They_ take tht:m
also to Arabia and Persia, and to India where our people
buy them to take to Portugal. And here they lind great
abundance of Babagoure, which we call ... chalcedony,
which are stom:s with grey and white veins in them,
which they !i.tshinn pcrlcctly round, and after they are
bored the Moors wear them on their arms in such a

Dimensions: String (overall) 477 mm; Diameter
(beads, max) 12 mm.
See discussion under No. 68.
68. STONE BEADS (Pl. LXXIX). String of 164 ·
spherical milky-coloured chalcedony and carnelian
beads, arranged alternately, with two extra carnelian beads at one end. The beads appear to have
been perforated fi·om both ends.
1685 A no. 1 16: Torquis ex Leucachatibus, et achatibus
cilrinis, altemalim positis.

Dimensions: Length (string, overall)
Diameter (beads, max) 1 I mm.
Bibliogmphj•: Arkell 1936, pl. II I, no. 18.

1.15 m;

111 The Jranslation of' gruimt.•· was emcred in the l!Jil I\'IS
catalogue hy l..et·ds as being 'a rare Mediae\"altranshuion of' the
old French ·.~ruin', a speckled linu:stnne pt:hhlc:'. Tlw tnm was
then still used in Jill' Vosges.
11 ' The large colll'l'lion of' stone and glass ht:ads as well as
c11hcr items of' personal ornament ohtain<~d by Arkdl in Egyp1
and tlu: Sudan in lhc l!l~os and 1930S was donated to 1he l'itl
Ri\"ers Museum. Oxfi1rd. along widc his i\·IS noll'S and oll'print
l"Cillection. There is a p:ll'lic:ularly imen·sJing series showing tlu:
stages involwd in the· making of' an agate bead (1971.1j.66,1.17J, and another series ( 1!171. lj.6ti:1. 1-H) clc:monstratt•s the stages
in the manut:u:JliiT of' a c:arndian head: hoth series having hc;cn
pmThascd hy dw donor from a lapidary linn in Camhay. The
finished beads resemble the fiwm of' the finn· strung hl'ads in diC'
Ashmolean c:olh.'t'Jion (No. lili).
"" Arkell l!.J:lli,fm.,·..-im.
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manner that they touch the skin, saying that they arc
good to preserve chastity; as these swnes arc plemiful
they arc not worth much."·'

of conjecture. The lew remaining beads in the
Ashmolean have all been restrung and it is not
possible to associate all of these with particular
entries in the I 685 catalogue.
E. Sandlord Gunn

Early in the seventeenth century the carnelian
industry was moved from Limodra; the stones were
still sorted and fired there, but the cutting and 69. SHERBET-SPOON (Fig. 39). Spoon of boxpolishing was undertaken at Cambay. The trade wood or perhaps pear-wood. Long handle graducominued along the established routes, sea or ally widening towards the end, with a central ridge;
overland, and continues to the present day, al- the end once decorated with pierced arabesque
though the stone beads have been replaced by glass design, now largely missing. Under the neck a short
copies from the factories of Venice and Gablonz.' ' 5 area of chevron pattern and a projecting area of
The carnelian and chalcedony necklace (No. 68) pierced arabesque. Deep and narrow pointed bowl,
shows a particularly attractive balance of the part or one side of which is missing.
qualities of the two stones, both of which were held,
I685 B no. 555-68: Cochlearia 14 ex lignofacta.
however, to have amuletic as well as aesthetic
Dimensions: Length 3 Io mm.
significance. Carnelian was highly regarded in
The
dating of such sherbet-spoons is problematic,
India as a protection against the evil eye, but it was
also considered to be helpful in encouraging 'wake- but today they are made in Abadch, midway
fulness' and to have curative uses. 116 European between Isfahan and Shiraz, in Iran. This town has
lapidaries attributed various virtues to carnelian, long been famous for such products, and was
22
including the ability to give courage in battle; red probably the source of this sherbet-spoon.' Other
sherbet-spoons
of
thi~
type
arc
in
the
Victoria
and
carnelian was also thought capable of staunching
1 7
Albert
Museum,
London.
the flow of blood. ' The DispensaiJ' ol' Renodaeus,
.J. W. Allan
published in t6o8 and translated into English in
I657, records that carnelian, if carried with the
person, 'recreates the mindc, cohabits sad dreams, 70. CRADLE DRAIN (Fig. 40). Made from a
expels fear, preserves the carrier from witches and single piece of wood. The upper end is carved in the
harms'. 118 A child wearing chalcedony would, form of an oblong bowl, and the tubular stem tapers
according to a Greek nautical lapidary, be saved slightly. The drilled hole emerges close to the
from shipwreck and drowning, while Marbode bottom of the bowl, ncar its lower end. Although
the specimen has been smoothed after shaping,
considered that the stone would bring victory.' 19
Strings of pearls and beads ornamented many slight circumferential marks visible ncar the lower
cabinets of curiosities. A painting in I666 by end indicate that the tube has been turned.
Johann Georg Haintz, now in the Kunsthalle, 1656 p. 53: Gurgolets to poure water into their mouthes
Hamburg, shows the various treasures of such a without touching it.
cabinet with strings of beads arranged ornament- Dimensions: Length 2 I 8 mm.
ally.' 20 Stone beads might well have been worn by
those who were unable to alford precious gems, but The function of this pipe is to drain the urine from a
illustrations and mention of these more modest female baby out of a specific type of cradle.
necklaces arc noticeably lacking from the standard .Johanscn•n describes the type as follows: 'The
European works concerning jewellery, and they are bedposts form two bows at the head and foot and
rarely portrayed in sixteenth- and seventecnth- arc connected by a stick, which runs lengthwise over
ccmury portraits. A paiming by Petrus Christus of
,., lhid., p. 3l>l.
Brugcs, however, shows the interior ora goldsmith's
"''Ibid.
shop where various beads can be seen hanging in an
,,; Rivc11-Carnac 1900, p. 10.
alcove behind the figures of St. Eloy or Eligius,
'" Evans 1922, pp. 4', 1!N·
Dagobcrt, King o~ France, and St. Godebcrta, who
""Ibid., p. 151.
"''Ibid., pp. 24, :i5·
stand surrounded by the essential tools of the
""Hansmann and Kriss-Rcllenbcck 1966, p. 112, no. 299.
goldsmith.' 21 Whether these particular beads were
"'Reproduced in Smith 1908, p. 155, pl. XXIV.
made in India or in Europe, possibly along the
"'Gluck and Gluck 1977, pp. 3•17, 352.
Seine or at ldar-Obcrstein in Germany, is a matter
"·'.Johansen 1963, p. 210, fig. 6.
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accessory, resembling more closely a tobacco-pipe,
the high bowl being intended tu hold the child's
penis. 'T'hc usc of the plural in the 1656 catalogue
entry (G'urgolets) hints at a male and female pair. or
eighteen specimens now in the Museum fLir
Volkcrkunde in Vienna, 12 "1 sixteen arc represemcd
by eight pairs of this description. Among these
Viennese items, one female piece fi·mn Alapli 125 in
north-western Anatolia looks like the twin or the
'fradescant example, save li:>r the turning-marks
which are very clearly marked in this case.
The 'Baskets to carry those Gurgolets' li)rmerly in
the 'l'radescant collection (t6s6 p. s:~) in all
probability originally had a different function (and,
perhaps, provenance), whereas an 'Indian cradle'
mentioned in the same context ( 1656 p. 52) might
have been one of the type briefly described above.
None of these items survives in the collection today .
.Johansen, who relates this portable type of cradle
to a less sophisticated Mongolian type with a builtin semitube to drain off the urine, lists its distribution as follows: 'among Kirghiz, Kazakh, Uzbek,
'l'urkmen, Karakalpak, Azerbeijan, in Eastern
Turkestan, Afghanistan, the Caucasus, Persia,
'furkey, and even in Syria and the Lebanon'. 121;
Tajikistan may be added to this list. 127 This
distribution corresponds to the domain and sphere
of influence of the 'T'urkic peoples from Eastern
Turkestan (Uighurs) to Asia Minor (Ouoman
Turks). Along the southern fringe of this vast area
the cradle alone is used without the ingenious
device of the tube lor drainage. Evidence of the
latter's usc seems to be totally absent from central
Afghanistan, 128 south-western Persia, 129 and from

Fig. 39· Sherbet spoon, No. 6g. Scale

1 :2

the bed and holds the mosquito-blanket in place.'
In such a cradle the baby's arms and legs arc tightly
wrapped with woollen bands, which also hold the
pipe in place; furthermore, the baby is bound to the
cradle. 'l'he pipe passes through a hole in the
bottom of the cradle, under which is frequently
placed a pot or bowl.
'l'here exists a male counterpart to this female

'"' 1\·luscum riir VCilkcrkunde, Vienna, nos. l:JlHl/2, "Asia
Minor·, 1HH1; I:J:~9U/I, Tillis, 1HH1; 92:JjU/I, 1917; Alapli ncar
l:lendereregli on 1he Black Sea coasl, Analolia, 1917; 9UIU2yh1Uj, Samarkand, 1Hg1; g6394/5, Caucasus, IH!P: l'll723,
Turkey, 18H1; 14944-~, Alghauislan, l!)fig; lj721U/I,~,
Tashqurghan in nonhern Arghanislan, made by the 1urncr
Abdul Aziz in 197.5 (1his i1em, collected in 1he same y<·ar by A .
.Janala, is called locally slumwk, and is used logclher wi1h 1hc
cradle, gnwnra, and a glazed p01, /ownk (157214./•5), made in
Shiberghan); 157:318/g, collcclcd 1975 in Kabul, probably of
Uadakhshan-Tajik origin.
125
Sec n. 126. no. 92350. II should be mclllinned 1ha1 pipes nr
1hc type under discussion were for sale on marke1-day (Sunday
26 March) in 1971l in the Kolkhoz market nr Bukhara in JIJC
Sovie1 Sncialis1 Republic or Uzbckis1an (slide collec1ion or t\.
.Janata, Uz. 27:il·
126
.Johansen 1!)li3, p. ·lO~J·
'" Anclrccv 19511, pl. 7"• nos. (i-7, and pl. 71, nos. 1-5;
Kislyakov and l'isarchik 1gGu, pl. Gg, nos. 1-:J, and pl. 70, no. 7·
128
t\Uihor"s own fidel res.:arch: scc.Janala I!JiO, fig. 2a.
"" Liilller and Frit:dl 1!Jll7, p. 1.)0, fig. 32; Li.inlcr, Friedl. and
.Janata 19H, pp. !)2 II".
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1656 p. 52: Dishes of gourd shells, Indian.
1685 B no. 536: Decem amjntllae indicae ex cucurbitarum
jJutaminibus jigura orbiculari.

r
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Fig. 40. Cradle drain, No. 70. Scale

1 :2

the urban population of Anatolia, Syria, and
Lebanon : 1 :10 there arc no holes in the bottoms of the
cradles of those areas. The most elaborate examples
of this subtype can be seen in the Topkapi Scray of
Istanbul, gilt and richly inlaid with precious and
semi-precious stones.
A. Janata
71. CARVED GOURD (Pis. XLVII, XLVIII).
Globular bowl, tapering slightly towards the rim,
decorated with bands of engraved ornament in
relief: raised only slightly li·om the scraped
background. The principal decorative feature is a
set of eight figurative scenes, li·mned in irregularly
shaped fields of varying size by flowering scrolls;
further bands of scroll-work mark the upper and
lower margins, and there is an additional band or
triangles below the plain rim. Cracked and
repaired.

Dimensions: Height '54 mm; Diameter 190 mm.
The typical 'Persian' scrolls as well as the principles
of composition hint at a Persian origin. It is
impossible to assign a precise date to this piece on
stylistic grounds, but on the evidence of its inclusion
in the early catalogues it may perhaps be derived
from the late sixteenth or early seventeenth century.
Late nineteenth-century Persian carved coconuts
(used as bodies of water-pipes) still show the same
characteristics, however, although much more
formalized.
Iconography provides stronger arguments lor a
Persian provenance. Starting from the largest central panel ( 1) in Pl. XLV I I I, showing a six-petalled
flower with a lion to one side and a bird perched on
a flower to the other, and proceeding from right to
left (as the Persian script runs), the topics arc as
follows: a fish and a snake in water (2); a lion before
a sun disc (3); a wild sheep (4); a hyena between a
naturalistic tree of life (showing its roots) and a bird
(5); a bird with raised wings, encircled by a snake
(6); a kneeling man with anns outstretched (7); a
bull (8).
The tree of life, stylized as a flower in (1) and (7),
links the chthonic and U ranic spheres. The sun-bird
shown on top of a tree ( 1) or fighting a snake (6) or
dragon is a common subjccl. Snakes (2, 6) and fish
(2) represent the chthonic, the sun-bird the Uranic.
This very ancient view of life is still vivid in
contemporary folk art.' 31 The carrion-eating hyena
(5) fits very well into this theme of transience.
The lion in association with the sun (3) represents power. The wild sheep, together with the
ibex and wild goat, is still considered as an 'incarnation of the pure and holy in the sphere of animals'
among eastern I rani an and Indian peoples in the
Hindu Kush. 132 The man (7) and the bull (8),
although separated by a stem with scrolls, seem to
face each other as if <tbout to start fighting. Men
fighting bulls in sporting contests with mythological
overtones arc well known since ancient times in the
Mediterranian and Ncar .Eastern areas.
This piece of folk art shows various clements of
""'Cradles all l.l\"l'r this area arc uf the richly can••·d and
picrc•·d ,·arit·ty as dcpictt·d in Kislyako\' and 1'1•rshits 1957, p.
4G2.

"'Hauer and.Janata 1974; Camman 1957, pp. 5 34;.Janata
1981, J>J>· 33 7·
"" .Jcttmar 1975, pp. \/.1 7, '.1.51.
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popular belief, inspired by a v1ew of life deeply
rooted in distant history and distinct from the
official creed of Islam.
A . .Janata
72. SKIN CONl'AINER (Pl. XLIX). Large globular vessel made by overlapping layers of delaminated animal-skin.' :~:t The shon neck Lenninates in a firm, narrow, circular mouth, formed by
stretching the skin over an encircling ring of clay.
'T'he base is narrow and slightly indented. A series of
narrow ridges on the external surface radiates
longitudinally from the base of the neck, but these
cannot be felL on the inner surl~tce. The container
has sufrercd damage in the past resulting in two
splits in the main body.
1685 B no. 454: Vascula duo indica, Bubali jJelle
obducta, in quae butyrum oleumque recondere so/CIII.
Dimensions: Height 0.57 m; Width (max) 0.49 m.
Sec discussion under No. 73·

73. SKIN CON'T'AINER (Pl. L). Similar to No. 72
but larger, the sides appearing to have been
laterally compressed. The appearance of the surface
suggests that the inner fauy layers of the skin have
been used to form the outer surface of the vessel.
There arc thirty-seven slightly raised ridges, which
arc broader than those of the other cumaincr. The
skin has been broken, revealing the clay core
construction forming the mouth rim.
1685 B no. 453: Vascula duo indica, Bubali jJelle
ubducta, in quae bul)•rum oleumque recondere solen/.
Dimensions: Height o.65 m; Width (max) 0.55 m.
'T'hc containers appear to have been made by the
method which is called tandu amongst the Hausa.
Henry Balfour, visiting Katsina in 1930, paid
considerable attention to the various stages of production and brought back to Oxford a collection of
specimens illustrating the proccss. 134 The untanned
hide was split into three layers by spreading it
over a large hard stone and working with a wide
terminally-edged tool across the skin, section by
section. First the hair-bearing dermal layer was
carefully scparall:d from the fatty layers of connective tissue and then the underlying layer of tissue was
split into two thin sheets. A clay core, which had
been prepared in advance and air-dried, was
covered with strips of the subcutaneous tissue ali.cr
they had been shaped so that each strip would
enfold the maximum area of the core. The shaping

I
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of the pieces prior to application required considerable skill. Often the edges were pared down to
improve the smooth overlap; usually the joins were
difficult to detect and gave a 'fused' appearance
once the process had been completed. The membraneous sections adhered tightly to each other owing
to the nature of the material.
'T'hc container was left to dry in the sun until
completely hardened, when the clay core was
pounded until reduced to pieces which were small
enough to be removed with case. The resultant
containers were strong, weighed little, and were
impervious to liquids, so that they were much
favoured by horsemen and camel-riders.' :15 Hausa
containers made by the tandu method are usually
decorated with applied strips of outer hair-bearing
skin.
The Tuareg also make containers by a similar
process, but the method may have been brought to
them by the Songhai conquerors of Agades in the
early sixteenth century.' :16 These containers were
Aask-shapcd, but in Damergu very large vessels
'shaped like Roman glass lacrymatories' were used
to carry honey, some being as much as o. 75 m
high.' :17 Skin vessels arc of considerable antiquity in
Africa and an example appears to have been
excavated from the Ramcsseum at Thebcs. 138 Two
similar containers of comparable size, thought to be
from Somalia, arc located in Ipswich 1\tl uscum. 1 :t!l
Certain distinctive features suggest, "however,
that these specimens may have originated from
India. The method employed on that subcontinent
customarily involved the usc of a number of layers
of skin and, although it has not proved possible to
determine with any accuracy the number of layers
present, these containers appear to consist of at least
three layers. After the core had been covered with
"" Th" presenc" of hair lrtllidl!s conlirms that the material is
skin and not intcs1inc.
"" Balfour was Curator of Pin Rivers Museum, Oxford, r8gr19:i9·
""' Balli:111r 1934, pp. li-B.
'""Ibid., p. 1<.1. A vil!W expressed by R. F. Rodd.
""Balfour 1934., p. 10. Details given by R. F. Rudel 10 H.
Balfimr.
'""Sir Flinders Petrie don;ued 1hc skin vessel to tlw l'ill Rivers
Museum in ri:I~J7. Ol~jects dating li·om 1he XIX to XXII
dynas1ies were excavau:d from the Thebes site.
'""Ipswich Museum, probably Muir eollectiun: the larger
vessd is 0.66 m high, will1 a neck-ring of wood under the lip; it is
glolmlar in shape, with a poillled base. The: smaller vessel has
ridges, which res<·mble a wickerwork frame. Details provided hy
Mr David .Jones. The Somalian anribution of 1hese pieces is
however thought hy Pruli:ssor lnan Lewis 10 be unlikdy.
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mcmbranic layers, the edges of the tissue layers
were stretched up from the core and folded over a
ring of clay laid round the neck. When the clay core
of the vessel was removed the ring encircling the
orifice was retained, providing the vessel with a firm
lip. 1 ""1 Both these containers have such an orifice
and it is possible to sec the remains of an earthy core
in No. 73 where the mouth-ring has been damaged.
The large form of container or kufJfJa was used for
ghia and oil. In the Pill Rivers Museum there arc
examples from Mirzapur, North-\Vcst Province,
which were collected by Drake Brockman, and arc
known to have been made from strips of the larger
stomach of a cow or bumllo, soaked in salt and
water lor twenty-lour hours prior to application. 14 1
The shape of these specimens closely resembles the
Ashmolean containers, but they appear to lack the
vertical ridges. However, Balfimr also illustrated a
container which, though different in form, does
have pronounced ridges and was provenanced as
northern I ndia. 1 '12 Mehta mentions that Indian
skin containers were usually m(\de of sheep or
camel-skin which, after softening, was stretched
over a clay mould, which was subsequently washed
out. 143 The widespread use of vessels made from
skin strips from west Africa to northern India has
ensured that, at the present time, the attribution of
these containers must remain uncertain, but India
seems a possible source. The South Afi·ican provenance suggested by Evans 1 .,. seems unlikely, since
similar specimens do not appear to feature in
museums there, although such containers might
have been used on board ship. 145
E. Sandford Gunn
74. RHINOCEROS-HORN CUP (Pl. Ll).
Carved in an oval, flaring shape to follow the
natural shape of the horn, the cup is of a light
brown rhinoceros-horn which is polished and translucent to show through a warm cinammon colour.
The cup is in the form of a five-petalled hibiscus
flower, which is carved both inside and out with
gently overlapping petals meeting in a whorl, and a
central incised circle within the bowl of the cup.
Outside, the stem of the blossom is carved fully inthe-round and curves down some 9 mm clear of the
base of the flower, where it branches to curve
around in two directions to form a steady ring base
on which the cup stands. This stalk branches
upward, with leaves and budding twigs to enclose
the base of the large flower, so that the cup is
supported by flowering tendrils in deep relief and

in-the-round carving. On one side a flower faces
outward and on the other a flower is shown from
behind, but the placement is neither symmetrical
nor a mirror image. One bud, with two leaves,
extends over the lip of the cup opposite the slight
spout.
The edges of the horn (ncar the root) are not
perfect and arc now piued and blackened. There is a
crack down the petal at the spout, which has been
carved thinner than the others.
1656 p. 52: CufJ of . .. rhinoceros homes.
1685 B no. 465: Poculum ex Rhinocerolis comu
conjla /.um.
Dimensions: Height 89 mm; Diameter (max)
134 mm.
BibliografJiry: .J cnyns 1955, p. 55, pl. 24c; Garner
1975, pl. 17a,b,c.
Opinions have varied about its dating as there is no
supported evidence for a classification of such cups,
although they arc not uncommon. j enyns, following the Ashmolean inventory of 1685, places this
cup at the second quarter of the seventeenth
century, 146 while Sir Harry Garner dates it almost a
century earlier through comparison with a similar
cup in the 1595 inventory of the Schloss Ambras
collection. 147 However, the comparison made with
the Ambras inventory entry is open to doubt, as the
inventory description is of a mount only, now
missing. Stylistically, and from the evidence of the
Tradescant catalogue, the early seventeenthcentury dating is more acceptable.
The rhinoceros, which is recorded in north China
excavations of the Pleistocene period, was gradually
exterminated in China: it seems to have been very
rare in the north by the second century and finally
to have disappeared from the south by the thirteenth century AD. 148 There is no way of being sure
whether this was the two-horned (Sumatra) or onehorned (java) rhinoceros. Evidence of the rarity
and value placed on the rhinoceros is seen in the
presentation of the animal as tribute from the first
'"' Hocy 188o, pp. 138-9.
H. E. Drakc-Brockman donated the specimens to the Pitt
Rivers l\·luscum in t893; sec Balfour 1934, pl. IV, nos. 46-8.
'"Balfour 1934, pl. IV, no. 54·
'"Mehta 1960, p. 139.
,.,. Ash. Lib. AMS 25, no. 472.
,., Information regarding South African museum collections
provided by Miss Lclong lmmclman.
,.,o; Jenyns 1955, P· 55·
'"Garner 1975, p. 15.
,.. Chang 1926;jenyns 1955, pp. 31-62; Laufer 1914, pp. 73173·
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to nimh century from such places as Annam,
Arabia, and Java and in the representation of
rhinoceroses in the Han dynasty (third cenlllry BC
to third century AD) bronze vessels and pottery
figures. 'l"hc hide was used for armour by the Ch 'u
state of the Yangtse basin (fourth-third century Be)
and the usc of the horn (of agglutinated hair) as a
material fen· carving seems at first to have been
subsidiary. Some of the earliest known remains of
carved horn arc in the form of girdle plaques,
Buddhist sceptrcs, and small knife-fittings from the
ninth-century collection of the Shosoin Nara,.Japan.
'fherc arc also references in literature to curtain
weights and beads of rhinoceros-horn. 'fhe Chinese
used horn cups, probably of bufralo-horn, from an
early period, as the word for 'horn' is in common
usage in classical writing meaning a drinking-vessel.
The significance of rhinoceros-horn must . have
grown, as it is known that in the tenth century
African rhinoceros horn was being brougln to China
by the Arab trade. Probably first used in ceremonial
settings in the form of cups, rhinoceros-horn was
gradually accredited with supernatural properties,
and cups became more important. These properties
range from the magical to medicinal: fl·om usc as an
aphrodisi-ac, which required powdered horn to be
taken with food, to its usc as a detector of poison,
and, from liquid drunk from it, a cure for cholera.
The cups appear to have been very simple vessels in
the Sung dynasty and are usually carved out of the
short horn of the rhinoceros, fi)llowing closely the
original form but hollowed out. The history of the
shape is not well documented, but by the late Ming
and early Ch 'ing periods (sixtccnth-sevemccmh
century) a tradition had been established. There
arc two distinctive types: one is archaistic, carved in
a form reminiscent of a bronze vessel with a flat
base, often with a handle and with relief dragons
creeping over the surf;ICe; the other is a more
informal style related to ivory and hardstonc carving and is of the type represented by the Tradescant
piece. This is in the form either of a flower or an
elaborate cut-through style of landscape carving of
Taoist significance.
The chief area of the craft was in the Nan Ch'ang
region of east China with centres at Soochow,
Hangchow, and Yangchow, but also with a centre
at Peking as a branch of the palace workshops.
Several cups arc marked with reign and cyclical
dates and with the names of workshops and individuals, which at present are not identifiable.
M. Tregcar

75. LACQUERED BOX (Pl. Lll). A roundbodied lantern-shaped box with a broad Hat base
and deep fi:Jot-ring. The body is of a flattened
spherical shape with a stepped collar which takes a
shallow domed cover. The base and foot-ring arc of
wood, as arc the collar and cover. 'fhc body of the
box is of basketry, a split cane in tabby weave. "fhc
interior of the collar is lined with basketwork. 'fhc
exterior of the basket is covered with cotton or
ramie textile, and the whole piece is painted, inside
and out, with black lacquer. This has now faded to a
dark brown outside and is considerably cracked and
flaked. There is no sign of decoration on the surf;tcc
ofthc lacquer.
1685 B no. 5<~3: J\tlulctrn ]afJcmnica ligno polito extrinsecus obdm:ta; extrinsecus veru Viminibus imple.,·a.

Dimcmxirms: Height 295 mm.
Such a box would have been made as a container
for food or silk or any perishable material. Lacquer,
being impervious to liquid and to termites, is much
used as a coating li:n· storage containers. The place
of manufacture is not clear: in the late Ming and
early Ch'ing dynasties (sixteenth-seventeenth century), lacquer was made in China, Ryukyu, and
.Japan. 'fhe shape and style of the box suggest China
as the place of manuf~tcture; if this is correct, it was
probably made in the cast coastal region.
Lacquer is the resin of the so-called lacquer tree
(Rhux vemic{fera) which is indigenous to south
China, growing in the south-eastern region. 'l"he
tree was taken to .Japan and the Ryukyu islands and
with it the technique of the usc of the varnish-like
material. The lacquer is tapped fi·om the mature
tree and in its raw state is a transparent liquid. On
contact with the air it quickly thickens and becomes
opaque. It can be coloured by the addition or
mineral pigments; a pine-wood carbon is used
to produce black. 'fhe surface to be covered is
smoothed, and any unevenness filled with gcssotypc preparation; this is rubbed down and repeated
on the finer pieces many times. Cloth is used in the
preparation of a rough surfitcc, as in the present
basket example. A textile is stretched over the
surface and the gcsso treatment used on top to fill in
the texture. Lacquer is then painted on thinly; each
coat is allowed to harden and is burnished to take
the succeeding coats. The higher-quality pieces arc
treated with many coats of lacquer.
Lacquer resin hardens or polymerizes in a warm
humid atmosphere (8o-85 per cent at 25 °C), and
it is polished to a rich sheen with burnishing
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materials. It is susceptible to cracking in a dry
atmosphere and to loss or surfitce polish in strong
light. "fhis lacquer is to be distinguished from the
Indian and Middle Eastern lacquers sometimes
called '.Japanning' in which the varnish-like material is derived li·mn crushed lac beetles or from
shellac.
M. Trcgear

well come from kilns, as yet undiscovered, in the
area of the great exporting ports of Camon or
Chuanchow in south China. It is known li·om
archaeological finds that in this region there was a
tradition of relatively high-fired ware decorated
with a lower-fired coloured glaze, to which pottery
or this type would be related.
M. Tregcar

76 . .JAR (Pl. LIII). Wide-shouldered pottery jar
with five loop handles around the shoulder, one
now missing. It is or heavy, dark butr stoneware,
with decoration in rough applique, comprising
rising blades around the foot and a main zone of
floral scroll incorporating five lotus-flowers with
leaves and a scrolling stem. The whole jar is glazed
in green, yellow, and aubergine, all somewhat
opaque and unevenly applied.

77 . .JAR (Pl. LI V). Wide-shouldered storage jar of
very heavy white porcelain. The decoration, in
undcrglazc cobalt blue, is in four unequal zones:
the chief zone consists of four lion dogs on a
background of peony-flower scroll; around the loot
is a band of lotus-petal motif, and there arc two
narrow bands of floral scroll and dog-tooth motif
around the neck. "fhc base is missing. The jar is
encased in a stout woven cane framework with two
loop handles.

1656 p. 52: China ware, Jntrple and green.
1685 B no. 687: Duae ollae chinen.w~.r, qua rum una viridis
est co/oris, ram is au rei colori.r notata: altera alba caemleo
colore fJerbelle picta.
·
Dimen.rions: Height 295 mm.
Bibliography: Hobson 192 1, Fig.
of Arts 1936, no. 1875.

1685 B no. 687: Duae ollae chinense.r, qua rum Ulla viridis
est co/oris, ram is aurei co/oris 110lala: altera alba caeruleo
colore fJerbelle /Jicta.
Dimensions: Height 325 mm.

:.! ;
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The potting technique exhibited by this jar is
rega1·ded as of late sixteenth-century date. This
particular example, known as the 'Tradcscant jar'
because of its inclusion in the 1656 catalogue, has
been used as a t ypc example and as a point of
reference in the study of late M ing relief and
coloured-glaze decorated heavy stoneware. It is a
late variant of the type ofjar known as 'Martaban'.
This comprises a large group of ceramic storage jars
used in the trade passing through Martaban on
Pegu Bay, Burma, to be distributed throughout the
Far East. The jars, probably all coming from
China, acquired a value of their own and were sold
to traders in Borneo, Sumatra, Persia, Egypt, and
Turkey as cult and status objects. The chief group of
Martaban wares consists of very large brown-glazed
wares, originally used as water-containers for ships
trading through the Burmese port. This present
example, being very much smaller and decorated,
was probably used as a container for some luxury
trade material and then sold as an ornamental jar.
It retains the loop handles used either to tic
down a large jar, to steady it on deck, or, as in this
case, for tying on a cover and to hold the cords
securing the cradle in which the jar would be
carried. This category of decorative trade jars may

Bibliogmpll)•: Hobson 1923, p. 140.
Late Ming dynasty storage jars of this type, made of
very heavy-duty porcelain, were used as packingcases lor trade material in the sixteenth to eightecmh centuries. The contents would have been
perishable material such as tea, pickles, or rice, to
be traded around the South-East Asian routes. This
is a Ching tc chen version of the so called
'Martaban jar' associated with that trade-site at
Pegu Bay in Burma (sec No. 76). The jars became
objects of value in their own· right and were highly
prized by traders from the Far East to Europe. Such
a relatively small piece would probably have been
used lor the preservation and transport of some
relatively valuable commodity, but would quickly
have become a collector's item itself. It dates from
the late sixteenth or early seventeenth century.
Further interest lies also in the cane casing of this
piece, which is intact. Cradle casings were probably
supplied for all such jars, made of cane or rope,
making the jar more easily portable.
M. Tregear
78. ENGRAVED SHELL (Pl. LV). Fragment of
engraved nautilus shell. Only the tight spiral end of
the shell, stripped to the nacre, survives. The
omside surface bears the remains of a very shallow
engraved decoration. A flower-spray is laid along
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the spine, terminating in an ogival panel with scroll
ends. "T'his panel is filled with a rampant threeclawed dragon. On either side of the shell there is a
fi·agmcnl of a figure scene. Each is an interior, one
showing a Chinese female figure seated on a folding
chair, apparently conversing with someone. The
other is more fragmentary, showing only the head
and hand of a figure, in a pavilion, beside a desk
which is laid with a brush and ink slab. 'T'hc
background of each of these lateral scenes is
textured with a fine scalc-paLLcrn motif, while the
spine is on a polished background.
1656 p. 52: Divers dishes rif nwtlter rif pearle.
1685 B no. 464: Calices quinque es conch is wgentarijs
elaborati.

Dimensions: Height (max) 110 mm; Width (max)
77 mm.
The engraving technique seems close to that of
ivory-carvings of the lalc seventeenth and early
eighteenth centuries, a timt: when such exotic
craftwork was popular in China and was also made
for export to Europe.
'T'hc fragmentary stale or this piece makes it
difficult to assess. Although shell carving is well
documented in the eighteenth century, such an
early piece is unusual. The floral motif on the spine
can be related Lo the many gaming-pieces imported
from the Far East which may have originated in
workshops south of China.
l'vl. Trcgcar
79. BUDDHA (Pis. LVI, LVII). A partially lacquered while marble image of the seated Buddha,
the figure making the 'earth touching' gesture with
his right hand. The left is placed palm open, a
position (dhyani mudrii) denoting meditation. The
stone is cut away, except for a small support,
between the hand and the god's lap (actually, the
sole of his left fool), an unusual feature probably
considered a feat of technical virtuosity. He is
seated in the lotus position (padmiisana) on a lotus
throne, the latter indicated by a double (overl~pped) row of downward-pointing lotus petals in
low relict: The lower part of Lhe throne is irregular
in shape and was probably never finished. The
Buddha's robe is worn so as to leave the right
shoulder bare and with what is probably meant to
be a scarf hanging down over his back and left
shoulder. These features, including the ends of Lhe
robe spread oul on the throne between the
Buddha's knees, are indicated simply by incised

lines and by colouring, the two not always in
accord. The single exception is the robe indicated
on the left side not only by its gold colouring but by
the firilurc to cut through the marble between body
and arm. 'T'hc car-lobes arc elongated. The hairline is likewise indicated by both colour and incised
lines; the protuberance at the top of the head is of
an unnatural regularity and terminates in a finial.
1656 p. 42: Indian Pa G'od.
168s B no. I 7sA: Deus aut ldohun indicum f}(/e G'od
vulgo (dictum).

Dimensions: Height o. 75 m.
Bibliograpll)•: Bailey 1~)7 1, figs. 1-2.
In the most recent centuries, these white marble or
alabaster figures have been the commonest types or
Burmese stone images of the Buddha. The
Department of Eastern Art, Ashmolean l'vluscum,
possesses a much smaller marble Buddha which is
dated 1821. The imparlance of this 'Tradescant'
image, if it is indeed the one mentioned in the 1656
and r685 catalogucs, 1"19 is that it shows that at least
some of these marble Buddhas could be dated as
early as the mid-sevcntccmh ccntury. 1 50
The knob on the top of the head is the ultimate
successor Lo the 'cranial protuberance' covered with
hair depicted on the earliest Buddha images (firstsecond centuries AD), probably a reminder Lhal the
Buddha, from the warrior caste, originally wore his
uncut hair in a bun or chignon under his turban, as
many Sikhs still do. 'T'he origin of this feature came
Lo be forgotten and it was taken for a 'cranial
protuberance', one of the marks of a Buddha, like
his lion roar and the auspicious marks on the soles
of his feet. Later Lopped by a flame, the present
architectural finial is a very late feature. The pose,
with the right hand touching the throne and the left
palm upward along the lap, is known as bhiimi spar.ra
(Sanskrit 'earth touching') or 'calling the earth Lo
witness', and iL is the one favoured above all others
by Burmese sculptors of every age. It is associated
with the Buddha's atlaining Enlightenment under
the Bodhi-trce of Bodhgaya, one of the four great
events in his life. Set upon by the hosts of Mara, he
asks the earth to bear witness to his unshakable
determination to find the path of salvation for all
sentient beings. 'T'hcse marble Buddhas iconographically stand al the end (and stylistically ncar the
""The relevant elllr)' in the t61l;, catalogue has been insencd
retrospectivd)', but is in the same hand as the original text.
150
Bailey 1971, figs. 1-2.

Catalogues
nadir) of a long course of development harking back
to Indian images of the firth century AD and even
earlicr. 15 1
J. C. Harle

80. BURMESE MANUSCRIPT (Pl. LVIII).
Kammaviicii, or Buddhist ordination text, on seven
ivory sheets. The text is wriucn in 'tamarind' or
Burmese square script in black lacquer letters with
red and gold punctuation and ornamentation. The
cover leaves and margins of the opening and closing
leaves arc decorated with gold and red geometrical
and floral pauerns.
1656 p. 39: Rolls rif the Barke.1· of Trees wherein are
graved the China, Arabian, and Eastem languages.
Dimensions: Length 557 mm; Width 95 mm.
Sec discussion under No. 83.
81. BURMESE MANUSCRIPT (Pl. LVIII).
Kammaviicii text on eleven palm leaves, lacquered
over and decorated in red and gold, with text in
'tamarind' or Burmese square script in black lacquer letters. The cover leaves and margins of the
opening and closing leaves arc decorated with hamsa
(mythical geese) in octagonal panels. One leaf of
text (f. ku in the indigenous foliation) is missing.
1656 p. 39: Rolls of the Barkes rif Trees wherein are
graved the China, Arabian, and Eastem languages.
Dimensions: Length 543 nun; Width 96 mm.
Sec discussion under No. 83.

82. BURMESE MANUSCRIPT (Pl. LVIII).
Two loose palm leaves, incised in Burmese script
with a Pali language text from the Buddhist canon.
The edges of the leaves are gilded and they arc
numbered ri and ri" in the indigenous foliation.
1656 p. 39: Rolls of the Barkes rif Trees wherein are
graved the China, Arabian, and Eastem languages.

Dimensions: Length 545 mm; Width 56 mm.
Sec discussion under No. 83.
83. BURMESE MANUSCRIPT COVERS (Pl.
LVIII). Two wooden cover boards, with gilding
and red lacquering and a decoration of cakka, or
wheels, and floral motifs. Although the decorations
do not match those on No. 8o, these boards seem to
have been used recently, at least, as covers for it.

1656 p. 39: Rolls rif the Barkes of Trees wherein are
graved the China, Arabian, and Eastem languages.

Dimensions: Length 555 mm; Width 98 mm.
The majority of Burmese manuscripts arc written
on palm leaves, of which the two leaves of No. 82
arc a typical example. The text was incised on the
prepared palm leaf by means of a metal stylus,
following which the surface was rubbed with
lampblack and the surplus wiped on: leaving the
incised characters to stand out clearly. The two
holes pierced in the leaves were used to insert
bamboo pins to hold the leaves stacked upon each
other. Most manuscripts also had two wooden
cover-boards, either plain or decorated, and the
edges of the palm leaves were generally gilded or
lacqucred. 152 A more ornate form of palm-leaf
manuscript, larger in dimension, is represented here
by No. 81. In this instance the whole surface of the
palm leaves has been lacquered and gilded and the
Pali text painted on in black lacquer in a special
and stylized lorm of the Burmese script, known as
'Tamarind' or square script. More rarely, texts
were written on other materials (fashioned to the
same dimensions as palm leaves) such as gold,
silver, copper, and, as in No. 8o, ivory. Such rich
decoration and the usc of a square script, as in Nos.
8o and 81, was reserved mainly for a special class of
texts known as Kammaviicii. These arc texts in the
Pali language excerpted from the VinayapiJaka, the
section of the Buddhist canon dealing with rules lor
the monastic order. Kammaviicii texts consist of a
varying number of sections to be used by the
Buddhist order for the valid performance of such
ceremonies as the ordination of monks, the bestowal
of robes, and the consecration of boundaries. The
Kammaviicii manuscripts, Nos. 8o and 81 in this
collection, include the text of the first and most
commonly used section, termed upasamjmdii, dealing
with ordination. 1 ~.,, Kammaviicii manuscripts, unlike
most other Burmese manuscripts, do not contain a
colophon giving details of date and place of copying. It is sometimes possible, however, to make
some estimate of their age and provenance on the
basis of variations in pagination, script, and decorative style.
1

"

For an example, set• Harh: 1974, lig. 70.

:.:t For a general introduction to the use of palrn leaves as a
writing mau:rial and the dill(:rclll decorative lin·ms, s.:<: Gaur
1

1!)79·
"'" For an English translation of this and otln:r st:t:lions of
Jii11nmm,iicii u:xts, sec Clough tB:H. anich: IV.
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It should be noted that the 1656 descriptions do
not fit very well with these Burmese manuscripts.
Also, since most Kammaviicii manuscripts cannot be
dated exactly, it is not possible to be absolutely
certain whether these manuscripts were collected
by Tradcscant or were acquired at a later date by
the Ashmolean. 'l'he 'very large Indian writing

tablet with leaves of black paper and a cover
beautifully lacquered in red', noted in the
Ashmolean by von Uflcnbach in 1710 154 would
seem to correspond with No. 83, and, perhaps, with
No. 81.
P. M. Herbert

EUROPE
84. STIRRUPS (Figs. 41-2). Very similar but not
a pair, one larger than the other. Made of iron and
tinned. The arch of each stirrup is wider than it is
tall and is formed of two fan-plates, joined by a
curved bar, in the centre of which is the loop for the
stirrup-leather. The fan-plates are chiselled with
four radiating ribs, between each of which the lower
edges of the plates are pierced with key-hole cutouts. The fan-plates of the larger stirrup are also
pierced at the top with two circular holes. Above
the fan-plates the curved bar which continues the
arch is decorated with transverse mouldings like the
joints of vertebrae. Each arm of this bar has a
writhen knop half-way between the fan-plate and
the loop for the stirrup-leather, which is protected
by a rectangular cover-plate. On each stirrup the
top of this plate is pierced with five key-hole cutouts, between each of which the edge is filed to
form a trefoil. Two trefoils have been broken oil"
from the cover-plate of the smaller stirrup. Beneath
this castellated top is a raised band of knurling and
beneath this again the centre of the plates is pierced
with five circular holes. Both plates have a moulded
base with a chamfered lower edge. On the larger
stirrup this chamfered edge is relieved by three
double notches and on the smaller stirrup by a
raised, central chevron. The treads are of iron,
hammer-welded to the inside of the fan-plates. The
front tread on both stirrups is of rectangular section
and· has a leading edge tinned and decorated with
vertical notching. The other treads, two on the
smaller, three on the larger stirrup, are made of
writhen bars. In order to increase the area on which
the foot can rest the front and rear are bowed, the
front tread only slightly, the rear tread quite
considerably. On the smaller stirrup the middle
tread is straight; on the larger stirrup the tread
immediately behind the front tread is straight while
the next is only slightly bowed.
1656 p. 47: Henry the 8 his Stirrups, 1·/aukes-hoods,

Gloves.
1685 B no. 449-50: Duo Henrici 8'' slaticulae.
Dimensions: Height 156 mm; Width 158 mm.
Bibliography: ffoulkes 1912, p. 55, no. 158, pl. 16.
Broad stirrups of this general type can be dated to
the first half of the sixteenth century, when broadtoed shoes and sabatons were fashionable.

However, unlike these two examples, most stirrups
of this period are at least as tall as they arc wide,
and the majority are differently constructed, the
entire arch being made of sheet metal, often in the
form of a ribbed fan which extends up to the
suspension loop. Stirrups of this form can be seen
illustrated both in the 'Westminster Tournament
Roll' of 151 1 (now in the collection of the College of
Arms, London) and in the bwentario /lluminado, a
picture inventory of the armour and weapons of
Emperor Charles V dating from about 1544. 1 A
considerable number of examples survive in the
major collections of arms and armour. The arches of
some of these stirrups arc ribbed and pierced with
circles and key-hole slots as are the fan-plates of the
Ashmolean stirrups. Most of the stirrups thus
decorated have for no apparent reason been called
Spanish, 2 but some are believed to be German. 3
There are a number of stirrups which may be
compared with those in the Ashmolean in that they
arc wider than they are tall. There is, for instance, a
stirrup, known only from drawings of it when it was
in the Spitzer and Zschille collections, which
appears to be of the same form as the group
mentioned above :4 each side of the arch is formed
as a ribbed fan, pierced at the bow with three keyhole slots, and the suspension loop is covered by a
plate pierced with a trefoil beneath a raised and
roped upper border. There is also a group of
stirrups constructed in the same way as those in the
Ashmolean with fan-plates of sheet metal joined by
an arched bar. This group includes: an unnumbered stirrup in the Livrustkammaren, Stockholm;
a pair of stirrups belonging to the field armour
made for Duke Moritz of Saxony (1521-53) by
Matthaiis Frauenpreis of Augsburg probably in
about 1540; 5 and a pair of stirrups which have been
1
Real t\rmcria, Madrid, no. N 18.
' For instance, Mc1ropolitan 1\<luscum, New York, no.
14.25.1759 A, formerly in the Zuloaga collec1ion, _l\-ladrid (sec
Grancsay 1955, no. 140); and a stirrup at one time in the
Zschillc collection (see Zschillc and Forrer 18gB, p. 22, pl. g,
no. 4).
' For instance, a stirrup in the Bayerisches Armccmuscum,
lngolstad t, no. A 7 177.
+Giraud and Molinicr 1892, p. 93; and Zschillc and Forrer
18g8, pl. IX, no. 2.
• Historisches Museum, Dresden, no. 39 (sec Ehrenthal 18gg,
p. 150; and Haenel 1923, p. 4, pl. 2).
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Fig. -J.I. S tirr ups, No . 84 : la rger stirrup . Scale 1 :2

dated to abo ut 1520, assoc ia ted with a horse armo ur
ma d e in Augsburg in a bout 1550 which was a t one
tim e in th e co ll ec ti on of Gra nd Duke Wilh el m Ernst
or Sachsen-Weim a r-Eise nac h .6 This las t pa ir is th e
closest in style to th e Ashmolean stirrups, and is th e
on ly one or the group to have ran-plates or simil a r
form and d ecoration. But even thi s is no t exact ly
compara ble, differing from the Ashmo lean stirrups
especia ll y in th e form or th e suspension -l oop cove rpl a te.
There is, howeve r, a st irrup in th e V ic toria a nd
Albert Mu se um whi ch, a lth o ugh or pla in er form ,
compares very cl osely with both th e constru ct ion

a nd th e d eco ra ti on of th e Ashm o lea n stirrups. 7 It is
or exactl y the same size a nd sha pe as th e sma ll er o r
th ese two stirrups and has a lmost id enti ca ll y ribbed
and pierced fan-plates. The arch ed bar is pla in a nd
la cks th e media l kn ops of the Ashmolean stirrups.
The cove r-plat e or th e loop for th e stirrup-l ea th er is
a pla in rec tan g le or iron d ecora ted onl y with a
roped upper bord er.
Although positive proof is lac king, th ere is no
reason to d o ubt th at th e Ashmo lean stirrups are
" Di cner-S cho nbcrg 19 12, p . 4-J. , pl. ·w .
7
V icto ri a a nd Albert M usc um , Lon don, no. l\11 229. 1925.
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Fi g. 42. Sti rrups, No. 84: sma ll er stirrup . Sca le 1: 2

th ose referred to in bo th th e 1656 a nd 1685
cat a logu es as th e tin·ups of Kin g H enry V III , a nd
th a t th ese in turn we re a mo ng th e it e ms d e li vered to
Trad esca nt by roya l wa rra nt in 1635· Th e ir d ecOI·ati on a nd fo rm is simil ar to a number of Europea n
stirrups, som e o r whi c h have bee n ca ll ed Span ish
a nd o th ers of whi c h a ppea r to have been m a d e in
South Germany. Th e o nl y ve r y close pa ra ll e l,
however, is th e p a ir of stirrups in th e Vi c to ri a a nd
A lbert Mu se um m e nti o ned above , th e ea rli er proven a nce of whi c h is no t reco rd ed. If th e Ashm o lea n
stirrups arc ind eed th e stirrups of Kin g H enr y VI II
th ere is, th erefore, a possibilit y th a t bo th th ese a nd
th e Vi c toria a nd Albe rt stirrups were m a d e in

England by o n e of th e Kin g's own armoure rs in th e
R oya l Arm o ur VVo rksho p a t Greenwi ch. However ,
unti l m o re compa rative work has been und erta ken
o n ea rl y sixtee nth-century stirrups this mu st rem a in
onl y a tenta ti ve hypo th esis, a nd at prese nt no
d efinite conclu sio ns ca n be reac hed regarding e ith e r
th e co untr y of o ri g_in o r exac t date of th ese stirrups.
G. M . Wil o n
85. MODEL SH IP (Pis . LIX , LX ) . Th e hull of
this littl e m od e l is carved fr o m solid oa k. It h as a
ro und bo w with a lo ng d ecorated bea k-h ead surm o unted by a d eli ca te scro ll ; th e o pen ste rn ga ll e ry
lea ds direc tl y to simil a rl y o p en quarter gall e ri es.

·HANS· PfEFFER ·GOS· M FCH·IN ·NVJlMBERG·I 6 ·2 7·
Fig. 43· .\1 ode l cannon a nd fi c ld-car ria gf' , No. 86. Scale 1: 3· ( Insc ripti on, Scale 2: 1)

86. MODEL
CANN ON
AND
Fl ELDCA RRIAGE (Fig. 43 , Pl. LXI ) . Round , taper in g
barrel of bron ze , d ecora ted with ba nd s of cas t a nd
eng raved sc ro ll- work . Th e casca bel is cas t with
radiating lea f sc rolls ; th e g lo bular cascabe l button
has a ste pped sho uld er a nd is engraved with a
pa ll ern of leaves or sca les. Th e base-rin g is engraved HA NS . PFEI·FER . G'OS . MECJ-1 . IN.
NVRMBERG' . 16 . 27 . Th e upper surface of th e
ven t-fi eld is drilled with a circul a r ve nt. Th e
pi vo ted vent-cover is now mi ss ing, but th e bases o f
bo th th e hin ge and th e ca tch-plate sur vive , on e
eith er sid e of th e vent. On th e first reinforce just
fo rwa rd of th e ve nt-fi eld as traga l is an eng raved
ba nd of sy mmetrical sc ro ll-work invo lvin g Aowcrs
and fruit on a d otted gro und. Forward of the first
reinforce ring is a pl a in second reinforce from whi ch
spring both trunnions a nd d o lphins. Th e cy lindri ca l
trunni ons spring from eith er sid e just below th e ax is
of th e ba rrel. Th e end s of th e trunni ons a re
engraved with a ce ntra l qu a trefoil surround ed b y
an eig ht-po int ed star. Th e d o lphins, one of whi ch is
now mi ssi ng, a re n a tura li sti c a nd sprin g fr om sho rt

pill a rs d ecora ted with a d o tted pa ttern. Betwee n
th e second reinforce ring and th e chase as traga l is a
ba nd of eng raved se rpentin e sc ro ll-wo rk on a cl o tt ed
gro und. F orw a rd of the chase as traga l is a ba nd of
eng raved o rn a me nt id enti ca l to that forwa rd of th e
vent-fi eld as traga l. Th e chase is plain until just to
th e rear of th e muzzle as traga l where th ere is
another b a nd of engraved decorat ion id enti ca l to
th e last. Between th e muzzle astraga l and th e
muzzle is a furth er band of eng raved orn a ment
id enti ca l to th a t be twee n th e second reinforce ring
and th e c hase as traga l. Th e mu zzle expa nds in a
seri es of compl ex m ouldings .
Th e g un is mo unt ed o n a wooden fi eld-ca rria ge.
The two iro n-reinforced chec ks extend to th e rea r to
form th e tra il , and a re se para ted by breas t- , breec h-,
a nd tra il-tra nso ms. Each tra nsom is reinforced by a
la tera l iron bar, th e ends of which a re of trun ca ted
pyra mid a l fo rm . Th e ba rrel rests on th e fo rward
two tra nso ms. Th e trunni ons fit into se mi circ ul a r
d e pressio ns in th e to p of th e chec ks a nd a rc sec ured
by iron ca p-squares. Th e ca p-squares a re th emsel ves retained by slo tt ed pins a nd wedges, fou r fo r
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Each broadside comprises six guns with two bow
chasers and two stern chasers; there arc no guns
mounted on the upper deck. All the guns are half.
barrels only, their fixing-pins pushed into holes in
the centre of each mock port. The hull is painted
white below the waterline and dark brown above;
there are traces of red on the forecastle mouldings
and ochre on the sides at the level of the poop. The
beak-head and the stern gallery decoration is grey
picked out with gold.
The model is rigged with a bowsprit and three
masts. The bowsprit is fitted with a spritsail yard, a
top and spritsail topmast and spritsail topsail yard.
The foremast and mainmast each have a lower
yard, a top, topsail yard and a topgallant yard; the
mizzen ·mast has a lateen yard, a cross-jack yard, a
top and topsail yard.
The bowsprit measures 230 mm; the spritsail
topmast go mm from top to truck. The truck of the
foremast is I6o mm above the deck, those of the
main mast and mizzen mast I95 mm and I40 mm
respectively.
The original rigging having suffered severe
damage over the years, restoration of the model was
undertaken in Ig8o by Mr James Lees of the
Conservation Workshops in the National Maritime
Museum at Greenwich. The remaining rig at that
time consisted of bowsprit, foremast, top and fore
topmast; main mast, top and main topmast; mizzen
mast with some rigging including blocks and deadeyes. The model was restored in keeping with the
original workmanship: the restoration is obvious on
reasonably close inspection, and a detailed description of the work undertaken has been published
elsewhere. 8 ·
1685 B no. 758: Duae naves prostratae exacte structae;
variisque tormentis bellicis ex ligno elaboratis exoneratae.
Dime11sions: Length o.6I m; Height (keel to main
deck) I30 mm; Beam I35 mm.

Bibliography: Nance 1938; Naish I950.
Two distinguished nautical antiquaries, R.
Moreton Nance and the Revd F. C. P. Naish, have
speculated upon the origin and identity of this
model. The former believed it to be the 'little
ship ... upon a carriage with wheels resembling the
sea' made for the Prince ofWales by Phineas Pett in
1634. Mr Naish did not directly dispute Nance's
theory although he seemed to infer that the model
may have been built as late as c. I662. 9 He was quite
certain however that it was intended to depict
Drake's Goldm Hind.

J8g

Nance's argument contains a number of flaws of
which two would seem to be crucial. First, any
model set on wheels for the enjoyment of a fouryear-old would need to be firmly attached. There is
no evidence of any such fastenings on the hull of the
model. Second, the model is crudely carved and
rigged and, as Nance himself says, 'is neither built
nor worked to an exact scale'. Two traits of Pett's
character arc evident from his autobiography 10 and
from documents in the State Papers and elsewhere:
he was proud of his craft, and always had an eye to
the main chance. It would seem uncharacteristic of
him to have presented so crude a model to the
Prince of Wales or any other member of the royal
household. Pctt took no chances where the good
opinion of his patrons was concerned.
As to Naish's views, there are features on the
model which he missed and which lead to serious
doubt about whether it was intended to represent
the Golde11 fli11d. There is clear evidence that the
bowsprit carried a top, which must have supported
a spritsail topmast: this rig was not introduced to
English vessels until the first decade of the seventeenth century, although there is evidence that
Flemish ships may have used it a few years earlier.
The angle of the beak-head seems, on the other
hand, to limit the period of the vessel depicted to
before c. I 630, for in the ships of the I 63os the beakhead is seen to be more nearly horizontal, notably
in the Sovereig11 of the Seas, as compared with say
Pett's earlier masterpiece Prince Royal of I610.
The crudeness of workmanship notwithstanding,
the general effect of the model is pleasing, and there
is no reason to suppose that a model-maker capable
of achieving this effect would have been so inaccurate as to give an Elizabethan ship a seventeenthcentury rig. The model therefore is unlikely to have
been intended to represent the Golden Hind. There is
no way of determining precisely when it was built:
we can be certain only that it was made between,
say, I6oo and 1685, when it is first recorded,
although there would be little reason to produce
such a model after the I63os. The spritsail topmast
and the angled beak-head produce between them a
fairly narrow chronological band when both features were found together. All one can say of the
model's identity, then, is that it represents a small
vessel, probably a merchant ship, c. I 605-30.
A. P. McGowan
• Lees 1982.
"Nance 1938; Naish 1950.
'" Pt:n-in 1911!, p. 156.
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each cap-square. 'T'hc wedges arc anachcd to chains
secured to the musidc or the checks. One chain is
now missing from the right check. 'fhc sloucd pins
pass vertically through the checks and have large
butlon heads on the underside. 'T'hc cap-squares
have a rear finial shaped like an urn, and a fi:mvard
finial in the lill'ln of a volute scroll. Crudely
engraved on the inside of the left check, corresponding to the position or the four vertical cap-square
pins arc, from fi·ont to back, the Roman numerals
1111, V, VI, and VII. Similarly positioned on the
inside of the right check arc the numbers II (twice)
and /. The outsides of the checks arc strengthened
and decorated by elaborately scrolled iron strapwork, allachcd by iron pins. with truncated conoidal heads. Attached to each side of the trail is an
iron draught-ring. The ends of the trail arc rounded
and the sides arc here decorated with a six-leaf petal
of iron allached by pins with truncated conoidal
heads. 'fhe trail transom has a rounded rear edge to
match the curvature of the trail itself. 'fhe top oft he
transom is reinliJrced by an iron band which is
engraved with the date 1630. Auachcd to the centre
oft he transom is a loose ring. 'fhe two large wooden
wheels each have ten spokes radiating to the heavy
lclloes. The felloes arc reinforced by five iron
strakes each attached at either end by four iron pins
with heads of truncated pyramidal fi)J'm and in the
centre by an iron band. Felloes, strakes, and
reinforcing bands all bear crudely notched settingup marks. 'T'h«: inner surfaces of the fellocs arc
decoratively bevelled. Each wheel has an extended,
iron-reinfiwced nave, and each is retained by an
iron linchpin.
1656 p. 46: Moddr.ls for a Cannon, with the
ajJjmrteuaua:s.
1685 B no. 15: Duo j}{/rva tormr.nla bellica t:x am:
wnjlata, sui.1· vehiculis imj}(}.rila.
Dimeusions: Length (overall)
327 mm; Calibre 20 mm.
BibliografJI~J·:

568 mm,

(barrel)

flimlkcs 1912, p. 4-B, no. g6, pl. XVI.
Seventeenth-century models of cannon arc not
uncommon, although they arc usually rather larger
than this example. Both the gun and the carriage
exhibit li.:at ures characteristic of German ordnance
of the mid-seventeenth-century. The fiJrm of the
dolphins is very typical or German cannon of this
period, and many examples survive with similar
naturalistic dolphins raised above the barrel on
short stalks. Particularly close to the dolphins on the
Ashmolean model arc those, mounted on dotted
pillars, on a bronze cannon in Berlin bearing the
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name of the Li.ibcck founder Albert Bennick and
dated 1679. 1 1 This cannon also has cast bands of
formal scroll-work comparable in style to the
c1~graved bands on the Ashmolean gun. Similar
dolphins arc also fiJLmd on a small, bronze cannon
dated 1679 in Burg Altcna, Wcstphalia. 1 ~ This
cannon is mounted on a wooden field-carriage
which has several features in common with the
carriage or the Ashmolean cannon. The checks are
rcinfi.Jrccd and decorated with iron bands in the
form or wave scrolls, attached by iron pins; the
fellows of the wheels are thick and decoratively
bevelled; and the trail, very unusually, has a
rounded end. More commonly trails have either
square ends or ends with only the lower edge
rounded. Usually, too, the trail transom is of
rectangular section, whereas on both the
Ashmolean and the Altena carriages, the rear
edge of the transom is rounded lO match the ends or
the trail. It seems possible: that this rounding or the
trail may be a particularly Germanic feature.
'fhc Ashmolean model bears the name of a
N i.irn berg maker, and an in tercsting comparison
can be made with two model bronze cannon in the
Germanischcs Nationalmuscum, which fi:ll·mcd part
or a large collection or military models apparently
commissioned in about 1630 by the N i.irnbcrg
Master of Ordnance, Johannes Carl, to demonstrate how a ri10dern army should be equipped.
One of the models is about the same size as that in
the Ashmolean, the other approximately twice as
largc. 1 :1 The barrels arc very similar in proportion,
decoration, and arrangement of mouldings, and the
larger has dolphins raised above the barrel on short
stalks as arc those on the Ashmolean gun. The
carriages of these Ni.irnberg models, however, although generally similar in fim11 to that in the
Ashmolean, arc plain, and have trails which have
squared rather than rounded ends.
The maker of the Ashmolean cannon, Hans
Pfcfler, was a Ni.irnbcrg cannon- and bell-founder,
active from about 1614 until shortly before his
death in Krcms on 7 l'vlarch 1658. It seems that he
worked chiefly for the City ofNi.irnberg, where lor a
time his fillhcr, Mathes Pfeffer, 1\cld the post of
Zeugmcistcr, but that he also accepted many other.
commissions. for instance, he is known to have
11

i\:luscum l'iir Deutsche Geschich1c, Berlin, no. W .J7o; sec

Mulh:r 1969, 1'1'· 1:11:1-!).
1 !161:1, pp. :io, 3~.
C~ern1anisdu.:s Nalinnalnulst:urn, Niirnhcrg~

" Sc" Anon.
1

:'
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made four cannon for the Coulll Palatine Wolfgang
Wilhelm in 1625, and there is some evidence to
suggest that he may have been in the employ of the
princes of Neuburg before 161 7· It also appears that
he continued to enjoy imperial patronage until
shortly before his death.•·•
The Ashmolean cannon is dated 1627, the carriage 1630, and it is possible that the two were not
originally made to go together. Certainly the barrel
does not fit the carriage particularly well. It seems
rather too short, and when mounted the breech
only just reaches the breech transom. The trunnions
also appear to be rather too small lor the carriage
and arc too short to reach the outer edge of the
checks as trunnions normally do. It may be,
therefore, that the carriage was made originally lor
a slightly larger gun.
It is possible that this is one of the unspecified
number of 'Moddels for a Cannon' recorded in
1656, and one of the 'two small cannon made of
bronze, on their carriages' listed in the 1685
catalogue. It may also be the cannon described in
the Ashmolean catalogue of 1836 as 'A small cannon,
presented to Charles I, when a boy, by the king of
France; probably given to Ash mole by king Charles
I I. The remaining part of the train arc now in
the tower of London.' 'T'herc is, however, no
evidence to supporL this provenance and no such
train of artillery is recorded in the Inventories of the
Tower. ffoulkes suggested that the cataloguer may
have been mistakenly referring to a train of ten
English model cannon in the Tower of London,
five of which were made by John Browne in 1638
and five by Thomas Pitt in 1639.' 5 This is very
possible for, although these were made not for
Charles I but for Charles II as Prince of Wales,
this fact may not have been appreciated by the
cataloguer in 1836. From 1753 to 18oo successive Tower Guides stated that these cannon had been
'a present from the Foundry of London to King
Charles I when a child to practice the art of
Gunnery with'.' 6 By 1817, however, the story had
been corrected and thereafter the Tower Guides
stated that they were a present to Charles II.
Nevertheless, it is not difficult to imagine that the
older story may still have been ca.using confusion in
1836, nor to imagine how it could have been altered
to make the cannon a gift not from a London
foundry but from the King of France. There is,
however, no connection between the Tower cannon
and the Ashmolean model.
G. M. Wilson

87. MATCHLOCK MUSKET (Pis. LXII,
LXIII). Tricker-lock of normal. form attached by
two screws passing transversely through the stock.
These screws have large domed heads on the side
opposite to the lock. The long, narrow, rectangular
lock-plate, which is elongated at each end where it
is cut into the rough outline of a monstrous head, is
decorated with silver coumcrfeit-damascening in
the form of running floral scroll-work with a
monster's head at either end. On the centre of the
plate surrounding the exposed end of the forward
retaining-screw is an area of formal leaf-work,
counterfeit-damascened in gold. just to the rear of
the cock, the plate is deeply stamped with a rectangular mark containing four rectangular raised
lands diminishing in width li·om left to right. The
flat cock is coulllerfeit-damascencd in silver en suite
with the lock-plate. The match-holder is shaped
and decorated to represent a monstrous head, and is
drilled and threaded for a transverse screw to retain
the match, now missing. The neck of the cock is
decorated with a classical garlanded head, perhaps
the head of a Roman emperor, surrounded by a
wreath of gold counterfeit-damascened scroll-work.
Walnut stock attached to the barrel by three
transverse pins, now missing, which passed through
pierced lugs dovetailed to the underside of the
barrel, and by a vertical dome-headed screw which
retains the front of the trigger-guard and screws into
the tang of the barrel. Combed triangular butt with
a rounded heel and a deep semi-circular thumbrecess just to the rear of the barrel tang. The butt is
of angular cross-section with two slightly concave
flats expanding from the comb, beneath which are
two vertical flats. The top and end of the butt
are flat, the underside is slightly convex. There
is now no butt-plate, the end being plain but drilled
with two holes, one above the other, into each
of which is recessed a dome-headed nail. The
top of the comb was reinforced with three pieces
of brass strip secured by six brass pins. The
short rear strip and its fixing-pin are now missing.
The short forward strip overlaps the longer central
strip and is decorated with a transverse double line
engraving behind its leading edge. Ahead of the
lock the underside of the fore-end is drilled longitudinally for a ramrod, and is now missing from the
•• von Reitzenstcin 1981, pp. 88, go, 100.
"' Armuurics, HM Tower of London, nos. XIX ~4-33; sec
noulkcs 1912, p. 48.
16
For a full discussion of these cannon sec Blackmore 1976,
pp. 6.)-(i.
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second retaining pin li)rward. 'T'he whole surface of
the stock is inlaid with brass, silver, and mother-of:.
pearl. Brass and silver wires emphasize the main
lines of the musket and divide the surface into
panels. 'T'hcsc panels arc decorated with running
scroll-work in brass and silver wire, involving small
roundcls or pins of silver, and plaques of mother-of:.
pearl engraved with classical heads, buds, flowers,
snail-shells, and leaves. Both sides of the butt arc
decorated within borders of silver wire with running scroll-work of brass wire involving roundels
and diamonds of mother-of-pearl, engraved with
flower and leaf motifs, and with large oval plaques
(originally six in number) of mother-of-pearl, each
engraved with a portrait, perhaps of a Roman
emperor. 'fhc surviving head on the lcl't bears a
laurel wreath, and the plaque is signed //3. On the
right side three plaques survive, all signed //3, two
similar to that on the left, and the other engraved
with a similar head but without a laurel wreath.
Three further plaques similar to the last decorate
the side of the stock above the lock-plate. 'There is
an escutcheon missing li·om the top or the small or
the butt. Between the lock screws on the left side of
the stock two large oval plaques and one large
diamond-shaped plaque arc missing. Both sides of
the fore-end are similarly decorated with alternate
diamond-shaped and large oval plaques, now all
missing. 'T'he underside of the stock li·orn the butt to
just ahead of the cock is decorated with three rows .
of mothcr-ol:.pearl inlays in the form of buds,
surrounded by two opposed serpentine-scrolling
lines of brass wire with brass quatrefoils at the
intersections, each row bordered by double lines or
brass wire. Ahead of the trigger on the right side the
roundels take the form of snail-shells rather than
buds. 'T'he more rounded underside of the fore-end
is decorated with lines of running scroll-work of
brass wire involving mother-ol:.pearl buds and
silver jJOintille ornament, and this decoration is also
found on the three upper faces of the small of the
butt.
Crescentic trigger set in a long rectangular plate,
both of iron. Set into the stock just above the lock is
the button-shaped head of the screw on which the
trigger pivots. Elongated trigger-guard, semicircular around the trigger with a straight section
below this which acts as a grip, and a downward
recurved extension at the rear. 'The tangs of the
trigger-guard and the bow around the trigger arc
decorated with scroll-work counterfeit-damascened
in silver, the centre of the bow bearing a gold
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coun terfci t-damasccned cinquefoil. 'rite straight
finger-grip, which is li:mncd of three flats, not
rounded like the rest of the guard, is etched with
symmetrical patterns made up of arcs and circles.
Heavy iron barrel of octagonal section tapering
towards the flared muzzle and with a plain squareended tang secured by a screw through the triggerguard and by a right-angled wood staple at the
rear. 'fhe li:H-csight is a thin leaf of iron, rising in a
concave curve li·orn two notches at the rear to the
rounded li·ont, which is drilled with a large transverse hole. Notched-block backsight secured b~· a
rounded and tapering forward tang with a finial in
the li:mn of a llcur-dc-lis. Forged to the right side of
the barrel at the breech is a rectangular pan with a
horizontally pivoted pan-cover which has at its
front corner a projecting, down-curved handle of
droplet form. 'fhe pan-cover is decorated in silver
counterfeit-damascening with a monstrous animal
seated on its hind legs. Around the monster's neck is
a gilt collar. At the rear of the pan the pivot of the
pan-cover is enclosed within a cylinder, topped with
an urn finial, which is drilled horizontally, at right
angles 10 the main axis of the barrel, with a small
hole. 'fhe pivot assembly, which bears traces of gold
and silver counterfeit-damascened decoration, also
helps tu locate the fence, designed to protect the
musketeer's l~1cc li·om the flash, which is placed
vertically across the back of the pan. The top of the
fence is ornamented with irregular wave or droplet
cut-outs.
'fhe top three llats of the barrel arc decorated
with etching and gold and silver counterfeitdamascening. ·rhc top flat is decorated lor its emirc
length with silver counterfeit-damascened running
scroll-work involving Roman imperial heads in oval
cartouches. On the side llats, however, this li:m11 uf
decoration alternates with two panels or etched
decoration in the li:mn of symmetrical scroll-work
and floral patterns made up of arcs, circles, short
lines, and dots. From breech to muzzle the side flats
an:, thcrcli:li"C, decorated as li:lllows: a panel of silver
counterlcit-damascencd scroll-work involving a
Ruman imperial head within an oval cartouchc,
bordered by gold counterfeit-damascened lea(:.
work; a panel of symmetrical etching; a panel or
damascening identical to that at the breech; a
panel of symmetrical etching; and a panel of
damascening similar to that at the breech but
involving in the centre, not a Roman imperial head,
but what may have been a coat of arms surmounted
by a limr-pointcd crown damascened in gold and
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surrounded by a gold border, the whole not now
decipherable with any certainty.
r685 B no. 1 7: Scloppetum Jerreum, cujus truncus variis
Imperatorum cajJitibus ex conchis argenteis elaboratis
splendide exomatur. No. 167 videtur lwic sustinendo
!II.I"CI"VIISSe.

Dimensions: Length (overall)
L22 m; Calibre 19 mm.

1.55 m,

(barrel)

Bibliography floulkes 1912, p. 48, no. roo, pl. XIV;
Spencer 1975, p. 257; Hayward 1962, p. 36.
In basic form this is typical of Lhe heavy military
musket, designed to be fired frori1 a rest (see No.
88), which was widely used in the armies of northwest Europe from the end of the sixteenth century
to the middle of the seventeenth century. Plain
muskets of this general form were almost certainly
adopted as the standard firearm of the Dutch
infantry in 1599 as a result of attempts by the States
General to regularize and standardize military
equipment. It may have been this pattern which
was illustrated in Jacob de Gheyn 's drill-book
Wapenhandelinghe van Roers J\tlusquetten ende Spiessen,
first published in 1607, 17 although there is a
possibility that the illustrations for it were first
produced as early as 1595. 18 This book proved to be
both popular and influential not only in the
Netherlands but throughout Europe, and thus the
Dutch method of drill spread over a wide area.
Decorated muskets of similar form were used by
members of the Dutch Sclzulterij, the civic military
guilds, and are frequently illustrated in the group
portraits of guild members by Franz Hals,
Rembrandt, and their contemporaries. The similarities between the Ashmolean musket and a number
of the same form which are known or believed to be
Dutch, suggest that it is almost certainly Dutch
in origin. Running scroll-work involving small
round inlays is very commonly found on these
Dutch muskets, though often of bone rather than
wire and mother-of-pearl. Running scroll-work and
pointille decoration similar to that on this example
are also found on some Dutch guns, including a
wheel-lock with a fish-tail butt lim11crly in the W.
R. Hearst collection.•!• There is a well-known group
of Dutch muskets in which either the scroll or the
bud motif, or both, is combined with large oval
inlays such as those on this musket. These oval
plaques arc either of mother-of-pearl or bone and
are found engraved with portraits, trophies, figure
scenes, animals, etc. Usually six to eight ovals arc
found on either side of the shoulder-stock and

sometimes the ovals continue along the fore-cnd. 211
Another feature common to many of these muskets,
to others of known Dutch provenance, and to the
Ashmolean example, is the treatment of the ends of
the lock-plate, which angle out towards the bottom
and end with a curl beneath the lower edge.
Frequently, although monstrous in outline, these
arc decorated with leaf scrolls rather than the
monstrous heads found on this musket, but the basic
form is similar. Another common feature often
present on decorated Dutch matchlock guns, and
also found here, is the lateral hole through the
foresight. Finally, the form of the fence may be
compared to those with crenellated upper edges
found on various muskets including a matchlock
musket now in Stockholm, bearing the Amsterdam
control mark and the date r6r 1, 21 and a musket in
the Tower of London which has a fence with a very
similar irregularly waved upper edgc. 22
The evidence thus seems to be overwhelmingly in
favour of the Ashmolean musket being of Dutch
origin. However, it is recognized that this Dutch
style was popular elsewhere in Europe, especially
in England, and it has been suggested that some of
these decorated muskets could be English. For
instance, a possible English origin has been suggested lor a matchlock musket in the Rothschild
collection at Waddesdon Manor, and this gun has
decoration which includes the running scroll-work
and bud motif found on the Ashmolean musket and
17

de Gheyn 1607.
Hoi!" 1978, p. g; Hahlweg 1973, pp. 613-14.
•• Illustrated in Blackmore 1965, pl. 83.
21 ' These
include a matchlock musket and rest (Armc
Museum, Stockholm, no. AM 4.032); a wheel-lock musket dated
1624 and bearing on the lock-plate the town proof mark of
Haarlem (Tfj>jhusmuseet, Copenhagen, no. B 319); a matchlock
musket, later convened to wheel-lock ignition, dated 1624
(Wallace Collection, London, no. A 1112); a matchlock musket
probably made in Amsterdam, and dated 1629 (Muzeum
Narodowe, Wrocfaw, no. 4651); a matchlock musket probably
made in Amsterdam, in about 1630 (Tfj>jhusmuseet,
Copenhagen, no. B 320); an Amsterdam-made matchlock
musket in the collection of L. H. L. Visser (exhibited in the
exhibition Nedtrlalld.l't Vuurwape11s uil de 17e en 18t Eeuw, Stedelijk
1\•luseum de Lakenhal, Leiden, 1978, no. 2); three matchlock
muskets in the Tower of London (nos. XII 1192, X I I 1193, X II
•1.6), the last altered to flintlock ignition at a later datl'; and a
wheel-lock musket decorated on the butt with mother-of-pearl
plaques engraved with classical heads (Hermitage Museum,
Leningrad, no. 5827), li.n·merly in the Imperial Russian collections and illustrated in Gille 1835-53, vol. 2, pl. CVII, no. 5· The
decoration on the Hermitage gnn, although similar, appears In
he by a different IHind from that of the Ashmolean musket.
" Livrustkammaren, Stockholm, no. 1 1673.
"Armouries, HM Tower of London, no. XII 1192.
18
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on the group of Dutch guns referred to aboveY•
However, the decoration on the \Vaddesdon musket
has recently been compared to that on a matchlock
musket in the Museum of London which bears the
arms of the Haberdashers Company of London and
appears to be of English manufacture. 24 The
Haberdashers' musket certainly docs have decoration which includes similar running scroll-work
involving mother-of-pearl buds, but the treatment
of this decoration is markedly different both to that
on the Waddcsdon musket and to that on the
Ashmolean musket and the Dutch guns mentioned
above, all of which appear to be very close in style.
Thus a Dutch provenance for the Waddesdon
musket seems more likely than an English one,
especially since its barrel bears a mark which
appears to relate it to a number of muskets of known
Dutch manufacture. 25
Some possibility remains, nevertheless, that the
Ashmolean musket is not Dutch but English, for the
method of decoration of the metalwork, and especially the usc of counterfeit-damascening, is found
on a considerable number of ncar-contemporary
English guns. Closest in style to the damascened
decoration on the Ashmolean musket is that on an
English snaphance petronel dated 1584, now in
Copenhagen, 26 on three late sixteenth-century
English snaphance pistols in the Kremlin, 27 on an
English snaphance pistol of about 16oo in the Tower
ofLondon/ 8 on the wheel-case of a wheel-lock pistol
from Belchamp Hall, Essex, and on a powder-flask
from the same collection. 2 !1 Similar damascened
scroll-work occurs not only on English firearms but
on other decorative metalwork believed to be of
English origin, such as an iron comfit-box in the
Victoria and Albert Museum which bears the arms of
Rubert Dudley, Earl of Leicester, and is dated
1579. 30 Also of interest in this context is an English
snaphance musket dated 1590, in the Tower of
London, the barrel of which is divided into five
alternating panels - as is the barrel of the Ashmolean musket - three decorated with gold
damascened floral scroll-work, and two plain. 3 1 The
existence of these English parallels to the decoration
on the metalwork of the Ashmolean gun warns
against a definite attribution of this musket to
Holland. However, it has to be admitted that the
style of the damascened decoration on this musket is
also very similar to the etched, engraved, and
chiselled scroll-work found on some decorated Dutch
muskets. The running scroll-work involving an octofoil petal found on the lock-plate of this musket may,
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for instance, be compared to the similar but etched
decoration in the form of running scrolls involving
buds and octofoils, found on the breech of the
Amsterdam-made musket dated 161 1 mentioned
above. Further, there are a number of decorated
matchlock guns, either known or believed to be
Dutch, the barrels of which, like that of the
Ashmolean musket, are divided into five alternating panels, three decorated with running scrollwork and two plain.n The weight of evidence
therefore suggests that the musket is of Dutch
origin, although some doubt remains. The possibility that it was made by Dutch craf"tsmen working in England cannot be discounted, and it is also
possible that, even if made in Holland, it could have
been at least partially decorated in England.
It is difficult to date the musket with any degree
of accuracy. According to Hoff the rounding-off of
the rear of the comb is a late feature presaging the
development of the rounded shoulder-stock. 33
However, some guns without this feature are elated
later than others with it, so it is not possible to
suggest a simple chronological development. One of
the earliest guns with this rounded comb is a matchlock musket, converted to wheel-lock, in the
Wallace Collection, 34 which is dated on the barrel
1624. It is therefore possible that the Ashmolean
musket elates from the 162os. However, on neither
the Wallace nor the Ashmolean musket docs the
decoration end properly at the rounded comb. This
suggests that the rounding-off was done some time
after the muskets were made, presumably when the
" Blair 1974, pp. 24:~-4.
,. Ibid. This muske1 was tllen in the Cia)' Bedli.>rd collection,
but is now in the Museum of London (no. 76. 131).
"Hofl" (1978, p. 12) has drawn atlention to the fact that the
barrel of 1hc: \Vaddcsdon musket bears the same marks as a
matchlock muskt:t or about I 595 in the Livrustkammaren,
Stockholm (no. 1 1674), the decoration nl" which is rela1cd to a
group of" wheel-Jock guns dated I 596 and bearing the mark or
Amsterdam on their J.arrels (Livrustkammarcn nos. 11682,
11684-8).
•• Nationalmuscc:t, Copenhagen, no. JO,i28.
21
Kremlin, Moscow, nos. 6529, 8243-4.
•• Armourics, HM Tower or London, no. XII, 1823.
•• Currently on loan to the Victoria and Albert Museum,
London.
30 Victoria and Albert Museum, London, no. 1\·1 66s-1910.
3 I Armourics, H M Tower or London, no. X II 178s.
" These include a musket ln:aring the mark of Amsterdam
and complelc with its n:st (Livrustkammarcn, Stockholm, m•.
11674; cr. Blair 1974-, pp. 243-4), the decoration or which has
been compared to that on the barrel or the Amsterdam-made
musket dated 1611 mentioned inn.~~; sec Hull" 1978, p. '4·
'" Hoff llJ78, p. 18.
,. \Vallacc: Colkction, no. A 1112.
2
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fashion changed, and if this is correct this feature is
of little use for dating purposes.
The identity of the stock decorator who signed
himself IBis unknown, but according to Hayward a
similar musket with roundels signed by the same
maker was in the Kindig collection, York,
Pennsylvania.:ls
'T'he rest, No. 88, appears to have been made en
suite with this musket.
G. M. Wilson
88. RES'f FOR A MATCHLOCK l\tlUSKET (Pl.
LX II). The round wooden haft tapers at one end to
accept either the forked metal rest or the ferrule,
both of which are missing. At the other end the haft
is not tapered, and there is no sign of any fixing for
either mount. The haft is divided longitudinally
into three panels by straight lines of inlaid brass
wire. Each panel is decorated identically with a
pair of opposed serpemine scrolling lines of inlaid
brass wire, involving round inlays of mother-of:.
pearl engraved in the form of buds. A considerable
number of these mother-of-pearl inlays arc now
missing. The intersections of the two scrolling lines
arc each decorated with lour brass-headed pins, one
in each of the four angi,~s. Towards the blunt end of
the haft the decoration within each panel stops and
the bordering lines converge to form a serpentine
tail ending about 1 oo mm from the end of the haft.
The hali is badly warped and is split some 280 mm
from the tapered end.
1685 B no. 167: /nstmmentum, quo sclopetrae dum
exonerantur, sustinentur, undique concha argentea .1plmdide
ornatum, fJars inferior aere amwlur acuto, superior autem
aere Jorcipat.o; quo afJium sit ad sclopetram sustinendam.

Dimensions: Length (overall) 1.18 m; Diameter
(max) 22 mm.
BibliografJII)•: lloulkcs 1912, p. 48, no. tooa.
Almost certainly made to match the matchlock
musket, No. 87. The heavy military muskets of the
late sixteenth century and early seventeenth century were designed to be fired from rests, and these
plain rests can be seen, together with their muskets,
in contemporary drill-books, such as that of .Jacob
de Ghcyn. 36 Typical rests illustrated by de Gheyn
have a plain hali surmounted by a U-shapcd fork,
the ends of the tines being vertically recurvcd. At
the base of the haft is a large conical ferrule
intended both to protect the wooden bull and to
enable the rest to be stuck firmly into the ground.
This ferrule is usually reinforced with a number of

plain ring-mouldings. Numbers of similar military
rests survive in the major coll~ctions of arms and
armour, some with simple spikes hammered into the
butt instead of a ferrule.
Decorated muskets of the same form as the plain
military matchlocks were especially popular in
Holland in the early seventeenth century, and these
too required rests. These rests were usually decorated to match a particular musket and equipped
with forks and ferrules of iron similar to those found
on the plain military rests discussed above.
Surviving decorated rests arc rare, however, and
occur in l~1r fewer numbers than their corresponding muskets. Examples include three in Stockholm,
one associated with a decorated musket bearing the
town mark of Amsterdam, and the other two with
muskets which arc believed to be Dutch; a
rest associated with a musket in Schloss Ambras;
and a decorated rest in the Tower of London.:n The
Ashmolean example appears to have been somewhat unusual when complete, for, according to the
1685 catalogue, the fork and ferrule were of bronze
and not of iron. It is now difficult to determine at
which end the ferrule and fork would have been
fitted. As the decoration ends some 100 mm li·om
the blum end, a socketed fork may well have fitted
over this end, with the ferrule fitting over the taper
at the other end. On other comparable examples
(sec above), however, the decoration continues
unaltered to the socket of the fork, but becomes
gradually less prominent towards the ferrule. On
this example the decoration diminishes towards the
blunt end of the hali, and there is thus a possibility
that it may have been this end to which the ferrule
was attached. This possibility appears to be
strengthened by comparison with a decorated rest
in the Victoria and Albert M uscum,:ln believed to
be of English origin: the haft in this instance is
divided into four vertical panels and is inlaid with
serpentine scroll-work in bone involving mother-of:.
pearl inlays engraved in the form of birds and
acorns and green-stained bone inlays engraved as
buds; the mounts are of iron, the ferrule fitting over
the untapered butt end'as far as the decoration, the
tapering socket of the forked head riuing over th~
tapered top of the hall. 'l'hc decoration on the hall
"'' Hayward 19fi~. p. :~fi.
.,., dt.' Gh,·yn 1f:io7.
"' Rt·spt't'livcly: Livruslkamnmn·n, Sw.-kholm, nos. 1197 a
and h; Livrustkammart•n, Stodholm, uos. 1 tli74 5; Anu(·
l\·lus.,um, Stockholm, no. AM 4032; Schloss Am bras, lnnshruck;
Armourit·s, 1-1M Town ol' London, no. X Ill 1 H:~.
""Victoria and Albt•rt l\h1S!'Utn, London, :'>lo. ~I!)" 1H5.'>·
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of the Ashmolean rest is directly comparable to that
on the matchlock musket, No. 87, and is almost
identical to the serpentine scroll-work,. involving
inlays of mother-of-pearl engraved as buds, which
occurs on the underside of the butt. It thercll)l"c
seems probable that the rest and musket were made
as a set at the same time. The rest is, therefore,
almost certainly Dutch, and probably dates from
bet ween I 620 and I 630. '
ffoulkes mistakenly describes the inlays as of iv01y
and mothcr-of:.pearl. :19
G. M. Wilson
89. BARREL OF A THREE-BARRELLED
REVOLVING GUN (Pl. LXIV). No trace of the
lock or the stock survives. "l'he barrel assembly
consists of three separate barrels joined at the front
by a common muzzle-ring and at the rear by a
common breech-plate, all of iron. Each barrel is
octagonal at the breech and round at the muzzle,
the change in section occurring midway along the
barrel where it is covered by a band of five
chevrons, one for each of the visible flats, the apex
of each chevron being on the angle between two
flats . .Just to the rear of the chevron the top three
flats arc each decorated with a circular depression,
and just to the rear again by a slightly raised
transverse moulding flanked by pairs of engraved
lines.
Set into the top flat of each barrel just forward of
the breech is a backsight in the form of a block set
longitudinally. In section the block has a narrow
base, and sides expanding towards the top in a
concave curve. It has a central V -shaped groove
running along its entire length. One backsight is
still equipped with a tubular cover of barrel form
with roped ends and a single-line engraving running round the expanded waist. .Just forward of the
backsight each barrel is stamped on the top with an
indecipherable mark. Set into the flat on the righthand side of each barrel near the breech is a
rectangular block which forms the pan. The top of
the block is dished towards the rear. Riveted to the
front of the pan is a laterally pivoting pan-cover,
the leading edge of which is relieved with notching
and faceting. From the outer rear corner of the pancover springs an arm with a rough, globular finial.
The arm is curved round in the plane of the pancover to touch its inner rear corner.
The barrels arc linked at the muzzle by a plain,
flared, muzzle-ring in the form of a trefoil. From
between two of the circular barrel-loops springs a
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much smaller circular loop to retain the ramrod. In
line with this loop, at the breech, the left-hand side
flat of one of the barrels bears the remains of a
dovetailed lug. Although now broken offjust above
the surface of the flat, this would almost certainly
have been of a form to retain the rear of the ramrod.
To the breech of the barrels is brazed or hammerwelded a nine-sided breech-plate constructed so
that its angles line up exactly with the three top flats
of each barrel. The centre of the plate is pierced
with a square hole, probably intended to receive a
squared rotating spindle. Attached to the rear of the
breech-plate by three rivets is a circular collar or
socket. formed out ofshcct metal, hammered round
and with the ends hammer-welded together. It is
secured to the breech-plate by three equidistant
tongues, which pass through the large lip of the
collar and are riveted over. This lip is of the same
size and shape as the breech-plate and has a roped
edge. Three circular holes are drilled in the collar in
line with the top flat of each barrel. The holes were
almost certainly intended to receive some form of
locking device to retain each barrel in turn in the
correct position for firing.
I 685 B no. I 8: Sclopus parvus fer reus, tribus do talus
tub is.
Dimensions: Length (overall), 369 mm, (barrel)
345 mm; Calibre 9·5-IO mm.
Bibliography: lloulkcs I 9 I 2, p. 5 I, no. I 2 I, pl. XV;
Spencer I975, pp. 257-9, pl. 97·
These barrels almost certainly formed part of a
European matchlock revolving pistol of early
sixteenth-century date. Spencer has, however,
rightly drawn attention to some similarities between these barrels and those found on a group of
.Japanese three-barrelled matchlock revolving guns
of seventeenth- to nineteenth-century date, examples of which are to be found in most major
collections of arms and armour. 40 The drum-like
collar or socket at the breech, the prominent
muzzle-ring, and the complete lack of screws, arc
all features also found on these .Japanese guns.
Spencer also mentions various points of dissimilarity, notably the very different for!J!. of pan and
pan-cover to that commonly found on these
.Japanese revolvers, and the different form of the
sights. Certainly the .Japanese guns usually have a
foresight in the form of a thick, squared leaf,

""lloulkcs 1912, p. 49, no. IO<m.
""'Spencer 1975, pp. ~57-9.
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whereas the Ashmolean barrels have no foresight.
Fui·ther, the notched block backsights on the
Ashmolean barrels, and the one tubular cover, arc
of European form and dificr markedly from the leaf
backsights common to most of the .Japanese revolving guns. It has been suggested that the decoration
on the barrel at the point where its section changes
might be related to that fimnd on some Indian
matchlock guns. 'fhe usc of chevrons to cover the
change of section is, however, also commonly fl.mnd
on 'furkish guns and European barrels of sixteenthand seventeenth-century date, and the weight of
evidence appears to be overwhelmingly in favour of
a European provenance for the Ashmolean barrels.
Almost identical decoration to that on these barrels,
consisting of chevrons with circular depressions to
the rear, can be fimnd on a barrel, dated I 540 and
bearing the mark or the maker Wolf Danner of
Ni.irnbcrg, mounted on a flintlock sporting gun of
about I 720 in the Hermitage, Lcningrad. 41
Although three-barrelled revolving guns were
perhaps not as common in Europe as in the East,
examples do exist from as early as the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries. The earliest of these is the
matchlock pistol, perhaps made in Brescia, preserved with ohcr remnants of the Doge's armoury in
the Palazzo Ducalc, Vcnicc. 42 'fhis can be identified
with some degree of certainty as the gun described
in the I 548 inventory of that armoury as 11110 schiojJpo·
da seJjJa con Ire cane no 1 Y1 The three barrels of the
V en icc pistol arc made separately and arc joined
only at the breech where the hooked end of each
breech-plug attaches to a rotating plate. The
barrels arc rotated by hand and arc held in the
firing position by a catch on the top of the stock.
The stock is plain and straight with a hooked butt.
Although not identical, the Ashmolean barrels may
perhaps be compared to this revolving gun, and
were probably originally equipped with a similar
matchlock mechanism. Certainly the notched-block
backsights with tubular covers which occur on the
barrels of the Venice gun warrant direct comparison with the similar sights on the Ashmolean
barrels. Such tubular backsights were relatively
common in Europe in the early sixteenth century
and appear on various guns including a south
German matchlock musket dated I 537, two south
German wheel-lock carbines made for the Emperor
Charles V in I 530 and I 53 I respectively, and a
wheel-lock gun bearing the arms of the monastery
of Monserrat in Spain, made either in Spain or
south Germany in I 546:H Spencer refers to various

other examples of tubular backsights, but those he
quotes arc on wheel-lock pistols of the second half of
the sixteenth century and arc thus perhaps not
directly comparable:•~·
Another three-barrelled matchlock revolving gun
which may be compared to the Ashmolean barrels
is in the Civico .Musco delle Armi Luigi Marzoli,
Brcscia. 46 It too appears to be of Italian, and
probably Brcscian, origin. In construction it is very
similar to the Venice pistol, but it has a triangular
'fish-tail' butt, and backsights without tubular
covers. The pans and pan-covers of the Brescia
pistol arc similar to those on the Ashmolean barrels,
although the pan-cover arms arc straight, not
curved. It is possible that this type or pan and cover
may be an Italian feature. Certainly an Italian
wheel-lock pistol of about I 530 in the Tower of
I..ondon-17 has a pan and pan-cover of this form, the
cover with a curved arm, identical to those on the
Ashmolean barrels. However, very similar pans and
covers also occur on a curious combination holywater-sprinkler and four-barrelled matchlock
musket in the Los Angeles County l\1luscum of
National History, and this weapon must be of
German origin. 48 Spencer also draws a comparison
between the pan-covers of the Ashmolean barrels
and those found on a hackbutt barrel made in
Thorl, Austria, by Sebald Pogcl in about I 500. 49
'fhc cover on the latter gun, however, is not close
enough in form to the covers on the Ashmolean
barrels to be directly comparable.
There is, therefore, little reason to doubt the
European origin or these barrels, and it is possible
to suggest that they may have fi)rmcd part of a
pistol made in Italy in the first half of the sixteenth century.
There appears to be a mistake in the remarks
made about these barrels by floulkes and quoted by
Spencer. 50 ffoulkcs compares the pans and covers of
1
'
Hermitage M uscum, Leningrad, nu. 105: illustrated in
Tarassuk 1972, nu. 1 1.
"Palazzo Ducale, Venice, no. N 30; sec Hoi!" t969, 2.
247-!1.
" de Lucia 190!1, p. 105.
""Respectively: B<~yerischcs Na1iunalmuscum, Munich, no.
26o; Real Armeria, Mach-id, nus. K32 and K 30; Real Armcria,
Madrid, no. K 7·
"Spenc<:r 1975, pp. 'l57-9·
•• lllusmued in Gaibi 1962, p. 95, pl. 1 1 A-B; icl. 1978, pl. 24-.~
., t\rmourics, HM Tower of London, no. XII 1765.
•• Bclous t964, p. 45, no. 224.
'" \Valf<:nsammlung, Vienna, no. A 233t. Sec, rcspcctivdy
Spencer t975, pp. 257-9; Schcdelrnann 1972, p. 1, Abb. 1.
•• Respectively: lfoulkes 1912, p. 51; Spencer 1975, pp. 257-9.
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the Ashmolean barrels with those on a revolving
arquebus in the Tower of London, 5 1 whereas in his
own catalogue of the Tower Armourics he describes
the gun with this number as a flintlock grenadier's
carbine, the lock dated 1 728, and this gun remains
in the Tower collection to this day with the same
number. 5 ~ Nor docs the error seem simply to be a
numerical one, for no revolving arquebuses of
relevant type appear in lloulkcs's catalogue of the
Tower, nor in the present collections.
G ..\L Wilson

0

90. COMBINED AXE-PIS'T'OL (Fig. ,J.4, Pl.
LXV). Head, and combined hall and barrel of iron,
the handle now missing. 'fhc head (Fig. 44a) is
auachcd to the round muzzle by a socket, externally or octagonal form. 'fhe socket sits on a wide
collar and is secured by a large ring-headed screw
which passes through one of its faces and engages
with the barrel. Each face of the socket is etched
and gilt with a squared quatrefoil. From the socket
spring the axe-blade and its opposing !luke. The
axc-bl<.~dc has a crescentic leading edge, both ends
of which are now broken on: The blade tapers
towards the socket, the upper and lower edges being
of concave form. At the neck the blade is drilled
with three round holes. 'fhe straight fluke is of
diamond section and springs from- an octagonal
knop which bears traces of gilt decoration. The tip
of the fluke is now missing.
Plain round barrel or hall. The barrel itself
ends just behind the touch-hole, but a tube of the
same section and 84 mm long has been brazed on to
the breech to extend the haft. From the end of the
l~tlse-breech springs a central tang of rectangular
section for the auachmcnt of the missing handle.
The right-hand side of the barrel is Haucncd
fi-u-ward of the false-breech and above the lock
assembly, and is drilled with a touch-hole. The !ellhand side of the barrel has a similar but less
pronounced flat. There is a raised Ia tcral moulding
of asymmetrical wave section on the lop of the l~tlsc
brccch. Ahead of the lock two similar but plainer
transverse mouldings bound a panel of etched
decoration. All three mouldings (Fig. 44b, d, e) arc
etched with guillochc ornament involving a central
octofoil and crude leaf motifs. The panel between
the two forward mouldings (Fig. 44c) is etched with
four involved 'S '-scrolls enclosing a plain central
roundcl and surrounded by crude leaf and scroll
ornament. At the muzzle the collar on which the

a

d
c
b
Fig. 4-+ C:wnhin('(l axe-pistol, :\u.

muzzle, Scali'
Sl'ak

t : ~;

e

a. hl'ad ami
h· e, expanded view of ornament,
~10:

1:1

axe-head sits li)l'ms the lop of a moulded capital
engraved with vertical striations and gilt.
The lock assembly is of iron and consists of a flat,
rectangular lock-plate mounted on the Jell-hand
side or the barrel. Strips of iron are brazed to the
leading and lower edges of this plate to liu-r11 an
open box on the right-hand side of the barrel. The
rear of the box is open, but there is a tongue on the
rear edge of the lower plate which suggests that this
end may have been closed and secured by the
missing hand!~. The cover-plate is now missing. At
.,, i\I'IIIIIUI'ii'S, H ;\·I TriWI'I' or l.ondon, no. X II ·21ili.
"llimlkl's l!IIU. pp. 3fi:l 4·
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the front the lock assembly is attached to the barrel
by a screw which passes through a pierced lug
dovetailed and brazed to the underside of the
barrel. 'fhe lock assembly is now attached to the
barrel only at the rear by the trigger, but it was
probably originally also secured by the handle and,
perhaps, by a screw, for just to the left of the trigger
is a threaded hole on the underside of the barrel.
The leaf-shaped trigger pivots on a lateral screw
within the hollow extension of the haft to the rear of
the breech. No part of the internal lock mechanism
survives, but the lock-plate bears .fragments of an
external mechanism, the purpose of which is unclear, consisting of: a V-spring mounted towards
the rear of the plate, the lower arm longer than the
upper arm; above this spring an arm, pivoted at the
rear, to the front of which is auached a screwheaded knob; and, towards the front of the plate, a
diagonally-mounted triangular bracket bearing a
screw, the tip of which points upwards and
forwards.
I656 p. 44: Poleaxe with a Pistol/.
I 685 8 no. I9: Cestra bellica cum bombarda, manubrium

aereum habet eleganter operatum.

nation weapons, although rare, arc not unknown,
and the rectangular lock assembly on this example
may be compared to the lock on a combined mace
and matchlock pistol in the Bargcllo, Florence,
which is believed to have been made in Italy about
I550.5:1
ffoulkes believed that this axe-pistol was of
Italian origin, and there is some evidence in favour
of such a suggestion. 54 The head of this example is
very similar to the heads of a group of Italian axes
which it is believed were made in Lombardy in the
mid-seventeenth century. 55 Most of these have
hollow metal hafts which contain retractable
spring-loaded top-spikes. The head of the
Ashmolean axe-pistol compares particularly closely
with one in the M useo Poldi Pozzoli, 56 which has a
similar crescentic blade, pierced with a rosette of
seven holes, and a straight fluke of triangular
section springing from a rounded baluster moulding. Another similar axe in the same collection 57
may also be compared to the example in the
Ashmolean: instead of a fluke it has a hammer-head
in the form of a four-clawed bird's foot, but the form
of the axe-blade is very similar to that on the
Ashmolean axe-pistol, and it too is pierced with
three holes, and also with a 'broad-arrow' shaped
cut-out.
Despite these parallels it is not possible definitely
to identify this axe-pistol as a combination weapon
made in Italy in the early seventeenth century, for
the barrel decoration seems to be entirely Scottish
in style. Raised transverse mouldings such as decorate the barrel of this weapon are also commonly
found on the barrels of Scottish snaphance guns and
pistols dating from the late sixteenth and early
seventeenth centuries. 58 Usually, as here, they are
confined to the upper surface of the barrel, and are
frequently situated, as on this example, both at the
breech and ahead of the lock. The distinctive form
of moulding found at the false-breech of this
axe-pistol can also be found, usually similarly
decorated, on a number of Scottish guns. The positioning of the mouldings on the barrel of this axepistol, one at the breech and two enclosing a panel

Dimensions: Length (overall) 567 mm, (internal, of
barrel) 422 mm; Width (max at head) 84 mm;
Calibre 9·5 mm.
Bibliography: ffoulkes I9I2, p. 4I, no. 68.
There was a considerable vogue for combination
weapons during the last three-quarters of the
sixteenth century and first half of the seventeenth
century when the gun, although in general use, was
still considered by some to be an unreliable novelty.
In such circumstances the idea of combining a gun
with a bladed weapon, or even with another
projectile weapon such as a crossbow, was particularly attractive, and many gunsmiths and
armourers devoted considerable energy to producing unusual and often impractical combination
weapons for their patrons. Amongst the most
popular, and certainly the most reliable, combinations produced at this time were maces, hammers, and axes, the hafts of which formed the barrel
of a pistol. Many of these had a stopper which could
be inserted into the muzzle to prevent dirt from
entering the barrel when not in use as a firearm,
'''Musco Nationalc del Bargcllo, Florence, no. R •so; Boccia
and often this stopper was equipped with a top- and Coelho 1975, nos. 370-3.
''' floulkcs 1912, p. 41, no. 611.
spike. The majority of these weapons were wheel"Boccia and Coelho 1975, nos. 604-5.
locks, but the shape of the lock-plate of this example
·"; Musco l'oldi Pozzoli, Mihm, no. 172li.
suggests that it was more likely to have been
"Musco l'oldi Pozzoli, l\·lilan, no. 1816.
equipped with a matchlock. Matchlock combi'"Sec Blair 1975, pp. 61-101.
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of engraved decoration just ahead of the lock, is
identical to that limnd on the barrels of a group of
Scottish pistols all of which have this distinctive
form of moulding. This group includes: the barrel
of a pistol bearing the cypher ofj ames VI ofScotland
and I of England, which probably dates from the first
decade of the seventeenth century, a pair of snaphance pistols bearing the mark ascribed to James
Low of Dundee and dated 1602, a snaphance long
gun dated 1614 and bearing a mark which has been
associated with Robert Alison II of Dundee; a
snaphance pistol by UrayofDundee, dated 1627, and
a pair ofsnaphance pistols with brass stocks and rightand left-hand locks, the barrels dated 162g. 5 !' The
decoration on the barrel bearing the cypher of King
James is almost identical to that found on the barrel
of this axe-pistol: the mouldings are similarly engraved with guilloche ornament involving octoloils,
and the panel between the two forward mouldings
is engraved in the same distinctive mam~er as the
panel on the barrel of the axe-pistol with four 'S'scrolls enclosing a central roundel bearing the royal
IR cypher. A panel ofsimilarly-engraved ornament is
f(,Lmd on a barrel dated 1583 in the Bann·
Museum :611 it bears on th_e central roundel the anns
of Sir Walter Ogilvie of Dcsklord and Findlater,
High Chancellor of Scotland.
It seems probable, thercf(ll·e, that at least the
barrel of this axe-pistol was made in Scotland in the
early seventeenth century. l"he form of the axehead might suggest that it was made in Italy at
about the same time, and there is no reason why the
two elements could not have been made in dillcrent
countries and then assembled in either one of them.
If this was the case, the weapon was probably
assembled in Scotland, for the angular leaf-like
quatrefoils etched on the socket of the axe can be
related to similar angular foliate decoration found
on contemporary Scottish fin:arms.'H It is likely,
however, that the weapon was niade entirely in
Scotland, the head possibly being modelled on
contemporary Italian examples.
This combination weapon can be identified with
some confidence as the 'Poleaxe with a Pistol'
mentioned in the 1656 catalogue and as No. 19 of
the 1685 catalogue. In this latter entry it is
described as having 'a handle of brass, elegantly
decorated', which is especially interesting in view of
the li·equency with which richly engraved mounts,
stocks, and even barrels of brass can be found on
Scottish firearms of the early seventeenth century.
G. M. Wilson
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91.. AXE (Pl. LXV II). Axe-head of bright steel
made of one piece of metal wrapped round and
hammer-welded to form a socket. 'fhe leading edge
is crescentic and from it the head tapers towards the
angular socket; on the lower edge the taper is
interrupted just before the socket by a large notched
cut-out. In section the axe-head is slightly curved,
with the socket on:.set so that the convex side of the
blade is smooth to the chamfered rear edge of the
socket. On the concave side the blade is stepped at
the shoulder just bcli:.re the socket. 'T"he surface of
the axe-head is covered with etched decoration. On
both sides a sunken frieze runs around the edges of
the blade, containing the li:~llowing verses, written
in Gothic script and now partly illegible.
On the convex side:
l-l'er m!ff einem ]rumen Leugel.
uml einen eil!flllligen betreugl
und wer ;:.wilracltl ;:.wise/ten Eltleuden mach/.
tier tird din./f. tier tiet!ffe/1 lac/to/.

On the concave side:
Siclt an dicit und nicltl mic/1.
du ic/1 onrecltl so lwti/ dicit
!tall lwlt gul jdmna1111:
wer weis wa.1· ein ander ka1111.
Ji'isclt Iter an ml iclt so ic]/1 till dicit:
sticlts/ du milch so J lwu iclt dicit.
(/11//()

1571-

The verses have been· translated by Sir Arthur
Evans as li:~llows:
\Vho 'gains! a pious man doth lie
And a simple man beguiles,
And who maketh strife 'twixt man and wife,
At these three the: Devil smiles.
Look to 1hysclf and not to me;
Do I unright, then guard thyself
Hold highly good every man
\Vho knows what another can do.
Swili down on me so I on thee
Stiek'st thou me, then I hew thee.'"

''" Respectively: Armouri~:s, I-ll\·1 To\\'er of London, no. X II
5109 (fi•r an illustration ancl a full description oftlu: Tower barn: I,
fi:>nncrly in tho: <:oll<·ctinn of G. 1' . .Jenkinson, see Ea\'l:S 1 ~176,
pp. 314-IU, pl. 1 q); T~jhusmusect, C:opc:nhagen, no. B :H:,;
Armourics, HM Tower of London, no. XII63; National Museum
of Amiquities, Edinburgh. no. 1 H :i24; Livmstkammarcn.
Stockholm, nos. s6Hs-6.
""Now on loan to tlw National Museum of Antiquities of
Scotland, Edinburgh.
"' For inslanco:, in the Stockholm pistols mentiom:d in n. 5!.1·
"' lli.1ulkes 1912, p. ,13·
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On the ofr-set side of the socket, the verses do not
continue along the rear edge, the frieze being
decorated here with guillochc ornament.. Within
this frieze, and a double-line border, both sides of
the blade arc decorated with running floral scrollwm·k on a raised dot ground, dominated by 'C'scrolls and trefoil finials a·nd involving a profile
head facing the blade-edge and surrounded by a
circular floral wreath. On the convex side the head
is that of a woman wearing a head-dress; on the
concave side the head is that of a man wearing an
embossed burgonet. The rear of the socket is
similarly decorated with a male head. The decoration is here much rubbed but the head bears a
marked similarity to that on the side of the blade
and appears to be wearing either a hat or a helmet.
Attached to the head are the remains of a wooden
haft of rectangular section with rounded corners.
The haft retains traces of bone inlay in the form of
gently curving lines, and is recessed for larger
inlays, now missing. The front and back of the haft
arc channelled out for a wide, straight band of
inlay, the channel retaining traces of glue. Either
side of the haft has a large oval-topped recess just
below the socket, and beneath this are traces of
further shaped recesses for inlaid plaques. The
shoulder of the shaft has been bound with cloth, but
this has now become attached instead to the inside
of the socket.

1656 p. 44: German Poleaxes, or
1656 p. 45: Count A1ansjield's Poleaxe, called Pussacon.
1685 B no. 144: Securis Saxonica clwracterihus 110tata
saxonicus; manubrium ligneum ehore perhelle insertum.

Dimensions: Width (across head) 35 mm; Depth
(overall) 202 mm.
Bibliography: ffoulkes 1912, pp. 42-3, no. 81, pl. IX.
This axe is decorated in the 'South German' style
popular in Saxony in the second half of the
sixteenth century. Similar usc of the 'C'-scroll
motifs, of trefoil finials, and of guilloche or related
wave ornament can be found on many of the
weapons from the Royal Armoury of the Electors
and Kings of Saxony which arc now in the
Historisches Museum, Dresden, for instance a
round shield made in Ni.irnbcrg in about 1560. 63
However, it has been suggested that there is also
something of the north German style in the decoration of this axe, and that the etcher may have
learned his trade in the north, perhaps in Cologne
or Brunswick in Lower Saxony. 6 "1 Certainly the
combination of three-leaf scroll-work and a dialect

inscription suggests a possible comparison with a
group of daggers with etched blades which may
have been produced in Li.ineburg in Lower
Saxony. 65 The decoration on this axe is, however,
both more formal and of better quality than that on
the daggers, and the inscription on the axe is in a
south German, Saxon dialect rather than in the form
of Middle-Low-German found on the daggers. 66
Rhyming inscriptions such as that on the axe are
not uncommon on Saxon weapons. One is found,
for instance, on the blade of a sword dated 1547
which has a cast silver hilt and scabbard made by
the Ni.irnberg goldsmith Lorenz Trunck. 67 This,
sword has been identified as one which appears in
the 1567 inventory of the Saxon Electoral Armoury,
but this identification has recently been called into
question. 68 Also of interest is a hunting-knife dated
1565 which is believed to have been made in
Innsbruck. 69 Etched on the blade within a sunken
panel, and in a script similar to that found on the
Ashmolean axe, is a south German dialect inscription. Flanking this panel are two further sunken
panels decorated with rather crude foliate 'C'scrolls.
In general form the axe compares most closely
to one of a group in the Historisches Museum,
Dresden, which are all said to have belonged to
Elector Augustus of Saxony, who reigned from 1553
to 1586. 70 The Dresden axe has a similar crescentic
head with a somewhat larger notched cut-out on
the lower edge just before the socket. It too has an
off-set and angular socket with a large step at the
shoulder of one side of the blade. The head is
decorated with etched 'C'-scrolls and trefoils and a
central oval cartouchc bearing the impaled arms of
the Electors of Saxony and the Arch-Marshalship of
the Empire. Just behind the leading edge of the
blade the decoration is bordered by a band of wave
ornament similar to the guillochc border found on
the socket of the Ashmolean example. The Dresden
axe is complete with its haft, which is only some
130 mm long. In section it follows the angular form
of the socket and is decorated with inlays of bone
,;, H istorisches Museum, Dresdc:n, no. N 131.
"• I am indebted liJI· this suggc:stion to Dr Ortwin Gamber,
Director or the \Valli.:nsammlung, Vienna.
,;,,Ullman 1961, pp. 12li-7; Blair I!J74• pp. 1liH-7o, no. S!J, fig.
li7.
•w I am again indc:hted to Dr Gamber li11· this infimnatiun.
•H Historisches Museum, Dresdc:n, no. Vl/375·
""Schobel 1975, p. 8;» no. 47·
•m Tirull:r l.andl:smuscum, lnnshruck, no. ES 1 1:i·
'"Illustrated in Rade n.d., pis. 13-14.
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which include a plain longitudinal band on the
back, running floral scroll-work on the sides, and,
on the enlarged, hooked butt, a large panel engraved with a figure scene. Because of the similarities between the Dresden and Ashmolean axes, it
seems possible that the Ashmolean axe may also
have had a short haft, and what remains of the
decoration on the surviving fragment of haft suggests that the decoration too may not have been
dissimilar.
The purpose for which such axes were made is
unknown. However, the date 1571 which appears
on this example tempts comparison with a wellknown group of decorated staff-weapons produced
lor the marriage of Maria of Bavaria and Archduke
Karl I I of Styria, in Vienna, on 26 August 1571. 71
The presence on the axe-head both of male and
female heads and of a moralistic reminder that to
come between man and wife is the dcvil's work,
provides further pretexts to suggest a link with the
wedding celebrations. However, this axe is very
different from other weapons in the group and it is
difficult to sec why a Saxon dialect inscription
would appear on a weapon intended to be carried
at a wedding in Vienna.
The last couplet of the verse found on this axe
could perhaps suggest another purpose lor the
weapon, for it would appear to describe a formal
combat between two opponents:
Swift down on me so I on thee
Stick's! thou me, then I hew thee.

There is, therefore, a possibility that it was intended
for usc as a duelling weapon. Certainly duelling
with hand axes was popular in Bohemia at this time
-and it is possible that it could have spread from here
to neighbouring Saxony. 72 The form is not that of a
fighting axe, however, and all that can be said with
certainty is that this axe is a highly decorated
example, probably intended lilr some ceremonial
purpose.
"l"his axe can be identified as that described in the
1685 catalogue with considerable confidence, but it
cannot be related with certainty to any entry in the
1656 catalogue, despite ffoulkes's definite identification of it as 'Count Mansfield's [sic] Poleaxe,
called Pussacon'. n Superficially this may appear
reasonable, especially as the Mansfclds were an old
and l~tmous Saxon family, but there are several
serious objections to this identification. The first
relates to the likely identity of the 'Count
Mansfield' mentioned in the Tradescant catalogue.

flimlkes conveniently identifies him as a Coum of
Mansfcld who was born in 151 7 and died in 1604,
and who therefore could have been the owner of a
weapon made in 1 57 1. There is no proof, however,
that this Count, Peter Ernst I, was the 'Count
Mansfield' of the 1656 catalogue. The entry could
equally well refer to, for instance, Albrecht III,
Count of Mansfeld (1480-1560), or Philipp Ernst,
Count or Mansfeld (I 560- I 63 I)' or to the considerable number of members of the various branches of the Mansfeld family who in the sixteenth and
early seventeenth centuries bore the title of
Count.H It is also possible that the reference is to
Karl, Prince or Mansfeld (I 543-95)' or even to
Ernst Mansfcld (I585-1626), the natural son of
Count Peter Ernst, who won renown as a general in
the Thirty Years' War ( 1618-48). Indeed it would
appear that Ernst, perhaps the most famous or the
Mansfclds, was often referred to as 'Count'. 75
Another objection to ffoulkes's identification relates
to contemporary usage or the term 'poleaxe'. This
spelling seems first to appear in the seventeenth
century, replacing the older 'polaxe' or 'pollaxe',
the term 'poll' meaning 'head', and it has given rise
to the misconception that the weapon so named was
simply an axe on a pole. However, although
contemporary usage of the term seems to be illdefined, there is lillie or no evidence that it was ever
used to describe an axe such as this. In the
seventeenth ccmury the term seems generally to
have been applied either to long-handled axes with
blades balanced by a curved fluke or hammer-head,
or to long- or short-handled hammers with heads
also balanced by a fluke. 76
Thus it would seem unwise to follow ffoulkcs in a
definite identification of this axe as 'Count
Mansfield's Poleaxe', especially as the 1656 catalogue also contains an entry for an unspecified
number of 'German Poleaxes'. Even if this type of
axe could have been described as a pole-axe, which
is to be doubted, it would still be impossible to
decide which, if either, of these entries refers to this
particular axe. Indeed both entries seem more
likely to apply to the seventeenth-century warhammer, No. 92, and it must therefore be doubted
71
Thomas 1964, PP- 14, 16.
" I am again inddJJed to Dr Gamber li:n· this information.
'" rroulkes 1912, p. 43·
,. All the possible candidates arc listed in van Loringhuvcn
1976, PP- 4 1-5.
"'Sec Allcgemr.illc /Jcut..-clle Biograpllir. (Leipzig, 1884), vol. 20.
";Sec Blair 196~, pp. 29-30.
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whether this axe formed part of the Tradcscant
collection.·
Aoulkes was also wrong in describing the decoration of the head of the axe as 'finely chased', and
stating that there were no traces of inlay on the
haft.7i The dcconnion on the head is etched, and
traces of bone inlay do survive on the remains of the
haft, as described above.
G. l\•1. Wilson

92. POLLAXE (Fig. 45, Pl. LXVI). Iron head
bearing traces of gilt decoration. The socket is in the
form of a large sleeve which has been shrunk on to
the longer cylindrical top-cap of iron which protects
the top of the haft. The sides of the socket are
slightly flattened and are extended at top and
bottom to form tangs with triangular, feathered
ends. The tangs are drilled to accept the two
square-headed bolts which attach both the socket
and the top-cap to the haft. The upper bolt is now
missing. The hammer-head and fluke spring from
raised circular bosses half-way along the socket.
Where it springs li·om the socket the shank of the
hammer-head is of octagonal section, each face
indented with a rounded depression. The shank
then tapers to a rounded waist before expanding to
a square collar which supports a cube with each of
its corners chamfered. Beyond this is another square
collar on to which is riveted the hammer-head itself.
This head consists of a square plate beaten into the
form of a truncated pyramid. 'I'he shank of the fluke
is similar to that of the hammer-head. Where it
springs from the socket it is of octagonal section,
each face indented with a rounded depression. It
then tapers to a rounded waist before expanding to
a rounded collar from which springs the fluke itself.
The down-curved fluke is of octagonal section, each
face being concave or hollow-ground.
Rounded wooden haft, considerably worm-eaten
and bearing traces of a red velvet cover. The haft is
strengthened for its entire length by long langets
which extend from top-cap to shoe and arc attached
by five dome-headed rivets. Plain cylindrical shoe
with a flat end, attached to the haft by a brass rivet,
almost certainly a later replacement.
1656 p. 44: German Poleaxes, or
1656 p. 45: Count Man:.jield's Poleaxe, called Pussacon.

Dimensions: Length (overall) 0.7om, (hammerhead and fluke) 253 mm.
Bibliography: lfoulkes 1912, p. 41, no. 62, pl. XII;
Paszkiewicz 1975, p. 228, n. 7, pl. 84A. ·

Pollaxes or war-hammers of this general type were
popular throughout much of Europe, including
England, in the late sixteenth and early seventeenth
centuries. A portrait of Sir Alexander Radclylfe
(1577-99) at Ordsall Hall Museum, Salford, includes a representation of a long-handled pollaxe
with a head of similar proportions to that of this
example and of very similar form to the head of a
pollaxe in the Tower of London, which forms part
of the old Tower collection and which may well be
of English origin. 78 Another similar pollaxc, found
locally, is in Dyrham Church, Gloucestcrshirc. A
further pollaxc with a head of the same general
form, in a private collection, bears the arms of the
Vernier family of Venice, and another, now in
Ni.irnberg, datable to 1611, bears the arms of three
N i.irnbcrg patricians. 79 The Ashmolean pollaxe,
however, is undoubtedly of East European origin,
and is related to a group of war-hammers characterized by heads similar to that on this example,
with long tangcd sockets, which arc often set some
way down the haft. Many examples of this type can
be found in the museums of Eastern Europc. 80
Hammers of this type seem to have been especially
popular in Poland and Hungary, but examples
from Croatia are also known. 81 It has been suggested that the unusual form of these hammers is the
result ofTurkish influence, and both the form of the
decoration on many examples and the etymology of
the names by which they were known in Poland and
Hungary suggest that this is true. 82 Unfortunately
the terminology used about such hammers is very
confused, and they have been referred to by a
variety of names, chiefly czakmry (Hungarian) and
the related czekan and nadziak (Polish). Paszkiewicz
has tried to bring some order to the confusion and
has suggested that all Polish hammers of this
particular form should be referred to by the name
nadziak and that the term czekan should only be used
to describe the typical Polish war-axe. 83 However,
he admits that a clear distinction between the two
terms did not develop until the mid-eighteenth

77
lfoulkcs 1912, p. 43·
'" Armouries, H M Tower of London, no. VI II '1.7.
'" Germanisches Nationalmuseum, Ntirnberg, no. \V 1391.
1111 Notably in the Muzeum Narodowc, Krakow; Panstwowa
Kolekcja Zbior6w Sztuki na Wawelu, Krakow; and the Magyar
Nemzeti 1\-luzeum, Budapest.
"' Sec Landeszeughaus am Landcsmuscum Joanncum, Graz,
1974, P· 34, no. 79, pl. 7·
8
' Paszkiewicz 197 5, p. 225.
"" Ibid., pp. 225-6.
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Fig . 45 · Po ll axc , No. 92: d e ta il o f" hea d . Scale

centu ry a nd th a t sixteenth- a nd seventeenthcentury w rit ers used bo th te rms indisc rimin a tel y.
In Hungary it a ppears th a t the term c<.rika ny has
a lways been a ppli ed to thi s parti c ul ar fo rm of
ha mm er. 0 4
Th e Ashm o lea n ha mm e r is ve ry simil ar to o ne in
th e Wa ll ace Coll ec ti o n , w hi c h has a lso been lik en ed
to a d e tac hed ha mm er-h ead in th e Fi tzw illi am
Museum B 5
Pasz ki ew icz d escr ibe.
bo th
th e
As hmo lean a nd th e W a ll ace Co llec ti o n ha mmers as
Polish nad<.iak , but he g ives no suppo rtin g evid e nce
fo r thi s a ttributi o n .8 6 I n th e H isto ri sc hcs Ytu se um ,
Dresd e n , is a no the r hammer of ve ry im il a r fo rm ,

1 :2

a lth o ug h bot h m o re el egant ly pro po rti o ned a nd
m o re ri c hl y d eco ra ted than th e exa mpl es m enti o ned above'17 I t has a head wh ich is a lm os t
id e nti ca l to th a t o n th e ex amp le in th e W a ll ace
Co ll ec ti o n , a nd a soc ke t whi c h fit s over th e top-cap
of th e ha ft in th e sa m e wa y as th a t o n th e

'" .J :"tll m ' 97 '. I' P· :1-1 7·
" '' R espec tivel y: \\' a ll ace Co ll ec tio n, Lo nd o n . no. A 977 ;
Fit zwi ll iam M uscu m . Cambrid ge , H e nd e rson beq uest ; sec
M a nn 1 96 ~, 2. 457 ·
"" Pasz ki ew icz "1 75· pl. 84 .
"' Desc ribed a 11d illmJ rat cd in H aenel 1923, p. 144, p l. 7 ' ·
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Ashmolean hammer, but unlike these other examples the Dresden hammer has always been
considered to be a Hungarian c.:uikw~J·."" There must
therefore be some doubt as to whether these
hammers arc of Polish or Hungarian origin . .Janos
increases the confusion by describing as Hungarian
c<;akany a considerable number of hammers from
Hungarian museums which relate very closely in
form to many of the hammers described by
Paszkiewicz as Polish nad<;iak."!'
None the less, if the exact country of origin of this
weapon is uncertain, there is little dmibt that it was
made in Eastern Europe in the first half of the
seventeenth century, probably either in Poland or
Hungary. It cannot definitely be identified in
either the 1656 or 1685 catalogues, although it
might be one of the 'German Poleaxes' mentioned
in the ·rradcscant catalogue, or 'Count Mansfield's
Poleaxe, called Pussacon' which is also listed in the
1656 catalogue. floulkcs related this latter entry to
the Saxon axe dated '57' (No. 91),!Hl but there arc
a considerable number of ol~jections to such an
identification, as discussed above (under No. 91).
This war-hammer, however, is the type of weapon
which could have been described in seventeenthcentury England as a pollaxc or poleaxe, and it is
therefore very possible that it may relate to one or
other of these two entries, although to which one, if
either, it is now impossible to say.
G. M. Wilson
93. ·rwO-HANDED SWORD (Pl. LXVIII). Iron
hilt now considerably pitted with rust. Spherical
pommel with a moulded stand. Wide quillons of
round section with finials of crude acorn form. The
quillons arc angled slightly towards the pommel
and one is considerably bent. "fhe quillons expand
in the centre into a triangular quillon-block with
concave sides and a pronounced medial ridge. From
the quillon-bloek spring two large oval side-rings
each of which expands at the centre into a crude
ovoid knop. The grip is missing.
Long, straight, double-edged blade tapering to a
spear point. The blade is of stout hexagonal section
with a pronounced medial flat on either side which
tapers to a medial ridge about 1 oo mm from the tip.
A ricasso of squared section extends fi:~r 16 mm from
the hilt. From either edge of the ricasso, half-way
along its length, springs a wing-shaped lug forming
a fi)rward guard. Each lug has a flattened end, a
straight leading-edge which is angled slightly towards the hilt, and a rear edge cut in a concave

curve. For 3 1 mm from the hilt each side of the
blade has a deep central fuller. Beyond the ricasso
the fuller is engraved on one side SAHA GV.N and
on the other ELVIE 10. At the end of each fuller
is a punched cross motif. The form of the fuller and
ric~sso is emphasized on either side by single-line
engraved borders. The single line around the edge
or the ricasso ends with stamped circles both at the
shoulders of the blade and at the lugs, where the
line is broken. One side of the ricasso is stamped
twice, on either side of the fuller, with a crowned S
mark.
1685 B 104: Romphaea Anglicana anceps, qua Henricus
5'"' Anglorum Rex contra Callos pugnavit.
Dimensions: Length (overall) 1. 73 m, (blade)
1 ·33 m.
Bibliography: floulkes 1912, pp. 29-30, no. 1o, pl. 7.
Two-handed swords of this general type were
popular in Europe throughout the sixteenth century, and the majority of surviving examples are
usually described as German, Italian, or Spanish.
Although highly decorated ceremonial swords were
frequently made to this general pattern, these
two-handed swords were essentially military, and
ffoulkes would appear to be wrong when he calls
this example a 'foining' (thrusting) sword 'used for
fcncing'. 91 Certainly there is no evidence to support
his suggestion that 'possibly this is a wafter or
practice sword similar to those scheduled in the
1455 Inventory of the Tower'. ffoulkes here follows
Mcyrick and others in a misreading which led
Mcyrick to suggest that wafting swords 'had the flat
of the blade placed in the usual direction of the edge
and hence wafting the wind at every blow' .92 The
relevant entry, however, mentions not 'wafters' but
'wasters': .ffirst viij swerdis and a long blade of a swerde
made in wasters some grelter and some smaller for to feme
the kyng to play in his tendre age. 93 By the seventeenth
century the term 'waster' seems to have been
generally applied to practice swords with wooden
blades, and it would therefore seem reasonable to
suppose that these practice swords made for King
•• Respectively: Haenel1923, p. 144, pl. 71 ;Janos 197i, p. 36,
fig.

so.

"" Respectivc;ly: Janos 1971, pp. 34-7; Paszkiewicz, 197 5, pis.
81-2, 84.
"" flimlkes 1912, pp. 42-3, no. 81.
'" Ibid., p. 30, pl. 7, no. 10.
'" Meyrick 1824, p. 144.
"" PRO, C66/48o, John Stanley's list of goods issued from the
Armoury in the Tower of London, 33 Henry VI.
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Henry VI may also have had wooden bladcs.!H
Certainly there is no evidence to suggest that the
term 'waster' could be applied to a two-handed
sword such as t.hc Ashmolean example.
"fhe blade or this sword can be related to the
bl~tdes of a number of other two-handed swords, all
of which have the same distinctive form or lugs.
These include: a blade in the Cleveland Museum of"
Art with a similar ricasso and fuller, signed IVAN
LVJS and bearing the Toledo mark; a blade in the
same collection with a similar ricasso and fuller,
both emphasized by single-line engraving, signed
IVLIA.N; a blade at one time in the Brett collection,
the fuller of which is inscribed JESUS MARIA; and
a blade with a triple fuller, now in the Musco
Stibbert, Florence, signed A DRIA.N DE (:AFRA
lv/E FECIT EN SAN CLEMENTE and dated
1587Y 5 The considerable similarities between these
blades suggests 1hat they were all made at the same
period, while the Stibbert blade seems to date the
whole group to the late sixteenth century. The
Ashmolean, Cleveland, and Stibbert blades carry
either inscriptions or marks which suggest that they
may have been made in Spain. The Ashmolean
blade bears the name of" a member of the Sahagun
family, several generations of whom worked as
swordsmiths in Toledo from at least 1538 until well
into the seventeenth cenLUry.% It is stamped with
the crowned S mark which appears to have been
used by several members of the Sahagun family but
which was also used by other Spanish makers of the
period and their imitators. One of the Cleveland
blades is stamped with the Toledo mark and
inscribed with the name of the unrecorded maker
.Juan Luis, whose name also appears on a rapier
blade in the Armeria Reale, Turin. 91 The other
Cleveland blade is simply signed IULIA.N, perhaps
intended for the maker .Julian de Rey the younger,
who is believed to have worked in Toledo,
Valencia, and Saragossa in the late sixteenth century. The Stibbert blade bears the name of Adrian
de Zafra, who is recorded as working both in San
Clemente (New Castille) and in Toledo at the end
of the sixteenth and the beginning of the seventeenth century. However, it is unwise to accept too
readily the apparent evidence for the Spanish origin
of these blades, for at this period Spanish blades
were much sought after, and to meet the demand
man>' blades made elsewhere were given false
Spanish marks and inscriptions. The name Sahagun
was especially favoured by these imitators, and a
great number or blades stamped with either the
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German wolf" mark or the Amsterdam town mark
also bear spurious Sahagun inscriptions. All the
blades discussed above may, of" course, be genuine
Spanish products, but it is impossible to be certain,
especially since there is a further blade of this type
in the Wallace Collection, the origin of which is
very doubtful.!'" It has a similar ricasso decorated
with single-line engraving and eight-pointed stars, a
single central fuller, and lugs of" the same distinctive
li1rm, although l:u· smaller than on the other blades
of" this type. It is signed /OAJvES DEAG"/RE and
bears an otherwise unrecorded mark. The maker
may have been a member of the de Aguire family of
swordsmiths who are recorded as working in Toledo
fi·om the late sixteenth century to the midseventeenth century. However, the spelling of the
Christian name appears to be more German than
Spanish, and it is, therefore, possible that this is a
German copy of a Spanish type of blade.
If the Ashmolean blade is a genuine Spanish one,
made by a member of the Sahagun liunily, its
apparent date and the wording of the inscription on
the blade suggest that it was probably made by
Alonso de Sahagun, who is known to have been
working from at least 1570 until the second decade
of the seventeenth century. Alonso was the lather of
three sons, all of" whom worked as swordsmiths in
'foledo, and it is therefore reasonable to suppose
that, to avoid confusion with his sons, he may have
signed himself: as on this blade, El Viejo (the elder).
However, this interpretation has been disputed,
and it has even been suggested that all blades signed
in this way are later productions.9 9 Evidence in
favour of this last suggestion includes a sword in the
Real Armeria, Madrid, with the blade signed
SAHAG"U}l Ji:L VIE}O A.NO DE t651.' 00 It is
interesting to note that there are at least two other
blades stamped with identical crowned S marks and
bearing the same curious inscription, with the word
Viejo split in two, as occurs on the Ashmolean
,.., Sec 0AjiJTd Engli.•·h Dictiolltll)', s.v. Waster.
'" Respectively: Cleveland Museum of Art, Ohio, no. tfi.1509
(st:c Gilchrist t!)2•h pp. BH-g, no. E 11); Cleveland M uscum nf
Art, Ohio, Ill>. Ifi.1507 (sec Gilchrist 1!)24., p. Hg, no E 1:1); Brcll
18!)4, pl. 58, no. 2; M LISCO Stibbert, Florence, no. 261.
,,; These and all subscqut:m biographical details concerning
swordsmiths arc taken from Baron de C:osson's MS 'Dictionary of
Arms and Armour Makers', now in the Armourics, Hl\•1 Tower
of London.
'" Armcria Reale, Turin, no. G 66.
"" \Vallacc Collection, London, no. A 4}3·
""Mann 1!)62, '1. 25:1-4.
'""Real Armcria, Madrid, no. G 95·
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example : th ese a re in the \\' a ll ace Co ll ec ti on a nd
th e Arm eria R ea le, Turin . 101 It is, however , impossible to tell wh eth er th ese a rc a ll g.c nuin.e
Sa h agun produ c ti ons, o r bl ad es prod uced 1n Imita tion of th e Spa nish style in a no th er workshop.
Th ere remains, however, a poss ibility that th e
Ashmo lea n bl ad e a nd th e oth er simil a r blad es
menti oned a bove a re genuin e Spa nish produ cti ons.
It also seems possibl e th a t th e h iIt of the Ashmolean
swo rd m ay have been mad e in th e sa m e a rea as th e
blad e, for th e two-h a nd ed sword s in the Clevel a nd
Muse um whi ch have co mpa ra bl e 'S panish ' bl ad es
a lso have hilts simil a r to th a t or this exa mpl e, each
with long stra ig ht quillons endin g in b ulbo us fini a ls,
p la in sid e-rings, a nd a concave-sid ed tri a ngul a r
quillo n-bl ock. Th e pommels of th e C leve la nd exa mpl es a re different , bein g pea r-sha ped , but both
th e gen era l style a nd th e proporti ons of a ll three
hilts a re ve ry simil a r. Th ese simil a riti es, combm ed
with th e fac t that th ey a ll a ppea r to be mount ed on
simil a r 'Spa nish ' b lad es, ugges ts th a t th ey may a ll
ha ve a co mm on, perh a ps Spa ni sh, ori gin , but this is
by no mea n ce rta in , espec ia ll y as a t thi s tim e so
man y hi lt styles were internat ional. Th ere is, for
examp le, a group of two-h a nd ed sword s, gen era ll y
beli eved to be of Ita li a n ori g in , th e hilts o f which
a re very simil a r to those or th e 'Spa nish ' sword s
discussed above, alth oug h ge nera lly more la vishl y
d ecora ted . 10 2 H oweve r, th e three sword s with
'Spa nish ' bl ad es d o see m to have more in comm on
with each o th er tha n with thi s It a lian gro up and
th erefore, with no real ev id ence to th e contra ry, it
seems possibl e th a t bo th th e bl ad e a nd th e hilt of
th e Ashmo lean sword were mad e in Spa in .
ffoulkes acce pted th a t thi s was th e sword d escribed in th e 1685 ca ta logue b ut refut ed th e
' ro ma nti c traditi on ' that it had bel onged to King
H enry V. 10 :1 H owever , th e d escripti on of th e twohand ed sword in this ca ta logue is ce rt a inl y insuffi cient to en a bl e a pos itive id entifi ca ti o n to be
mad e a nd there is a poss ibi lity th a t thi s is no t th e
swo rd referred to .
G . M. Wi lso n
94. SWORD - BLADE (Fig. 46 , Pl. LXV II I ) .
Broad , d oubl e-ed ged b lad e ta pering to a spea r
po int. Th e fa ces of th e bl ad e a re slig ht ly '.·o und ed
and bo th ·e dges a rc consid era bl y sco red w1th cuts.
At th e fort e th e bl ad e is etched a nd g ilt on bo th
sid es with a p a nel of d eco ra ti on within a se rra ted
lin e bord er in th e form of a canop y whi ch has a
cusped lower bord er a nd is surmo unted b y a cro s.
Onl y traces of th e g ilding now survive. Within th e
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Fig. 46. Sword-b lade, No. 94 : ma rkin gs on bl ade.
Scale 1 : 2

bord er on on e sid e is th e insc ription IOC:OBES .
REX . I . Q_VIN TVS . I SCOTOR VM I . 1542 .
surmo unted by a crown . Below is a p a nel o f
symm etri cal folia te scro ll -wo rk a nd running verticall y on eith er sid e th e word s I VDGE . AND .
REVENG 1 Mr CA VS. 0 . LORD. Further a lo ng
this sid e of the b lad e, and within a sc ro ll with
d oubl e-lin e bord ers a nd trefoil fini a ls, a re th e initi a ls
If-IS MA (J esus Maria ). Within th e ca nopy bord er
on th e oth er side of th e b lade arc th e a rms of
Scotl a nd : a lion rampa nt within a d oubl e tressure
Ae ury co unter-Ae ury supported on either sid e by a
ra mpa nt uni co rn gorged with a roy a l co ron et an~!
carr ying a standard. Th e r ight -hand standard IS
charged with th e cross of St. Andrew, th e left -hand
sta ndard is now ind eciph erable but was a lmost
ce rta in ly once charged with a li on ra mpant with in a
d oub le tressure Ae ury co unt er-Aeury. Th e uni corns
'" ' \\'a ll ace Co llcc li o n , Lo nd o n , no. i\ 66y: Ar mcria R ea le .
Turin , no. G 74·
111
'! Fo r insta nce, \'\' a !lace Co ll ec ti o n. Lo nd o n, no. A 47'2 ;
Pa lazzo Du ca lc, V eni ce , no. 450 ; ML·Iro po litan Muse um , New
York, no. 04.3.290 ; ~ f u scu Ba rclini , Flore nce, no. 528.
10
'' Oo uJkcs ISJ I2, p . 30.
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stand on a ground powdered with thistles. The arms
arc surmounted by an open crown with a crest in
the form of an anthropomorphous lion scjant
alli·ontc, imperially crowned, holding in his dexter
paw a sword and in his sinister paw a sceptre. The
sword has a cross-hilt with a spherical or wheel
pommel and long quillons, the ends of which curl
round towards the blade. On either side of the crest
is the monogram I.R.fSr: 0 j. Above the crest, within
a scroll, an: the words /}l DEFE.NER. Outside the
scroll above the last two letters, presumably to
correct the mistake, arc the letters CE (the royal
motto of Scotland is, properly, IN DEFE.NS).
Further along this side of the blade is a large
and crudely incised mark in the form of an orb
and cross. The tapering tang is of plain, rectangular section.
1685 B no. 105: Gladius Scoticus, ancefJs; in vaginam
reconditur, lwcque juxta manubrium habet inscrijJlum
Jacobus Rex Q]linlus Scotorum, 1542.

Dimensions:
o.81 m.

Length

(overall)

0.95 m;

(blade)

BibliogmfJity lloulkes 1911, pp. 157-9; 1912, pp. 301, no. 14.
The presence both of the arms of Scotland and the
name and monogram of .James V on this blade
suggests that it was made for King .James V of
Scotland (ruled 1513-42). In an inventory of the
Scottish Royal Wardrobe and .Jewel House made in
1579 only one sword, the Sword of State, is listed,
and this is almost certainly the one, now in
Edinburgh Castle, which was given to James IV in
1507 by Pope .Julius 11. 11'"' However, it is known
that there had been other swords in the royal
collection during the reign of.Jamcs V which must
have disappeared before this inventory was taken.
There was, lor instance, the sword sent to .James in
1537 by Pope Pauli II, together with the hint that it
be used against King Henry VIII, and the two
swords of honour which arc listed together with
their sword-belts in the 1539 Inventory of the Royal
Wardrobe and Jewel Housc. 1115 It is therelorc
possible that the Ashmolean blade belonged to
another sword made for .James V which also
disappeared from the Scottish royal collection
before 1579.
It is more likely, however, that this blade belongs
to a group oflatc sixteenth- and early seventeenthcentury blades which arc decorated with antiquarian inscriptions and dcvices. 1" 6 Most of these
blades refer to Scottish families of rank, such as
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Scott (Bucdeuch), Home, Graham (l'vlontrose),
Douglas, Grant (Scaficld), Stewart (Moray), and
Campbell (Argyll or Brcadalbanc). Others have
inscriptions relating them to either the Scottish or
English crown; lor instance, the blade of a Scottish
basket-hiltcd sword in the ·rower of London 1 ";
which is inscribed EDI-JlARDV.( PRI.N",.( A.NGLIE,
probably referring to the Black Prince. The crude
nature of the etching on the Ashmolean blade
suggests strongly that it is one of this antiquarian
group. \Vhen mounted, such 'Scottish' blades are
associated with 'Highland' basket hilts, 'mortuary' hilts, military hilts, or two-handed cross-hilts.
The size and form of this blade suggests that it was
originally mounted on a basket or 'mortuary' hilt.
lfoulkes compared the orb and cross mark on this
blade to a similar but not identical mark on a blade
in the l\'luscc de l'Armcc, Paris. 108 The Paris blade
bears the Spanish inscription EJ\'RIQUE COL,
ESPADERO DEL REr EIN ALLEMA.NHA, and
fl(mlkes suggested that the Ashmolean blade was
probably also the work of Henry Col. Col's name
also appears on the blades of swords in the M usee de
Ia Porte de Hal, Brussels, and in the Real Armeria,
Madrid. 1 m' It has been suggested that he was
probably a Solingcn swordsmith who went to Spain
to study the dillcrent methods of forging employed
thcrc. 110 floulkes's case for the Ashmolean blade
being made by Col rests solely on the evidence of
the mark, which he claims is found only on the Paris
and Oxford bladcs. 1 1 1 Similar orb and cross marks
arc, however, found on a considerable number of
weapons, of varying dates and provenances, and it
is thus not possible to identify it as the mark of a
particular region or town, and certainly not as the
mark of a particular maker. It thus appears unwise
to follow lloulkcs in definitely attributing this
sword-blade to Henry Col.
The entry in the 1685 catalogue which describes
this blade shows that at that time it was complete
with hilt and scabbard which have since been lost.
G. M. Wilson
,.,. Twining 1g6o, pp. 566-!1, pl. 2ofia.
""' Sec Reid and Brook 1890, p. 49·
""; I am indebted to i\-Ir .John \Vallacc li>r inlilrmation
concerning 1his group or swords.
"" Armouri.:s, HM Tower ol" London, no. IX 1015.
1
"" ll'lusi:c ell: I"Armi:c, Paris, no . .J 1!12; sec llimlkcs 1!)11, pp.
1.')7-9·
1
" " Muscc de
Ia Porte de Hal, Brussels, no. V 62; Real
Anncria, Madrid, no. G 86.
1111
van Vink<:rny 1!1!15, p. 155.
111
For biographical inli>rmation concerning C:nl SCI! Bochcim
I!I!J5, pp. 3G-7.
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95. CINQUEDEA (Fig. 47, Pl. LXVIII). Flat,
arched pommel and grip formed of two scales of
mother-of-pearl mounted on brass plates and secured to either side of the tang by four rivets. Set
into the plaques over the rivets are roundcls made
up of brass strips arranged in the form of Gothic
tracery. From the pommel the roundcls arc alternately large and small. The grip expands laterally
in a slight concave curve to a maximum width at
the third rivet from the pommel and then tapers
towards the guard. Each plaque has a deep line
engraved around the bm'dcr, and is edged with
silver bent inwards to retain the mother-of-pearl.
The edge of the grip and pommel is formed by a
sunken band of gilt copper . .Just below the pommel
both edges of the grip expand in the form of a cusp.
Around the pommel the silver bands bear traces of
symmetrical leaf engraving on a hatched ground.
From the cusps to the guard the silver bands are
engraved with scrolls, surrounded by nicllo, and
bearing an inscription: (Side A left) NOlv" VJDJ
(Side A right) JVSTVM DEREL/CTV (Side B
left) SPERO LVCEM (Side B right) POST
TE.NEBRAS. 1 1 ~ Around the pommel the copper
band is decorated with a repeated and overlapping
'round buckle' motif. From the cusps to the guard
the copper band on the sides of the hilt has a roped
border and bears in raised capital lettering on a
hatched ground the inscription: (Side A left, from
guard to pommel) OSNONCOMJNVETJSEX +
(Side A right, from pommel to guard) +EO.
THETRAG'RAMATO.
The quillons arch gently towards the blade and
are constructed of copper plates edged with silver.
The copper band which forms the edge of the grip
also extends around the quillons and is decorated on
the side nearer the grip with symmetrical acanthus
foliage. The silver corner bands on this side are
engraved with symmetrical foliate scroll-work
identical to that around the pommel except that
there they are surrounded with the inscription:
(Side B) ALEXAN [R?] CO/TEL (Side A) BONO.N
ME F. The inner and outer faces of the quillons are
recessed and decorated with gilt copper filigreework consisting of a roped border within which
diagonal roped lines divide the surface into panels
containing circles and petal motifs. Attached to the
centre of the quillons on either side of the blade is a
decorative langet of cast and gilt copper alloy in
the form of a winged head surrounded by a
symmetrical foliate border.
Flat, triangular blade, broad at the hilt and

tapering gradually to a rounded spear point. At the
forte both sides of the blade have three fullers, the
central one narrower than the outer two. The fullers
stop less than half-way along the blade where it
takes on a flattened diamond section with a
pronounced medial ridge and plain, Hat faces. Just
before the change of section both sides of the blade
are stamped with a small mark in the form of a sixpointed star. The edges of the blade are considerably notched. The blade is decorated at the
forte with etching, now considerably rubbed, but
retaining traces of the original gilding ncar the hilt.
On both sides the central fuller is treated as a
continuous frieze while on either side of this the
blade is divided vertically into three panels separated by architectural mouldings and decorative
bands. Each panel contains a figure scene, often
within an architectural border: the details of the
decoration arc as follows:
Side A The central fuller is decorated with a vertical
frieze of symmetrical acanthus foliage and flowers.
The side panels nearest to the hilt are both capped
by triple round arches. On the left-hand panel a
naked figure, now only partially visible, sits on a
raised throne or altar, beneath which is a cuirass and
a quiver of arrows. There may be a trophy of arms
on the extreme right of the scene. The right-hand
panel is decorated with a classical scene in which an
almost naked horseman spears a warrior who has
fallen with his horse. Above these panels is a
decorative moulding, involving a band of ornament
consisting of alternating quatrefoils within circles,
and opposed trefoils. Above this on the left-hand
panel is a scene consisting of a naked figure with
upraised arms, perhaps holding a club, pursuing a
running figure, of which only the legs can now be
seen. The decoration of the right-hand panel is now
almost completely erased, but there are some traces
which suggest a seated naked figure with hands
behind its back. Above these panels is a plain
border and above this again the two upper panels.
On the left-hand panel arc two wrestling figures, one
wearing an animal skin. On the right-hand panel is a
standing male nude, with right arm pointing downwards.
Side B The central fuller bears an inscription, now
partially obliterated, on a hatched ground: OM.NE.
1
"
Sides A and B relate to the sides so described in ffoulkes
t91 1, pp. t 59-65. The directions lert and right should be read as
if the sword were held in the hand with the hilt below the blade.

a

~2t2t1?*-:?:r:?:?tif;: : ·~
b

c
Fi g. 47· Cinqueclea , l\ o . 95: sc h ema ti c rep rese nt a tion s o f" a. hilt ; b , un de rside o f guard: c, inscr ipti on o n bl ade. Sca le
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SOLVlvl. FORTE. PATRIA. EST. 'l"he side panels
nearest to the hilt arc both capped by triple arches.
On the left-hand panel is a scene, probably representing the Judgement of Solomon: on the left a
woman stands with right arm outstretched towards
a throne, on the right a naked man stands before the
throne holding an infant by its left ankle in his left
hand. The right-hand panel is now much rubbed,
but appears to show a naked lcmale figure standing
on an altar or pedestal bclore which is a flaming
lamp. To the right is part of a clothed figure, the left
hand of which gestures towards the lamp. Above
these panels is a decorative moulding, involving a
band of repeated ornament consisting of trefoil buds
within semicircles. Above this on the left-hand
panel is a draped, seated figure. The decoration on
the right-hand panel is now almost completely lost,
but it must originally have consisted of a scene
involving at least two figures, lor three legs are just
discernible. Above these panels is a moulding with a
band of ornament conststmg of the same
quatrefoils-within-circles pattern that is found on
the lower moulding of Side A, but without the
opposed trefoils. The two upper panels are considerably rubbed and only indecipherable traces
survive of the decoration on the right panel. On the
left-hand panel are two naked male figures: the
figure on the right is full-l~tce and holds a staff in his
right hand; the figure on the left has his left hand
raised and his left leg bent.
1656 p. 45: Severall sorts of Daggen
1685 B no. 1 13: Pugio indicusjerreu.1·: anceps sensim ita
gracilescit ut in mucmnem desinil tandem valde acutum.
manubrium eleganter ex m;gento ac concha argentea
elaboratum.
Dimensions:
0.40 m.

Length

(overall)

0.51 m;

cinquedea and its apparently unheralded and
abrupt appearance have led to considerable speculation concerning its possible origin. A number of
surviving examples have normal European crosshilts with separate grip and pommel, but the
majority have hilts similar to that on the Ashmolean
example with a combined slab-sided grip and
arched pommel. The combination on many cinquedeas of this unusual type of hilt and of a wide
triangular blade has led to the suggestion that they
could have been consciously modelled on classical
prototypes, perhaps on those G reck swords with leafshaped blades and wide triangular scabbards,
or on the distinctive triangular-bladed Etruscan
and Roman daggers. It has even been suggested
that the form of the cinqucdea might have been
influenced by both the blade shape and hilt construction of various Bronze Age swords. 1 1 5
However, the overtly classical nature of the decoration lound both on the blades and on the hilts of
many cinquedeas suggests that the form, too, was
based on classical, rather than earlier, models.
The hilt of the Ashmolean cinquedea is unusual
in several respects. Firstly there is a cusp-shaped
prolusion on both sides of the grip just above the
pommel. This feature appears to be illustrated in an
early sixteenth-century drawing in the Pinacotcca,
Empoli, but it is not often found on surviving
cinqucdcas: other examples with this feature include two in the Metropolitan Museum, New York,
one of which bears on the blade the mark often
associated with the Biscotto family of armourcrs
who were working in Villa Basilica from at least
1466; and one very large cinqucdca in the Tower of
London. 116 Secondly, the grips of the Ashmolean

(blade)

BibliograjJiry: Boccia and Coelho 1975, p. 353, pis.
232-3; Chambers and Martineau 1981, p. 142;
floulkes 1911, pp. 159-65; id. 1912, pp. 31-2, no.
15, pl. VIII; Laking 1920-2, 3· 74, fig. 856; Mann
1939, PP· 2H-5·
This type of short sword, known since at least the
nineteenth century by the name 'cinquedea', 113 can
be shown from the evidence or contemporary
paintings to have been used in Italy in the late
fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries. It seems to
have been principally a civilian weapon, but at
least one painting, The Road to Calvary by
Boccaccino, 114 shows a sword of this· type being
carried by a soldier. Both the distinctive form of the

11

This 1erm is believed to have been derived from the Italian
10 have been
applied tu these swords because many examples have blades
which arc approximately five fingers' width at the hilt. There is
no evidence that the term was used to describe this type or sword
at the time it was in usc, however, and there seems good reason to
doubt the accuracy ur this modern usage, ror Florio, in his New
World tif Words or 1611, defines the term as 'a weapon hut five
fingers long used in Venice' (Blair 1962, p. 4; id. 1974, p. 164).
However, the term 'cinquedea' is now so universally used to
describe lhis 1ype of sword thai it is probably unwise to
discourage its usc umil a more accurate alternative is discovered.
1
National Gallery, London, no. 8o6.
"
11
> For a fi.1ller discussion sec Rimer 1980; Oakesholl t96o, pp.
338-<(U.
1
" ' l\·letrupolitan Museum of Art, New York, nos. 04·3.126
and 14.25.126,~ (sec Boccia and Coelho 1975, pp. 348, 353,
pis. 11!4-5); Armouries, HM Tower or London, no. IX 149. For
details or the Bisco11o ramily sec Reid 1965, pp. 3-1g.
"

cinque dita meaning 'fi,•e fingers', and it seems
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cinqucdea arc made of mother-of-pearl rather than
the more usual horn or bone. And, thirdly, the hilt
is signed by a maker, who has been identified as
Alessandro Coltelli of Bologna. 117 Boccia and
Coelho claim that after the maker's name appears
the date MDX (t510), but flinllkes read the end of
the inscription as ME F (Me Fecit) rather than
MDX F ( 1510 fecit), and his is the correct
reading. 1111
The blade is stamped with a mark in the li:1rm of a
six-pointed star, and similar marks arc found on the
blades of a number of early sixteenth-century
Italian swords and stair-weapons, including: two
cinquedcas in the .Musco Civico, Bologna, bearing
the emblem and motto of the Bentivoglio family;
one sold by Sotheby's, London, in 1979; one in the
Zeughaus, Berlin; one sold at the American Art
Galleries, New York in 1926; one with a wheel
pommel decorated on each fitce with an octoli)il,
and quillons arching towards the blade; another
with a hilt almost identical to that of the last; a
bill believed to have been made for the guard of
King Henry V Ill ; and three langdcbcvcs or 'oxtongue' partisans which all appear to have been decorated in the same workshop. 119 floulkcs mentions
that another sword with a similar mark is in the
Tower of London, 1 '111 but here he appears to be
mistaken, lor no sword with such a mark is
described in his own catalogue of the Armourics,
nor can one be lound in the present collection. 1 ~ 1
There is, of course, no proof that all these similarly
marked blades were made by one maker. They may
equally well be the work of several, all using a
similar mark. However, it is interesting to note that
three of the cinquedcas with the six-pointed star
mark seem to have close connections with Bologna:
the Ashmolean cinquedca has a hilt made by a
Bolognese maker; and the two in the M useo Civico,
Bologna, appear to have been made lor the
Bolognese family, the Bcntivoglio. It is possible
therefore that this mark may have been used _by a
bladesmith working in or ncar Bologna. It is also
interesting to note that the six-pointed star mark
which appears on at least seven cinquedeas can also
be found on three langdcbcvcs, the heads of which
are virtually identical in form and size to the blade
of a cinqucdea. The evidence of this and other
marks suggests that it was not uncommon for
sixteenth-century craftsmen to make both swords
and staff-weapons, and this is confirmed by a
ceiling-painting by Bernadino Poccctti ( 1548t612) in the Palazzo Uffizi, Florence, which depicts
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a small blaclcsmith's workshop in which both
swords and stall~wcapons are displayed liJr sale.
Like the majority of cinquedcas, the Ashmolean
example has a blade decorated with a number of
classical figure scenes. Unlortunatcly, the decoration is now so rubbed that any definite identification of the scenes is impossible. However, the
most complete scene (Side B, left-hand panel
nearest to the hilt) has been identified by floulkes,
almost certainly correctly, as the .Judgement of
Solomon. 1 n lloulkes also suggested that some ol"thc
other panels might represent scenes li·om the lilc of
Hercules, or possibly Samson, but he produced no
evidence to support this. He compared the deconttion or the Ashmolean blade to that on a number
of other cinqucdca blades 12 :1 and suggested that
they were all decorated by Ercole de Fideli, a
goldsmith recorded as working for the d'Este family
at Ferrara between 1481 and 1518. It was the
French scholar Charles Yriate who, in the late
nineteenth century, first identified Ercole de Fideli
as the decorator or various cinquedca blades, and
since then his identilication has become so widely
accepted that almost all late fifteenth- or early
sixteenth-century Italian blades etched with
classical llgure scenes have been ascribed to Fideli.
However, Blair has recently shown that none of
Yriatc's conclusions stands up to critical examination and that there is, in fact, no real evidence
that Fidcli decorated even one of the many blades
with which his name has been associated. 124 Blair
concluded that the particular style of etching
associated with Fideli was so common as to suggest
that more than one workshop was involved, and
that they were probably situated in one or other of

117

Boccia and Codhn, I!J75, p. :l53·
Ibid., p. 353; lli.ndkes I!Jit, p. di,i; id. I!Jt2, p. 31.
""Respectively: Musco C:ivicn, Bologna, nos. qo ancl 334.;
Sothehy's, London, :lntique and ,Hot!rm t:irr.arms and Edged
l·Vrti/JIIIIJ, 16 October 1979, lot 22:l (illustrated in <:atalogue);
A11u:rican Art Galleries, N<:w York, 1!)-20 November 1926, lot
218 (illustrated in catalogue); i\·letropolitan Museum of An,
New York, 110. 2li.l<(.j.Go; Kunstsammlung dcr Vest~: Coburg,
110. II E 2; Armouries, J-IM Tower of London, no. VII 1317;
Zeughaus, ll<:rlin, nos. AD 1290•(., ancl 12908, and t\rmourics,
J-IM Tower of London, no. VII tHs.
"" lliJUikcs 1912, p. :J2.
1
"
lei. 191li, p. 278, no. IX 137.
1
1c1. ~~P ,, p. 16 5 .
"
1
" ' Muscc de Ia Porte de Hal, Brussels, no. VI 2:l; Musco
Stibbcrt, Florence, no. 259; Armourics, J-IM Tower of London,
no. IX 130; \Vallac~: Collection, London, nos. t\ 741, A 743;
Anneria Reale, Turin. no. 1-1 724
1
Blair 1!#i, pp. 125-31i.
1111
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the major arms centres of Northern Italy, Milan, or
Brescia. However, he noted that six of the cinquedea blades allributed to Fidcli bear devices
associating them with the Bcntivoglio f~tmily of
Bologna, and suggested that the decorator might,
therefore, have been in their employ. "fhe fact that
the Ashmolean cinquedea, which has a hilt signed
by a Bolognese maker, has a blade bearing the same
mark as two others made fi:n- the Bentivoglio fiunily,
docs tend to suggest that at least some of these
swords must have been made and decorated in or
near Bologna.
floulkes compared the decoration on the blade of
the Ashmolean cinquedea most closely to that on
the blade of a cinquedca in the Armcria Reale,
Turin. 125 He concluded that some details arc so
similar on both blades that 'they must have been
drawn by the same hand'. However, many of the
similarities arc not quite as marked as he suggests
and in any case the Turin cinquedea is now known
to belong to a well-known group of forgeries
produced in the 183os. 121; floulkes also compared
the dccm·ativc borders on the Ashmolean blade to
similar borders on the blades of other examples.
Borders similar to those with alternate quatreli)ils
and opposed trefoils also occur on a number of
cinqucdeas'n including one in the lVluseo Stibbcrt,
Florence, which bears the devices of the Bentivoglio
family of Bologna. 128 The border decorated with
buds within semicircles also occurs on the fake
Turin cinquedca mentioned above and on two
cinquedeas in the \.Yallacc Collection, London. 12 !'
However, these similarities do no more than demonstrate the popularity of these particular decorative motifs, both with the original craftsmen
and with later l~tkers. There is considerable disagreement concerning the correct reading of the
much-rubbed inscription on Side B of the blade.
!foulkes gave two slightly diflcrcnt versions and
suggested that it was probably intended to be read
as OMNIA CIVITAS FORTIS PATIUA ES"T.':w
This, however, is an unhappy phrase, and he lclt
compelled to dclcnd his suggestion by saying that
the 'Latin used in inscriptions on swords is often
cumbrous
and
ungrammatical'.
extremely
However, both Mann, and Boccia and Coelho read
the insc;·iption as OM.NE SOLUM FORTE
PA TRIA EST, 'every piece of earth is the home of
the brave', and this appears to be the correct
reading.':" According to Mann this is the motto of
the Baglioni liunily, 1:12 but the same inscription can
also be found on a cinqucdea in the Musee du

Louvre, Paris, which bears the arms of Marquis
Francesco Gonzaga.' :13 According to flimlkcs, the
inscription on the edges of the grip should be read in
two parts: OS NON COMI.NUETIS EX EO, a
quotation li·mn the Vulgate Gospel according to St.
.John, (chapter 19, verse 36.) 'Ye shall not break a
bone of him'; and THET/VJG"RAMATON, a cabalistic rendering of the four letters of .Jehovah, Yod,
Kcth, Vav, and He.':~< He also suggested that the
inscription on the silver bands on the grip should be
read in two parts, across the hilt: .NO.N VIDI
]USTUM DERELICTUM, 'l have not seen the
righteous loresaken' (Psalm 37, verse 25), and
SPERO LUCEM POST TE.NEBRAS, 'l hope lor
light after the darkness.' 1:15
floulkcs had no doubt that this cinquedca was the
weapon described as an Indian dagger in the 1685
catalogue, and suggested that the mistake may have
occurred because of the similarity in shape between
the blades of cinqucdeas and of Indian thrusting
katar daggers.' :u; Certainly the description given in
the 1685 catalogue of the hilt as 'elegantly decorated with silver and mothcr-of:-pearl' suggests
very strongly that it is this cinquedea which is being
described, but some clement of doubt remains.
G ..M. Wilson

96. KNIFE (Fig. 48). Ivory handle, longitudinally
fluted, slightly curved, and tapering towards the
blade. Along the hollow of each of the eight flutes is
inset a row of eleven silver dots, some now missing.
At the end nearer the blade the handle terminates
in a moulded band. The iron pommel-cap is domed
and is of a fluted, octagonal section to match the
'" t\rn11:ria R!!ale, Turin. no. H 7: see llimlkt:s l!Jl'• p. 11;<!,
,,; Sehcdclmann 19li5, pp. I<Z4-7·
'" Zcughaus, Berlin (sec Kalmar 1944, pp. 37-.~4); Musce de
Ia Pone de Hal, Brussels, no. VI 23; Magyar Nemzeli Muzcum,
lludapest (sec Kalmar I ~44: 3 7-44); t\rmouries, H M Tower or
London, no. I X 130; \Vallaee Coll<:ction, I .ondun, no. t\ 74:i·
"" i\·lusco Stibhcrl, Florence, no. <l5.9·
1"' \Vallacc C:nllcction, London, nus. t\ 74 1. t\ 741!.
""' lli.>ulkes 1~11, pp. 1li1; id. I!JI<l, p. :r1.
"" Boccia and Coelho 1975, p. 35:i·
1 :i 2

.J.

1\,.lann, annotations in his re-bound copy (now in tlu:

library or the Annouri<:s, H M Tow!!r or London) or Laking
1!)20-<!'-1, vol. 3, npp. I'· 75·
'"" Muscc du l .. ouvr.,, Paris, Di>part<:nwm des Objets d"t\rt,
no. Ot\ 3'1,~2; discussed by .J. Mann ( 1 !l3!J, pp. 2·1··~-5) and
"xhihitcd in "Splendours or the Gonzaga., Vic1oria and t\lh!!rt
Mus<·um, London (C:hambns and Manim•au '!Jill, p. q2, no.
(i5)·
l:l4 IJi.mlk<:s I~ I I, p. Jli,~.
""' lhid., pp. 1li3-4·
'"';Ibid., p. '59·
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ri dged , a nd d eco ra ted o n eith er sid e with a band o f
in cised se rpe ntin e scro ll- wo rk , a nd th e fl a t h as a
sm a ll pa nel d eco ra ted w ith in cised lin es . Th e
ri casso is p ierced a nd chi se ll ed w ith o pposed 'S '
sc ro ll s. Be twee n th e ri casso a nd th e o fl~ se t , m o uld ed
bolste r, th e b lad e is c hise ll ed to loo k li ke a m o nstro us fi sh d eco ra ted w ith in cised lin es.
I 656 p . 45: Several/ sorts of Daggers .
I 685 B no . I I 5: Pugio ancejJs , senrim gracilescit , et in
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ha ndle . In th e ce ntre o f th e to p o f th e pom m el is a
la rge ro und d e press io n , lin ed w ith white m e tal ,
in te nd ed as a se tt ing fo r a prec io us o r se mi- p recio us
ston e. A ro und bo th th e d e pressio n an d th e o ute r
edge th e po mmel is d ecora ted w ith a ba nd of
ha tc hcd lin es . Be t wee n th ese ba nd s each flut e of th e
po mmel is in cised with a n a rc, fo rmin g a n oc tofo il.
S in g le-ed ged b lad e of asy mm e tri ca l triang ul a r
sec ti o n with a wid e ch a mfered bac k. A pproxim a tely I 3 mm of th e point is no w miss ing. On e
sid e of th e blad e is fl a t n ea r th e h a ndl e wh ere it is
d ee p ly in cised with a symm e trica l floral patt ern ,
a nd is th e n ho ll ow-g ro und to the po int , th e c ha nge
in sec tion be ing covered by a n etc hed ogee a rch.
Th e o th er side o f th e b lad e consists of th e c ha mfered
bac k a nd a w id er fl a t. Nca r th e ha ndl e th e bac k is

(overa ll )
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mm ,

(bl ad e)

Kni ves o f thi s type a re gen era ll y beli eved to have
been ca rri ed by peasa nts in Sp a in , Portu ga l, a nd
Ita ly in th e eight ee nth a nd nin e teenth centuri es
a nd , perh a ps ea rli e r. It has been suggested , ho weve r , a lm ost cert a in ly correc tl y, th a t th e qu a lit y
a nd cl ecor·a ti o n of m a ny examp les impli es th at th ey
we re m ade no t fo r th e peasa ntr y but a t the ve ry
leas t fo r th e la nd ed gentry. 137 T his suggesti on
wo uld a ppear to be co nfirm ed by a mid- eig ht ee nthcentur y pa inting by G as par Trave rsi (d. I 769 )
entitl ed La. Rissa (A Qu a rrel at Ca rd s), in w hi ch a
knife of this ge ne ra l type is held b y a fig ure who
a ppea rs far too elegantly dressed to be a p easa nt. 1:' 8
U nfortun a tely, few exa mples of this type of knife
are ac tu a ll y d a ted , a nd most ha ve th e refo re bee n
g i,·e n purely a rbitra ry d a tes . A ve ry simila r knife to
th e Ashm o lea n examp le, w ith a flut ed g rip of bo ne
inl a id with sil ve r cl o ts, a wed ge-sec ti o ned b la d e,
a nd a pi erced a nd c hi se ll ed ri casso , is in th e T ower
Arm o uri cs . 1 39 It has bee n sugges ted th a t th e Tower
d agge r is Spa ni sh a nd of late eig h tee nth-century
d a te, but th e re is li ttl e real evid en ce to support this.
Ano th er knife, a t o n e tim e in th e co ll ec tio n of A.
Mill er, h as a simil a r b lad e, a pie rced a nd chisell ed
ri casso , a nd a writh en bo ne h a ndl e bo und w ith
sil ve r wire and inl a id w ith silver cl o ts ; this too has
been d esc ribed as poss ibl y Sp a nish a nd certa inl y of
eight eenth-centur y d a te. 140 A furth e r knife, w ith
th e sa m e t ype of b lad e a nd a writh e n handle of
wood , was in th e co llec tio n of E . J. Bre tt. 14 1 Th ere
1 7
"

Peterson t glill , pp . 64- 5.
Th e pai n ting is in th e M usco di Sa n M a rtino, Na pl es. I a m
ind c bt<'d to Mr A. V. B. Norm a n fo r dra wi ng m y a ttenti o n to
it.
1
"'" A rm o uri cs , H M T owe r of Lo ndo n , no. X 203.
1 1
Wilkinso n 1967, p l. 57·
"
1 11
lll ustra lcd in ' An cient Arms a nd Arm o ur Ri cha rd II to
.
C harles I Co llected and A rra nged by Ed w in J. Brett Esquire,
Oa kla nd s, St Pe ters. Th anc t' , 2 (und a ted, unpagin a ted co ll ectio n of ph o tog rap hs in th e libra r y of th e Arm o uri cs , H M T ower
uf Lo ndon ).
1
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seems to be no way to date this group accurately,
nor to suggest with any confidence the country of
origin. Conventionally they have been described
as probably of Spanish manufacture and of
eighteenth-century date, and this may be correct.
However, wooden grips of writhen form, such as
that found on the Brett dagger, can be found on
weapons of undoubted Italian origin and late
seventeenth-century date such as a hunting hanger
in the Musco Capodimontc, probably made in
Brescia in about 1670. 142
Thus considerable doubt must remain as to the
place and date of manufacture of this knife. There
seems to be at least a possibility that it could
be of seventeenth-century date and that it could
have formed part of the original collection.
Unfortunately, the early catalogue descriptions are
not precise enough to allow anything more than a
very tentative identification. The entry in the 1685
catalogue given above could refer to this knife,
although it is not a good description of the blade.
The catalogue contains no individual entry with
which this knife can be identified, and there
remains only the faint and unprovable possibility
that it may have been included under the heading
'Severa II sorts of Daggers'. In the circumstances,
therefore, and with no real proof to the contrary, it
seems probable that this knife is of eighteenthcentury date and that it may not have formed part
of the Tradescant collection nor of the foundation
collection of the Ashmolean.
G. M. Wilson
97. STONE CROSSBOW (Figs. 49-50). Wooden
tiller of rectangular section, tapering from the lock
to the butt. Ahead of the lock the underside of the
tiller is cut away for a hand-grip and then expands
to the bow-steel. The underside of the tiller is
rounded at the buu, flat with chamfered edges at
the lock, and ahead of the lock is spoke-shaved into
four flats. Between lock and bow-steel both sides of
the tiller are ridged. Towards the bull a large,
round, transverse hole is drilled through the tiller
and is intersected by a small round hole drilled
vertically from the underside. Both forward and to
the rear of this the underside of the tiller is pierced
by a square hole. Hammered into the undersideofthe
tiller to the rear of the lock is a wood staple to which
is attached a broken length of brass wire. Ahead of
the lock the flat top of the tiller is recessed for an
escutcheon, now missing. Ahead of this is an inlaid
plaque of bone (Fig. 50), cut out and engraved in

the form of a crouching, cross-armed satyr above
the date 1563. From lock to fore-end the LOp of the
tiller is recessed on both sides for a straight, thin
strip of inlay. Ahead of the inlaid satyr the top of the
tiller is deeply recessed to the fore-end for a wide
strip of inlay. The tiller is broken at the fore-end
and split longitudinally just to the rear of the bowsteel.
Lock and mounts are of iron. The combined boxlock and bending lever are recessed into the top of
the tiller. The bowstring is retained by a vertical
hook released by a button trigger on the top of the
lock. At the rear of the lock is a vertically pivoting
stub, the remains of the leafbacksight. The bending
lever is of plain, rectangular section, tapering to the
rear. It no longer fits completely into the recess
made for it. A pierced lug on the underside of the
lever aligns with the transverse hole drilled through
the rear of the tiller. Attached at the rear to the top
of the lever is a handle with a baluster-moulded
shank, the knob now missing. When it fitted
properly the bending lever was retained by a catch
at the butt. The catch consists of a sprung and
pivoted plate set into the top of the butt. Attached
to the rear of the plate is a dome-headed knob
which, when depressed, would have released the
lever. At the bottom of the tiller recess, beneath the
rear of the bending lever, is a spring, held by a
transverse pin, which acts upon the lever and pushes
it up slightly when released by the spring catch. At
the fore-end of the tiller is a vertically-pivoted,
twin-armed foresight. The arms of the sight arc
notched in at least five places for the retention of the
transverse wire, now missing, to which the sighting
bead was fixed. The arms are now slightly bent.
Set laterally through the fore-end is the recurved
bow-steel of rectangu Jar section. The top of the steel
is flat, the underside considerably bellied at its
centre where it passes through the tiller. Both ends
of the steel are formed into nocks. The steel is not
now secured LO the tiller. Where the steel passes
through it, both sides of the tiller are reinforced by
an iron plate attached by four nails. To the rear of
the steel the tiller is pierced by another transverse
slot, filled with wedges of iron and antler. These
wedges would have secured the rear of the stirrup
which, with the wedges in the slot through which
the steel passes, would have secured the steel firmly
to the tiller. The double bowstring and pouch are
missing.
2
"
Museo eli Capodimonle, Naples, no. CA 3750; illustrated
in Boccia and Coelho 1975, pis. 733-4.
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Fig. 49· S tone cross bow , No. 97, with str ing reco nstru cted. L. o.83 m

1685 B no. 42A: Batista chalybea ex qua tam globulos
quam tela jaculari possunt .

Dimensions : Leng th (tiller) o.84 m ; Width a cross a rc
(bow-steel ) 0.56 m .
Biblio$raphy ffoulkes 19 12 , p. 45, no. 86, pl. X III.
Th e stone cross bow differs from th e ordinary crossbow in tha t it shoots no t bolts b ut stones . T o do th is
it has a do ub le bowstring, mad e of two co rds

Fig. so. Stone cross bow, No. 97: engraved bone pl aq ue.
Sca le 1 :1

separa ted b y occas iona l bone or woode n spread ers,
with a centra l po uch , usua ll y of lea ther. Pell ets of
sto ne or ba ked cl ay , a nd la ter of lead , were the most
commo n mi ssi les. Stone crossbows were popu la r
throughout Europe from th e la ter M idd le Ages
onwa rd s. Th ey have been used in Eng land fro m at
leas t the ear ly fo urtee nth ce ntury, for in 1327 it is
record ed th at th e citizens of Lond on were plag ued
by hoo li ga ns arm ed with balistas et arcus pro lapidibus
(stone-t hrowing crossbows a nd bows) . 14 :1 But stone
crossbows were not just th e toys of unrul y ado lesce nts, and certa in ly b y the six teenth centur y they
were consid ered weapons fit for a king. In 1500, for
exa mple, Phi li p th e G ood , King o f Cas tille, ord ered
J ean d e H oghvors t, a crossbow-m a ker of Ma li nes ,
to ma ke him a number of ston e crossbows, so me for
his own use, som e for his fath er, a nd som e to be
distributed as g ifts to fore ign a mbassadors.'.,. King
H enr y V Ill had a t least one stone cross bow in his
possess ion at th e tim e of hi s d ea th , for list ed in th e
11
' '
R ymer 's l·i~edera (R eco rd Co mmiss io n 26 ) ; qu o ted in
Bl ac km o re 197 1, p. 16 4 .
14 1
' Ga ier 1973 , p . 138.
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I 54 7 inventory of his possessions is a 'Crossbowe to
shoote stone'. 14 5 "T"he stone crossbow was especially
popular lor shooting very small game, vermin, and
birds.
"fhis stone crossbow is of most unusual form, and
despite the date which appears on it, there is
considerable doubt as to whether it can have been
made in the late sixteenth century. Stone crossbows
of the sixteenth and early sevcmcenth centuries
generally fall into one of two distinct types, usually
referred to by their supposed country of origin as
either German or Italian. "fhc 'Italian' stone
crossbow is spanned by hand and has a very
distinctive wooden tiller with a pronounced downward curve between lock and bow. The 'German'
type is quite different, generally having a straight
tiller, made of iron, 1"16 to which is attached a
combined box-lock and bending lever. Often a
wooden butt meant lor the check is attached to the
end of the tiller. The Ashmolean stone crossbow is
not of either of these types and seems much closer in
form and style to the bullet crossbows which were
popular in England in the second half of the
eighteenth and the first half of the nineteenth
cemurics.' 47 These have combined box-locks and
bending levers and straight wooden tillers of rectangular section similar to that on the Ashmolean
example. Usually on the later, fully developed,
bows of this type, the tiller ends in a normal gun
butt designed to be used from the shoulder, but on
the earliest bows the tiller gradually tapers to the
butt, which is often of club form.'"'"
If it were not lor the dated plaque, the
Ashmolean crossbow would almost certainly be
assigned to the late seventeenth or early eighteenth
century and regarded as a precursor of this distinctively English type of crossbow. However, both the
plaque and the date appear to be perfectly genuine
and therefore, although the bow is neither of known
sixteenth-century type nor apparently or sixteenthcentury style, the possibility that it docs date from
the late sixteenth century cannot be totally discoumed. Certainly bolt-shooting crossbows with
long, straight, tapering tillers were produced in
considerable numbers in \.Yestcm Europe in the
sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries, and this
particular type seems to have been especially
favoured by makers in England, France, and Spain.
Crossbows of this type with English connections
include: two crossbows presented in I6I4 to Philip
Ill of Spain by James VI of Scotland and I of
England; an associated tiller and bow-steel in

the Glasgow ~vluscum and Art Gallery; a bow of
about I 620 in the collection of Mark Dincley; and
three bows, one bearing the arms of Sir Edward
Pytts of Kyre Wyard, first published in I8gi when
they were in the possession of Prebendary BaldwynChilde of Kyrc Park, in Worccstershirc.' 49 A
French crossbow of this type is in the Musco
Bargello, Florence, and many Spanish crossbows of
this form can also be found.' 50 However, there is no
evidence that stone crossbows of this form, with
straight, tapering tillers, were either made or used
in England, France, or Spain at this time. On the
contrary, the available evidence suggests that it was
the 'Italian' type of stone crossbow, with its downcurved tiller, which was then favoured in \Vestern
Europe. A stone crossbow of this 'Italian' type,
made for Catherine de Medici, Queen of France
(I 533-59), is in the M usee de I' Armce, Paris, and a
bow of distinctive 'Italian' form is illustrated in the
sixteenth-century English needlework panel at
Hardwick Hall known as The Fowler.' 51 It may be
that this type of stone crossbow remained popular in
England throughout the seventeenth century, for in
the von Kicnbusch Collection, New York, was a
rather strange hybrid stone crossbow, made by the
London gunmaker Andrew Dolcp about I6g5,
which had the down-curved tiller of the 'Italian'
type and the built-in bending lever of the 'German'
type.' 52
It would therefore be unwise to identify the
Ashmolean stone crossbow definitively as a late
sixteenth-century weapon despite the evidence of
,.,, Socictr of Amiquaries, London, MS Brander 129, f. 256a.
,.,;The 'Italian' stone crossbow also seems to have been used
in Gcrmanr, and Ihere exist a number of Gcrm;m-made stune
crossbows of 'Italian' form, li.1r ins1ancc: Barerischcs Nationalmuseum, 1\·lunich, no. \VR 4 792, from the Zcughaus, Kcmptcn;
Schloss Churburg, Schluderns, nos. 330, 331.
'" Crcdland 1972, pp. 22-36.
148
For example a bullc:t bow br .Johnson of \Vigan in Wigan
Museum, and two br the same maker in the Rural Scouish
Musc:um, Edinburgh, nos. 1905 627, 1905 628; an unsigned bow
in Grundr House: Musc:um, Black pool; two bullet bows in the
Universitr Museum, Manchester, and two in the Armourics,
H M Tower of London, nos. X I 15, X I 110.
"" Respcc:tivcly: Real Armcria, Madrid, nos . .J 109,j 111 (sec
Reid 196n, pp. 21-6); Glasgow Museum and An Gallery, Scott
collection, no. :i9-651z (sec Reid 1959, pp. JO-I:i, 29-30);
Blackmore '97'• pl. 72; Humphrers-Davenpon 1891, pp. 14952.
"'"Musco Bargc:llo, Florence, no. R 156; Spanish examples:
Real Armc:l"ia, Madrid, nos . .J 18, .J 19, .J 26, .J 28, .J 30, .J 37;
Wallace C:ollcclion, London, no. A 1035.
'" Respcc1ivcly: Musce de I'Annce, Paris, no. L 115; Blackmore 1971, p. 20H.
"'" I hid.
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th e dated pl aqu e. However , it must be emph asized
th a t there is no ph ysica l evid ence to sugges t th a t
eith er th e pl aqu e or its d eco ra tion is no t contemporary with th e rest of th e crossbow. Onl y one
o th er stone cross bow o f thi s distin ctive form is a t
present know n: it is in th e Muse u Bibli o theca da
Casa de Brag a n ~a , Vil a Vi vosa, a nd has been d a ted,
a lth ough for no a pparent reaso n, to th e sixtee nth
centur y.' 53 I t m ay be th at bo th this a nd th e
Ashmo lea n bow a rc of late sixteenth-century d a te
a nd th a t th ey belong to a hith erto unrecogniz ed
Wes tern Eu ropea n type of stone cross bow, but at
present th e case rema ins unprove n.
It is possibl e th a t this is th e cro sbow desc ribed in
th e 1685 ca ta logue as 'a stee l cross bow to shoo t
stones a nd bo lts', but this seems unlikely, fo r this
pa rtic ul a r cross bow co uld never have shot a nything
but stones. or co urse th e ca ta loguer may simpl y
have been mi sta ken or confused , but this too ce ms
unlikel y, especia ll y sin ce crossbows capa bl e o f
shooting both bolts a nd stones were qu ite comm on
in Europe in th e sixteenth a nd seventeenth centuries. Th ese dua l-purpose weapon genera ll y too k
one of two form s : eith er they we re co nstructed as a
bo lt bow with a sing le string to which a m eta l cu p to
reta in a stone co uld be a ttached when req uired,' -' 4
or they were ma d e as a stone-bow with a d o ubl e
st ring but with a d etac ha bl e, grooved bo lt-g uid e
which co uld be fixed to th e fore-end as necessa ry. 15 5
There is no ev id ence th a t suc h a bo lt-guid e has eve r
been a ttached to the Ashmolean bow , whi ch is
constru cted no t as a co mbin a ti on weapon but as a
simpl e stone cro sbow. Th ere mu st, th erefore, be
som e doubt as to whether it did fo rm pa rt of th e
foundation co ll ec ti on.
G. M. Wilson
98. DAGGER SHEAT H ( Fig. 5 1) . Th e shea th
consi sts of a bl ac k lea th er lin er cove red with red
velvet a nd surro und ed by a brass cover-pl a te. This
cover-pl a te is made in three pa rts brazed toge th er :
a front-pla te in one with th e front of th e plain
locket ; th e rear of th e loc ket, whi ch is pierced with
two suspension ho les; a nd a back-p la te whi ch fits
ove r th e ret urn ed edge of th e front-pl a te. T he front
of the cover- pl a te is cast a nd pierced with a Rom a n
triumph seen within a mou lded a nd billeted
bord er. Th e scene read s from right to left a nd from
th e locket to the chapc. It consists o f a cha ri ot
draw n b y three ho rses, one in front and a pa ir
behind , and accompa ni ed by four so ld iers in
classica l a rmour, one of wh o m rides th e nea r-sid e

2 I9
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Fig. 5 ' . Dagge r sheath , :'>/ o. g8. Sca le

1 : '1.

horse of th e rea r pa ir. Seated in th e cha ri o t is a
fi g ure in civili a n dress, perh a ps a woman , with rig ht
ha nd o utstre tched a nd left ha nd ho lding a baton .
Alongsid e th e rea r pair of ho rses runs a dog, wh il e
a head o f th e cha ri ot three sold iers , two a rm ed with
spears a nd one with a sword , a ttac k two fall en
enemi es. Th e back-p la te has two la rge pan els cut
out , leaving onl y narrow sid es, decorated with
sing le lin e eng raving , a nd a la tera l streng th ening
bar ha lf-way a lo ng the length of the sheat h. Thi s
bar ha cusped ed ges a nd is engraved with sy mm etri ca l lea f-bud s. T he velvet is cut away crud ely
to fo llow th e lines of th e back-pl a te. Th e termin a l
kn ob is mi ssing.
"" Pal~ c i o de D. Manuel Evora 1966, no. 4 ' ·
, .,., For exa mpl e, Sc hl oss Ambras, Innsbruck , no. 858 ; a lso a
co mbined cross bow a nd wheel-l oc k gu n of aboui 1575 in th e
\ VaHCnsamm lu ng, V ie nna , no. D

200.

, .,., For example, Arm ouri cs, HM T owe r of London , nos. X I
g6, X I 97 ·
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I 685 B no. I I8: Pugio parvus ancejJs, in mucronem exit
acutum; manubrium et vagina ex aere eleganter co1iflata.

Dimensions: Length (overall) 209 mm.
Bibliography: ffoulkes I9I2, p. 39, no. 55, pl. IX.
Sheaths of this general type were made to accompany the so-called 'Swiss' daggers which were
popular in south Germany and especially in
Switzerland throughout the sixteenth century.
These daggers had short, double-edged, leaf-shaped
blades, and hilts of 'I' form, perhaps deriving from
the earlier, medieval baselard daggers. In the
nineteenth century many reproductions and fakes
of this type were produced, and in this century the
Swiss dagger became the model for many of the
daggers produced in Nazi Germany. Many of the
hilts and, more particularly, the sheaths of these
Swiss daggers are sumptuously decorated to designs
produced by artists such as Hans Holbein the
Younger and Heinrich Aldcgrevcr. 156
The majority of such scabbards arc of wood or
leather, covered with velvet, and encased in mounts
of brass or gilt brass, which arc usually pierced and
either cast or chased with a variety of designs.
Often, near the top of the sheath arc two compartments, either for two small by-knives or for a byknife and a pricker, but these do not occur on all
sheaths and arc not present here. Missing from this
sheath is the chapc which, on the majority of
surviving examples, is a large onion-shaped or
trilobate knob, usually decoratively cast or chased
with rams' horns or volute scrolls surrounding an
animal or human head. Schneider has analysed the
decoration which occurs on these sheaths and has
found that at least forty-three diflcrcnt figure scenes
have been used on the examples which he has
examined,. among them the 'Roman triumphal
procession' found on this shcath. 157 He discusses
and illustrates only one example decorated with this
particular scene, a sheath which, with its dagger
and accompanying by-knife and pricker, was once
in the collection of Carl von Schwcrzenbach and is
now in a private collection in Dcnmark. 1511 The von
Schwerzcnbach sheath is considerably larger than
this one (3 I 5 mm compared to 209 mm in length),
b~It the decorative panel appears to be the same size
on both, and the two panels appear to be identical,
suggesting that they may even have come from the
same mould. Schneider suggests that the von
Schwcrzcnbach dagger and sheath may have been
made not in the sixteenth but in the nineteenth
century, and, ifhe is correct, this would indicate that

the Ashmolean sheath may also be of nineteenthcentury date. Certainly the execution of the decoration on both sheaths is cruder than that on many
sheaths which arc either known or beli~;vcd to be of
sixteenth-century date, and this may, therefore,
argue in favour of a nineteenth-century date for this
one. However, against this must be weighed the
possibility that this sheath and its accompanying
dagger, since lost, arc those described in the I 685
catalogue, and that the sheath is therefore a
perfectly
genuine
sixteenth-century
piece.
Certainly the I 685 entry could apply to this sheath
and its dagger, for many daggers of this type have
hilt mounts of bronze or brass either plain or gilt.
However, the catalogue description is not specific
enough to enable a definite identification to be
made, and so the possibility remains that this sheath
did not form part of the Tradcscant or early
Ashmolean collections, but rather that it came to
the museum unrecorded at some time during the
nineteenth century. If genuine, however, the sheath
must date from the second half of the sixteenth
century. 15 !1
G. M. Wilson
99. BUCKLER (Fig. 52, Pl. XXIV). Small circular shield or concave section. It is made oflcather,
reinforced on the front with I 5 I radiating bands of
iron overlaid by twenty-one concentric bands of
thin brass strip. Both iron and brass bands arc
attached by numbers of iron pins with domed heads
of brass, the ends of which arc clinched on the
leather back of the shield. At the edge the leather
of the shield is sandwiched between two wider iron
bands, one on the front, one on the back. These
bands arc attached from the front by a row of iron
rivets with large domed heads of brass. The band on
the rear of the shield has two· raised loops, one on
either side, to secure the wooden handle. The
handle is now missing but some traces of it remain
within these loops. In the centre of the shield is an
iron boss also attached by a row of brass-headed
iron pins. The boss is of f-lattened conical form

1
''" Dean 19~9. p. :i 1.
"''Schneider 1977, pp. 30-+f·
"'"Ibid., p. 147, no. 7fi. This dagg~:r was in Jlw <:oll<:ction of
Carl von Schwerzcnbach in 1905 (Fon·~:r I!J05, p. ~:~, Ahh. 7!J).
It was sold by public auction in Lm:cm in 1935 (Galaic
Fischer, Luzern, tluktitmxmlalug, 7 May l!J:i.~· lot tfi:z).
"'"Schneider (1!)77, pp. 115-ll3) catalogu"s and dates 157
Swiss daggers.
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5:l . Huck ler :'-Jo. 99: a, cross-secti o n, w id1 e leva ti o n of b oss; IJ, p l<t n -v icw of han dl e-loop; c, clt: ta il of
co nstr uction . Sca le (a b ) 1 :2, c 1: 1

bea rin g in th e ce ntre a n o ni o n-s ha ped p rocess
surm o un ted by a writh c n fin ia l w hi c h expa nds to a
b road , fl a t end.
1656 p. 45 : Targets several sorts, viz; k nights T empters,
Britaine, Isidore the M onk, Roman, .Japan, Craecian,
Roguza.
1685 B no. 14 : Clypeus alter parvus, rotundus. in convexa
parte magna est ansa lignea . totam circwriferentiam ambit
lamina Jerrea; pars conca va aeriJ da vis mun ita.

Dimensions: Di a m e ter 276 m m; De p th 102 mm .
Bibliography : Dea n 19 14, no. 42; ffo ulke 19 12, p .
58, no. 162 , p l. XV II ; iox 19 17, p. 11 8 ; Willi a ms
1958, p. 17.
Thi s pa r tic ul a r fo rm of ro und shi eld , whi ch was
equipped with a tra nsve rse g rip so tha t it could be
held in the h a nd, was kn o wn as a bu c kler, a nd was
used bo th as a civili a n a nd a military d efence.
Buc klers simila r to th a t in th e Ashmolea n seem to
have been po p u la r in Eng la nd a nd Wal e fro m the
mid fift ee nth century until th e la te sixtee nth cen tury, but unfo rtun a tely it is a lmos t impossibl e to
d a te surviving exa mpl es acc ura tely within this
peri od . Th e ea rli est representa ti o n of a buckl e r of
th e sa m e gen era l fo rm as th e Ashm olean exa mple
a ppea rs in a misc ri c01·d e, whi ch m ay b e dated to
1447 , in Ludlo w Parish Churc h. 160 Bu c kle rs of this
sa m e ge nera l type m ay a lso be seen , ca rri ed by
m embe rs of H enry VII I 's g ua rd , in two p a intin gs in
th e R oya l Co ll ec ti o n a t H a mpto n C o urt , w hic h
illu stra te, respec ti ve ly, th e emba rka tion of King
H enr y VI I I a t Dover in 1520, a nd the Field of the
C lo th of G old to whi ch he w as th e n travelling. Both
th ese paintings a re believed to be ro ug hl y contempo ra ry with th e eve nts w hic h they de pic t. 161

F ina ll y, a la te exa mpl e o f this type of bu ckl er m ay
pe rhaps be ill us t ra ted in J o ris H ofn agel's p a inting ,
T he Wedding Feast at Bermondsey , w hi ch d a tes from
abo ut 1570, a lth ough th e shi eld d e pic ted mig ht a lso
be a ta rge t w ith stra ps to a ttac h it to the fo rea rm .162 M a ny of th e surviv ing exa mples of this typ e
of b uc kl er have trad itio na ll y been ca ll ed W elsh ,
a nd a co nsid e ra ble numbe1· have W elsh o r bo rd er
assoc iatio ns an d p roven a nces, but Will iams in a
stud y of th ese bu c kle rs sta ted th a t he could find
littl e rea l ev id ence th a t they we re of W elsh o ri gin ,
a nd sugges ted instead they we re pro b a bly all m ad e
by o ne of H e nr y V I II 's fo reign a rmo urers wo rking
in Lo ndo n . 163 H owever , C laud e Bla ir a nd Ifo r
Ed wa rd s have now es ta blished beyond reason a bl e
d o ubt th a t th ese bu ckle rs were produ ced chiefl y in
a nd a ro und th e Denbig hshire (now C lw yd ) to wn of
Wrexha m , from w hi c h th ey d e ri ve th eir name, a nd
especia ll y in th e village of Ru a bo n . 164 Neve rtheless,
it a ppears th a t a t least so m e were mad e b y W elsh
cra ftsm e n wo rking in Lo ndo n , including on e
G eo ffrey Bro m efi eld , a nati ve of Ru a bon who is
record ed as a m a ke r o r supplie r of bu c klers to th e
Kin g fro m a t leas t 1529 to a bo ut 1544 . 165 Altho ug h
all Wrexha m bu c kle rs are very simil a r in gen eral
";c' Sec Edward s a nd Bla ir 1982, pp. 84, 11 3 (n. 41 ).
161 I' or a disc uss ion on the d a ting of these pi ctures see Mill a r
1963, nos. 23- 5.
6
' ' Collection of th e M a rq uess of Sa lisbury, H a tfield Ho use.
6
' " Willia ms 1958, p . 13.
6
' ' Edwa rds a nd Bl a ir 1982, pp. 74- 1 ' 5· Th e usc of th e term
' Wrcxh a m bu ckler', presum a bl y to d escribe a parti cul a r type of
bu ckler, occurs first in th e 154 7 In ve ntory of th e possess ions of
H enry V III (BL M S Ha rl ey 14 19 B) whi ch includ es ' two
wrec kcsha m Buc kl ers'.
6
' ' Ed wa rds a nd Bl air 1982, pp. 85- 7.
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form, there arc considerable diflcrcnccs of constructional detail within the group, and bucklers diller
one from the other in size, in concavity, in the shape
of the boss, and in the arrangement of the metal
reinforcing bands. Williams listed and described
sixteen of these bucklers and suggested that they
could be divided into three distinct types, but the
considerable constructional variations which can be
found on bucklers within each of these three types
suggest that his typology is rather too simple, a fact
of which he himself seems to have been aware,
describing his dillcrcntiations as 'a lillie forced'."H;
He placed the Ashmolean buckler, together with
ten others, into Type 3· According to Williams,
shields of this type arc constructed ofconecntric and
overlapping iron bands allachcd by rivets 'inserted
with meticulous regularity', arc generally 'wider'
than bucklers of Types 1 and 2, and have lost the
radiating reinforcing strips which arc found on
bucklers of Type 2. UnfiJrtunately the eleven
examples which he groups into 'fypc 3 differ from
each other in details both of construction and
frwm and frequently seem to relate more closely to
bucklers of one of the other two types. The
Ashmolean buckler dillcrs from all but one of the
·rypc 3 shields in being constructed not of concentric and overlapping rings but of radiating
bands of iron, overlaid by concentric and abuuing
bands of brass through which pass the fixing rivets.
Another buckler constructed in this way, the smaller of the two from Moreton Corbet Church which
arc now in Shrewsbury 1\tluscum, was placed in
Type 2 by \Villiams. It is very similar to the
Ashmolean shield, the main diflcrenccs being that
both the radiating and the concentric bands arc of
brass, and that the finial of the boss is made of
applied bronze and is shaped as a writhcn, domeheaded rod. 167
The other buckler which the Ashmolean example
closely resembles is in the l\1 usee de I' Arrnec,
Paris. 168 It is of almost exactly the same size as the
Ashmolean buckler (280 mm in diameter), and is
constructed in the same way, except that the
strengthening rings arc of iron rather than brass.
The bosses of both shields arc of identical form, but
that of the Paris buckler is etched and gilt with
foliage involving the 'fudor royal arms with dragon
and greyhound supporters, a portcullis, a crowned
Tudor rose, and a pomegranate. Traditionally this
buckler has been known as the buckler of Henry
Tudor, Duke of Richmond, who became King
Henry VII of England in 1485, 169 but it must, in

f~tct,

have been made for his son, King Henry VIII:
the supporters arc those used by Henry VIII, and
the pomegranate was adopted by him as a dcconttivc motif after his marriage to Catherine of Aragon
in 1509. 1 7 " It has even been suggested that the Paris
buckler might be identified with one described in a
list of the royal jewels of Henry VIII dated 1519,
but this was said to be of silver and is clearly
diflcrcnt. 171 It seems reasonable to suggest, however, that both this and the Ashmolean buckler
probably date from the early years of the reign of
King Henry V Ill. Certainly the Paris buckler must·
date from before Henry's divorce from Catherine in
1531 and probably from before 1529 when she fell
completely out of favour. It has recently been
suggested with much justification that it may have
been presented by Henry to Anne de i\•lontmorcney
(1493-1567) in 1532 or earlicr. 1 n
A buckler (Williams Type 2) which was given to
Brecon Cathedral in 1931, 17 :1 may also be compared to the Ashmolean buckler. It too is of small
size, of pronounced concave section, and has a boss
with the very distinctive flat-ended finial found on
the Ashmolean and Paris bucklers, although in this
case, of plain octagonal, rather than writhcn form.
The Brccon buckler is rcinfc)l"ccd by both concentric
and radiating bands of iron, but whereas the
radiating bands on the Ashmolean buckler abut,
forming a continuous iron surfi:tcc, and the concentric bands arc closely set, the bands on the
Brccon buckler arc widely spaced, giving the buckler the webbed appearance described by Williams
as a characteristic of Type 2 bucklers. As a consequence the rivets arc more widely spaced than on
either the Ashmolean or Paris examples, and the
brass heads arc considerably largcr. 1 1-1
Four bosses excavated in London and now in the
Museum of London may be compared to the boss of

";o; Williams

1951:!, pp. l:i-1+.

"n Shrewsbury i\·luseum: sec Williams, 1958, p. 15, fig. 5·

,;,, Muscc de l'Armce, Paris, nn. 1.6. (Williams Type 3).
'"''Robert 18go, p. 244.
1711
Niux 1917, p. 111:!.
71
'
Beard 1925, p. 11o.
172
Edwards and Blair 1982, pp. 88-9.
17
" Now on loan to the Annouries, HM Tower of London.
'" Williamssugg<:sted that it may have been the Brecon buckler
which was in the collection of Mr Green of Lichfidd, StaHordshire, in 1786, and which li>rmed part of the equipment of the
figure known as the 'Norman Crusader' which was exhibited in
turn at Liverpool Museum, the Oplothcca Exhibition, and tlu:
Tower of London in the early nineteenth century. See Williams
1958, p. 16; Gn1se 171:!6, p. xii, pl. 34, fig. 1; Borg 1974,
pp. 168-9.
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the Ashmolean bucklcr. 175 One of these, which
was excavated in London \Vall, was described by
Williams as being or·rypc 3, although it has a plain,
octagonal-section finial, similar to that on the Type
2 buckler fl·mn Brccon Cathedral, set on a domed
process with a tapering, concave neck. Another
fl·mn the 'fhames has a similar octagonal-section
finial expanding to a flat end, also set on a domed
process with a tapering, concave neck. A third,
excavated in Camomile Street, also has an
octagonal-section finial expanding to a flat end, but
this is of squaller form and is set on a true onionshaped process. 'fhe flmrt h, excavated in
Moorflclds, has a much longer and more rounded
finial expanding to a flat end, again set on an onionshaped process.
'The Ashmolean buckler is almost certainly the
one referred to in the 16H5 catalogue, although this
entry mistakenly describes the shield as being made
of wood rather than of leather. It may also be one of
the targets or 'seventll sorts' listed in the 1656
catalogue, but this cannot be proved.
G. l\•1. Wilson

100. POWDER-FLASK (Pl. LXIX). The flask is
made or antler, with mounts or iron, now much
rusted. 'fhe body is cut from a single piece of antler
widening to two truncated branches at the bottom.
l'he front or the body is polished, and decorated
with carving; the rear retains the natural surface,
and is drilled with a hole just beneath the
top-cap, probably fiw a belt-hook. A pair of plain
iron suspension-rings is f1xed one on either side of
the body. A plain cap is auachcd to the top of the
flask by a large bolt which passes from front to back
and is secured by a washer and a dome-headed nut.
Although part of the top of this cap is rusted away it
still retains a large round hole, probably feu· the
missing nozzle, and a V -spring, probably fi>r a
missing lever-operated cut-off. 'fhe lower caps arc
plain, and bear traces of brazing. The right-hand
cap is allached to the body by a large screw in the
centre of its base. There is no fixing apparent fi>r the
left-hand cap. l'he fl·ont of the body is carved in low
relief within an architectural fi·ame with the figure
of a man bestriding and wrestling with a lion. 'fhe
figure wears contemporary costume consisting of a
full-skirted jacket with long sleeves which are full
fl·om shoulder to elbow. 'fhe architectural border
consists of a baluster column on either side, each
with a writhen capital, supporting a double
Romanesque arch. 'The ground bears some traces of

green dye and is textured to the base of the columns
wit.h vertical striations and below with vertical
zigzag lines.
16H5 B no. 168: PixiJ pro fm/vort~ /J)'rio
Dimt~l/.l'ioiiJ:

t~x wmu t:o!!Ji~cla.

Height 173 mm; Width 118 mm.

BibliografJI~y:

fllmlkcs 1912, p. 51, no. 130, pl. XV.

.Many flasks of this general fiwm exist, and most arc
thought to be of German origin. Little attempt has
yet been made to classify them, and, as a result,
allributions to specific artists or workshops arc not
yet possible. N evert he less the decoration on some of
these flasks Cilll be related to the designs of German
craf'tsmen such as the Ni.irnberg goldsmith Peter
Fli:"ltner, and many others arc fi·,und bearing
German coats of arms and provenances. 176 Dated
examples are relatively uncommon, but most of'
those which are dated appear to have been made in
the second half of the sixteenth century. One of the
earliest flasks or this type, however, an elaborately
decorated example said to have belonged to King
Henry V Ill of England, is dated 1531 . 177 Other
examples which may be cited range in date fl·0111
1555 to 1586. 17 " Architectural borders similar to
those on the Ashmolean flask occur on a number of
flasks ineluding one in the Waddesdon collection,
one in Geneva, three now in Bern decorated with
religious scenes, a flask in the Wallace Collection
engraved with the figure of a musketeer, and one
fh.1m Bouillon engraved with a scene portraying the
resurrected Christ. 17 " 'fhe scene which decorates
the ll·ont of the Ashmolean flask within the archi"'" Rcsp•·•·tiwly: :\·luseumof London, 1111. A lf'121il (\Villiams
I!J.)Il. pp. 15, 17-1 H. pl. \', figs. !i-7): M uscum of London.
110. :\ sBHo: ;\·1useUill ur London, no. ~I 7; ~·I USl!LIIIl or London.
no. ~~~~.54 (Holmes '9f'l7· p. 1;1• fig. 1).
'"'Blair 1~174. p. :l!'l'· 1111. l.t:l, hgs. qli-7.
'" Muzcum Narodm,·•·, Krakow, no. XIV •Jl:l: """ Zygulski
l!Jii:;. pp. :l!1:1-j, figs. 1o-1 1.
1 '" Tlu:S<: indud•· a flask dated 15,;,: and hearing the arms nf
1
the Volkralu:n fiunily of Austria (Wallace Colh·ction, London.
no. A 124!1): a flask dated 155li which is decorated with a figun·
of Mars hasecl on a plaquette hy till" Niirnlu:rg goldsmith p,.ll.,.
Fli.iuu:r (Rothschild colh·clion. \Vaddcsdon Manor. 111.1. l.f:l: "'"
Blair '974· p. :lf'1 1): a flask dated 1;157 and car\Td with a
representation of the Crucifixion (Wallace Collection, no. A
t·15o): a flask dated '559 fhnn the colkction of Emperor
Napoh:on Ill (Musi:.· de I'Annt."l", Paris. nn. M 2o~·~: sec
I'Haridun Jllti,f, p. 1BB, no. ,t~1!i): a flask dated 1_:1llli and
decorated with a n·pn'S<"lllation of L•:da and thl' S\\"an (Mus<~•·
d'Art ct ri'Histoin:. Ccnc\'a: Bosson t"/ a/. l!Jii!J, p. 70, 1111. ~~~).
"'' Rcspccti\'l'ly: Rothschild colkction. \\'adcl<·sdon Manor,
no. l.J:l (SI'I' Blair l~li•l· p. :J51): Musi:e d'Art <"t d'Histoin:.
Gt"lll:\'a, dated 1;11!!1 (S<'<: Husson fl a/. l~jli!.l· p. 70, no. 12~):
Bemischcs Hiswrisches MuS<:<IIn. Bern, nos. ~4~1i-9; \\'allan:
C:olh:ction, London. no. A ~~:p; Mnsi'e Ducal d.: llouillon
(:Hu.•·h /Juml dt• lloui/lou. 197t, p. 44· no. ~115).
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tcctural border is intended to represent either
Hercules wrestling with the Ncmean lion or Samson
killing the lion at Timnath. A number of similar
flasks arc decorated with one or other of the
Labours of Hercules, and these include one from the
collection of the Emperor Napokon Ill, one in the
\Vallace Collection carved with a representation of
Hercules wrestling with Antaeus, and one with
almost identical decoration to the last, in theM usee
Departmental des Ant iq u i tes, Roucn. 1811 A considerable number of sixtcemh-century illustrations of
Hercules wrestling with the Nen1ean lion show a
scene similar to that on the Ashmolean flask,
with a man straddling a lion and wrenching open
its mouth. In most of these illustrations the lion
l~tccs to the right rather than the fell as here,
but one exception is an engraving by Marcantonio
Raimondi (working 1506-27) which shows an
almost identical scene to that on the powderflask, the main dillercnccs being firstly that the
lion's head is turned back towards its body and
secondly that the figure of Hercules is dressed only
in a cloak. 181 This is quite typical of sixteenthcentury illustrations of Hercules, which usually
show him either nude or dressed in classical costume,
rather than in the contemporary costume of the
figure on the Ashmolean flask. Sixteenth-century
illustrations of Samson, on the other hand,
frequently show him in contemporary dress, and a
number of representations of him killing the lion at
Timnath arc almost identical to the scene on this
powder-flask. These include: a German woodcut
from the Biblia PaujJerum dated 1471 ; an engraving
by Cornelius Matsys, part of a Samson cycle; and
an etching dated 1608 alter a drawing by David
Vinckeboom. 182 The weight of evidence therefore
seems to suggest that the scene on this flask is
intended to represent Samson killing the lion at
Timnath.
It seems reasonable to suggest that this flask was
probably made in Germany towards the end of the
sixteenth century, and the style of the clothing on
the figure of Samson, which relates closely to that
on the Vinckcboom etching of 1608, tends to
confirm this date. It cannot, however, be positively
identified from the brief description in the 1685
catalogue.
G. M. Wilson
101. l'viANACLE (Pl. LXX). Consists of two semicylindrical plates of iron, hinged together, each
with a flattened tongue at the end opposite to the
hinge. The hinge-pin is a plain iron rivet, and to
accept this, one end of each plate has been crudely

li-Jrged into a loop. Half-way between hinge and
tongue, the outside of one of the plates is incised at
one edge with two straight lines converging towards
the centre of the plate, where there is a large incised
X. \·Vhcn the two plates are closed to form a circlet,
the two tongues opposite the hinge meet and can be
held together by a separate iron sleeve. The sides of
this sleeve are formed of one sheet of metal, to the
top and bottom of which triangular plates arc
attached by tabs which pass through the plates and
arc then hammered over. Both tongues and sleeve
arc pierced by a large cross-shaped opening
through which a locking device could be attached
to secure the manacle.
1656 p. 46: Iron Manacle taken in the Spanish Fleet-88.
1685 B no. 170: Manica Jerrea a1mo 88 ab hispanica
classe abrepta erat.

Dimensions:
61 mm.

Width

(overall)

143 mm;

Height

This manacle is of the same type as one in the
collection of torture instruments from N iirnberg
Castle which was acquired in 18go by the Earl of
Shrewsbury. 183 'T'his collection, which has now
been dispersed, consisted of a mixture of genuine,
doubtful, and fake pieces, and the presence in it of a
similar manacle might, therefore, throw some
doubts upon this piece. However, as a manacle
appears in both the 1656 and 1685 catalogues, it
seems more than likely that this example is
genuinely of sixteenth- or seventeenth-century date.
Despite the testimony of the early catalogues,
however, there must be considerable doubt as to
whether it was captured from the Spanish Armada
of 1588. Certainly the campaign of 1588 was not
notable for the number of prizes taken, since most
ships lost were either sunk in action or wrecked; nor
is there any evidence that the Armada ships were
carrying large supplies of torture instruments as was
widely believed at the time. On the other hand,
they may well have carried manacles for normal
'""Respectively: Musce de I'Armcc, Paris, no.' M 2023 (sec
I'Haridon 1!164, p. 1!18, no. 495); Wallace Collection, no. A
1251; Muscc Departmental des Antiquites, Roucn, no. 2621
(illustrated in Duchartrc 1955, p. 141, fig. Ill, 1).
'"' Bartsch 1866, p. 221, no. 291.
182
Respectively: for the Hiblia Pauptrum sec Ehrwald 1906, p.
6; Vatican Library, Rome; Kunsthallc, Hamburg, no. 22647.
'"" Cattllogue '!ftlle Torture flls/rumen/.1· fmm tile Royal Ca>"lle of
Nurtmbtrg Lent for Exhibitio11 by the Earl of Shrewsbury a11d Talbot

(New York, 11l93), p. 33, no. 554· The manacle is not illustrated
or described here, but was on view in London in 1967 when the
cullection was in the possession of Peter Dale Ltd., and is
illustrated in that company's typescript catalogue, 'Historical
Collection ofTorturc Instruments from the Castle of Nuremberg'
(1967), nu. 202.
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disciplinary purposes, so that the Armada provenance of this piece cannot wholly be discounted.
Borg has shown that the myth which soon grew up
around the Armada, which he describes as a
patriotic retelling of the David and Goliath story,
provided a climate in which many objects, especially instruments of torture and punishment, were
given quite false 'Armada' provenanccs} 84 From
the late seventeenth until the mid-nineteenth century a large number of weapons and instruments of
torture, said to have been captured from the
Spanish lleet in 1588, were on public display in the
Armouries of the Tower of London, in what soon
became known as the Spanish Armoury. Borg showed
conclusively that most of these were not Armada
relics but were earlier English pieces, many from
the arsenal of Henry V Ill, and he produced
evidence which suggested that all the instruments of
torture and punishment in this display were of
English rather than Spanish origin. Given this background, the Armada provenance of this manacle
must remain open to considerable doubt, especially
as there is insufficient comparative material available to enable precise dating of the piece.
G. M. Wilson
Fig. 53· Vineyard toni, No.

102. VINEYARD TOOL (Fig. 53). Agricultural

implement with a turned wooden handle, circurnferentially grooved. The double-edged iron blade is
fixed at right angles to the handle, one side being
hatchet-shaped and the other curved and sharpened along the inner curve. A maker's mark is
stamped on one face of the blade.
1685 B no. 109: Falx.foeniseca turcica. li,gneo manubrio
fmwli I a.
DimensionJ: Length (overall) 255 mm, (blade)
222 mm.
This implement is described in the 1685 catalogue
as a Turkish sickle, and later carne to be regarded as
emanating from South-East Asia. An agricultural
usc seems likely in view of the blade construction
and angle of mounting. The short handle and neat
blades would be suitable lor work in vineyards, the
larger hook being used ((:ll· removing superfluous
shoots and the smaller blade for cutting fruitbearing branches. 18 ''
An implement called a serpe was traditionally used
in certain regions of France ((Jr training vines and
harvesting the grapes; such tools were still in usc in
the early part of the twentieth ccntury. 186 The
Muscc National des Arts ct 'T'raditions Populaircs in
Paris has examples which arc similar, but they arc
perhaps closer in form to the back-edged billhooks

102.

Scale

1 :3

from parts of England which have less pronounced
axe-like projections. 187 A manulitcturer's catalogue
of 1935 illustrates a tool which is very similar to the
implement in this cataloguc. 1118 The use of these
tools had ceased in Lorraine by the 1930s, but they
were seen at that time in Fcnctrange (Moselle),
where they were called, in Germanic patois,
KulturJcha/. 1H!l The latter tools, however, had a
much broader and shorter rear projection.
Various strains of vines have developed in France
over the centuries and there is a corresponding
diversity of techniques of viticulture, reflected in
great variations in tool typcs. 1!"' Implements of this
1 11 1
"

Borg 1976, fJassim.
""' Musi'" National des Arts ct Traditions l'opulaircs, 1971, p.
(i I' lig. 5: SnJir (.Nil. 5) '/IIJI/dtulouim .. l.t/IIIC mnn/ee scie llimle, do.\"
ll"llllcluml, 1111 rroc 2311 x 2411. /Jrmches-du-Riuine, f~J•galihes.
'"" lnli.,rmatiun concerning French vitiqthurc generously prnvicl<'d h\" Maclame Martine Jaoul.
187
At:nold 1!)61:1, p. 247 . .
'"" Catalogue de llfllle de ltlillamlier P. ExfJerlnn-Revollier tl (.";,
Ren11,ge (ht'rt'). M11mljiulurr de .fi111x, .filllril/e.l, lail/anderie, ontill11gt,
111irhr•s, lrmrhels ( 1935), no. ~- This catalogue is in the archi\"cs ol"
Musi'" National des Ans ct Traditions l'opulaircs, Paris. Tht·
panicular example appears uncl<'r l.es SnjJe.\ de l.'ilr· de Fmnu, rlu
Ltwgur.rlor. e/ de /11 /.orrainr, no. 151/.'i: "Saf~r tHmWe Stwrrrhm'.
""' Linkenhdd 19:{~. p. 1 ~o.
'"" Lentigny t~)HO, pp. 11~-I.'i.

a
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particular style have been in usc for centuries, and
both Roman and Greek origins have been suggested.'!'' Roman funeral monuments depicting
those involved with viticulture sometimes show the
deceased holding the tools of their trade: a particularly fine exampic, now in the Musec
Archeologiquc, Bordeaux, shows a man holding a
se1pe in his right hand; another monument, from
Nimcs (Card), shows a similar tool with a longer
axe-blade and a more acUlc angled hook. 1!12
The entry in the 1685 catalogue docs not adequately describe this specimen, and it is possible that
it has been substituted at a later date. E. ·r. Leeds
considered that this specimen was unlikely to be the
one described in the early catalogue when he
compiled his list of specimens dating li·mn the
founding collection which were still in the museum
in 191 1. 1!1:1 It is reasonable to assume that this tool has
been in the collection for a considerable time,
however, and it can be attributed to a European
source, probably French.
E. Sandford Gunn

103. HAWK'S HOOD (Pl. LXXII). Made of
leather, to which is sewn a cover of a red fabric,
probably originally velvet. The cover is decorated
with gold thread embroidery involving loops of
gold, and is edged with gold chain-work. At the
front of the hood is an opening (()r the beak. At the
rear the hood is split to allow it to be easily fitted.
Draw-strings attached either side of this opening
secure the hood to the hawk's head. There is no
plume, but at the rear of the crown a length of gold
foil is doubled through the cover and bound with
gold chain-work.
1656 p. 47: Henry the 8 his StirrufJs, J-/rmkes-J-/oods,
Gloves, or,
1656 p. 49: HemJ• 8, hawking-glrmr?, lwwks-lwod, dogscoller.

Dimensions: Height 38 mm; Width 64 nun.
When the sport of hawking was first practised in
Europe is uncertain but it was popular li·om the early
Middle Ages onwards. Hoods were used both as
an aid to training and to keep the trained hawks
quiet and still while sitting on the hawker's glove.
According to Gay, the first reference to the use of
hoods in Europe dates from the reign of Emperor
Frederick I I at the beginning of the thirteenth
century, but most surviving examples date from no
earlier than the late fifteemh century.'!'"' Hoods
were generally made of leather and had to be

properly shaped so as not to damage the bird.
George 'l'urbcrvilc, writing in 1575, stressed that a
hawk 'mustc have a hood of good leather, well
made and l~1shioncd, well raysed and bossed
agaynst hir eyes, deep and yet streyght ynough
beneath, that it may the better ·abydc on hir hcadc
and yet never hurte hir'Y15 .It would seem that
hoods were sometimes padded to further protect the
hawk. For instance, one john Rowlandc is recorded
as supplying Henry VI I I with '2 calf skins to make
stockes for halkes hoddes ... and 2lb of wool to stufl"
the same'. 1!16 ~'lost hoods have a plume on top of the
crown which, as well as being decorative, can be
used as a handle to help in the fixing and removal of
the hood. This particular example, however, appears never to have had such a plume and may,
therefore, be of the type referred to by Harting as a
rulier-hood, a plumelcss hood which was used only
during training when the absence of a plume
prevented the hawk from pulling on· the hood at
will.' !17
It is dilllcult to date hawks' hoods with any
degree of accuracy, but this hood, although far
more lavishly decorated, does appear to relate in
general (()rm to a number of hoods which have been
dated either to the late fifteenth century or to the
sixteenth centuryY' 8 It is also similar in form to the
gilded and painted hoods of tooled leather which
form part of a set of hawking equipment, made in
northern Italy for Maximilian I and his wife Bianca
Maria Sforza, and bearing their arms.'!l!l T'his set
can be confidently assigned to the years between
'49•h the date of Maximilian's marriage, and 1508,
the date of his assumption of the imperial title.
Further evidence lor the dating of the Ashmolean
hood comes li·orn Holbein's portrait of Robert
Cheseman (1485-1547), falconer to Henry VIII.
The portrait is now in the Koninglijk Kabinet van
Schilderijen, Mauritshuis, The Hague, and is dated
'533· It shows the sitter with a hooded hawk on his
gloved left hand. The hood is very similar in form to
1
'" Linkenhdd 1!13~. PI'· I !1~-:i·
"" l.e111igny 1!lllo, p. 1 l,'j; Espi:randit·u 1!1"7• no. 4 7~'"" Dcpar1nwn1 ul" A111iquitics, Ashmolt·an ;\·luscum. MS
calalllguc dalcd 1 !I' 1.
""Gay 11lll7, p. :i:H·
'"'' Turbcrvilc 1575, p. 10o.
""; Gairdncr and Brodie 1!Po, p. 404, no. jli!h i,·, 14.
"''Haning Ill!)I, p. ~2!).
I!IH For c.~xarnph~. Gt!rnlani~du.~s Nationalntust·um. Niirnhc.~rg.
nos. W ~:,114-.~, W ~ti:il.i (set· i'icuhans 1!135· p. Ill, pl. '.!7); Must·o

Nazicmalt:, Florence, Kessrnann collt·ctiun no. ~5~. Carrand

colkction nos. l!J:i-4 (sec Palazzo S1rozzi l!Jiio,

1111.

VI! a-·c).
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the Ashmolean example: it is covered with red
Iabrie and instead of a plume it has a tassel on the
crown. It is with some confidence, therefore, that
the Ashmolean hood can be dated to the first half of
the sixteenth century.
'fhcre seems no reason to doubt that this hood is
one of those referred to in the 1656 catalogue as
belonging to King Henry VIII, for, although it is
impossible to prove, both the quality and the date of
the hood support this provenance. Henry's love of
hunting is well known, and it appears that his
interest in hawking increased as he grew older and
became less able to indulge in the more strenuous
forms of the chasc.~ 0 ° Certainly the accounts for the
last lew years of his reign show that by then Henry
was purchasing hawking equipment in very considerable quantities. For instance, on 8 June 1547
Markc Myllcncr delivered to the King '11 doz.
hawk's hoods at 8d' and '1 doz. of large hawk's
hoods, 6s.''lo 1 There is, therefore, at least a possibility that this hawk's hood is one of those made for
King Henry in his later years, but unfortunately it is
unlikely that any positive proof will be forthcoming.
G. M. Wilson

104. GLOVE (Pl. LXXIII). Right-hand glove of
red-brown doeskin with an overlaid panel of greywhite kid or dogskin on the upper palm of the hand,
curving up to the lower joint or the thumb and
index finger and extending the full length of the
other three fingers. Lining of white doeskin.
The glove is made in two main pieces, a front and
a back of the hand, and is lined throughout. The
area of the glove usually called the gauntlet curves
obliquely outwards and is open from the wrist to the
edge of the glove, an opening of some 77 mm. 'fhc
edge of the glove, but not the gauntlet opening, has
a narrow border, 5 mm deep, of pink linen which
extends as a lining 70 mm inside the glove.
'T'hc glove is embroidered with rows of silver-gilt
thread held by red silk couching stitches. Six rows of
this embroidery form a band which encircles the
wrist, and the gauntlet is embroidered with three
circular motifs, one at the centre front, one at the
centre back, and one on the inside fold. Each motif
is 6o mm in diameter, with an edging row or
couched blue silk and two inner circles of similar
silk between the silver-gilt. .Joining motifs together
there is a horizontal row of couched metal thread.
On the outside edge of the gauntlet, just above the
opening, is a small yellow silk tasslc with a metal
thread waist.
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On the palm of the hand the overlaid panel of
grey-white kid is cut in a curving and looping
pattern; the edge of this is embroidered with pink
silk couching stitches over linen thread . .Just below
the little finger there is a small circular motiC
similar in design and execution to those on the
gauntlet. l'he linen stitching is sewn to an average of
six stitches to the centimetre. The glove is f~1ded and
worn, and partly unstitchcd. The narrow linen
band around the edge of the gauntlet is an indication that there was originally some decoration
here, possibly fi·inging or additional rows of metal
thread.
1656 p. 4 7: 1-ft~Ill)' the 8, his StirrufJs, Haukes-lwods,
Gloves, or,
1656 p. 49: Hem)' 8, hawking-glove, hawks-hood, dogscoller.
1685 B no. 228: Chimthecae 1-/enrici 8'; Accipitariae, ex
corio confectae, cum quatuor cucullis accipitarijs.

Dimensions: Length 285mm; Width 13omm.
This glove may have belonged to either of the two
sets mentioned in the 1656 catalogue (sec also the
hawk's hood No. 103). l'he association with Henry
VI I I seems likely enough: the style and decoration
of the glove arc consistent with the type of embroidered glove wom in the early sixteenth century,
and, in the words of an earlier writer on this subject,
'in their heavy, blufr outline [they] present an
appearance strangely in keeping with the popular
conception of the character of that monarch'. 202 In
all probability it is one or the items given by royal
warrant to the elder Tradcscant in 1635.
'fhc tradition that this is a hawking glove also
seems acceptable. H cnry VI I I 's passion for the
sport is well documented, and the glove is suitably
constructed for this purpose. The type of glove
which is needed has not changed greatly over the
centuries, and a modern falconer's comments that
'the glove should fit well, should be thick enough to
resist the talons, but not so thick or hard that you
have no feel of the bird, nor the bird of you; and
that it be in the shape of a gauntlet to protect the
full length of your wrist' ,211 :• concern features which
'"" \Valli:nsammlung, Vienna, nos. D 6, D 24

n:

'""The lcllcrs and papers of H cnry V Ill (Gairdrwr and
Brodie 1!)10) have very fi:w references 10 hawks or hawking
bcfim: the: mid 15:los, hu1 1hen·af'lcr references became more and
more fi·cqucm.
'"' Gairdner and Brodie I!JIU, p. 403, no. 71i9. iii. •f; S<:<:
also ibid., p. 4.uo, no. 769, ii, 2.
"" Ellis 1921, p. I 5·
''"" Drummond 1glio, p. 55·
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were as apt 111 the sixteenth century as they arc
today.
This glove suits the above description admirably.
It is lined throughout, but both glove and lining are
made of supple doeskin, while the backs of the
fingers and upper palm are strengthened to resist
sharp claws. This combination is rare amongst
surviving examples of gloves, although certain
similarities can be found if it is compared to
surviving hawking gloves. A hawking glove in the
Burrell Collection which is associated with James I
is lined throughout with a silk pile material ;204
another seventeenth-century glove in the same
collection is made with the fingers and upper hand
of a much heavier leather, possibly buckskin or
dogskin, extending as a lining into the main body of
the glove, which is made ofdocskin. 205 The distinction between hawking gloves and other varieties of
glove is clearly stated in contemporary accounts, for
example, in the mid-seventeenth century, '\\'illiam
Carmichael made for him dogskin gloves for hawking, white kid gloves and purple gloves'. 206
A small point of interest, in connection with
hawking, is that the right-hand glove has survived.
Traditionally, European falconers always carry
their hawks on the left hand, although the right
hand might be used in certain climatic conditions.207 There is a portrait by Quellin and Fijt in
the Musec Royal des Beaux Arts in Antwerp which
shows a small boy with his hunting-dogs and with
his hawk perched on a sturdy buckskin-gloved left
fist; his right hand is partly obscured, but appears
to be ungloved. Although hawking gloves were
usually made in pairs, this portrait confirms that the
right glove would have received little wear.
Certainly this example under discussion shows no
signs of the surface marks associated with claws,
thus indicating that its owner followed the traditional methods of European hawking.
All the evidence indicates that this is a hawking
glove, probably English in origin, and made to the
particular specifications of its wearer in its construction and decoration, and of a size and style which
could have been worn by Henry VI II, c.1520-45·
V. Cumming
105. GLOVES (Pl. LXXIV). Pair of gloves of
yellow-brown buckskin and white leather, unlined.
Each glove is made from eight sections: a front and
a back of the hand, three fourchettcs (the narrow
side panels between each finger), a thumb, all of
buckskin, and a wristband of double-thickness

white leather with a matching cuff of overlapping
ovals. The fingers and fourchcttes arc cut much
deeper on the upper hand, extending 35 mm below
the natural division between the fingers, a
sixteenth- and seventeenth-century conceit which
created the illusion of unusually elongated hands.
The shallow cufr-decoration, only 35 mm deep,
consists of a narrow double band with a serrated
punched design on the outer side, each 9 mm long
and at regular 5 mm intervals around the band. The
overlapping ovals which form the main part of the
cun· arc 25 mm long by 20 mm wide, with pinked
edges and a punched central design of three 'S's.
These ovals are double-thickness leather and encircle the wrist, leaving only a narrow gap at the
back. 'fhe linen stitching varies between ten stitches
to the centimetre around the thumb, to an average
of five stitches to the centimetre on other parts of the
glove.
The gloves arc stained and worn, exhibiting a
number of holes and tears. On the right glove there
arc two tears on the upper hand and five on the
palm; on the left glove there is one tear on the
upper and three on the palm, and some unstitching
between the fingers. The tops of the middle finger of
the right hand, and the index and middle fingers of
the left hand are missing.
1685 B no. 230: Duo poria chirolhecarum corio confecla,
co rio etiam per belle jimbriala.

Dimensions: Length 225 mm; Width go mm.
The most distinctive features of this pair of gloves
arc the pinked edges and punched decoration of the
cuff. Punched and slashed decoration was a fairly
common feature of sixteenth- and seventeenthcentury clothing: it may have originated as a
decoration on leather, where it also served as a
practical method of casing a stiff matcriai.2° 8 The
usc of pinking is usually thought to have appeared
in English dress in the second quarter of the
seventeenth century, 209 but as a feature of
European dress it can be traced back at least as far
as the second quarter of the fifteenth century, when
it is found on clothes worn by certain of the figures
on German-Swiss playing-cards of the mid 1440s.
German portraits of the early sixteenth century
,,. Burrell Collection, Glasgow, no. 29/151.
'"'Burrell Collection, Glasgow, no. 29/15'.l.
""; Marshall 1973, p. 86.
"" Drummond 1g6o, p. 55·
"'"Arnold 1975, pp. 22-6.
""'Cunnington, Cunnington, and Beard I~J76, p. 165.
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arc full of sitters wearing dress which emphasizes
the fashionable interest in punched and slashed
decoration. The unknown lady in a portrait by
Lucas Cranach or c. I 525-30~ 10 is wearing gloves
which have a similar wristband to this pair. Later in
the century gloves with pinked edges and overlapping ovals around the cufr can be seen on one or two
of the male figures in the German Trachtenb!icller of
the late 1570s and early 1580s.
This disparity in both the date of the component
parts of this particular style and in the sex of the
wearer is not unusual fqr the gloves of this period.
Fashions in the more practical type of dress accessory changed comparatively slowly in the sixteenth century, and similar styles of glove were
worn by both men and women. 'fhc only method of
determining the likely sex of an unknown original
wearer of a pair of gloves is by measuring t.hc length
and width, and the size of this pair would indicate
that the wearer was a man.
The country of origin and the possible date of
these gloves is also uncertain. Although they are
included in the 1685 catalogue they cannot be
associated with any of the brief descriptions of
gloves listed in 1656. Many of the gloves in the
earlier catalogue were acquired because they were
traditionally associated with someone of historical
note, so it seems reasonable to assume that this pair
may have been acquired for the same reason. The
gloves give no clue to the status of their original
owner. Such gloves were worn by various classes in
society, and were inexpensive when compared to
the richly decorated gloves given as gifts. In 1581
Lord North spent 50s. on the embroidered 'frogs
and Hies, for the Queen's gloves', but at the same
time a pair of plain scented gloves could be bought
for Is. 2d., and by the reign of.James I the taste for
decorated gloves had spread to apprentices, for they
were prohibited from wearing gloves decorated
with fringe, lace, or ribbons, and any that cost more
than Is. a pair.~ 11 However, these comparisons with
English gloves cannot be pursued much further, as
this pair is not indisputably English in style. In
many portraits of the sixteenth century the sitters
are wearing or holding gloves, but these invariably
have plain cuffs or square tabs, with little or no sign
of punched and slashed decoration. Foreign gloves
were not easily obtained unless they were acquired
during a period of foreign travel, or sent to England
as a present. The importation of foreign gloves into
England had been prohibited in 1463, but the
renewal of the prohibition in 1564 may point to
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considerable abuse of this restriction 111 the intervening years.
The strongest 1:videncc indicates that these were
German gloves of the period c. 1540-go.
V. Cumming
106. GLOVE (Pl. LXXV). Lcli-hand glove of
light grey doeskin and pink-brown suede, unlined.
The glove is made from eight sections: a front and a
back of the hand, three fimrchcues, a thumb, a
wristband of double thickness, all of doeskin, and a
cufr of overlapping ovals of suede. "fhc fingers- and
fourchetles arc cut deeper on the upper hand,
extending some 40 mm below the natural division
between the fingers. 'fhc culr decoration is 30 mm
deep. 'fhe wristband is slashed with 10 mm long
cuts at regular 4- mm intervals on the outer side.
Similarly to the gloves numbered 105, this band
masks the join bet ween the main body of the glove
and the ovals of double-thickness suede which li:m11
the cuiLmd completely encircle the wrist; each oval
is 20 mm deep. The linen stitching varies between
seven stitches to the centimetre around the thumb
to five stitches to the centimetre on the other parts
of the glove. The glove is worn and faded, with
stains, and a number of small holes and tears, five
on the upper hand and five on the palm.
I 685 B no. 230: Duo paria chirothecarum co rio COI!fecta,
co rio etiam perbelle jimbriata.

Dimensions: Length 205 mm; Width 70 mm.
Many of the distinctive features of this glove arc
found on the previous pair (No. 105), and a full
discussion ofthcirjoint characteristics is to be found
there. The less complicated cufr decoration and the
smaller stitch ratio around the thumb is a sign of
lesser workmanship on the part of the glover, and,
consequently, fractionally less expense for the original purchaser. The shorter length and narrower
width may point to the wearer being a woman,
although the dillcrcnce in size is usually more
pronounced than this, often up to 500 mm in length
rather than 200 mm.
The provenance of this glove is unknown, but the
small amount of pictorial evidence which is
available would indicate that this glove, as No. 105,
is probably German in origin, dating from c. 1540go.
V. Cumming
"" Sothcby's, London. lmf11Jrltml Old :1-/f/J/er Ptlilllill.~.,·, 19 April
1972, lot 62.
.,, Hughes 19fi1, pp. •Jo3, 205-l.i.
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107. BOO'f (Pl. XXVI). i\'lcm's leg-boot of dark
red leather. Sole made straights and probably
unworn, ring stamps over the holes: one single
stamp and a group of four. Pointed toe, iron-rim
heel 10mm high with no infill. Rope twist at heel
scat. The leg is cut 127 mm higher in fi·om, to reach
above the knee, and there is string in the top edge
binding. Lined with Prussian blue linen, now faded.

1656 p. 48: Boots from ... Mu.I·C,IVJ'·
1685 B no. 285: Ocreae turcicae seu fJerJicae qua rum calceJ
Jerrea Lamina arman/ur.

DimenJions: Length 268 mm; Height o.55m.
In making boots and shoes of ihis type, the sole is
temporarily nailed to the last and the holes have
later to be closed, usually with some form ofstamp,
hence the ring stamps. The high-cut vamp-leg scam
suggests southern Russian Cossack and Uzbcck
styles, while the rope at the heel scat occurs on
·rurkish and Mesopotamian boots fi·om the seventeenth to the twentieth centuries. Similar Russian
boots with nineteenth-century features arc also
known. 212 'l"hc boot is reputedly Russian, but
closely comparable examples have not, at the
present time, been located in Russian museums. 21 :•
T"herc is some suggestion 1hat it has Polish
allinitics. 2 H
.J. M. Swann
108. SHOES (Pl. XXXIV). Pair of girl's shoes of
white suede, alum-tanned. Brown leather sole is
continued as the heel top piece, made straights and
unworn. 'fhc toe is bluntly pointed at the sole, wit.h
round, overhanging upper. 'fhere is a 45 mm
covered heel. Rand of the same material. The upper
has large open sides and narrow latchets, but the
quarters arc not fully lasted-in fiJr about 25 nun
each side of the centre back. The latchets tic over
and through the top pair or two pairs of lace-holes
in the tongue, but the laces arc now missing. Parts
or the quarters arc damaged and missing; the top
edges have twn rows or tunnel stitching made 10
prevelll such damage. The sock is suede.
Decoration oft he upper consists or chevron bands of
zigzag perforations ht:tween slits cut only in the
surlitcc of the leather, with a braid cllcct up the
centre front. 'fhc lower of tht: 1wo pairs of lace-holes
on the longue was probably to take a decorative silk
rose.

1685 B no. 310: Calceorum 2 jwria ex albo corio
ji1raminato confecta. An sin/ ex China.
Dimension.\": Length 202 mm.

The large open sides and narrow latchets exhibited
by this shoe were most popular fi·om about 1610 to
the 163os. The feature of the quarters not being
fully lasted-in is seen also on Queen Elizabeth's
buskins/ 15 and is also fi)llnd on shoes made soon
after the introduction of heels in the I sgos. This
example can therclore be dated c.1ooo and is or
English or western European manufacture. A shoe
of similar cut, but dificrcnt decoration, is in the
Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam. 21 6
.J. M. Swann
109. SHOE (Pl. XXXV). Girl's shoe of" red suede,
alum-tanned. Sucdcd sole with kick-up under
narrow arch, made straights, unworn. Very narrow
oval toe. No heel. The upper has large open sides
with 1o nun-wide latchets 10 lace over the pointed
vamp. The tongue is cut down the middle with six
pairs of lace-holes f~tstening with a faded ( ?) cream
silk lace, which is a purely decorative ·reature.
Cream silk lining and sock. The decoration consists
of rows of narrow silver 'lace' appliqucd at right
angles to two rows of" the same material up the
centre li·onl.

1685 B nos. 328-35: Calceorum 8 f){/ ria.
Ditrumsions: Length 203 mm.
The use of a suede sole on this shoe suggests that it
was intended fi:•r indoor use. The shoe is reminiscent
of some in the Rijksmuscum and is English or
Dutch, dating from c.i615-35/ 17 according to the
toe shape and large open sides. Most surviving shoes
with lace applique are, however, nearer the middle
Of the eighteenth Century in date. 21 H
.J. M. Swann
'" Tbilisi Hiswrical Museum, Georgia.
"" For discussion or this boot in relation to Russian examples
we are g-ratcli.1l to M. R. Zavitukhine, who li.mhcr enlisted the
advice ..;r Dr B. Sapunov. The opinion or Dr Sapuncw js that the
hoot is or mixed liwm and i., not Russian. The li>llowilig reatures
arc said to preclude a Russian o1·igin: 1. the sloping cui or the
uppt:redge; 2.thesideseam; 3.the low heel;+ the low instep; 5·
the cord on the quarters. The only Russian rcaturc is considen•d
111 bt: the li·nm or the boot, which could date li·om the sevemecmh
century. The suggestion is that tlu: hoot could havt: been made
lin· Ollt.' ur the Polish colnnics which t:xisted in scvcntccnthCt:lllllry Russia and could have ht:cn lhc work ur a Russian
cohhlt:r.
'" l'wli'5sor Dr Z. Zygulski considers that a Polish· origin is
unlikely, hut l'wli.·ssor Dr I. Tunu:au supports the theory that
the hoot could lu: Polish, hut or mixed paremage (sec n. 213).
'"'Ashmolean i'11luseum, Bodh:ian Loan, no. t!ll:l7.1.
'"; RijksmuS<:um, t\mstndam, no. Ni\·1 55!ln.
7
"
Rijksmusenm, i\mstt:rdam, unpuhlished.
"" For example, Northampton M US<:um, no. I' 1~/I ~2:-1-
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110. SHOE (Pl. XXXVI). Man's black leather
shoe with sole continuing up the heel breast, made
straights and worn. The square domed toe is 70 mm
wide. The 50 mm covered heel has a kick-up in the
centre and is wooden pegged. Rand of black
leather. High tongue. 'fhc latchets have been cut,
but probably originally continued with a pair of
lace-holes to tic over the tongue. The back scam is
coarsely stitched, with five stitches to each 25 mm.
'fhc shoe is unlined.
I 685

B no. ~f./3: Calcei nigro corio cmifati, omnes

straights and is oval in shape, cut square at the toe
with a kick-up and nail in the centre. Probably
unworn. 'T'hc toe is open. 'fhe upper of two latchets
with possibly li:nn· pairs of lace-holes, lacking the
laces, open at the centre of the sole scam at the ball
of the loot. 'T'hcrc is stylized llorcd embroidery on
the upper and the stilt cover in silver thread. The
edging is of silver lace and this is also used as a
decoration at the li·ont and back of the stilt.
I 656 p. 48: ClwfJ/H~nes :to sorts.
I68s B no. 294: CalafJedia ex Malta, fJaJmo viridi
obducta, cristi.rqw~ vilfae rubme omanlur.

nos/rorum mlceorum habent partes sed sunt breves admodum.
An sin/ a Scotia?

Dimensions: Length I86 mm.

Dimensions: Length 265 m m.

Sec discussion under No. I I 3·

The coarse stitching and absence of any lining
suggests that 1his is a lower-class shoe. The wide
domed toe was fashionable in the reign ofGcorge I
and there is no record ofsuch a construction in the
seventeenth century. Although stylistically it appears to date from about I7IO to the I720s, this is
the only surviving shoe in the collection which can
be correlated with the I68s catalogue entry.
.J. M .. Swann

111. CHOPINES (Pl. XLIV). Pair of girl's chopincs of pink silk and silver brocade. Oval-ended flat
sole of brown leather with sueded mudguard,
leather sole upcurved and skived. May have been
worn. Sock or insole of brown leather with stamped
design, square at toe and hcd. Covered platform,
presumably of cork, rises li·mn 38 mm at the toe to
65 mm at the heel. Open toe; upper of two latchets
with lour pairs of lace-holes either side, but the lace
is now missing. Silver edge binding, which presumably was also used on the stilt above the sole
where stitches indicate missing braid. Pink silk rose
at junction of latchets.
I 656 p. 48: ClwfJ!Jenes 20 sorts.
I 685 B no. 293: Calcei veneti muliebres cum ba.rei.r,
holoserico detegun/ur, argento neto egregie acupicto.

Dimensions: Length I38 mm.
BibliografJh)': Redfern I 904, pl. VI II, I .
See discussion under No. I I 3·

112. CHOPINE (Pl. XLV). Girl's chopinc of
laded satin, which was probably once pink, overlaying a brown leather lining. 'fhc toe of satin sock,
insole, and sole is square. The covered platform,
presumably of cork, rises 76 mm at the toe and
93 mm at the heel. 'T'he leather sole is made

113. CHOPINES (Pl. XLVI). Pair of women's
chopincs of dark brown leather with red, green, and
white painted llowcrs. Sock or insole square at toe
and heel, stamped with rows of chevrons within a
border. Flat circular sole made straights, unworn,
with I 3 mm mudguard auachcd by dome-headed
brass nails. Covered platform I 23 mm high of
blocks of cork 32-38 mm thick with hollow centre,
revealed by sole missing from one chopine. Platli:mn
widens towards base. Open toe; upper of two
latchets with six pairs of lace-holes each side on one
chopinc, [i)ur pairs each side on the other. Brown
leather lining.
I656 p. 50: ChofJfJenesfor Ladyes.fmm Malta, Venice.
Dimensions: Length I 83 mm.
/JibliografJI~J·: Redfern I904, pl. VIII, 2.
All three chopincs (Nos. I I I-I3) arc in Venetian
style of the late sixteenth century. Nos. I I I and I I2
could have been worn in this country and may even
have been made in England. If the association with
the I656 catalogue entry is correct, however, No.
I I 3 would seem to have come liTJm Malta, where
the fashion lor chopincs was also current at this
time. The complex method of lacing chopincs is
described by Anderson. 21 !' In the case of No. I I 3, it
may be noted that only the inner pairs of lace-holes
have been used, as indicated by indentations leli by
the laces.
It may further be noted that only two entries for
chopincs occur in the I 685 catalogue, corresponding most closely wi 1h Nos. I I I and I I 2.
.J. M. Swann
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114. CORAL ORNAMENT (Pl. LXXVI).
Composed or numerous intricately carved clements
consisting of pear-shaped, husk-like beads hanging
fi·om a large openwork central clement, and connected by steel wire links. Terminates in a crowned
phoenix rising with its wings displayed, carved of a
pinker coral than the rest and with a flat, unfinished
back.
1656 p. 36: Swerall things rarelj• cut in Coral/.
1685 A no. 467: Aquila comnala alis e.>.:j){lllsis Corallio
rubro caelata . opere elato, cum Stalagmijs ex eadem
materia appendentibus.

Dimensions: Length (overall) 150 mm, (phoenix)
30mm.
The phoenix almost certainly docs not belong with
the rest of the clements, being carved of different
coral and in a very dillcrcnt manner. \.Yhereas the
phoenix, which is more coarsely executed, is conventionally European, the other clements show no
traces of the European decorative idiom. In the
Gri.ines Gcwi:ilbe, Dresden, is a coral necklace made
up of very similar beads also strung on fine wire. 220
It is possible that the rest of the clements are
Chinese and may have formed part of a piece or
jewellery.
A. Somers Cocks

115. JASPER BEAD (Pl. LXXVII). Multi-faceted
dark red jasper bead with orange-brown coloured
areas. The bead could have been perforated from
both sides, in view of the damage to both ends of the
string-hole.
1685 A no. •ss: Globus e jaspide purpurea.
Dimensions: Diameter 22 mm.
See discussion under No. 1 16.

116. JASPER BEAD (Pl. LXXVII). Large multifaceted dark red jasper bead with orange-brown
patches. The bead could have been perforated from
both sides, in view of the damage to the edges of
both ends of the string-hole.
1685 A no. 279: Globulus e marmore citrino rufescente.
Dimensions: Diameter 38 mm.
jasper has long been considered as a valuable
protective. The Greeks attributed many virtues to
this particular stone, notably in calming various
forms of mental and physical turmoil, while early
Christian sources refer to its ability to bring rain
and 'drive away evil fantasies'. 221 Many of these

ancient beliefs were inherited by later generations:
Marbode, for example, mentions the value ofjasper
as an amulet against fever and dropsy.n 2 Lapidary
studies were still of importance when Ashmole
published his Theatrum Chemicum Britannicum in
1652, addressed to 'All Ingeniously Elaborate
Students in the most Divine Mysteries of
Hcrmctique Learning' and containing accounts of
'the Vcgitable, Magicall, and Angelical Stones ...
marvellously Subtile, and each of them differing in
Operation and Nature, because Fitted and
Fermented for seve rail Ellccts and Purposes'. 22 :1
'l"he prophylactic and therapeutic qualities attributed to mineral amulets were conditioned not only
by the material but also by considerations of shape,
form, and colour. Wallis Budge listed red stones as
being associated with stemming haemorrhages and
wounds, as well as protection against fire_ and
l_ightning. 22 ·' Red and green jasper were both used
against fascination and the evil eye, and had the
attribution or driving away night devils; they were
also thought capable of increasing milk-flow and
were helpful to pregnant women. 225 The medieval
lapidaries regarded jasper as particularly helpful in
staunching bleeding. The Sloane LajJidmy, written
before 1243, gives additional attributes: 'whoso_
goeth to bataillc and hath this stone will overcome
all his enemies, he behoveth to know when ye sonne
ariseth, and then it shall helpe him much against his
enemies. It maketh a man hardy in fight; and as
many coulors as he hath so many vcrtues hath
he. ' 226 Red jasper was also thought to be capable of
helping with eye diseasc/ 27 and its use in curing
cattle-disease was recorded in the last century. 22 "
At that time red jasper was still regarded as useful in
the alleviation of the pain of childbirth, the stone
being hung up in the room until the child had been
born. The charm also had protective powers for
travellers. 22 !1
Individual beads may have been included in
rosaries, which were made of various materials,
including amber and semi-precious stones. 2 :10 The
"" Dcscrih<:d and illustrated in Tt:sciom· 1!Jli5, p. '-'4 1.
"'' Evans 1922, pp. 2:i, :i"·
..., lhid., p. 35·
"" Ashmolc 1li5:z, pml<:gomcna.
'" Budge 1930, p. :i:zli.
'"' I hid., p. 31 ti .
..,, Ev;ms ;mel Sc1jcanLson I!J:J:i, p. I \Ill.
"'King I!J70, p. 14li.
"" Black 11194, P- :z:i"·
"" lhicl., p. 2:i"·
"'"Hastings I!J:ll, p.ll54·
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larger beads would have been difficult to wear as a
necklace, but would have been ideal as paternosters. In the thirteenth ccn tury 1he making of
paternosters had become a specialized craft in both
Paris and London. The Parisian workers were
divided into four guilds or companies according to
the material with which they worked. In London
the craft was centred in Paternoster Row and Ave
Maria Lane, close to St. Pauls. The dates and place
of manufacture of these particular beads, however,
arc unknown. ~:• 1
E. Sandfixd Gunn

117. GLASS BEADS (Pl. LXXVI II). String of
oblong turquoise-coloured glass beads of square
cross-section, slightly rounded at the angles. The
beads arc made up of three layers: on the outside,
transparent turq uoisc glass of varying tone; in the
middle, a layer of opaque-white; and on the interior, a mass of translucent, bubbly, greyish-green
glass which forms the main body of the bead. The
outer two layers are about 0-4 mm thick, the inner
layer about I mm thick. The string-hole is large
(c.3 111111 diameter). The beads have been ground or
worn at the ends so that the angles arc slightly
rounded and bevelled, revealing the white layer
below. They arc almost certainly drawn fi·om a
tube, since their thickness varies slightly from one
example to another, a fl1ct consonant with the
gradual tapering inevitable in the drawing process.
The string is composed of some twenty complete
beads, ten further beads being made up of broken
sections stuck together, and a number offi·ag111ents.
Recently restrung.
I 685 A no. 43 I : Torques e quadran,gularibus oblongi.1·
11itreis colorf la:curio encausto fJicti.l".

Dimensions: Length (string) 3·54 111,
c.6o mm; Width (beads) c.6-I 2 mm.

(beads)

'fhe drawu bead was made by several gathers of
glass (normally, as here, of diflercnt colours),
pierced with a large hole, and drawn out rapidly by
two workmen walking away from each other. \Vith
these quadrangular beads the original mass of glass
must have been squared nfr on the marver, a flat
plate nowadays of metal but originally of marble,
prior to being pierced and attached 10 a second iron
for drawing-out. This technique was a speciality of
the Venetian bead-workers,~n but was no doubt
copied in other European glasshouses working in
the Venetian manner
fi)r example, in
Amsterdam.~:~:• The description of 'fired painting'

2

33

given in the I 685 catalogue misinterprets the
technique used.
This t ypc of bead falls in Class I I I c 3 of the
classification proposed by Kenneth and Martha
Kidd.~H

R.

J.

Charleston

118. GLASS BEADS (Pl. LXXX). String of blue
biconieal beads. The beads are made up of three
layers: on the outside, a layer of royal blue with
cloudy white markings and gold enclosures; in the
middle, a layer of opaque-white; and on the
interior, a mass of translucent, bubbly, greyishgreen glass which forms the main body of the bead.
There are traces of oxidized bronze or copper in the
string-holes of some of the beads.
I 685 A no. 430: Torquis ex ovalibus vitreis, auro
varijsque coloribus encauslo pictis.

Dimensions: Length (string) I 50 mm,
25 mm; Diameter (max) c. I 2 mm.

(beads)

'fhcsc beads give every impression of being made by
the drawn technique (sec discussion under No.
I I 7), but the presence of traces apparently of
copper tubing inside the string-hole suggests that
they were finished subsequently on a rod, probably
'at the lamp'/:' 5 when the ends were no doubt
tapered on: and the sprinkling of gold probably
added. This gold appears to be derived fi·om
powdered gold-leaf and not to be the reduced
copper spangles of the 'aventurinc' glass which was
a speciality of the Venetian glasshouses from the
late seventeenth century onwards.
These beads were no doubt intended to imitate
lapis lazuli. They perhaps come within the general
class WI c 8- I I of the classification proposed by
Kidd and Kidcl.~:• 6
Possibly to be identified with the beads described
in the I685 catalogue, but see further discussion
under No. IIg.
R . .J. Charleston

119. GLASS BEADS (Pl. LXXX). String of seventeen ovoid beads of dark glass with red, blue, and
gold decoration. The beads appear to be built up on
a fi·it-like spongy whitish core covered with a thin
'""
""
""'
,.,.,
""'
,., ..

Ibid., p. H.~3·
Gaspan~llo 19;,11, pp. 176 203.
van dcr Sh~cn 1963, pp. 260 :iKiclcl and Kidd I!J7"• pp. 45 ll9.
Gaspan·uo 1!)_:,11, pp. 202 3·
Kidd and Kidd I!J70, pp. •!:> H!J·
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(c. I mm) layer of dark (? black) glass. Round this
have been laid alternate bands or opaque red and
opaque blue enamel, apparently painted. The
opaque red at each end of the bead is laid on thick
and stands proud, forming a ring round the perforation. Between the bands of enamel arc painted gill
'S'-scrolls punctuated by white enamel dots. The
remains of a copper tube can be seen lining the
string-hole on some of the beads.
I 685 A no. 430: Torquis ex ovalibus vitreis, auro
varijsque coloribus encausto picti.L
Dinumsions: Length (string) 372 mm, (beads)
c.23 mm; Diameter (max) I 5 mm.
The presence of copper tubing lining the stringholes of these beads suggests that they were basically worked 'at the lamp' (cf. No. I I 8) and were
subsequently enamelled and gilL.
Although they may be identified with the
'Necklace made of oval glass beads with fired
painting in gold and various colours' described in
the I 685 catalogue, the description could equally
apply to the beads here numbered I I8. In the
absence of further evidence, no decision can be
made as to which of these strings of beads is more
likely to have formed part of the foundation
collection.
R . .J. Charleston

120. AMBER
NECKLACE
(Pl.
LXXX).
Necklace of eight almost spherical amber beads
flanked by five amber discs on one side and six on
the other. Some of the spherical beads have a rather
weathered appearance, whereas the discoidal
beads, which arc irregular in form, have a high
sheen. Most of the amber is opaque. Restrung at
some time in the recent pasl.
I 685 A no. 392: Sex globuli electrini petforati majores, e
quibus (ut opinor) quondam armilla electrina, and,
I 685 A no. 393: Sex globuli electrini perforati mirwres, e
quibus forte olim etiam arm ilia electrina, and,
I 685 A no. 394: Undecim globuli electrini forma
quodammado depressiori, etiam perforati; e qui bus solis,
aut cum superioribus mixtis, forsan armilla electrina.
Dimensions: Spherical beads, Diameter (max)
32 mm. Discoid beads, Diameter (max) 22 mm;
Thickness (max) I I mm.
This necklace consists of the remaining beads from
three separate necklaces. Four beads of each arc all
that survive of entries I 685 A 392-3, while eleven
beads remain from I 68 5 A 394·

The sources of amber around the shores of the
BaiLie were exploited throughout the prehistoric
period from at least the Bronze Age. 237 Among the
Greeks and Romans amber was valued not only for
ornament but also for its prophylactic powers. 2 :18
The women of the Po valley were said by Pliny to
wear amber necklaces as a cure for goitre, while
Callistratus recommended it for all ages 'against
lymphatic humours, fevers and diseasc'. 239 Amber
was later attributed with 'magical effects on the
mind and the fortunes of the wearcr'. 240 Joan Evans
noted that amber necklaces might still have been
sold in the early part of this century as a cure for
croup, asthma, and whooping cough. 241 Amber
beads were highly valued by the fishing populations
of the cast coast of Scotland, according to Black,
who recorded that they had 'talismanic virtues of
substance' :242 small children wore amber beads
against evil and such beads were also thought to
have the power to drive away witches, while along
Tweedsidc they were given the attributes of curing
sore eyes and aiding sprained limbs.
There are no details as to the history of these
amber beads and their origin must rcmam
uncertain.
E. Sandford Gunn

121. ROSARY (Pl. LXXXI). Consists of fortyeight olive-shaped wooden beads, ending in a cross
composed of six turned elements, the uprights of the
cross waisted and the arms flaring.
I 685 A no. 434: Rosarium Ligneum cujus tesserae color is
aethiopici.
Dimensions: Length 420 mm.
The beads have been restrung in the past so that
they arc no longer divided into decades punctuated
by paternosters. Probably seventeenth-century
workmanship.

See further discussion under No.

I

23.

122. ROSARY (Pl. LXXXI). A fifteen-decade
rosary made up of circular dark wooden beads
punctuated by similar larger paternoster beads. The
"" Strong 1966, pp. 7-9.
"'"Evans 1922, p. 46; Strong 1966, pp. 11-12.
""'Evans 19~2. p. 17.
HU Ibid., p. 143·
"'Ibid., p. 193.
'"Black tll93, p. 476.
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flaring turned cross at the end is in three separate
parts.
I68s A no. 432: Ro.wrium ligneum.

Dimensions: Length 400

111111.

Sec discussion under No. I23.

123. ROSARY (Pl. LXXXI). 'T'herc are fifty-three
amber Ave and three paternoster beads. Ave beads
arc ovoid with longitudinal and circumferential
grooves, while the paternosters arc cruciform, the
lateral arms being in each case wider than the
vertical; in the centre of both sides is a circular
declivity; in three of these declivities cglomisc
panels survive beneath the translucent amber. On
the obverse and reverse of one are painted crossed
scimitars and a lam ern, both with 'C:' -scrolls; on the
third, the scourging posts, a birch, and scourge arc
depicted.
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of the design is engraved with a needle and filled
with black lacquer. The whole is then backed with
pewter or silver f(-1il to enhance its brilliance.
Because of the style of the decoration on the
cglomisc roundels, this rosary probably dates from
about I6oo to I62o and is Baltic German, possibly
from Ki:inigsbcrg. The Kun.rl.rchrank of Gustavus
Adolphus in Uppsala also includes a group of ritual
objects, among which arc a pair of pontifical gloves
and six rosaries, one of amber.~·''
Stirn recorded seeing 'the Pater Noster of Pope
Gregory XV' (pontiff I62 I-3) at Lambeth (sec p.
2I), but no such attribution allaches to <tny of the
surviving specimens.
A. Somers Cocks

124. RINGS"T'ONE (Pl. LXXXI I). Cornclian intaglio. Draped bust of Faustina II, wife of Marcus
Aurelius, facing in profile to the lcli. Flat fitce and
convex back.

I685 A no. 428: Torquis e succino.fulvo, vel.forlc potius
lessera jJescatoriae plerumque ovales nomwllae cruci.formes,
in quibus cruc!fi.r:ioni.r instrumenta .rjJarsim dejJicla.

I685 A no. 483: Cama, in qua 1-/eroinae caJJUI Cume.olo
ovali inci.wm.

Dimensions: Length (overall) go mm, (Ave beads)

Dimensions: Height I4 mm; Width I I mm.

c. I 5 mm, (paternoster beads) c.32 mm.

"T'hc turned work on rosaries Nos. I 2 I-2 must be
contemporary with the forming of the collection at
the very earliest, and is scarcely of sufficient interest
to auract the collector's allcntion. One must suppose, therefore, that, like the rosaries in the Uppsala
cabinet of art and curiosities, 2 ~:• they were included
as being of ritual interest.
Amber as used in rosary No. I23 is commonly
found 6n the Baltic coasts and was much used in the
Middle Ages for rosary beads. For example, the
I 4.67 inventory of the Duke of Burgundy's possessions lists fifteen of them. 2 ... With the Reformation
this aspect of the industry went into decline:
indeed, Rohde allributcs the large increase in the
variety of objects made of amber in the sixteemh
and seventeenth centuries to attempts by the guilds
to compensate for this dcclinc.~~ 5 The craft was
fostered with particular success at Ki:inigsbcrg by
Georg Friedrich von Ansbach, who became Regent
of Prussia in I s86.
Eglomisc plaques were much used in conjunction
with amber to decorate a variety of objects, ranging
from knives and forks 246 to gaming boards, in the
last decades of the sixteenth ccmury and the early
seventeenth century. 'T'he technique involves painting part of the design on a glass plaque and filling
the other parts with gold or silver, on which the rest

Datable to the second century AD. Sec ZwicrlcinDichl and Vollcnwcidcr 2411 lor the type.
Sec further discussion under No. I 76.

125. RINGS'T'ONE (Pl. LXXXI 1). Carnelian intaglio. Eros standing towards the left, leaning on a
hoc. Flat f~tcc and back, sides sloping inwards,
chipped.
I 685 A no. 490: Cama, in quajigura se inclinan.r cameolo
ovali caelata.

Dimen.rirms: Height I I mm; Width g mm.
Datable to the first century acffirst century AD. Sec
Henig and Maaskant-Kicibrink~~!' ll)r the type and
style.
Sec further discussion under No. I 76.
,.,, Bi.ittgcr t!)l". 3· •:l-•7·
,..., Ddah11rde 1H5:l· \"Ill. ~
, ..,, Rohcl" •9:l7.
:.!-IIi Set:. fi_,r exiunpll~~ a l'i.u·k and sen·t·r li·om a car\'ing set of
r.lli110-20, with similar l"llundcls in the ends, in 1he Vin11ria and
Albert i\·luscum, L11nd11n (n11. M 92o+a- I!J21i), and a li.1rk aud
1hn:c kni\"CS clatl"CI •6:J4 in the same CllllcCJilln (1111. M 1391 + h
+h+k- llljll).
'"'' Bi.iugcr 1!)111. 3· •:l-•7·
"" ZwiL·rlcin-l:>il·hl 1!J(i!J. 1111. 54!1: Vullt"nweider 1!17!). 1111.
2:Jii.
'"''' Henig I!J74· no. •:l-1: Maaska111-Kieihrink 19711. 1111. :l!JII.
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126. RINGSTONE (Pl. LXXXII). Cornelian intaglio. A vase containing leaves. Flat face and
convex back.
1685 A no. 461 : Cameolus ova/is plan/a quadam
insculfJtus. Italis, Intagli.
Dimensions: Height 10 mm; Width 6 mm.
This sixteenth-century intaglio may be compared
with one example formerly in the collection of Sir
Hans Sloane, now in the British Museum, and
another illustrated by Gorlaeus described as vas cum
jlore vel quale cunque vel ut denote/ ludosY' 0 The type
was also known in antiquity. 251 ·
Sec li.n·thcr discussion under No. 1 76.

it may be compared with a gold ring with the same
device found at \Varkton, near Kettering. 254 A
bone signet ring with a cross surrounded by a
similar inscription, from Colchester in Essex, has
been dated to the twelfth or thirteenth century. 255
joan Evans mentions a jet ring found in a cairn in
Scotland in 1753 and thereafter preserved as 'more
valuable than many tons weight in mcdicine'. 256
The Ashmolean ring is of sixteenth-century date,
and is perhaps from Santiago da Compostella.

130. MEDALLION (Pl. LXXXII). Verre eglomise
plaque showing the Lamentation of the Angels,
with Christ laid out on an altar attended by three
.
angels
and with a mountainous landscape in the
127. RINGSTONE (Pl. LXXXII). Cornclian indistance.
Border with formal ornament. Turned
taglio. Eros, standing facing towards the left, blowebony
frame.
ing a pipe; groundline below. Flat face, convex
back.
1656 p. 36: Variery of Figures cut in crystalls.
1685 A no. 491: Cama, in qua Angelus galeatus (S''" 1685 A no. 510: Christi resurrectio e sepulchro, cum
J\tlichael) manibus tenens tubam, cameolo item ovali Angelis ipsifamulantibus, in miniatura eximie adumbrata.
liiCl.\"1/S.
Dimensions: Height 70 mm; Width 55 mm.
Dimensions: Height 12 mm; Width 9 mm.
Similar examples are published by Pettcnati, dating
This gem is probably of sixteenth- or seventeenth- from c. 1580 and deriving, perhaps from Lombardia,
century date, but is based on Roman prototypcs. 252 which was the principal production centre for this
technique.25 7 This dating is confirmed by the
Sec further discussion under No. 1 76.
iconography, with both M;ile and Reau slating that
the iconographical policy of the Council of Trent
128. HOOP (Pl. LXXXII). Rock crystal hoop was responsible for the replacement of human
with six imitation gemmed settings, three cabochon mourners- the Virgin, the Holy Women, St.johnalternating with three pyramidal set bezels.
by les esprits du ciel. 258
1685 A no. 202: Annulus e Chl)•stallo polita.

Dimensions: Diameter (internal) 19 mm.
Jewels arc a common feature of sixtccnth-ccntmy
ornament, the most notable being the fa~adc of the
Palazzo dci Diamanti at Ferrara.

129. RING (Pl. LXXXII). jet signet. Convex
hoop expanding to flat oval bezel engraved with the
Crucifixion between the Virgin and St. John, with
surmunding inscription in Roman capitals +IN
HOC SJG.NO VINCES.
1685 A no. 391 : Annulus ex Ebeno sigillaris, imagine
Christi in cruce pendenti.1· insculfJii, cum hac /nscrifJtione
circum posila. In /we signo vince.l'.
Dimensions: Diameter (internal) 18 mm.
A ring of this type in jet was lillmd under an oak tree
in Pctton Park, Shropshire, c.1900. 25 :1 An ivory ring
of the same style and with the same inscription was
found in Sulfolk and is now in the British M uscum;

131. MEDALLION (Pl. LXXXII). Heliotrope
intaglio. Two men lifting water; trees are shown
around them, together with a grassy groundline.
Flat face and back, edges bevelled.
1685 A no. 154: ]aspides orientales duae forma
octagona in quibus imago cuisdam aquam haurientis & c.
Ex do11is Rever. Viri D. Caroli Ki11g lEd. Christi Alum11i.
Dimensions: Height 18 mm; Width 28 mm.

"" Dalton 191 5, no. 1<'111.1; Gorlaeus 16!)5, no. 618.
"'' Brandt fl a/. 1972, no. 2868.
"'' Zwicrlcin-Diehl 1979, no. 1354; Richter 1971, no. 158.
"' Sotheby's, London, Medieval rmd Rellais.\'OIIU Works tif Art, 17
April 1g8o, lot 154.
"''Dalton 1915, nu. 776; id. 1912, p. 120.
"''Croker 1853, no. 205.
"',;Evans 1922, p. 181.
"'' l'ettenati 1980, nos. 48-88.
"'"Mille 1951, 2HH; Rcau 1955-y, vol. 2, pt. ii, p. 525.
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This sixteenth-century medallion was given to the
Ashmolean by the Revel Charles King of Christ
Church. 259 Another intaglio of this shape with
bevelled edges is illustrated by Dalton. 260
See further discussion under No. 176.
132 . . MEDALLION (Pl. LXXXII). Lapis intaglio. A hermaphrodite resting on a rocky bench, legs
covered with drapery, breasts bare, hair wound in a
coil round the crown of the head. Two winged
Erotcs in attendance, one waving a tambourine and
the other playing a lyre at the foot of the bench
under the shade of a tree. Gold inclusions in the
branches of the tree. Flat face, convex back drilled
with fourteen holes.

237

Probably sixteenth-century. Another plasma cameo
of this date, frmnerly in the collection of Sir Hans
Sloane, is catalogued by Dalton. 21;., Although intaglios with this motif in plasma occur quite
frequently among ancient gcms, 265 cameos are less
common. However, a plasma mask in the
Thorvaldsen M uscum 21w also has the back hollowed out for translucency, and the undercutting of
the profile could indicate that this is an ancient gem
reworked.
Sec further discussion under No. 176.
134. MEDALLION (Pl. LXXXIII). Opaque
white on grey onyx cameo. \·Vreathed and draped
bust of an emperor, beardless, facing in profile
towards the left. Chipped.

1685 A no. 222: LajJis La<.uli ova/is, ex uno laterc, tribus
fig uris insculptus; ex alio, 14 Joraminibus ali quo usque 1685 A no. 528: Cama, seu Caput lwmanum in LeucAclwte xculptum.
terebratus.
Several Renaissance reproductions of this motif Dimensions: Height 22 mm; Width 15 mm.
occur, usually with three Erotes in attendance, one
A cameo similar to this sixteenth-century example
of them sometimes reading instead of playing the
was formerly in the collection of Sir Hans Sloane. 2 '; 7
lyre or holding a fan instead of a tambourine.
Sec further discussion under No. 176.
Examples of these other versions include a bronze
plaqucttc in the Kress collection, a cameo formerly
135. MEDALLION (Pl. LXXXI II). Opaque
in the possession of Madame du Barry, who wore it
white on transparent onyx cameo. \Vreathcd and
as a necklace clasp, and two intaglios in the draped bust of an emperor, perhaps Domitian,
Bibliothequc Nationale. 21; 1 Two more were in the
facing in profile towards the right.
collection of Fulvio Orsini (d. 16oo), one an ame1685 A no. 529: Cama, seu Caput lmmanum item in
thyst intaglio in a gold setting bought from the
Leuc-Acltate
incisum.
dealer and engraver Cesare de' Camei, and the
Dimensions:
Height 14mm; Width 1omm.
other a cameo in a gold ring bought from
21 2
Hicronimo Milanese. ; A sixteenth-century date
Datable to the sixteenth century. See further discuscan be proposed for the Ashmolean intaglio.
sion under No. 176.
Antonio Giuliano suggests that these derive from an
ancient gem depicting Cleopatra, as described by -136. MEDALLION (Pl. LXXXIII). Chalcedony
Plutarch, sailing up the River Cydnus to meet
cameo. Draped bust of Cleopatra, a snake coiled
Antony, reclining like Aphrodite, attended by boys
round her arm and about to strike her breast. Head
dressed as Erotcs. 21; 3
facing three-quarters to left.
Sec further discussion under No. 176.
1685 A no. 549: Cama, seu Caput Jil!mind! illustris in
Leuc-Acltate incisum.
133. MEDALLION (Pl. LXXXIII). Plasma
Dimensions: Height 25 mm; Width 17 mm.
cameo. The head of a maenad, the hair in a roll
"''' Sec Microfiche 1.
encircling the head and with twin tresses falling in
""' Dahnn 1915, no. 635.
ringlets on the shoulders. Facing in profile towards
,.;o Rcspeclivcly: l'opc-l-lcnncssy 1965, no. ~51 ; Babclon
the left. Irregular outline, with concave back.
11l97, no. 493; C:habouillct 11.158, nos. 2326-7.
";' de Nolhac 11!84, nos. 163, 170.
Damage may be deliberate, to give impression of
";"Giuliano 1972, p. 47·
antiquity.
.,;, Dalton 1915, no. 4i!l·
1685 A no. 527: Cama, seu Caput lmmanum Prasio
caelatum, ltalis Prasina di Smiraldo.
Dimensions: Height 20 mm; \Vidth 17 mm.

.,.;,Sec, for example, \Vahcrs 1926, no. 1556 (Ariadne), and
l-lcnkcl 191 3, no. 23 1.
.,;o; Fossing 1929, no. 1979.
,.;, Dalton 1915. no. 352.
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This sixteenth-century cameo illustrates the passage
in Plutarch's L!fe of Mark An/OI!J•2 '; 11 describing how
the Queen of Egypt took her own life rather than
accept defeat. Her conduct was much admired in
the Renaissance: gems showing this subject arc in
the collections at \oVindsor Castle, the Cabinet des
Mcdaillcs in Paris, and the British Muscum, 26 !' the
position of the asp varying.
Sec further discussion under No. I 76.
137. MEDALLION (Pl. LXXXIII). Chalcedony
cameo. Half-draped bust of a nymph, hair coiled
into a chignon with one plait falling to the shoulder.
Facing in profile to the right. Damaged.

I685 A no. 55 I : Idem iterum [Canw, seu CajJut.JiemiiiiE
illustris item in Leucacltale sculjJium].

Dimensions: Height I6 mm; Width I2 mm.
A similar sixteenth-century gem was in the collection of Sir Hans Sloane, and others arc at \Vindsor
Castle and in the Kunsthistorischcs M uscum,
Vienna. 270 The subject \vas also reproduced 111
bronze plaq ucttcs. 27 1
Sec further discussion under No. I 76.
138. MEDALLION (PI. LXXXIII). Opaque
white on pinkish-grey onyx cameo. A bust of a
woman with elaborate coill"urc and costume. Facing
in profile to the left, hand beckoning. Damaged.

I685 A no. 550: Cam a, seu Cajmt fd!mint£ illustris item
in Leucachate sculptum.

Dimensions: Height I8mm; W'idth I3mm.
Other sixteenth-century cameos which seem to
derive from the same model include one in tlic
British M uscum collection and another in the
Musco dcgli Argcnti, Florcncc. 272 In other representations of distinguished ladies the hand may
hold a panache of feathers, an apple, or a musical
instrument, or may clasp the hair. 27 :1
Sec further discussion under No. I 76.
139. MEDALLION (PI. LXXXIII). Opaque
white on transparent onyx cameo. Aphrodite,
partly draped and seated l~tcing towards the !eli..
She holds up what may be a quiver, beyond the
reach of Eros who lifts his ann towards it.
Groundlinc indicated. Pitch backed.

I 685 A no. 548: Cam a ex Acltate, in quo jigura sedens
cum puemlo as/ante insculpta.

Dimensions: Height Iomm; Width II mm.

An account of these small anecdotal cameos is given
by Kris. 274 'T'hcy arc in general roughly cut, for
setting in quantities in caskets, mirror frames,
sconces, scabbards, cutlery handles, and display
vessels: their value is purely decorative. Many
examples of similar (sixteenth- or early seventeenthcentury) date were in the collection of Sir Hans
Sloanc, 275 and a group in the collection at \·Vindsor
Castle survive with their seventeenth-century enamelled settings intact. 276
Sec further discussion under No. I 76.
140. MEDALLION (Pl. LXXXIII). Opaque
light-brown on transparent onyx cameo. A nymph
sleeps lacing downwards while another figure
stands behind her holding up an indeterminate
object, perhaps drapery, to the sound of a satyr
blowing a conch shell. Groundlinc indicated.
Damaged.

I685 A no. 546: Cama ex Acltale in quojigurae Ires, duae
stantes, una pmcumhens caelata.

Dimensions: Height I3 mm; Width IS mm.
Datable to the sixteenth century. Sec fun her discussion under No. I 76.
141. MEDALLION (PI. LXXXIII). Opaque
white on transparent onyx cameo. Marcus Cunius,
mounted on his horse, charges into the flames
issuing from the abyss. Damaged.

I685 A no. 544: Cama ex Leuc-Acltate jigura Equitis
insculjJla.

Dimensions: Height 9 mm; Width I I mm.
Eichler and Kris reproduce another cameo with this
motif, 277 illustrating the episode fi·om Roman history described in Livy (Book VII, vi), which was
also reproduced in the sixteenth century in bronze
plaq uettcs.
Sec further discussion under No. I 76.
";"Sec tht• translation called Dryclt:n's, t·clill'cl hy Clou!{h
(1902, pp. 23li-H).
·wu Rcspcctivdy: \Vindsur C:asllc, Handlist uos. !l!'l· :.!li!l· <:tc.:
Babclou 1B97, uos. 671.1-3: Dahou 1915, uu. 319.
"" Rt:sp.:ctivcly: Dahun 1!)15, no. •15:.!; \Viudsur Castll',
HandliSI uos. qH, !JI; Eichler aud Kris I!J:.!7, 1111. 'J.75·
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scribed by Dalton/'" while Stuveras~" 2 illustrates a
Roman marble of this subject.

142. MEDALLION (Pl. LXXXI II). Opaque
white on transparent onyx cameo. A centaur,
perhaps Sagittarius, aims his bow and arrow at a
man seated on the ground wearing armour and
with what may be a club resting on his shoulder.
Pitch backed.

Sec fi.1nher discussion under No. 176.

1685 A no. 5·~5: Cama ilt!m ex !lcltate .Jigura lwminis
jJrocumbentis ac Centauri ex arcu Jagittam mitten tis, incisa.
Dimensions: Height 11 mm; \·Vidth 14 mm.
"fhe subject represented may also be Hercules and
Nessus. Datable to the sixteenth century.
Sec further discussion under No. 176.

1685 A no. ;156: Cama, seu Imago Veneris dcljJitinn
ineqitantis in Leucacltate sculpta.

143. MEDALLION (Pl. LXXXIII). Opaque
white on transparent grey onyx cameo. Mark
Antony, wearing classical armour, lies asleep on a
bench bcfiJrc a building, while Cleopatra stands
bcli:11·c him with one hand on her breast and the
other extended, an asp rearing from a basket at her
feet. Convex back.

1685 A no. 492: Cama, in quo homo vestitus dmmien.r,
cum fnemina nuda astante, acltate ovali insculptus.
Dimensions: Height 14mm; Width 14mm.
.Marble reliefs showing this composition, which is
attributed to Mosca, arc illustrated by Planiscig.~ 7 "
See further discussion under No. 176.
144. MEDALLION (Pl. LXXXI II). Opaque
white on greyish onyx cameo. Europa crowns Zeus,
disguised as a bull, as they ride across the waves
attended by a boy triton making music.

1685 A no. 55 7: Cmnn, ex Achate mag no ovali, in quo
Jigurn Eurojme in tergo Tauri nequorn trajicienti.r, inci.ra.
Dimenxions: Height 20 mm; Width 23 mm.
Similar sixteenth-century gems, illustrating the
episode described by Ovid (MetamorjJiwses II I) and
interpreted by Valeriano,~ 7 ! arc in the British
Museum, in Berlin, and in Florence.~""
See further discussion under No. 176.
1

145. MEDALLION (Pl. LXXXII I). Opaque
white on transparent onyx cameo. Eros sleeping, his
arms clasped round a reversed torch, before a
landscape with houses clustered round a tower.

1685 A no. 534: Cama ex Achatc .Jigurn lwminis lwmi
jJrocumbenti.1· in.rculjJtn [entry apparently deleted].
Dimensions: Height 10 mm; Width 11 mm.
Another gem with landscape background is de-

146. MEDALLION (Pl. LXXXIII). Opaque
white on transparent onyx cameo. Fortune, a
mantle billowing round her like a canopy, rides
across the waves astride a dolphin.

Dimenxions: Height 14 mm; Width 11 mm.
'fhc motif on this sixteenth-century cameo is also to
be found on the reverse of the medal of Gian
Francesco Trivulzio ( 1504-73) by Pietro Paolo
Galeotti, 211 :1 where Fortune is shown on a dolphin.
Sec fi.1rther discussion under No. 176.
147. MEDALLION (Pl. LXXXI I I). Sarcl on
transparent onyx cameo; a wyvern facing towards
the left. Groundline indicated. Damaged.

1685 A no. 564: Cam a ex nclzate fJersici colon·s, in quo
.Jigurn G1yphis sculjJta.
Dimensions: Height 14 mm; Width 16 mm .
A large number of similar sixteenth-century cameos
showing animals, hybrids, and heraldic monsters
were fiJrmerly in the collection of Sir Hans
Sloane. 2 " 4
See li.1rther discussion following No. 176.
148. MEDALLION (Pl. LXXXIV). Shell cameo.
Christ crucified, between St. John and the Virgin,
within a reserved border. Pitched back. Damaged.

1656 p. 36: Diuers Figures cut 1111 Shells.
1685 A no. 543: Camn ex Aclwte in quo.Jigura Christi in
cruce pendentis, una cum Stis . .faemis asseclis, caelata.

Dimensions: Height 11 mm; Width gmm.
Datable to the late fourteenth or early fifteenth
century. A fourteenth-century sardonyx cameo of
this sul~ject (fi·01n John 19: 26-7) in the Wcil
collection is illustrated by Kris. 2 "''
Sec fi.trthcr discussion under No. 176.
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149. i'viEDALLION (Pl. LXXXIV). Shell cameo.
A female figure with billowing draperies, her hair
streaming behind her, holding aloft a thunderbolt.
Advancing towards the !eli. Groundlinc indicated.
Gold rim setting.
1656 p. 36: Divers Figurts cui on Shells.
1685 A no. 542: Cama, in qua jigura Jouis vel .forte
]unonis laeva.fulmen geslantis, Rubicello incisa, auro item
inclu.w.

152. MEDALLION (Pl. LXXXIV). Shell cameo.
Neptune in his shell chariot in the midst of stormy
seas. He stands f~tcing to the right with his mantle
blowing in the wind, armed with his trident.
Rimmed gold setting.
1656 p. 36: Di1Jers l;igures cut on Shells.
1685 A no. 53 7: Cam a ex Ruhicello vel AmelhJ•slo alho,
in quo ]{efJlunus in concha navigans & tridentem dextra
gerens. Cama auro munila.

Dimensions: Height 11 mm; Width 9 mm.
The style of cutting and material of this sixteenthcentury French cameo arc paralleled in the British
Museum collcction. 2111; Valeriano writes of
Cclcritas, 'fulmen ante omnia vclocissimac omnino
cclcritatis indicium', 2117 while in Ripa 's lconologia 288
the personification of Speed holds aloft the thunderbolt and lightning of Zeus and has a hawk by her
head and a dolphin below.
Sec further discussion under No. 176.

Dimensions: Height 12 mm; Width 95 mm.
An engraving illustrating the passage from Virgil
(Aeneid I. 125-43), when the angry Neptune calms
the waves and threatens the winds with the words
'Quos ego ... ', is reproduced by Dclabordc, 290
while a further version by Virgil Solis, but facing
left, is published by O'Dcll-Frankc. 291 For the style
of this sixteenth-century French cameo sec an
example in the British M uscum collection published by Dalton. 2 !12
See further discussion under No. 176.

150. MEDALLION (Pl. LXXXIV). Shell cameo.
Mercury, naked, walking towards the right and
holding out his purse. His mantle and caduceus arc
over one arm and he wears his winged sandals and
pctasos. A cock is at his feet and the groundlinc is
indicated. Gold rimmed setting.
1656 p. 36: Divers Figures cut on Shells.
1685 A no. 540: Cama, in qua jigura Mercurij dextra
crumenam, sinistra caduceum gestantis, Ruhicello caelata,
auro inc/usa.
Dimensions: Height 10mm; Width 9mm.
The style and material of this sixteenth-century
French medallion can be compared with an example from the British Museum collcction. 28 !1

153. 1\ilEDALLION (Pl. LXXXIV). Shell cameo.
A cockerel, the feathers of the tail raised fan-like,
advancing towards the left.
1656 p. 36: Divers Figures cut on Shells.
168s A no. s61 : Gallus gallinaceU.\" simili concha
sculptus.

Dimensions: Height 10 mm; Width 12 mm.
An account of the attributes of the cock is given by
Valcriano. 293 Another example of this type and
material in the Musco degli Argenti is set in an
early seventeenth-century gold filigree cross, together with other bird and Erotic shell cameos. 294
See further discussion under No. 176.

Sec further discussion under No. 176.

151. MEDALLION (Pl. LXXXIV). Shell cameo.
Hercules standing, lacing front, resting on his club
with his lion-skin falling behind from his shoulder.
Groundlinc indicated. Rubbed on the face. Gold
rimmed setting.
1656 p. 36: Divers Figures cut 1111 Shells.
1685 A no. 538: Cama, ex Ruhicello vel Amethysto alho,
jigura 1·/erculis t;lavae innixi sculfJla, auro item munita.

Dimensions: Height 10 mm; Width 9 mm.
Similar in style and material to No. 150.
Sec further discussion under No. 176.

154. MEDALLION (Pl. LXXXIV). Shell cameo.
A camel standing in profile to the right. Groundline
indicated.
1656 p. 36: Divers Figures cut on Site/Is.
1685 A no. 572: Camd!lus item testa caelatus.
2 6
"
287

Dalton 1915, no. 188.
Valeriano 1575, bk. XLIII, ch. xxvii.
28
Ripa 1593, p. xxvi.
28
" Dalton 1915, no. 188.
"'" Dclabordc 1888, no. 192.
291
O'Dell-Franke 1977, no. D5o.
292
Dalton 1915, no. 103.
"'"Valeriano 1575, bk. XXIV, chs. xvii-xxvii.
29 1
" l\.·1 usco degli Argemi, Florence, no. 1300.
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Dimensions:
D~tablc to
scribes the
tractability
Sec further

Height 9 mm; Width 12 mm.
the sixteenth century. Valeriano demany qualities such as strength and
associated with the came1. 2!15

1656 p. 36: Divers Figures cui tm Shells.
1685 A no. 576: Animalnescio quoddam monstrosum in
concha caelatum [deest]

discussion under No. 176.

Datable to the sixteenth_ century. See further discussion under No. 176.

155. MEDALLION (Pl. LXXXIV). Shell cameo.
A shaggy goat with long horns advancing towards
the right. Groundlinc indicated.
1656 p. 36: Divers Figures cut on Shell.r.
168 5 A no. 57 4: Capra in testa incisa.
Dimensions: Height 8 mm; Width 12 mm.
Sec Valeriano for dcscr'iption oC the properties
associated with the goat. 2 !10
Sec further discussion under No. 176.
156. MEDALLION (Pl. LXXXIV). Shell cameo.
A siren with her hair flowing behind her, swimming
in the sea while playing a trumpet. Reserved
border.
1656 p. 36: Divers Figures cut on Shells.
1685 A no. 565: Syren tubam sonans in testa caelata.
Dimensions: Height 12 mm; Width 14 mm.
Datable to the sixteenth century. See further discussion under No. 176.
157. MEDALLION (Pl. LXXXIV). Shell cameo;
a dragon facing to the right. Reserved border.
1656 p. 36: Divers Figures cut on Shells.
1685 A no. 559: Scarabt£us in concha insculptus.
Dimensions: Height 12 mm; Width 14mm.
Datable to the sixteenth century. See further discussion under No. 176.
158. MEDALLION (Pl. LXXXIV). Shell cameo;
a monster advancing towards the right. Reserved
border.
1656 p. 36: Divers Figures cut on Shells.
1685 A no. 577: Animalnescio quoddam item in concha
insculptum.
Dimensions: Height 12 mm; Width 14 mm.
Datable to the sixteenth century. Sec further discussion under No. 176.
159. MEDALLION (Pl. LXXXIV). Shell cameo;
. a winged dragon advancing towards the left.
Reserved border.

Dimensions: Height 12 mm; Width 14 mm.

160. MEDALLION (Pl. LXXXIV). Shell cameo;
a horned goat liH:ing to the right, one loot raised.
Reserved border.
1656 p. 36: Divers Figures cut on Shells.
1685 A no. 574: CaJJra in testa inci.w.
Dimensions: Height 12 mm; Width 15 mm.
Datable to the sixteenth century. Sec further discussion under No. 176.
161. MEDALLION (Pl. LXXXIV). Shell cameo;
a bear advancing towards the right. Reserved
border. Damaged.
1656 p. 36: Divers Figures cut on Shells.
1685 A no. 5 71 : ElefJiwntus in testa scu/jJtus.
Dimensions: Height 12 mm; Width 15mm.
Datable to the sixtccmh century. Sec further discussion under No. 176.
162. MEDALLION (Pl. LXXXIV). Shell cameo.
A toad seated, looking towards the right. Reserved
border.
1656 p. 36: Diven Figures cut on Shells.
1685 A no. 56r Btifo in concha incisus.
Dimensions: Height 12 mm; Width 14 mm.
Datable to the sixteenth century. Sec further discussion under No. 176.
163. !VI EDALLI ON (Pl. LXXX IV). Shell cameo.
A dragon emerging li·01n a shell, head l~tcing to the
right. Reserved border. Damaged.
1656 p. 36: Divers Figures cut on Shells.
1685 A no. 568: SeljJeiiS in Helicem contortus item in
concha caelaIus.
Dimensions: H cigh t 12 m m ; Width 14 mm.
Datable to the sixteenth century. Sec further discussion under No. 176.
""Valeriano 1575, hk. XII, chs. xxi-xxxxix.
""; Ibid., bk. X, chs. i-xiii.
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164. MEDALLION (Pl. LXXXIV). Shell cameo.
An eagle rising, l~tcing to the left, with wings
displayed. Reserved border.
I 656 p. 36: Divers Figures cui on Shells.
I685 A no. 560: Aquila vnlans item in concha caelata.

Dimensions: Height I3 mm; Width I6mm.
Data blc tot he sixteenth century. Sec further discussion under No. I 76.

1656 p. ~16: Divers Figures cut on Shells.
I685 A No. 590: Duo pugilesftemiiUI!, in testae convexo
incisae, quarum una clavam in sinistra gerens, alia videtur
prostrasse.

Dimensions: Diameter 45 mm.
Ripa illustrates Fortitude 'donna . . . con una
mazza simile a quella d'Hercule'. 300 Datable to the
sixteenth century.
See further discussion under No. I 76.

165. MEDALLION (Pl. LXXXIV). Shell cameo;
an animal of uncertain species advancing towards
the lcli. Reserved border.
·
I 656 p. 36: Divers Figiii"I!S cui 1111 Shells.
I685 A no. 5 78: Simile animal igno/um in concha incisum

rttee.l·t].
Dimensions: Height 13.5 mm; Width I5mm.
Datable to the sixteenth century. Sec further discussion under No. 176.

166. i'viEDALLION (Pl. LXXXIV). Tridacna shell
cameo. Three ships, large, medium, and small,
sailing away from a rocky shore beneath a sky
studded with stars and marked with a crescent.
i\/louldcd edge with traces of gilding. Breakage at
back filled with pitch. Chipped.
1656 p. 36: Di11ers Figures cui on Shells.
1685 A no. 59 I : Tria navigia ven/o sec undo vecta, /ride
in caelis .\"1/fJereminenle, simili l!!Jta convexa faberrime
insculpta.

Dimensions: Diameter 45 mm.
Similar ships with round hulls, castles at the stern,
and triangular sails, alongside rocky dills with tufts
of grass, arc illustrated in an engraving published in
I574 by Bocchi. 2 !17 Dr Helen Wallis, Map Librarian
at the British Library, suggests that the ships arc the
San/a A'laria, the Pinta, and the JVi1ia, shown at the
moment of Columbus's first landfall in America on
the night of I I- I 2 October 1492. 2 !'" 'fhe rain bowlike crescent may be intended to represent the
moon's passage through the sky. lni(JI"mation about
the stars and sky on that night is given by
~,1 orison. 'l!'!'
Sec further discussion under No. I 76.

167. MEDALLION (Pl. LXXXV). Tridacna shell
cameo. Two women fighting; one of them, a robust
figure, brandishes her club over the other wl~o has
!allen to the ground and whom she holds by the
hair. Moulded border with traces of gilding.

168. MEDALLION (Pl. LXXXV). Mother-ofpearl relief. A nude woman with long hair, her scarf
held up like a sail, riding across waves on the back
of a dolphin. Rope twisted border; one drilled hole.
Damaged.
I656 p. 36: Divers Figures cut on Shells.
I 685 A no. 52 I : Venus nuda navigans in dorsa Delphini,
in matre Perlarum caelata.

Dimensions: Height 40 mm; Width 25mm.
'T'his motif, Fortuna sailing over uncertain seas,
illustrating the passage from Horace (Odes I. 35· 6,
'Te dominum aequoris'), occurs frequently in
sixteenth-century art as well as in plaquet.t.es and
medals.:101 Datable to the sixteenth century.
Sec further discussion under No. I 76.

169. MEDALLION (Pl. LXXXV). Shell relief in
the form of a bust of a woman with breasts exposed.
Her hair is held in place by bandeaux and caul.
threaded with pearls, a plait falling across right
shoulder. Head turned towards the left. Nose
damaged.
I656 p. 36: Divers rare and antienl pieces carved in lv01y.
I 685 A no. 593: CafJUI lmjJeriale faeminem item Ebnre
incisum, forte Cleapatra

Dimensions: Height 27 mm; Width 22 mm.
A similar model carved in shell is illustrated by
Kris,:1112 along with its pendant, a man in classical
armour. Busts of this type arc sometimes placed
back to back. 303 They were set in ciboria and other
"'' Bun:hi 1574, hk. I, symbol xiii, /Je mrrcatnre rl/.aconr.
:.!!IH

Personal cun1munication.

"'''Morison 1942, 1. 296-:iou.
""" R ipa I 5!J3, P· 35·~·
"'" For plaquctlcs, sec e.g. Weber 1975, no. 161; lor medals,
sc" .,,g. Hill and Pollard 19li7, no. 290, where the motif is lound
on the reverse of a medal s1ruck li.or Ah:ssandro di Gino
Vccchictli ( 1472-1532).
:w:! Kris 19'.ly, nu. 4 I ~i·
""" Dalton 191 5, no. 340.
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vessels, such as that designed by Holbein and
illustrated by Hayward.:111 ·1 Datable to the sixteenth
century.
Sec further discussion under No. 176.
170. MEDALLION (Pl. LXXXV). Glass imitating chalcedony cameo. St. Catherine of Alexandria
is shown wearing a royal crown and long robe; she
holds a martyr's palm and rests her hand on the
wheel at her feet. Edge broken, surf~1ce cracked.

1685 A no. 555: Cama, seu Imago S'"
quoda mortuo caelata.

Catheri~~tr.

lapide

Dimensions: Height 17 mm; Width 13 mm.
Babelon refers to makers of glass cameos for setting
in jewellery caskets and in book-bindings in the
second half of the fourteenth century.: 10 ~' The motifs
used were, as here, not exclusively classical, and were
interpreted in the Gothic, not Byzantine, manner. A
glass cameo Piela, of French origin like this example,
is in the Bargello, Florence. 3111;
Sec further discussion under No. 176.
171. MEDALLION (Pl. LXXXV). Glass imitating chalcedony relief. Pan, with goat's legs and
horns, chlamys falling from his shoulders, is shown
advancing towards the right, head bent down as he
blows hard on the double flutes. Blackened by
smoke.

1685 A no. 539: Cama, in quajigura Salj•ri vel forte Dei
Panis tubas sonanti.1· item ex Rubicello sculpta, auro
inclusa.
Dimensions: Height 18 mm; Width 18 mm.
The very low relief suggests that this has been cast
from an intaglio of this popular subject, which is
also found in plaquettes. An example illustrated by
Molinier shows a similar sense of movement and is
derived from an ancient gem. :1117
See further discussion under No. 176.
172. lVIEDALLION (Pl. LXXXV). Glass intaglio;
a turbaned Turk's head facing in profile to the
right.

1656 p. 36: Varielj• rif Figures cui in CI]1Jtal!J.
1685 A no. 4 78: Vitrum cluystallinum ovate, in quo
Turci caput Tiara indutum in solo miniato, ofJere jJosterganeo exhibetur.

Dimensions: Height 14 mm; Width 12 mm.
Datable to the sixteenth century. Sec further discussion under No. 176.

173. MEDALLION (Pl. LXXXV). Glass intaglio;
a helmeted warrior f1tcing in profile to the right.

1656 p. 36: Varielj• of Figures cut in CI)'Sialls.
1685 A no. 480: Vi/rum ch1ystallinum ovate, in quo
licrois cajml galiatum in solo roccineo, simile ofJerc
posterganeo ostenditur.

Dimensions: Height 14mm; Width 12mm.
Datable to the sixteenth century. Sec further discussion under No. 176.
174. MEDALLION (Pl. LXXXV), Glass intaglio;
a naked man aiming an arrow held above his head,
facing left.

1656 p. 36: Variel)' of Figures cui in cr;vstalls.
1685 A no. 489: Vitrum chrystallinum ovate, jigura
insculfJtum sagittam jaculante.

Dimensions: Height 14mm; Width 10mm.
Datable to the sixteenth century. Sec further discussion under No. 176.
175. MEDALLION (Pl. LXXXV). Glass intaglio:
a skull and cross-bones crowned by an hourglass.

1656 p. 36: Variel)' rif Figures cut in CIJ'Stalls.
1685 A no. 4 77: Vitrum clu]>Slallinum ovate in quo
Cranium lwmanum, inter clepsommidium, et duo ossa
femoralia dccussatum posita caelatum.

Dimensions: Height 13 mm; Width 12 mm.
Datable to the sixteenth century. See further discussion under No. 176.
176. MEDALLION (Pl. LXXXV). Glass intaglio,
a griflin segreant facing left.

1656 p. 36: Variery of Figures cut in c1ystalls.
1685 A no. 466: Vitrum item cllrystallinum ovate G1yphe
erecto we/alum.
Dimensions: Height 15 mm; Width 13 mm.
Datable to the sixteenth century.
The collection includes some ancient intaglios of the
kind found daily in the ruins of Rome in the
sixteenth century (Nos. 124-5) and which were sold
by dealers among the fruit and flowers in the
market in Campo dci Fiori. These were sometimes
set in rings as signets, but more often were kept in
cabinets as collectors' pieces. The post-classical
'""Hayward 1!)/i, pl. 41.
""' Bahclnn 190~, p. 78.
'""; Sc1: \V cnzcl 195li, lig. 28, nu. 1245·
'"" Molinicr 1IIIIG, no. 2li; cf. \V;dtcrs 192G, no. 15li1.
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gems reflect the taste lor larger stones, whether
engraved with genre scenes such as the heliotrope
intaglio of labourers lifting water (No. 131) or with
classicizing
subjects
such
as
the
lapis
Hermaphrodite (No. 132). The usc of cameos in
jewellery, plate, and furniture accounts for the
preference for the more decorative two-layered
onyxes and sardonyxes over the monochrome intaglios, and these illustrate the most popular themes
- Roman emperors and well-born ladies (Nos. 1346, 138), episodes from classical history such as the
heroism of Marcus Curtius (No. 141), or mythological tales such as Europa and the Bull (No. 144).
Such gems, although mostly imported from Italy,
could be bought in London, for the stock of the
goldsmith .John Mabbc contained seventeen engraved gems listed in an inventory of 1576, 308 and
there were many more in the Cheapsidc Hoa'rd. 30 !'
There is also the possibility that the gems in the
Tradcscant museum came from the collection of
Thomas Howard, second Earl of Arundel, for both
his wife, the Countess of Arundel, and their
daughter-in-law, Lady Maltravcrs, arc mentioned
among the benefactors (see Microfiche 5). This
interest in gems and the connection with the
Howards was maintained by Ashmolc, who received in 1674 the gold George worn by Lord
Arundel on his embassy to Germany in 1636, as a
gift from his grandson, Henry Howard, sixth Duke
of Norfolk.:110 It was the widow of the sixth Duke
who sold the Arundel gem cabinet to the Earl of
Peterborough in 1684, and on 28 October 1685
Ashmole recorded in his diary a visit to Lord
Peterborough who showed him a rare collection of
gems and ancient rings.:111
As in antiquity, the demand for gems stimulated
the production of imitations, particularly shell
cameos which were ea~y to carve, and, with a white
or coloured upper layer contrasting with the
ground, presented an acceptable alternative to
onyx. They were particularly in demand as matching sets, represented here by the groups of divinities
(Nos. 149-52) and animals (Nos. 153-65).
Raphael's painting of Noah's Ark in the Vatican
Loggia was the model for many representations of
animals in sixteenth-century an, and other sources
were Ch_ristof Froschovcr and Virgil Solis.:112 They
were also reproduced in plaqucttes.:11 :1 Some represent domestic pets, others beasts of the chase;
some arc hybrids, and all were associated with
pai"ticular properties by Valeriano in his
Hieroglyphica. 31 " A pair of bracelets in the Cabinet

des Mcdaillcs, set with shell cameos of hounds,
boars, horses, and stags, illustrates their usc in
jewellery. 3 1 5 In most cases shell cameos arc of poor
quality, since the fragile material rubs easily, and
the best craftsmen avoided it, so the small set of
French workmanship illustrating divinities is a rare
survival. Even rarer arc the examples of glass
substitutes for gems (Nos. 170-1) dating from
Gothic as well as Renaissance times. 'fhc group of
plain glass moulded intaglios (Nos. 172-6) could
also have been intended lor setting in rings and
caskets. They arc enclosed in roundcls like medals,
and the subjects represent contemporary interests
including a Turk (No. 172), the rival of a soldier
(No. 173), a memento mori (No. 175), and a heraldic
beast (No. 176).
D. Scarisbrick
177. AMBER CARVING (Pl. LXXXVI). Dark
red and opaque amber en mnde bosse, in the shape of
a human skull.
1656 p. 43: A Gamaha of a Deaths head.
1685 A no. 397: Cranium humanum e tali succwo
sculptum.

Dimensions: Height 23 mm; Width 19mm.
Amber skulls were collected as Kunstkammer objects
and appear on the shelves of cabinets illustrated by
Georg Haintz.:116 Williamson mentions a crucifix
of amber and ivory in the collection of the Duke of
Norfolk, with an amber skull at the basc.:117 This
example is of sixteenth- or seventeenth-century date
and of German origin.
See further discussion under No. 180.
(Pl.
LXXXVI).
178. AMBER
CARVING
Orange-red translucent and opaque creamy amber
en mnde bosse. Head of St. John the Baptist, eyes
""" Evans 192 1, p. g6.
"""London l'vluscum I!JI!Il, pp. 27-:~o.
'""The gili is recorded in t\shmole's dial"}' I.Ju~tcn 1966, +·
137:i): on 2 April 167~ he records that the 'Earl1: Marshall came
10 sec my Chamber at the Temple', and on 13 April 1674, 'He
gave me a G1:orgc in Gold, which his Granliuher wore when he
Wl!lll Ambassador into Germany.'
"'' Under 111l October 161!5: 'The E. ofl'l:ti:J'homw shewed ml'
his ran: Collection ofGcmms and anciclll Rings' (Josten 191ili, +
lllo<J).
"" Froschovcr 1560; O'Dell-Franke 1977, nos. G75-103.
'""Weber 1975, ·n"~- 41!6, 1-12; 659, 1-9.
:tH

Valeriano 1575, JmsJim.

""' Babelon 11!97, nos. 6114.-5.
""; Lammers, in Bcrnsmeier e/ a/. 197!.1o p. 4H7, pl.
'"'Williamson 1932, p. 15.

I!!)O.
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closed, fc)rehead fi.trrowed in pain, a gash bet ween
the eyes. Head f~tcing three-quarters to the right.
Back flat.
1685. A no. 532: Cama, seu CafJUI lmmrmum lafJide
quodam morluo.

Dimensions: Height 14 mm; Width

10

mm.

Rcau refers to the head of St. .John as the emblem of
the Confi·aternities of Mercy who attended condemned prisoners, and also as a charm to cure
headaches and sore thrmlts.=1111 Mary Queen of Scots
possessed such a head, which was listed in an
inventory of December 1562.:11 !1 The gash on the
fc)rchead was attributed to Salome, who stuck her
hat-pin into the head when it was brought to her on
a plattcr.= ~"
1

Sec further discussion under No. 180.

179. AMBER
CARVING
(Pl.
LXXXVI).
'T'ranslucent
golden
amber diamond-shaped
plaque, drilled with eleven irregularly-shaped
holes, the edges bevelled. Perli:u·atcd vertically fc)r
suspension. Broken at tips.
1685 A no. 414: Succini .fulvi Jrustulum [
detomatum.

] eleganter

Dimensions: Height 27 mm; Width 30 nun.
Sec discussion under No. 180.

180. AMBER CARVING (Pl. LXXXVI). Tawny
transparent amber oval plaque. The convex upper
surface has a shield-shaped projection at one end,
while the back has a centre panel with five sunken
holes arranged crosswise, flanked on either side by
twin raised bosses. Cracked.
1685 A no. 402: Succinum Julvum ovate in quu 9 orbes
electrini .1plell(/ide rejJraesentantur.

Dimensions: Height 45 mm; Width 13 mm.
German in origin, datable to the sixteenth or
seventeenth century.
From the lapidary published in 1566 by Fran~ois
Ruet, .Joan Evans quotes a recapitulation of the
medicinal virtues and magical cflccls of various
stones, including amber, as listed in the lapidaries of
the Middle Ages.m Pliny (XXVII. ii) records that
women of the Po valley wore amber necklaces as a
cure U)l' goitre, while children also wore it as an
amulet, hanging from the neck like a branch of
coral.
During the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries
the usc of amber in jewellery and decoration
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revived in Germany, and centres were established
at Danzig and Ki:inigsberg, close to the sources of
supply on the Baltic coast. Rosaries, crucifixes, and
other devotional objects were carved in a style
similar to contemporary work in ivory, and there
was a demand for inlay work. Amber was mounted
on caskets, cabinets, chess-boards, mirror frames,
cutlery handles, chandeliers, and candlesticks, and
sometimes set into wall surfaces. The decorative
eflcct of the contrasting translucent and opaque
sections, of tawny red and golden shades, was
emphasized by the high polish given to the glowing
surface, sometimes combined with other substances
such as ivory. As in antiquity it continued in
demand for medicinal and am uletic purposes, worn
as beads and hung around the neck as pcndants.=122
D. Scarisbrick

181. FRUI'T'-STONECARVING (Pl. LXXXVI).
Almond stone (?);the front is carved with a scene of
a bearded man wearing a biretta over long hair, a
long tunic of classical character, and thick-soled
shoes; he is seated with a viol held bet ween his knees
while he tunes one of the strings, framed by the
branches of a tree. The back is filled with representations of animals, including a lion, a bear, an
elephant ridden by a monkey, a boar, a dog, a
donkey, a stag, a camel, a horse, a bull, a bird, a
goat, a lynx, and a group of rabbits; the latter
under a branch on which sit an owl, anot!1er bird,
and a squirrel.
1656 p. 38: Figures and stories neatlj• carved upon Plumstones, AjJricock-stones, Cherry-stones, Peach-stones, &c.
1685 A no. 502: OrfJheu.l· citharizans in una facie ossiculi
unius jJruni sculptus, et omne genus bestiarum comitatium
in alia, opere mult!foro.

Dimensions: Height 25 mm; Width 22 mm.
Sec discussion under No. 186.

182. FRUIT-STONE
CARVING
(Pl.
LXXXVI). Plum-stone (?) relief. On the front is
shown the Crucifixion, with a soldier on horseback,
Longinus piercing ChrisL's side with a lance, and
other mounted horsemen behind; to either side of
the cross, surmounted by a titulus inscribed INRI,
"'" R!!au 1955-9, vol. 11, p1. i, p. 45H.
"'" Robertson 186:i, p. 550, no. 5·~·
"'" t\ccording 10 Smith 1!Jnl:!, p. 227.
"" Evans 1 !Ill~, pp. 142-3.
""Sec Rohdt! 1937 liJr an accnunl nfthis period in the history
of ambl!r.
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stand the Virgin and St. John, and a skull lies
below. Imbricated ground.
1656 p. 38: Figures and stories neal(y carved upon Plumstones, Apricock-stones, ChenJ•-.I·tones, Peach-stones, &c.
1685 A. nos. 496: Christi cruc:ijixio, cum S"' faeminis
assec/is, klilite hclus /ran.ifigente, lolaq. comitan/e caterva,
in jmmi item ossiculo graph ice sculjila.

Dimensions: Height 23 mm; Width 19 mm.
This carving illustrates the passage in the Gospel of
St. Mark ( 15: 39), 'Truly this man was the son of
God', and may be that described by Stirn on his
visit to Lambeth in 1638. Datable to the sixteenth
or early seventeenth century.
Sec li.1rther discussion under No. 186.

183. FRUIT-STONE
CARVING
(Pl.
LXXXVI). Plumstonc (?) hollowed out. On the
front is the facing figure of St. James the Less,
bearded and nimbcd, wearing a long tunic; he has
one hand raised to preach and in the other is a
fuller's stall". He stands in an open niche enclosed in
a li·amc with chevron ornament above, an inscription in Roman capitals reading S /AMES to one
side and a long-stemmed flower-head opposite. The
natural markings of the nut survive on the back.
1656 p. 38: Figures and stories neat/)' carved upon Plumstones, AjJricock-stones, ChenJ•-stones, Peach-stones, &c.
1685 A no. 503: Sanctus .Jacobus in Pnmi ossiculo
insculptus.
Dimensions: Height 24 mm; Width 20 mm.
English workmanship of the late sixteenth or early
seventeenth century. Sec li.1rther discussion under
No. 186.

184. FRUIT-STONE
CARVING
(Pl.
LXXXVI). Plum-stone (?) hollowed out at the
back to form a handle \~ith a hole in the centre
between panels filled with formal foliate ornament.
The front is carved with a shield with the following
quarterings in reverse: quarterly of six ( 1) on a
saltire a rose (Nevill of Abcrgavenny), (2) frctty on
a canton a ship (Nevill ancient), (3) cheeky
(Warennc), (4) on a less between six crosses crosslet
a crescent (Beauchamp, Earl of Worcester), (5)
quarterly two and three frctty a bcndlet overall
(Dcspenccr), (6) three chevrons (Clare).
1656 p. 36: Figures and stories neatf)' carved upon Plumstones, Apricock-stones, Cherry-stones, Peach-stones &c.

1685 A no. 507: Insignia sex familia rum uno c/yjJeo
con/en/a, in unica facie ossiculi Pruni caefata. Jract.
Dimensions: Height 18 mm; Width 14 mm.
The drawing of the arms is not every accurate: the
canton in (2) should be party and in (5) the bend
(lor it is not a bcndlct) has not been drawn over-all
as it should be. The first persons entitled to usc these
arms would be the children of Edward Nevill, son of
Ralph, Earl of Westmorland, and Baron
Abcrgavcnny (iure uxoris). His elder son married an
heiress and could have added another quartering.
This George Nevill of Abcrgavcnny died in 1492.
English workmanship of sixtcciHh or early seventeenth century.
Sec further discussion under No. 186.

185. CARVING (Pl. LXXXVI). Wood plaque,
formerly painted and gilt. Bust of Christ facing in
profile to the right with surrounding inscription in
Roman
capitals:
+EC[CE
SA]LVA[TOR
MU.N"]IJI. Damaged.
1685 A no. 498: Imago D[omi]ni n[ost]ri Jesu Christi
intra ouale incisa, in quo haec Inscriptio, Ecce Salvator
mundi.

Dimensions: Height 20 mm; Width 5 mm.
A similar bust of Christ facing to the right, though
with a dill"crent inscription, is illustrated by
Rouillc.:•n Datable to the sixteenth century.
Sec further discussion under No. 186.

186. CARVING (Pl. LXXXVI). Wood plaque,
formerly painted and gilt. Bust of the Virgin, veiled,
facing in profile towards the right, with surrounding
inscription in Roman capitals: + E[CCE M]ATER
CH[RIS]TI. Damaged.
1685 A no. 499: Imago B. Mariae Virginis item intra
ovale incisa, in quo haec Inscriptio, Ecce mater Christi.
utraq. opere multijoro.
Dimensions: Height 19 mm; Width 6 mm.
These carvings (Nos. 181-3, 185-6) are inexpensive
versions of portraits of Christ and the Virgin in
mcdallic or hard-stone of the type illustrated by
Eicher and Kris. 324 Other cheap versions were
produced as bronze plaqucttes. 325 Datable to the
sixLeenth century.
"" Rouillc 1553, p. 9·
"'"' t~ichlcr and Kris 1927, nos. 417 (the Virgin) and •i20
(Christ).
""Sec Norris and \Vcbcr 1976, nos. 70, l:lt, though these have
dillcrcm inscriptions.
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The small group of carvings on fruit-stones
represent the I'Vunderkammer taste for feats of
technical skill, exemplified by 'A Cherry-stone,
upon one side S. Geo: and the Dragon, perfectly
cut: and on the other side 88 Emperours fi1ces',
catalogued in the Tradescant collection at Lambeth
( 1656 p. 38); the stone is now lost but a drawing
survives (Pl. CLXXIII). An even greater tour de
force is the cherry-stone carved with r8o heads in the
Griines Gcw61be, Dresden, ascribed to Melchior
Baier. :w; Although this was mounted to wear as a
pendant, such stones composed of two halves were
too fragile to be used as jewellery. Sometimes they
were linked together in rosaries, such as the example shown by Mr West. at the Society of
Antiquaries on 25 October 1733: 'chaplet of beads
consisting of fifty five cherry and plumstones. Each
of the cherry stones hath a Roman Emperor and
each plumstone a history most exquisitely
carved.':m Nicholas Briot (1579-164.6), who
worked at the Royal Mint, is mentioned by Venue
as the carver of a portrait of Charles I ,:128 the back
with St. George surrounded by the Garter motto,
on a peach-stone,:1 ~!1 as well as of two others
including a nut with a Crucifixion at the Museum
at Oxford University (see No. 182). Captain
Nicholas Burgh (No. 290) was also a virtuoso carver
and a contributor to the 'l'radescant museum (No.
439). Besides devotional subjects, the ·rradescant
group includes a delightful portrait of a musician as
Orpheus charming the beasts (No. r8r). The
classical character of the subject is matched by his
pseudo-Roman tunic, and the instrumem, a viol,
was the most advanced musical instrument of the
time. The festooned outline suggests a German
origin. Venue also recorded a portrait of the
musician Bassano playing such an instrument in the
library of Sir Andrew Fountaine at Narford Hall,
'several portraits over his books, amongst them a
man playing on a viol'.:l:w There is also an elaborate
shield of arms (No. 184), copied fi·om a signet ring
and designed for use as a seal, with the back cut
away to form a strip handle.
D. Scarisbrick

187. WAX PLAQUE (Pl. LXXXVII). Relief in
wax 331 showing the Virgin of the Annunciation.
The Virgin, seated before a conical baldachin on
the left facing the spectator, looks up from a book
lying open on a table, and folds her arms in a
gesture of submission. The angel, holding the lily in
his right hand, approaches from the right, his lefi
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hand raised in salutation. The dove descends, top
centre, in an aureole of rays. Damaged.
1656 p. 4.0: Seveml sorts r?( imbost l+'ax-works curious.
r685 A no. 5 79: Salutatio B.M. Vi1:ginis arle cereoplastica. fract Atmo 1~1)4].

Dime11Jio11J: Height 70 rt1m; \Vidth 45 nun.
The scene illustrating the passage li·01n St. Luke ( 1:
26-38) represents a rare survivalli·orn the sixteenthcentury craft of wax-modelling, which is more
lrequently represented by portrait medallions, sometimes with elaborate details of costume jewellt:ry
richly coloured. Late sixteenth century.
D. Scarisbrick

188. BOX OF COUNl'ERS (Pl. LXXXVIII).
Small circular silver box, containing silver counters.
The box has a slip-in lid; its sides are enamelled
with two superimposed bands of translucent green
on scored keying above flat silver wires rolled to
simuhue cord between wires. The base is plain. The
cast top of the lid is enamelled in cloisons, with a
symmetrical pattern of scrolled foliage with stylized
flowers and a pineapple in pale greens, turquoise,
and cobalt blue on a blue-black ground (damaged).
The box contains eleven of the original dozen thin
oval silver discs, each stamped with the haloed head
in profile of an Apostle, below each of which is
embossed a pierced mullet between two pellets.
Each is identified by name ami is represented as
frJIIows:
S. A.NDREAS, to dexter (mullet and pellets repeated above)
S. BERTI-JOLOMliUS, to sinister
S. IACOBVS. MAJOR, to dexter
2
" o; On this ;md ollu:r clu:rry-stmu:s at Dn·sden se<·l-len·s 19Ho,
pp. 2-11.
""Minnie-Books of the Society or .-\111iqnaries, ~- This
corresponds with till: descriplion or till" rosary or Queen
Henriella 1\·laria. lent hv lht• Duke or l'unland )O the exhibition
ur the Royal House nr SIUart. London. rHH!J· no. 4011.
""' Verlue, .,\';,,, /lookx, 1. 3H.
"'"'Christie's sah:, 211 Fch. 197:i, lot 11i8 . .Jones (18Ho, p. 3n)
Slates that aru:r the execution or Charles I the Knights or liw

Garter wore a crystal case mounted in gold containing a like1u.•ss

or lhe King and lhc insignia or tlw donor Gll"\"l."d in a Jll:achSlone. The whole ornamem was in the shape of a pcarl10 imitate
that which the King wore in his car.
"""Venue, ,,\·i,tr /Jookx, ~- 101. t\nollwr nul carving ofOrplwus
is illnsJratcd hy Gonzales-Palacios (1gllr, no. ro6). The sam<·
author illllstrales othl'r nuts <:ar\'ed with ci<:vices taken from
Roman coins (nn. 104) and with heads amids1 fi.>liage (no. 105).
""'Analysis hy Dr E. A. Baker conlirnu:d 1hat 1he matnial is
almost certainly heeswax. Some tran·s nr shL"ilac were also
ch:tecu:d, no doubt li·om surl:tn· trealm<·nt.
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S. JA CO BI ' . MIJ'. , DR, to sinister
S . IO ANNES, to dext er (mullet and pell ets rcpea ted a bovc)
S. JU DA S, to d exter (mull et a nd pellets repea ted
above )
S. MATHEVS, to sinister (mull et a nd pell ets repea ted a bove)
S. PA VLVS, to sini ster (mull et a nd pell ets re pea ted
above )
S. Pf-1/L/PPV , to sini ster (mull et a nd pell ets
rep eated a bovc )
S . S IMO N, to sini ster (mullet a nd pell ets repea ted
above )
S. THOMAS, to sinister (mull et a nd pell ets repea ted above)
St. Pe ter is miss in g.
1656 p . 37 : A little Box with the 12 Apostles in it.
1685 A no. 486: Capita 1 2 Apostolorum in argenta
toreumate seu opere anag/yjJtico exhibita contenta in pyxide
item argentea varUs coloribus encausto picta .

Dimensions: (Box ) Di a m eter 22 mm , H eig ht 16
mm ; (Counters ) H eig ht 15 .5 mm , Width 13 mm.
The exac t iconogra phi ca l orig in has not bee n
traced , but pres umabl y th ese arc works of a pro fessiona l di e-sink er in Lo nd on (b y ana logy with th e
mull et betwee n pel lets found on m a n y Lond on
go ld sm iths' m a rks) , usin g images fro m cas t med a llions of simil ar seri es of Apostles. Simi la r boxes a rc
known: a pi erced a nd engra ved box co nt a inin g
thirt y-o ne co unt ers, re presenting sove reigns o f
Eng land a nd oth ers, was rece ntl y so ld in
London. 3 n A d a te in the late sixteenth or ea rl y
seve ntee nth ce ntur y may be suggested .
G. L. T ay lor

189. GAMAHE ( Fi g . 54) . Grey mud ston e pe bbl e
with smooth surface in sc r ibed with th e words J ej US,
J osephe, Maria .
1656 p . 42: A C:amaha with J esus, J oseph & Mmy, in
Italian capitall letters.
1685 A no. 3 12: Lapis (ut videtur) scissilis oblongus,
coloris subnigri, nominibus sacris J esu, Mariae, J oseplzi
inscriptus; quod artificio (l'ereor ) non natura liter Jactus :
cujusmodi apud C:ermanos C:amalzuja dicuntur.

Dimensions:
tgmm .

Leng th

6o mm ;

Di a m eter

(max )

'Gamah es ' were r ga rd ed as a mul ets a nd as such
were worn or carri ed aga inst evil influ ences . Th e
Oxford En,f!,lish DictionmJI record s th e first use of th e
term in 1638 a nd re produ ces an ex p lanation of its

Fig. 54· Gamahc , No.

18g .

Sca le

1: 1

m ea ning dating from 1656: 'Ta lismans a re I mages
or Figures mad e by art , und er certa in constellations ; so gamahez are such figures found so
wro ught by nature held to be of great vertue, b eing
th erefore worn by som e persons. ' 33 3 A later
seventeenth-cent ury vi ew was that ta lismans operated partly on th e basis of resembl ances and part ly
on the power of th e ' Cel es tial R a ies, for R end ering
th em Apt to effec t tha t whi ch we desire' , and that ,
'according to th e opinion of th e Eastern M en ,
Fig ures, and I mages may be so pre pared , under
ce rtaine constellations, a that th ey sha ll have th e
power , Naturall y, and without Aid e of any Demon ,
or Deve ll to drive away Noysome kinds of
D iseases'. 334 Beli efs of this kind survived throughout
th e seventeenth century , influ encing European
mind s a t a ll levels ofsociety.
., .., Phi ll ips, Lo nd o n , Sitvn and G'otd Boxes and i\1/i.>cellanFon.>
Cullec/ors' Item;, 15 l ay 198 1, lo t 6.
.,.,.,Oxford English Dictionflly ( 1 9~~ ), s.v. ga ma hc.
•" Evans 1922 , pp. 163- 4..
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Fig. 55· A mu let, No. tgo. Sca le

U ntil th e mi d dl e of th e seventeenth century,
' fi gured stones' were cl ass ifi ed simply by externa l
a ppea ra nces, no distin ction being mad e between
na tura l a nd a rtificia l sigils 335 Pa racelsus, however,
in his Opera of 1658, disting uished two types of
ga m a hes: one type was found in sand a nd streams
a nd bore th e a ppea ra nce of having been m ad e by
man , but had instead been 'crea ted by God a nd
endowed with mirac ulo us powers', wh ereas the
a rti ficia l stones had ' im ages of men a nd a nim a ls
which have been impressed by a pec uli a r constella ti on ' .336 Jacqu es G iffa rd ( I6o i- 8 I) , one of the las t
cabba lists a nd a n a uthorit y on ta lism ans , pa id
pa rti cul a r a tten tion to na tural ga m a hes. T he work
of th e cabba lists a ttrac ted the disapprova l of the
C hurch a nd th e provincia l co un cils of Mil a n in
I 565 a nd Tours in I 583 o rd ered eccl esias tics to
discourage th e use of a mu lets a nd ta lismans. 33 7
Va rio us treatises were produ ced cond emni ng th ese
m agica l exercises : J ea n Ba ptiste Thi ers, who published in I 679 one of th e stro ngest d enuncia tions of
the use of a mul ets, ap proved onl y of obj ects whi ch
bore th e na me of C hrist, the sig n of the C ross , or
o th er sig ils acce pta ble to the C hurch .33 8
Th e consid era bl e interes t ta ken in a mul ets a nd
ga ma hes during the seventee nth century was one of
th e factors whi ch led to the collec ting of foss ils a nd
stone implem en ts 339 Amongst Ashmo le's geologica l
co ll ec tion , m uch of whi ch is beli eved to have been
d es troyed by fire in th e T emp le, was a Aint axe
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which had bee n fo und a t Old bury, a n eng rav ing of
which by H o ll a r was includ ed in Du gda le 's
Antiquities of Warwickshire340
T he mu ds tone ga ma he is th e onl y one rem a ining
of three listed in th e 1656 ca talogue: a 'G a m a ha with
a F ish in it' a nd a 'Gam a ha of a Dea ths head ' a re
mentioned ( I 656 pp . 42- 3) .3 4 1 Stirn records in hi s
di a ry th a t he saw a t Trad escant 's mu seum , 'a stone
fo und in the W es t Indi es in the wa ter, whereon were
graven J esus, M a ry a nd J oseph ' (see p . 248). I t is
possible tha t this gam a he, whi ch is so meti culo usly
worked , had been purpose ly p laced in wa ter, so that
th e find er mi ght a ttribute grea ter protec ti ve powers
to the stone, sup posing it had occurred na tura ll y.
E. Sa ndford G unn
190. A M U LET (Fig. 55 ). J et pend a nt cut in th e
form of a left ha nd. Th e ind ex a nd midd le fin gers,
which a re intac t except for th eir tips, a re clenched
with the end of th e thumb inserted between th em ;
th e o th er two fin gers a re broken off a t the base. Th e
end s of a n incised a rc-sha ped fea ture survive a t th e
"'" Eva ns ( 1922 , p. 83 ) points out th a t mos t of the la ter
lap idaries were based on the work of Albertu s Magnu s ( 1206c. J28o) .
" "; Gumher 1925 , p. 23 7.
'" " Evans 1922 , p. 187.
"" T hi ers 1679, p. 3 ' 3·
9
'"'
G unthe r 1925, p . 236.
:HO Du gd a le 1656 , p. 778 .
,,.. , Sec No. 1 77·
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tip of the thumb and at the base of the palm. The
'wrist' portion of the amulet is formed by an
openwork setting of two pairs of roughly indicated
hands, each making the same gesture as described
above, which arc in turn united at their wrists by a
terminal. The terminal consists of a faceted expansion, flanked above and below by square mouldings
and perforated from front to back, surmounted by a
truncated pyramidal finial with a small transverse
pcrforma tion.
1656 p. 44: tl Hand of Jet usually given to Children, in
Turk;•, to preserve them from 1-tlitchcraft.
1685 A no. 440: !vianus e gagale cujusmodi .wlent Turci
suis puerulis dono dare, utpote quorum virtute (ut stulteexistimant) a fascinationibus tuentur.

Dimensions: Length
Thickness 14 mm.

70 mm;

Width

30 mm;

Amulets of this type arc well known up to the
present day, particularly in the Mediterranean
. regions of Europe. Currently they arc regarded as
little more than good-luck charms, but their original function is universally acknowledged as being
to protect the wearer against the malevolent influence of the 'evil eye'.
Possession of the power of the evil eye may be
considered more of a curse than a gift: the antagonism it engendered in others can rarely have brought
the least benefit to its possessors, formerly known to
the Italians asjettatori.=•n Even the envious glance of
an otherwise benign person, cast in the direction of
a prized possession or a loved one, might be enough
to unleash the powers of the evil cye. 3 ·•:• \.Yomcn,
children, and domestic animals, all being targets for
the envy of the less fortunate, were considered
particularly vulnerable. It Italy the jettatori di
bambini were among the most feared of fascinators344 and in Turkey mothers avoided undue
displays of pride in their children and even hid
them away from strangers to avoid attracting the
attention of the evil eyc.:"' 5
In order to thwart this evil influence, a variety of
counter-measures could be adopted. One method of
warding off danger was by a gesture of the hand
with the fingers arranged in a prescribed position.
Two such positions were particularly favoured: in
one of these the hand was clenched with the index
and little finger extended in the form of horns,
known in Italy as mano comuta ;="'•; in the other
(deemed by most writers to be particularly- cflicacious against the evil cyc)H 7 the hand was clenched
with the tip of the thumb protruding between the

index and middle fingers, known as manojica or 'fig
hand'.HH Alternatively, protection could be gained
by wearing amulets of various kinds, the most
effective being in the form of hands making either of
these gestures. The advantage of such an amulet
was that it gave permanent protection to the wearer
and was not dependent on his being conscious of
any impending danger.
Although damaged, the pendant considered here
is clearly an amulet of the mano fica type. Such
amulets have a long history, examples being known
from Etruscan contexts="'!' and from widely scattered Roman period sources.="•" To this day they
remain popular christening-gifts in some parts of
Italy, usually executed in coral or silver. 3 ''' The
Turkish origin suggested in the early catalogues
might not be considered impossible: an early
example of an amulet in this form is known from as
far cast as the Crimca,:152 and belief in the evil eye
survives in 'l'urkcy to the present day,:~:.:• although a
recent survey found no current usage there of the
mano fica gesture. 354
'l'hcrc arc, however, overwhelming reasons for
claiming a Spanish origin fi:>r the Ashmolean
,., The term seems, huw<~vcr. to have lillie or nu currcncv
tuday. Thosl' who hav•· gained- particular nowriety as jrlla/11;-i
include Pope Pius I X and King Alphonso X Ill of Spain: S<'l'
Elwonhr •gs!l, pp. 24--fi; Gillard •gsfl, PP- 97 !1.
H:t

Ft'ill"

of envy is inch·cd

al

the root ofsuperstilions surround-

ing the l'\•il eye: s.·e Spooner 1!)71i, p. 77·
4 1
" ' ~:Jwonhy 1958, p. 11!.
'""' Ozturk 1974, p. 351; Spooner '!J71i. p. !lo.
~'"' 1 ' rl'h(• ICI"IllS adopted hen· an~ thost~ in CUITt.'lll usage.• iliTIOilg
ethnologists. Tht• '"'rli<·st accessihlt· source liu· thl' vocabulary ol'
gl'sturcs is dt· .Jorio 1B:i2 (s•·•· t•spl'cially pp. !19 I I:!, '55 91.
,_., Sel', lin· example. Critchlt·y '!l3!J, pp. ll1- ~; Elworthy
I!JS!I, p. 25i; Hildburgh '95'· pp. 231-51 (t·sp•·•·ially p. :.!4:il:
Pa\'ill and l'a\'ill 192!J, PP- 93- •I·
1 111
' •
Tlw ust· uf this gesture is still wid1·spread in Europ•· liu·
purpost•s other than warding oil' the evil <'Y''· It is inli'I'PI'I'tt·d iu
dilli,relll ways, must of tht·m obs•·cn<·, by dilli.·n·ut communitil's
(Sl'<' :\·!orris t•l a/. 1!)79 1 pp. qB 59, lin· a n·,-i,·w), hut tht'SI'
ahc.-1·nati\'c nu·anings have no din·ct signilkann· in this l'ontc.·xl.
1
- -'" C:uming 11l£il.i, p. 2!J3; l'a\'ill and l'a\'ill 1!l2!J, pp. !13 •I;
Elwurthy 195!1, lig. 111:.!.
"''"Two t·xamples from Egypt, now in tlw i\shmolt•an
Museum (111.-. I!J:i 1.liofi a h) may hi' of thi., dau·; lin· othl'rs S<'l'
l't·trie '!J'4, p. 11, pl. I. nos. 13 a b, and Hansmann and KrissRt•llcnht"Ck '!l(j(i, p. :zoo. G•·sturing hands an· ol'easionally
comhim·d with phalli in amuh·ts linmd in Roman military
•·ontt•xts (st'<' W•·hsu·r in Hohh·y '!1li7, PI'- 1·Jii !l. lin· sum•·

discussion of tht•st·). t\nnllt·ts of this typt· WlTt" also t·nnlnlonly

worn hy children, umil papal disapproval of tlw phalli!' l'mhl•·m
n·suhl'd in its disappeanuu·•· ( Elwonhy 1!1:)!1. p. '.'i:.! J""'1 Elworthy '!J5B, p. •:1:z.
.,-,, lhid., p. t:ili, lig. 21.
"''" Ozturk '9H, p. :!51.
.,.,. ;\·I orris e/ td. 1!17!1. p. '59·
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amulet. Only in Spain, it seems, did the practice
develop of adding smaller supporting hands at the
wrist, to enhance the power of the amulet: the
unique character of these Spanish 'compound
hands' was recognized by Hildburgh, who published several cxamplcs.'155 Most of these arc suspended by silver mounts, but one incorporates a
moulded and perforated terminal similar to that on
the Ashmolean pcndant.'' 51; An additional feature
found on many of these Spanish amulets is an
incised or openwork device on the palm, often in the
form of a heart or a crescent, alluding to the Virgin
Mary and invoking her interccssion.''~' 7 Although
broken and incomplete, traces of such a device can
be seen on our example.
The majority of these Spanish amulets arc made
ofjct, which was readily available fi·om the famous
aznbacheria (jet works) at Compostella.'158 More
significant than easy availability, however, were the
attributes with which jet was popularly invested:
the belief that it was a specific against a wide range
of evils, including witchcraft,'' 5 !' would have enhanced the apotropaic powers of amulets made in
this material.
As to the date of these Spanish compound
amulets, the majority arc assigned to the sixteenth
and seventeenth ccnturics.'160 At this time they were
so widespread as to provoke a ban on their usc by
Chqrles V in 1525.'";~ Hildburgh has suggested that
the practice of adding symbols alluding to the
Virg-i;1 to these otherwise profane objects may have
origit•ated at about this time by way of response to
the proscription.'";~
On this evidence, a Spanish origin and a date in
the later sixteenth or early seventeenth century may
be suggested with some confidence lor the amulet
li·om the Tradcscant collection.
A. MacGregor

191. .JASPER HEARl" (Pl. CII). Worked jasper
heart. Both faces arc slightly convex and there is a
nick between the two ventricles.
t68s A no. 120: Sardaclzales cordiformis.

Dimensions: Length 2H mm; Width 24 mm.
The heart form was used as a decorative motif on
many items of personal usc, naturally-lormcd heart
shapes being the most highly regarded.'";:• It was
considered as a symbol of earthly and heavenly love
and, when given as a present, was intended to
express love and to encourage reciprocal feelings.

Healing powers were also attributed to heartshaped amulets :"'H a heart-shaped water-worn
pebble obtained li·om Whalsay, Shetland, is recorded as having been used as a charm-stone
capable of curing human diseases and, at a later
date, of curing animals. 365 The heart was regarded
by alchemists as the image of the sun in man, just as
gold was regarded as the image of the sun on
earth. :uH;
The various properties of jasper have been discussed with reference to jasper beads (Nos. ••5-16)
but many types of stone were used to make heart
pendants. Hansmann and Kriss-Rettcnbcck illustrate a wide variety of materials used to produce
such pendants, which were frequently encircled
with silver or gold bands. 367 The Cheapsidc Hoard,

'""'' Hildburgh '!Juli, pp. ,~s8-6u, pl. V, 23; id. '!J13, pp. 65-6,
pl. I, 4; id. 1914, pp. 2u6-10, pl. XV, •-·~· For furtlwr amulets of
this type ll·mn Spain, where they arc known as fligaJ, '"" C:uming
11l6fi, pp. 294-5; Douce 18n7, p. 497; Fcmmdis 1921l, 1'1'· 25761 ; Fonnum 1881, pp. 256-7; Sdigman 191 o, pp. 184-8;
Hansmann and Kriss-R1:ttcnbcck 1966, p. 201. A silver-mounted
jet amulet somewhat similar to our ex;unplc is in 1hc Horniman
Mus.:um, London, no. 33.198 (infimmllinn kindly provided hy
Mrs l\·larion Wood).
'"'" l-lildhurgh 1914, p. 208, pl. XV,·~·
'"" l-lildhurgh t!Ju6. p. 459; id. 1913, pp. 64-5; id. 1914, pp.
208-9. Two such hands incorporating crescents illusm11ed by
Douce (1807, pp. 493, 497) arc thought by him to allude 10 Isis
or Vc1ws, while C:uming ( 1866, pp. 294-5) sees in them thl"
influence of Diana. In this context, hm\"l"'er, the crescent should,
perhaps, he seen as a n:fi:n:ncc to the Virgin.
'"" Hildhurgh ( 1914, pp. 209-1 o) speculates on tlu: possibility
1hat je1 may ha\'l: acquin:d an association with the prnlcctivc
powers uf1he Virgin from the fitcl that her image was f"requcntly
reproduct:d in this mal erial, pt:rhaps mostly for sale to pilgrims to
the shrint: ofSt.Jam.:s at Compostella. A matwjica or lligll amulet
incorporating a figun: nf St. Jamt:s is illustrated hy Fcrrandis
(1 9 28, p. ~ 5 8, pl. LXXXVII).
""" E\"ans 192~, pp. 4.0, 55; Hildburgh 1913, p. liti; l'avill and
l'avitt 1!)2!), p. 25li. One of" the more recently claimed anrilnncs
of"jel in Spain w:1s the preservation of" the hair (Hildburgh 1913,
p. 6(j),
'";n C:uming 1866, pp. 294-5; Hildburgh 1906, p. 459; id.
I~JI4·• p. 207. The amulet in the Horniman Museum (sec n. 355)
is tentatively dated to the seventeenth century: I am grateful Ill
Mrs Marion Wood fin· 1his infi.>nnatinn; Ferrandis (1928, pp.
25~J-fio) claims thai the majority nf sixtt:enth-ct:ntury amulets
show right hands, while left hands predominate in 1he seventeenth centu•·y.
:wo Fonnum 1881, p. ~56.
""' Hildburgh 1914, p. 209.
:w:~ Hansmann and Kriss-Rcuenbcck 1966, p. 181.
,.,,.,Ibid.
'"" l'mrmlings '!/lite Socir~l' rif Antiquaries rif Srollal/(1, 71 ( '93i),
369.
"'"' C:in>t 1971, p. q2.
""'Hansmann and Kriss-Rcttcnln:ck 1966, pp. 38-9.
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dating from the early seventeenth century, contained an amethyst worked in the form of a
heart, 368 as well as others of malachite and
azurite,:169 which were unmounted.
E. Sandford Gunn

192. CRYSTAL BALL (Pl. Cll). Spherical ball of
quartz. The gemstone is colourless and has a low
refractivity, 3711 with a magnification of about 2.5
times.
1685 A no. 206: Calculus globosus transpamu naturaliter sic formam·.
Dimensions: Diameter 38.5 mm.

Rock crystal has long been used for a variety of
decorative and more mundane purposes. It was
used in Roman times for vessels and personal ornaments: according to Propcrtius, crystal balls were
carried by Roman ladies to keep their hands cool
in summer. 371 Anglo-Saxon graves have yielded
several crystal balls, usually unperforated and
slung in metal bands, always in women's graves and
usually from between the knces.:172 The tomb of the
Frankish king, Childeric (d. 481-2), at Tournai,
contained a crystal ball: the tomb was found in
1653 and the excavated items were taken to Vienna
where they were eventually incorporated in the
cabinet of the Emperor Leopold; after its return to
France in 1665, the treasure formed part of the
Cabinet des Medailles of Louis XIv.:m
Arab lapidaries of the thirteen century suggested
that crystal would preserve the wearer from 'the
terrors of the night' ,374 whereas the Anglo-Norman
Sloan Lapidary, written belore 1243, gave rather
different magical powers, stating that crystal:
is clcarc and white and it kcepcth a man or his thirst.
Make powder or Christale and give a woman to drinck
and it shall greatly multiply her milkc. Touch ye
Christall with ye stone that hath lost his virtue
through yc sine or him that bcarcth uppon him, so yt
he amend him or his sinnc he shall returne his strength,
as in his kind through ye virtue or ye Chris tall stone. 37 ~

In medieval times crystal was regarded as the
symbol ot" virginity, innocence, and chastity. 376
Rock crystal balls have been used in various ways
in Scotland, appearing in the sceptre of the Scottish
Regalia and in the mace of the Lord Treasurer. The
uses and values of rock crystal balls have been best
remembered and recorded there. Lhwyd mentions
their use amongst the Highlanders who valued their
supposed influence in curing cattle and who 'on
May day put them into a tub of Water, and

besprinkle all their cattle with the water to prevent
being Elf-struck, bewitch'd, etc.' 377 The famous
Clach-Dearg, or Stone of Ardvorlich, is traditionally held to be of Saracen origin ::17 " the power of
this crystal ball was highly regarded, especially in
curing cattle diseases, until it was placed in the
custody of a bank in 1882 in order to stamp out the
practice. 379 An equally famous crystall ball is the
Clach-na-Bratach, the Stone of the Standard,
which is unmounted and is said to have belonged to
Clan Donnachaidh since 1314. 380 Tradition holds
that the clan was marching to join Bruce prior to
. Bannockburn; one morning when the standard was
drawn, a crystal ball was seen embedded in the
clinging earth. This was thought to be a good omen
and henceforth the ball accompanied the clan
whenever they were 'out'. 381
The use of crystal as an amulet and for medicinal
purposes has been little recorded elsewhere in
Britain, but the practice of crystal-gazing, which
became well established by the fifteenth century,
with a variety of methods lor 'conjuring with the
stone', is still widely known. 382 Edward Kelly, who
was an associate of John Dee ( 1527-16o8), was one
of the chief exponents of the art in Britain. 383 Three
wax discs and a crystal 'shew-stone' belonging to
Dee are now in the British Museum. 384
Crystal balls were recorded by Plot at the
Ashmolean and in the Repository of the Royal
Society at Gresham College: he considered that
these stones were 'not found in digging, either
amongst Gravel, or in Quarries, as most other
form'd stones, but upon the surface of the earth, as
:u;s London Museum 191!8, pl. X, fig. 1!, no. 14022.
'"'"Ibid., pl. X, fig. 2, no. 14275.
370
Smith 1940, p. 116.
"'Quoted in Black 1893, p. 435· The same propel"!}' is
allributed in the accession register "to a crystal ball in the
Ashmolean Museum (no. 1886.963).
372
Meaney 1981, pp. 82-7. Anglo-Saxon crystal halls in the
Ashmolean Museum include one from Chatham (no. 1836, p. 128,
no. 206), one from Picquigny, Somme (no. 1909.661a), and
another from Naples (no. 1886.963).
""Dumas 1975• pp. 3-4·
,,. Evans 1922, p. 40.
"• Evans and Serjeamson 1933, p. 128.
"" Gregorielti 1970, p. 159·
377
Black 1893, p. 437·
378
J. H. S1ewan, personal communica1ion.
"" Black 1893, p. 438.
'"" Evans 1922, p. 180.
'"'Black 1893, pp. 438-40.
382
Thompson 1927, p. 151.
383
Tail 1967, pp. 195-212.
••• Ibid., p. 203.
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the ingenious Mr Beaumont also says they arc in
Somcrsctshirc and Gloccstcrshirc, in the roads,
where the earth is bare; and produced, as he thinks,
in clear Evenings by a coagulation of dew falling on
nitrous streams, as the hexangular Chrystalls are
observed to be ... only in certain dry places, naked
and bare of all greens. ' 3 H5
E. Sandford Gunn

193. BEAD CALCULA'fOR (Pl. LXXXIX).
Consists of two shallow boxes, apparently of pine.
Originally the boxes were joined at their longer
sides by simple metal hinges, now broken, and were
fastened when closed by. a hook-and-pin catch.
Each of the boxes has six stiff wires running
horizontally across it at regular intervals, with the
ends set through the wooden fi·ames on either side.
The wires of the left-hand box are strung with metal
beads, ten to each wire, except the lowest, which
has four. The right-hand box is similar, except that
the top four rows contain ten beads each, with a row
of four and another of two beneath. A label bearing
the number 72 is pasted on the outer vertical frames
of each box, and another, with the inscription
}lumerical table of the Chinese, is pasted across the back
of each box. In the lower right-hand corner of the
right-hand box there is a hole through the transverse frame, possibly for carrying or suspension; the
hole is worn smooth and funnel-shaped, which
suggests long usc. When the instrument is closed
there appears to be a I·V or M scratched across the
middle of the two outer frames.
1656 p. 54: Beads strung ufJon stiffe wyres, and set in
four-square frames wherewith the Indians cast account.
1685 A no. 453: Abacus ]afJonicus, in quo rationes
colliguntur per globulos stanneos peiforatos jilo ferreo
cunsertos, stylo item ferreo /zinc inde mobiles.

Dimensions: (closed) Height 97 mm; Width 65 mm;
Thickness 20 mm.
Bibliography: Gunther 1923, p. 126; Ryan 1972, pp.
83-8.
This instrument is undoubtedly a Russian schety or
counting-frame, which, it can be suggested, may
have been brought to England by Tradescant the
elder after his trip to Archangel with Sir Dudley
Digges in 1618. The Chinese ascription on the old
museum label appears to elate from Duncan's
catalogue,:1 H6 and it is possible that 72 docs too. The
1656 description of the instrument as 'Indian' may
have arisen because Tradescant the younger and his
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collaborators were unaware of its true provenance
and simply gave it a suitably vague and exotic
origin. 'Indian' describes artefacts of widely dillering origin in the catalogue. Later cataloguers were
clearly not satisfied with the Indian ascription and
chose rather .Japan esc ( 1685) or Chinese ( 1836),
presumably because they were aware of analogous
instruments from those culturcs.:1H7 Even the comparatively expert Gunthcr:IHH maintained a Chinese
origin.
The schcf)• probably first came into usc in the midsixteenth ccntury.:IH!J Its origin is obscure but it may
have been indigenous to Muscovy. I fa elate of 1618
is accepted for the Tradcscant schef)• then it is the
oldest extant specimen, the next oldest having been
ascribed, on the evidence of its ornamentation, to
the end of the seventeenth century.:'!'" The
Tradcseant schel)• is also older than descriptions in
Russian sources or f(u·cign travel accounts and is
therefore of considerable historical interest.
Particularly noteworthy is the fact that it has tenbead rows. Many of the Russian manuscript descriptions of sclzef)• indicate nine-bead rows and the
historian of the sclzef)•, Spassky, suggests that the
change to ten-bead rows reflects the transition from
the old Greek-style alphabetical numerals to
modern numerals.:"" As this transition only became
official at the beginning of the eighteenth century,
the Russian merchants trading with the English in
Archangel, to one of whom the Tradcscant sclzety
. may have belonged, would have been considerably
in advance of the rest of the country in the matter of
arithmetic, and of their English trading-partners in
the matter of technology, for there was no calculating device comparable to the scl1ety in western
Europe at this time. The schety is still in usc in the
USSR today.
W. F. Ryan

194. RUNIC ALMANAC (Figs. 56-6o, Pl. XC).
This perpetual almanac consists of ten (originally
eleven) leaves of boxwood (Buxus sp.), fastened
through paired perforations along one edge by a
cord, so as to form a 'book'. The leaves are carved
"'"' !'lot 1(iHG, p. 1 79·
""'; Duncan 1H36, p. 11lo.
""'Von UIIC:nhach (17:1:1-4. 3· 124). hnwt•ver, accl'pts an
Indian origin.
""" Gumlwr 19<.13, p. 1:1li.
""" Spassky 1965, pp. :1li9-4""·
'""'Ibid., p. :p8.
'"" lhid.
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on both sides with runic and other symbols. \.Yhcn
complete, twenty of the sides (or 'pages') comprised
the calendar itself, the other two li::~rming the covers.
The front cover, with the first page of the calendar
on the back of it, is missing.
Each of the calendar pages bears a central line of
runic characters which, reading li·01n leli to right,
consists of a cominuous repetition of the first seven
leuers of the runic alpha bet ::!!1 2

'fhese runes represent the days of-the year, the seven
individuallcllcrs serving 10 dillerentiate the days of
the week. Thus, if in a panicular year the leller ~
marked all the Sundays throughout that year, the
leller f:' would mark a lithe Mondays, and so on; in
the following year, the lcucr U would distinguish
the Sundays, and the lellcr ~.the Mondays. In leap
years, a change of leller would occur in February.
The day-runes run continuously from the beginning of Page 1 (july 2-1!0) to the end of Page 20
(.June 16-july 1), with no separation into months.
'T"herc arc usually eighteen (sometimes nineteen)
days to a page. Each leaf bears a number of notches
on one edge, to indicate its position in the almanac.
'T"he leaves being fastened along their lower edges, it
is necessary to rotate the almanac when reading it
in order to proceed from one page to the next.
Certain of the day-runes arc extended upwards to
liwm either crosses or half-crosses. 'T"hcsc represent
major or minor least days, the identity of each being
indicated by an appropriate carved symbol. For
instance, April 23 (on Page 17) bears a cross and a
sword, li:n· St. George's Day; November 25 (on Page
7) bears a cross and a wheel, li)r St. Catherine's
Day. A sloping 'branch' mark (sometimes a 'double
branch') is used to mark the eve (or vigil) of some of
the major least days. A lew of the day-runes arc also
distinguished by the insertion of small metal plugs
of a lead-tin alloy.
Below the line of day-runes on each page there is
an interrupted series of runes which consists of a
repetition of the nineteen lcuers of the runic
alphabet, but appearing in an order which is not
alphabetical. l"hcse runes in fitct represent numbers
(according to their positions in the alphabet), the
whole series: 19 8 16 5 13 2 1o 18 7 15 4 12 1 9 17 6
14 3 1 1 comprising the Golden Numbers of the
lunar cycle. Each of these numbers in turn marks
the dates of occurrence of the new moons throughout one year. Thus, in a year li:u· which the Golden
Number is 3, wherever the rune ~ occurs in the

lower line of the almanac, it will mark a day ofnew
moon; in the following year, when the Golden
Number will be 4, the rune ~ will mark the days of
new moon.:19 :1 This cycle repeats itself every nineteen
years.
'T"hc end cover of tbis almanac (Fig. 56) bears,
along its lower edge, the complete runic alphabet,
in alphabetical order:

'l'his f~tcilitates the identification of the respective
Golden Numbers. Along its upper edge, the cover
carries a repetition of the first seven letters of the
alphabet, in reverse order, with every fourth rune
carved below its predecessor to form a double
character:

This is the 'solar cycle' (of twenty-eight yearsri!H
which gives the dominical letter lor each successive
year (two for leap years). The dominicallener is the
particular letter, in the central line of day-runes,
which will mark Sundays throughout any one year.
If the first day of the year is a Sunday, then the first
leuer of the alphabet (Ill) will be the dominical
leuer lor that year; if the second day of the year is a
Sunday, then the second letter of the alphabet ( V )
will be the dominical letter.
Although individual letters recur as dominical
letters at more frequent, but irregular intervals, the
incidence of leap years causes the whole solar cycle
to repeat itself only every twenty-eight years. In
leap years, one leuer will denote Sundays until
leap-year day, but for the rest of the year this letter
will be superseded by the next letter in the cycle (as
shown by the double characters). For example, the
solar cycle carved here shows that the first year of
the cycle is in fact a leap year in which the letter Ill
will mark Sundays until leap year day, and will
then be superseded by the letter
Between the solar cycle, along the top edge of the
cover, and the alphabet along the lower edge, there

*.

"''' As will h<: se<:JI lhom 1h<: cnmplel<: alphalll!l can•<:d nn IIH!
covl!r (Fig. 56), 1he majurily of 1he chanH!II!rs used 1hruugho111
1h1: aiJnanac ilrt! dther inversions or
ul' runic letters.

I'C\'l!I"Sals

or the nnnnal fi:JI"IllS

"""Sine<: 1he cigllle<:lllh celllury 1he Gnld<:n Numbers hav<:
heen us~:d to mark th~: days of full moons, nrol n<:w moons.
,.,,.,Only lwemy-two oft he characters ar<: carved on this side of
1ht: cover, the remainder hdng on the insiclt:, at the end nf l'age
~o.

'l'hcn: are st:vt:ral 1nis-carvings and inverll:d leltcrs.
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Fig. 5G. Runic almanac, No. 194: back cover. Scale 1: 1

is carved a series of three long strokes and five short
strokes, (()llowcd by {I , the runic equivalent of the
letter 'T. 'The meaning of these marks is not clear,
though it is possible that the strokes are intended to
represent the figure 35,:w,, and the letter 'T the
owner's initial.
1685 A no. 4.52: Calendarium Suecicum t!X asseribus
oblong is .fabricntum literi.1· Runicis inscrifJium, .met:is a
Rimsloc:k.

Dinumsions: (each leaf) Length 105 mm; Width
40 mm; 'Thickness 5 mm.
'The carving of solar cycles on wooden almanacs is
not known before the sixteenth ccntury.:•!Hi Since
the year 1500 was itself a leap year in which the
dominical letter was at 11rst A. , superseded after
leap-year day by
there is a high probability that
the cycle carved here was intended ll:11· usc in that
ccnLUry. It is also possible that the figure 35 referred
to above may have been meant to indicate the year
1535, the century being sulllciently clear (to the
user of such an almanac) from the solar cycle.
'The usc of runes, and the particular saints'
days:l!' 7 marked on this almanac, support the 1685
catalogue in indicating a Scandinavian origin; the
inclusion of St. Hallvard (May 15), a specifically
Norwegian saint who is not generally recognized in
Sweden or Denmark, strongly suggests that it was
made in Norway. In all probability this is one of the
almanacs recorded in the Book ofBencl~1ctors as the
gili ofJohn Hcysig in 1683.:'!'"
'The strangest feature of this almanac is its
apparent commencement of the year with July 2,
lor which no significance (or precedent) is known.
Since the first page (July 2-20) was presumably
carved on the back of the missing front cover, there
is no possibility that the almanac, once carved, was
litultily assembled. ~·lis-carvings, however, arc

*,

frequent occurrences on wooden almanacs, especially when the carver himself did not fully understand the meaning of the marks and symbols which
he was copying. 'There remains, therdiwc, some
possibility that, since the July 2-20 period commenced with the same sequence of day-runes,
It Ll tIt, as the January 1-18 period, the carver
commenced his task at the wrong place. Being a
perpetual almanac, its usefulness would be little
aflectcd by such an error. 'The allocation of eighteen
(or nineteen) days to a page would appear to be
quite arbitrary; it has no calendrical significance.
Since the small metal plugs (twenty-one in all)
which arc set into the surface of many of the leaves,
above certain day-runes, mark more non-feast days
than least days, they presumably indicate local or
personal dates of importance rather than ecclesiastical festivals; the intervals between them range
from three to thirty-two days, and they carry no
symbols of identification.
A transcription of the least-day sym bois is given
in Figs. 57-60, corresponding to the following:
Page 1. July 2-20, missing.
Page 2. July 21 (branch), Eve of St. Mary
Magdalen's Day; 22 (cross and book), St. Mal)'
klagdalen's Da)': Mary of Magdala, ministered to
Christ in Galilee; 23 (half-cross), St. John Cassian's
Daj•: John Cassian, monk of Bethlehem, founded
two monasteries in Marseilles c.415, died in 435; 24.
(double branch), Eve of St. .James's Day; 2.') (cross
and hat), St. ]ames's Dt~y: James the Greater, the
:i!l!", ·rhl'n' hcing nu runic nunu~rals.
""'On runie almanacs see rhe li.>llowing: Da,·is !1:!6,1-5, pp.
2u5-10; Harland rl:lli,,-5, pp. 1'-!1-30; Horne rg4R-g, pp. •::1-2!:1;
l\·liles 1Hgg; Simpson ri:I!JL pp. 256-332; Stephens rl:l66-7. pp.

1:166-n
:l!li

See Attwatt:r l!tG4.
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Catalogues
Apostle, killed by Herod in 44 (in Norway the day is
known as 'Jacob Wet-hat', a traditionally rainy
day); 28 (cross and double branch), St ..1\'{u:.arius and
St. Celsus's Day: Nazarius and Celsus, martyrs,
whose bodies were found by St. Ambrose in Milan,
in 395, and enshrined there. Also the Eve of St.
Olaf's Day; 29 (cross and battle-axe), St. Olaf's
Day: Olaf, King of Norway, killed in battle at
Stiklestead, in 1030; 31 (large cross), meaning
unknown.
August 1 (half-cross and key), St. Peter's
Imprisonment: Peter, the Apostle, imprisoned by
Herod, but escaped; 6 (large cross), St. Six/us's Day:
Pope Sixtus II, martyred in 258; 8 (?), meaning
unknown.
·
Page 3· August g (double branch), Eve of St.
Lawrence's Day; 10 (cross and grid), St. Lawrence's
Day: Lawrence, Roman martyr, roasted on the
gridiron in 258; 14 (double branch), Eve of Lady
Day; 15 (cross and crown), Lady Day: Assumption
of the Virgin Mary; 23 (double branch), Eve of St.
Bartholomew's Day; 24 (cross and knife), St.
Bartholomew's Day: Bartholomew, the Apostle, supposed to have been flayed alive in Armenia.
Page 4· August 29 (halo), St. John's Beheading:
John, the Apostle, beheaded by Herod in 29.
September 1 (half cross), St. Giles's Day: Giles,
hermit of Aries, shot accidently by an arrow, eighth
century; 7 (branch), Eve of Lady Day; 8 (cross and
crown), Lady Day Nativity of the Virgin Mary; 13
(double branch), Eve of Cross Mass; 14 (large
cross), Cross Mass: Elevation of the Holy Rood.
Page 5· September 20 (branch), Eve of St.
Matthew's Day; 21 (cross?), St. Matthew's Day:
Matthew, the Apostle reputedly martyred in
Ethiopia, first century; 28 (double branch), Eve of
St. Michael's Day; 29 (cross and trumpet), St.
Michael's Da;' (Michaelmas): Michael, the
Archangel.
Page 6. October 3 (branch), Eve of St. Francis's
Day; 4 (cross), St. Francis's Da_y: Francis of Assissi,
founder of the Friars Minor, died in 1226; 6 (double
branch), Eve of St. Bridget's Day; 7 (cross and
carding comb), St. Bridget's Day: Bridget, lady-inwaiting to Queen Blanche of Sweden, founded the
Order of Bridgettines at Vadstena, died in Rome in
1373 (in Scandinavia, the traditional day for carding wool); 14 (leaf-less tree), St. Calixtus's Day Pope
Calixtus I, martyred in 222 (in Scandinavia, the
first day of the winter half-year); 18 (cross and ?),

St. Luke's Da_y: Luke, the Evangelist, died in Greece
c.8o.
Page 7· October 20 (branch), Eve ofSt. Ursula's
Day; 21 (cross and ?), St. Ursula's Day Ursula,
virgin martyr, allegedly killed with her 1 1 ,ooo
maiden companions, by the Huns at Cologne, third
century; 27 (branch), Eve of St. Simon and St.
Jude's Day; 28 (cross and spear), St. Simon and St.
Jude's Day: Simon and Jude, the Apostles, martyred
in Persia, first century; 31 (double branch), Eve of
All Saints' Day.

November 1 (church spire?), All Saints' Day; 2
(half-cross), All Souls' Day.
Page 8. November 6 (half-cross), St. Leonard's
Day: Leonard, a hermit, founded a monastery near
Limoges, sixth century; 1 1 (cross and bird), St.
Martin's Day: Martin, Bishop of Tours, founder of
first monastery in France, 360, died in 397, reputedly of the over-eating of goose; 22 (half-cross),
St. Cecilia's Day: Cecilia, Roman martyr, third
century; 23 (cross and anchor), St. Clement's Day:
Pope Clement I, alleged to have been tied to an
anchor and drowned in 100; 24 (double branch),
Eve ofSt. Catherine's Day; 25 (cross and wheel), St.
Catherine's Day: Catherine of Alexandria, allegedly
tortured on a spiked wheel and then, when the
wheel miraculously collapsed, beheaded, third
century.
Page g. November 29 (branch), Eve of St.
Andrew's Day; 30 (cross and salt ire cross), St.
Andrew's Day: Andrew, the Apostle, crucified in the
first century, patron of Scotland.
December 3 (double branch), Eve of St. Barbara's
Day; 4 (tower), St. Barbara's Day: Barbara, legendary martyr, supposedly beheaded by her father
after being imprisoned in a tower; 6 (cross and
mitre), St. Nicholas's Day: Nicholas, Bishop of Myra,
allegedly restored three murdered children to life,
died in 342, patron of children; 7 (branch), Eve of
Lady Day; 8 (crown), Lady Day: Visitation of the
Virgin Mary; g (cross), St. Ann's.Day: Ann, mother
of the Virgin Mary; 13 (half-cross), St. Lucy's Day:
Lucy, a Roman martyr, killed at Syracuse in 304.
Page 10. December 20 (branch), Eve of St.
Thomas's Day; 21 (cross and candelabrum), St.
Thomas's Day: Thomas, the Apostle, martyred in
India, first century; 24 (branch), Eve of Christmas
Day; 25 (cross and ale-horns), Christmas Day: Birth
of Christ (also the commencement ofYuletide, Dec.
25 toJan. 13); 26 (cross), St. Stephen's Day: Stephen,
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first Christian martyr, stoned to death at Jerusalem
in 35; 27 (cross), St. John's Day John, the Apostle,
died at Ephesus in roo; 28 (cross), Hoi;• Innocents'
Day: the children of Bethlehem, slain by Herod.
(Note: Two sections of cross-hatching, extending
from December 24 to December 31, denote the
eight-day festival, the Octave cif Christmas.)
Page 11. January 1 (cross and knife), Feast rif
Circumcision; 2 (half-cross), meaning unknown,
possibly a local saint's day; 6 (triple cross), Feast tif
t.piphan;•: in Norway, known as 'Holy Three Kings
Day'; 7 (half-cross), St. Knut's Day Knut Lavard,
Duke of Schleswig, murdered in 1 133; 1 r (?) St.
Paulinus's Day Paulin us, Bishop of Aquileia, died in
802; 13 (cross and inverted ale-horn), St. Knut's
Day: Knut, King of Denmark, murdered in Odense
church, ro86 (end ofYuletide); 14 (tree), St. Hilary's
Day: Hilary, Bishop of Poi tiers, died in 367; r6 (hall:.
cross), Eve of St. Anthony's Day; 17 (half:.cross and
cave?), St. Anthony's Day: Anthony, a hermit, lived in
various caves in Egypt and Arabia, died in 356.
Page 12.january 19 (cross and mitre), St. Henry's
Day: Henry, Bishop of Uppsala, born in England,.
murdered in Uppsala cathedral in 1 r6o; 23
(branch), Eve of St. Erik's Translation; 24 (cross),
St.. Erik's Translation: Erik I X, King of Sweden,
murdered with bishop Henry in Uppsala cathedral
in rr6o, patron of Uppsala; 25 (cross and sword),
St. Paul's Conversion: Paul, the Apostle, died c.67.
February 1 (branch), Eve of Candlemas; 2
(crown), Candlemas: Purification of the Virgin
Mary; 3 (half-crown), St. Blasius's Day: Blaise,
Bishop of Sebaste, murdered in 304.
Page '3· February 6 (half-cross), St . Dorothy's
Day: Dorothy, virgin martyr, beheaded by
Diocletian in 303; 9 (half-cross and pincers), St.
Apollonia's Day: Apollonia, virgin martyr, killed at
Alexandria in 249, after having all her teeth
knocked out; 15 (cross and spire), St. Sigfrid's Day:
Sigfrid, monk of Glastonbury, went to Sweden as
missionary, built a church at Vexio, and became
Bishop there, died in 1045; 22 (cross and key), St.
Peter's Appointment: Peter the Apostle, appointed
Bishop of Antioch, died c.64; 24 (cross and fish), St.
_Matthias's Day: Matthias, the Apostle, first-century
·martyr (in Norway, traditionally the first day of the
coarse-fishing season).
Page 14 . March 1 1 (branch), Eve ofSt. Gregory's
Day; 12 (cross and ?) , St. Gregory's Day: Pope
Gregory the Great, died 604.
Page '5· March r6 (branch), Eve of St.

Gertrude's Day; 17 (church), St. Gertrude's Day:
Gertrude, child-abbess of the monastery built by
her mother at Nivclles, died 659; 21 (half:.cross and
plough), St. Benedict's Day: Benedict, Bishop of
Norcia, died in 547 (in Scandinavia, the traditional
day to start ploughing); 24 (double branch), Eve of
Lady Day; 25 (cruwn), Lady Day: Annunciation of
the Virgin Mary.
Page 16. April 4 (?)St. Ambrose's Daj•: Ambrose,
Bishop of Trier, died 397; 14 (half-sun?), St.
Tibertius's Day Tibertius, a Roman manyr (in
Scandinavia, traditionally the first day of the
summer half:.ycar).
Page 17. April 23 (cross and sword), St. George's
DaJ•: George, f(Jurth-century soldier and martyr,
patron of England and Sweden; 25 (cross and bird),
St. 1\tlark' s Day: Mark, the Evangelist, companion of
Peter and Paul (in Scandinavia, the traditional day
for the return of the cuckoo, 'Cuckoo Day'); 30
(branch), Eve of St. Philip and St. James's Day.
May 1 (cross and ?), St. Philip and St. James's Day:
Philip and .James, the Apostles; 2 (double branch),
Eve of Cross Mass; 3 (cross), Cross J\lfass: Finding of
the Holy Rood.
Page 18. May 15 (quem stone), St. 1-/a/Lvard's
Day: Hallvard, Norwegian martyr, died in 1043,
patron of Oslo (in Norway, the traditional day for
sowing corn); 17 (branch), Eve of St. Erik's Day;
r8 (cross, crown, and car of barley), St. Erik's Day:
Erik IX, King of Sweden, murdered with Bishop
Henry in Uppsala cathedral in rr6o, patron of
Uppsala (in Sweden, the traditional day for sowing
corn); 25 (?),St. Urban's Day: Pope Urban I.
Page 19. June 4 (branch), Eve of St. Boniface's
Day; 5 (cross), St. Boniface's Day: Boniface, monk of
Exeter, went as missionary to Germany and became
Bishop, later Archbishop, of Mainz, martyred in
Holland in 755; 11 (branch), EveofSt. Eskil's Day;
12 (cross and mitre), St. Eskil's Day: Eskil, English
monk, went with Sigfrid as missionary to Sweden,
martyred in ro8o.
Page 20 . june r6 (branch), Eve of St. Botolph's
Day; 17 (cross and mitre), St. Botolph'.r Day:
Botolph, English monk, went as missionary to
Scandinavia, returned to become Abbot of
Ikenhoe, died in 68o; 18 (half-cross), St. Eli<.abeth'.r
Day: Elizabeth, visionary, of Schonau, died in
1164; 21 (branch), Eve of St. Achatius's Day; 22
(cross), St. Achatiu.r'.r Day: Achatius, knight, lcgendarily crucified with his ro,ooo legionaries on
Mount Ararat; 23 (double branch), Eve of St.
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John's Day; 24 (cross and ?), St. John's DaJ•: John
the Baptist, killed by Herod, c.2g, also Midsummer
Day; 25 (cross), meaning unknown; 28 (double
branch), Eve of St. Peter and St. Paul's Day; 29
(cross and key), St. Peter and St. Paul's 1Jf~J1 : Peter
and Paul, the Apostles, both died in Rome, Peter
c.64 and Paul c.67.
July

1

(branch), Eve of Lady Day.
H. R. Singleton

195. COMB (Pl. XCI). Double-sided one-piece
comb of box-wood (Buxus sp.). Coarse teeth ( 1 o per
20 mm) on one side and fine ( 1 H per 20 mm) on the
other; the teeth arc very wide and Hat owing to the
lentoid cross-section of the comb. There is a central
reserve 1 1 mm wide between the two sets of teeth
and there are thickened end-members 8 mm wide.
A crowned letter B is impressed at the right-hand
end on either side; a freehand letter P is incised on
one side; the number 40:HI!I is written in ink on one
side. Three teeth and one end-member arc broken.
1685 B no. 731 : Pectinarium m1 JajJjJOnimm sit. Colore
nigro, jJolitum est, lwmanis jiguri.1· auro picti.1· exomatur.
Contine/ in se duos pectines amjJ!issimos ex buxo elaboratos,
radii.1· densis ac rarioribus dotato.l'.

Dimensions:
15·5 mm.

Length

212111111;

Thickness

(max)

See discussion under ;:\io. 1g6.

196. COIVIB (Pl. XCII). Double-sided one-piece
comb of boxwood (Bu.ms sp.), similar in form to No.
195. Coarse teeth (7.5 per 110 mm) on one side and
fine ( 17 per 20 mm) on the other. A crowned letter
M is impressed on the right-hand end on either
side; numbered 40"'10 in ink on one side. 'fwo teeth
and one end-member broken.
1685 B no. 731 : Pectinarium fill Jajmnnicum sit. Colore
nigro, jJolitum est, human is .figuri.1· auro pictis exomatur.
Contine/ in se duos pectinrs amjJlissimos ex buxo rlaboralos,
radiis densis ac rarioribus dotato.l'.

Dimensionc
15·5 mm.

Length

267 mm;

Thickness

(max)

In the course of the late li::>urtecnth and fifteenth
centuries a taste developed li::>r large double-sided
combs, often with elaborately-wrought decoration
on the solid area between the two rows of teeth.
The majority of these combs were purely secular
and their ownership was largely restricted to the
fo1shionablc upper echelons of society. The most

valued were of elephant ivory, represented by a
number of surviving examples, mostly of northern
Italian, French, and English origin. 4111 Boxwood
was also used in their manul~tcture, continuing a
long-established tradition: inherent toughness and
a fine structure giving excellent working properties
had made it a lavouritc material of comb-makers
since at least the Roman pcriod. 402 'fhe usc of other
woods li::>r this purpose is indeed rare, although
thornwood has been cited as an alternativc. 40 :1 'fhc
li:tct that wooden combs arc referred to in some
inventories and in bills of sale to the nobility'10 '1
suggests that, even if they were not counted the
equals of their ivory counterparts, they were none
the less considered of some value.
A number of examples of large boxwood combs
from the late fili.ccnth and the early sixteenth centuries show generally the same (()rm as those in ivory,
having an elongated H-profilc and a lcntoid section.
The decoration, which is usually in the limn of lowrelief naturalistic carving or of pierced geometric
ornament, often fills the central reserved area, 4115
which in some instances is expanded to provide a
larger ornamental field, resulting in correspondingly shorter teeth.'""; Panels of ivory arc inlaid on
some of these combs, occasionally on a silk
ground. 4117 'fhe surviving examples arc mostly of
French origin and were clearly exchanged as love
tokens; they bear appropriate allusions (such as
hearts pierced by arrows) in their ornamental
schemes, sometimes accompanied by suitably
tender inscriptions such as 'Mcncz moi douccmcnt'.4'18 Evelyn refers to their important role in
matlcrs of the heart:

"'1'1Rdi·rrin~ to Duncan 1H36, p. I 7~1. 1111. -IU: ·ThnT nunhs of
hox-wood, one of which is richly cnn·,.d".
·IIIII

lhid.

·""Ashmolean ;\·luseum, Mallt'll collenion 1111. ~~4; Kot·chlin
I!)'J4., ~-nos. 1147 fio; Lon~hurs1 l!)~!h pp . .)O. 54· 611; 1\-laskl'll
I!Jo;-1, pl. I., IIOS. I 'J, l); ;\lolinil'l" IH!Jli, p. ~17; \\"illlt'l" I!JIIfi, IIIIS.

lllli lti .

.,., For Roman hoxwoud nunhs st·t•. liu· ..xamph·, Boon 1!)7oJ.
p. 1:i 1: Curl<- 191 1, p. 31 1. For a m<"dit·\"nl comh ofhox st'l' l'lnll
and Coll'man-Smith 1!175• p. ~:i•· no. 1li.p. pl. 115.
'"'' Pinto '!l.'i~- p. 1j'J.
·•"·1 Kot•chlin 1!J'J•b 1. 4~·~·
.,1.' Pinto 1!15~- 1111s. \'II, X: id. I!Jlig. pl. :iH'J.
.,.,,. ;\shmokan Mus.·um, 1111. 1ll:ili.4o: llahon I~J"!l· no. 450;
Pinw 1!152, '"'"-X I, X Ill X I\'; id. 1~Jli!l· pl. :ill~; \\"in ItT 1~Joli,
p.

1~5·lll7

11111
·

Dalton I!JII!J· no. 4511: Pinto 19!Y.!. no. \'II.
As shown in a portrait of ElizaiU'Ih Vernon, Countess of

Soulhampwn. n·produt:l'd in l'in10 1!15~- no. \'Ill.
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Box -Co mbs bea r no sm a ll p a rt
In t h e ~lilit i a o f th e F e m a le Art ;
Th ey t yc the Links which ho ld o ur Ga ll a nt s l ~t s t ,
And spread t he Ne ts to whi c h fo nd Lo ve rs has t '"''

Pinto no tes a d ecl in e in th e m a nufac ture of
Europea n ' fin e a rt co mbs' dur in g th e sixt eent h
ce ntur y,• "' a nd it is pe rh a ps to thi s ph as th at th e
Ashmo lean combs belong. A ltho ug h th e ove ra ll
propo rti ons re m a in un ch a nged , th e wid t h of th e
ce ntra l rese rYC has bee n red uced to a prac ti ca l
minimum and ca rri es no o rn a m ent. Th e c rown ed
le tt e rs impressed o n bo th combs , a fea ture no t no ted
on a n y o th ers m enti o ned a bove , m ay refer eith e r to
th e owne r 4 11 o r to th e m a nufac turer. 4 ' " Th e st yle o f
th e lett er B o n No. t 95 wou ld seem to su ppo rt a
d a te in the sixtee nth o r seve ntee nth cen tur y, with
th e 1685 ca ta logue entr y p rov iding a lerminu.\ ad

-

-

.

qu l'lll .

Man y o r the d eco ra tive ivory combs refe rred to
above a re sa id to have bee n ca rved e11 suite w ith
mirro rs a nd o th er compo n ents of to ile t cases
(l ro usses de toilette).< ' " Th e 1685 cata logue reco rd s
th a t th e wood e n co mbs co nsid ered he re we re
conta in ed in a polished bl ac k case, pe rh aps
J a pa n ese , o rn ame nt ed w ith hum a n fi g ures pa int ed
in go ld , but thi s no lo nger sur vives! ' 4 I t see ms
unlikely th at th e co mbs d escribed h ere, with th eir
d ifT'c ring sizes a nd id e nt ifi ca ti o n m a rks, were mad e
as a se t, a nd it is improbab le th a t th ey had a ny
origin a l conn ec ti o n with th e case d esc ribed .
Pe rh a ps it was thi s pres um ab ly fa lse assoc ia ti o n
with led Dun ca n to ascribe th ese combs, toge th er
with a no th e r of pat entl y Euro pea n m a nufa c ture, to
th e ca tego ry of ' Easte rn Cur ios i ti cs ' .4 ' '' On th e basis
of th e obsc n ·a ti o ns mad e above, a Fre nch or
English o rig in seems more lik ely.
A. Ma cG regor
197. S POO N ( Fi g. 6 1) . W ood en spoon , possibl y
pear ( Pp us sp .), w ith a fi c ul a tc bow l termin a ting in
a n ogiva l po int. Th e re is a mo ulding a t th e j u nc tio n
be tween th e bow l a nd th e ste m. T he fin ia l is turn ed
with a wa isted b al uster kn o p.

68s B no. sss- 68 : Coclzlearia '4
Dimm sions : Le ng th 2 12 mm.
I

I'X

ligna fa cio.

Sec disc ussio n under No. 199 .
198. SPOON (Fi g . 62 ) . Wood en spoo n , possibl y of
oa k (Qpercus sp. ) w ith a la rge fi c ul a te bow l termin a ting in a n og iva l point. Th e j un c ti o n with th e
lo ng ste m , which is no tc hed a t the end , is smoo th.

Fi g. 61. \\'ooclen spoon , No. ' 97 · Sca le

1: 2

""' E, -e lyn d i79 . p . 1 3~.
·• "' Pint o 1952 , pp . 1 7G , 22 1. Some of' the mos t el a borat e o penwork com bs arc , howe,·e r. da ted to this ce ntury b y \\' int er ( 1906 ,
nos. 1 17 1R, in ivory. a nd 125. in woucl ) .
·••• Cro w n ed le LL cr s a rl' nol un co mm on on

na· dic,·al harn ess

mou nt s w here, by a na logy wi th amo ro us a llu sio ns and mo tt os

occ urri ng on o th e r suc h p r nd an ts, th ey may refer to a loved o ne.
Another possibi lit,·, suggr stcd b y th e a ppeara nce o f c row ned
lette rs on certain medi eva l a m p ull ae. is that th e refe re nce is to a

part ic u lar >aint. to a place o f pi l)!;rim age , or, in th e case of th e
ktt er M . to the V irg in M a r y (sec Spencer 197 1, pp . 6o--6 ) . I am
g ra teful to lvl r i\. A . Grilli th s fo r di sc uss io n o f this mat eri a l.
·II '!

S imilar c row ned let ters a ppe a r. fo r exa mpl e , as co ntro l

m a rks o n British a nd co ntin e nt a l co in we ig ht s ul' th e six tee nth
a nd seve nt eenth ce n tur ies: sec Di r udonn e 1925. pp . 68~9, 78:
Sheppa rd a nd Musham 1<)23, pp. 169 , 17G 8.
" " K oc e hlin 1924, 1. 4 ~3 ·
.,, In a manu scri pt catal ogue o l' 19 1 1. Leed s noted th a t bot h
combs were relat ed to th e comb-case b y o ld labels, now mi ss in g.
5
'' Dun can 1 H36. p . t 79, no. 40.
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Fig . 63 . Wood en spoon, No. 199. Sca le 1 :2

199. S POON (Fig. 63 ). Wooden spoon , possibly of
burr ma pl e (Acer sp.). Th e la rge elongated ova l
bow l has a stee p curve a t th e back up to a circular
trun cated neck.

green

~~

red

11111111

blue

Fig. 62. Wood en spoo n , No. 198. Sca le 1 :2

Th e bow l is painted wit h g reen a nd red stripes a nd
sty li zed foli age, with dark blu e d eta iling be tween .
The stem is o rn a mented with a spiral ba nd of green.

1685 B no. 555- 68 : Cochlearia 14 ex ligno fa cto.
D imensions: Length 295 mm.
See disc uss ion und er No. 199.

1685 B no. 555- 68: Cochlearia 14 ex lignofacto.
Dimensions : Leng th 139 mm.
Wood en spoons were still in general use a mong th e
poorer cl asses in the seve nteenth century, so one can
ass um e that a ll three consid ered here must have
been rega rd ed as being of unusual form or as
co ming fro m foreign parts in order to have merited
inclu sio n in the coll ection .
Althoug h no parallels have been found for th e
curi ous points on th e end s of the bowls of Nos. 1978, the forms of both , with their fi cul ate bowls and
long slend er stems, suggest a north-east European
or Ru ssia n o rigin .4 16 The polychroming on the
bowl of o. 198 tends to streng then th e suggestion
that it comes from Russ ia, such d ecoration being
common on wooden kovshs. Th e Kunstschrank of
Gu stav us Adolphus in ppsala conta ined , among a
group of exotic eating a nd drinking implements
""Cr. exa mpl es in silver illustrated by Em ery ( 1976, figs.

83- 5).
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such as Chinese lacquer plates and a painted
Russian kovsh, ten spoons of various sorts from
Europe, Turkey, and West Africa. 417
Spoon No. 199 would almost certainly once have
had a silver stem which slipped over the wooden
end like a sleeve. These sleeves ended in a variety of
finials, including pomegranates, apostles, and term
figures, as on a number of sixteenth-century examples in the Victoria and Albert Muscum. 418
Such spoons were made in most parts of
Germany and to some extent also in Holland. To
judge from the shape of the bowl, which tends to be
oval rather than ficulate, and the rounded shape of
the stem, the present spoon probably dates from the
forming of the collection.
A. Somers Cocks

200. KNIFE OR SWORD HANDLE (Pl.
XCI I 1). Agate handle, oval in section, tlaring
towards the top, which has a deep declivity in its
centre.
1685 A no. 109: Gladii manubrium ex Haemachate line is
ac venis albcscentibus insignitum.
Dimensions: Length 87 mm.

This is the handle of a short hunting-sword or
dagger, probably made in northern Europe in the
late llfleenth century. The form may be compared
with that of a Flemish, late fifteenth-century dagger
in the Victoria and Albert Museum. 41 !'
See further discussion under No.

202.

201. KNIFE HANDLE (Pl. XCIII). The handle,
which is of mottled green chalcedony, is oval in
section, tapering towards the base; the top is gently
convex.
1685 A no. 148: Cultri manubrium e JasfJide viridi.

DimerlJions: Length 65 mm.
This jasper-like chalcedony handle is of
seventeenth-century date. Anselm Bocthius de
Boodt says of jasper that it comes in many colours,
but most often green, and that, like agate, it also
occurs in combination with other hardstones; it is
found in many parts of Germany and also Bohemia.
Its medical properties vary according to its colour,
but green jasper is said to be efficacious against
epilepsy, 'which is confirmed by many people
nowadays'!~ 0

Sec further discussion under No.

202.

202. KNIFE HANDLE (Pl. XCII I). Cornelian
handle, whose lower third is wanting. It is oval 111
section, tapering towards the base, with a beak to
one side of the top, and with a knob finial.
1685 A no. 1 18: Cultri manubrium ex Sardachate.
Dimensions: Length 45 mm.
On the basis of its beaked form, this handle must
date from the first half of the seventeenth ccntury.4~ 1 Being on I y a fragment it must, like No. 201,
have been included in the collection as a mineralogical specimen. The term used to describe it in the
1685 inventory, sardachate, is explained thus by de
Boodt in his treatise on stones written in 1609;
'Because the agate exists in an infinity of colours,
the ancients called it by numerous names. It is
called phassagate, sardagate, Laemagatc, ceragatc,
lcncogate, and, by the Italians, Brocatclla. These
names arc given to it partly because of their colour,
and partly because of the other precious stones with
which the agate is combined: it is called sardagatc
because of the sardonyx which is close to it.''12 ~ He
goes on to list the prophylactic powers of agate,
saying that many writers assure one that it resists
the poisonous bite of snakes and scorpions, restores
the heart, and protects against infection.
Hardstonc was q uitc a common material for the
handles of luxury knives in the late sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries. It is highly likely that at least
one of the many lapidaries in circulation, if not de
Boodt's itself, would have been known by the
compilers of the collection. It was a transitional
period, with empirical methods of classification
improving, and some scepticism over the more f~tr
fctchcd magical and prophylactic properties of
stones being expressed, but still with an underlying
belief that precious stones reflected divine power:•~:•
A. Somers Cocks
... , Biillger I!JIO, vol. :J. ch. li.
••" Vinoria and Alben i\hoscum, London. nos. M. I07-•9:l!l·
M 2252-•Hss. M •342-oBss.
..,, Vieloria and Alb<~rl Museum, l..nnc.lon, !Ill. M :J:J-l!J52·
..,. d1: Bouch oli,H, pp. :J'll-5.
•" C:f. Viconria and Alh<·n Museum, London, 11<>. M o2:J7oH55, which is perhaps of German, mid-sevcni<Tillh-ccnlury
origin.
..,, Quoocd lrum a laoer edition (de Bouch 164-4- pp. 515-rli).
·I2:0 Sec, li.1r example, the prolegomena to Ashmole's Tloratmm
(.'lormiwm Britanninmr ( oli,'j2), which mentions '!lw Vegitahle,
Magicall, and Angdicall Swncs ... marvellously Subtile, and
cad1 of them clilli:ring in Op1:ration and Natun·, because Fitu:d
and Fermented lin· sewrall Elli,crs and l'nrposes. Duubtlesse
Adam ... Abraham. Moses, and Solomon, wrought many
\Vonders hv them, vet thl' lllm11st of their Vcnu<'S thcv lll:\·cr
!"lolly und<:o~~tood; n;Jr imked any hut G11d the Make; of All
things in Heaven and Earth, blessed li·~r <:vennon.-.'
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203. KNIFE HANDLE (Pl. XCIV). Ivory handle,
turned as though roughing out a term figure, with
the details left wanting. The lower third, which is
circular in section, is carved with a repeating
chevron paucrn, and the base is drilled lor the tang
of the knife. The 'shoulders' of the handle -are
carved with concentric diminishing oval ridges, and
the 'head' is turbaned.
1656 p. ;~8: Divers rare and antienlfJieces carved in lvor)'·
1685 A no. 599: Cullri manubrium forma humana ex
ebore imperfecte caelatum.

Dimensions: Length 73 mm.
See discussion under No. 207.

ending in an octagonal section over which the
ferrule would have filled. The base is drilled to take
the tang of the knife-blade.
1656 p. 38: Divers rare and an lien/ pieces carved in Ivory.
1685 A no. 595: Cullri manubdum in.rtar torquis ex ebore
detomatum, in cujusfastigio Turci caput Tiara indutum.

Dimensions: Length go mm.
This handle can be dated approximately on the
basis of the Moor's falling ruff: such runs came into
fashion around 16oo and survived in the
Netherlands, where many such ivory knife handles
were carved, until the middle of the seventeenth
century.
See further discussion under No. 207.

204. KNIFE HANDLE (Pl. XCV). Ivory handle,
carved as a woman wearing her over-skirt kirtled up
in front and falling down behind, with a pointed
bodice and deep collar descending almost to her
elbows. The sleeves are gathered up above the wrist
and she holds a down-turned fan. The hair is drawn
back from the forehead, with curls falling from
above her cars, and she wears " lacy cap over the
back of her head. The base of the handle is drilled to
take the tang of the knife.

207. KNIFE HANDLE (Pl. XCVIII). Ivory,
carved as a scaly sea-monster with open jaws in
which kneels a bearded Jonah, his right hand
raised. One side of the fish-head is abraded at the
tapering end, which is drilled to take the tang of the
knife, and is fractured and splintered.
1656 p. 38: Divers rare and antier1t pieces carved in Ivory.
1685 A no. 594: Cullri manubrium forma balaenae e.r
ebore sculptum in cujusfastigiojigura Jonae efaucibus ejus
prodeuntis.

1685 A no. 596: Cultri manubriumforma fJuelliJ ex ebore
. Dimensions: Length 78 mm.
caelatum.
This is a provincial piece whose principal interest
Dimensions: Length 91 mm.
lies in its secure dating before 1685, when it was ·
Ivory knife handles carved with fashionable con- described in some detail in the museum catalogue.
temporary ligures in this somewhat stylized manner
Ivory knife handles are generally regarded as
arc generally thought to be English, and the present having all been carved by Flemish or German
one must date from about 1670 because of the style craftsmen, but very few indeed can be altributed to
of the ovcr-skirt. 424 This means that it cannot have an individual. Objects of ivory were an essential
been among the 'Divers rare and antient pieces part of the seventeenth-century "Kunstkammer, and
carved in Ivory', mentioned in the 1656 inventory.
turned ivory-work, represented by Nos. 203-4, was
Sec further discussion under No. 207.
regarded as a fiuingly princely hobby. 425
A. Somers Cocks

205. KNIFE HANDLE (Pl. XCVI). Ivory handle
of the same figure type as No. 204 but by a difierent,
less competent hand.
1685 A no. 597: Idem iterum [Cultri manubrium fonna
puella ex ebore caelata].
Dimensions: Length 81 mm.
Sec discussion under No. 207.

206. KNIFE HANDLE (Pl. XCVII). Ivory
handle, the finial carved as a Moor's head, with a
leathered falling ruff and an elaborate turban. The
handle is in the liJrm of a 'barley-sugar' column,

208. CHRISMATORY (Pl. LXXI). Copper gilt,
shaped as a rectangular aedicule, the tile roof rising
from a crenellated moulding and culminating in a
crested roof-ridge with pointed finials at either end.
The sides are engraved with a scrolling pattern of
Gothic foliage. The corners have stepped buttresses
and feet. The interior is gilt.
1656 p. 40: An ancimt amwinting Box of guilt bra sse.

Dimensions: Length
Width 40 mm.

128 mm;

.,,. Waugh 1968, p. 31.
:\·lcnzlliiUSCil 1gli8, pl. 76.

"12 ·'

Height

140 mm;
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a

b

c
Fig. 64- Lantern, No.

209:

details of relief decoration. a, uppl"l" band; b, l"l"ntral band; c, lower band. St·alc

Chrismatorics shaped as acdiculcs were quite
common in the late Gothic period. A fifteenthcentury English chrismatory of this type, engraved
with a phrase from Psalm 67 used in the rite of
Confirmation, is in the Victoria and Albert
Muscum. 426 Most have lost their internal fittings,
which divided them up into three compartments to
hold the three oils.
To judge by the style of the luxuriant engraved
foliage on its sides this example is probably of
German origin. It may be compared, for example,
with a covered beaker made by Hans Greilf of
lngolstadt, c.1470, in the Metropolitan Yluseum,
New York:'H
A. Somers Cocks

209. LAN'T"ERN (Fig. 64, Pl. XCIX). Heavy
copper-alloy lantern with inset crystals. The cast
cylindrical body is pierced by a round-headed
shutter with, on the left, two three-clement hinges
with bent wire pivots and, on the right, a central
catch of the same design as the hinges, of which the
central element (on the door) is broken. The lower
edge of the body is rebated on the inside for a baseplate which, together with the internal fittings, is
missing. A segmented octofoil dome forms the top of
the lantern, terminating in a flanged collar. An iron
pin, passed through this collar from the inside, is
threaded successively with a loose bronze ferrule
with broken expansions to either side, a large latheturned crystal, and, through a transverse hole at the
end, a bent square-shanked iron nail with a rough
quatrefoil head.
Each segment of the top is perforated with a
single circular hole ncar the apex and with multiple
holes towards the bottom: on four segments there
arc five circular holes in a cruciform setting; on one
segment a vertical setting of three holes is flanked
on either side by a pair of further holes; three
segments each have four pear-shaped holes ar-

1 :3

ranged in a cross, with a circular hole between each
of the arms.
On the body of the lantern arc three raised bands
with relief decoration (Fig. 64): the uppermost
takes the form of a continuous frieze of palmctlcs;
the central band displays individual embossed
floreate motif.~; and on the bottom is a running
foliate scroll with trefoil and cinquefoil leaves, each
dilfcring slightly from its nieghbours. The upper
and lower bands arc each interrupted by four hogbacked oval crystals set in pierced mounts, while in
the central band the embossed flower motif.~ alternate with (eight) hcmispheral crystals, similarly set;
there arc settings for four conical crystals below the
upper band, matched by four more above the lower
band, each of these groups now lacking one crystal.
The shutter is surrounded by a raised moulding,
grooved at the margins.

1685 B no. 416: Latemae Duae, quorum una ex ferro
[erased and replaced by aere] chris tal/is hie illic oculato
conjlata; altaa ex comu.
Dimensions: Height (overall) 286 mm; Diameter
(body) 145 mm.
BibliografJhy d'Allemagne 1891, p. 6; Conway
1915, p. 133; Henriot 1933, pl. 61, 4; Oman 1968,
pp. 136-7; Shaw and Meyrick 1836, p. 44, pl.
XLIX.
The description or 1685 gives no hint that this
lantern 428 is the most important European object in
the entire collection: no doubt its origins were by
then quite unknown. By the early nineteenth
century, at least, it had acquired a spurious association with King Alrred."12 !' Sir Samuel Mcyrick was
correctly dismissive or this claim, but in error in
""Victoria and Albnt ~·I meum, London, no. M 10H·
127
"
Rorimcr 1951, pp. ~54· 9·

I~J'~:i·

.,,.,The otht·r laml"rn (of horn) mcntimwd under the sanw

cntq• do<·s not survive.
""Shaw and ~h·yrick 1H3ti, p. 4•1• pl. XLIX.
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comparing it with Flemish metalwork of the late
fifteenth century, for, although the lantern itself is
unique, its closest affinities arc clearly to be found
with cast bronzework of the twelfth century. Oman
recognized this fact but was unwilling lO speculate
on the question of its sourcc. 430 There is good reason
to believe, however, that a German origin can now
be claimed for it.
The period from c. 1ooo to 1250 was one of
innovation and development in German metalworking, and saw the emergence of a number of
important production centres in the Rhine-Maas
province and in Lower Saxony. "l"hcir output of
bronzework was geared largely to satisfying an
expanding market for church furnishings in the
form of censers, candlesticks, candelabra, and
lamps of various sorts. The metallographic composition of the Ashmolean lantern has been
examined in order to compare it with these
various items, a survey of which has been conducted by Werner."131 Of some 350 brasses and
bronzes analysed by Werner, fifteen had similar
compositions to the lantern: of these, ten were
dated to the twelfth century, two to the thirteenth
century, and one to the fourteenth century; in three
cases their origins were given as uncertain, three
were 'German', two were specifically north
German, two were from Lower Saxony, one was
Swabian, and four were Rhenish. The alloy composition of the lantern is, therefore, consistent with
an origin in north Germany, probably in the
Rheinland, and with a date of manufacture in the
twelfth century.
The most Impressive products of the north
German workshops were gr'eat wheel-like hanging
lanterns. 4 :12 Although far removed in scale, these
enormous Radleuchter provide useful parallels for the
architectonic form of the Ashmolean piece. Three
important lanterns may be noted: the so-called
Hezilo-Radlcuchter in Hildcshcim Cathedral,
dated c.1055-65; the lantern in the former
Stiftskirche, Grosskomburg, dating between 1 102
and 1 139; and the Barbarossalcuchter of c. 116570, in the Palatine Chapel ofCharlemagne in Aachen
CathedralY1 :1 Each consists of a circular or segmented rim some five to six metres in diameter, around
which arc spaced a number of lamps, representing
symbolically the walls of the Heavenly .Jerusalem
with their defensive gates. 4 :~-~ Each tower takes the
form of a single lantern of circular, square, or lobate
plan, surmounted by a domed cupola or a pyramidal roof, in some instances with bulbous finials.

In the absence of surviving portable lanterns, the
'towers' on these eleventh and twelfth-century
wheel lanterns form the closest comparisons for the
Ashmolean piece. It is true, however, that the
'towers' on these lanterns have no open settings of
crystals as there are here and that their open doors
contrast with our solid shutter.
The segmental form of the roof of the Ashmolean
piece is not paralleled on the wheel lanterns but
does appear on other German metalwork, notably
on two domed church-shaped shrines or the late
twelfth century, one in London and one in Berlin;
on a cross base of c. 1 150 possibly attributable to
Trier; and on the roo[~ of architectonic censers and
other liturgical bronzcs. 435 In a scene on the shrine
of St. Hcribcrt (dated soon after 1 165) showing the
building of Dcutz Abbey, the same form of roof is
shown, and it appears again on the dome of Speyer
Cathedral, shown on the second seal of that city
(dated 1212-31)."1 :16 It is indeed to be found in
many two-dimensional representations of Romanesque buildings and may perhaps be a formalized
representation of radiating roof-tiles.
The drilled perforations on the roof of the
Ashmolean lantern may be compared to cut-outs on
""Oman tg6H, pp. 136-7.
\Verner I!J77· fll/J.I'im. X-ray lluun:sccnn: analysis or the
base and the door or the Ashmolean lanu:rn was carried out hy
Dr Roger Hrnwnsword, pwducing tlw li>llowing results:
·O:II

Per cent
BASE
DOOR
BASE
DOOR

Copper
9•J..<.I
94· 0

Zinc
1.7li
1-!)7

Iron
0.1H

Antimony

0.11

0.'.15

o.:r1

Tin

Lead

1.~9

~.:.?_1

t..p

'.LOI

Nickel
<o.o3
0.07

Arseni•·
(1.117
0. I :i

Silvn
o.oH
(1.117

Dr Brownsword also kindly provided the comparisons with
Werner's studies as quoted in the text.
·O:I2 .Jarmuth 1967, pp. '51-2.
"'" Resp<:ctivcly: Arenhiivd 1975, flt/.1'..-im; Hausslu·rr 1!177• pp.
4-li+-li, no. 592; ibid., pp. 39Li-H, no. 5:i7·
""Schramm and i\Hitherich 19lil!, pp. tHI-'.1, no. 177; Lasko
1972, p. 21li. The image, which is derived li·01n R<·vdations '.II, is
alluded to specifically in tlu: inscription on the Aadn·n lantern
(Kraus tll!)o, p. 225).
"'"'' For church shaped shrines S<'<', n:sp<:ctivdy, Vinoria and
Albert M use.um, London, nos. 7fi5o-li 1 (Goldsduniclt 1!l'.l:i. pp.
tH-tg, no. tH, Tar. XIII), ;wd Kunstgewnh•·mus•·um, lkrlinCharlnllenhurg (Kiitzsche I!J7:i. no. 15; lin·mt:rly in the Duk<: or
Cumberland's collection: st:c Goldsduniclt l!)'.l:l, p. 17· no. •1-7•
Tat: XI-XII). For tlu: Tricr <:ross hase se•· Hausslll'IT 1!177, 1'1'·
6Hu-1, no. 61lt, and lin· two standing- censl'rs in thl' lin·rn of
rniniaturt: huildings in Berlin and Ckvl'land, S<'l' Reutlll'r 1!177·
n,; Rl'spct·tivdy: Swar~enski '!1li7, p. 7~. 110s. tH~-4. lig-. 410:
Hausshcr 1977, pp. 93-4·• no. 1,~2, Ahh. li9.
·
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some of the Hildesheim towcrs, 4 :17 where similar
seuings of circular holes are found, along with ninepetalled Hower shapes comparable to the embossed
flowers on this example (Fig. 64). Drilled perforations such as those on the lantern arc common also
on contemporary bronze censers, mostly of north
German origin, where they may accompany petal
motifs as on the central band of the lantcrn.4:18 A
number of contemporary manuscript illustrations
incorporating similar eight- or ten-petalled flowers
arc reproduced by Arenhovcl.•:m
Friezes of palmeucs and vine scrolls arc common
denominators in many contemporary manuscript
illuminations. Formalized palmeucs akin to those
in the upper band of the lantern appear, for
example, in the late tenth-century Rule Book of
Nicdcrmiinster;Hn while the more varied trefoil and ·
cinquefoil forms of the lower band find numerous
parallels in the twelfth-century products of English
as well as German scriptoria.H 1
or the many leaf forms on eleventh-century
metalwork illustrated by Arenhovcl, one example,
on the imperial chair from Gosslar;'"' 2 is close to
some of the cinquefoils on the lantern. A general
correspondence may also be noted with those on a
gold reliquary fi·om Minden, dated to the third
quarter of the eleventh century.H:I A number of
contemporary ivories also feature palmcue friezes of
similar character, notably a series of walrus-ivory
plaques of the second half of the twelfth century
auributed to Cologne, and now divided between
London and New York, and a book cover of
twelfth-century German work in the Hermitage
iVI uscum:•-~-~
The large finial formed by a crystal on the
Ashmolean lamern is a normal feature of the
architectural representations mentioned above.
Actual crystal finials arc to be found on numerous
bronze house-shaped shrines, mostly of twclllhccntury date and mostly auributed to Cologne, as
illustrated by von Falke and Fraubcrgcr;'"' 5 some
being spherical and others carinated as here. Large
spherical crystals also appear in the form of knops
on prickct candlesticks-1-IH and other metalwork"'"' 7
of the clcvemh and twelfth centuries. Inset oval
crystals with a medial carination, as occur in the
upper and lower decorative friezes of this piece, are
also to be found in German Romanesque metalwork: a late tenth-century portable altar of 'J'ricr
illustrated by von Falke and Frauberger•·•H is an
early example of this technique, which is otherwise
most popular in the ele~'enth and twelfth cen-

turies.<·•!l Open sellings for the crystals, which arc a
necessary feature of the Ashmolean lantern, occur
less commonly on other forms of metalwork; they
are, howc::ver, to be f(mnd on a gilt bronze cross
from Hesselbach, dated to the second quarter of the
twelfth century and auributed to Roger of
Hclmarshausen;1 " 0 fi·om which the crystals (or
other gems) are now missing, and similar seuings
(with substitute wooden 'gems') appear on an altar
cross li·om Altastcn berg."151
Evidence for similar use of crystals in lanterns is
limited to two instances. The first of these is in an
illustration by d'Ailemagnc, showing a cylindrical
lantern studded with oval crystals, ornamented
with inhabited vine scroll decoration and provided
with a horizontal strap handle on top."152 The second
lantern was formerly amongst the treasures of Saint
Denis, where it was recorded by numerous visitors
in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries and
entered in an inventory of 1634. 45 :1 These descriptions combine to give a picture of a gilt and
enamelled bronze lantern ornamented with thirtysix oval rock crystals, through which the light shone
""'' Arenhijn:l 1~175, Ahb. 191.
·"'" Dr Hihrud \Vestermann-t\ngerhauscn, personal communication. I am graicli.II to Dr \Vcslcrrnann-Angerhauscn lin· this
inlin·mation anclli.1r general discussion of the Ashmolean lalllern.
·•:"' An:nhi.ivcl I!J7:). Ahb. <(.Of, 407, ·~09-10.
...,, Swarzt:nski l!JOI, Taf. II, no. •I··
1
...,
English: sec, liJI· cxampk, a number of Canterbury
manuscripts illustrated by Kau!l"mann ( 1975, pp. 63-·h nos. I! 1,
2:1) and by Millar ( 1926. pp. 74, 83-4., pis .•p, 276). German: li>r
example, in the \Vorms lliblc nf c.1 14.8 (sec Backhouse 1979, pl.
Ill).
.,.,, t\n:nhiivd I!J75> p. 1<11!, t\bh. 0115, no. 44~
'"'" Korzus 190(), PI'· 565-li, no. l!f4, Abb. 208.
•·•·• Victoria and t\lbcrt :'vluscum, nos. 144,66, 145,66;
Blumemhal collection, New York (sec Goldschmidt 1!)2~, 2. nos.
1-5, Taf. 1-3); Hermitage !VIuscum, Leningrad, no. 72 (sec
Goldschmidt 1923, p. 16, no. 36, Taf. IX).
.,.,,Von Falke and Franbergcr I!J04, Ahb. 16, Taf. 53-fio.
Shrines ufla1er dau: tend not to incorporate this feature, but 1he
same amhors illustrale 1wo examples dated 1264 (Taf. 65-6) and
1446 (Abh. 15) respectively.
w; See [(,r example, Wcchsskr-Kiimmel I!)li2, p. 41. Abb. +7ll; von Falke and Meyer 19:!5, p. 100, Abh. 87.
.,., See, lin· example, von Falke and Fraubcrger 1904., Taf.
IOtJ-·
4411
Ibid., Taf. 5·
.,."Ibid., Taf. 11, 72, 83,106 .
.,,, Korzus I!JliG, p. 57!J, no. I!Gn, t\bb. 1!1! 1.
.,,, Dr
Hihrud
\Vestcrmann-Angcrhauscn,

personal

eornrnunicatinn.

.,,, D'AIIemagnc 1!191, p. 115. D'AIIemagne assigns this lantern to the 'Collection Onghena, de Ganci', but I have no
knowledge nf its pn:selll whereabouts.
.,"The descriptions and commcllls made by these visitors arc
reproduced hy Fcz1:nsac (1977, p. :!76). Tlu: inventor)' is also
reproduced by Fezensac ( 1977, p. 236, no. :109).
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'assez sombre et obscure'. "fhis was supposed to
have been the very lamp which featured in the
betrayal of Christ and was popularly known as the
.Judas or Malchus lantern; on it was to be seen the
mark left by St. Peter's sword when, deflected by
the lantern, it cut of!" the ear of Malchus. Both
d'Allemagne and Conway found the written descriptions reminiscent of the Ashmolean lantern,·•H
but were unaware of a drawing of the Saint Denis
lantern which had appeared in van Buchel's
DescrifJlion de Paris in I585,""''' which shows it to have
been of quite dillerent construction, made up of
vertical strips of metal, those carrying the crystals
alternating with others featuring vine scroll ornament; the top was of stepped construction and was
fitted with a carrying-handle. Interesting as the
comparisons between these lanterns and that in the
Ashmolean may be, neither adds any precision to
the identification or its origins.
As to the function or these lanterns, d'AIIemagne
was of the opinion that they probably accompanied
the priest when he administered the last sacraments
(le saint viatique):' 56 Such a ritual function would be
quite appropriate lor these lamps, fi·om which very
little light could have escaped and which must
otherwise have played a purely ornamental role,
perhaps being set by a reliquary or on an altar:''' 7 A
liturgical rather than a secular li.mction seems, in
any case, most probable.
One final aspect to be considered is the means by
which the lantern would have been carried. Two
methods suggest themselves. One is that the lantern
could have been suspended by a ring or other
attachment passed through the hole presently occupied by a bent nail; the broken expansions on the
ferrule below the topmost crystal may have been
related to this system of suspension. The second,
favoured by Oman, is that it is in fact a polelantern, in which case the missing base-plate would
presumably have incorporated a handle, or, at
least, a socket into which a handle might have
fitted. 458 In the absence of conclusive evidence,
either alternative seems possible.
A. MacGregor

posts narrow at the top to rounded points c.6o mm
long, probably designed to carry a wooden canopy
or wooden finials; at the bottom they form semicircular scrolls bcfi)rc mating with the rockers. The
rockers consist of curving bars c.50 x I o mm in
section, with involuted terminals. Separately
wrought scrolls form stops on the ends of rockers to
prevent the cradle tipping over; the stops are held
in place by the bottoms of the corner posts, which
pass through the rockers and the stops belore being
burred over. Octagonal-section bars c. I 8 mm thick
link the two rockers, their narrowed ends fitting into
the spiral terminals. Seven cross-bars, each fitting
loosely by means of pointed ends into either side of
the framework, provided support for the bedding;
three of these survive.
All lour sides of the cradle arc fitted with curving
scroll-work (Fig. 65) bent 'edge on', that is to say in
the plane of its narrowest dimension. The scrolls are
not clamped with collars but are joined together by
iron straps riveted on the outer surface. The
principal elements are pairs of afli-ontcd recumbent
'S'-scrolls with a leaf-shaped clement interposed
between them. A single 'S'-scroll is applied to the
uppermost member of either side at the head of the
cradle; the remains of additional straps on top of
the narrower ends at the head and loot show that
they originally carried pairs of similar 'S'-scrolls.
Along the lower edges of all four sides are pendant
double scrolls, each pair having a lobe at their
common junction.
Traces of pigment, seemingly gold paint, survive
on one of the long sides.
I685 B no. 749: Cunabula Henrici Scxti Anglo rum
Regis, lola exferro conjlata.

Dimensions: Length 1.05 m; Width 0.55 m; Height
(overall) o.84 m.
The tradition associating this cradle with Henry
VI, as recorded in the I685 catalogue and communicated to early visitors to the Ashmolean such

"• D't\llemagne 1891, p. 6, n. •; Conway 1915, p. 133 .
• ., R.:produced in Fezensac and Gaborit-Chopin 1977, pl.
!):~c.

210. CRADLE (Fig. 65, Pl. C). Cradle of wroughtiron construction. Framework or horizontal bars,
each c.34 x 7 mm in section, morticcd into vertical
corner-members c. I 5 mm square, the ends of the
tenons burred over to secure the joints. The corner-

••• D"AIIemagne 1891, p. 6, n. 1.
•" Con1emporary manuscripl illustrations inv;u·iably show
sanctuary and 01her lamps as of the open hanging-bowl 1ype.
••• Oman 1968, pp. 136-7. Of 1he two illusmuions from
possibly Jwclflh-ccmury manuscripts which Oman reproduces,
one (Pierpoint Morgan Library, i\·IS 521) clearly is a polelantem I_1u1 tlw olher (In. 'Psalter nf Henry of Blois') appears to
he hand-held.

I
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Fig. l.i!). Cradle,
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detail or scroll-work. Scale
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as Benthem and von Uflcnbach,·•s!• seems incapable
of support at the present day. Current opinion 460
favours an origin no earlier than the sixteenthcentury date proposed for the cradle by ffoulkcs, 461
and admits or the possibility that it could even
derive from the seventeenth century.
Precise elating on the basis of the decorative
scrollwork is not possible, comparable furnishings
being extremely scarce, particularly in northern
Europe. One example is a late sixteenth or
seventeenth-century lectern at Alnwick, a unique
English representative of a gcnr:c much favoured in
French and Belgian churchcsY; 2 Other recorded
uses for such wrought-iron work include candelabra, basin-stands, chairs, tables, and beds; indeed
there was quite a vogue lor such furnishings in the
seventeenth century, particularly in ltaly. 463 In
England decorative grilles, hinges, and other architectural fittings provided the main outlet for craftsmen in this mcdium. 41i·&
No other iron cradle has been noted, and this is
not surprising since, despite its impressive appearance, the cradle is indeed, as lloulkcs drily recorded,
'entirely unsuited for an infantile occupant by
reason of the unsympathetic nature of the material
cmploycd'."11; 5 Oak was by (;tr the most common
medium used in the construction of early cradles in
Britain. The cradle alleged to be that of Henry V,
but probably of late fifteenth- or sixteenth-century
date, is the earliest surviving specimen ;466 it takes
the form of a rectangular box with fluted sides,
suspended at either end from the upright posts of a
wooden framework. Other early cradles known in
Britain arc in the shape of low boxes mounted
directly or by means of short legs on to rockers;
frequently they arc fitted with elaborately carved
superstructures, as may be postulated for the
Ashmolean cradle on the basis or the spiked terminals
of the four corncr-posts. 41; 7 Such early cradles include
those reputedly associated with .James VI of
Scotland and I of England and with .James's
consort, Anne or Denmark, as well as other examples with and without regal pretcnsions. 468
German cradles of the later medieval period, as
illustrated in contemporary painting and sculpture,
exhibit the same low profile and arc usually provided with a hand-hold at either cnd. 41H1 This
emphasis on portability is not a feature of the
Ashmolean cradle, which is extremely cumbersome
even in its present incomplete condition. The
mortice and tenon joints with which the main
framework is constructed suggest wooden ante-

ccdcnts,"170 but no high wooden cradle of this form
has been found.
In the absence of closely comparable material,
the country of origin of this piece cannot be
determined. floulkcs favoured a German origin, 47 '
but provided no supporting evidence for his claim.
Gardner found parallels among Flemish work of the
seventeenth century, including some executed at
Canterbury by immigrant craftsmcn. 472 The technique of scrolling 'on edge' is characterized as
Flemish by Gardncr, 473 but according to Hoever it
was also favoured by Italian smiths. 4 H Italy might
be considered as a possible source on other grounds:
in addition to a general predilection for wroughtiron furnishings, as mentioned above, the Italians
above all others are said to have favoured loose 'S'scrolls. 4 75 Grilles and doors in Italy supply close
parallels for the 'S'-scrolls with interposed leaves
which feature on the cradle: several examples of
this technique arc illustrated by Hocver and
Pedrini, 476 all of them dating from the sixteenth
and seventeenth centuries.
A. MacGregor

211. ROMAN .JAR (Fig. 66). Brownish-orange
sandy Iabrie, coated with a thin white slip. The rim
is turned outwards, and flattened and grooved to
""Benthem 1694, p. 330; von Ulfcnbach 1753-4, 3· 121;
Quarrcll and Quarrcll 1928, p. 26. Von Ullenbach notes 'the
great iron cradle of which Benthem makes mention' without
himself repeating the traditional ascriplion.
'"" Mr Claude Blair, K.ecpcr of Metalwork at the Victoria and
Albert Museum, has kindly given his advice on this item.
'"' lli)lllkcs 1913, p. 101.
••• Ibid., pp. g8-IOO.
'"" I bid., p. gil.
••·• Gardner I~J14, pp. 112-19.
'"'lli)ltlkcs 1913, p. 101.
'"'; Barrcu 1912, pp. 91-4, London l\·luscum 1954, p. 291, pl.
LXXXVI. Sec also Arcltaeologia 8 (1787), 451, pl. XXXI, 1.
'"' The usc of cunains is also recorded on the continenl
(Dcrvicu 1912, p. 409). The same author also mentions frequem
usc of gold paint on medieval cradles.
";" Bancll 1912, pp. 94-6.
••• Von Falke 1924, pp. xliv, li, lvi. Sec also Dervieu 1912, figs.
12-13.
""Gardner (1914, pp. 113-14) lindsothercorrcspondcnccs
with joinery techniques in grilles of tile fourteenth and fiflecnth
centuries.
"' llimlkes 191:i, p. 101.
'"Gardner 19~2, p. 57·
""Ibid., p. 57·
'" Hm:vcr 1962, p. xxiv.
"''Ibid., p. xxiv.
m; I bid., pl. 94 (the same author illusmllcs (pl. 106) a door at
Schloss Am bras, I nnsbruck, employing a similar technique);
Pcdrini 1~r.19, figs. 7, 23, 136, ~n4-5.
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Fig. 66. Roma n ja r, No . 2 1 I , with expa nded
g rafTit o . Sca le 1 :4

\ ' I CW

or

Fig. 67. R oma n j ar, No.

prov id e a lid seati ng. There are two pairs of grooves
on the body ; the base is turned. The outside of the
j a r is wo rn a nd littl e of th e white coa ting survives .
Scratched on th e sid e of th e jar, between the pairs of
grooves, is th e word SA TTO.NIS.
The j a r contai ns some fragments of cremated
bon e.

1684 B nos. 681 - 3: Tres alliae umae Romanae, magtzae,
venires habent protuberantes, quarum una in collum termin.atur, vimin.ibu.s circundatu.r; alterae duae collis
carent.4 7 7
Dimensions : H eight 156 mm ; Di a m eter 158 mm .
The sha pe of this j a r is typi ca l of pots made a t
Yerul a mium a nd R adl ett in H ertfordshire a nd at
Brockley Hill in Middl esex, in the first ha lf of th e
second century AD .n 8 Th e fab ri c, with its white
slip , bes t matches that of the Brockley H ill worksho ps, a nd it seems likely that th e j a r was mad e
·
th ere.
The type was no t popular everyw here. I t is
common at Y eru la mium 4 79 a nd on surro unding
sites, but d oes no t occ ur a t Colches ter or Leicester ;
it has been found in Lond on, but south of the
Th a m es has been reco rd ed onl y as a n un comm on
type, as a t Southwa rk .480 It th erefore seems lik ely
th a t this pot was found in th e Yerul am ium or
London area.
Several exa mpl es co nt a ining cremations a re record ed from R om a n Lo nd on .48 1 The cemeteri es on
th e east sid e of th e Roman city were ex tensive ly
disturbed during rebuilding follow ing th e grea t fire
of 1666, and it seems no t unreasona bl e to sugges t
th a t this pot was fou nd there at th a t tim e.

2 12.

ca le

1 :4

Th e in scr iptio n was scra tched on th e pot a ft er
firin g, but it has a ll th e a ppeara nces of being
ancient 48 2 (d esp it e doubts exp re sed a t va ri ous
tim es in th e mu se um registers). It is a rare name
a nd no t onl y likely to have been add ed in th e
seve nteenth ce ntury.
P . D. C. Brow n
212. ROM AN JAR (Fig. 6 7). a rrow-mouth ed
jar of ha rd a nd fin e grey fa bri c. Thi ck r im overhanging a cord on with pseud o-rope imp ressions.
The upper part of th e pot is burn ished a nd coated
with a thin white sli p, save for a band with comb ed

" ' Ident ifi ed as no. 68 1 by E. T. Leeds in 19 11, o n th e basis of
a fragme ntary labe l with th ~ fi g ure 1 o n it. T his labe l is no
lo nge r ext a n t.
""M iss Valerie Rig by, Briti sh Muse um , has kind ly ide ntifi ed
this pol. For accou nt s of the wares from Vcru lamium a nd
Broc kley H ill see , respectively, Corder 194 1, pp . 27 1- 98, a nd
Cast le 1973 , pp. 78-g.
9
"
Wh ee ler and Wh eeler 1936, p. 138, pl. 1 15.
480
M a rsh a nd T yc rs 1978, pp . 562- 4.
48 1
Roya l Comm iss io n on Hi stori ca l M o num ents, Eng la nd
1928, pp . I 56 6g.
8
' '' Dr Roge r T o mlin (perso na l co mmun icat ion ) comments:
' I t see ms reasonab le to tak e SA TTOJ'i!S as the na me of th e
d eceased in th e genit ive. Th e writ ing is acce ptably Ro ma n : th e
open A wou ld have bee n a sophi sti ca ted to uch by a seventee nth ce ntury im prove r . Th e nam e Salta is no t lik ely to have occ urred
to such a person : it has occ urred in Ro m a n Brita in onl y as a
Samian sta m p (in Lin co ln a nd o ne o r two o th er pla ces), a nd as
such is qu it e co mm o n in Caul ; as a Ga ll ic persona l na me, often a
cogno me n in tria nomina , it occu rs pr inc ipa ll y at Tri er (2, a nd a
Trevcr buried at Lyo ns) a nd ppcr Germ a ny (5 ).'

Ca talogues
wa vy lin es . Th e lo we r pa rt has two band s burn ish ed
with a sin gle wav y lin e, a nd turning o r knifetrimming gives a furth e r effec t of burnishin g towards th e base.
1685 B nos. 682- 3 : Tres aliae umae Romanae, magnae,
venires habenl jJro tub era nles, quawm zwa in collum terminalur, viminibus circundalu r; alterae duae col/is
carenl.48 3

Dimensions : H eig ht 26o mm ; Di a m ete r 28o mm.
This j a r is a typi ca l produ c t of th e A li ce H o lt
po tteri es n ca r Farnham , co rres po nding to T ype 1A ,
16, of th e rece ntl y publi shed survey of this indusu-y.4 84 Th e d a ted contex ts li sted fo r this type cover
th e peri od AD 275- 400 a nd la te r ; th e wavy combed
d ecora tio n is d esc ribed a of th e fo urth century.
Th e likely find- spo t of th e po t is indica ted by th e
distributi o n of th e type, a nd of oth er fo urth-century
products of th e A lice H olt potteries. This distribution ex tend s over so uthe rn Eng land from east
K e nt to G lo uces te r, a nd no rthwa rd s to th e Thames
va ll ey, but not furth er no rth .
Nothing ca n be sa id , o r usefull y spec ulated ,
a bo ut th e ac tu a l findin g of this pot. In view of its
dat e it is unlikely to have been a c re mati o n vesse l.
P. D . C. Brown

Fig. 68. Angl o-Saxon pot. :--lo . 2 13. Sca le 1: 4

1685 B nos. 681 - 3 : Tres aliae urnae Romanae, magnae,
venires lzabwl prolub era nles , quorum una in collum terminatur, viminibus cinundatur ; allerae du.ae collis
carent .4 85

Saxon c remati o n cem e tery. L eed s sugges ted that
thi s ma y b e o n e of the pot s fr om the cem e ter y a t Old
Walsing h am in Norfolk whose di scove ry was reco rd ed by Sir Thomas Brown e in his f-fydriotaphia;486 perhaps it was a g ift from one fam o us collecto r (see p. 89 ) to another . Th e sugges tio n is a n
a ttrac tive o n e, and it has bee n acce pt ed by M yres,
who attributes th e pot to (Grea t) W a lsing ha m .487 It
can , ho wever , never be more th a n a sugges ti on: th e
pot is ce rta inl y no t one of th e fo ur illustrat ed in th e
Hy driotaphia, and , whil e it would not be surpri sing
for suc h a find to be mad e in 1o rfolk, it mi g ht
equall y we ll ha ve been fo und in man y o th er parts of
Anglo-Saxon En gland. It dat es from th e fifth o r
sixth centur y AD.
Three R o man pots are m ention ed in th e 1656
ca ta logue (p. 44) , two simpl y as ' R oman Urnes ',
th e third as a ' R om an sacrifi cing-eart hen-c up wi th
th e word CAMPA ! IO N print ed in th e bott om c' .
or these onl y th e last stands a n y c ha nce of being
id entifi a b le: it so und s lik e a p iece of Arre tin e or
Sam ian pott e ry with the make r's sta mp o n the base,
in whi c h case th e word CAM PA N ION is bes t read
as a version of o n e of th e sta mps of th e po tt er
Campa nu s who worked a t Lezo ux in Cen tra l Gau l
in th e seco nd centur y AD .''"" Lezoux products were

Bibliograpll)' : Leeds 19 13, pp. 38- 40 , fi g. 5 ; M yres
' 977, pp . 100, 303 , fi g. 282.
The description of thi s pot as R oman in th e 1685
in ve nto ry is no t surpri sing. Earl y Ang lo-Sa xon
g raves we re not recogni zed as such until th e e nd of
th e eig ht eenth ce ntury, a nd th eir po tter y was
gene ra ll y disrega rd ed until th e nine tee nth centur y.
There is no t much d o ubt th a t it is fi·o m a n Anglo-

"" l dcnJ if ied " ' no . GB:l h y E. T . L<'cd s o n il l<' hasi' of' a
fragmcmar y label wi1h pa n o f' a fi g ure , see ming ly a J, o n i1. Th t·
labe l is st ill on Jht· pol.
'"' ~!i ss \ 'alcrit· R igb y, Briti sh J\ IU S<' tllll, has kind!) id!'n tili t'd
thi s pul. For Alicl' Holt wan·s Sl't ' L yllt' and .Jdkril's ' !17'1 · pp .
:JB 9·
,., ., R l' ta in s th !' o ri gi nal labl' l. numi H' rt'd (j/1:!.
' "" Leed s t ~Jf :J, pp . 3B 4-0 ; Bruwn t· Jli5B.
'" ' t\l ) tTS ' 977· PI' · 100, 30:J.
"'" O swald 193 1 . p ..'Jh .

213. A 1GLO-SAXON POT (Fi g. 68 ) . H a rd a nd
dark burni hcd surface. Gritt y, sa nd y fabric wi tho ut sig ns of d elibera te o rga ni c tempering ; reddish
brown in th e brea k . Rim a nd base mi ss ing .
D ecoratio n of bo ses a nd burni shed lin es: six
smal l vertica l bosses push ed o ut a ro und th e bell y of
th e po t, arranged in pa irs ; in th e narrower ga ps a re
vertica l lin es a nd in th e wider gaps di ago na l lin es
forming fea th e r patterns . On th e sho uld er a nd neck,
three bands m a rked by lin es; d o ts in th e centre
band , opposed diago n a l lin es in twos and threes in
th e upper and lowe r band s.
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wid ely distributed in G a ul a nd thro ugho ut Brita in ,
thou g h no ne by Campa nus is now in the mu seum .
Th e 1685 cat a log ue d esc ribes six R oman pots ,
three of which co rres pond to those ca ta logued
a bove (Nos. 2 11 - 13) . Th e o ther three a rc:
1685 B no. 68o: Urna Romano magna et capacissima , in
quam loti us domus cineres reconditi Juerunt , colore rubro;
venter amjJiissimo; colla brevi & angusto praedita , quod
utrinque ansa magna dotatum .
168 5 B no. 684 : Frustra qua edam urnae Romanae.
1685 B no. 685: Va s quoddanz Romanunz pro jloribus
lzum anam ex scapulis jiguram exlzibens.
Th ere a rc in th e Rom a n co ll ec ti on two la rge vessel s
of red fa bri c with na rrow necks a nd ha nd le ,
·correspo nding with th e d escri p ti on und er 1685 B
68o: one has insid e, a dhering to th e wa lls, the
rem a ins of crem a ted bone frag ments, a nd m ust once
ha ve bee n used as a crema tion vessel ; the oth er
lacks this d eta il. Th ere is no thing to ma tch eith er of
th e oth er entri es.
P . D. C . Brown

214. DISH (Pl. C l ) . Dee p blue ova l dish of ' Pa li ssy
wa re' with a natura li sti ca ll y mo uld ed nu de fema le
fi g ure with a garland of fruit a nd fl owers o n her
head , holding co rnu co pi as of fruit a nd fl owers in
both a rms; her a nkl es a re crossed and re ting on
gree n grass. Eig ht crea m-co lo ured mould ed sca ll o p
shells form a n everted rim to ha lf th e d ish ; th e
rema ind er is pl a in. M o ttl ed blu e a nd red hrown on
th e bac k.
1656 p. 53: Variery rifCizina dishes.
1685 B no. 584- 7 : Disci 4 Chinitici oblongi; in una parte
Jaeminas nudas prostratas habm l sua pudenda manibus
tegentes.

Dimensions: Leng th (ove ra ll ) 193 mm ; Width (ove ra ll ) 120 m m.
See disc uss io n und er lo . 2 16.

215. DISH (Fi g. 6g, Pl. C I). Dee p blu e ova l dish of
' Pa lissy wa re', with na turalisti ca ll y m ould ed fi g ures
of a m a n cl ad in a brow n loin cloth , a nd a wom a n in
a blu e loinclo th . Th eir bodi es a re turn ed slig htl y
towa rd s ea ch o th er , with her left ha nd res ti ng o n hi s
left hip . Th ere a re blu e a nd gree n garla nd s on th eir
head s, with gree n a nd ye llow fo li age behind , a nd
g ree n herbage behind th eir crossed legs. Seven
g ree n a nd yellow medalli o ns form a n everted rim to
ha lf th e d ish ; th e rem a ind er is pl a in. M o ttl ed
po lyc hrome bac k, with two d epress ions a t th e bac ks
o f the head .

Fig. 6g . Pnlissy-wa re di sh , No.

2 15.

Scale

1 :4

1656 p . 53: IIariel)• of China dishes.
1685 tl no. 584- 7 : Disci 4 Clzinitici oblongi; in una parte
J aeminas nudas prostra tas lzabent sua pudenda manibus
tegentes.

Dimensions: Leng th (overall ) 198 mm ; Width (overa ll ) 11 2 mm.
See discu sion und er

o. 2 16.

216. DI SH (Pl. C I ) . Th e pa ir to

o . 2 15.

1656 p . 53: Variery ~[Ch ina dishes.
1685 B no . 584- 7: Disci 4 Clzinitici oblongi; in una parte
Jaeminas nudas prost ratas lzabent sua pudenda manibus
tegentes.

Dimensions : Leng th (overa ll ) 1g8 mm ; Width (overa ll ) 1 12 mm .
Bernard Pa lissy, 4 R9 who was bo rn nea r Agen c.1 5 10,
having work ed as a n artist in sta ined g la s, turn ed
to po ttery a bout 1540. By 1542 he was es tablish ed at
Sai ntes. In 1555 th e Hig h Constable of France, d e
Montmorency, co mmissi oned a rusti c g rotto whi ch
was se t up by Pa li ssy, a t th e instan ce of Ca th erin e
d e M edi ci, in th e ga rd en of th e Tuileri e in 1566.
T ec hni ca ll y hi s pott ery is no t di simil a r from that of
Sa intonge a nd Po itou , th oug h th e techniqu e of
casting li za rd s a nd oth er crea tures from th e life ma y
have bee n a co ntribution of his own . To polychrom e g la zes he a lso add ed m a rble g round s similar

'"'' J. G iacomo tti, in C ha rl esiOn 1g6!l, pp. 11 9 20. For Pa lissy
as a coll ec tor sec above , p. 82.
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to those used on the back of Nos. 2I4-I6. Having
suffered as a Protestant, and been imprisoned for
heresy, Palissy died c. I 590. His moulds were used
after his death and his work was continuously
imitated. His influence can be found at Avon, ncar
Fontainebleau, in the wares made at the pottery of
Barthelemy de Blenod, and it is probable that the
pieces in the foundation collection date from the
first half of the seventeenth rather than from the
sixteenth century.
I. H. Lowe

217. AGATE BOWL (Pl. CIII). Shallow oval
bowl. The brown agate has beige and white
concentric bands, which form an 'eye' in the central
part of the basal area. Chipped at the rim.
I656 p. 36: Man)' cujJs rif A.~ales.
I685 A no. 49: Cyathus ovalis ex llclzale magno ejusdem
coloris, paucis venulis subcaeruleis distincto.
Dimensions: Length
Height I6 mm.

52.5mm;

Width

38mm;

including agate and jasper; the craft revived in the
fifteenth century or perhaps earlier, and the area
eventually became well known for working onyx
among other materials.
Stone bowls appear to have featured in various
cabinets of curiosities, and finely-worked examples
can be seen displayed on a shelf in Johann Georg
Haintz's painting of such a cabinet: 4!16 at the front of
the shelf is a circular white stone bowl and behind it
is a small oval brown bowl with a basal shape
similar to the Ashmolean specimen. The Cheapside
Hoard, considered by Wheeler to consist of 'objects
of moderate intrinsic worth, such as may be supposed to have fitted the purse of the successful
merchant class' ,497 included a 'small eye-bowl
made of carbuncle', and a large·r bowl made of
agate, 'possibly of classical workmanship'. 498
However, each of these bowls has a definite foot
ring.
It seems reasonable to suppose that this specimen
was part of the early collection, but it is questionable whether the I 685 A 49 entry applies, as the
description there states that the agate was marked
with a few bluish veins and was used as a ladle.
However, the entry was associated with this specimen by Leeds. 411 !1
E. Sandford Gunn

The selection of stone for this bowl has made good
use of the colours and the positioning of the eye,
which may have been intended to be prophylactic.490 The place ofmanuf~tcture is unknown,
but agate was worked at Cambay (see pp. I75-6).
Birdwood, writing towards the end of the nineteenth century, recorded that the working of 218. ALABASTER PANEL (Pl. CIV). Carved·
stone was a widely practised art in India; he noted
panel representing the Adoration of the Child, in
that the best carnelians and agates were thought to which the Virgin kneels before the Child in the
be found at Ratanpur near Baroach and were taken centre beneath a stable-roof, attended by two
to Cambay to be worked into cups, saucers, knife angels on the left, with an ox behind. Joseph stands
handles, paperweights, and ornaments. 4!11 The behind the Virgin pointing out of the composition
agate vases of Baroach and Cambay were famous with his right arm, perhaps indicating the star over
under the name of 'Murrhine' vases from the time Bethlehem, or else approaching figures. Two other
of Pliny. Small carnelian bowls and spoons were · male figures enter the composition from the right,
still being made at Cambay in this century, and the one in the foreground also gesturing with his
Arkell purchased such a spoon fi·om Bombay in the right arm. The carving is heightened with gilt
I 930S.492
highlights and is signed at the lower edge on the
In Europe, by the end of the thirteenth century, bevel with the artists's initials (sec Fig. 70).
according to Babelon, organizations of'lapidaires ou
·l!ln Evans 1922, p. 35·
cristalliers' existed in France, whose skill lay in
'"'
Birdwoud, 1971, p. 219.
cutting ornaments, cups, and Aasks from rock
492
A. J. Arkell collection, Pitt Rivers Museum, no.
crystal and other stones and in decorating them 1971. 15.524. The specimen, 63 mm is length, has a shallow bowl
with engraved ornament. 493 Stone-working was and a simple rudimentary handle.
"'·' Babclon 1902, p. 234·
practised along the Seine valley, and 'vases, coupes,
'"' Ibid. p. 239.
aiguieres, hanaps en agate ou crista! de roche' were
""Mason and Packer 1973, p. 191.
frequently mentioned in medieval inventories. 494
••• Reproduced in Hansmann and Kris-Renenbeck 1966, p.
Another well-known centre from Roman times was 112, no. 299, and dated 1666 .
.,,,London l\·luseum 1928, p. 3·
ldar Oberstein on the Nahe, a tributm·y of the
••• Ibid., p. 32, nos. A14084 and A14206, pl. XIV, no. 1
Rhine, upstream from Bingen. Roman craftsmen
••• Department of Antiquities, Ashmolean Museum, manu·
are said to have worked various stones there, 495 script catalogue of 1911.
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Fig. 70. Alabaster panels, Nos. ~ 1H-21: artisl 's initials on
lower edge. Sc;~le 2: 1

1685 A no. 6 I g: Angeli CltriJto ministrantes in fJrae.l"epi,
item AlabaJiro sculpti et margine deaurata inclusi.

DimewionJ: Width 118 mm; Height 93 mm.
Sec discussion until No. 221.

219. ALABASTER PANEL (Pl. CV). Carved
panel representing the. Agony in the Garden, with
Christ kneeling in the background facing left, where
an angel holding a chalice and a cross ( ?) appears in
the upper corner. Two of the apostles (.James and
.John) arc sleeping close to Christ in the left half of
the composition, whilst the third (Peter) sleeps
beneath the olive trees on the right. The panel has
gilt highlights and is cracked in several places,
particularly in the upper half. Signed at the lower
edge on the bevel with the artist's initials (see Fig.
70).
1685 A no. 625: Imago CltriJti in loco G"etltsemane dicto
fJrecantis, discipulis interim dormientibus, alabastm
caelata, margine deaurata, munila.

DimensionJ: Width I2omm; Height 93mm.
Sec discussion under No. 22 I.

220. ALABASTER PANEL (Pl. CVI). Carved
panel representing the Flagcllation, with Christ
standing centrally positioned in front of a column in
a loggia, his left ann tied above the head and his
right arm behind his back. Two flagellators with
their branches raised arc placed on either side of
Christ. A third crouches in the !eli foreground
picking up a branch. The carving has gilt highlights
and is signed at the lower edge on the bevel with the
artist's initials (sec Fig. 70).
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lcfi and right with three holy women in the centre,
arc placed at the entrance to the tomb. Christ's
body is supported by the figures above a sarcophagus. The panel has gilt highlights and is
signed at the lower edge on the bevel with the
artist's initials (sec Fig. 70).
I685 A no. 627: Imago ]oJefJhi ArimatltaenJiJ el Nicodemi, Cltristum in sefmlchm novo .sefJelie.ntium, alahas/ro
caelala, ofJeu le11alo, e/ simili margim~ munita . .Ji·act IJOO.
DimtmJionJ: \Vidth 92 mm; Height I I9 mm.
'fhesc four alabaster reliefs (Nos. 2 I8-2 I) were
carved in Malines towards the close of the sixteenth
century. Each is signed with the anist's initials only,
which was the usual form of signature. \Vhereas
many of the sculptors active at Malincs have been
identified in documcllls, the full name of this
particular sculptor has so fiu· eluded identification.
The alabasters were originally set into wooden
frames, profusely decorated with gilt ornamentation, but the presclll examples have all been
remounted. Alabasters so fi·amed were ofi.cn inserted into a more elaborate framework and used as
private altar-pieces in a domestic context. In this
instance, however, the intention docs not seem to
have been to mount them in series forming part of
one large polypt ych: even though, assuming that
other panels from the series arc missing, this \\•ould
have been iconographically feasible, it is unlikely
that the sculptor would have signed each alabaster
individuallv.
A large' number of Malincs alabasters have
survivcd. 5 '"' It was a popular art-form lasting into
the seventeenth century. Many of the compositions
were derived from engravings af"ter works by more
famous artists.
C. H. Lloyd

222. ALABASTER PANEL (Pl. CVIII). Carved

221. ALABASTER PANEL (Pl. CVI 1). Carved

pancl representing the suflcring of St. Erasmus. The
principal figure, nude save fi.1r a mitre, is tied down
on a board; his stomach has been cut open and
above him is a windlass being turned by two men.
Behind these men stand four more figures, two of
whom (in the centre and at right) arc prominent by
their size and by their each holding an object: the
central figure holds up a scroll (or possibly a
human limb), while the man on the right, who is
crowned, has a raised sword in his right hand. The
figure in the top left corner appears to hold a kind of

panel representing the Entombment. The figures,
including joseph of Arimathaca and Nicodemus to

'"" 1\·lusi·"s Ruyaux d"Art et d"Hisloin:. Brussels. 1yli7. No.
Mfli!J shows a comparable monogram.

I 685 A no. 626: Imago Christi ad Colunmam uirgis caesi:
alahaslro .rculfJla oJH!re elalo; margine deaurata item
inc/usa.

DimenJionJ: Width 97 mm; Height I 22 mm.
See discussion under No. 22 I.
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mace. In the lower part of the panel, in the
foreground of the scene, arc two more figures, one
silting on the ground and the other, on the left,
standing. The ground is painted dark green and is
decorated with groupings of white dots round a red
dot; there a1·e traces of black, J-ed, and gold
colouring, particularly on the fiH:es and edges of the
clothes of the figures. The panel, which is broken
into two, has been mounted on a slate; the reverse
can however be seen to ha\·e been gouged out at the
base.
1656 p. 38: The martpdome uf tlu• BislwfJ of AmfJhipolis
carved in alabastn.
1685 B no. 71 1 : Mart,pium 1~/n'scofJi AmphifJOiis ex
alabastro caelatum.
Dimensions: Height 410 mm; \\'idth 257 mm.

BibliografJII)': Socict y of Antiquaries 1913, pp. 55--6,
no. I8, pl. XIII.
The scene reprcsenlcd is evidently one of the
tortures undergone by St. Erasmus, alleged Bishop
of Formia."'11 This particular torture, which is not
in fact said to have caused his death and is not
mentioned in the earliest accoums of his sufferings,
involved the winding out of his guts upon a
windlass. This was ordered by the Emperor implicitly Dioclctian - who is the crowned figure in
the top right corner. 'l'he figures in the foreground
were probably intended as tormentors of the saint,
as in a panel in the possession of the Society of
Antiquaries. 5112
Erasmus's cult became quite widespread in
England in the fifteenth century: it is evidenced in
books of hours from about the middle of the
century, in vernacular devotional writings, and in a
considerable number of parish church altars and
lights. Edward IV's wife, Elizabeth Woodville,
gave to Westminster Abbey in about 1478 a chapel
dedicated to the saint, whilst Caxton in I489
thought it worth adding a Lfle of Erasmus to the
translated Golden Legend. Several alabaster carvings
showing the torture or martyrdom of Erasmus
survive in Britain: for example, one was found
under the floor of Buckcnham Ferry Church,
Norfolk,''":' and another is in the Burrell collection,
Glasgow, showing him with St. Faith.!••H This
'larticular example may perhaps be dated to the
t'1ird quarter of the fifteenth century.
S. ·e further discussion under No. 22.~.

223. ALABAS'l'ER PANEL (Pl. ClX). Carvrd
pantl representing the Crucifixion. In the upper

part Christ is represcnled upon a tall tau cross,
while below him on either side arc represented two
winged angels and the two thieves, that on his right
looking up at him, and that on his left looking away.
Below Christ on the left is a man who carries a spear
and fi·om whose right hand a long scroll issues
(Longinus); directly below Christ is a figure (an
angel) holding up a chalice. To the angel's right
stands a figure, armed and wearing a hal (the
centurion), accompanied by two further armed
soldiers. On the left is a kneeling figure of the Virgin
Mary, grieving; she is accompanied by two other
figures of women who arc comforting her, and
behind these two is a figure with a palm branch (St.
.John the Evangelist).
There are considerable traces of the preReformation colour scheme - black (on the unrcpcntantthicfand on the !~tees of the two soldiers),
gold, and green (decorated with groupings of white
and red dots). The panel, which is broken in three
places, has been mounted on a slate; the edges of
the panel's reverse arc chamfered and it has been
gouged out at the base.
I 685 B no. 709: lij]igies nostri salvaloris crucijixi, ex
alabastro confecta, cujus ad utramque manum duofures cruci
alliganlur.
Dimensions: Height535mm; Width 265mm.
Bibliography: Society of Antiquaries 19I3, p. 57,
no. 24, pl. XV.
Numerous more-or-less similarly designed alabasters of the Crucifixion survive: many of these were
doubtless once celllral panels of groups of five,
seven, or nine depicting the Passion of Christ.
Severed such groups, or relables, which arc still
intact have just such a tall Crucifixion. Of similar
date (c. I 500) and style, is, lor ·example, a
Crucifixion in the Castle l'vl useum, Nouingham. 505
Sec further discussion under No. 224.
'•"' I do not know why Erasmus's s"'' was latinized as
Amphipolis, all hough dioceses of this nanw once eKisLed both in
:\·lacl'donia and in Armenia. Eighteenth-century amiquaries
conli.1s"d Erasmus with Amphibalus, a saim of SL. Albans.
Amphihalus sullcred in a nul very dillcrent way (his guls were
wound round a u·el.'), hut he was not a bishop. Amphihalus and
Amphipulis could also haw been conli.1sed with each ulher on
phonl'ti<: grounds. Dr Eileen Koberts (personal communication)
su~gesls Lhal Lhe elder Tradescant may have heard of
Amphihalus while working al HaLiicld.
-,.,,Society of An1iquaries 1913, p. 65, no. 52, pl. XX .
.,.,., Caslll' Museum, Norwich, no. 1!J·47; see N"!fi,[k !lrcllaeulog}'
I 11847).243 51.
.,.,, Burrell Collection, Glasgow, Alabaster Inventory no. 2.
""'Castle iVIuseum, Noningham, no. 1932.28, illusLralcd and
discussed in Cheetham 1973, pp. :i2· 3·
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224. ALABAS'l'ER PANEL (Pl. CX). Carved
panel representing the head of St. John the Baptist.
The head of the saint is shown on a charger; below
is Our Lord's Pity (Christ issuing from the sepulchre, wearing a crown of thorns) with a plant or
tree on either side. lVI uch of the pre-Reformation
scheme of colouring survives: red-brown hair on
John and black hair on Christ, red on the edge of
the charger, and green lor the lower background.
'fhe green is decorated with characteristic groups of
gold and red dots. 'T'he eyes ofbothJohn and Christ
arc painted as open; a slight cut is painted over
John's lcf't eye.
The panel is in what appears to be its original
wooden housing, with traces or paint on the edge
above the alabaster. Pieces of metal wires arc
auachcd to each side of the housing for hinges, but
the doors which they would have held in place arc
missing.
1685 B no. 71 o: Caput Sti. Johann is & Jesu Christi in
pixidem l't?conditum ex alabastro elaboratum.

2
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healing qualities as well as virtues of a quasimagical kind.5' 17 However, strength in the marketand English alabasters appear to have been sold on
the continent of Europe as m·uch as in this countrywas accompanied by a decline in the quality of
carving. 'T'hc alabasters described here, which come
from this later period, arc certainly not of a high
quality, however well they may onee have fulfilled
their devotional function. 'T'he skill which the
alabaster carvers could still display in the later
fifteenth or early sixteenth centuries is evidenced in
larger sculptures which were presumably specially
made to order and which arc not of the t ypcs
exemplified in this collection.
Arter the Rclim11ation the English either sold
their alabasters or hid them: in Queen Elizabeth I 's
reign it would have been dangerous to be known to
possess such an image. The ·rradcscants arc the first
English collectors '~·ho may be thought to have
owned any for antiquarian reasons, but alabasters
subsequently became standard items lor almost any
English
collection of antiqu111cs:
William
Dimensions: (Panel) Height 251 mm; Width 122
Richardson of North Bierley, Yorkshire, was proud
mm.
of one that had been found in some ruins in 168g,
Bibliogmphy: Hope 18go, pp. 66g-7o8, pl. XXI; and Ralph Thorcsby owned one supposed to have ·
Society of Antiquaries 1913, p. 64, no. 50.
come from Kirkstall Abbey. 508 Church repairs and
restorations
in the late eighteenth and nineteenth
Representations of the head of St. John the Baptist,
on fabric or in alabaster, were above all made for centuries led to the discovery of a few dozen that
private devotional purposes- for chapel or oratory, had been buried in walls or under floors, but
bedroom or parlour. A St. John's Head in a com- alabasters escaped serious archaeological investipletely intact case, whose doors are fully painted, gation until ncar the end of the nineteenth century.
is in the Leicestershire Museum and Art Gallery, 'fhcir presence on the Continent, and particularly
and others in their original housings are in the in France, in hundreds of churches and museums
Burrell collection, Glasgow, and in Carmarthcn was fostering the belief that they were of continental
Museum. 506 Where such images could not be origin: they were rescued from this misapprehencovered by wooden doors, they were probably . sion by Sir William St. .John Hope, who adduced
generally kept covered with a cloth. Hundreds of documentary evidence for their Englishness. 509 His
late medieval carved heads of St. .John still survive observation of frequent references to 'alabastermcn'
throughout Europe, those made in Germany com- in the records of the city of Nottingham, which had
monly being without the background and extra then recently been published, led him to point to
figures that accompany most English alabaster
rcpresc_ntations. This particular example dates from
Leiccstcrshin: Museum Art ;mel Gallery, no. ~~77, 11l.~9
the second half of the fifteenth or the early sixteenth (sec""'Hope
1890, pp. 692-3, pl. XXIV; Society of'Amiquarics
century.
1913, nn. 49); Burrell C:ollec1ion, Glasgow, Alabaster lnvenrory
Panels of alabaster carved in high r~licf with nos. 11l, 23, 32; Carmal'lhcn Museum, no. 7:1.2862.
"" Sec, liJI· example, Evans and Sc1jca111son 1933, p. 68:
religious scenes or with figures of particular saints
'Aiabastrc is a stont: pal is cendre & whi31 when it is grouncle.
virtually monopolized the market for carved reli- \Vhoso drinke)'l him with cyscl, he is good li:>r all maner sores in
gious images in late medieval England. Tens of )'lc lute or in )'lc knee.'
''"" Richardson's alabaster, with an inscription 1hat he
thousands of such panels were carved, mostly in a
limited range of designs. 'T'hc success of the alabas- 'Procur'd and Beautify'd' it, is in tlw Vicwria and Alben
ll1luseum, London (no. A 112-1946); it represents the Ascension.
ter vendors lay partly in their product's cheapness, Thon:sby 1715, p. 4H7.
partly in the popular belief that alabaster had
'""Hope 11l9o, pp. 669-71.18.
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Nottingham as the centre of alabaster production.
Since then all English alabasters have generally
been described as 'of the Nottingham school'.
N. Ramsay
225. WOODEN PANEL (Pl. CXI). Carved panel
representing Jacob at the well. In an elaborate
composition Jacob is first shown on horseback right
of centre, at the edge of a forest. He appears again
in the lower right corner drinking from a ewer, with
dogs at his feet and confronted by Rachel. Jacob is
depicted for the third time on a smaller scale in the
lower left corner kneeling in prayer. The Well of
Hara, with a fountain or basin supported by three
male figures, is left of"cemre in the middle distance.
To the left of the well are two camels led by a figure,
and in the upper left corner a view of a city. There is
a horizontal crack through the middle of the
composition and a few other minor losses, including
Rachel's right arm.
1685 A no. 644: Fons (ut fmto) Jacobi ligno caelatus,
opere elato.

Dimensions: (Panel) Height 300mm; Width
317 mm; (Frame) Height 355 mm; Width 370 mm.
The Mannerist style of the panel, most notable in
the treatment of the figures and the licence with
which the biblical scene (Genesis 29) is represented,
suggests a date in the mid-sixteenth century. The
carving, which appears still to be in its original
frame, varies from three-quarter relief to lines
incised in the surface. The work is of a reasonably
high quality and might have formed part of a series
of scenes from the life of Jacob, although the
composition could just as easily have existed independently. The frame is damaged, particularly
on the left. The relief has been traditionally regarded as being Anglo-Flemish in style but it may
in fact be German.
C. H. Lloyd
226. WOODEN FIGURE (Pl. CXII). Carved
figure representing the Virgin. The figure, seen
from the front, kneels on a cushion with hands
folded in prayer. Signs of pigmentation on the face
and the drapery arc evident: the mantle is gilt, but
may also once have been painted red, and is lined in
blue; there arc flesh tones on the face.
1685 8 no. 706: Figura cujusdam munimenti antiqui ex
ligno facta.

Dimensions: Height 410 mm.

The figure was possibly carved in the Netherlands
during the second half of the fifteenth century. It is
almost certainly not of German origin, as was
formerly thought. The long hair might suggest an
identification of the figure of Mary Magdalen, but
it is more likely to be the Virgin. Presumably, the
figure formed part of a compositional group, although in the present case the back is flat, suggesting that a viewpoint from the front was intended. If
the identification with the Virgin is correct, then
the group would have been an Adoration of the
Child.
C. H. Lloyd
227. WOODEN FIGURE (Pl. CXIII). Carved
figure representing a young nude male. The arms
arc outstretched in front with the left knee raised
and the right leg partially bent. Old repairs have
been made to both arms (the Ieli arm from the
elbow and the right arm once at the shoulder and
again at the forearm). The toes of both feet have
also suffered damage.
1685 8 no. 763: Imago lwminis ex ligno elaborata, vultum
habet furtim spectantem, unam manum f)()rrigil, altera se
sublcval, ul sine molestia columnae insideal.

Dimensions: Height 0.51 m.
The carving, which is not without quality, probably
dates from the first half of the seventeenth century.
The style could be either English or Netherlandish.
The original purpose of this figure is a matter for
conjecture. The 1685 catalogue implies that it was
attached to a column, but there arc no obvious signs
of a means of attachment. It is possible that the
figure formed part of a large group representing the
Last.J udgemcnt.
C. H. Lloyd
228. CARVED CROSS (Fig. 71, Pl. CXIV).
Pectoral cross of olive-wood (Olea sp.) slightly
irregular in shape. At the bottom the cross terminates in a medallion with a projecting foot,
pierced from front to back by a small hole. On the
reverse a panel covering part of the medallion and
the edge of the foot slidt:s away to reveal a
rectangular cavity for a relic; a pin would originally
have held the panel in place, passing through the
perforation in the foot. At the top of the cross is a
projecting lug, transversely perforated.
Within a chevron border arc carved the following scenes, enumerated as in Fig. 71. Obverse: 1, an
angel, halt:-length; 2, the Virgin and Child, flanked
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Fig. 71. Carved cross, No. ::!28: disposition or scenes as
numbered in the text. Scale 1:2

by lour angel heads, inscribed, above, MP0EOY
(Mother of God); 3, Man of Sorrows, flanked by
four heads, with scratched inscription ICXC (jesus
Christ). Reverse: t, an angel, half-length; 2, the
Crucifixion, flanked by busts of the Virgin and St.
.John, inscribed, above, ICXCN (.Jesus Christ); 3,
Virgin and Child flanked by four heads inscribed,
above, MHP0EOY (Mother of God).
On either side of the cross are four letters, each
within an incised border, as shown in Fig. 71,
namely A-n -l'vi-CT and T-K-n- r.51o
~ 6~5 A

no. soH: Crux lignea in qua multo Christi gesta

11/CISO.

Dimensions: Height 53·5 mm; Thickness g mm.

Sec discussion under No. 229.
229. CARVED CROSS (Fig. 72, Pl. CXV).
Regularly shaped cross of boxwood (Buxus sp.).
Both members arc pierced axially by rectangular
slots, closed at the top and on either side by wooden
inserts. These slots facilitate the cutting of openwork decoration on either face of the cross; in
addition, the vertical member (whose lower insert is
now missing) may have held a relic.
\Vithin a chevron border with rosettes at the

Fig. 72. Carved cross, No. 229: disposition
numbncd in the It" XI. Scale 1: "l.

or scenes as

corners of 1he central scenes, the following are
represented, the figures in the upper panels being
displayed against pierced ciboria (see Fig. 72).
Obverse: 1, the Prescn tation of Christ in the
Temple; 2, two evangelists at their desks; 3, the
Crucifixion, with St. .John, the Virgin, and another
holy woman, soldiers with spear and sponge,
H CTA YP CICI,
i.e.
inscribed, above,
H I:TAYPQI:II: (the Crucifixion); 4, the
Transfiguration. Reverse: 1, the Annunciation; 2,
two evangelists; 3, Baptism of Christ, inscribed,
above, H BAniCIC, i.e. H BAflTHI:II: (the
Baptism); 4, the Anastasis (Harrowing of Hell).
The iconography of these feast scenes is standard,
following long-established norms within the
Orthodox tradition, but the inclusion or a lily
within the Annunciation scene suggests Western
influence .
On either side of the cross are four spindly incised
letters as shown in Fig. 72, corresponding to
A-n- M- CT and T- K- n- r. 5 I I
1685 A no. so8b: Crux altera lignea praecedente major,
in qua etiam multo Christi gesta incisa.
Dimensions: Height 74 mm; Thickness 1 o mm.

Though not uncommon in the late Middle Ages,
the an of carving crosses and icons in wood attained
its greatest popularity during the post-Byzantine
period, when the Balkans and Asia Minor were
occupied by the Ottoman Turks. Monastic ateliers
producing these cheap devotional objects were to be
found all over the Orthodox world, and hundreds of
carved crosses have come down to us from Russia,
Greece, and other East European areas. The panOrthodox monastic republic of Mount Athos was a
particularly important centre of production (one
sometimes hears these objects loosely referred to as
Mount Athos crosses), and indeed sketes or monastic
settlements specializing in the carving of devotional
objects in wood still exist on the Holy Mountain.
Such crosses were invariably made of a hardwood, such as olive or box, to allow for the highly

''"'The Iauer group of lcllcrs somclimcs appears on the
snrpulars of Orthodox monks of the Grc<ll Habi1 (or ,\-/ega
Scllem11), in assol"ialion wi1h a diagramrnatie .:ross and (nftcn) a
skull: they stand liu· TO"II"o> Kpavlou 7rapa8••ao> ylvETo (The Place
of the Skull has bt"come a Paradise). For illustrations of such
vcsunt·nts, sec Galey 1g!lo, pl. 190; 1\"orridge and Sil\,·cll 1966,
pl. VIII.
.
511
For the significance of these letters sec n. 510. I have been
unahle so fitr to ascertain the meaning of
MCT, but no doubt
Iltl" douhle letter CT stands ror OTaupo> (cmss).
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wrought, high relief figure-work, the figures being
painstakingly executed by the monks with tiny
knives like sharpened pins. The minute scale of
decoration often prevails even on larger objects,
and represents an extraordinary expenditure of
technical virtuosity, since the scenes arc very hard
to read, even at close quarters.
Numerous comparable examples may be seen in
all the major museums of the Balkans (e.g. the
Byzantine and Bcnaki M uscums, Athens; the
Ecclesiastical Museums of Sofia and Belgrade), as
well as in the treasuries of the larger monasteries
such as Studcnica (Yugoslavia), Putna (Romania),
and Rita (Bulgaria). In Russia, similarly, one may
find examples in museums specializing in the
national art tradition (notably the Trctiakov
Museum, Moscow, and the Russian Museum,
Leningrad), and monastic archives such as the
Trinity/St. Scrgius Lavra.
To date, little scholarly attention has been paid
to this genre of religious art, and no monograph as
yet has attempted to trace their stylistic evolution or
to document workshops. Literature is limited for the
most part to the catalogues of the above and similar
collcctions. 512 For this reason, it is impossible at
present to assign a date or provenance to particular
pieces with any confidence, except when th.c uate
has been carved on the object. For similar pi"cces in
Oxford, the reader is referred to the Bywater Gift of
I9I4-I5 to the Ashmolean, which also includes
painted, carved, and cast post-Byzantine icons in
(respectively) wood, shell, and mctal. 51 :1
A start has been made with the study of the
earlier Russian material by T. V. Nikolayeva, a
research worker at the Zagorsk museum. 514 She has
assembled documentation to show that the monastery at Zagorsk had a number of artisans organized
in ateliers, producing objects lor church usc in their
own and other monasteries, for households, as gifts
for distinguished visitors, and as pious souvenirs for
pilgrims. For instance, a fifteenth-century chronicle
refers to the monk Vassilii the Cross-maker, who
carved in wood, bone, and other materials, and
examples (one dated to I456) survive of the work of
Amvrosii, another monk ofZagorsk, 515 who carved
minute but easily recognizable figures, in the more
difficult medium of walnut, and made clever usc of
chiaroscuro. In this, he may have been somewhat
precocious: cursory stud)' of the catalogues would
suggest that most fourteenth and fifteenth-century
pieces arc worked in low relief, and the high-relief,
pierced effect (attained by cutting away the

ground) only became common in the sixteenth
century and later.
Our own examples from the foundation collection were presumably acquired as curios and cannot
be described as of high artistic value. The shapes
arc clumsy and the figures highly schcmatizcd, but
certain scenes (notably the Transfiguration on No.
229) arc not without dramatic force. The Greek
inscriptions (whose misspellings indicate a workman
of lillie or no literacy) arc not conclusive evidence
of a Greek origin (Greek was common as an
ecclesiastical language elsewhere in the Balkans).
The Western iconographical influence noted in No.
229 might, perhaps, suggest an origin in a Venetian
colony in Greece (Crete or the Ionian Isles); but a
source in one of the mainland Greek monasteries
is also possible, at some time in the late sixteenth
century.
N. Gendlc

230. IVORY STATUETTE (Pl. CXVI). Ivory
statuctlc of the Virgin sitting on a chair or throne of
which one upright is visible, turned three-quarters
to the right, supporting the Infant Christ seated on
her left arm. His right hand rests over her shoulder
and he holds an apple in his left hand.
I656 p. 38: Divers rare and antient pieces carved in Ivory.
I 685 A no. 583: B. Maria Virgofilium in sinu gestans in

ebore sculpta.
Dimensions: Height 72 mm.
Bibliography Kocchlin I9I I, p. 289, fig. 6; id.
I924, 1. 244; id. I924, 2. 249, no. 685.
"'For general wm·ks in which material of this type is
mentioned sec Verclicv 1960, no. 21 (a hand-cross, c.I 700, with
filigree carving); Nikolayeva 1968, nos. 57, 65-6 (two pectorals
with feast-scenes, mid-fifteenth ccmury); Vocykuva and
1\·litrolfmov 1971, fig. 39 (a sixteenth-century carved pectoral:
Crucifixion with feast-scenes); Alpatov 1973, no. 57 (a commemorative cross dated 1532 in the Nm•gorod Museum);
Yamshchikov 1970, figs. 30-1 (a sixteenth-century pectoral
carved in filigree, with silver borders); Rind ina 1978, no. 63 .(a
scvcntecmh-century cross carved with the Baptism with saitits
and angels), no. 79 (a rcliquar)' triptych by Amvrosii, elated 1456
by an inscription), no. 84 (a filieenth-century crucifixion).
"" Genclle 1980, pp. 70-1, no. 62.
,,,., Nikolaycva 1960, pp. 206-31 (pectorals and crosses for
personal use), especially nos. 133_a-b (filieenth-sixtecmh ccnlllry) and 135 (sixtccmh century); also 31 1-12 (liturgical
crosses), and especially nos. 155 (sixteenth century) and 156
(seventeenth century). Sec also Nikolaycva 1968, especially no.
131 (a reliquary-cross dated by inscription, 1639, with carved
scenes of the Crucifixion with saims); for a sevemeenth-ccmury
carved wooden icon with festal scenes comparable 10 our
examples, sec no. 134·
'''·'For the monk-artists Vassilii <mel Anwrosii, sec llyin 1967,
pp. 77-8, figs. 58 (the 1456triptych by Amvwsii) and 59 (a midfifteenth-century altar cross by him).

Catalogues
1656 p. 38: Divers rare and anlienl pieces carved in lvmJ•.
1685 A no. 581 : lvlagi adoranles Christum el ei oiferenles
aurum, thus, et myrrlwm ebore insculpti.

Dimension.!": Height
'T'hickncss 6 mm.

120 mm;

Width

76 mm;

BibliographJ•: Koechlin 191 1, p. 290, fig. 1 1; id.
1924, 1. 212; id. 1924, 2. 191, no. 488.
The Gothic ivory diptych was for personal and
domestic use. \·Vith the leaves closed to protect the
carving, it was easily portable and could be opened
when required for prayer. Most date from the late
thirteenth to the late fourteenth century. The
majority were made in France. Many of the
surviving pieces, like the Ashmolean panel showing
the Adoration, bears signs of mass production. The
workmanship of the Adoration is French, dating
from the second half of the fourteenth century, and
is generally coarse, especially on the figures of the
Child and Balthasar. The leaf with the Risen
Christ, however, is exceptional. Koechlin, the authority on Gothic i~•orics, noted that the gesture of
the angel supporting Christ is rare in Gothic art and
unique in ivory carving. Wingless angels are also
uncommon, and, despite Christ's disproportionately large foot, Koechlin found the conception
of the ivory expressive and original, and he dated
the Ashmolean leaf to the first half of the fourteenth
ccntury. 519 As it is out of the common run, it was
once labelled in the museum as English, but the
type is French. Similar frames are fi:llmd on two
French diptychs in the Victoria and Albert
l'vluseum, where the quatrefoils hold grotesque
heads, and on a French diptych, which includes the
subject of the Risen Christ, now in the British
l\•luscum.'' 111
J. J. L. Whiteley
234. WRI'T"ING-TABLE'T (Pl. CXVIII). Ivory
writing-tablet in two panels with scenes of the
Annunciation (above) and the Visitation (below)
each surmounted by a rounded, trefoil arch between
two similar half arches divided vertically. The ivory
is pierced by a hole, top centre, and by a group of
three holes in the centre right-hand edge where the
ivory ~as been hollowed out to hold a clasp. The
obverse is hollowed out for wax and has a circular
moulding in the centre.
1656 p. 38: Divers rare and antient jJiece.1· carved in lvor_J•.
1685 A no. 580: Sa/utatirme.1· B. M. Virginis el Stae
E/izabetlwe in ebore au/alae.

Dimensions: Height 97 mm; \o\1idth 40 mm;
Thickness 3 mm.
Bibliography: Koechlin 191 1, p. 290, fig. 9; id. 1924,
1. 177; id. 1924, 2. 144, no. 341.
Sec discussion under No. 235·
235. WRITING-TABLET (Pl. CXVIII). Leaf of
an ivory writing-tablet carved in relief with Christ
on the cross between St. John and two Jews on the
right and the Virgin and two Marys on the left.
Above the main image are three cusped and gabled
arches decorated with crockets and finials with
seven trefoils spaced within and between the gables.
The obverse is shaped for taking wax. The ivory is
stained with a purple spot near the top centre.
1656 p. 38: Divers rare and anlienl pieces carved in Ivory.
1685 A no. 586: Chrislus in cruce pendens cum Stis
Jaeminis asseclis mullisque alijs aslantibus.

Dimensions: Height
Thickness 8 mm.

92 mm;

Width

55 mm;

Bibliography: Kocchlin 191 1, p. 290, fig. 8; id. 1924,
2. 228, no. 604.
A set of writing-tablets consisted of a number of
leaves of wood or ivory hollowed on both sides to
hold a writing surface of wax, and two end-covers of
ivory carved on the outside face and also hollowed
on the verso to hold wax. Koechlin links No. 234
with a group of similar tablets dating from the
second halfofthc fourteenth century. 521 No. 235 is
also late fourteenth century. The iconography is
common in ivories of the period. 522 The cross is
notched, producing the eflect of a cross raguly.
Neither tablet is of memorable quality. Indeed, as
Kocchlin remarks, writing-tablets with religious
subjects, in general, are later than .and inferior to
those with profane subjccts. 523
J. J. L. Whiteley
236. CHESS-MAN (Fig. 73). \·V!ilrus-ivory carving representing two mounted knights in combat.
Each is clad in a hauberk with the sleeves extended
to form muffiers (mittens), and with a surcoat over,
belted at the waist. Each wears a flat-topped barrel
helm with a horizontal eye-slot and cruciform faceguard. The upper leg of one knight is marked with
'"" K •.,.,chlin 19~·1· 1. 206.
'''" Respcc1ivcly: Lunghursl 1929, pl. XXII I; Dahon 1909,
no. 27H, pl. LX.
''" Koc:chlin l!l~•h

1.

177.

''" Cf. D;llum 1909, nus. :~<.11, :~u3.
''"' Kocchlin 19~4, 1. 177.
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Ivory statuettes of the Virgin of the late thirteenth
and fourteenth centuries are very common. They
have survived more frequently than those of gold or
silver which have perhaps been largely melted
down for the value of the metal. The majority of the
ivories were carved in France. Kocchlin includes
this example in a group of 'les statuettes de Ia
Vierge a Ia Stature courte: Vierges assisses', which
he dates to the second half of the louneenth
century. He remarks that they are carved 'd'une
lourdeur souvent tres desobligeante' and dismisses
our statutette as having no interest apart from its
assumed provenance from the Tradescant collcction.516 If indeed this piece is to be identified with
the 'Divers rare and anticnt pieces carved in Ivory'
mentioned in the 1656 catalogue, then Tradcscant
would be the earliest-known collector of Gothic
ivories, ante-dating his nearest rivals by a ce11lury.
The disruption of the Commonwealth no doubt
made it easy to acquire a few of the many ivories
that must have been discarded as worthless by the
Pu.ritans.
J. J. L. Whiteley

231. MIRROR-CASE (Pl. CXVI). Circular
mirror-case carved with lovers meeting in a garden
between two trees, squared at the corners with lour
crouching monsters. The back is moulded with two
concentric rings, to hold the mirror plate.
1656 p. 38: Divers rare and antient pieces carved in luol)'·
168s A no. s8s: Christi congreJSUS cum Johanne Ill
Eremo, item Ebore caelatus.
Dimensions: Height go mm; Width go mm.
Bibliography: Koechlin 1g1 1, p. 292, Fig. 12; id.
1g24, 1. 382,412, 483; id. 1g24, 2. 366, no. ggo; id.
1924, vol. 3, pl. CLXXV; Longhurst 1g26, pp. 53,
10g, p. 47, no. LXVII.
French mirror-cases of the thirteenth and lourteenth centuries were fairly stereotyped. The case
consisted of a container, decorated on one side and
grooved on the other to hold the circular mirror of
polished metal. The container itself had a sliding
lid, also decorated, to enclose the mirror. The forms
of the crouching animals do not vary greaLly. The
subject of the lovers, too, in not uncommon,
although the gestures vary. Koechlin notes that the
flowering bush on the right is unique and that,
compared with the pieces which are indisputably
French in origin, the carving on this case is stifl" and
the lovers have an air of uncommon gravity. 517 This

led both Koechlin and Longhurst 518 to suggest that
our mirror-case might be an early fourteenthcentury English variant of a French type. However,
the lack of mirror-cases from this period which can
be securely attributed to an English source makes it
diiTicult to resolve the question of its origin.
J. J. L. Whiteley

232. IVORY DIPTYCH (Pl. CXVII). Leaf from
an ivory diptych carved in high relief with the risen
Christ seated on the tomb between two wingless
angels. His right hand is raised in benediction and
his left is clenched to hold a cross (broken olf). His
head is inclined towards his right shoulder and his
left arm is supported by the angel on his left. The
scene is framed below a trefoil arch resting on
colonettcs and surmounted by a gable decorated
with crockets and a finial. In the angles at the top
there are two quatrefoils in circular medallions with
central knobs. The ivory has been pierced by two
holes, one on each side of the finial, and there
arc hinge marks along the right-hand edge. The
moulded frame is badly chipped on the top left-hand
corner, with other losses on the gable, on Christ's
face, on the hands of the angel, and elsewhere.
1656 p. 38: Divers rare and antient pieces carved in /vol)'·
1685 A no. 584: Dnus noster Jesus Christ us quibusdam
benedictionem imperitiens, in ebore incisus.

Dimensions: Height
Thickness 8 mm.

110 mm;

Width

58 mm;

BibliographJ•: Koechlin Igii, pp. 291-2, fig. 7; id.
1g24, I. 206; id. 1g24, 2. Ig8, no. 506; id. 1g24, VOl.
3, pl. XCI. .
Sec discussion under No. 233·

233. IVORY DIPTYCH (Pl. CXVII). Leafofan
ivory diptych carved with the Adoration of the
Magi below three trefoil arches, gabled, decorated
with crockets and finials, and separated by four
·countersunk trcloils. There arc traces of green stain
on the ground and of gold on the figures. The ivory
is pierced through the top centre and bears two
hinge marks on the right-hand edge. The left-hand
side of the moulded frame is pierced lalel·ally to
hold a catch.
- ''"' Kncchlin I!J~•h ~- ~49·
''" Ibid., 1. 311~.
:. 1 " Longhurst 1926, p. wy.
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incised parallel lines, probably indicating quilted
defences known as gamboiscd cuisscs, while stabmarks on the lower leg imply mail chausscs.
Fastenings for spurs arc indicated on the feet, but
the goads arc lacking in each case. Each knight
carries a curving heater-shaped shield with incised
margins, one marked by single lines and the other
by double lines. One is armed with a broad sword
with a D-shaped pommel, straight guard, and
fullered blade, which he brandishes at head height;
the other has a lance, held overarm and point
upwards. The latter figure is curiously twisted, his
right fool reversed in the stirrup and his head facing
backwards.
The saddles have high pommels and cantles and
rest on plain saddle-cloths; there arc no indications
of girths. The stirrups hang fi·om the pommel and
are worn long; the stirrup-irons are not detailed,
each being shown merely as a split at the end of the
leather. Both horses wear breast-bands and bridles
with annular cheek-pieces. 'T'hc horses themselves
have long manes and tails, the tail of one being
braided.
Traces of gilt survive on the belts and harness of
both figures and on the shield of one of them: traces
of dark pigment can be seen on the mail armour of
both and may also originally have covered their
helms.
The two figues arc separated at front and rear by
head-high foliate scrolls which spring from the base
of the piece and fill the spaces otherwise left in the
composition.

the Ashmolean example, docs battle with a dragon;
the dragon's tail ends in a flourish of foliage, again
of the same character as that on the piece considered here. A further chess-man, in the M usee
Vivcncl at Compiegnc, 526 represents a mail-clad
knight in helm and surcoat struggling on foot with a
foliate-tailed dragon: being rather smaller in size
than the two previously mentioned, it may perhaps
be identified as a pawn. So close to each other in
execution are these three pieces that Longhurst
suggested they could have come from the same
workshop, the same hand, and even, perhaps, the
same sct. 5 H Another mounted knight, shown in the
act of unsheathing his sword, is related in type but
differs in detail and is less consummate in style; this
example was formerly in the Figdor collection,
Vienna. 528
Differing opinions have been expressed concerning the origins of this group. Koechlin favoured a
French derivation, although he was unable to find
related material from France. 529 Goldschmidt was
of the opinion that our piece was English but that
the others were Frenchs:to - hardly a satisfactory
conclusion in view of the close correspondences
mentioned above. Longhurst's claim that all arc of
English origin 531 has found support from Porter,
who assigns them particularly to the south-east of
the country and finds relationships with the manuscript illuminations of Matthew Paris and his
con tern poraries. s:• 2
A. MacGregor

1656 p. 38: Divers rare and antient pieces carved in Ivory.
168s A no. s87: Duo pugiles equestres ex Ebore sculpti.

237. TABLEMAN (Pl. CXIX). Carved disc of
walrus ivory representing St. Martin dividing his
cloak with the beggar. The scene, which is deeply
cut into the obverse surface, shows the saint facing
to his left, standing on an arcaded plinth and
wearing a belted tunic reaching below the knee. In

Dimensions: Height 75 mm; Width (max.) 58 mm.
Bibliography: Burlington Fine Arts Club 1923, 66;
Country Life 21 (1907), 152; Goldschmidt 1926, p.
54; Graevcn 1898, p. 291; Kocchlin 1911, p. 291;
id. 1924, 1. 469-70; id. 1924, 2. 439; Longhurst
1926, pp. 39, 99-100; Maskell 1872, p. 164;
Murray 1913, p. 762; Porter 1974, pp. 64-72, no.
16, Way 1846, pp. 242-3; Westwood 1876, p. 292.
Although Murray, author of the standard work on
the history of chess, declared himself unconvinced
that this carving representing two knights was
necessarily a chess-man, 524 subsequent publication
of a series of closely related but more conventional
pieces, each featuring a single knight, has put its
identification beyond doubt. On one of these pieces,
now in the Metropolitan Museum, New York, 525 a
knight, armed and mounted in identical fashion to

,,.. Morray 1913, p. 762.
,,,. Goldschmidt t926, no. 267; Kocchlin 1924, 2. 439, no.
1257; Longhursl 1926, p. 39, no. XLVIII; Porter 1974, nn. 18.
This piece was lormcrly in the Hocmschcl collection, where it
was cawlogucd by Pcratc (1911, no. 18, pl. XV).
,,,.;Goldschmidt 1926, nn. 266; Kocchlin 1924, 2. 439, no.
1528; Longhurst 1926, p. 39, no. XLIX; Poncr 1974, no. 19.
"' Longhurst 1926, p. 39·
52
" Goldschmidt 1926, no. 265; Kncchlin 192•h 2. 439, no.
t259; Longhurst 1g21i, p. 39, no. L; l'nncr 1974, no. 17.
According to l'oncr (Inc. cit.) this piece was sold in Berlin in
t931 and its prcsclll whereabouts arc unknown.
'''" Kocchlin 1924, 1..no.
"'" Goldschmidt 1921i, p. 5+·
1
"
Longh u rsl 19'J(i, pp. 99-10 1.
"".Porter 1!JN, pp. 6o~--ll.
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Fig. 73 · Ch essm a n , No. 236. Sca le

his ri g ht ha nd is a swo rd with whi c h he is a bo ut to
c ut his cl oa k, he ld be twee n him a nd th e na ked
begga r wh o faces St. M a rtin with hi ri g ht ha nd
ra ised in bl ess ing. St. Mart in 's ho rse is sho wn with
on e fo releg res ting o n th e p linth behind th e sa int , its
re ins over his a rm . O ve rh ead hover two ange ls, o n e
to uc hin g St. M a rtin o n th e sho uld er. Th e scene is
contain ed w ithin a n un de rcut m a rg in of rin g-a nddo t o rn a m ent e t in a n in cised c ha nn e l.

I656 p. 38: Divers ra re and anliml pieces rarved in lvo1y .
I68s A no. s88: Duo pugile.r j}f(/eslre.s, C/1 111 1-/arp)'iis
comilantibus, item ex ebore cae/a ti, in conravo rolundo.
Dimeusions: Di a m e ter 64 mm ; Thi c kn ess 14 mm .
Bibliography Bec kwith I 972, pp . I 52- 3; Burling to n
Fin e Arts C lu b I923, p. 64; Go ld sc hmidt I923 , p.
46; Graevc n I8g8, p . 24 ; M a nn I977 , pp. 222- 3 ;
M as ke ll I872, p. I43 ; W estwood I876, p . 2g8.
See d isc uss io n und e r No. 238 .

1: 1

in o utlin e a nd m a rk ed with sinu o us fo ld s, contras ting w ith th e sta ti c rec ta ng ul a r cloa k w ith ve rti ca l
fo ld s shown on No . 237. Th e na ked begga r ho ld s
on e sid e of th e cl oa k in hi s left ha nd whi le hi s ri g ht
ha nd is ra ised in b less in g , th e ind ex fin ge r pointing
o ut wh a t a ppea rs to be th e head of a n a ngel
hove rin g overh ead . Be hind th e sa int arc th e head
a nd o ne fo re leg o f his ho rse. Th e bo rd e r consists o f
continu o us rin g-a nd-d o t orn a me nt w ithin inc ised
lin es , a nd is und erc ut. Th ere a re traces of o ri g in a l
colo uring o n th e pi ece : th e bac kg ro und be hind th e
fi g ures has bee n g ilt a nd th e ce ntre po int s on th e
rin g-a nd-cl o t o rn a m ent a re fill ed with pig m ent , no w
b lac k in a ppea ra nce . R a nd o m g reen sta ins o n th e
surface a re proba b ly second a ry a nd accid ent a l.

I 656 p. 38: Diver.\ rare and anlien/ pieces carved in l vrny.
I68s A no. 589 : Idem ilerum (ul opinor) in simili concavo
ro/unr/o.
Diml'll.rions : Di a m e ter 6 I mm ; Thi c kn ess I4 mm .

238. TABLEMA N ( Pl. C X IX ) . Ca rved elise o f
wa lrus ivo r y re prc ·ent a tin g t. M a rtin di viding his
cl oa k with th e begga r. Th e d eep ly und erc ut ca r ving, w hi ch is m o re spirited th a n in No. 237 , sho ws
th e sa int fac in g to hi s le ft in a lo ng tuni c a nd
fas hio na bl y e lo nga ted shoes ; hi s cl oa k is tri a ng u la r

..

Bib/iographf Bec kwith I 972, p. I 53; G o ld schmidt
I923, p . 46; Gracve n I898, p . 25 ; M a nn I977 , p.
234- 5 ; M as ke ll 18 72, pp . I62 3; \\'es twood I876,
p. 298 .
Durin g th e e leve nth a nd twelft h centuri es la rge
numbe1·s of ta b lc m e n we re produ ced in res po nse to
a see ming ly insa ti a b le publi c a ppe tit e fo r th e
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ga m c. 53 " Pl ay ing pi eces fo r ever yd ay usc we re m a d e
of bone or a ntl e r, oft e n d eco ra ted w ith no m o re
th a n in c ised rin g-a nd-d o t o r geo m e tri ca l mo ti fs /':14
w hile mo re ex pen. ive ta: tc · we re ca tered fo r by
el a bo ra tel y ca r ved ivo r y pi cces , 5 '''' freq ue ntl y, as
here, of wa lru s ivo r y.
Th e two As hm o lea n pi eces , toge th er with a
furth er exa mpl e fro m Le ning ra d rep resen ting th e
sa m e eve n t/ ':w ga ve th e ir na m e to a distin c t se ri es o f
ta bl c m en first iso la ted by Goldsc hmidt a nd term ed
by hi m th e 'S t. M a rtin Gro u p ' .'' 37 The pieces
within this g ro u p have in commo n und erc ut bo rd e rs, o ft en in co r po ra ting rin g-a nd-d o t d ecora ti o n
(the la tt e r usua ll y within a c ha nnel , a nd , in so m e
insta nces, fill ed with pi g m ent ), a nd u nd e rc ut
fi g ura l scenes o f' w hi ch th e m aj o rit y show m e n in
co mba t wi th a nim a ls o r m ythi ca l beas ts. Th e three
count ers show in g S t. M a rtin a nd th e begga r we re
ta ken by Gold sc hmidt to suggest th a t th ey a nd th e
rel a ted pi eces we re pro ba bl y a ll produ ced in o ne o f
th e mon as ti c ce ntres assoc ia ted w ith St. M a rtin , th e
most likel y ca ndid a te be in g th a t a t T o urn a i.
C o ntempo ra r y arc hitec tura l o rn a m ent a t T o urn a i
in cor pora ted m o ti f.~ simil a r to those o n th e m a rg ins
of th ese pi cces/ '''A a nd th e area was a n impo rtant
ce ntre fo r t he p rodu c ti o n of walrus-i vo r y ca rvin gs
in th e ea rl y m edi eva l pe ri od . A dat e in th e seco nd
ha lf of th e twelfth ce ntur y was sugges ted by

Gold schmi d t fo r th e As hm o lea n p1 eces. No t a ll
a utho riti es have ag reed with hi s conclusio ns.
Bec kwith has u p he ld th e Eng lish o ri g in of th e
Ashm olea n p ieces ea rli e r sugges ted by W es twood ,
findin g pa ra ll e ls fo r th e fi g ure styles in Eng lish
ca rvin gs a nd m a nu sc ript illumin a ti o ns assoc ia ted
with Bury S t. Edmund s and St. Alba ns, a nd c iting
a bund a nt usc in En g la nd o f' th e tec hniqu e of
inl ay ing p ig m e nt o n ivo ry. 5 :19 A mid-twelfth ce ntury d a te was f ~t vo ur e d b y Bec kwith fo r th e
Ashm o lea n ta bl em e n.
Bec kw ith 's a ttri buti on has in turn bee n c ha llenged by tl a nn , w ho enl arged th e number of pi eces
w ithin th e S t. M a rtin g ro up a nd pro posed a
no rth ern Frenc h o ri g in with a d a te in th e seco nd
qu a rter o f th e twe lfth ce ntury .540 In M a nn 's
o pini o n , th e fe w co unte rs illu stra ting th e S t. M a rtin
legend m ay have bee n 'sig na ture pi eces ' fo r se ts
o th erw ise !Ca turin g o th er th em es , se rvin g to ind ica te th a t th e y ha d bee n m a d e in a ce ntre
assoc ia ted with t he sa int. Ami ens is suggested as th e
mos t likel y loca ti o n : no t o nl y is th ere evide nce fo r
th e p rodu c ti o n o f count ers in Ami ens during th e
e leve n th a nd t we lfth centuri es , but th e nea rb y
a bbey o f S t. M a rtin-a ux-J um ea ux cl a im ed to be
erec ted o n th e sit e of S t. Ma rtin 's e ncount er with
th e begga r, so th a t a pa rti c ul a rl y stro ng loca l a ffinit y fo r th e sa int co uld be expec ted . Th e regio n
was, furth e rm o re, o pe n to a rti sti c inOu ences fr o m
En g la nd a nd fr o m th e M osa n regio n durin g this
pe ri od ; he nce its p rodu c ts m ight be expec ted to
ex hibit styli sti c cl e m e nts fro m eac h o f th ese
q ua rt crs .,,.,,
A lth o ug h th e e ntry in th e 1656 ca ta logue is too
ge n era l to pe r m it mo re th a n a suggesti o n th a t th ese
""' Mu rray ( •94 •. pp.s8- 9:id. 1952, p. 11 7) find s ev ide nce th a t
tabk,, a se ri es o r d ice games or "' hi c h bac kga mm o n is a mod c·rn
rcprcsc nt at i\'l·. \\'as c ur rrnt in France b y the e le ve nth cen tury.
H e distin!( ui shc' th e ro un1 n s (tabulae ) fo r this ga me from
dra ug ht snw n h) the ir !(!T a ter size , th e appropri a te boa rd being
twice th e ' izc o r " l'O n \'l' ll tio na l c h ess-boa rd . Dra ug hts did no t
become popu lar u11 1il t he six teen t h cen tury ( M urray ' 9{ '· p.
58 ). Th e co m ple x ities of tables a rc exp la in ed in iVI u rray 194 1,
pp. 57 69 . I I 7 20.
, .., Sl'c, fu r cxa 111ple , Da lt o n 1909, nos . 205- 24..
., .., lkc k\\' ith 19 72. nos . 111 62: D a ltOI) 1909 , nos. 162 •2o3;
Go ld sc h midt t g·2 :; . nos. 169 300. Th e ge n re has rece ntl y bern
rcv it·wed by M a nn ( t 9 77 ).
'•"" Gu ld sc hmi cl t ' 9 ~ 3 · no. 2 16: see a lso Beckwith 19 72. no.
1 53·

•,:.,
'•'" '
.,.,,.
··' "
,,., ,

Co ld sc hmi cli 1~)2_3 • nos. 209- 1o.
Ibid ., p. g.
lkr kwi1h 19 72, 11 os. 15 1 2; W estwood 187G , p. •298.
1\l a nn 1977, pp . ~ l) 53, nos. 44, 59·
I bid ., p p . 5 ' :;.
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pieces may have been included in the Tradescants'
collection, their appeal as collectors' pieces is selfevident. The elder Tradescant's travels through the
Low Countries and northern France could have
provided the opportunity for their acquisition.
A. MacGregor

239. MULTIPLE BALL (Pl. CXX). Three openwork ivory spheres LUrned within each other, the
innermost enclosing a solid irregular ball. The
outermost sphere is perforated by fourteen circular
holes; each hole is surrounded by either three or
four openwork pallcrns, each consisting of a small
circle flanked by two arrow-shapes, and each group
of four holes has an openwork roselle in the middle.
Unsmoothed turning marks and pin-point indentations covering the exterior of this sphere clearly
shows that it was itself cut within a fourth sphere,
now missing. The two inner spheres are each
perforated with circular holes.
1656 p. 39: Divers sorts of lvoo•-balls fumed one within
another, some 6, some 12 folds; very e.rcellent work.
1685 A no. 338: Tres glob uti ebumei multijori, alius
inll"a alium eximie tomati, cum alea versatili in ventro
intimi.
Dimensions: Diameter 35 mm.
See discussion under No. 248.
240. MULTIPLE BALL (Pl. CXX). Two openwork ivory spheres turned within each other, the
innermost containing a solid ball with drilled holes.
The outermost sphere has alternating pemagonal
and hexagonal facets, each perforated by a large
circular hole. On the inner .openwork sphere,
circular holes alternate with groups of six smaller
drilled holes. Unsmoothed turning marks on the
outer surface indicate the former presence of further
elements, now missing.
1656 p. 39: Divers sorts of lvmy-balls tumed one within
another, some 6, some 12 folds; very excellent work.
1685 A no. 340: Tres globuli ebumei Jmforati; singuli
in triginta partim hexangula parlim quinquangula alternatim posita, a/ius intra alium mire detomati; in quorum
centro globulus solidus mobilis, aculeis hirsutus per foramina trajectis.

Dimensions: Diameter (max.) 33·5 mm.
See discussion under No. 248.
241. MULTIPLE BALL (Pl. CXX). Three openwork ivory spheres turned within each other. The
outermost is perforated with large holes at the poles

and around the equator, where they alternate with
smaller holes which also mark the tropics; four
bands of bosses separate these dificrcnt zones. The
second sphere is also perforated by two sizes of
holes, one of the larger ones being plugged by an
elaborate stopper. The third sphere has a large hole
at each pole and four more around the equator;
four integral spikes radiate from each tropic. In the
centre is a cube with a hole through each side, from
which the spikes or a free star-shaped body radiate
on lour (originally six) sides.

1656 p. 39: Divus sorts of Ivory-balls turned one within
another, some 6, some 12 folds; very excellent work.
Dimensi~ns: Diameter 41 mm.
See discussion under No. 248.
242. l'vlULTIPLE BALL (Pl. CXX). Two openwork ivory spheres turned within each other. The
poles and equator of the ou tcr sphere are perforated
with large holes; these are separated by pairs of
imermcdiate-sized holes which are in turn separated by smaller holes, all with incised double
marginal lines. The inner sphere is perforated with
six holes of equal size, all with incised marginal
lines. To judge from the free space between the two
spheres, at least one element of imermediate size
has been lost.
1656 p. 39: Divers sorts of lvmy-balls turned one within
another, some 6, some 12 folds; ve1y excellent work.
Dimensions: Diameter (max.) 41 mm.
Sec discussion under No. 248.
243. MULTIPLE BALL (Pl. CXX). Fragment
only of an outer sphere of ivory, perforated with
large circular holes. Apart from the solid borders
surrounding the holes the entire surface is taken up
by complex openwork tracery.
1656 p. 39: Divers so1·ts of Ivory-balls tumed one within
another, some 6, some 12 folds; very excellent work.
Dimensions: qriginal diameter c.50 mm.
See discussion under No. 248.
DODECAHEDRON
(Pl.
244. MULTIPLE
CXXI). Two openwork ivory dodecahedra turned
within each other, the _innermost containing a solid
irregular ball with drilled holes; the expanded base
of a radial spike survives in one of the holes.
Unsmoothed turning marks on outer surface indicate further elements, now lost.

Antiquities: EurojJe
1656 p. 39: Divei'S sorts iif lvor;•-balls tumed one within
another, some 6, some 12 folds; vel)' excellent work.
1685 A no. 339: Qjtinque Dodecaedra quinquangula
ebumea quaquaversum perforata, unum intra aliud, mirum
in modum, tomo elaborata.
Dimensions: Diameter (max.) 26 mrn.
Sec discussion under No. 248.
DODECAHEDRON
(Pl.
245. MULTIPLE
CXXI). Two openwork ivory dodecahedra turned
within each other, the innermost containing a solid
irregular ball with drilled holes; a single radial
spike with an expanded base survives in one of the
holes. Some unsmoothcd turning marks on outer
surface may indicate former presence of further
dements, now lost.

1656 p. 39: Divers sorts of Ivory-balls turned one within
another, some 6, some 12 folds; very excellent work.
1685 A no. 339: Quinque Dodecaedra quinquangula
ebumea quaquaversum pe1jorata, unum intra aliud, mirum
in modum, torno elaborata.
Dimensions: Diameter (max.) 21 mm.
Sec discussion under No. 24.8.

246. MULTIPLE
DODECAHEDRON
(Pl.
CXX I). Openwork ivory dodecahedron containing
a solid irregular ball with drilled holes.
Unsmoothcd turning marks on outer surface indicate former presence of further clements, now
lost.
1656 p. 39: Divers sorts 1{/lvor;•-balls tumed one within
another, some 6, some 12.{olds; veo• excellent work.
1685 A no. 339: Quinque Dodecaedra quinquangula
eburnea quaquaversum /JeJforata, wwm intra aliud, mirum
in modum, tomo elaborata.
Dimensions: Diameter (max.) 19 mm.
Sec discussion under No. 248.

247. MUL'T'IPLE
DODECAHEDRON
(Pl.
CXX I). Openwork ivory dodecahedron containing
a solid irregular ball with drilled holes; remains of
four radial spikes with expanded bases survive in
the holes. Unsmoothcd turning marks on outer
surface indicate former presence of further bodies,
now missing; to judge from the internal free space
an internal element has also been lost.
1656 p. 39: Divers sorts cif lvor;•-balls turned one within
another, some 6, some 12 folds; ve1y excc~llent work.

1685 A no. 339: Qjtinque Dodecaedra quinquangula
eburnea quaquaversum pe1jorata, unum intra aliud, mirum
in modum, tomo elaborata.
Dimensions: Diameter (max.) 19 mm.
See discussion under No. 248.

248. MULTIPLE
DODECAHEDRON
(Pl.
CXXI). Openwork ivory dodecahedron containing
a solid irregular ball with drilled holes; remains of
seven radial spikes with expanded bases survive in
the holes. U nsmoothed turning marks on outer
surl~tcc indicate former presence of further bodies,
now missing.
1656 p. 39: Divers sorts of lvor;•-balls turned one within
another, some 6, some 12 folds; vel)' excellent work.
1685 A no. 339: Quinque Dodecaedra quinquangula
ebumea quaquaversum pe(forata, unum intra aliud, mirum
in modum torno elaborata.
Dimensions: Diameter (max.) 16 mm.
All the above pieces (Nos. 239-48) arc produced by
the same basic method. 5-I~ The overall form of the
sphere or polyhedron is first shaped on a lathe from
a solid block of ivory. The surface area is then
divided up geometrically according to the number
of perforations required and the centres of the
perforations arc carefully marked. The piece is then
remounted on the lathe in a special sleeve or chuck
so that one of the marked centre-points is aligned
with the mandrel and in this position a hole of
appropriate size is turned out to the desired depth.
Each centre-point is presented in turn and the
process repeated. The perforations are normally
cut so that the)• taper towards the centre of the
body, and, if radiating spikes arc required, these
may be left in reserve in the middle of the
perf()ration; alternatively, sockets for separate
spikes as in Nos. 244-8 may be drilled in the solid
central body. Finally, each perforation is realigned
in turn on the lathe and, with the aid of a hooked or
right-angled gouge, the turner cuts sideways at
pr~detcnnincd depths to form the internal clements, each being detached in sequence starting
with the innermost.
The origin of this technique can be traced to the
second half of the sixteenth century, when a
tremendous vogue lor intricate and artistic latheturning developed in southern and central
Germany. The passion for turning which took root
''"An illuslralt!d otuliiH' of 1his nwlhod is gin·n by Plumit·r
(I

7" I. PI'· I li!J-73).
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in several of the ducal and imperial courts of this
period has been commented upon elsewhere (p.
75). Patronage by the courts was eagerly extended
to the most talented craftsmen, while the appetites
of bourgeois collectors were catered lor by commercial suppliers. Simple elegance played no part in
this movement, which constantly strove to extend the
limits of technical virtuosity rather than aesthetic
refinement. In this context, many exponents seized
upon the opportunities oficred by multiple spheres
and polygons literally to add ano~her dimension to
their craft. Hence the technique was used to
produce not only independent forms of the type
represented here but also ornamental knops and
finials on more complex Kunslkammersliicke5 ~:1 and
on such items as covered goblets.
Augustus I, Elector of Saxony, was one of the first
patrons of this art, and his collection (p. 75)
contained numerous examples of turned work,
including goblets and other drinking vessels, plates,
and boxes. Many of these were by known German
craftsmen such as Egidius Lobenigk and Georg
Weckhardt (who jointly produced over 100 items
for the Dresden collection bet ween 1581 and
1591 ) 5 H and the Zeller family; among their products there were certainly multiple bodies of the
type here discussed. 545 The genre was also represented at Schloss Am bras, in another of the principal early collections (pp. 73-4), in the form of an
early seventeenth-century rhinoceros-horn goblet
covered with a lid incorporating a multiple polyhedron with radiating spikes.'•·' 6 'l"he appeal of such
pieces to seventeenth-century collectors is further
attested by their appearance in contemporary paintings of cabinets of rarities: one example, probably
by the German painter Domenico Remps, shows a
cabinet containing all the varied paraphernalia of a
curiosity collection including two pierced ivory
spheres on stands, one of them incorporating smaller spheres and radiating spikes; 5 .. 7 another, by
.Jean Valette-Penot, shows a similar but unmounted
sphere HH By the early seventeenth century
Ni.irnberg had emerged as the principal production
centre for these items and the Zick family as its most
famous exponents. Most surviving examples are
attributed 10 southern Germany and many arc
associated (with varying degrees of uncertainty)
with the Zicks. Although claims that the Zick
family invented the technique of producing multiple spheres and polygons''~~· can be discounted,
evidence that they adopted it into their repertoire
can be found in an illustration of 1730 by

Doppelmayr 550 showing a typical Kunstkammerstiick
by Lorenz Zick 551 incorporating a multiple dodecahedron with radiating spikes. The covered goblet
in the Schloss Am bras collection, mentioned above,
has been attributed to Lorenz Zick's workshop, 552
but the possibility of its having. originated in some
other south German centre cannot be ruled out. 553
Other examples of south German origin and
seventeenth-century date are in the Braunschweig
collection: these include two Kunstkammerstiicke,
each with two multiple bodies in the style of Zick,
one of them incorporating a capsule containing
representations of the Virgin and St. Veronica with
the head of Christ, the other incorporating a tiny
lidded box. 5 5 ~ Two separate multiple spheres are in
the same collection, one of them with ten separate
clements, 555 for which a mid-seventeenth-century
date is suggestcd. 551; An unattributed openwork
goblet of seventeenth-century date, with two multiple spheres on its elaborate lid, is in the British
Museum.'' 57 From the beginning of the following
ccn.tury comes a goblet with a muhiple dodecahedron as a finial on the lid, dated 1 705 and attributed to the Di.isscldorf court turner, Georg
Steiner. 558
No claim lor a particular geographical origin is
made concerning our pieces in the 1656 or 1685
catalogues. More recently they have come Lo be
regarded as Chinese, but such an exotic derivation
would certainly have been stressed in the earlier
,,. " Sec p. 94·
,, .... Pdka 1923, pp. 34·4-5·
, ..,, Scherer 1931, p. I 51.
, ...; Schcichcr eta/. 1977, p. 38, no. •H• Abb. 16.
''"Musco clcii'Opificio clcllc Pictrc Durc, no. 790; sec
Lammers, in Bcrnsmcicr tl a/. t979, p. 490, no. 251.
"" Musce des Beaux Arts, Rcnncs; sec Lammers, in
Hcrnsmcicr f.l a/. 1979, p. 490, no. 252.
,,.,. Sec, fi11· example, Doppelmayr 1730, p. 299·
"'"Ibid., Tab. V, 4·
"''As well as working in his native city or Niirnbcrg, Lorenz
Zick ( '5!)<1.-1666) held appoimmcllls as court turner successively
tu the Duke or Weimar, to the Duchy of 1\·lagdcburg, and to
Fcrdin:md Ill (Doppelmayr 1730, pp. ~99-300).
,,.,Von l'hilippovich 196fi, p. 4-fi2.
''"" Schcichcr el a/. 1977, p. :iB.
·"'' Schcrc:r 193', pp. •so-•, nos. 59~-3, Taf. 65. Scherer
mentions three further examples in the former Will Lanna
collection.
"''' Scherer 1931, p. 151, nos ..'i94-5· Up lU sixteen bodies were
said w have heen carved fi·um a single piece: by Lorenz Zick
(Doppclmayr 1730, p. 299), while lWCill)' is daimed as a top
number fiJr similar Chinese pieces (Tardy 197~, p. 159).
'''''; K unsthistorischcs Museum, Vienna, no. 361 7; Gam her
and BcaufiJr!-Spontin '971!, p. s6.
""'Dalton '!1"9' p. 160, no. 499, pl. CXIV.
"'"Pelka 19~3, p. 350, Abb. ~74·
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traditional idcnLification is likely to be correct. The
date would have been about 1645.~ 1 Some minor
paim losses have been tinted in with water-colours.

259. PORTRAIT OF A YOUNG MAN
CALLED OLIVER DE CRITZ (Pl. CXXIX):
attributed to Thomas de Critz ( 1607-53). Almost
half-length, turned to our left, his head in contrapposto, against a mid-grey background. Dark brown
hair curling down to shoulders, clean-shaven; his
lively light brown eyes looking at the spectator.
White limp collar with tassel; pale grey cloak lined
with rich yellowish-green velvet elaborately folded
over his left arm. These folds arc partly hidden by a
crumpled paper held in his right hand, nfwhich the
four fingers arc slightly spread. Inscribed in yellowish paint (dl.1ring the kccpership of John Whiteside)
to the left of the head 85, and just below, S'. Oliver
de Crats; to the right of the head, a Jamow; Painter.
Oil on canvas (relincd) 42 in a modern black
moulded frame, with a gilt plaster slip.
1685 A no. 658: Pictura /Jnl Oliverij de Cretz Pictoris
item celeberrimi.
Dimensions: (Canvas) Hcight67cm, \Vidth 52 em;
(Frame) Height 84 em, Width 6g em.
Oliver de Critz was probably born in 1626."1 :1 He
was said to be too old in 1640 to be awarded a place
at the free grammar school of Sutton's
Foundation;~-~ was bequeathed 'my greene Cloakc'
by Richard Rey, his stcp-grandfathcr~ 5 in 1646,
and was buried in 1651.~ 6 lfthe inventory is correct
as to the identity of the sitter, the green-lined cloak
provides corroborative evidence; it is the .only
known evidence for his occupation, describing him
as a painter, and in this respect is almost certainly
wrong. The green lining is given prominence, and if
it were a recent rich legacy to a poorish young man
starting out in life, perhaps in a job in which a sheet
of paper was a suitable attribute, the picture may
date from 1646 and be by his elder half-brother,
Thomas. As to the attribution, the handling of the
paint, the composition, and the expression have
been judged to be painterly and reminiscent of
Soesl. The cheerful liveliness of the picture takes us
away from the Serjeant-Painters and into the
baroque. If the painter was a de Critz, then, by
elimination, .John I I being dead and the handling
seeming to be incompatible with the work of Emanuel, Thomas was the painter! 7 However, if

the sitter is not Oliver and if the picture is a selfportrait, which it has every appearance of being at
first sight, then it may be a self-portrait ofThomas,
as suggested by Mary Edmond.

260. PORTRAIT OF JOHN TRADESCANT
THE ELDER (Pl. CXXX), attributed to Cornelis
de Neve (b. before r6og, d. 1678). Head and
shoulders, half to our left against a dark greenish
ground. Greyish hair brushed back to show his left
car; moustache and full beard. His brown eyes look
at the spectator. He wears a black skull-cap and
has a gold ring in his ear; a broad limp white collar
falls over the shoulder of his black buttoned tunic.
Inscribed in yellow to left of the head S'. John; to
the right, Tradescanl Sen:. A trompe-l'r~il surround of
thick scrolled lead, through the upper volute of
which is a ribbon hung on the left side with fruit
(grapes, a pear, peaches, plums) and on the right
side with vegetables (parsnips, turnips, onions). On
the lower volute, four exotic shells, into the outer of
which have been inserted tulips. Oil on canvas,
relined in a black frame (Fig. 75c) with gilt bevel
and with applied gilt winged cherubs at the corners
and leaf motifs at the centres.
1685 A no. 659: Pictura /Jni ]ohis Tradescanti senioris
Cimeliarchte egregii, in ma~gine bullis aureis omatiz.

Dimensions: (Canvas) Height 79 em, Width 62 em;
(Frame) Height 97 em, Width 8o em.
The portrait is evidently posthumous, a copy based
on No. 253 rather than on its Hollar derivative, for
Hollar would possibly have made usc, even if
pressed for time, of the decorative surround if it had
been available in 1656. This surround seems to have
been based on cartouche designs of the type en" Millar ( 1972, no. 163) describes his porlraits as 'dry and
rather provincial in 1exturc'. Earlier references include Lane
Pooh: 1912, no. 432; id. 1913, p. 53, n. 4; Collins Baker 1912, 1.
65; Waterhouse 1962, p. 49·
" Ash. Lib. Al\·IS 22, n. 23. Relined, cleaned, and varnished
by Buuery in 1897.
'" Edmond 1980, p. 151, no. 389.
"PRO, Stale Pnper.r /Jome.rlic, Charles I, CCCCLVII, 23june
164n; Edmond 1980, p. 162.
•• Edmond 1980, p. 159, pL 24a, 162 n. 391.
"; Ibid., p. 162.
47
Other references include Oxford Historical Portraits 1905,
no. 82, as a scll~portrait of Oliver de Critz; Lane Poole 1912, no.
443 as by Emanuel de Critz; id. 1913, p. 62; Collins Baker 1912,
voL 1, pL 22; noticed by Horace Walpole in 173 7 (V ertue, Note
Book!-, 1. 73; ibid., 4- 138); Allan 1964, p. 315.
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armchair, directed a little to our right. With
greying dark hair in curls hanging thick on each
side, she looks resignedly at the spectator from a
puffy race. With her right wrist resting on the arm
or the chair, she holds a small book between three
fingers and thumb; her left hand relaxes downwards over a handkerchief on her lap. She wears a
black transparent veil on her head; a single large
pearl ear-ring hanging from her right ear; two
strings or pearls tied with a ribbon-bow looped into
her black dress with deep white collar and turnedback cuffs; a disc brooch set with five stones on her
right shoulder. The armchair is upholstered in red
with large gilt-headed nails. A skull can be seen
beyond an hourglass standing on the red cloth of the
table by her right arm; in front is the shield or arms
or Molyneux ofTeversall, Nottinghamshire (azure,
a cross moline or) beneath a helm. On the wall
behind is another shield or arms, or Harrington of
Ridlington, Rutland (sable, a fret argent), beneath
the crest, a dog's head erased, collared sable, all
within a wreath. Behind her chair hangs a red
curtain. On the right, an indeterminate landscape
is seen through an opening with a pilaster. Oil on
canvas (relined), 28 in a carved wood and plaster gilt
frame or the early nineteenth century.
1685 A no. 656: Pictura excellentissimd! Heroind! Dud!
A4olineaux, cathedra sedentis, sine margine.

Dimensions: (Canvas) Height 127 em, Width 99 em;
(Frame) Height 155 em, Width 129 em.
By her second marriage, Ann (c. 1590-1644),
daughter or Sir James Harrington, Knight, or
Ridlington, Rutlandshire, 29 became the second wife
or the extravagant Sir John Molyneux, first
Baronet, of"Teversal, Nottinghamshire, who died in
1618. 30 Her mourning attire, the skull, hourglass,
and arms below, all indicate that this portrait was
painted in or shortly after 1618. Though there arc
portraits at Knole or her two sisters, attributed to
G heeraerts,:11 no attribution has so far been proposed
for No. 257, which is in fair condition with a little
crazing and bubbling on the relined canvas.

258. SELF-PORTRAIT OF CORNELIS DE
NEVE (Pl. CXXVIII) (b. before 1609, d. 1678).
Head and shoulders, half to our right, against a
warm grey background, shadow on right in a
feigned oval opening.:12 Brown hair curling to
shoulders, moustache, and tuft below lip. His brown
eyes look at the spectator; his right hand, partly
shown, is laid against drapery, thumb apart from
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fingers. Black hat with upturned peak. White cravat
knotted at neck, with tassels; black tunic with a
black drapery around his shoulders. Inscribed in
yellow to the left of the head Mr. le Neve; to the right
A famous Painter; 73 in lower left spandrel. Oil on
canvas, relined ,:13 in a carved black frame with gilt
inner moulding (Fig. 75d).
1685 A no. 65 7: Pic lura M'; le ]{eve, Pictoris
celeberrimi.

Dimensions: (Canvas) Height 67 em, Width 57 em;
(Frame) Height 87 em, Width 76 em.
The painting has been regarded as a self-portrait
since it was catalogued in 1685, a short time after
Cornel is de Neve's ·death. The documentary evidence published by Mary Edmond:14 has shown
that Cornel is de Neve II, the painter, was not only a
kinsman or Hester Tradescant,:15 but, as a son or
Cornelis de Neve I (who had married in 1593 and
died before 1609), became Stepbrother of the three
painters-to-be, John II, Thomas, and Emanuel de
Critz, through the second marriage of his mother in
1609 with John de Critz I, the Serjeant-Painter.
Cornel is de Neve I I painted and signed a portrait or
a man in 1627, 36 the portrait ofthe Sackville boys in
1637, 37 a portrait or Lady Dering in 1648-9, 38 and
the portrait or Fiske (No. 288) in 1651. He was a
witness to the will or Thomas de Critz in 1653, 39
painted Ashmole's portrait in 1664, 40 and died in
1678, aged about seventy. On the basis or authenticated portraits the attribution seems sound, and the
.,. Ash. Lib. AMS 22, no. 35· Relined, cleaned, and varnished
by Bunery in 1897·
"'Burke 1844, p. 361.
"" His monument in the church of SS Mary and Andrew,
Ridlington, indicates that he died in 1613 (Pevsner 1g6o, p.
:i2 1). Several later Molyneux monuments arc in the church of St.
C:atherin<:, Teversal (Pcvsncr 1951, pp. 182-3).
"'Lane Poole 1912, no. 417.
'" A device n01ed elsewhere, e.g. National Portrait Gallery,
London, no. 513, an earlier work by an unknown painter.
""Ash. Lib. AMS 22, no. 24. Relined, cleaned, and varnished
by Bunery in 1897. Restored again in 1970, when old retouchings were rcntovcd.

''"'Edmond 1980, pp. 149, 157, 159·
"'' Whose portraits arc seen in Nos. 261, 269, 280 (of 1645), 262
(of 1656).
"" l'ip<:r 1963, p. 41. In 1627 de Neve was on the Worshipful
Company of l'ailller-Stainers' list of ordinance infringers
(Whinncy and Millar 1957, p. 81).
'" DictitJIIQ1)' of Nationai/Jiograpll)', s.v. Neve; but nut listed by
Sackville-West ( !!)69).
""Edmond I!Jilo, p. 157.
"" Ibid., p. '59·
·•n .Josten 1966, 1. 151, n. 6, pl. X III; ibid., 3· g82. Property of
Sir William Dugdale of Blyth Hall, Warwickshire.
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254. LANDSCAPE (Pl. CXXIV) by Sir Nathaniel
Bacon (1585-1627). Wooded and broken landscape
freely painted in browns and greens, with a rocky
tree-topped eminence in centre foreground, ascended by a traveller and a horseman; on right,
buildings on a bluff; two houses on the left and in
the distance a steeple. Signed near upper centre
with the monogram NB. On unprimed copper in
narrow black moulding backed with an oak panel.
1656 p. 40: A small Landskip drawn by Sir .Nath. Bacon.
1685 A no. 635: Pictura Prospectus elegantissimi margine ex Ebeno insignila.
Dimensions: (Sight) Height 7 em, Width 1 1 em;
(Frame) Height 10 em, Width 14. em.
If this is indeed to be identified with the entry in the
1656 catalogue, then it is the earliest known pure
landscape by an English-born painter. 15 It is not
unlikely that Bacon, a gifted amateur, knew larger
Netherlandish landscape paintings in which the
subject was frequently of secondary importance to
its landscape ambience, as well as Elsheimer's tiny
oil-paintings on copper which belonged to Charles
I, Lord Arundel, and the Duke of Buckingham, 16
and had read Henry Peacham's Art of Drawing, 17
with its chapter on landscape. This painting has
long been notorious but never seriously discussed. 18
255. PORTRAIT OF ERASMUS (Pl. CXXV), a
copy after Hans Holbein the Younger (c.14971543). Head and shoulders, half to our Iell against a
dark brown ground with a narrow border. Cleanshaven, he looks straight ahead. Black hat and gown
with lining of brown fur. On oak pancl 19 in a
circular black moulding.
1685 A no. 63 7: Pic lura Desid. Erasmi Rotcrodami.
Dimensions: (Sight.) Diameter 14 em; (Frame)
Diameter 20 em.
This hitherto unpublished copy of a portrait of
Desiderius Erasmus ( 1466-1536), the celebrated
scholar, who was painted on more than one occasion by Holbein in Basel, may have been derived
fi·01n the original half-length of 1523, now at
Longford Castle, Wiltshire. 2 " It is in good condition, but rather coarse and impersonal, and may
be as late as the early seventeenth ccntury. 21 An
unspecified portrait of Erasmus was listed in AMS
8, r 39, as among the group of pictures kept in the
Ashmolean Library and thought to be in Ashmole's
bequest, but it has not been traced after 1Rg8, the
entry in AMS 22, no. 42. 22 The addition of;Valler

the former entry suggests a gold medal rather than a
painting, but no such medal is now in the collection.

256. PORTRAIT OF JOHN SELDEN (Pl.
CXXVI), associated with the studio of Sir Peter
Lcly (1618-8o). Almost half:.Jength, a quarter to
our left, against a dark brown ground. Cleanshaven with brown hair curling to his shoulders. His
blue-grey eyes look straight at the spectator. Broad
limp white collar, black dress. Oil on canvas
(relined)2 3 in a carved gilt fi·ame with acanthus at
corners and centres, leaves diverging from the
centre of each side entwined with graduated beads.
1685 A no. 655: Pictum doctissimi viri Johann is Seldeni,
margine deurata munita.

Dimensions: (Sight) Height 74 em, Width 62 em;
(Frame) Height 85 em, Width 73 em.
Several versions of this type of portrait of John
Selden ( 1584-1654), the jurist, antiquary, and
writer, arc known.H This example, with its lively
f~lCe, was noted by George Vertue in 1740.H No
attribution was given 2 '; before Beckett related it to
the crisper but less convincing version in the Yale
Law Library 27 under Lcly's authorship.
257. PORTRAIT OF LADY MOLYNEUX (Pl.
CXXVII), by an unknown British painter, c.1G25'10. Three-quarter-length, seated indoors in an
"' lvcagh Hcqucst 1967, no. 1.
"' Andrews 1977, nos. 1, .'i"• 17.
" Peacham 1606.
18 Sec Grant [ 1926j, 1. 2, repr.; Waterhouse 1gli2, p. 39;
Hayes 1965, p. 40 and n. 8; (;fl~fllf drJ Beau.\··.·lr!J, Sup pl. 1 187
(1967), fig. II.
111
Cleaned and varnished ('all it dH"n required") hy Bullery in
1897 (Ash. Lib. Al\·IS 22, no. •JJ.
211
See Ganz 19.)0, nus. 34, 55 .(in, ligs. 13 17, pl. li:i- Brunin
(19611, p. 151) reproduces a slightly larger rouncll"l in the
O!lcmlichc Kunstsammlung, Basel.
21 As suggested by David l'iper .
., .Justen ( 1966, 4· 1829-:in) transcribes the will, hut only eight
paimings arc specified, as against li:>ul"let·n in Ash. l.ih. A:\·IS II:
li>ur of the lallcr were cenainly nnt in 1hc bequest (Cromwell,
Mrs Dobson, Selden, and Aubrey). Our No. 255 "'as cldinitely
not included in tht• will.
1
"
Ash. Lib. AMS 1111, no. 211. Relined on a nl"w st>"t•ldll"r,
dl"ancd, and varnished hy Bullery in 18!J7.
,., The iconography is st"l oul in l'ipl"r I!Jii:i. p. :i ltl, no. 7li, pl.
7a, and p. 311, no. 30;12.
2

~'

Vcrtue, .1\"ote Book.\,~~-

181.

'" Oxjiml Hi.•lorical l'orlmil.• 19ns, no. 54, unaurihuu·d, and
incoiTl"CIIy assumed from 1he IU"ading in Ash. l.ih. A:\·IS II, undt•r
which it had ln·en wrongly incluclt·d, to have bt•t•n part of
Ashmolt·'s heqm·st; Lam· l'oole 1!)12, 1111. •J.:H, li>llowing tlw
prct:t·ding; .Josten l!)li!i, 4· 1ll:i"• 11. 7·
"lkt:kt·ll 1951, p. lio, no. +7•J., pl. 11: alllllll lht· sanll"
dinwnsions as this t·xample.
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suggest the early 165os rather than before the date of Dobson's death, 1646. A possible
Tradescant connection with Dobson is suggested by an entry for a picture, now lost, in
early Ashmolean lists: Uxor Gulielmi Dobson supra memorata. Gerald Taylor however
suspects that John II as gardener too may be from the hand of Thomas de Critz.
Other unresolved problems amongst non-family survivors from the Tradescant
collection include the so-called Sir John Suckling (No. 271). A Pictura Dni. Jolz. Suckling
Militis was catalogued in the Ashmolean c. 1685, but as a recent study of Suckling's
portraiture has pointed out, the features of the young man portrayed are incompatible
with those shown in the fully authenticated VanDyck of the poet in the Frick collection,
New York. 9 It is also curious that the spectacular battle-piece of Pavia (No. 263) does not
feature in the 1656 printed catalogue, but it may have been acquired after the
publication was compiled. The two portraits given in the 1920s, said to have come from
the panelling in the Tradescant house in Lambeth, remain enigmatic. That of a woman
(No. 295) may be a member of the family, but with no certainty. The double portrait of
an elderly man and his wife (No. 294) shows features that are very difficult to reconcile
with the authenticated likeness of john I.

CATALOGUE OF PAINTINGS FROM THE
FOUNDATION COLLECTION OF THE ASHMOLEAN
MUSEUM
Gerald Taylor

253. PORTRAIT OF JOHN TRADESCAN'l'
THE ELDER (Pl. CXXIII), possibly by Emanuel
de Critz ( 1608-65). Head and shoulders, half to our
left, emerging beyond a bank of mid-grey cloud,
against a lighter cloudy sky, with four birds. His
greyish eyes look over the spectator's head; full
greyish-brown beard, moustache and hair. Two
gold rings in his left car. Black skull-cap, broad
white collar, black doublet. On oak, 111 in a black
frame with inner gilt moulding. 11 Condition good.
1685 A no. 634: Pictura Johis Tradescanti ser110rts
margine ex Ebeno ornata.
Di1lunsions: (Sight) Height 16cm, Width 14cm;
(Frame) Height 27 em, Width 24 em.
The sombre tones, the ethereal setting, and the four
birds, if they represent ravens, suggest a posthumous portrait. Apparently this small portrait was
faithfully copied in 1656 by Wenzel Hollar in his
etching, 12 in reverse and within crossed palm
leaves, for Musaeum Tradescantianum. As to the
attribution, neither Mrs Lane Poolc 13 nor any other
writer has named the painter. In scale and in the

haphazard brush-work it has affinities with the
series of twenty-two panels at \.Yilton House attributed by John Aubrey 14 to Emanuel de Critz.
"Ash. Lib. Al\·IS 8, no. 676; Clayton 1960, pp. 124-.~.
Ash. Lib. AMS 22, no. 7: Cleaned and varnished by Horace
Bullery in 1897· On the back :q in ink (referring to AMS 12) and
a paper label with 9 in ink (referring to the 1886 list). For 1hese
and all o1her numbers referred to in descriptions of paintings, sec
Appendix IV.
11
Label on back Sr ]oh11 Tradt.I'Wlii/Stllior in ink; below, traces
uf the same inscription, painted.
,., Parthey 1853, p. 1512; an etched copy of which, with
roulette work, by T. Priscou, was published withom date by W.
Smith; it was also used for two composite prints, one published
by N. Smith in 1793, the other anonymous (National Portrait
Gallery archives; Hope collection, Ashmolean Museum;
O'Donughue 1914, p. 301).
1
" !..an.: Poole 1912, p. 171, no. 413; id. 1913, p. 64.
"Juhn Aubrey, quoted by Croft Murray ( 1962, p. 198), who
reproduces (pl. 83) one of the long panels from the wainscot,
completed by 1652, in the ~ingle Cube Room at Wilton House,
Wiltshire, illustrating Philip Sidney's Arcadia, and who also gives
sources lor Emanuel de Critz which have to be supplemented by
the recently discovered portrait at Hclmingham Hall (Witt
I..ilmlr)', C:ourtauld Institute, University of London, photograph) and by the researcht!S of Mary Edmond ( 191lo, pp. Go242).
111
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rather awhvard shapes of elements of the draperies in the l\tlaynard portrait to some in
the Tradescant portraits. Mrs Lane Poole was responsible for disentangling much of the
prolific genealogy of the de Critz family of artists (much, but not quite enough), and
recently the devoted searches of Mary Edmond 5 have directed attention to another
member - Thomas de Critz (I 607-53), elder brother of Emanuel - whose recorded
activities suggest he was an established painter of calibre, but to whom no paintings can
yet be attributed with certainty. Finally in this group, considerably later, being dated
I656, is a vivid double head and shoulders, said to be of John II and Hester (No.
262). Gerald Taylor discusses the possible attributions of Tradescant portraits to
individual members of the ·de Critz family in his individual entries below.
Other paintings that can be associated with this group include that ofjohn Tradescant
II in the National Portrait Gallery 6 (on loan to the Tate Gallery in I983), and the
portrait in the Ashmolean inscribed as representing Sr Oliver de Ct·ats afamous Painter (No.
259). The former, showing the sitter melancholy, accompanied with skull encrusted with
moss said to be for 'the powder ofsympathy', 7 is a sharp, brilliant image, well preserved.
Its provenance is obscure, though it seems at one stage to have been with Horace
Walpole at Strawberry Hill. It is associated with the date I652 on no very firm grounds,
but that seems reasonable. Following Gerald Taylor's suggestions for John II and
Zythepsa, and Hester with her stepson, an attribution of them to Thomas de Critz would
be reasonable (rather than Emanuel). Both identity and attribution of the so-called 'Sr
Oliver de Crats' are equally uncertain. The painting is of good quality, very positive and
assured, the draperies especially very reminiscent of the work of Gerard Soest, but it is
not incompatible with the style of the paintings so far included in this group, while, in my
view, it has strong characteristics to be found in many self-portraits, though Gerald
Taylor produces cogent arguments for the possibility of it being by Thomas de Critz.
Collins Baker was the first to bring the name ofThomas de Critz into play in relation to
the Tradescant paintings and now Mary Edmond claims that documentary evidence
points very strongly to Thomas, as the most important contributor to the group, and
likewise attributes the apparent self-portrait (No. 259) to him. 8 The authorship of the
late double portrait, dated I656, that is after Thomas's death, seems most satisfactorily to
belong to Emanuel, who died in I 665.
Perhaps artistically the most striking and successful of the Tradescant portraits is thus
left unaccounted for: the very fine three-quarter-length of john II (No. 274) in his role as
gardener (Botanici habitu), large hand on a large spade, open-shirted (albeit warmed by a
sort of fur-lined pelisse). This was associated, perhaps first by C. F. Bell and then by Mrs
Lane Poole, with the very remarkable and individual painter of the Royalists, William
Dobson (I610-46). The quality (despite rather extensive damage, especially in the
shadowed side of the lace) is still good enough; the landscape background, the tree; is
strongly reminiscent ofsimilar treatment in authentic Dobsons (though Van Dyckian in
origin), and the originality of the characterization would be typical of Dobson, but the
handling is not sufficiently akin to justify a firm definition, while most guesses at the date
:. Edmond I ~1Ho, pp. I 5.1-9·
,; l'ipcr 1963, pp. 350-1, no. 10H!h pl. 4[

7 Jhid. p. :J!)I, II. 1!.
"Collins Baker ~~~~ ~. pp.

IIH-~:i;

Edmond 19Ho, pp. 156-g.
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working in England between 1627 and 1647. The family connections, recently traced in
detail by Mary Edmond, 2 between the 'fradescants and the de Neve and de Critz
families, both artistic dynasties, would suggest hmvever that the artists of most if not all
the Tradescant family portraits might eventually be discovered to be one or another of
the de Neves or the de Critzes .
.John I IT and Frances feature again in the next in the sequence (No. 26g), together
with their stepmother, .John I I 's second wife, Hester. The boy seems not much older, but
the girl has matured in the swift transition li·om child to young \·Voman; the date should
be between 1641 and 1644, as in the next in the series (No. 280), showing.John III yet
again with his stepmother but without Frances, he appears only a little older. He is
handing, apparently orfering, to his stepmother an elegant jewel that looks like a
facsimile of a lily of the valley, and the painting is inscribed with the date 1645. The most
striking image in the whole series, the painting of.John II and 'Zythepsa' Friend (No.
265), \vith the brilliant still life ofsc~t-shells, likewise bears the date 1645 (observed only
in 1g8o), and these two paintings seem surely to be from the same hand. In both, figure
painting of high competence is ollset by backgrounds scarcely more than schematically
blocked in, while in the portrait of.John II and Zythcpsa the table is drawn with such
indirference to the needs of perspective that the shells piled on it seem most insecure. The
portrait of .John I, framed in its remarkable painted oval composed of fruit and
vegetables (No. 26o), may or may not be of" the same date and by the same hand: the
handling of the still-life element is reasonably consistent, but on the other hand the
drawing of the portrait (though posthumous admittedly) is not markedly similar to that
in the other two; Gerald Taylor suggests that two hands are involved. The source of this
image of.John I seems likely to be the strange, miniature-scale painting of him emerging
from clouds into an upper air where a few birds hover (No. 253). The date of that is at
present entirely speculative, and it is not, despite the suggestiveness of the imagery,
necessarily posthumous - the engraving of the poet George Gower, similarly set in
clouds, was published in his own lifetime in 1616. 'fhat little painting (No. 253) docs
seem to be the·sourcc of Hollar's etching of .John I used for the 1656 catalogue, which
follows it fairly literally and which confirms the identification.
Mrs Lane Poole somewhat hesitantly suggested Emanuel de Critz as the possible
painter of .John I in the clouds (No. 253) -an attribution endorsed here.:1 Emanuel has
also generally been suggested in the past for the paintings of Hester and her stepson, of'
.John II and Zythepsa, and of.John I in the vegetable surround. Close comparison of the
painting of Hester and the two children \vith the other three suggests however a distinct
hand- the handling is quite dificrent- but ii is hard to be positive as this painting seems
to have been fairly heavily overpainted. Attributions to Emanuel were based largely on
the inference of probabilities from archival gleanings, but were somewhat clouded by the
discovery, at Helmingham, of a portrait of Sir .John Maynard, signed and dated by
Emanuel, 1657, which seemed to Sir Ellis Waterhouse to have little in common with the
Tradescant portraits. 4 This reaction was perhaps too severe- there are similarities in the
'Edmond 1gllu, pp. l.'j.'j-g.
"Lane Poole I~JI~, pp. G2-6; id.

·• \V atcrhuust: 1~J.'JH, p. 1 r, no. r,
1~113.
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unquantified holding of portraits (not necessarily paintings), their sul~jects obviously of
interest but not their artists. 'The only artists mentioned, apart li·om Bacon, are Holbein
(p. 38: Two.figures carved in stone), Edward Gibbons (p. 37), evidently a virtuoso cherrystone carver, and Alexander Marshall (p. 41: A Booke of Mr TRADESCA.NT'S choicest
Flowers and Plants, exquisite!), limned in vellum). A few items described in the early lists may
be survivors from this group: the little late copy of' Erasmus (No. 255) after Holbein (but
there seem to have been t\VO portraits of' Erasmus in the Ashmolean at one stage, of which
one is now missing); the portraits of Elizabeth Woodville (No. 273), and others. Most
portraits that came only with the bequest of 1692 have strong Ashmole connections
rather than Tradescant ones - the portraits of John Dee, William Lilly, and Richard
Napier are obvious examples.
Other Tradescant survivors - though not included in the 1656 catalogue, and so
probably and quite properly private rather than public, and not in the 'lVIusaeum'- are
obviously the Tradescant l~unily portraits. These are remarkable. So much so that the
leading authority on seventeenth-century painting in England has described them as 'the
most celebrated puzzle of all' in painting of the period. 1 Such a description is justified by
the informality (even bizarre presemation) of' some of them, most striking compared with
the general stereotypes of conventional society portraiture of' the period; by the quality
which in some of them, though not consistently even in any one piece, is high; and by the
indeed baffiing problem of identil),ing the artists who painted them. Clearly, there are
several hands involved, though no one has yet been able to demonstrate conclusively how
many. The problem is further complicated by the fact that two (Nos. 294, 295)
apparently stayed at Lambeth, and were not removed by Ashmole. These finally joined
the others only in 1924, by the gill of the Misses E. D. and A. C. Thorne. The identities of
the sitters not only in these, but in some of' the others, present problems.
Inscriptions of identification on the portraits were mostly added only during the
curatorship of John Whiteside, between 1714 and 1729; they often depend on entries in
AMS 8, but direct contact with 'T'radescant sources seems to have been lost well before
that was compiled. No Tradescant documents whatsoever came with the collection to
Oxford. There must have been a considerable accumulation at one time, but whether
destroyed by Mrs Tradescant, by Ashmole, or conceivably destroyed in the fire in his
Middle Temple chambers in 1689, is entirely obscure. On the other hand the dates that
are inscribed on some of the portraits seem contemporary and genuine.
The earliest is probably the representation of John 'T'radescant I on his deathbed (No.
276), which must be of' the year he died, 16~8. Such likenesses, taken after death, were
not uncommon throughout Europe by this time, and this one is a conventional exercise of
journeyman competence.
The next two (Nos. 277, 278) are of his grandson and granddaughter, John I II ( 163352) and Frances (? 1628-after 1661). Their costumes and apparent ages suggest a date of
c.1638-4o, and they are a pair, painted in a lucid linear style, with little shadow and clear
colour. They do not seem necessarily to be by the same hand as any of the others, and one
candidate suggested as responsible for them is Johannes Priwitzer, a Hungarian artist
1

0. Millar, in l'ipcr l!J75• p. •·l·:i·
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The paintings that came with Ashmole's gift, in 1678, to Oxford, or by his bequest in
1692, included both those that originated in the collection of the Tradescant family,
which became Ashmole's by deed of gift from the Tradescants in 1659, and those that
were collected by Ash mole himself. The earliest known list of them is in the manuscript
'Liber Diii Decani JEdes Christi' (Ashmolean Library AMS 8). The first part of this can
be dated from internal evidence to between 1684 and 16go, but is supplemented (pp. 3940) by a list of fourteen paintings said to have been left by Ashmole, that is, in 1692 or
later; in fact, only eight paintings were in the bequest. The second part (pp. 42 fi'.) is later,
the additions at the end ofit considerably so; it contains cross-references to the inventory
of Part 'I which enables one to complete an important gap in Part I where a page is
miSSillg.

In the I 656 printed Tradescant catalogue, paintings are gathered up in category VII
(pp. 36-4I), entitled 'Mechanick artificiall Works in Carvings, Turnings, Sowings and
Paintings'. Only two entries can be related to individual survivors. Old Parre's picture (p.
4 I) must be the portrait of 'Old Parr' still to be seen (see below, No. 275), warranting
singling out in the catalogue as record of a truly astonishing rarity. It is not, as a work of
art, distinguished, subduing rather the lineaments of extraordinary old age into a
pictorial convention already well established. It may however well be the original of the
several surviving versions of this portrait, perhaps at least the liveliest in handling of
them. The second identifiable survivor is A small Landskip drawn by Sir Nath: Bacon (I 656,
p. 40). This also falls into the category of rare curiosity: it is, must be, the earliest known
'landscape' by an English-born painter, but it adds little if anything to the history, let
alone the distinction of the English landscape school, nor indeed to the quality of the
achievement ofits author, Sir Nathaniel Bacon (see No. 254). Were it not for the I656
catalogue entry and the fact that the little painting is inscribed incontrovertibly with the
monogram N/3, no art historian would dream of attributing this somewhat sombre, spiky
little piece to Bacon, whose authenticated work otherwise is brilliantly lit and broadly
handled, in the manner of the Caravaggesque school ofUtrecht. Further to these two, an
entry in I 656 (p. 40) '· Effigies of divers Personages of honor, note and qualiry, indicates an
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against a blue-black ground, grey eyes looking over
the spectator's left shoulder. Greyish hair brushed
up in from, curling Lo below his ears at the sides;
moustache and possibly a chin-t_ufl. He wears a
Hying lace collar arid an embroidered green tunic,
with a close-set row of buttons. \Vater-colours on
vellum cut Loan oval, some areas of paint lost, and
some damaged, especially in the faded flesh areas,
in which additional imbalance of Lones has been
caused by superficial dirt. Inscribed Ano Dni 1609 in
gold up the right margin. In a turned circular ivory
frame, into which a convex glass has been inserted;
its slip-cover has been lost.

1656 p. 3 7: Several wrious paintings in Little .forms, VCI)'
antie11l.
1685 A no. 525: Pictura cujusdam Herois ignoti .formosissima, coloribus dilutis et simili sublitione.
Dimensions: (Ponrait) Height 40 mm, Width
33 mm; (Frame) Diameter 47 mm.
The earliest suggestion that Nicholas Hilliard was
the artist occurs in a manuscript catalogue compiled by E. T. Leeds in 191 1 y;s The sitter is there
identified, on the authority of Sir George Scharf:
as 'possibly a member of the Sidney family', a claim
which cannot be substantiated.
G. L. Taylor

251. .MINIATURE PORTRAIT (Pl. CXXIJ).
Anonymous portrait of an unidentified man, Italian
school, fifteenth century. He is shown head and
shoulders, bearded face to front, with a grey-green
cape-hood over a cloak of the same, his hands
showing below the lined edge of the former. On the
indigo ground, two white lines follow the curve of
the edge. Executed in tempera on ( ?) vellum set in a
turned black wood frame.

1685 A no. 523: Pictura Cannelitae cujusdam, in
sublitione lazuria.
Dimensions: (Frame) Diameter 4·5 mm; (Paiming)
Length 27.5 mm, Width 22.5 mm.
To the back is affixed a piece of blue writing-paper
with the following inscription in ink: MostfJrobab(J• a
miniature cut out t!f. till Italian service book tlj. the Ijtltcentul)' I.O.I·V.
G. L. 'faylor

252. ENGRAVING (Pl. CXXII). An impression
of the portrait by William Marshall of George
Abbot, Archbishop of Canterbury, cut to a circle
and tinted in reds, brown, and black. The engraving is set in a turned bone frame. The print is stuck
to a card on the outer diameter of the frame, to the
back of which is affixed one label (amongst others)
inscribed in ink: coloured engraving o.f an ArcltbisltofJ t!/
the time tlj" Apb Laud.
1685 A no. 522: Pictura Reverendissimi Patris at: /Jni D.
Georgij Abbot Arcltiep. Cantuar coloribus dilutus.
Dimensions: (Frame) Diameter 51 mm; (Engraving)
Diameter 39 mm.
The portrait has been cut from the upper part of the
Litle to Abbot's Brie.fe DescrifJtion tlj. tlw l+'lwle
l•Vorlde. 56 '; It appears to be a reduced copy in
reverse fi·om the first state of Simon de Passe's
portrait of the Archbishop, dated 1616.'' 67
G. L. Taylor

,,;,, Dcpanmcm uf Antiquitics, Ashmolean :\·lus<·um. dat<·d
191

I.

,,,;,; Abhoi Ili:H, n:produccd in Cor hell and Non on 1!tli+. p.
qo, 111.1. 127, pl. 7i·
,,,;,Hind 1955, p. 247, 1111. 1. pl. q,pt-h.
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catalogues. 559 The practice of making these balls
in the Far East seems, in any case, to have no great
antiquity :560 there is every reason lO suppose, on
the basis of the evidence outlined above, that the
technique was a product of German technological
innovation in the later sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries and that this derivation should be applied
to the Ashmolean pieces. While the 1656 catalogue
entry is too general to permit positive identification,
seven of the multiple balls listed here show correspondences with the descriptions of J68s. or the
remainder, any of them may have been in the
Tradescants' collection but escaped notice in 1685.
Duncan mentions a 'Chinese ball, containing ten
smaller ones, cut from a solid piece of ivory',
donated to the Ashmolean by the Revd. F.
Spring/ 61 which may also refer to one of this latter
group: No. 243 is distinct in character and workmanship from the others and seems the most likely
candidate.
As to the original number of elements in any of
these pieces, only Nos. 240-2 have well-polished
surfaces as would be expected on an original
external sphere: all the others have formerly had
at least one more outer sphere, while some have also
lost internal elements.
A. MacGregor

249. MINIATURE PORTRAIT (Pl. CXXII).
_Portrait of a young man by Nicholas Hilliard. He is
shown head and shoulders to our right, with his
right eye on the central vertical axis; he has dark
hair, wears a large, pleated wheel-ruff and black
doublet, and is shown against a blue background
(much damaged). Executed in water-colours on
vellum and set as an oval in a .circular turned ivory
frame with later convex glass; its slip-cover is
missing.
1656 p. 3 7: Several curious paintings in little jom1s, very
antient.
1685_A no. 524: Pictura lllustrissimi Ducis Chasti/lion
Gal!i"ae Thalassiarchae coloribus dilutis, item in sublitione
lazuria.
Dimensions: (Portrait) Height 32 mm, Width
27 mm; (Frame) Diameter 46 mm.
Allhough extensively damaged through the loss of a
considerable area of the vellum support from the
nose down almost to the edge (the work of insects),562 and by numerous losses of ground paint
and almost all painted details (probably owing to
rough treatment before the glass was provided), the

remammg lines and the expression point to
Hilliard's authorship towards the end of the sixteenth century. This portrait was not included in
Erna Auerbach's corpus of Hilliard's works. 56 :1
As to the old identification of the sitter as the
'Duke of Chatillon, Admiral of France', it is
remotely possible that the first duke, Gaspard I I I de
Coligny (1584-1646; hereditary Admiral of
Guyenne I6oi-I3, created Marshal of France in
1620, and Duke in 1643), 56 "1 is the subject,
provided that we accept the understandable error
in the description of his office and that we assume
either that he visited London (an opportunity
might have occurred on his way to train with Prince
Johan Maurits of Nassau in 1603) or that Hilliard
paid a second, unrecorded visit to the Continent,
for neither of which assumptions there is any
present evidence. But if the old identification is
wrong also in respect of rank, then the sitter may
have been Gaspard's eldest brother, Henri, who was
Admiral of Guyenne from the death of his father in
1591 until his own death in 1601. On balance it
must be concluded that the sitter's true identity has
been lost, allhough he is likely to have been English.
G. L. Taylor

250. MINIATURE PORTRAIT (Pl. CXXII).
Portrait of a man, painted by Nicholas Hilliard in
16og. Head and shoulders, a little to our left,
"'"Duncan 1836, p. 179, no. 4+ Prudence Leith-Ross has
suggested (personal communiclltion) that the 'Mr Reeve' listed
among the benefactors to the Tradescants' museum may have
been John Reeve, the 'royal oval turner' mentioned in a warrant
of 1655 ordering 'for yt: great wardrobe 4 dozen of Round Ivory
bales'. Conceivably lu: could have been the manufacturer of
these pieces.
'""Jourdain andJenyns 1950, p. 58. A late eighteenth-century
description nf1hcsc balls is given by John Barrow ( 1804, pp. 3089), private secretary to Lord l'vlacanncy on his embassy to China
in 1792. A large ( 120 mm diameter) Chinese multiple ivory ball
with pierced naturalistic ornament, now in the Nationalmuscum,
Copenh11gen (no. EB2601), was acquired by purchase in 1790
(Hornby, in Dam-Mikkclsen and Lundb;ck 1980, p. 184). Miss
i\-lary Trcgear has drawn my attention to the f.'lct that such
spheres were referred to by the Chinese as 'Devil's work', a term
frequently applied to European innovations.
,,,;,Duncan 1836, p. 179, no. 43 (1he Revd. F. Spring (17901843) uf St. Edmund Hall, OxfiJrd).
,.;, MissJ. M. H. Ch;mtry, Conservator in the Department of
\Vcs1e1·n Art, Ashmolelln Museum, considers that the perforation
in the vellum has been later backed with paper 10 which a small
island of the original vellum has been stuck; indc1:d, most of the
paper surface seems to have been coated with glue.
'"" Auerbach 1961.
";' Fm modern biographical data on the members of tlu:
Coligny family mentioned here, sec /Jicti01mairr de /Ji11grapltie
Frall{aise 7 (s.v. Cha1illon) and 9 (s.v. Coligny).
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graved about 1653-5. 48 The still-life clement, allusive to the sitter's horticultural and conchological
interests, but not in any specific way, was possibly
painted by another. No native still-lilC painter
was up to the standard of this skilful piece, but Sir
Ellis Waterhouse has suggested (personal communication) that Alexander Marshal should be considered. The type is simplified from Flemish compositions of the mid-century (cf. J. P. van 'T"hielcns's
large painting of 1648,H or the A1iracle tif St.
Bemard signed by Erasmus Quellinus and by Daniel
Seghers, who died in 1661 50 ). The handling of the
shells in No. 260 does not seem necessarily from the
same hand as that in the 1645 portrait (No. 265). As
can be seen in a photograph of about 1860-70, the
painting hung over the west fireplace on the first
floor of the Old Ashmolean.

261. POR'T"RAIT OF HESTER TRADESCANT
(Pl. CXXXI), by an unknown British painter,
about 1638. Head and shoulders, half to our right,
against a greenish-grey background. Dark brown
hair showing in little curls under a large broadbrimmed black hat, turned down behind. Her
brown eyes look at the spectator. Large white lawn
collar edg<:d with double strips over a black dress
with six horizontal double strips of white ribbon in
front. A gold hoop ring suspended between the
wings of her collar by a double black thread. Oil on
canvas (relined) 51 in a black li·ame, with inner and
outer gilt mouldings. Condition sound.
(?) 1685 A no. 662: Pictura excellentissimd! Hemin£.
Dimmsions: (Canvas) Height 6o em, Width 44 em;
(Frame) Height 75 em, Width 59 em.

The sitter was convincingly identified by Mea Allan
as Hester Tradescant. 52 It will be seen fi·om
Appendix IV that there were two unidentified
portraits of women in Ashmole's foundation gift,s:•
but there is no sure means of tracing which is which
alicr 1756.'''1

262. PORTRAIT OF JOHN TRADESCANT
THE YOUNGER AND OF HESTER, HIS
SECOND WIFE (Pl. CXXXII), painted in 1656
and here attributed to Emanuel de Critz ( 1608-65).
Both half-length, he on the leli, facing a little to his
left, she half to her right with her right hand on his
leli arm, against a lightly shaded greyish-green
background, beyond a feigned wide round-ended
opening. His bushy hair and beard arc dark brown.
His brown eyes look over the spectator's right
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shoulder; broad white collar with band strings and
turned-back cuffs, black tunic fastened with closelyset metal buuons. His left hand, held up in fi·ont,
holds an open silver watch, with a gilt key on its
chain. She looks with brown eyes at the spectator,
her hair in a black snood. Over her yellowish dress,
with turned-back sleeves revealing a white cull"
pleated with a draw-ribbon, a broad white collar,
with knotted string above, a larger knotted string
below fastened with a squarish brooch, with a
cascade of pearly embroidery. In her right hand she
holds a sprig of myrtle. Inscribed in lower left
spandrel in yellow 51 and below, Sir ]olm Tradesant
Junior / and his W'iji•, and in the upper spandrels, in black, on the left 50/1656 and on the right
46/1656. Oil on canvas (relined) 55 in a gilt frame,
carved in low relief with stylized leaves and berries;
a transverse leaf in the centre of each side, from
which the others diverge as though parts of a
wreath; pointed flute at each corner; narrow
cavetto inside. Condition good.

·Ill This type of ·auricular' carto11<:he, derived li·mn Std>mo
della Bella, was 1akcn up in Amsterdam . .Jan Lnuna was
responsible li:n· two suitt:s, one of six picn:s, dated 1653· the o1hcr
of clt:vcn (sec Guilmard 11lHo, pp. soH-g, who described 1hem
as 'alfreux de li.>rnws: c'cst Ia vraie di:cadencc de l'art').
Gt:rbrand \'an dt•n Et•ckhout produced a suit<: of twl.'in·
'Vt:rscheyde Aerrligt: C:omparlt:mcmen', published by Visschn
in 1655 (Hollstt:in n.d., \'OI. 6, nos. H1-9~), anrl another undated
(Guilmard 1HHo, p. 509). For an exam ph: of each desigm·1· set:
Berliner 1925, f'l. 274: both examples hm•e swags of fruit and
naiTOw-edgcd dcfilrmcd volutt:s al llw tup. Thus an t:arliesl
possible dale of 1li53 li)r the painting of No. 26u can he
postula lt:d with some confidenct:.
"' Kunsthistoriches M uscum, Vienna, no. 1 12H.
"' Reproduced in cnlonr, Leger Gallt:ries 19H 1, no. 12.
''' Ash. Lih. t\i\·IS 22, no. 15. Rdinl'd, clcam·d. and varnished
by Bunery in 1H!l7·
'''Allan I!Jii4., p. 315: 'imlispulably Hester Tradt•st:ant'.
Comparison with the other three portraits of Ht:stcr, in No. 261J
(1'.1643). No. 21lo ( 1fi.J5). and No. 2li2 ( 1lis6i. suggests that Nt;.
261 is llll' carlics1 and dates from the time of her marriage in
1li3H. The significance of the ring is now lost. l'erhaps it was a
mourning ring, possibly lin· lu:r f>uher-in-law. This hypothesis
implies lhat there were li>Ur individual portraits, ol"tlu: husband,
or his second wili:, and of each of the two children, all d:uing
li·mn about 1li3H, and by 1hrec difli:rcnt hands.
.
''"Ash. l.ih. t\MS H, f'. 47, no. s~. excrllmlisJimllr llemillae-(j{,':!,
and r. 52, no. 120, OmatisJima.•jimllillae-(J!p. The present sincr
fils the fln·mcr he1u·r than 1he falter cl.:scrip1ion. Tlw portrait of
.Judith Dobson (f. 4!1. no. H3) was a later acquisition.
"" Ash. Lib. AMS 22, nos. 65 and ? 126, respectively.
''''Ash. Lib. AMS 2'2, no. 12: relined and \'arnishcd, requiring
rcl:uh·cly linlt: anemion. hy Buncry in 1H!J7·

f'EPARTMENT OF ANT!QU!TfES,
ASNMOU.AN MUSEUM, OXFORD.
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1685 A no. 663: Pictura D1ii ]oiiis Tradescantijunioris
et uxoris swr., limbo aureo munita.
Dimensions: (Canvas) Height 72 em, Width 118 em;
(Frame) Height 84 em, Width 131 em.
There is no doubt as to the identities, though Mrs
Tradescalll had aged markedly since 1645, more so
than her husband. His portrait, etched ad vivum by
Hollar 51; in 1656 for :Husteum Tmr/escantianum, has
misleading affinities with that in this painting,
which, echoing such a double portrait as Van
Dyck's Charles I and Henrietta :Haria. of 1632, 57 was
perhaps commissioned to commemorate the publication of the catalogue in 1656. The authorship of
No. 262 was hazarded neither by C. F. Bell nor by
i\1l rs Lane Poole, 58 nor in the tg8o SummmJ•
Catalogue. 5 !' Clarification of the lives of the de
Critzes•w suggests that it may be by Emanuel, the
latest survivor of the three brothers, if it is to be
attributed to any member of that family. In his face,
in his wife's dress, and in the feigned aperture there
is something of the awkwardness and colouration of
the Wilton ceilings and our No. 26g.
From No. 262 was taken an anonymous stipple
engraving of Tradescalll the Younger, and, with
acknowledgment of its origin, an inaccurate line
print of his wife, a later state of which was published
by Caulfield in 1798. No. 262 can be recognized in a
drawing of the staircase of the Old Ashmolean
made before dismantling in 1863, to the right of No.
26g.

263. THE SIEGE AND BATTLE OF PAVIA (Pl.
CXXXIV), by an unknown painter, shortly after
1525. The view of the city of Pavia and its
neighbourhood is from the north, at a low obliq uc
angle from beyond the ducal park. 'l'hc Ticino flows
across behind the city. Mirabcllo is indicated by a
single building ncar the leli lower corner. There arc
numerous fi:10t-soldiers and horsemen, representing
phases of the Imperial assaults on the French
besiegers, with temporary fi:•rtifications, tents, cannons, etc. Groups, individuals, or places, arc identified with numbered labels. Oil on panel, of three
horizontal boards, in a simple black fi·ame with gilt
moulding, with the legend in gold letters, which
was copied in the following entry:
1685 A no. 664: Le vray j}(Jrlrait du Siege de Pavie mist
sur Ia fin d'Octobre en ['an 1525 par le Roy de France.
Com men les Gens de L' EmjJereur dej)irenl les Francc!)•S en
jJregnant le Roy le jour S. lvlattltia.r en /'an 1525.

Dimensions: (Panel) Height tq.cm, \Vidth 21gcm;
(Frame) Height 137 em, Width 237 em.
A full discussion of this painting is to be found in
Appendix I (pp. 318-26).
264. PORTRAIT OF AN OLD MAN (Pl.
CXXXI II), here identified as Robert Montgomery
and here attributed to Cornel is de Neve II; paimcd
about 1651. Head and shoulders, slightly to our
right, against a plain grey-brown background;
feigned oval opening indicated on leli and right
above. Brownish hair; grey moustache and chin
beard; grey eyes looking at the spectator. Plain
broad white collar, grey-green coat close-buttoned
in fi·om; cloak slung behind. The head of a wooden
stan· leans against his breast as though he were
seated, holding its lower part with both hands.
Inscribed in pale ochre at right edge: /Etals. / 107.
Oil on canvas (relined), 61 in a black and gold
moulding. The oak front-members of the frame
seem to be old and the whole to have been remade,
repainted, and regilt. Condition sound, with
craquelure in paint and varnish: slight surface
damage.
1685 A f. 47, no. 75: Piclura (ut dicitur) lnegonis Jones
Arcltitech celeberrimi. 665. 62
Dimensions: (Canvas) Height 56 em, Width 52 em;
(Frame) Height 67 em, Width 62 em.
The traditional identification of the subject as Inigo
Jones, already scouted in 1685, but still asserted in
1836, was finally dismissed by Bell. 63 For the
iconography of Inigo jones ( 1573-16yz), the architect, see The King's Arcadia. 64 All previous published
readings of the inscription have been inaccurate in
,.; l'arthcy 1H53, p. 1513: 'W. Hollar ad vivum del in. et sculp.'
Bcluw it is a feigned paper label inscribed loluumes Tradescantus
Filius, genii ingeniique I patemi ueru.1· hem·, reliclum sibi rerum undique I
crmges/arum thesaurum, iJI.<e plurimum adauxit I et in ,1-Juua
Lambethimw amicis uiundum exhibet.
,,, Property or the Duke or Grafton: sec Gliick 19:i I, pl. 374·
'"Ash. Lib. AMS 22, no. 12; Lane Poole t912, no. 428.
'''' Ashmolean M uscum 1980, p. 3, no. F 663.
,;n Edmund 1980, passim.
•H Ash. Lib. AMS 22, no. 3"· Relined, cleaned, and varnished
by Buttery in 1897. The Iauer noted in his estimate that it was
'quite independent and distinct from the VanDyck portrait at St
Petersburg'.
,;, For an explanation or the complexities nl' early numbering
series, sec bibliography, note on manuscript sources, AMS 8. Sec
also Appendix IV to this section.
';"Duncan t836, 176, no. 45; Ash. Lib. AMS 22, nu. 30;
OxjiJTd Hi.l·t"rical P"rtraits 1905, p. 137; Lane Poole t912, no. 421.
,;, Catalogue of the quatcrccntcnary exhibition held in the
Banqlll:ting House, Whit<:hall (Harris eta/. 1973, pp. 210-13).
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detail. Close examination shows that the numerals
lormcrly thought to have been a date (of which the
lourth digit had been cut oil) arc not 16j but 107: in
some lights there appears to be a tail above the o,
suggesting G, but it is in reality an accidental trail of
cracks and small varnish-lilled paint losses. The
normal inscription with a date would have been of
the lorm Aetatis .mae 76. 6 ~' The inscription on No.
264 is rather ·an indication of the age of the siucr,
that is, 107, and the portrait is therefore another
illustration of longevity, like the more celebrated
'Old Parr' (No. 275). Such a portrait would gain
point li·om an inscribed age, but not necessarily
IJ·om a date; the 'Old Parr' provides a parallel and
precedent. By removal of the hypothesis of a date in
the 167os, the old conflict between the supposed
date of the picture and that of the costume of the
siucr is removed. The only recorded centenarian
who would have been 107 at an appropriate time
was Robert Montgomery of Skipton, Yorkshire,
who died in 1671 aged 127.6'; The date of the
painting could then be 1651. 67 No auribution has
hitherto been published. 'Affinities (e.g. the feigned
opening, and the brushwork) with the work of
Cornelis de Neve II (see No. 258) and the fact that
de Neve was a member of the Tradescantfde Critz
circle are mutually reinforcing supports to the
attribution here suggested to a minor painter whose
tfuvre over half a century has yet to be reconstructed.

265. PORTRAIT OF JOHN TRADESCANl'
THE YOUNGER WITH ROGER FRIEND (Pl.
CXXXV), and a collection of exotic shells; painted
in 1645 and here auributed to Thomas de Critz
( 1607-53). In the Ieli. foreground a table heaped
with large sea shells, to the right of which stands the
hall~length figure of Tradescan1, three-quarters to
our right, and close behind him the apparently
taller figure of his friend, half turned towards him,
against a dark background in which there is, to left
of centre, a masonry block protruding into a small
reetilinear window, with inward sloping sill;
beyond, a blue sky with pinkish clouds. The shells
are identified in Appendix II (see also Pl. CXXXV,
b). The table-top, shown by convenient misuse of
perspective as though tilted lorward, is completely
covered with reddish cloth. Tradcscant's hair is
brown and bushy, his beard full. He looks sidelong
and upwards, as though into his friend's face, yet his
head is turned a little away. He wears a broad soil
white collar; his black coat, buuoncd in front, is
largely concealed by a mid-grey cloak lined with

bull' velvet, from which his hands emerge, his left
holding a close-ribbed bamboo cane, behind the
silver knob of which his right hand grasps his
companion's left hand. Friend has shorter curling
grey-white hair, balding on top, and a full beard;
his purplish nose is unusually large. He looks across
at the shells. He wears a similar collar over a russet
tunic buuoncd at the liTmt. The back of his left
hand is shown. Inscribed in yellow above the shells
S: John Trade.1·can/ ]un: & his / .[rind .()tltefJsa 1!/
Lambeth,';" and in black above Tradescant:
... Jfi45·';!• Oil on canvas (relined)/" in a flat black
and gold frame with a cherub at each corner and a
leaf at the centres.
1685 A f. 50, no. 91 : Pictura ]oh: Tradescantijunioris
cum amicu suo ... Friend ,(pthefJsa Lambctlumo. 66j. 7 '
(Canvas) Height 107 em, Width
132 em; (Frame) Height 129 em, Width 155 em.
The identity of the brewer was established by Mea
Allan.n Under a strong light his right hand can be
seen clasping Tradescalll's cloak just above the l~u·
edge of the table, but whether this awkwardness was
covered by the painter or a later restorer is
unknown. 'fhe painting has long been held as
remarkable lor the quaintness of the 'name'
Zythepsa, and lor the uniqueness in Carolean
painting of such a still life, as much as lor its
eccentric composition and the portrait of
Dimensions:

'" Taken from No. 2BH, the portrait of Fiske, signed hy de
Neve, from Ashrnole's bequest of 1692 (seven of the eight
pictures in which are described as Nos. 287-93 in the present
catalogue). t\shmnkan Museum 1961, p. 106, no. ~98.
'"; Easton 1799· p. t ~';, i.e. the very y•:ar of the por·trait of Fiske (No. 288) refcncd
to inn. !i5 (Ashmolean Museum I(J6I, p. 106). Sec also No. 290
(of Nicholas Burgh) (Ashrnolcanl\oluseurn 1961, p. 5, no. 19).
,;,, During the keepership of .John Whiteside ( 1714-29):
Whiteside's misinterpretation of the incomplete entry in Ash.
Lib. AMS 8 (f. 50, no. 91) has been given unlonunatc
pennancnce (sec n. 7 1).
6
" The date 1645 was lirst noticed in 1g8r, when cxarni111:d
under strong light hy Dr.J. Whiteley; the flanking inscription has
not been deciphered.
70
Sec Ash. Lih. AMS 2~, no. 11: Buttery's e:stimate: in t8g6 for
repairs ( t4 guim:as) and Bell's account of the work done: hy him
in t897: 'Relined, clcaued, repain:d in phtc1:s, especially in the:
upper right hand corner, and varnished.'
" That 'Zythcpsa · is the Latin translite:ration of the Greek
word lin· brewer was pointed out in 1960 by l\-lr.Jarne:s Holladay,
Fellow of Trinity College. This led w the correct interpretation
of the: entry as 'with his li·iend. !'Rngerl Friend, brewer of
Lambeth'.
72 Allan
tg6,h p. 11!2. Roger Friend is recorded locally
between t6t8 and r6sr, hut there is no evidence that he was a
collector of shells.
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Tradcscant.':i The extraordinary division of the
painting into a double portrait on the right and a
display of shells on the lcli cannot have merely been
a costly whimsy. Tradcscant turns from the shells,
while his consciousness of them is indicated by his
gesture with his cane in their direction, to look
earnestly at, and grasp the hand of, his friend,
Roger Friend, perhaps in thanks for such a splendid
contribution to his closet or rarities; the willingness
or Friend's generosity was evidenced by the embrace
with his right hand. The elimination or this hand
has weakened the picture's explicitness: the feeble
painting or his left hand is due to Buttery's repairs,
especially in the upper right-hand corner, to
remedy the 'very bad state of canvas'; traces or
considerable areas of earlier paint loss are still
evident. The former att.ribution to Dobson 74 was
later tclllatively altered by Bell to de Critz, 75 an
attribution hitherto retained faute de mieux.it; For
identification of the shells sec Appendix I I to this
section.

266. PORTRAIT OF THOMAS HOWARD,
SECOND EARL OF ARUNDEL (Pl. CXXXVI),
a copy after Sir Anthonic VanDyck. Half-length, a
quarter to our right, pi~ in background with a clothoC·gold damask curtain on right; a moderately
skilful copy of the upper central part of the original
picture or the Earl and his grandson at Arundel,
Castle," omitting his baton. Inscribed on the left,
in yellow, Thomas Earle of Arundel/, I Sum!)', &
Norfolk. Oil on canvas (relined),'" in a flat black
frame with inner gilt moulding. Condition sound,
though the varnish has darkened.
I685 A f. 50, no. 93: Piclura honoralissimi Dni. D.
Thomtr. Arundellitr. Comilis, Alamwrum ilrundellianorum
procuraloris Solertissimi. 668.
Dimensions: (Canvas) Height 78 em, Width 68 em;
(Frame) Height gi em, Width 6fl em.
Thomas Howard (I 586- I64.6), art collector and
royalist, whose marble inscriptions were given to the
University or Oxford in I667 by his grandson,
Henry (Howard), afterwards sixth Duke of Norfolk.
Hitherto unattributcd,'!' No. 266 is possibly a copy
by Emanltel de Critz, who was known as a
copyist." 0 There arc many similarities in handling
with No. 267, which represents the elder grandson,
Thomas, fifth Duke or Norfolk, the other figure in
the original by Van Dyck.
1

267. PORTRAIT" OF THOMAS HOWARD,
LATER FIFTH DUKE OF NORFOLK, WHEN
A BOY (Pl. CXXXVII), a copy ali.cr Sir Anthonie
Van Dyck. 81 Almost three-quarter-length, half to
our left, with apparently a little more space beyond
his left elbow and below his left hand than appears
in the original 112 at Arundel Castle, where he stands
beside his grandfather, whose protecting hand and
armour are omitted here. Inscribed on the left, in
yellow: Thomas Duke of Jllmfolk, I Res/ord to be Duke,
by King Char I les 2'1, the 13'h of his Reign.'•:l Oil on
canvas (relined),""' in an old black frame with gilt
moulding within, which is inscribed in white: 16.
Thomas, Duke ofNmfolk. I l+'hen a Bt!J'·"" Condition
sound.
I 685 A r. 50, no. 94: Pic lura illustri.l'.l"imi principis
Tlwmae Due is .Ninfolciensis filii sui na/u maximi. 66_9.
Dimensions: (Canvas) Height 79cm, Width 6gcm;
(Frame) Height 92 em, Width 83 em.
" Mcmion must be made of the painting li.ll"lncrly in th!!
National Portrait Gallery (Piper 1963, p. 350, no. 101:!9) and
since 191:!0 in the Tate Gallery, showing Tmdcscanl with a skull
on a book. This is said to bear the date 1652 and has been related
to the death of his son. Could it be earlier and related to the
death of his lin her? The motif of a skull on a book is li·cquent in
Dutch Vanita.•· paiming: an example of 1629(?) is by .Jacques de
Ghe)"n Ill, who was in England 1618-22 (Steddijk Museum ch:
La ken hal 1970, p. 13). The edged collar seems more appropriate
to the y~:ars about 1635-45· A suggested chronology ofThomas
de Critz's wmk is thus: 1, c.l 63!). the National Ponmit
Gallerr/Tatc Gallery, .John Tradescam II with skull; 2, 1645,
our No. 2l:lo; 3, 1645, No. 265; 4, c.164!i, No. 259·
" Duncan 11:!36, p. 175, no. 14.
" Ash. Lib. Al\·IS 22, no. 11.
" Sec, for example, Lane Poole 1912, no. 427; id. 1913, pp. 64
n·., pl. XXX Ill; Collins Baker 1912, 1. 120 lr; Gwpmc-.Jc.nt!!s
'95•h p. 4~i. pl. 31; Waterhouse 1962, p. 51, pl. ·~3· The same
traditions were maintained in the catalogues of three exhibitions: Oxford Historical Portraits 1905, p. B:i; Royal Academy
of Arts 1938, no. 33; Thomson 197 1, p. 135.
77
Sec Wcijtens 1971, p. 30, no. 8, n. 181, and pl. V, dated
(.1635·
'"Ash. Lib. AMS <.!2, nu. 3<.1: Buttery's r<!pon ("in very bad
state') and estimate len 1o guineas, 1896. Cleaned and varnished
by him, 11:!97·
"'Lane Poole 1912, no .•p!l.
""Collins Baker 1912, 1. 123, based on l'cpys's /Jitll)' (24.
October and 24 November 166o, and 9 May 161i1); though
• l'cpys docs not mention a Christian name, Emanuel was the only
brnthcr still alive in those years.
•• Lane Poole 1912, no. 431:!.
"' As n. 77·
""i.e. in 16fio.
•• Ash. Lib. AMS <.~<.~, no. 3:i- Relined, deam:d, and varnished
by Dyn a bout 1H9o.
"'' Thomas Howard sullcred from a brain lcv~:r lin· tlw last
thirty years of his lilc; his imponamx·lics in hi.~ pcrsonilication of
the restomtion of the dukedom after th!! attainder of Thomas.
liJurth Duke, in 1572.
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'l'homas Howard ( 1627-77), eldest grandson (not
son, as he was incorrectly described in the 1685
inventory) of the second Earl of Arundel, spent the
last decades of his life in Italy. The copyist was
evidently the same as lor No. 266, i.e. possibly
Emanuel de Critz.

268. PORTRAIT OF KING CHARLES I (Pl.
CXXXVIII), in profile, a copy with variations"';
after VanDyck, perhaps by Emanuel de Critz. Bust
in profile to our right against a grey background.
Oil on canvas (relined),"' in a carved gilt frame,
with acanthus leaves at corners and acorns and
flowers in high relic[""
1685 A f. 50, no. 95: Pictura Caro/i primi Mag. Brit:
Fran: el /-Jib: Regis. 6jo.

Dimensions: (Canvas) Height 75 em, Width 63 em;
(Frame) Height 96 em, Width 85 em.
Charles I ( 1600-49) succeeded to the throne in
1625. The original is the head on the left of Van
Dyck's triple portrait, finished in 1636, which was
painted to enable Bernini to carve a bust in Rome
without a sitting from the monarch; the picture is at
\·Vindsor,"!1 and the bust was destroyedY 0 No
attempt at an attribution has hitherto been published ;!11 the present suggestion is based on similarities with Nos. 266 and 267. The summary entries in
AMS 8 have given rise to ambiguous confusion with
the other portrait ofCharles I (after Lely), No. 287,
part of Ashmole's bequest of 1692Y 2

269. PORTRAIT OF HESTER TRADESCANT
AND HER STEPCHILDREN, FRANCES AND
JOHN (Pl. CXXXIX), here attributed to Emanuel
de Critz ( 1608-65). Hester stands three-quarterlength on our right, turned three-quarters to our
left, with her right hand on her stepson's shoulder;
her stepdaughter stands between them. A shadowed
greyish background, with the base of a fluted pillar
on left. Her brown eyes look glumly at the spectator, her head half turned. Her left hand hangs
relaxed, with a gold ring set with a stone on the
third finger.!':' She wears a tall broad-brimmed
black hat, turned down behind, with cinquefoil on a
white band; beneath it a lace-fringed cap covers
most of her brown hair, and laps over a hooded
collar, the lace s·callopcd edging of which li:LIIs over
her shoulders and is fastened with a reddish bow in
front; matching lace is turned back at the cum. Her
brown dress of watered material is trimmed with
gold and silver lace. Round her waist a reddish

ribbon; below it a fat round silver watch suspended
on a silver chain. John has shoulder-length fair hair
with a fringe; he looks sulkily at the spectator from
brown eyes. His left arm akimbo, his right hand
rests on a thick stick. He wears a broad soft collar,
edged like Hester's, white culls turned back; his
coat (with close-set metal buttons down the front
and others on each side) and his matching breeches
arc dark green. Frances, a head taller, seems to lean
forward towards her brother: her head is tilted and
turned half to our right in an awkward contrapposto. Her f~1ir shoulder-length curly hair is brushed
back. Her brown eyes look up at her stepmother's
chin. She wears a low-cut black dress, with red
cross-lacing in front; its square neck trimmed with
lace, and a gold-trimmed bufl" glove. Inscribed on
the plinth, in yellow: S: .John Tradescant sen: f his
1-Vije Son and Daughter. Oil on canvas (relined),!1'1 in
an old black frame with gilt roll moulding. 9 ''
Reported to be 'in very bad state of canvas' in
1896,% but now, though considerably repainted, in
solid condition. There is a long horizontal strip of
filling about 5 em below the upper edge, probably
marking the lower edge of the original stretcher,
and two diagonal strips in Hester's collar. Some
scattered touches of thin repaim or filling of
craquelure almost imperceptible to the naked eye.
1685 A f. 50, no. 92: Pictura U:mris .Joh: Tredescanti
cum jilio jiliaque astantibus. 6j 1.

Dimensions: (Canvas) Height 109 em, Width
1t7cm; (Frame) Height 126cm, Width 131 em.
The painting shows Hester, nee Pookcs (c.16o8-78),
who married, as his second wife, John Tradescant
the Younger shortly after the death of his father, in
1638Y 7 By this time John II I was five and Frances
•• Notably on the left hand.
87
Ash. Lib. AMS ~·1, no. 3!1: Relined, cleaned, and varnished
by Buttery in 1!197.
•• Sec Appendix Ill and n. 283.
•• Sec l\·lillar '9F. no. 86.
'"' Wittkower 1955, no. 39, ligs. 48, 4.9; Lightbown 1968.
111
O:iford Historical Portrait.< 1905, p. 71; Lane Poole 19t2, no.
4 1 9·
92
.Josten 1966, 4· 182!)-30; Ashmolean l\.·luscum 1980, p. 55,
no. F 739·
9
' Owing l(J craquclurc, it is not clear whether the stone was
square or octagonal; nor is it of a recognizable colour.
'" Ash. Lib. AMS 22, no. 13. Relined, cleaned, and varnished
by Buttery in 1897. His estimate, 15 guineas, was the most
expensive in the series. Bell noted that 'At some previous time
this picture had been considerably rubbed.'
'"Sec Appendix Ill.
•• Ash. Lib. AMS 22, no. 13, Buttery's report no. 10.
117
Edmond 1!)80, pp. ,,~6, 1.~8-!J, t57, 159, 161.
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somewhat older; the latter married Alexander
Norman in 1644, so the present picture must have
been painted shortly before that occasion. It does
not reflect a united and contented group. Earlier
attributions to Dobson!' 8 were dropped and no other
has been published beyond general hints towards
the de Critz family. The brownish overall tonality
points to the painter of the Wilton ceiling. The
handling of the watch and chain in No. 269 differs
from that of the same watch in No. 280; indeed the
general diflercnccs in tonality and feeling between
the two pictures, so close in time and subject, arc
striking.

background in a feigned oval. Pale brown curling
hair; clean-shaven. His pale brown eyes look demurely at the spectator. His plain plate armour,
with gilt rivets, is partly covered by a broad white
lace-edged collar and a gold-fringed broad red sash.
Inscribed on left, in yellow, Sir John Suckling. Oil on
canvas (relined), 11':1 in its contemporary frame
carved with flat scrolls, and gilt.

1685 A r. 47, no. 69: Piclura 1-/onorali.u: Dni Edwardi
Baronis W'otton de lvlarlf!J'· 672.

VanDyck and ... may be of Dobson'. Lane Poole 1g12, p. 181,
no. 440; id. 1913, pp. 65-8; Collins Baker 1g12, 1. 120; Whinney
and Millar 1g57, pp. 83-4; Allan 1g64, p. 315. The painting was
shown at South Kensington Museum 1866 (no. 988); in Oxford
Historical Portraits 1905, p. 141 ; in Australia, Nati011al Gallery of
Victoria 1977, p. 10, reproduced in colour.
99 Ash. Lib. Al\·IS 22, no. 6: ' ... the picture cleaned, retouched, in part of the dress and background, and varnished by
Buttery.'
100
L;me Poole 1912, p. 169, no. 408 (? filllowing Bell in Ash.
Lib. AMS 22, no. 6); Allan 1g64, p. 2g and panim.
101
'for the most pan white cap apin/' (Gibbs's Complete Peerage,
s.v. Wotton).
102
On whose iconography sec Strong 1g69, p. 236.
10
' Ash. Lib. AMS 22, it required only relining, cleaning, and
varnishing b)' Buttery in 1897·
104
Hope collection, Ashmolean Museum: sec Clayton 1g6o,
p. 124, nn. gg-1 o 1, for full information.
1115
Clayton 1g6o, pp. 105-26.
10
'; Frick collection, New York, no. 18.1.44: sec Frick Collection
1968, pp. •g4-7·
""Aubrey, Li11es, 18g8, 2. 242, where he is described as 'of
middle stature, and slight strength brisquc round cie, reddish
fac't and red nose (ill liver), his head not very big, his hayre a
kind of sand colour; his beard turned up naturally, so that he
had a brisk and graceful look.'

1685 A f. 49, no. 86: Pic lura Diii Joh: Suckling
·
Militis. 676.

Dimensions: (Canvas) Height 84 em, Width 69 em;
(Frame) Height 94 em, Width 81 em.
Both the traditional identification of the subject and
270. PORTRAIT OF A MAN (Pl. CXL), called the subsequent attribution have been disputed.
variously Edward, Lord Wotton of Marley, Charles John Suckling ( 16og-42), the rich and notoriously
Howard of Effingham, and Henry Howard, Earl of profligate poet, campaigned overseas under
Northampton, by an unknown British painter of the Buckingham in 1627 and was knighted in 1630;
later sixteenth century. Half-length, slightly to our there is nothing at first sight inconceivable in his
right, against a dark brown ground. An elderly man portrait in armour having been painted as early as
with grizzled fair hair, pointed beard, and mous- that first campaign, nor in the traditional identifitache; his grey eyes look impassively at the spe-c- cation: it was still accepted as correct when it was
tator. He wears a black skull-cap, an embroidered engraved by R. Newton in 1820, 10 "1 and remained
and slashed white doublet with buttons, a deep so until it was challenged by Thomas Clayton in
pleated lace run·, a fur-lined black gown, and a 1960. 1115 The likeness must be compared with that
collar of the Order of the Garter round his neck. given by Van Dyck's convincing characterizaOil on two oak panels (chamfered on two sides tion, 106 which is the only secure portrait; though
only), in a black and gold moulded frame. Noted in undated it is from the decade 1632-42, and shows a
1896 as in 'extremely bad state' and parqucttcd in more mature person than our No. 271. A verbal
the following year. 99 Its present condition is again description by Aubrey 10 ; must also be considered.
bad. The larger panel has warped and split, with
•• Duncan 1836, p. 157, no. 10; Ashmolean Museum •gog, p.
resultant paint loss; other lesser damage elsewhere. 112: 'certainly most accomplished work of the English School of

Dimensions: (Sight) Height 56 em, Width 42 em;
(Frame) Height 65 em, Width 51 em.
The identification of the sitter has yet to be confirmed.' 00 He was probably identified as Lord
\·Votton because this nobleman was notorious for
wearing white 1111 (although he never had the
Garter), and because he had been Tradescant the
Elder's employer. Mrs Lane Poole suggested he was
Charles Howard of Effingham, Lord High Admiral
against the Armada, who was installed KG in 15 74
and created Earl of Nottingham in 1597. 102 The
painting would have certainly appealed to Ashmole
as author of the standard work on the Garter.
271. PORTRAIT OF A YOUTH, CALLED SIR
JOHN SUCKLING (Pl. CXLI), by an unknown
English painter, c. 1630-40. Head and shoulders,
directed three-quarters to our left against a grey

Paintings
There is a discrepancy (not in itself conclusive) in
the colour of the eyes- pale brown here, 'dark blue'
in the Van Dyck: unfortunately Aubrey is no
arbiter with his 'brisquc round eie'. It remains
doubtful whether the youth in No. 271 developed
into the young man ofVan Dyck. As to the painter,
Dobson was postulated in 1836; 108 the attribution
was changed to Cornclis de Neve on the basis of
the authentic early picture in the National Portrait
Gallcry, 1 " 9 but neither seems acceptable today. Sir
Ellis Waterhouse has suggested (personal communication) that it is ncar to the work ofGilbcrt.Jackson.

272. PORTRAI"f Of EDWARD MONTAGU,
SECOND EARL OF MANCHESTER (PI.
CXLII), by an unknown painter. Bust; body
directed to front, head turned half to our right,
against a dark brown background. Middle-aged
with long curling brown hair, moustache, and small
pointed beard; his brown eyes look observantly
ahead. A narrow white lace collar falls over his
gorget, which partly covers his steel breast-plate
decorated with three fields of gold damascening.
White undergarment showing beneath the shoulders of a brown gown trimmed with double strips of
gold braid. Oil on canvas (rclined), 110 in a flat
black frame with inner gilt bevel.
t68s A [ so, no. g6: Pictura cl[arissimi] Viri Mancunij
Comitis Cantab Cancellerij. Gn.

Dimensions: (Canvas) Height 64 em, Height s6 em;
(Frame) Height 79 em, Width 70 em.
The identification of the subject is confirmed by the
Lely portrait bought fi·om his descendants at
Kimbolton Castle for the National Portrait Gallery.
Edward Montagu ( t6o2-71), created Baron
Montagu of Kimbolton in 1626, was a Puritan
leader; having been Major-General of the Eastern
Association, he resigned his commission in 164s,
which date presumably indicates the latest year lor
the painting. His iconography has been set out by
David Piper.''' In 1836 the siltcr was 'supposed to
be General Fairfax'. 11 ~ "fhc painter has not been
idcn tificd.

273. PORTRAIT OF ELIZABETH WOODVILLE (Pl. CXLIII), by an unknown painter,
after 1483. Half-length, directed a Iiulc to our
left, against a dark brown ground, one hand
resting on the other, behind a feigned stone ledge.
Very high forehead, reddish-gold hair; light brown
eyes looking over the spectator's left shoulder. Her

golden head-dress embroidered with black reticular
diaper paucrn; diaphanous veil over her forehead.
Necklace of plaited gold wire, with a quatrefoil
jewel, and a black cord round her neck carrying a
square gold jewel with three pendant pearls. Black
dress, decol/etee, with a level front embroidered with
a horizontal line of pearls; collar and sleeves of
cloth of gold embroidered with black quatrefoil and
lcafmotik On the middle joint of the liLLie finger of
her right hand a gold ring; others on the first and
third fingers of her left hand. I nseribcd in gold in
top left-hand corner: ELI.(ABETH . REGJ.NA .
REGIS / EDI+"ARDI . A.N'G"LIE. Oil (?) on oak
panel, in a black moulded fi·amc, gilt inside, which
is inscribed below in gold, 17. Eliz''. H:oodvile. There
is now a vertical split on the right. 11 :1
t68s A [ so, no. go: Pictura Dnae Eli;:.abethd!
l+"oodvile, Reginae Angl. Conjugis Edwardi / Regis
Angl. &c. 6/Jo.
Dimensions: (Panel) Height 41 em, Width 32 em;
(Frame) Height 48 em, Width 38 em.
Elizabeth Woodville (1437(?)-92), daughter ofSir
Richard Woodville (later Lord Rivers), was married privately in 1464 to Edward IV, who predeceased her in 14.83. "fhc portrait seems to derive
fi·om one in the royal collection at Windsor
Castle',. and resembles other derivatives.' 1 '' Our
No. 273 was noticed by Vcrtuc in '740. 111; It has
twice been exhibited outside the museum. It is
probable (but there is no evidence to confirm) that
it was originally in the Tradcscant collection, as
asserted by Mrs Lane Poole and Mea Allan. 11 7 As
1118

Duncan 1!136, p. 176, no. 21. Sec also \Vheatley 1llg7, p.

~:1.7;

O:rjiml NiJiorical Porlrai!J 1905, p. 27.
109
Piper J!)li3, p .•p, no. 1346, which is signed and dmed

1627.
110
Ash. Lih. t\lviS 2'1, no. :H· Relined, clc;uwd, and \'arnished
hy Dyer aboul 1llgo.
"' Piper 1963, p. '-! 14., no. 367!1, pl. lid. The <:xistcnce of the
pictun: which Mrs Lane Poult: (1912, no. 4:H) called a similar
porlrait at the Royal Society has not been conlirmed.
1
Duncan d:l36, p. 176. n. 22.
"
11
" Ash. l.ih. AMS ~2, no. 1, records n:pairs by Dyer aboul
11lgo.
11 1
' Millar (1!)63, pp. g, 51) suggesls thai bmh Ihc Ashmolean
picnm: and Ihe larger (no. 245) of the two a1 \Vindsor ;u·e
derived from the smaller one there (no. 201 1). which was
invcmoried in 154'1.
115
For example, al Queens' College, C:amhridge, and a1
Dunham Massey Hall. Cheshire. Trace of anmher in a private
collcclion in Somersei has been los! (:\shmolean Museum 191i1,

P·

I, II. 1).

Venue, Ai1/r /JookJ, 4· 11l1; ibid., 5· '-~4·
Allan 1gli,~, p. :l'5; O.tfiml NiJtoriml Porlmit.1· 1!)04, p. ll;
Tudor-Craig 1973, p. 90.
11
,;
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well as the two Arundel portraits (Nos. 266, 267),
there is an Arundel association in the portrait
of 'Old Parr' (No. 275), and a connection docs
exist with No. 273 because the sitter's sister was
the second Earl of Arundel's grcat-grcatgrandmothcr.11" These Arundel relationships, in
the absence of provenance for most of the
Tradcscant-Ashmolc pictures, make it tempting to
speculate whether some came from Arundel or
related sources. There arc no records of dispersal at
the deaths of successive earls in 1646 or 1652 or at
the time of the demolition of Arundel House in
1678. If there had been any previous· grouping of
these four, it must have been before 1656, when
'Old Parr' is specified in MustP.um Tradescantianum.
The authorship is likely to remain unknown, but
the portrait was probably executed during the last
years of her life.

274. PORTRAIT OF .JOHN TRADESCAN'T'
THE YOUNGER, dressed as a gardener (Pl.
CXLIV), possibly by Thomas de Critz. Thrccquartcr-lcngth, he stands a quarter to our right,
against a landscape background. Dark brown bushy
hair and full beard; his tired and baggy brown eyes
look to the lcf"L of the spectator fi·om a creased and
melancholy face. He wears a black cap, and a white
shirt, open at the front beneath a loose-fitting black
coat lined down the front and at the forearms with
grey fleece, the ends of the white shirt-sleeves
showing. His right hand holds the front of his coat;
his left hand grasps the wooden handle of what is
probably a garden spade. On the middle joint of his
little finger is a gold ring. 11 !' A rocky eminence
behind him; beyond on right, a landscape with
receding elms, beneath a partly clouded sky.
Inscribed on left in yellow, S' John Tradescant ]un': 1
in his Garden. Oil on canvas (rclincd), 120 in a broad
black and gold frame (Fig. 75b), with gilt cherubs
at corners and leaf motifs applied at ccntrcs. 121
Condition now sound.
1685 A f. 47, no. 71: Pictura Joh: Tredescantijunioris
Cimeliarcl!tP. ccleberrimi, Botanici habitu 68,.5 [the last
digit later corrected to 4.].
Dimensions: (Canvas) Height 107 em, Width 86 em;
(Frame) Height 128 em, Width 109 em.
An unequivocal likeness of the saddened owner of
the closet of rarities and gardener of Oatlands
Palace. If an occasion is to be found for representing
him in this working auire in open country it should
be sought in the period af"tcr the destruction of the

garden at Oatlands in 1648 122 when his royal
appointment and career ceased. He has had himself
shown as a disappointed man, still holding on to the
essentials of his profession, clearly older, but not by
much, than in the 1645 portrait (No. 265), and
much younger than in the 1656 portrait (No. 262).
The painting was attributed to Dobson in 1836, 123
an opinion questioned by Bell and guardedly
repeated by Mrs Lane Poolc. 124 Collins Baker
acknowledged that it is 'Dobsonesquc in general
fceling', 125 but Dobson died in 1646. It is now
difficult even to consider a connection with Dobson,
in that so little time, between 1645 (No. 265) and
1646 (Dobson's death), should have caused such
ageing and change in Tradcscant's appearance, but
until 1981 the crucial date 1645 on No. 265 had
remained unobserved. Collins Baker groups No.
274 and No. 259 ('Oliver de Crats') and No. 265,
and dates it 'circa 1653, on the assumption that
Tradcscant is hardly to be reckoned "a man under
forty-five" '. 126 In a very sympathetic and important reappraisal, Sir Ellis Waterhouse suggested that
Emanuel de Critz might have painted it. 127 The
most recent reference to the problem is also noncommittal.128 To look at the whole evidence, the
dependence of the landscape on the tradition of
Van Dyck, some similarities in the handling of the
paint with the Thomas de Critz group, and Miss
Edmond's recent findings together provide a positive encouragement to suggest that the painter was
not Emanuel, but Thomas, de Critz, with no

"" Lane t'>oolc 1912, no. 402; Allan 1964, p. 315. It is worth
adding that Elizabeth's sister, Margaret, was a direct ancestor of
Thomas, Earl of Arundel (sec No. 266).
11
" Ca1; this he the ring shown in his lillher's car (No. 260)?
1211
Ash. Lib. AMS 22, no. 10. Relined, cleaned, and varnished
by Buttery in 1897, who made no comment on its condition in his
estimate ( 10 guineas). Old varnish removed and, after some
retouching in water-colour, rcvarnished by M. Del iss in 1969.
2
1 1 Sec Appendix Ill.
'"Sec Allan 1964, p. 184 (without precise dates or evidence),
adding that 'Cromwell tried to make a hero of the purely
utilitarian t)'pe of gardener'.
1
"
Duncan 1836, p. 175, no. 11, with the incorrect remark
that he (Tradcscant the Younger) was the first keeper of the
Botanic Garden (at Oxford): the appointment was offered in fact
to his father, who never took up the post.
'"Ash. Lib. AMS 22, no. 10; Lane Poole 19!2, no. 426, as in
Oxjim/11istllriw/ P11rtraiis t905. Later, however, Mrs Lane Poole
( 1913, p. 65) opted for Emanuel de Critz.
'"'Collins Baker 1912, t. 120-1.
121
; Ibid., 1. 121.
127
Waterhouse 1962, pp. 48-g, pl. 44b. Sec also Allan 1964, p.
3 1 3·

""Millar 1972, p. 168.
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decisive evidence to the contrary. Its frame is now a
match in decoration, but not in dimensions, with
that round No. 280.

275. PORTRAIT OF 'OLD PARR' (Pl. CXLV),
by an unknown painter, about 1635· Threequaner-length, directed a lillie to our len., against a
dark brown rocky background, with narrow stone
chimney and roof behind him and, on left, a craggy
landscape with a tree-stump, one branch in leaf,
beneath a cloudy sky. Bald pate, with white sidehair continuing to full ragged beard. An oldish face,
with shrewdly amused black eyes looking ahead.
Limp white collar over russet-brown tunic bultoned
in front, with a twisted and knoued girdle, and
matching breeches. His weight is on his right leg,
the other thigh forward. \Vith his right hand he
grasps a rough stair; his len holds a loop or his belt.
Inscribed at upper right in ochre, /Etis sue lj2. Oil
on canvas (relined), ''l" in a flat black fi·amc with gilt
moulding within (Fig. 75c). Condition. sound;
many small rctouchings now showing, and a superficial scratch on the right.
1656 p. 41: Old Parre's jJicture.
1685 A f. 48, no. 72: Pictura celeberrimi St?nis Tho:
Parr Salupiensis, qui a1mos etmtum quinqua,ginta unum
comjJievit. 685.
Dimensions: (Canvas) Height 104 em, \Vidth Ho em;
(Frame) Height 1 17 em, Width 92 em.
'T'he story of how this notorious old man died at the
age of 152 has been often told.' :lO He was 'discovered' in the spring of 1635 on or ncar the
Shropshire estates ofThomas Howard, second Earl
of Arundel, to whom 'the report of this aged man
was certified'. Arundel had him conveyed in a
special Iiller to London and in September presented
him to Charles I. He died at Arundel House on 14
November 1635, and was buried ·in \Vestminster
Abbey. 'T'he picture was in the Tradescants'
Museum at Lambeth 131 and has since been n:corded and engraved.' 32 A picture which seems to
be an old copy .is in the National Portrait
Gallery.':1·3 Various guesses at the painter were
made,'H but no name has recently been urged.':1 ~'

276 . .JOHN TRADESCANT THE ELDER ON
HIS DEATHBED (Pl. CXLVI), by an unknown
painter, probably in 1638. Half-length lying with
his head on a pillow to our left; sheet and red
coverlet, with red curtain draped behind. Tufts of
grey hair protrude li·mn his night-cap; his beard is

full. A white tasselled neckcloth and white nightgown, or shroud, with a black ribbon-bow below his
beard. Inscribed below, in yellow, S': .Jolin
Tradescant Sen': lalldJ• deccas'd. Oil on canvas (reline.d),'% in a black moulded frame, the inner and
outer moulding gilt.
1685 A r. 51, no. I I I : Pictura .Jolt: Tradescanli
Senioris nujJer admodum murlui, 6fp.

Dimensions: (Canvas) Height 61 em, Width 74 em;
(Frame) Height 75 em, Width H8 em.
'fhc identification has never been disputed. No
attempt to name the painter has been published; 1n
he must surely have begun work shortly bcf(u·e 17
April 16:~8, the date of the fi.meral. The drapery
style resembles that in No. 279·

277. POR'T'RAIT OF .JOHN TRADESCANT Ill
(Pl. CXLVII), by an unknown painter, about
1638. 1-lall:.length, half to our right, head turned
almost full, against a grey shadowed background
behind a feigned oval stone opening. Straightish
shoulder-length fair hair with fi·ingc. His brown
eyes look at the spectator. He wears a lace-edged
broad collar with tasselled bandstrings. Tawny
coat, with silver buttons at li·ont, trimmed with
silver lace. Oil on canvas (rclined),':18 in a black
and gold ti·amc. Condition sound.
16H5 A r. 52, no. 127: Pictura omatis.l'imi.Juveui.L 703.

Dimen.l'iou.r: (Canvas) Height 66cm, Width 61 em;
(Frame) Height 81 em, Width i6 em.

1
''" Ash. l~ib. AMS ~2, nu. 26. Relined, cleaned, and varnished
in 1897 by Buucry (who noted 1lu: much worse comlition or the
National l'onrait Gallery copy).
1
" " Diclimwl)' qf.Nilliollal Biograph)', s.v. l'arr; Spriugell 1963,
pp. 118-1g.
"" Tradescant 16;,6, p. 41.
132
Engravings published hy .J. Caulfield in 1797 and by T.
and H. Rodd in 1821 (Hope collection, Ashmolean Museum).
1
"" Piper 196:l, pp. 264-5, when: the iconograph)• is fillly set
out, to which should be added a small eopp<:r panel sold at
S01heby's, 30 October 1963 (lot 73).
1
School of· Honthorst (/Jiclio11a~J' of J\'i1timwl /Jiogwpll)');
"
Sehoul or l'aul van Somn (Sir George Schart: personal

COIIlllllllliCalion).

'"' c[ South Kensingwn lvluseum 1866, no. 772; O.ifrml
Historical Portraits 191.15, p. 14; Lane Poole 1912, nn. ,p2; Allan
'964, p. 214.
1 6
"
Ash. Lib. Al\·IS 22, no. g. Relined, a bad cut across the
background repaired, clealll:d, and \'arnished by Buuery in
t897·
"'Lane Poole 1~)12, no. ,p5; Allan 1964., p. 313.
'""Ash. Lib. AMS 22, no. 16. Relined, cleaned, and varnished
by Butter)' in 1897.
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There has been no dispute over the identification of
John ·rradescant the Younger's only son 1:H• by his
first wife, Jane H urte, whom he married in
February 1627 and who died in May 1634-. .John Ill
was born in November 1633, appears again in Nos.
269 (about 1643, aged about ten) and 280 (1645,
aged twelve) and died in September 1652. 1 '10 An
erroneous allribution to .Johannes Priwitzer was
published in 1g8o .... 1 'fhe date must be about
1638.' '12 The portrait is a pendant to that of his elder
sister (No. 278).

278. PORTRAIT

OF
FRANCES
TRADESCANT (Pl. CXLVIII), by the same unknown painter as the preceding, about 1638. Like
its pendant, half-length, but Frances's body is
directed a lillie to our left and her head turned
almost to full face against a grey background,
behind a feigned oval stone opening. Her flaxen
hair is cut to neck-length, and in it she sports a pale
blue ribbon; her brown eyes look steadily at the
spectator. Her deep white collar has a double lace
border of repeating octofoils, with a bow of broad
pale blue ribbon. The sleeves or her tawny-yellow
pallcrncd dress arc slashed and pulled with white,
bordered with red and blue embroidery; another
bow of pale blue ribbon at her waist. Oil on canvas
(relincd), 143 in a black and gold frame. Condition
sound.
168s A f. 52' no. I 28: Pic lura fnudlte.fimnusissinue. 704.

fi·mn; his dark eyes look at the spectator. Both
hands hang limply. His broad falling collar is edged
with lace; large tassels to his bandstrings, which fall
over his Garter ribbon, the jewelled George hanging by his side. Yellowish dress with a row of
bullons down the fi·ont, doubling below his waist,
where there is a gusset. A white strip to his left
sleeve; both arc pulled at the culled wrists. Oil on
canvas (relined), ... ,; in a flat black oak frame, with
inner gilt moulding. Sound condition, with yellowing varnish.
1685 A f. 52, no. 125: Pictura illustrissimi /-lenrici
/Jucis G'loceslrensi.l' Car . I"'' jili natu minimi. 706.
Dimensions: (Canvas) Height go em, Width 73 em;
(Frame) Height 104 em, Width 87 em.
The old identification as Henry, Duke of
Gloucester, maintained in 1836, 147 was abandoned
at the end of the century when Horace Bullcry
referred to the Knole portrait of the child who was
to become King William I I I, 1 '18 and this association
has since been sustaincd.''' 9 The handling of the
drapery resembles that in No. 276. The copyist is
not identifted.

280. PORTRAI'T' OF HESTER TRADESCAN'f
AND HER STEPSON, .JOHN (Pl. CL), painted in
1645 and here allributcd to Thomas de Critz. She
stands on right, three-quarter-length, directed
three-quarters to our left, her right hand holding a.

Dimensions: (Canvas) Height 66 em, Width 61 em;
(Frame) Height 81 em, \Vidth 76cm.
That the subject is Frances, elder sister ofJohn I I I
(No. 277), has not recently been doubted. She was
born about 1628, appears again in No. 269 with her
brother and stepmother, shortly before her marriage to Alexander Norman in .January 1644 aged
about nineteen, was widowed in 1657, and died
after 1661 .' ·•·• Her age here appears to be about ten
or eleven, which corresponds with the data concerning the pendant and allows both to have been
painted by the same hand in the summer of 1638 or
shortly afterwards.' '15

279. PORTRAIT OF PRINCE WILLIAM OF
ORANGE (Pl. CXLIX), copy after Cornelius
Johnson. Knee-length, directed half.to our left, his
right arm resting on a table covered with a red
cloth, on which is set a plumed hat, against a red
curtain. Dark hair brushed fi·om a central parting
to touch his shoulders; his head turned almost to

1
"" The
id.,milication, lirst hazarded hy Bell, was later
published by i\-lrs Lane Poole ( I!JI'l, nu. •i~~).
"'"Allan 1964, fJa.I'Jim;.Josten 1g66, ~- 6~1-~.
1
"
Ashmolean Museum 1g8o, p. 76, F 70:i, based on likenesses
with the six documemed portraits (dated 1 6•17) of the llunily of
the lourth Ead or Bedfin·d; St!e Millar 1!)7~. :i•, nos. ~11-30.
Priwitzcr was in London in 1627 and 1fi:i5·
1 12
If we assume the boy tube about five years old. It was in
'
163!1that his lltthcr inherited the Tradcscant <:ollection and tlw
Oatlands kccpership.
1 1
' " Ash. Lib. AMS ~·1, no. 17. Rdincd, deanecl, and varnislwd
by l:luuery in 11197·
'"Allan I!Jii<J., /JOJ.I'im.
10
Lane Poole 191 ~. no. 44 1 ; Allan 1 gfi4, p. 314; Ashmolean
1\'luseum 1g!lo, p. 76.
'";Ash. Lib. AMS ~~.no. 4 1. Relined. cleaned, and varnished
by Buucry in III!J7·
"'Duncan 1ll3fi, p. 176, no. 35·
""Ash. Lih. AMS ~~. note at end of l:luiicry's estimate dated
1Bg6.
''"Lane Poole t!)l~, no. •i5~- Fur the iconography of\Villiarn
Ill, sec Staring ( 1951, p. 1fi3), who lists six vt:rsions of Ihe
.Johnson type, of which the prime example (sig1wd and dated
1657) is the lidl-lcngth at Knolt:.

Paintings
paper'~·" also held underneath by john in his right
hand as he stands turned towards her with left arm
akimbo, 151 against a plain dark brown background;
a darker strip behind the boy, and, beyond, a
diagonal lobed silhouellc with a leafy tree masking
blue sky with pink clouds. 15 ~ Hester's head is turned
slightly to the front, the liulc of her hair that shows
is brown, and her brown eyes arc turned to the
spectator. A white lace-edged cap under a tall black
hat, its wide brim turned down behind, with white
band. Deep white collar with double edge of lace.
Her dark grey dress parts below the bodice to reveal
a white under-dress embroidered with red sprigs.
Her lel't hand holds back her skirl. A silver watch 15 :l
hangs by its chain li·om a ribbon edging her bodice .
.John's neck-length l~tir hair has a fringe. His brown
eyes look up into her face. Broad white collar with
tasselled banclstrings over a grey coal with black
buuons clown the front and at the side vems;
breeches
the same material. White cull:
Inscriptions in black above the ligures: respectively
on left /Etis 12 I A.D. 1645 and on right /Eti.1·37 I Se.fJI
bris !111110 Domini I 1645, 15 '1 and in yellow ncar centre
124 IS'. ]olm Tradescant his I Second W'ife, and son. Oil
on canvas (rclincd),"' 5 in a black li·amc with gilt
inner bevel and a narrow gih quarter-round cavcllo. Condition sound.

or

1685 A [52, no. 124-: Piclto·a Conjugis ]oh:
Trndescanti wm jiliolo suo. 707.
Dimensions: (Canvas) Hcight 136cm, Width
III em; (Frame) Height I6I em, Width I36cm.
'fhc identities of the subjects and their ages arc
clear, as is the date. The attribution was to Dobson
in I836;'~''; Mrs Lane Poole thought the artist was
Emanuel de Critz. "' 7 Bell postulated the same
unnamed paimcr (c)l' Nos. 259, 265, and 280. 1511
Collins Baker, however, saw No. 280 as by the same
hand as No. 26g, and went so far as to sec this hand
also responsible li:>r Nos. :.159, 265, and 274. 1~·!> The
riddle remains unsolved: there is not enough comparable material and what there is has only been
juxtaposed in part or by photograph. It is interesting to observe that the lcli background of No. 280
contains the same elemcms, though even more
flatly painted, as docs the (earlier in date) No. 275
('Old Parr'). As we now know that No. 280 was
painted in the same year (I 645) and is generally
thought to be by the same hand as No. 265 (John II
with 'Zythepsa'), it is tempting to consider that in
the Lambeth house, for reasons now lost, these two
double portraits were unequal pendants, the hus-
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band with his fi·iend, and his second wife with his
only son; and that in the original Ashmolean
M uscum, !~teed with arranging the fimr largest
f~unily canvases, the first Keeper paired our Nos.
265 and 269 (which have consecutive numbers in
the 1720 and 1756 lists) and also Nos. 280 and 274,
whose fi·ames arc matching but unequal and which
flanked the I656 double portrait of.John II and his
wife (No. 262) in the I836 catalogue. Before the
staircase there was taken down in I 863, No. 280
hung below No. 269 on a landing wall, according lo
a drawing preserved there (i.e. the present Museum
of the History
Science). No. 28o was engraved
and published in I 798 by .J. Caulfield, and republished in 182 I by ·r. and H. Rodd.' Hn

or

281. PORTRAIT OF ELIAS ASHMOLE (Pl.
CLI) by .John Riley. 'fhrec-quarter-length, standing, directed a lillie to our Jell, head turned a liule
to our right, holding upright with his right hand a
book on a table, against a plain dark brown ground.

"'" lmerpr<:lcd by Bell (Ash. Lib. AMS 22, no. 1.~) as 'a jewel
in a paper', lc>llowed verbatim by Mrs Lane Poole (1912, no.
4:~9). II seems to be a jewel held in li·om of a piece of white paper
to make i1s design ;md colours clearer, l'ather than a watercolour or coloured print of a jewellery design. Such designs were
invemed and engra\'ed by several artists: this particular style
apparently Staned in Paris with Pierre Marchand's suite or
se\'l~n sheets dated 1623, one ofwhid> is repmduccd in Staatliche
Museen zu Berlin I!J:~g, p. 127. Three years later designs by
Balthasar Le Mercier were published by l\·loncornet (Guilmard
1Hilo, p. •I·H, pl. 20). Undated designs were published, pn~
sumably in Paris, al'ler Gcdi:on L'i':garc (Guilmard 1HHo, p. 51)
and Rudolph Schuh<: r.Jcss<:n 1920, p. 200, lig. t34) . .)acobus van
der Tucrll' also produced similar designs (Guilmard 18Ho, p.
su6).
151 His ldi arm is also akimbo in No. 26g.
"''This dcmem is puzzling. In general it corresponds with the
background of'Oid l'arr' (No. 275), but its incompetence bdies
the cool charm and elegalll brushwork of the ligures. The
condition nfNo. 280 was not specially remarked on by Buuery in
his estimate li:n· repairs in 1Hg!i. Should it be treated as an area of
overpainting, perhaps in the early years oft he museum by a local
handyman, based (fnule de micux) on No. 275 to create a pendalll
10 No. 274? The li·anu:s of Nos. 2Ho and 274 match each oth<:r,
though the measurements prevem them being true pendallls.
"'" Evidently the same watch as she wears in No. 269, but
rendered b)· a dilli:n~nt hand.
,,., Reproduced in reduced lacsimile, Lane Poole t9t :~. pl.
XXXVII.

1"' Ash. l..ih. AMS 22, no. q .. Rclim:d, cleaned, and varnislu:d
by Bnllery in 1H97. D<:composed \'amish removed, retouching in
water-colour as n.,c.,ssary, rcvarnislwd by l\·1. Deliss in 1969.
1
% Duncan 11l3!i, p. t 75, no. 13.
'"Lane Poole 1912, no. 439·
"'"Ash. Lib. AMS 22, no. 1·~·
"''' Collins Baker t !l 12, 1. 120-3.
";u Hope collection, Ashmolean Museum.
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The ends of his long fair wig curl down over his
breast; clean-shaven; grey eyes look at the spectator. Knotted lace cravat; red-brown velvet coat,
his left arm akimbo with sleeve turned back,
revealing a rumpled shirt-cu(f. A yellowish cloth
elaborately draped across his right ((:m:ann and
held by his left hand resting on his hip. He wears
two rings on his little finger.!(;, Below his cravat a
gold portrait medal over which is looped a filigree
chain. 162 On the table the book with the spine
lettered ASI-IMOLE OF TI-lE GARTER on a red
label: at its base a gold George of that order, 16 :1 and
a gold portrait medal; 11; 4 a round box of gold coins,
painted with the reversed cypher C R";" beside it,
and, suspended on a gold chain, a large gold
portrait medal. 161; Inscribed in gold, below the
table edge, PR;E,\11/A HO.N"ORARIA. Oil on canvas
(relined), 167 in an elaborate carved and gilt frame,
topped by Ash mole's arms' 6 " and his motto EX V.NO
OMNIA, by Grinling Gibbons.";!,
I 685 A no. 730: Piclura lJC/111.1"/issima omaltsstmz vm
Diii Eliae Aslunole lll(jus Mu.wei instructoris munijicentissimi, Limbo e Tilia arte jJrorsus Tlwumaturgica cll!lato,
arlomata.

Dimensions: (Canvas) Height t24 em, Width
IOI em; (Frame) Height I88 em, Width I48 em.
Ash mole's portrait was painted again by Riley; 170 it
had already been painted by de Neve in I 664. 171 The
volume is his Institution, Laws and Cerenumies rifthe most
noble order rif the Garter (I672). The George had
belonged to Thomas Howard, Earl of Arundel, and
was given to Ash mole in I674 by Henry Howard,
Baron Howard ofCastle Rising, Earl Marshal, who
succeeded as sixth Duke ofNorlolk in I677. 172 The
filigree chain and portrait medallion were given by
Frederick William, Elector of Brandenburg, in I675
and received in I 68o.' 7 :1 The portrait medal of Karl
Ludwig ofBavaria was given by him in I68o, 174 the
other chain and medal by the King of Denmark in
I674.' 75 The portrait must have been painted
between I6 November I68o and Ashmole's reference to it on 2 February I 683. 176 He names no
artist, nor is one assigned until the name of Riley
occurs, first as a tentative attribution by C. F. Bell
in t8g8, 177 since generally accepted.' 7" It was
engraved in aquatint lor Ackermann's History of
Oxford. 119 About I 860-70 the painting was skied
above No. 260 on the west wall of the first floor of the
Old Ashmolean.

282. PORTRAIT OF KING CHARLES I I (Pl.
CLII), by john Riley. Half-length, directed halfto
our left, head turned a little to front, against a dark
brown .ground. The ends of his long dark wig curl
down on to his breast. Clean-shaven, middle-aged
face; dark eyes looking at the spectator. He wears a
white lace cravat over his plate armour, with the
blue sash of the Order of the Garter. Oil on oval

••• A racctcd gold hoop, rctammg a gold ring with a
hexagonal sapphire in cia w selling.
162 Josten tg66, 4· ,,~26, 1670-1. The girt was adumbrated in
April 1675 and received on 16 November 16Ho: 'a Gold Chaine
with a Mcdall fi·mn the Elector orBrandcnburgh, it is composed
or go: links or Philagrccn Links in gn:at knobbs, most curious
workc .. .it weighs 2~ ounces' (Bod. Lib. MS Ashmolc 1136, t:
61'"). Elsewhere (MS t\shmolc 1131, r. 369'") it is described as
'very nccre two yards long'. There arc now thiny-onc links (sec
Thompson 1931, p. 101, 116-17). The chain and medal arc now
displayed in a case below the pol"lrail.
""Josten 1966, 4· 1373 (13 April 1674). Henry Howard of
Castle Rising 'gave me a Gcc>rge in Gold, which his Grand rather
wore when he wcm Ambassador into Germany' (in 1636). It is
now displayed below the ponrail.
";' I bid., 4· 1661, 1(;66-11. The gif"l was received on 27
September 16Ho, rrom 1hc Elector or the l'alminatc. It is now
displayed below the ponrait.
'"'Ibid., 4· 1712, 11.4", suggests that this refers to the girt of
[400 om of the Paper Customs approved by Cl!in·les II in 1673.
'""Ibid., 4· 1367, 138g-go. The King of Denmark's girt ora
'lusty chain of gold of 4 linkes ... and a stately mcdall of Gold'
was adumbrated in a lellcr of 28 February 1674 and received on
2ojuly 1674. The laue•· was stolen in or arter 1776 (Thompson
193'· p. 117)·
167 AMS 22, no. 36. Relined, cleaned, and varnished by
Bullcry in 1897, who allributed it to le Nc,•c (i.e. Cornclis de
Neve 1he Younger-who was known to have paimcd Ashmolc in
!664)·
••• Quarterly sable and or, in the firs! quancr a lleur-dc-lis or,
for Ashmole, impaling, or, a cross moline gules, and in the first
quarter a tortcau ror Dugdale. (The field or 1hc Dugdale arms
should be argent but has been gilded, perhaps during the
regilding or the fi·amc.) Above, l\·lcrcury appears from behind to
l'mbracc the scrollwork supponcd by the celestial twins, a
suitable astrological reference.
••• Gn:~n 1g64, p. 85, pl. 120.
1711 Also displayed in the Founder's Room (Ashmolean
M uscum 1961, p. 134); painted in 168g, a copy or which is in the
National Ponrait Gallery (sec Piper ( 1963, p. 17), who lists the
iconography).
171 Collection or Sir William Dugdale: see Royal Academy or
Arts 1g6o, no. 227.
172 Sec n. 163.
17 " See o. 162.
1" Sec n. 164..
1"' Sec n. 166.
176 Josten 1966, 4· 1712, 1727. 'M>• picture (artcr sent to
Oxrord) came home', possibly artcr being framed by Gibbons.
177 Ash. Lib. AMS 22, note B; Lane Poole 1912, no. 447·
178 Waterhouse 1962, p. 91; Ashmolean Museum 1961, p. 134,
no. 370; Ashmolean Museum 1g8o, p. So, no. A316h.
170 Ackermann 11:114, racing p. 235.

Paintings
canvas (relined), 180 in a limewood frame elaborately carved with fruit and flowers by Grinling
Gibbons, and gilt. 181
1685 A no. 731 : Effigies Serenissimi Principis Caroli 2d;
Regis Angl. etc. Limbo e Tilia elegantissime cdJlato ac
deaurato, adomata ..
Dimensions: (Canvas) Height 76 em, Width 61 em;
(Frame) Height 100 em, Width 88 em.
The identification of the sitter is well authenticated.
As with Nos. 281 and 283, the picture remained
unattributed until 1912. 182 Pendant to No. 283.

283. PORTRAIT OF JAMES, DUKE OF
YORK (PI. CLIII),.by John Riley. Half-length,
directed a quarter to our right, head turned a
quarter to our left, against a dark brown ground.
The ends of his long fair wig curl down to his breast.
Clean-shaven face, dark eyes looking at the spectator. He wears a white lace cravat over his plate
armour, and the blue sash of the Order of the
Garter. Oil on oval canvas (relined), 18 :1 in a
limewood frame elaboratdy carved as a palm and
myrtle wreath with three clusters of flowers by
Grinling Gibbons, and gilt. 11H
1685 A no. 732: AJ]igies Serenissimi Principis Jacobi 2d;
Regis Ang. etc. simili Limbo adomata.
Dimensions: (Canvas) 76 em, Width 61 em; (Frame)
Height 101 em, Width 93 em.
Pendant to No. 282, with which it has always been
associated. 185 If not by Riley himself, these last two
were certainly fi·om his studio.
284. PORTRAIT OF AN UNKNOWN YOUNG
MAN (PI. CLI V), by an unidentified Italian or
Flemish painter, probably late sixteenth century.
Half-length, standing, directed a little to our left,
against a dark olive-green ground. Clean-shaven
with brown hair, grey eyes looking at the spectator.
He wears a black doublet and trunk hose, and a
white pleated ruff. In his left hand he holds a jewCI,
and on his little finger he wears a ring set with a red
stone. Oil on paneJI 81; in a flat black wooden fi·ame
with gilt inner bevel.
AMS 22 no. 2: A man unknown, llalian, late 16th
Century ?
Dimensions: (Panel) Height 88 em, Width 73 em;
(Frame) Height 103 em, Width 88 em.
The nationalities of sitter and painter remain
indeterminate. Though historically part of the

founder's collection, No. 284 cannot be definitely
identified with any of the four unnamed male
portraits ( 1685 A 66o, 661, 686, 690) . 187 At the time
of writing, the paint is flaking badly.
Four portrait paintings, which had been brought
over fi·om the Old Ashmolean in 1894, were also
listed by C. F. Bell in 1898 in Ash. Lib. AMS 22.
Three of these, here numbered 284.-6, cannot be
related with certainty to any one in the earliest
catalogue. His no. 42, 'Erasmus, 17th Century,
copy li·om the picture by Holbein in the Louvre',
(equated by him with 1685 A, p. 39, no. 1, Erasmus
Rot 111 ) is no longer to be found.

285. PORTRAIT OF AN UNKNOWN YOUNG
LADY (Pl. CLV), by an unidentified painter,
probably late sixteenth century. She stands halflength, to front against a dark grey background.
Her head turned a little to our left, pale brown hair
showing beneath her lace cap; darker eyebrows,
and dark eyes looking demurely at the spectator.
She wears a black dress with dark grey stripes,
pulled sleeves, and farthingale, with lace stomacher
and culls; her pleated ntfl" is lined with lace. She
holds before her in both hands a small book bound
in red, with metal fillings. An elaborate gold ring
on her left little finger. Oil on paneJI"" in a
reconstructed flat black frame with gilt inner bevel,
the upper rail old, mitred and halved. Condition
fair, but old splits have reopened.

180
Ash Lib. AMS ~2, no. :i!J· Relined, cleaned, and varnished
hy Bnllcry in 1H97·
181
.Josten 1g66, + 1711, 1717; l\·lacquoid and Edwards 1954,
~- 241, 3· 23, fig. 16.
182
Lane Poole 1!)12, no. +1·5: allributcd tn.Juhn Riley. For
other versions sec Lane Ponlc 1913, p. 161 ; Coullll)' l.ife 2
February 1961, p. 222; Piper 1963, p. 68, pl. toe.
183
Ash. Lib. AMS 22, no. 40. Relined, cleam:d, and varnished
b)' Bull<:ry in 18~)7.
10
' l\-lacquoid and Edwards 1954, fig. t7; Grimm 1978, pl.
230.
185
Another n:rsion is in the Bodleian Library (Lane Poole
1!)12, no. 180). They arc described in the Book ofBcncli1ctors
(sec Microfiche 1) as 'Efligies ... Lim his elcgantcs caclatis ac
dcauratis adornatas'. A payment of 2.1'. appears in the Museum
accounts f(w 1686-7 f(Jr hanging them.
186
Ash. Lib. AMS 22 no. 2. Four oak planks; parqueted with
hullons down each scam and with cross bauens top and bottom,
cleaned, varnished, and, especially in upper part of background,
restored by Bullery in 1897·
1117
04iml J-/istorirall'ortmits 1!JO<f, p. gH; Lane Poole 1912, no.
410; not included in l..loyd 1977; Ashmolean Museum 1g8o, p.
6, no. F 661?
1118
AMS 22, no. 3; parqueted, cleaned, retouched - where
cracked - and varnished by Buttery in 1Hg7.
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AMS 22 no. 3: A lad)• unknown, Flemish, late 16th Copied (with variations, notably the lacework on
century?
the collar) from Sir Peter Lely's double portrait of
July
to October 1647, of the King with his ·second
Dimensions: (Panel) Height 78 em, Width 61 em;
son,
james,
Duke of York, belonging to the Duke of
(Frame) Height 92 em, Width 77 em.
. Northumberland.' 97 No attempt has been made to
Both subject and painter remain nameless.' H!l May
attribute this smoothly competent interpretation. 198
be equated with 1685 A r. 52 no. 120: Pictura
Ornatissimae Jaeminae 6,91.
288. PORTRAIT OF A MAN, CALLED DR
286. PORTRAIT OF A i'viAN, CALLED SIR NICHOLAS FISKE (Pl. CLVIII), signed in 1651
by Cornelis de Neve II (before 1609-after 1667).
FRANCIS DRAKE 1!10 (Pl. CLVI), by an unidentiHalf-length, turned half to our right against a dark
fied painter, dated 1587 and 1588. Bust, turned to
greyish-green
ground. Neck-length white-grey hair
our right, against a greenish-grey ground. Shon
curls
from
under
his black cap; white moustache
reddish hair, fairer moustache and beard, all closely
and
pointed
beard.
His grey eyes look at the
trimmed; his grey eyes look at the spectator. He
spectator. He wears a black doublet and cloak, limp
wears an embroidered black doublet with deep,
pleated white ruff. Inscribed on right in black white collar, and tasselled bandstrings. His right
lETA TIS XLVII I A 0 1587 and, in white along upper arm is bent across his body and in his gloved hand
he holds a closed book. Above, on left, a shield of
edge, ANNO, 1588 lETA TIS SVAE. 48. Oil on onearms
(cheeky argent and gules, on a pale sable
1 11
piece oak panel, ! in a black and gilt oak mouldthree
mullets
pierced or) 199 hangs by a cord at an
ing, mitred and halved. The surface is damaged in
angle, from the branch of a lopped tree. Between
pans, noticeably so across the face.
these and the sitter's right shoulder, the inscription
AMS 22 no. 5: A man unknown.
in yellow, !Eta tis suti 76 I Amw 1651. Signed in black
Dimensions: (Panel) Height 47 em, Width 37 em; CDN I fecit on right below the book. Oil on canvas
(Frame) Height 55 em, Width 45 em.
(relined), 200 in a flat black frame with inner gilt
The iconography of the celebrated Sir Francis bevel. Condition sound, except for a recent scrape
Drake (c.1540-96) has been set out by Sir Roy in the background on the right.
Strong, 1!12 who noted in the Ashmolean Museum a
copy of the three-quarter-length portrait of 1594 by
Marcus Gheeraerts the. Younger, an association
'""Oxford Hisfnrical Portraits 1904, p. 81; Lane Poole 1912, no.
406; Ashmolean Museum 1980, p. 1, no. F 691 ?
already indicated by Mrs Lane Poole; 1!13 our No.
""' An identification first put forward by Bell, verbally to Mrs
286 is posed in the other direction. It can be
Lane Poole (sec n. 193 below) on the basis of the Buckland
identified as no. 46 in Duncan's catalogue of 1836, Abbey portrait ol' 1594 (copy 1616, Plymouth Guildhall) ..
""Ash Lib. AMS 22 no . .'). Restored by Bullery in 1897.
but not in earlier lists.

287. PORTRAIT OF KING CHARLES I (Pl.
CLVII), a copy with variations, after Lely. Halflength, turned half to our right, seen through a
feigned oval opening against a warm grey ground
with shadow on right. Long brown hair curling to
his shoulders, moustache and chin-tuft: his grey
eyes look ahead. He wears a black satin doublet,
with a white lace-edged collar, over the grey-blue
sash of the Garter, the star of which is on his left
sleeve. His right arm reaches diagonally across his
body; pan of his lace-edged cun· is shown. Oil on
canvas (relined), I!H in a carved and gilt frameY 15
1685 A f. 39, no. 226: Carolus /. 1!II;

Dimensirms: (Canvas) Height 76 em, Width 63 em;
!Frame) Height 97 em, Width 84 em.

""Strong 1969, pp. 70-1, pl. 129 (in reverse 10 our No. 286).
'"'Lane Poole (1912, no. 405) drew auentiun to the mention
in Bodleian ca1alogues ol' 1759, 1762, and 1766 ol' a portrait of
Drake, which, as it does not occur earlier or later, may be the
same as our No. 286.
"" Ash. Lib. AMS 22, no. 37· Relined, cleaned, and varnished
by Bu11e1·y in 1897.
'"''Between two bands of leaves the main decoration is of leaf
and !lower motils in high 1·clief; acamhus corners, roses in the
centres of the rails, acorns and quatrcli:1ils; rolled ribbon within.
\Vidth of members: 1 1o mm.
196 There is no evidence to distinguish the two portraits of
Charles I (Nos. 268, 287) in AMS 8 or AMS 111. It is assumed
here that Ashmole bequeathed this copy alil:r Lely with its
Garter insignia.

"" Heckell 1951, p. 39, pl. 13; i\·lillar t97B, p. 6.
"'"Lane Poole t912, no. 420.
'"" Apparemly recorded in Metcalfe's 'Visitation of Sullolk',
p. 191 (quoted in 1\sh. Lib. AMS 22, no. 21): the confirmation of
these arms is dated 16 November 1633.
""'Ash. Lib. AMS 22, no. 21. Relined, cleaned, and varnished
by Hu11eq· in 1897.

Paintings
I685 A f. 39, no. 4: Reverendij Vir D . .. SS. Th. D.

Dimensions: (Canvas) 74 em, Width 62 em; (Frame)
Height gi em, Width 79 em.
The sitter was identified in I 756 201 by the arms and
inscription as Nicholas Fiske (I575-I65g), a successful London medico, and an astrologer who, with
Ashmolc's help, published Sir Christopher
Heydon's Astrological DiscourJe in I 650. 202 The signature was interpreted correctly by Bell and his
contemporaries, 203 and our No. 288 has never since
lost its documentary import.ance. 21H

289. PORTRAIT OF JOHN LOWIN (Pl.
CLIX), by an unknown British painter in I64o. An
elderly man, half-length, his right forearm across
his body, directed a quarter to our right against a
dark brown background. Head almost to front, with
greying flaxen hair, neck-length, in natural curls at
the sides; moustache and chin-beard. His brown
eyes look at the spectator. He wears a black coat,
with broad limp falling collar of lawn with white
hems, and ornamental bandstrings. Double cufr on
his right wrist. Inscribed above on left in yellowbrown !ETA T. 64 / A 0 164o. Oil on canvas (re~
lined),2"r. in a flat black and gilt frame with inner
bevel.
I 685 A. f. 39, no. 5: Joannes Lewen celebri.1· comtJJdus
temjJOI'C Caroli ri
Dimensionr: (Canvas) Height 76 em, Width 65 em;
(Frame) Height 86 em, Width 76 em.
Lowin (I576-I65g), the celebrated actor and
contemporary of Shakespeare, Beaumont, and
Fletcher, managed the King's Players I623-42. No
suggestion as to the artist has yet been published. 21u;
290. PORTRAIT OF CAPTAIN NICHOLAS
BURGH (Pl. CLX), here attributed to Cornelis de
Neve I I (before I 6og-after I 667). Almost halflength facing a little to our right against a flat dark
brownish ground. White wig curling to shoulders,
the fringe brushed back in an arc over the front of
his black skull-cap. Brown eyes look at the spectator
from an elderly face; whiteish moustache and chintuft. He wears a black cloak fastened with a chased
silver clasp just below the bandstring tassels of his
white falling collar: the arms of St. George 2117 over
his left upper arm. A red coat fastened by four large
buttons, three of them in a group. Oil on canvas
(relined)/ 08 in a black and gold moulded frame.

I 685 A f. 39, no. 7: Michael Burck
Eleemos)'narius Vindle.wmensis.
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Dimensions: (Canvas) Height 6g em, Width 59 em;
(Frame) Height 8g em, Width 77 em.
The name Michael Burck (sic) was not found in the
records of the Military Knights of Windsor, but the
sitter has been identified as Captain Nicholas Burgh
(or Birch) whose cherry-stone carvings of St.
George 'and divers heads' were given tojohn (?II)
·rradescant and drawn by Ashmole. 20 !' He was
appointed a 'Poor Knight of Windsor' on I g
February I 661, being 'now aged and unmarried',
and died in I67o. 210 Although no attribution has
been published from the Ashmolean Museum itself,
Collins Baker suggested Robert Mallory, active
mainly as a picture-dealer in the second half of the
seventeenth century/'' on the basis of his portrait
of Walter Pell (I 672) in Merchant Taylors' Hall in
London.
291. PORTRAIT OF JOHN DEE (Pl. CLXI), by
an unknown British painter, between I574 and
I s86. Bust, a little to our left, behind a ledge against
a brown background, with red drapery behind and
above, in a feigned oval carved with swags. On his
head a black skull-cap tied with ribbons behind; his
brown eyes look at the spectator; greyish white
""Ash. Lib. AMS 12, f. 59: the names seem 10 have been
inserted by the compiler. Sec also Duncan 1836, p. 176, no. 41.
"" Note pasted in Ash. Lib. AMS 22, no. 21 :sec Riske 1902, p.
67.
203 AMS 22, no. 21; Oxford l-listorical Portrait.r 1905, p. 64;
Lane Poole 19111, no. 435· Collins Baker (1912, 1. 65) accepted it
readily as a valuable loundation in his short article on de Neve.
•u• On de Neve, see above, p. 299.
2 " ' Ash. Lib. AMS 22, no. 22. Relined, cleaned, restored ('the
litce had at some previous time been very severely rubbed'), and
varnished by Butu:ry in 1897.
206 O:iford Historical Portraits, 1905, p. 70; Lane Poole 1912, no.
4115; Bodleian Library 1964, p. 173.
207 The arms wt:re used by the l'\'lilitary Knights ol" Windsor.
Our No. 290 is apparently the only picture ol"their unilorm bclore
the dress regulations wen: altered in the rt:ign of William IV.
"'"Ash. Lib. Al\·IS 22, no. 25. Relined, cleaned, and varnished
b)' Buttery in tllg7, who described it as 'a poor portrait and
scared y worth doing'.
21111
Tradcscant 1656, p. 31l; Josten 1966, 3· 813, and pll.uim.
Burgh also cut St. George in ivory. According to the Court Books
and Appn:ntice Hooks at Goldsmiths' Hall, London, Nicholas,
son of Matthew Burgh, gentleman, of Bristol, was apprenticed to
Lewis Sawyer on 6 December 1605 fur a term of eight years, and
was made free on 15 July 1613. Although Sawyer's specialit)' is
unknown, it is possible that the dexterity uf our Nicholas was
acquired from such a training and that the Poor Knight may
have begun his e<treer as a goldsmith.
2111
Fellowes I~J4•h pp. xlii, 35·
" 1 Collins Baker 19111, 2. 209.
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moustache and long pointed beard. He wears a
pleated white ruff and black gown and costume.
Inscribed above on left in pale yellowish-grey
Johannes Dee. I Anglus.l Londinensis I /Et.'.sud! 167. Oil
on canvas (relined)/ 12 in a black and gold moulded
frame (Fig. 75f).

Dimensions: (Canvas) Height 76 em, \·~idth 64 em;
(Frame) Height 92 em, Width 8o em.
The traditional identification as Richard Napier
( 1559-1634), the astrologer, has never been questioned.221 No attribution has been attempted.

1685 A f. 39, no. 10: Joanne.\· Dee SS. Th.P. 213

293. PORTRAIT OF WILLIAM LILLY (Pl.
CLXIII), by an unknown British painter, in 1646.
Half-length, standing three-quarters to our left in
front of a fluted column, with a green curtain on our
right; a cloudy sunset sky above leafy vine-branches
on his right. His head is turned a little to his left. His
brown hair falls from a central parting to his
shoulders; moustache and slight chin-tuft; his bluegrey eyes look into ours. His white falling collar is
cut to two points; in the angle between them the
bow and 'pearl cluster' pendant of the bandstrings.
Black gown over a black tunic with a closely set line
of buttons. His left arm is bent across his stomach,
showing a white cuff; his hand holds a paper, with a
cross of folds, on which is inscribed /Etatis 45 at the
top, and, in red, a diagram for a horoscope (a

Dimensions: (Canvas) Height 74 em, Width 62 em;
(Frame) Height 89 em, Width 77 em.
The old inscription identifying the elderly sitter as
John Dee (1527-1608), the astrologer, has been
maintained in several engravings, 2~< exhibitions, 215
and in all the literature."l 16 Apart from the engravings, there are two portraits called Dee in the
Wcllcome Institute, London :217 both are small
panels showing elaborate interiors. As to the painter, there is a discrepancy between the supposed
date of the sitting ( 1527 plus 67 equals 1594) and
the style of the painting and the ornamental
cartouche. Josten published Ashmole's leiter to Sir
Thomas Browne in November 1674: 'One thing I
very much want, that is, his [Dee's] Picture to
Coppy, if it be any where Extant.' 218 Aubrey
recorded that Ashmole had 'a very good painted
copie of him [Dee] from his sonne Arthur' 219 (who,
however, died in 1651). It is likely that the original
(now apparently lost) belonged to Rowland, the son
of Dr Arthur Dee. No. 291 is mentioned in
Ashmole's will ( 1686).

292. PORTRAIT OF RICHARD NAPIER (Pl.
CLXII), by an unknown British painter, first
quarter of the seventeenth century. Half-length,
directed a little to our right, against a dark
background. His short grey hair shows under his
white conical cap, richly embroidered in gold;
brushed grey beard and moustache; his grey eyes
are turned a little to the left of the spectator. He
wears a black gown, with sleeves padded high at the
shoulders, partly covering a black tunic, damaskfronted, with small closely spaced buttons; pleated
wheel rufi"; plain black wrinkled sleeves with white
pleated cuffs. Both hands held in li·mn, the backs
veined; in the right a small book, bound in red with
a gilt devi_ce, a place in it kept with his index finger.
Oil on canvas (relincd), 22 " in a flat black frame
with inner gilt ogee moulding.
1685 A r 39, no. I I : Riclumlus NafJeyr Medicus el
Aslrologus percelebris.

212 Ash. Lib. AMS 22, no. 18. Relined, cleaned, and varnished
by Bullcry in 1897 (who thought that the work of our No. ~91
resembled that of George .Jamesnnc).
213 The usual abbreviation of the Latin li:>nn of 'pmfcssor of
thcology' . .Johil Dec was a Doctor of Laws at Lou vain; he rcli.tscd
the Professorship of 1\-lathcrnatics at the University of Paris.
214
A carclul engraved record of the whole, in. line ;md supple,
was published (n.d.) by E. Evans, the original drawing (in pencil.
on vellum) for which is, with il proof before letters, and an
impression with letters, in the Hope collection, Ashmolean
Museum, ilS arc the following simplifications: (a) in a rectangle,
with the curtain by Schcnekcr, in line and stipple after (G. P.)
Harding published by T. Cadell in Lyson's E1winms of Lo11d1111
( 1792); {b) in a rectangle (without curtain) hy R. Cooper in line
and roulette, published by Charles and Henry Baldwyn (n.d.);
(c) in iln oval, by \V. P. Sherlock, in pure stipple, published by
W. Smith (n.d.); (d) unsigned "vignette in stippk, line, and
roulette, published by Messrs Hunt and Clarke in 1827; (c)
vignette, by W. Grcatbatch, in st<:cl, published by Richard
Bentley in 1842. Another image, showing Dec with globe and
dividers ('Dr Dec avouchcth his Stone is brought by Angclicall
Ministry') is represented in four anonymous and undated
engravings, one of which refers to the Frederick Rnth-Schultzius
collection.
215
South Kensington Museum t866, p. :Ho; 04iu·d Historiwl
Portrait.•· 1!)04, p. g6; City of Manchester Art Gallery 195:i, p. 6n.
211
; e.g. Lane Poole 1912, no. 4"7·
217
Wcllcomc Institute, London, nos. R 7Hn9 and R 7817.
218
.Josten t96!i, 1. 195, and 4· 1402-3 (where the lcllcr is set
nut in full).
210
Bod. Lib. l\·IS Aulm:y 6, [
cited hy .Justt:n 1~}6!i, 1. 195;
ibid., 4· 1.~03·
'""Ash. Lib. AMS 22, nu. t9. Rdincd, clo:ancd, and varnislu:d
hy Bull cry in 1897, who limnd it "in a very hild stat.:'.
221
O.~jiml Hi.•·torimll'ortmits I!J05, p. 13; Lane Pooh: 1!P 'l, no.

:n.

•P t.
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square within a square, the space between being
divided into twelve equal triangh~s); at the top of
the inner square, the inscription 11011 cogunt, to which
he points with the liLLie finger of his right hand,
which holds a quill pen. Ncar his left hand the date
1646 in black. Oil on canvas (relincd),·n~ in a black
frame, with inner gilt bevel, enriched with a gilt
cherub at each corner and a four-pear motif" at each
centre.
1685 A r. 39, no. 12: Gufit:lmu.1· Lillj> i11sig11is astrologus.
Dimensions: (Canvas) Height 74 em, Width 61 m;
(Frame) Height B7 em, \Vidth 73 em.
William Lilly (1602-81), astrologer and author, is
commemorated by a monumental inscription
placed by Elias Ashmole in the Church of St. Mary,
\Valton-on-'l'homas.n:l The age of the sitter given
on the paper (in his forty-fifth year, i.e. aged lortylimr) corresponds with the date ( 1646). Ash mole
recorded in his diary for 29.J anuary 1652: 'M r Lilly
gave me his picture in oyl colours, of which there
never had been coppy taken', n·l presumably our No.
293· The horoscope is blank except for the Latin
inscription non wgunt (literally, 'they do not
compel') which is found in arguments directed
against fatalism (and Calvinism).~~[• No firm atlribution has been publishcd. 221 ; As Collins Baker
pointed out, the pinkish sky and the fluted column
feature in paintings in the de Critz group (Nos. 269,
293). 227 CiJtild No. 293 be the work of Emanuel?
Its relationship with the variant images used lor
William JVI arshall's 1wicc-copied engraving with
the same inscriptions on the paper, and the titlepage of Lilly's tHerlini Anglici EfJhemuis ( 1652), with
the age altered to 4fl, has not previously been
rccordcd. 22 "
ADDENDA
294. DOUBLE PORTRAIT OF AN ELDERLY
COUPLE (Pl. CLXIV), traditionally said to be
.John Tradescant the Elder and his wife, Elizabeth,
by an unknown British painter, in the first half" of"
the seventeenth century. On a greenish-brown
ground, two feigned oval wreaths of pointed leaves,
with indeterminate knots at the limr compasspoints. The inner grounds are dull red. rn the lel"thand wreath, the head and shoulders of" a woman
(;ICing a little inwards. She looks a little to our left;
her hair is covered by a white cap beneath a tall
black hat; white scarf" and lawn collar over a black
gown. He also (;tees inwards, with full grizzled
beard and moustache; he wears a similar black hat,

white !;tiling collar with ornamental tassels to the
bandstrings, black coat, horizontally-striped black
and dark grey in front; a button in the centre of
each black stripe. Oil on canvas (relined), in a gilt
carved frame. 22 !'

Dimensions: (Canvas) Height 73 em, Width 117 em;
(Frame) Height 82 em, Width 130 em.
In 1924 the Misses E. D. and A. C. Thorne
presented .two portrait paintings (Nos. 294.-5)
which had been ll·amed in the panelling or one or
the houses, probably Ashmole's, in Lambeth. They
were removed before it was demolished in 1881, and
deposited by Mr E. G. 'Thorne in the Ashmolean
Museum in 191!i.
The identification of the couple in No. 294 was
based on the provenance and on tradition.
Physiognomically and in expression it is hard to
reconcile the man in No. 294 with the other
portraits or .John ·rradescant the Elder (Nos. 253,
26o, and 276). No other portrait of his wife,
Elizabeth Day (born in the year 1586), whom
he married in 1607~:w is available lor comparison.
No specific allribution has been suggested. 2 :11
Condition sound.
295. POR'fRAI'f OF A YOUNG WOiVIAN (Pl.
CLXV), traditionally said to be .Jane Tradescant,
by an unknown British paimer, in the early seventeenth cemury. Half-length, a lillie to our left,
' 22 Ash. L.ih. :\;\·IS 22, no. 20. Relined, cleaned, in places
retouched, and varnished by Buttery in IR!l7· It was not<:d that
1he li1ce neecl<:d slight rcu.nu:hing; 'has been hadly repaired in
places'.
22 " \Valton and \Veyhridge Local History Society, Paper no.
13 (I!JH)·
22 1
· Josten I!.Jfifi~ 2. tin~.
"''An engraving· of" Lilly's own horoscope is in the Hnpe
cullcctirnl, Ashn1olcan i\·1 uscurn.
2 "' South Kensinglon Museum 1l:llili, no. iiO; O>Jord Hi.rlorical
!'or/mit.•· 1905, p. •:~B; Lane l'oule 1!)1~, no. 444.; .Jos1en 1!)li6,
vnl. I, repr. nu~ing p. 9~J.; 2. (i02.
"'Cullins Baker, '!J12, 1. 122 .
2211
Hope culh:ction, Ashmolean M uscum, where there is also an
impression of" R. Cooper's line and stipple copy of" the head and
shuuldt:rs only. laken lh>m No. 293, published by Charles and
Henry Baldwyn (n.d.), which, in turn, reduced in detail and
scale and reV<:rscd, was 'Transferred from Copper & Printed
lrnm Sumc by C. Hullmamlt:l" (n.d.).
:!:.!!I The
n1odern franu: is a hokction with a 1ransvc:rsc
acantl1us at ceJttrcs a11d corllt!rs; pointed leavt:s irnbricatcd li·om
n:ntn:s, similar in conception lo that round No. 262, nn which it
was probably hast:d.
""'Allan 1gfi,h p. :{•3, pl. fi.
1
"
:lslmw/t!a/1 A·luseum A11mwl ReJmr/J, 1!) 15, p. 12, and I!J2•h pp.
4-5; Ashmolean Museum, 19!"ll, no. !J, fi.>llowcd almost vcrb:uim
in 1961 and I<JI:In Ashmolean catalogues; Gnldsmilhs' l-lalli!J53,
no. 37B.
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against a plain dark brown background in a feigned
oval, cut at each side. She looks with blue-grey eyes
at the spectator, her light brown hair almost
completely covered with a cap beneath a blackbordered green hood, lined with white, matching
her cape. A white cape with lace edge envelops her
shoulders and is fastened by two brownish crossed
bows. Her greyish dress is patterned with dull red,
dark green, and ochre sprigs; its cuffs match the
collar. Her right arm is forward as though her hand
were on an unseen table; her left li.lrearm is across
her stomacher. She holds a leafy posy with a single
carnation; small round cabochon set in gold ring on
her liule finger: triple row of black beads round her
wrist. Oil on canvas (relined), in a mid-eighteenthcentury open-scrolled gilt frame, carved in high
relief with flowers, and with shells at centres.
Dimensions: (Canvas) Height 74cm, Width 61 em;

(Frame) Height 99 em, Width 86 em.
See discussion of provenance under No. 294- The
identification of the sitter as .Jane, nee H urte (who
was married in 1627, as his first wife, to .John
Tradescant II; was the mother of Frances and .John
Ill; and died in 1634) must be treated with
reserve. 232 Condition sound.

296. HA"fCHMENT (Pl. CLXVI). On a diagonal
axis, the shield, bordered wtih linear scrolls and
foliage, carries the charges used by the Tradescants
(or, on a bend wavy sable, three fleur·s-de-lis or with
a crescent fiJr dillercncc) beneath a gold-visored
helmet facing right with the crest (a flcur-de-lis or,
wi~ged sable, on a cap of maintenance) surrounded
by conventional mantling gules and argent on a
reddish-brown ground. Oil on oak panel, in a f-lat
black frame with gilt inner bevel and applied
carved wood and gilt ornament, cherubs at corners
and leaf motifs at centres.
1685 A no. 723: Insignia Johann is Tradescanli, cum
margine bullis aureis insignita.
Dimensions: (Panel) 32 em square; (Frame) 44 em

square.
The arms correspond with the dexter shield of the
impaled anns carved on 1he cast side of the
Tradescant tomb in Lambeth churchyard, a drawing of which is preserved in the Pcpysian Library,
Magdalene College, Cambridge. 2 :•:• Miss Allan
(who did not describe the arms in correct heraldic
phraseology) was unable to trace their grant or
their record in a visitation. 2 :H The condition of the

painting is good, as also of the frame (save for some
cracks in the applied ornament and two small losses
of wood).
APPENDIX I: The Siege and Battle of Pavia (No.
263, Fig. 74, Pl. CXXXIV)
The circumstances of the formerly celebrated Siege
and Baule of Pavia have been set out by eyewitnesses and participants ;2 :15 it has been imaginatively reconstructed by artists, known and lorgouen
alike, in paintings 236 and woodcuts/:17 in the series
of seven tapestries completed in 1531 after drawings
by Bernard van Orley, 2 :18 and in a drawing by Wolf
Huber. 23 !' So contradictory is the wriuen evidence
and so various must have been the motives of those
who commissioned, or speculated in, the publication of these battle-pieces, that it is not easy to
reconcile the pictures and prints.
A recent account of the siege and battle of Pavia
hardly refers to the pictorial renderings -of it and
tacitly implies that this evidence is, therefore,
valuelcss. 2 ""' It is clear that not one of the artists had
visited the site, the former royal park that extended
northwards from the castle 241 on the city walls to
,.., Allan 1964, p. :i 14. For mhcr references sec n. 231.
'"" Pepysian Library, Magdalcm: College, Cambridge, no.
297~, 2~6a and b. Sec Pl. CLXXV.
""Allan 1964, pp. 23, 175-6, 227.
"'" Two lists of sources arc: given by Gionu ( 1965, pp. 1:i5-8,
~~2-3).

""This catalogue, No. 263; White Tower, l-IM Tower of
London
(acquired
[i·orn
Mrs
Richard
Williams);
Kunsthistorischcs Museum, Vienna (no. s66o); N;uionalmuscum, Stockholm (no. NM272); Hampton Court (This may
he the 'Table of the Siege or Pavie" in the royal inventory or
1542, covering Westminster Palace (Shaw t937, p. 4}, no. 141),
which is perhaps 'The bauaile of Pavec' sold from among the
Hampton Court pictures to Richard Marrioll (l'vlillar t972, p.
193, no. 1 15). Of the lour royal paintings recording evems in
which 1-lemy VI II took part only one is on panel, a lillie smaller
than, but ofthe li>rmat or, our No. 263 (Millar 1963, nos. 22-5);
·and a painting attributed to ~·lichcl Coxic (reproduced in L'Oeil,
129 (t!J6s), 44, when with Messrs Margua, Florence) and
elsewhere.
"'By Hans Schiiufelein (Geishcrg and Strauss 1974., pp.
1089-94· with text); hy J. Breu the oldc;r (Geisberg and Strauss
1974, p. 356); and by H. Vogtherr the Elder (Geisberg and
Strauss t974, p. 1460).
"'"Musco di Capndimonll:, Naples, nos. 390-6; Mus(,.: du
Louvre, Paris, nos. 20. 163-9.
""' Staatliche Graphischc Sammlung, Munich, no. 34793;
\Vinzinger 1979, pp. 34.-8, pl. 85.
240
Gianani 1971.
2 11
A bird's-cye view oftlu: city of a hundred towers, li·om the
·
south, is given in a fresco of 1522 in the chun;h or San Tendoro:
reproduc1:d by t•croni ( 1978, p. 15), the square castle with corner
turrets being seen.
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the Certosa, a walled park of irregular shape 242
comaining farms, woodlands, waterways, and
tracks or roads as well as the Mirabcllo buildings.
'fhe ground is flauish, except lor embankments and
slopes along the streams and channels, and rises
gcn!ly to a low hill north of Casina Rcpentita. 2 "13
The siege had been maintained since October
1524.. A double allack on the city walls had been
repulsed and by the end of the year the French were
awaiting capitulation of the invested Imperialists
through starvation, while they were encamped in,
and to the cast of, the park, and als!:J on the island
covering the bridge across the 'ficino to the soULh.
Imperial troops were based behind the river Olona
to the cast at Lardirago. The I mpcrialist generals,
Lannoy, Pcscara, and Bourbon, recognized the
urgent need to relieve pressure on the city and
decided to take Mirabella in the park as a way of
embarrassing the besiegers by threatening their
supply route to ivlilan and the security of their
cavalry in the park itself~ and to divide their forces.
Pioneers were to begin dismantling lengths of the
brick wall of the park at midnight on 24/25
February, and detachments of the Imperial troops
were to emer before first light 2 ""' to storm the
Mirabello complex. 'fhc ground was waterlogged,
the night wet, dark, and foggy; the breaches wen
delayed, and therefore the iltfilfration under cover
of the woodlands did not begin until af"Ler first light.
In spite of the attacking f()rces being issued with
white jerkins to assist in identification,H'• such was
the division of command and consequent confusion
on both sides that a limited surprise assault developed into a series of haphazard engagements
during one of which the King of France, af"Lcr
fighting long and successfully, was unhorsed and
captured. This unexpected prize, together with a
vigorous sortie under the garrison commander
(Antonio de Leiva, Duke of 'T"crranova) li·om the
city, on top of the defection of the Swiss on the
French side, gave the Imperialists complete victory,
establishing Charles V in Lombardy and providing
an opportunity to inhibit further French interference in the Empire, especially at its vulnerable
points.
The demand li:11· pictures could hardly come fi·om
the defeated, but not individually disgraced,
French; it seems to have been satisfied by painters
and engravers in the Imperial sphere of influence.
Baulcs do not provide good visual material: the
large area of ground and the large number of
individuals taking part in an animated, smoky, and

protracted muddle defy an}; creative reconstructor
of events (no less than today's photographer) to
produce a comprehensible and embracing panorama. Between battle diagram and truthful landscape panorama with thousands. of minute tigures,
the painter and illustrator is almost compelled to
choose a low oblique view to give a condensed
survey of the basic topographical features with
small, stylized groups of combatapts, and to give
them banners, often over-large, to identify the
parties represented. Darkness and fog are inadmissible; smoke has to be reduced; unnecessary
minor features, streams, copses, tracks, must be
ignored in order to show recognizable csscmials.
Ten square miles of parkland become an acre; one
Landsknecht represents a hundred or so, and their
formations arc artificially placed and compressed.
If Bernard van Orlcy divided the continuum of
events into seven episodes and allotted a separate
composition to each, the painter of the Ashmolean
panel, and of a variant acquired from Mrs Williams
lor the Tower of London, has shown synoptically
several successive events: e.g. the incursion of the
I mpcrial inf~mtry through the breach (lower right),
the sortie (along the ditch to the left of the city), and
the flight of the French, using in each picture a very
similar format and topographical layout. 246 The
river Ticino flows across the ncar distance, with the
city, seen fi·01n the north, on our right; its battered
walls, defensive ditch, and towers arc generally
similar in both. The cast and west walls of the park,
breached, run parallel, diagonally from the city
downwards to the left; tre~s and streams arc absent,
as also is, notably, the navigable canal along and
outside the western wall. "fhc figure groups are
arranged in horizontal bands as in so many contemporary representations ofthe military: a cavalry
engagement in the left foreground, infantry and
"'' Plan preserved in the Library or tlw C:crtnsa, partly
rcpnod;,ced in Beltrami 19oti, p. 26. Sec also Peroni 1978, pp.
':i. IG-17.
,.,, Sec sketch-map in Fig. 74, based, by 1heir kind permission,
nn rdcvam shcc1s or 1he lstiluln Geographieo Mili1are,
1: 2:J,Ooo, '9+3 priming. The ground heigh I ~·aries on I>• by 16m
within the park, the lowest height (H m) beingnearthc Verna vola
by San Paolo, 1hc highcsl (90 m) al Casina Repcnlila and one
poi Ill 1 km to 1he norlh. The drainage system is largely modern.
2

""'

Sunrise at Pavia on 2,~ February is about 7 a.m. localtin1c.

,.,,They an: shown only in I he S1oekhnlm painting (sec n. 236
above).
, ...; 1\rmourics, HM Tower or London, no. I 14.2. A li>rm or
perspective n:sembling Chi nest: landscape pt:rspeclivt: avoids I he
usual awkwardness or curving the distant landscape loa horizon.
II alsn gives I he largesl uscfi!l pictnrial area.

Paintings: AjJjJendix I
cavalry across the centre, with siege guns and tents
beyond. More tents stand beyond the left-hand wall
and in the encampment on the island. There is one
puzzling elcmem common to both: east and west
have been transposed, a tranposition not yet satisfactorily explained.
But there are several significant differences of
content. In the centre of the Ashmolean painting is
the Count of Geneva, brother of the Duke of Savoy,
close to the capture of the French King. 20 In the
centre of the Tower painting rides the Duke of
Bourbon :2-1 8 the capture of the King is not shown.
Were these protagonists, or their close-related supporters, the individuals who commissioned the two
pictures? 'T'hat the inscriptions are in French on the
former docs not contradict such an assumption, but
the I tal ian on the latter hardly supports it.
The cavalry encounter in the left foreground of
both shows French on the left (numbered 58-6o on
Pl. CXXXIV b) and Imperialists on the right (613) with their standards. In the Tower picture the
two sides are about to join combat; in the
Ashmolean picture only the fi·ont rank of three
French men-at-arms join battle; the others have
turned in flight. But the labels point to different
persons in each painting and it must be concluded
that misinformation and wishful thinking are
common to both renderings and allowed the artist
to accommodate himself to each client. The following table lists, from left to right, different identifications given for the same groups in the two
pictures:
TOWER OF LONDON PICTURE
J•i·cncll
lmfJerial
King of Navarre 24 "
Marquis of Pescara
Admiral of France
La Palicc
Duke of Albany
ASHMOLEAN
Duke of Albany (58)
Bastard of Savoy (59)
Bonnivet, Admiral of
France, lies dead
bctwe"~n the contenders

PICTURE
Burgundians (61)
St. Sorlin (62)
Marquis de Guast 2511 (b3)

(6o)

Both agree in including the Admiral and the
Scottish Duke of Albany in the French group.
So l~1r as the city is concerned, labels in both
pictures are given for the tower of the church of St.
Lazzaro, and for the signal tower. The Ashmolean
picture also specifies the quarters of Lodron (30) the
'Marquise of Viresol' (32), and the garrison com-
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mander 'De Lcve' (34), as well as the cathedral
(33). 251 Both pictures agree in general in showing
French tents, flags, and infantry on the island of
Gravellone; in the Ashmolean picture they are
defined as troops of Montmorency, St. Pol, and the
French volunteers. Both show the broken bridge
across the Ticino, and the tactically useful tower
which the French wrested from the defenders.
To the left, beyond the Ticino and Gravellone,
both pictures agree in the Bufralore wooden bridge,
and more French tents. The Ashmolean picture
shows only two tents (as against eight in the
Tower version), but their place is taken by a ,:out
of French horsemen, including Alen~on, the
Cardinal of Lorraine, (3), and Nantouillet (5).
There is also an inscription (8) recording that the
French failed in their attempt, by diverting the
Ticino here, to dry the river and the moat round the
city walls.
In the triangular area on the left, between the
river and the 'east' wall of the park, both agree on
three points: the French tents (nine in the Tower and
three in the Ashmolean painting); a cavalry combat
on the river bank ;252 and the sortie with pikes and
Spanish banners, coming under cover of earthworks
from the left-hand 'eastern' side of the city. The
Tower picture shows in addition a French contingent of cavalry fleeing to the wooden bridge
(where several men and horses are swimming or
drowning), presumably the body from among
which, in the Ashmolean picture, survivors have got
across to the far bank.
In the Tower picture the Grand Master, St.
Pol, and the Duke of Lorraine are riding past the
tents to a breach where they are checked by
Imperial pikemen. It is in the central band of
fighting figures that most discrepancies occur."
The discrepancies are great, as the following table
shows:

247
Pescara had managed w detach the Duke uf Savoy from
the French, hut the Bastard of Savoy remained loyal to Fran~ois
I : l'l!scara also arranged an auack on the Grisons which <:a used a
similar dcli.:ction from the French li•rces.
'"'" In tlu: Ashmolean picture he is litrther to our right.
"" In the Ashmolean picture he is O\'l:r by the rivt:r-bank ( 1 +).
"'" In tiH: Towt:r picture: he is with the rcarguard.
"''The identifications of the 'Marquise' (:p), "de Nevere'
(11ti), and 'Sainct Ladn:' (29) arc duo: to Dr Dpnata Vicini,
Director of the Musei Ci,•ici at Pavia. The real dominance of the
cathedral would he lost in a low oblique view, but the many tall
thin square-topped towers which characterize tht: skyline arc
missing in both paintings.
"'' Also shown in the Vienna picture (sec n. 113G).
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TOWER OF LONDON PICTURE
French
Imperial
Grand Tresorier
Viceroy
ASHMOLEAN
Montmorency (2o)
'De Grulfy' (13)
King of Navarre ( 14)"'"
'Lorol' (21)
'Fioranges' (23)
'Babo' ( 17)
'de Rian' (24)
French prisoners ( 15)

PICTURE
Seal eng of Piedmont ( 18)
Pontvoyre of Savoy (19)
Sucre of Flanders (25)
Count de Tende, son of
the Bastard of Savoy
(12)

Another obvious contrast is in the architecture or
Mirabello: in the Tower picture it is a square
stone building of two storeys with two small chimneys and five windows facing both north and west;
in the Ashmolean (40) it is like an apse with small
round arched windows above a wide cornice; a
chapel-like edifice is shown 111 the Vienna
painting. 254
The turning-point of the baule was the capture of
the French King, a prominent episode in the left of
No. 1 1, where the monarch, still seated on his horse,
with visor raised, faces J\t/O.NSEVR DE LA RErTE
BVRG'ONION, QUI PRVS LEROY DE FRA}iCE
(41). Among the long pile or corpses that lies across
LE DUC DE
the centre are recorded
LONQVEVJLLE (48), FRANCOVS MONSEVR DE
SALVCES (49), LE DUC DE SVSFOC DIT
BLANCEROSE (47), LE VISCO.lV"TE G"ALEAS
(so), MONSEN DE LESCJI (51), SA/NEE
SEVERING'RA}iD ESCVJER (52), LECONTE DE
TONNOJRE (53), and ,\tJO.NSJ!R DE LA PALJSSi!:
(54). The Imperial cavalry crosses behind them, LE
PORTEVR DENSEIG'NE QVE LE ROY DE
FRANCE OCCEJST EN PEM)ANT M ETTRE EN
FVITE (42), with the Imperial standard, Pescara
(43), with a quartered standard, LECONTE DE
G'ENEFVE FRERE DV DVC DE SAV01'E (44)
leading some infantry, and LE DVC DE BVRBON
CHIEF DE LA BATLLJE DES ESPAG"NIOL(. (45),
his horse caparisoned with the Bourbon lilies and
red bend. A lone (?French) gunner fires one of two
cannon pointing along the wall. To the left of the
French King LE VISROT DE NAPLES (36) and
other hqrsemen are still fighting while LES SVISES
(46), defecting, march off in good order to left.
In the corresponding stratum of" the ·rower
picwre the baule is similarly engaged, but there is
no sign of the French King. Beneath the banner or
France modern (azure, three !leurs-de-lis or) and
another showing a bull, the SVI,(ARI are (with a

single brave, or foolish, exception) marching away
before the Imperial horsemen charging under a
leader with an undecipherable label and the DUCA
DE BORBO.N, his horse like his Ashmolean
counterpart's caparisoned with the Bourbon arms,
preceding a banner or the same. SGALEA.(O
VJSCO.NTE and SFEDERICO DA BO,(OL lie
among the slain. The knifcmen arc at work among
the fallen, one of them very like his counterpart in
the Ashmolean picture.
Three of the other four paintings are unrelated to
each other and to the two preceding which show the
Imperial attack from the spectator's right. In the
Stockholm and Vienna pictures~~· 5 it comes fi·om
the other side. The Stockholm work shows the river
Vernavola winding from the lower left corner
through the park past Mirabcllo, beneath the wall
and out into the Ticino, which, however, sweeps
round on the right where the Naviglio ought to be.
A few bushy trees, in leaf, stand up against the
eastern wall and around Mirabello. Otherwise the
battle is difficult to read in detail. In the foreground
a body of white-coated Imperial infantry, supported by cavalry with a banner of the Madonna 2 ~' 1;
to the fore, engages disordered cavalry with various
standards. In the further foreground an undefined
mass of Imperial infantry storms across from a
breach in the cast wall beside which lie discarded
picks. French troops break and llee through the
west wall, to plunge into the broad river. Down the
centre of the park streams fi·om the city a dense
mass of pikcmcn, their flanks harried by a few
desperadoes trying to cross their ranks towards the
river. Beyond the left wall is the French camp,
mainly or bivouacs, between a line of guns still
firing on the city and another line of guns, pointing
north-cast, facing the I mpcrial gun line which
shields the nearby Imperial bivouacs and tents.
Skirmishers arc active all around.
The Vienna picture shows a rectangular park
with the French camp, partly within and partly
outside to cast and west. 'fhc straight Naviglio
canal runs along outside the cast wall of the park
(instead of" the west wall). Beyond it, earth banks
surround the two opposing camps in much the same
"'" In 1hc Tower piclurT lw is on 1hc ld't of the lin·eground
cnl:ounlcr.

,.., Seen. 236. Photographs nf the remaining restored part of
the Castello of l\·1 ira hello arc reproduced hy Peroni ( 197H. figs. H.
g).
"''' Sec n. 236.
:.!:Jti A sirnilar banner occurs in the lower right an:a uf Breu's
woodcut (sec n. 237).
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areas as in the Stockholm painting. Another such
protects a corner of the Imperial camp indicated by
lour tents, one with the Imperial arms, another with
those of the Duke of Bourbon. By the river
downstream and far from the park a substantial
Ioree of I mpcrial cavalry followed by two squares of
infantry is about to clash with the first two bodies of
French cavalry, which arc followed by a square of
infantry. In the centre, beyond a transverse canal,
Imperial cavalry and infantry clash with mixed and
disorganized French troops who an~ beginning to
escape over and beyond the walls on the right to the
river, which some have already crossed. In front of
this transverse canal, just beyond a fictitious
Ccrtosa complex, the French King, still erect on a
!~tiling horse, submits to two men-at-arms.
A larger picture, attributed by .Messrs Margua 257
to Michel Coxie (about 1499-1 592) who worked lor
C:harles V and Philip I I, shows much the same
general layout as that in Vienna- e.g. the junction
of Ticino and Po is on left (in the Vienna picture
like a T-junction, in the Margua more like a
tributary flowing in from left), the arc of the
diversion beyond the city, the layout of the park ·
walls, the moatcd building in the centre, and the
monastery group in the centre foreground, ncar the
north wall. But all the details of the staflagc and
buildings difler. Generally the larger picture has the
most complicated and numerous details: more
individual figures, more endeavour to make imagination convincing and credible in an allcmpt at
realistic reconstruction.
The Hampton Coun painting 258 is much smaller,
almost square, and is meticulously lifelike and
detailed. On the Ieli., a huge tree flanks the French
inl~mtry, and, on the right, a shapeless cliff the
I mpcrial infantry; the foreground is full of small
figures imaginatively disposed in lively attitudes. A
great li:Jrcst of pikes occupies the central band,
beyond which French cavalry engages those of the
Empire and the Pope. The hilly distance is dolled
with burning or tall roofed buildings. 2 r•!•
The set of seven tapestries which had been
commissioned by the merchants of Brussels, which
were presented by them to Charles V in 1531, and
which arc now in the Musco di Capodimonte,
Naples/';" and the seven related drawings by van
Orley, now in the Louvre, have been well described
by Lugt. 2 '; 1 The episodes arc usually arranged as
follows ( Lugt 's numbering) : ( 191) the breach and
the first assault: ( 1 92) abandonment of the French
camp; ( 193-4) d'Alcnt;:on's defection and flight;

( 1 95)

the sortie of the Pavia garrison; ( 1 g6)
I leads the French cavalry and personally
kills Civita di Santangelo; ( 1 97) the surrender of
Frant;:ois I. Van Orlcy's insistence on the flatness of
the extensive landscapes, even though the trees are
in leal~ indicates that he was well instructed, and
took full advantage of having seven viewpoints to
help him to mask many problems of accurate
topographical representation. His city is quite imaginary. The tapestries were completed fiJr presentation to the Emperor, the absent beneficiary of this
unexpected victory, six years after it had been won.
Of the three German woodcuts, that by Brcu 262
shares a lew common features with one of Van
Orlcy's drawings, such as the castle of Pavia and the
circular earthworks of the besiegers. 26 :1 He shows
the Imperial troops crowding through a breach on
the cast side, in the vicinity of"Lardirago. He agrees
with the Vienna painter in the rectilinear walls (but
gives them double-pointed mcrlons), and in the
position of the Cenosa straddling it to the north,
but not of its architecture. His viewpoint is li-rJm
well to the north-east. He specifically labels one
episode only, CAPT/0 REG'IS F (on a banner)
above a cavalry fight in the centre of the park,
where a prominent horse is caparisoned with the
three flcurs-de-lis. The French forces are clearly
indicated by banners with a cross or flcurs-de-lis,
the Imperialists with other devices, including the
N{ adonna. 21H
The slightly smaller six-part SchauiClcin woodcut
bears no relation to baltic or topography: were it
not lor the accompanying text the scene would not
be identifiable as the battle of Pavia, and it has been
suggested that it may have originally been commissioned to represent the widespread and devastating Peasants' War (also of 1525), which was
interrupted by a Turkish invasion from the East;~n 5
indeed, in the distant centre turbanned Turkish
horsemen stream over the hills from burning buildings, and crescents can be seen on two of their
banners. 'fhcrc was no such episode at Pavia.
Apparently the blocks were thought to give an
Fran~ois

""/.'Orif 129 {I!.J(i5), 44"'8 See 11. ~36.
"" C[ the Schii.ulclcin woodcut mcmioncd in 11. 2:17·
";u Beltrami 1896.
,;o Lugt 1968, p. 57, nos. 191-7.
"" Gcishcrg and Strauss 1974-, p. 356.
,;,. Lug1 1968, no. '95·
ou• C[ the Stockholm picture mentioned in n. 236.
,;,,Tin: suggestion was made by Dr Da,,id Landau (Worcester
College, Oxliwd).
·
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indefinite enough account of an important battle 266
lor them to be used with a three-column text on the
events leading up to, and the progress of, the Battle
of Pavia, shortly after news of this extraordinary
fillip for the Empire had created a demand.
The third small woodcut 267 is incorporated into
the design of a German song about the battle of
Pavia, in which several German protagonists, including '.Jorg von Fronspurg', ignored by the
Ashmolean/Tower painter, arc named. Save for
the Imperial banner, the compressed groups of
combatants might have been engaged in any small
battle.
Of the two Italian woodcuts, the worse in every
sense is a childish print which needs no further
commcnt. 268 The better woodcut is an awkwardly
animated diagram 269 taken from an imaginary
northern point of view, as were those of the first four
paintings, with Mirabella shown closer to the righthand wall (not a hundred yards from A1ilano, a
minute cluster compared with the more; distant
PAVIA C.) The panorama has nine distinct fields,
like an irregular blank for noughts and crosses, with
background, middle distance, and foreground. h1
the background arc (i) left, the junction of the Po
with the Ticino (to the east in reality), otherwise
void; (ii) centre, the French camp on lsula de
Gravalon; (iii) right, French men-at-arms moving off
in good order but leaving some compatriots in the
river. In the middle ground are (iv) centre left, a
French encampment with labels for mastre de La
pelica and L'avanguardia, a French inl~mtry formation advancing against Imperial infantry which
has almost cleared a breach in the park wall; (v)
centre, the city with undamaged walls, with cannon
muzzles projecting from baslioni with tall towers,
but with indication of the castle to the left (cltastello); (vi) right, the borgho with the church of S
Lafrcho (San Lanfranco) and the legend quifu preso cl
re.f e morti. e. presi li./ baroni. In the foreground arc
(vii) left, the tented camp of Esercito lmfJeriale, with a
body of troops beneath a quartered standard entering the park through a breach; beyond them marchse
di peschara leads a group of men-at-arms under an
Imperial banner; (viii) ccmre, in three bands (a)
nearest, M barbo and Vice re prance side by side
towards the breach into (vii), (b) beyond 1'vhrabelo a
group of moumed fracesi fight a band of footsoldiers, (ix), right, beyond the wall eluarclta
( = Barcho =Parco), a stretch of stream-divided
land from l\'lilan to biagrasa (Abbiatcgrasso) by the
Ticino.

Another unsophisticated woodcut,no with little
attempt at perspective, shows, beyond the Certosa
in the foreground, a simple rectangle for the park
wall traversed by a waterway with a plank bridge.
There arc buildings on the left in the park and
Mirabella is shown in the centre, ncar the French
circumvallation which continues each side to the
Ticino; a small group of soldiers and guns are seen
behind a building. A solitary group of three kings,
two sceptrcs on the ground, with their appropriate
shields of arms, France, Navarre, and the large
white rose of the English pretender, the Duke of
Suffolk. By the breach in the wall on left infantry
clash; cavalry reinforcements arc behind. On the
extreme left tents, trees, and a wagon. Beyond, a
French shield of arms covers some of the
earthworks: there arc two rows of cannon aimed at
the city. Two large shields of arms, crowned; the
Empire and an untincturcd shield charged with a
fesse.
Finally, reference must be made to the entirely
fanciful representation in Huber's drawing 271 .
where the Imperial forces break through the southeast wall of the park, close to the moat, while most
of the French seem to be already crossing the river
on the right by bridge and by boat,2 72 and beyond
it. Assault ladders are still leaning on the east and
west walls from the failed French assaults. The
landscape and the city arc from a northerner's
imagination.
It is right to conclude, even from this brief outline
of various pictorial records composed soon after the
event, that the Ashmolean panel gives the most
positively detailed and substantial visual account,
in a compressed synopsis of the main recorded
events, of credit to the Imperial forces, one that
could have been conceived from verbal reports, by
••• The banners in the roreground arc so hidden among the
pikes as In be unidentifiable.
267
By Hans Vogthcrr the Elder; Gcisbcrg and Strauss 1974., p.
1460.
268
An appm·ently unique impression, with the title PAP/A, in
the Musco Ch,ico at Pavia (lnv. so}, was exhibited at Ghent
(Muscc des Bcaux-Ans, Ghent, 1955, no. 271l).
26
" Another apparently uniqlll: impression in the Museo
Civico at Pavia with the title La.>edio dipavia dal cllri.<liani.rimll Re.
difraca i11.r; also shown at Ghent, no. 277, ascribed tentatively to a
Lombard engraver working under Venetian inllucncc.
270
Bibliothcque N:ttionale, I'Mis; reproduced in Storia tli
Milmw, 8 (1957), l:tcing p. 261.
271
Sec n. 239.
272 The boats seems to be heading ror the Pavia side, as docs
the horseman at the bridgehead.
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a painter or draughtsman who· had neither been to
Lombardy nor taken an}; pan in the dark and f(Jggy
late winter assault that developed, disorderly and
uncontrolled, into a bloody massacre and decisive
rout. IL is ironical that the most realistic rendering
. with spacious topography, if with more romantically auired personnel, is not given by one or the
conLemporary artists but in the baroque painting of
the baule auributed to llario Spolverini (IG571734), in the Musco Civico at Pavia. 27 :1
LIST OF INSCRIPTIONS
PAIN'T'ED ON NO. 263
1 LE PON"I" DE BVFFEI..ORE / QVI
ROMPRE I..E DVC /DE /\LLANSON

FIS'l'

LE DVC DE ALANSON (Charles, due d'Aieu\:on,
I ,j.B9-1 584)
3 LE CARDINAL DE LORAINNE (Jean, son of Rene
I de Lorraine, d. 1550)
LES FRANCOYS QVI SENFVIEN'l"

5 MONSER DE NAN'l'OI..LIET FILZ / DV
CANCELLI ER ET LEGt\"l' I DE FRANCE
(uuidcntificd)

6 LES

BENDES
DE
MONSEVR
/
DE
i\•IONTMORANCI / DV CON'fE DE SAINC"l' /
PAOVL ET I..ES AVANTV /JUERS FRANCOVS
(A brother of Anne de Montmorenci and a cousiu,
Gui, were hoi h captured; Franr;:ois de BourbouVemiC:une, Comte de Saint Pol, 1491-15,1·5)

7 LA TOVR DV PONT
PRIREN'f

I

20 LE MAR ESCAL MON"fMORENCI (Aunc de
Montmorcuci, qg3-1567, Constable of Fraucc)
21 LOROL CAI'I"l'AINNE (possibly a member or Ihc
Lorio! fiunily of Brcssc)
22 LE CO ... SA IN (? le Comic de Saint Pol)
2:i NONSER I DE FLORANGES (Robert Ill de Ia
Marek, I<(.!JI-1537· Sieur de Scda, capiured and
made Ma1·shal of France, knowu as Fleurangcs or
L'Aventureux)
24. MONSEVR DE RIANI SAVOSIEN (possibly a
nu:mber nf Ihe Della Ria (;tmily of Savoy)

'2

,~

19 LE CAPITAINNE PON'l'VOYRE /DE SAYOYE
(possibly a lllel~'lber or Ihc De PoniveiTe f;unily of
l'ontverrc aud Epagny, Savoy)

QVE LES FRANCOUS

I

8 PAR ICY LE VOVLOIT DIVERT\'/ LE COVRS
DE LA RIVIERE / MAYS AI'RES GRANIZ
COVTAIGES /II.. NE PEVT

9 LISLE DE GRAVALI..ON
10 I..E PONT DE I'AVIE
11 LES CI-IEVAVLX LEGIERS DES I ESPAGNIOL
QVI COPIRENT I CI-IEMIN AVIX FRANCOVS
I QVI SEN FVIOENT
12 LE CON'fE DE "l'ENDE FILZ I DV BAS'fARD DE
SA VOYE (Claude de Savoie, son of Rene, Bastard of
Savoy (no. 59 below), 1507-GG)
13 MONSe DE GRVFFY GRAND MIGNION DY
ROY DE FRAN (unideutified)
14 LEROY DE NAVARRE (Henri d'Aihret, b. 1;1o],
succeeded 151fi, d. 1555, brother of Frau\:ois I)
15 LES PRISONNIERS FRANCOYS
1G (Illegible)
17 LE GENERAL BABO (?.Jean Babou, Seigneur de Ia
Bourdaisiere, master general of artillery, d. 1559)
1B LE CAI'Il"AINNE SC:ALENGVE /I'IEMON"l'OVS
(uuidcniified)

25 LE CAPITAl NNE SVCRE /FLAM EN (Jacques. de
Sucre, Lord of Bcllaing)
:.1li LOYS MONSEVRI DE NEVERE (Louis, seigneur
d1: Nevers, Iaken prisoner)
27 LES ESPAGNIOLZ QVI SORTIRE[N]T / DE
PAVIE AVEC AN'T"OINNE DE I LEVA LEVR
CAPITAl NNE (t\monio de Leiva, 1,(.80-I.'J:lli, later
l'ri nee of t\scol i)
·
21:! LA RIVIERE DV "fiSIN (i.e. Tieino)
29 SAINCT l..i\DRE (San Lazzaro, a church Io the cast
of Ihe ciiy otJiside the walls)

30 LE CARTIER DV CONTE DE LODRON (sec nn.
:iB below)
:~1

Lt\ TOVR OV FVT FAI"f / FEV POUR SIGNE
DE SECOVR

3~

LE LOGIS DE LA MARQUISE DE / VIRESOL
QVI FIST RAGES / A DEFENDRE LA VILLE
(lppolita Malaspina, Marehcsa di Sealdasok)

3:i LEGLISE CATI-IEDRALE
34 LES LOGISC DE ANTOINNE DE LEVE (see no.
27 abl.lVC)

:3:) I.A CITE DE PAVI E
3fi LE VISROY DE NAPLES (Charles de Ln11wy,
1470-1527, Lord of Sanzdlcs, Commander of the
Imperial army iu Italy)
37 LERRI MONSJ·:R DE LOARRAINE (possibly a
Ferri de Lorraine,(?) Ferri II Comte de Vaudemont.
Fran\:nis de Lorraine, C1m11c de Lambcsc, was killed
'ai Pavia, aged cigllll:en)
3U LE CONTE DE LORON CAPI"fAINNE I DES
LANSQVENEST DE PA VIE (Nikolaus Lodron,
son-in-law of Georg von Frundsbcrg, d. 1537)
39 MODISER DE LATRIMOQI.IE (Louis II de Ia
Trimouillc, h. 146o, Viscomle de Thonars, etc., killed
at Pavia by a lmllei in the hean)
,,.., M I RAPELO

"" Rqm.1duced hy S<:n·igo (u.d .. p. 91).
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4.1 l\·IONSEVR DE LAREYTE BVRGONION QVI
PR VS LEROY DE FRANCE (possibly a member of
the Burgundian Lan·ey linnily, who held a fief of
Alcn'ron (sec no. 2 above). Pompcran is usually cited
as the captor of the King)
,~2

LE PORTEVR DENSEIGNE I QVE LEROY DE
FRANCE I OCCEIST EN PENSAN'T" 11\<IETTRE
EN FVITE

43 LE MARQUIS DE PISGAGRE (presumably
Fernando Francisco d'Avalos, ,\·lar'lues de Pescara,
148!)-1525, Grand Chamberlain of the Kingdom of
Naples)
H

LECONTE DE GENEFVE I FRERE DV DVC DE
SAVOYE (Philippe, bro1her of Philibert II and of
Charles II, 1490-153:i, Comtc du Gencvois)

45 LE DVC DE BVRBON I Cl-11 EF DE LA BAT"LLI E I
DES ESPAGNIOLZ (Charles de Bourbon, 1.~go1527, killed in the siege of Rome, ninth Due de
Bourbon, once Constable of France, here an Imperial
commander)
46 LES SVISES
4 7 LE DVC DE SVSFOC DI"T" I BLANCE ROSE
(Richard de Ia Pole, exiled pretender, known as \Vhitc
Rose, self-styled Duke of SnlliJik, killed at Pavia)
48 LE DVC DE LONQVEV I LLE (Claude d'Orlcans,
Due de Longucvillc, killed at Pavia)
49 FRANCOVS MONSEVR DE S1\LVCES (presumably related to Michele Antoine, Marquis de
Saluccs, '41:1•(--151!!))
so I..E VISCONTI~: GALEAS (Galeazw Viscomi, Duke
of Bari, Chamberlain of Fran\~ois I)
51 MONSK DE LESCV (Thomas de Foix, Seigneur de
Leseun, Marcchal de Foix, brother of Lautrcc, cousin
of Saluecs, died uf wound at Milan in 1525)
52 SA I NEE SEVERIN I GRAND ESCVIER (Galeazzo
San Severino, Comtc de Tonnerrc)
53 I..E CON'fE DE TONNOIRE
54 MONSEK I DE LA I'AI..ISSE (.Jacques II de
Chabanncs, Seigneur de Ia Palin:, brother of the
Lillie Lion, captured by Castaldo and treacherously
killed by a Spaniard)
55 LE LANSCEQVENEST
55A ESPAGNIOLZ
5G ITALLIENS
57 LARRIEGARDE
58 MONSEK DAVEBIGNY I ESCOSSOYS
Stewart, I481-153G, Duke of Albany)

(.John

59 LE BASTARD DE SAVOYE GRAND ll\•IAISTRE
DE FRANCE (Rene, natural son of Philippe II, clue
de Savoie, died of wound in Pavia soon alier the
hallie)
Go BONIVET ADMIRAL DE FRANCE (Guillaume,
Seigneur de Guullier-Bonnivet, b. 1488, advised
Fran\:ois I not 1<.> retire and was killed in action)

61 BOVRGONNIONS
62 MONSEK DE I SAINCT SORIIN (?Hughes de Ia
Palu, Comic de Saint-Sorlin)
63 LE MARQVIS DE GVAST (Aifimso d'Avalos, marques de Vasto, nephew of Pcscara, b. 1502; so
distinguisiH:d himself at Pavia that he succeeded his
uncle in 1525 as commander of the armies of Charles

V)

APPENDIX I I: The Shells in the Portrait of.John
·rradescant the Younger with Roger Friend (No.
265, Pl. CXXXV)
The late Mr T. F. Higham (Trinity College,
Oxli)rd) identified the shells as follows, using the
numbering on Pl. CXXXV a.
I. Not identifiable
2. Strombus chiragra (Wood I825, p. I I6, pl. 24 no.
5)
3· Turbo marmora/us, polished (Webb I948, p. 87)
4· Trochus niloticus, polished (Wood I825, p. I33,
pl. 28, no. I)
5· ( ?) Strombus fascia/us (or Buccinum tubera.mm, or
another) (\Vood I825, p. I I 7, pl. 25, no. I4)
6. Pterocera rugosa (Lamarck) (Webb I 948, p. 9 I)
7· Lambis mgosa (Cameron I96I, p. I27, pl.
XXXII)
8. (?) Strombus latissimus (Wood I825, p. I q, pl.
25, no. 23)
9· Cassio n!la (Webb I948, p. 83; Knorr I 773, pl.
1)
IO. Trochu.1· nilolicus, natural (sec 4 above)
I 1. ( ?) Turbo sarmalicus (Gmclin) (Wood I 825, p.
145, pl. 30, no. 35)
12. ()'jJraea mauritiana (Wood Il~25, p. 8o, pl. 17,
no. 20)
I3. Not identifiable
I4·· (?) Turbo sarmaticus (sec I I above)
15. ( ?) Murex femorale (Wood I 825, p. I 22, pl. 26,
no. 32)
I 6. Conus mamwreus (\Vood I 825, p. 67, pl. I 4, no.
1)
17· Turbomamwratus, natural (Platt I949, p. 68, no.

5)

113. Not identifiable
1 !:1·
20.
2I.
22.

2:~-

Turbo 1/Uiflllllratus, polished (see 3 above)
(?) Murex colus (Wood I825, pl. 26, no. 7I)
C)j1raea mauritiana (sec I2 above)
(l'llwlium tritonis (Webb I9·~8, p. 93; Cameron
I 96 I' pl. X I X)
(?) Buccinum chinense (Wood I825, pl. 22, no. 7)

Paintings: AjJjJendix Ill
APPENDIX Ill: Frames on the Tradcscant/
Ashmolc Paintings
It might be expected that the institutionalization or
the Tradcscant/Ashmolc paintings bdi:H·c 1693
would have resulted in the conservation until the
present time of some eighty-five genuine fi·ames of
the seventeenth century or even earlier.
Unfortunately this has not happened. The style of
fi·ame was recorded in twelve instances in Plot's
II:>Hs cataloguc,n 4 but in the later inventory list
based on it in \Vhitcsidc's time (1714-29r 75 mention of the frames seems to have been omiucd. The
subject was not referred to in surviving documents
until Bell's AMS 22 or 18g8, where letters referring
to proposed restoration of fi·amcs by Buttery in the
preceding year arc prcscrvccl. ~ 76 Bell himself mentioned only lour frames out of fi:>rt y-t wo as noteworthy, namely our Nos. 260, 281-3. 277
'T'hc present fi·amcs arc mainly black and gold,
the gilding being applied to bevels or to some
mouldings in one or two strips. Constructions vary.
As some fi·amcs have been repainted with a glossy
surface, it is possible that by unspecified repairs
original frames have been much changed in construction rather than fi·ontal appearance. The simplest and most common fi·ames (Fig. 75c) present a
flat li·ont to the spectator, and arc painted black,
except fi:>r the inner gilt bevel; to this category eight
of the liwt y-thrce 'T'radescantfAshmolc frames
bclongY'1 The simple originals seem to have been
built up of eight members; the front fiJur arc mitred
at the corners and to them arc fixed the back li:1ur
which arc buued to provide a strong overlapping
joint at each corner (Fig. 75a) and which, being
narrower, produce the rebate (rabbet) behind the
bevel to house and conceal the untidy edge of panel
or canvas.
In seven examples a more lively appearance is
given by a simple moulding instead of a bcvcP 7 !'
(Fig. 75c). In a third group of three fi·amcs~ 1111 (Fig.
75b) the outer edge is built up with a moulding,
usually gilt. Slightly more complex is the fourth
group of six fi·amcs~ 111 in which the central plain
band is sunk between inner and outer mouldings
(Fig. 75d); usually this central clement is flat, but
one is sloped and another convex. Another type, still
black and gold, has a prominent convex moulding
(torus) ncar the inner edge, whence several minor
mouldings recede to the outer edge (Fig. 75f).'l"~
'T'he carved and gilt fi·amcs arc richer in appearance and show more individuality. Perhaps the
earliest (Pl. CXLI) is that round the so-called 'Sir

.John Suckling' (No. 271), a flattish biaxial series of
scrolls, with mask above and skull below, of' a fairly
common Carolean type of' 'Lutma' framc. 211 :1 A less
stilted design, perhaps not any later (Pl. CXXVI) is
round the 'john Selden' (No. 256). A stiller example of the bound laurel-wreath motif' (Pl.
CXXX II) is presumably the original fi·arnc (()r the
double portrait of'.John 'T'radcscant II with his wife
in 1656 (No. 262), and this was apparently the
,., (a) black (nmrginax rlmw), 161!5 A (j~~u (now lost), li~H (our
No. 253), and li:E1 (No. :154); (h) with gilt applied rclids (bu/lis
aureis) fi:J!l (No. 2lio), and i23 (the csnllcheon of arms, No. 296);
(c) in gilt li·ames: (i) (limbo aureo) 663 (Nn. 26:~), and 7:10 (now
lost). (ii) (margine• draumla) 655 (Nn. 256); (d) in carved and gilt
limewcmd (the licundation protraits by Riley, the li'<unc:s by G.
Gibbons (Nns. :~1!1-3)); (e) without a li·ame (.rinc• mar.t:inc·) 6;;1i
(No. 257).
'"' Ash. Lib. A i'viS l:l. II'. 42-53, nos. till:,-7 12.
""Ash. Lib. Ai\·IS 22. Lc:ttcr fi·c.>Jll 1-1. Bullery loA. Evans, l:l
October 111<)6: 'As to the li·am'"· I think I should l.:ave the black
and gold <:;ncs as ohey arc. c:,:nain of the gilt frames would
r.:quirt: repair and regilding, and if required I could lill'IIish an
t:stimate oftla' cc.cst, having taken notes of them. This pan of the
work is also undertakt!n by rne ancl is done in rny nwn
estahlishme111 ... ·.1-1. Buucry to C. F. Bell, :.15 February 11!97: 'I
lind I have an C"slimate li.or the frames, which you could have at
once. I have my own frame people li.w ohis work and it would be
he11cr that fi·:mws and pic:tnres should he removed togctlu:r and
fixed up alier tlu: work together as sometimes "lined'' pictures
alicr that upcratiun don't always lit very well. I merely suggest
this .. .'. 1-1. Buttc:ry to C. F. Bdl. 5 March 18!)7: 'The C(lll:Stion
of the li·amcs he I Mr Gam len, the University's Solicitor.! writes
must he left until i'vlr Evans's return from the continclll. But I
wish to point out that il would lu: 1wcessary for us· to have the
frames to fix the pictun:s in when ready as there arc often slight
discrepancies as to "sight" and which have to be arranged for
when pictures have been re-lined and nn nc:w ''stn:tc:hing
li·amcs''. This thc:rdi.>J·c: would he the best and sales!. course
c:spccially in the c:ase nr the panel pictures during transit, which
might not escape damage if out of tlwir fi·amcs. or course: the
question nf my people n:pairing and n:gilding and rchlacking
them, if I am allowed 10 present an estimate li:.r I he same might
he ldi Icc future decision. At any time I .:an send 1hc estimate to
you if d.:sircd. It was ;1 somewhat rough and ready one, and
pc:rhaps on a funher look at !Ill: frames in London I might be
able to gin: a doser one.· C. F. Bell to H. BuiiCJ')', 6 Marc:h 11:!97:
'\Vith regard to iloc: franoc:s the committee <1uite agree that il will
lu: best to remove I he pictures as they now arc, since the fi·amcs
will alford some protection 10 the canvas<:s btll they cln nul at
presenl sec~ thdr way 10 considering any expenditure on the
fi·ames themselves.' The pictures were removed to London on 1li
March lll!J7· H. Buttery to A . .J. Evans, e1li May 11:!!)7: 'In brief
tht: suhso:mce of my lc:tu:r was that to do the ahsolutdy n<:edli•lto
tlw fi·amcs would cost [l.i5 1·~2 li·ames in all].'
'"Ash. Lib. AMS 2~, /lliJJim.
"" Nos. ·~lio, 2li;1, 272, :!.77, e171l, 21!!1, :!.II!), :.19:~.
H!• Nns. ~54: ~fili, '.!67. 'l/5, ~7~1! ~90: 29~.
'!Ru Nos. ~61 ~ 2 7•1: 2Ho.
'"' Nos. :!.5:~, :.155, 251!, 2fi3, :!.li<[, 276.
:!11:.! Nos. 269, 'J.7u, 27:i: ~91.
'""(:[Grimm 1!)78. p. 2~~5; Macquoicl and Edwards '!l!'J4, :~
~~. fi~. 9:.-

a

b

d

c

e

f

Fi g. 75· Frames 0 11 t h e Traclcscant /t\ s hnw lc paint i11 gs: a, co mmon method o l. li·a m e co ns tructi on ; b , No. \!74.; c, No.
\!(io ; d, No . 258; c, i'\o . 275: r, ;\/o. ·29

Paintings: AjJpen.dix Ill
model for the frame for the earlier double portrait,
which came, it is said, from the panelling of the
Tradescalll house (No. 294), to provide a suitable
pendant. 'l"he. three Grinling Gibbons examples
(Nos. 281-3) are, in spite of regilding, by any
standard pre-eminent for their brilliant magnificence, and have been evaluated elsewhere.~" 4
There are two later seventeenth-century examples with acorns and flowerheads in high
relief"2 85 (Nos. 268 and 287, both showing Charles
1), while an early nineteelllh-century frame with
some plasterwork was provided for the 'Lady
Molyneux' (No. 257) which was recorded in 1685 A
as sine m01gine, framcless. It is regrettable that the
painterly 'Oliver de Crats' (No. 259) is in a shiny
black moulding of obviously modern construction.
It remains to explain that the only two frames
described in 1685 as being enriched bullis aureis, 2 " 6
the formal portrait of John Tradescant I in an
ornamental cartuuche, and the hatchment, are still

thus ornamented with symmetrical motifs. The
former has a cherub of 220 mm wing-spread at each
corner, with a fi:mr-leaf motif on each upright and a
horizontal two-leaf motif in the centre of each rail.
This arrangement is copied on Nos. 266 and 274,
while the cherubs alone occur on No. 280. Some of
these seem to be original: some were copied by the
late foreman, Mr Stanley Gardner, in about 1950.·
The smaller cherubs (125 m·m in span) and four
pear motifs on the hatchmelll recur on No. 296,
while the pear motif also is repeated on the flat
black and gold frame round the portrait of Dr
Robert Plot, the first Keeper. 287

"" Macquoid and Edwards
285
C:l: Grimm 1978, pis.
Edwards 1954, :i· \!2, fig. I I.
'"" Sec: n. 274b. Our Nn. 2lio
227).
'"'Ash. Lib. AMS 8, 1: 46\

1954, 3· 28; Green 1964, p. 85.
\!4 1 and •z38; Macquoid and
is described by Grimm ( 1978, no.
no. 476.

APPENDIX IV
A Concordance of the Original Numbering of the Paintings in Ash. Lib. AMS 8 ( 1685 Catalogue A) with other lists and publications
For information on the sources, see bibliography.
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1
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l S(:l: Brnwn 1982. No. 123.

COINS AND MEDALS
IN THE HEBERDEN COIN ROOM,
ASHMOLEAN MUSEUM, ATTRIBUTED TO
THE TRADESCANT COLLECTION
Nicholas Mayhew and Daphne Nash

The problems encountered in attempting to identify surv1vmg antiqmties from the
Tradescant collection are particularly acute in the realm of coins. Not only are many of
the original catalogue entries much too imprecise to permit positive identification of the
issue concerned, but many hundreds of additional specimens of some types entered the
museum in the years before comprehensive records were kept, while many others simply
disappeared. Yet others listed in the 1656 catalogue may never have reached the
museum. Hence the task of identifying _Tradescan t coins in the Roman Imperial series,
for example, is almost hopeless, while entries such as 'Divers old Saxon Coynes' and
'severall old English, or Esterling pieces of Money' provide no basis for identification.
Better possibilities are offered by the medals, but here too there are anomalies. Some
pieces may correspond closely with the 1656 description except in the matter of date or
metal, but these need not necessarily be excluded: the Durer medals listed below (Nos.
324-5), for example, are probably from the original collection, even though the silver
medal (~24) is undated, and the base metal piece (325) is dated I5I4. Indeed, the 1656
catalogue itself is not without error: for example, the entry (p. 68) 'Gustavus AdoljJhus,
and Maria and Elianora' surely refers to the medal of Gustavus Adolfus and his wife
Maria Eleanora.
The earliest surviving Ashmolean Museum record is a manuscript of I 683, 1 in which
the coins of Ashmole's donation are listed. On the basis of certain correspondences
(notably in the Republican series) with entries in the I656 catalogue, it may be suggested
that some at least of the Tradescants' coins were included in this gift. A later manuscript
catalogue of I 833 2 represents a fixed point in the collection, all the coins currently in the
collection which are listed in the catalogue being identified in their trays by distinctive
tickets. These naturally include the coins from the foundation collection, but no
distinction has been made between these and other coins acquired prior to I 833.
By comparing the coins so distinguished with entries in the various early catalogues it
has been possible to compile a list of the items most likely to have derived from the
Tradescant collection as follows:
' t\sh. Lib. t\l\·IS

1 1,

11".

1-137.

'Hd1crdcn Cuin Room, Ashmolean Must·um. t\n:hi"'"·
Arch. Ash. 1.
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COINS
297. LEPIDVS PONT. MAX. 11/VR.R.P.C.
CAE'SAR. IMP. 1/IVIR.R.P.C. RR.c:• 495l2a.

308. C. VAL. FLA /MPERAT EX.S.C. RRC 365II b.
I656 p. 6o: C. VALerius FLACws.

I656 p. 5H: M. lEmilius LEPWVS.

309. L. VALERI FLACC/. RRC 3o6l1.
I656 p. 6o: L. VALERius FLACCus.

298. L. PISO FR VG"I. RRC 34.o1 I.
I656 p. 5!:J: L. Ca!Jmmius PISO FRVG"I.

310. Siege coin of Breda, 40 sols, silver 9· 76 g,
square flan, I 625.

299. ROMA I C.N.DOJ\t/1. RRC 285l1.
I656 p. 59: C.N. DOM/Tius Ahenobarhus.

I656 p. 72: MoiU')•esfrom beleagured Cities &c, viz . ..
Breda, 162_5.

300. C.FU.NDA.N Q. RRC 32611.
I656 p. 59: C. FU.NDA.Nius Fundulus.

311. Siege coin of Breda, 20 sols, silver 5· I 9 g,
square II an, I62 5·

301. CAESAR. RRC 458l1.
I656 p. 59: .Julius CAESAR. Anchise.L

I656 p. 72: Monqes.fimn beleagured Cities &c, viz ...
Breda, 1625.

302. L.MA.NU PROQ I L.SVLLA IMP. RRC
36713·
I656 p. 6o: L.MAJv"LJVS PROQ I L. Come/ius
SVLLA.

312. Siege coin of Newark, half crown, silver
I 5·03 g, I 6,~6.
I 656 p. 72: Monqes.fi·om beleagured Cities &c, viz ...
.Newarke, 1646.

303. ROMA I L.i\t/EA'li\t/1 GAL. RRC 3I31Ic.
I656 p. 6o: L. lv/EJI.4JI.t/ius G'AL.

313. Siege coin of Newark, sixpence, silver 2.84 g,
I646.
I656 p. 72: Monqe.1·ji"om beleagurerl Cities &c, vi<: ...
.Newarke, 16~16.

304. M. PLAETORI. CEST. EX.S.C. RRC 405l I b.
I656 p. 6o: M. PLAETORius CESTirmus.

314. Siege coins (3) of Newark, shilling, silver
5·3 I g, 5.84 g, .'H·5 g, I 645.
I656 p. -72: Monqes.fimn beleagurerl CitieJ &c, viz .. .
.1Vewarke, 16~15·

305. ROMA I C.SERVEIU M.F. RRC 239l I.
I656 p. 6o: C.SERVIL/us t\4.F.
306. I.S.M.R.I L THORIVS BALBI'S. RRC3I6I1.
I656 p. 6o: L. THOR/VS BALBI'S.
307. SA/3/.N A I L. TITVRI. RRC 3441 I a.
I656 p. 6o: L. T/TVR/us SABI.Nu.L

315. Siege coins (2) of Pontefract, shilling, silver
4·48 g, 4·79 g, I6<j.H.
I656 p. 72: MonCJ•e.rfrom beleagured Cities &c, viz ...
divers ollwr /Jlace.l'.

MEDALS
316. Charles I, Scottish Coronation I63:3. Cold
28 mm. Signed B on reverse for Briot. M/131-1 4 I.
266, no. 6o.
I656 p. 66: J\t/edalls, G'old: UjJon the Coronation of King
CHARLES in Scotland.

317. Charles I and Queen Henrietta Maria,
Marriage I625. Silver. 24 mm. MIB/-1 I. 238, no. I.
I656 p. 68: Mu/alls, Silver: King CHARLES and
Queen MARY.
" RRC numbers refer

10

' MIIJN references arc

Crawford 1974.
Hawkins 1885.

10

Catalogues
318. Charles I, Birth of Prince Charles I63o. Silver.
30 mm. MIBH 1. 254, no. 35·
There arc three examples of the Birth of Prince
Charles medal in the old Ashmolean collection, of
which only one has a definite provenance, leaving
two others, one of which may have been a
Tradcscant piece.
I656 p. 68: Medalls, Silver: UjJon Prince CHARLES
his Birth.
319. Charles I and Prince Charles ? I638. Silver.
32 mm. MIBH I. 282, no. 89.
There is no example of the Charles I Scottish
Coronation medal in silver of old Ashmolean
provenance now in the collection. There is an
interesting silver medal celebrating Charles II 's
coronation at Scone in I65I (A2.9), but the position
of the reference in the Tradescant Catalogue
strongly suggests that it is Charles l's Scottish
coronation which is referred to.
I656 p. 68: Medalls, Silver: UjJon His Coronation in
Scotland.
.
320. Clement V Ill. Silver with loop. 34 mm.
I656 p. 67: Medalls, Silver: Pope Clement VIII.
321. Urban V Ill. Bronze. 40 mm. Signed and
dated by truncation MDCXXX GAS·MOL·F.
(Gasparc Mola). Metal docs not correspond with
I656 catalogue.
I656 p. 67: lvledalls, Silver: Pope Urban VIII.

326. Frederick Count Palatine. Silver, Oval.
39 mm x 32 mm. By, or after, J. de Bommacrt.
Habich I929, vol. 2, pt. I, p. 455, no. 3I 57. Meta!
docs not correspond with I656 description.
I656 p. 70: 1Hedalls, CojJjJer and Lead: Frederick Count
Palatine.
327. john Frederick, Duke of Saxony. Silver
64 mm. By Hans Reinhart the Elder. Habich I929,
vol. 2, pt. I, pl. CCIV.
I656 p. 69: Medalls, Silver: John Frederick Duke of
Sa.'I."OIIJ'·

328. Ernest, Count of Mansfield. Silver. Oval.
40 mm x 47 mm.
I656 p. 69: Medalls, Silver: Emestus, Count JHatl.~field.
329. John of Lcidcn, 'Anabaptist King of
Munster'. Bronze. 27 mm. Metal docs not correspond with I656 description.
I656 p. 69: Medall.f, Silver: John of Leyden.
330. Lothar, Archbishop of Trier, I6o2. Bronze.
Oval with wreath. 50 mm x 45 mm.
I656 p. 7I : Medalls, CojJJJer and Lead: . Lot/wring:
Archiep. Treveriensi.L
331. Charles V, Holy Roman Emperor, I52I.
Bronze. 42 mm.
I656 p. 70: 1Hedalls, CojJfJer and Lead: Charles the V,
Ij21.

322. Frederick Henry, Prince of Orange, ? I625.
Silver. 58 mm.
I656 p. 69: Medalls, Silver: Frederick He my Prince tif
Orange, 1625.
323. Synod of Don, I6I9. Badly perished. Bronze.
58 mm.
I656 p. 7I: Medalls, Copper and Lead: UjJon the Synod
rif Dort.
324. Albrecht Durer I527. Silver(?). Oval, engraved. 33 mm x 38 mm. By Matthes Gebel.
Habich I929, vol. I, part 2, p. I4I, ·no. 959·
I656 p. 69: Medalls, Silver: Albertus Durer, 1.5f4·
325. Albrecht Durer ('Durer's Father'). Signed
and dated AD I5I4· In the I656 catalogue it is the
silver medal (No. 324) which is said to be dated.
I656 p. 7I : Medalls, Copper and Lead: tllbertus Durer.

332. Maria of Austria, daughter of Charles V.
Bronze. 63 mm. Armand I883, 2. 237, no. 6. This
piece is of uncertain provenance but could fit the
Tradescant description.
I656 p. 70: Medalls, Copper and Lead: Mar.
1\1/agdalena Arclzdz(lchesse of Austria.
333. Rudolf I I, Holy Roman Emperor. Silver.
Oval. 56 mm x 45 mm.
I656 p. 67: JHedalls, Silver: Rudolplws II. Emperour of
Germ.
334. Matthias and Maximilian, Archdukes. of
Austria. Hronzc. 4·5 m. By A. Abondio. Armand
I883, 1. 270, no. I5. Metal does not correspond
with I656 catalogue.
I656 p. 67: Medalls, Silver: Matthias and Maximilian
Archdukes of Austria.
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335. Ferdinand I I" upon his coronation. Silver(?),
squa're flan. 22 mm.

344. Andreas Doria by Leone Leoni.
1656 p. 71: 1Hedalls, CoptJer and Lead: Andreas Doria.

1656 p. 67: 1\tledalls, Silver: Ferdinand II upon his
Coronation.

345. Charlemagne, Founder of the Church of the

336. EIJigics ( 10) of the Austrian family, 1594, viz.
Rudolf I, Albert I, Frederick III, Albert .II,
Frederick IV, Maximilian I, Charles V, Ferdinand,
Maximilian I I, Rudolf I I. Silver, shell, obverse and
reverse separated. 36 mm.
1656 p. 67: Medalls, Silver: The Effigies of eleven of the
Austrian family.

337. Gustavus Adolfus, King of Sweden. Silver,

Virgin Mary at Aachen. Bronze. 48 mm.
1656 p. 70: Medalls, CofJPer and Lead: Charles the
great.

346. Antonius, Batard de Bourgogne. Bronze.
4·3 mm. Armand 1883, 2. 40, no. 2. Attributed to
Lysippus, but sec Hill 1920, p. 73·
1656 p. 71: lvledalls, CojJjJer and Lead: Antonius B. de
B111gundia.

shell, obverse only. 33 mm.
1656 p. 68: lvledalls, Silver: Gustavus AdoljJiws King of
Sw.
·

347. Pomponius de Bcllievraeus, aged 68, 1598.
Silver. 4-4 mm. Signed by CON BLOC (Conrad Van
Bloc).

338. Gustavus Adolfus and Maria Eleonora. Silver.
35 mm.

1656 p. 69: Medalls, Silver: PomfJOnius Bellieuraeus.

1656 p. 68: Medalls, Silver: Gustavus Adolphus and
lv/aria and Elianora.

348. Henry IV of France. 1602. Bronze. 4-4m111. By

339. Gustavus

Adolfus and Maria Eleonora.
Silver(?), badge, oval. 24 mm x 30 mm. Either of
these rncdals (Nos. 338 .or 339) may be that
mentioned in the 1656 catalogue.
1656 p. 68: i\4erjalls, Silver: . Gustavus AdoljJhus and
Maria and Elianora.

340. Gustavus Adolfus. upon his death,

G. Dupre.
1656 p. 70: Medalls, CofJPerand Lead: I-/em)•IV. King
~~France.

349. Henry IV and iVIaria Augusta. Lead. 68 m111.
By G. Dupre.
1656 p. 70: Medalls, Copper {lnd Lead: Hem]• IV and
1Haria Augusta.

1632.

Silver. 42 mm.

350. Louis X I I I of France. 1624. Silver. 33 mm. By

1656 p. 68: .Medalls, Silver: Upon Gustavus his death.

P. Regnier.

341. Philip I I of. Spain, Lead, shell. 70 m111.

1656 p. 68: Medalls, Siluer: Lewis };."///. King
France.

Armand. 1883, 1. 241, no. 2. Signed by .J acopo
Trezza. Possibly ~he item in. the 1656 catalogue,
although No. 341 ·is not dated 1588 ..
1656 p. 70: lv/edalls, Copper an~/ Lead.-· Philip II. Kin.g
of SjJaine, 1588.

~~

351. Louis XIII ofFrancc. 1610. Silver. 25 111m. By
N. Briot (?). Metal docs not correspond with 1656
catalogue.
1656 p. 70: Mt!dalls, Copper and Lead: Lewis XIII.

342. Philip II of Spain, 1557· Silver, 42 m111.
Armand 1883, 1. 238. Signed by I·PAUL-POG. 352. N. Brulart ;I Sillery, Chancellor of France.
(Gianpaolo Poggini).

Bronze. 6g mn1.. By G. Dupre.

1656 p. 68: Medalls, S!lver: Philip the II, K. of Spaine,

1656 p. 71: Medalls, CofJfJer'and Lead: Ni. Brulartus a
Sillery Franc. & Navar. Cane.

'551·
Austria. Silver. 40 mm. Armand 1883, ·1. 240. By G.
Poggini.

Cardinal Richclieu. Bronze. 30 mm. By .J.
Warin (?). l\'letal docs not correspond with 1656
catalogue.

1656 p. 68: Philip. theJi and Anne his. Wife.

1656 p. 6g: Medalls, Silver: Cardinal Richelieu.

343. Philip I I of Spain and his wife Anna of

~53.

ETHNOLOGICAL SPECIMENS IN THE
PITT RIVERS MUSEUM
ATTRIBUTED TO THE
TRADESCANT COLLECTION
Lynne Williamson

In 1886 most of the Ashmolean Museum's ethnological specimens were. transferred to the
recently founded Pitt Rivers Museum. Much of the Tradescant material, or those pieces
identified as such, remained with the Ashmolean· collections, but the documentation of
the transfer indicates that some of the specimens sent to the Pitt Rivers Museum may
have originated in the Tradescant collection.
This documentation consists of a two-volume manuscript catalogue compiled in 1886
by the Assistant Keeper in the Ashmolean, Edward C. Evans, entitled 'List of
Anthropological Objects Transferred from the Ashmolean to the Pitt Rivers Museum,
1886' . 1 Evans listed some I ,68o objects in great detail, numbering each in sequence,
giving full descriptions and measurements. He also discussed the history of each object,
citing its dcnors when known and giving references to previous Ashmolean catalogues
where applicable. For each entry he either listed the date of transfer to the Pitt Rivers
Museum or noted that the object was retained in the Ashmolean collection. 2
Evan's documentation was exhaustive, and provides not only the primary list of those
specimens transferred to the Pitt Rivers Museum, but also important information linking
those specimens to their original donors. In many cases he is making only an educated
guess, but his reasoning is chronologically closer to the source than ours and he may have
had access to more information. He often cites an object as 'perhaps Tradescant
collection', occasionally citing page numbers in the 1656 catalogue. None of the
specimens transferred in 1886 can definitively be linked to the Tradescant collection
through 1656 catalogue entries, but extracts from Evans's desc~iptions of iteins, which
seemed to him to have some connection with the Tradescants and for which no
conclusive evidence to the contrary has been found, are given below arranged in major
geographical regions. Each item is identified by its 1886 (AMS 25) number. All
measurements have been converted from imperial to metric. Some of the specimens
listed merit special mention.
No. 354, wampum beads: X-ray photographs show that many of the shell beads in this
specimen have parallel-sided perforations. This indicates that the drills used were metal' t\sh. Lib. t\0\·IS ~5-

., The Iitle of his catalogue is therefore misleading.
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pointed, influenced by European contact. The methods of drilling these beads are not
strictly uniform, however, and although this is a well-made piece it seems not to have
been 'mass-produced'. Its date could be early seventeenth century, although it docs not
exhibit pre-contact manufacturing techniques.:1 Its small size suggests that this piece was
used as ornamentation rather than as an illustration of tribal history displayed in
ceremonies. (Sec also No. 10).
No. 355, model birch bark canoe: the provenance is most likely the Nova Scotia area of
Canada, the Mic Mac tribe. Although there is no appropriate reference in the 1656
catalogue, this may be the 'very ingenious little boat of bark' noted at Lambeth by Stirn
in 1638 (seep. 21).
Nos. 35 7-8, South American hammocks: the types and provenances of these two are
quite different. No. 357 originates fi·om a more tropical region, and is similar to the
hammocks made by the Warrau and Waiwai people of Guiana. The strings arc twisted
from the fibres of the ilti palm, J\1/auritiaJiexuosa; the dyes are natural. No. 358 is made
from loom-woven cotton, indicating a more western provenance and contact with people
using weaving techniques, perhaps in the eastern foothills of the Andes. Again, the dyes
arc natural. It has proved difficult to date either spcci1i1cn closely, but both cotton and
grass hammocks were described by seventeenth-century explorers in the Amazon
region. 4
No. 359, finely woven bag or cushion cover: this has been identified as a chief's cloth
from the Old Kingdom of the Congo. The technique of manufacture is cut-pile
embroidery on plain-weave raffia cloth with an embroidery design taking the form of
interlocking lozenges. The distribution of this special type of cloth near the mouth of the
Congo River in the early eighteenth century increases the possibility that contact and
trade with Europeans did occur as early as Tradescant's time. 5
Nos. 361-3, possibly East African spears, lances, javelins: these have in l~1ct been
identified as West Ali·ican, from Gabon.
Nos. 391-2, possibly Oceanic bowls: if these arc indeed from the Pacific Islands, they
would, like Nos. 36-41, be extraordinarily early collectors' items. Although a few earlier
contacts were made, most Pacific exploration took place in the second half of the
eighteenth century. It is possible that Evans's provenance is wrong, however, and that
these arc African or even South American bows.

THE AMERICAS
354. WAMPUM BEADS (11:186 no. 833). 'A band
of blue and white \Vampum beads, woven closely
together in live rows, the white forming three
lozenge-shaped ornaments along the centre, and a
square patch at each end, the strings there forming
a rude fringe. The beads arc cylindrical in shape, in
length from 5 mm to 7·5 mm and about 4 mm in
diameter. The strings on which they arc worked arc

made of hemp. Length of bead work only 305 mm.
Extreme length of band 433 mm, width 38 mm.'
1656 p. 51 : Black Indian girdles made qf WamjJam peek,
the best sort.
'Orchard 1975, PI'· 71-87.
'Rmh 1!J~4. pp. :!HI-9!1·
'' l'iclon and ;\·lack 1979. pp. 1y8-2n3.

Catalogues
355. MODEL CANOE (1886, no. 869). 'A native
made model of a Canadian Indian's Birch-bark
canoe, ornamented along the edges, and the tops of
stretcher with yellow quill work. A very old specimen a good deal damaged many of the ribs being
loose and one end broken. Length is 1. 73 m. Width
275 mm. Length of two paddles 0.59 m and
o.56m.'
Not listed in the 1656 catalogue, but see pp. 21,
339, above.
356. CLUB (1886, no. 978). 'South American
Indian Club of dark brown heavy wood, length is
1.09 m, Diameter of handle 38 mm x 25 mm,
gradually spreading out from the middle of the club
into a long, two-edged pointed leaf-shaped blade
84 mm in diameter, and 25 mm thick. The handle is
incased in a closely wrought ornamental binding of
cotton work, with long fringes attached. Whole
length with fringe 1.27 m.'
1656 p. 46: Tamahacks, 6 sorts.
357. HAMMOCK (1886 no. 1001). 'A hammock,
from British Guiana made of cords of twisted grass

of a pale brown colour stained with three longitudinal broad stripes of green edged with brown; the
numerous suspending cords at each end being of the
unstained pale brown and worked into a strong loop
at each end for suspension. Whole length is 3.84 m,
length of the net part only about 1.88 m.'
1656 p. 53: 1-/amaccoes, jive several/ sorts.

358. HAMl\tiOCK (1886 no. 1004). 'A hammock,
probably from South America; made of closely
woven strong white cotton thread, ornamented
with nine longitudinal rows of dark and light
brown stripes, each of the seven middle rows having
six or seven narrow stripes, and the two outside or
edge ones only three each. These longitudinal
bands arc crossed at intervals by sixteen fainter
transverse bands of the same colour. The threads
are left unwoven at each of the ends and plaited into
sixteen pairs of cords about 305 mm in length,
thirty two cords at each end intended either for a
reeving string, or for a pole to suspend it by. Whole
length is 3.05 m: length of the woven portion only;
Width 0.86 m.'
1656 p. 53: 1-lamaccoes, jive severall sorts.

AFRICA
359. BAG (1886, no. 254a). 'A bag or cushion but rudely ornamented with numerous perpendicover? of exceedingly fine woven grass, in a kind of cular and diagonal, coarsely incised lines, the top of
raised pattern much resembling plush, the colours the lid being left plain. Probably ·from the central
being different shades of brown, the pattern being part of Africa, but locality and history unknown.
in lozenges and formed by the ends of the material Height with lid on 280 mm; diameter of sides
projecting upright and cut very close. There is a 200 mm; and of top 262 mm.'
border of little knobs all around the edge and four 1656 p. 52: An Indian hollow low stoolt:.
larger ones at the corners made in the same manner.
Both the outer sides have the same pattern, but the 361. SPEAR (1886 no. 529). 'An Eastern African?
inside is plain light brown. Locality uncertain, lance or javelin: the socketed iron head is 180 mm
probably Eastern. Length 470 mm, Width long and 20 mm greatest diameter, having two
242 mm.'
deeply cut narrow barbes, and on the stem immediately below them four rows of close set smaller
1656 p. 51: Purses of the barks and rinds of tree, or,
165b p. 53: A Table-cloalh ofgrass VI!IJ' curiously waved. barbes, three in each row, and all directed· backwards. Dark brown wooden shaft 12 mm diameter,
360. STOOL (1886no. 526). 'A cylindrical shaped not very smoothly rounded, and rather crooked,
box with cover, perhaps also used as a scat; each cut terminating in a very long, slender, quadrangular
out of a solid piece of rather soft brown wood, the socketed iron spike 355 mm long. Whole length
foot of the lower part, and the top of the lid 1.61 m. Locality uncertain.'
projecting considerably beyond the body of the 1656 p. 4·5: Javelin- ]a/){111, Turkish, or Indian Lance.
box; and each part having square projecting perforated cars which overlap each other, apparently 362. SPEAR (1886 no. 530). 'An Eastern Ali·ican?
for a pin or a cord to pass through to fasten the lid spear or lance with a rather well-wrought pointed
and the lower part together. The sides arc thickly leaf-shaped iron head having a small rim or
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shoulder round the lower edge of the socket and a slit
up the side. Whole length 293 mm. Greatest diameter
33 mm. Shaft of dark brown wood rather roughly
rounded, 23 mm greatest diameter, and ornamented just below the socket of the head, and at about
0.50 m from the other end with a little carved
work, which looks almost as if it had been turned on
a lathe. On the bottom a socketed spike 315 mm
long, the portion below the socket being quadrangular, then twisted, below which it is round and
diminishing to a point. Whole length of spear
1.68 m.'
1656 p. 45: Javelin- Japan, Turkish, or Indian Lance.
363. SPEAR ( 1886 no. 531 ). 'A javelin, or lance
probably East African, with unequally barbed, and
socketted iron head 193 mm long, and 40 mm wide.
Shall of dark brown wood 8 mm in diameter,
gradually increasing in size to the other end which
is 15 mm diameter. The shaft is better rounded than
the two preceding. Whole length is 1.60 m.'
1656 p.

·~5:

.Javelin- .Japan, Turkish, or Indian Lance.

364. SPEAR ( 1886 no. 532). 'A very long iron head
of an African javelin ?, or perhaps harpoon. The
blade is barbed 87 rnm broad; the neck below being
jagged, 56 mm long, and 6 mm wide, below
which, on one side is a large pointed hook turned
downwards from which to the end it is quadrangular, with the angles slightly Aattened down;
the fore somewhat approaching octagonal. Length
420 mm, diameter 10 mm, the end being pointed
apparently for driving into a sha!i. Whole length is
0.56 m. It may have been the head of an Assegai.
Locality unknown.'
1656 p. 45: ]avidin- .Japan, Turkish, or Indian Lance.
365. QUIVER AND ARROWS (1886 no. 552). 'A
quiver and ten poisoned arrows, and the iron head
of another; from the coast of Guinea. The quiver
which is o.6g m long, and 58 mm diameter, except
the bottom which is a flat disk 87 mm wide, is made
interiorly of wood covered with raw hide sewn up
the side and covered except in the middle portion
for the distance of 8 inches, with thin, shiny, clark
brown leather, that on the lower part being perforated in an ornamental pattern showing the
lighter coloured hide beneath, and to which is
attached, one below the other, two tufts of narrow
strips of dull reddish brown leather which arc
attached to various sized buttons made of plaited
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narrow strips of the shining dark brown leather of
which also two loops are made at the side of the
quiver for carrying it. The arrows arc of pale brown
knotted reed with very sharp barbed heads of iron
having long thin either quadrangular, or roughly
rounded stems which were encrusted with poison
but most of this has fallen on·. Lengths of the arrows
0.61 m to o. 70 m ... The blades of the heads are
rccurvcd opposite ways so as to make the arrows
revolve in their Aight. There is no cover or lid with
this specimen. 'l'hcre arc two very old paper labels
on this, one of which seems to read - "Bow from
Guinea, the arrows (which?) number ten, are all
poisoned". 'fhe other I cannot read, but the latter
part refers to some book.'
1656 p. 45: Q]tivers 12, from India, China, Canada,
Virgina, Ginny, Turkey, Persia.
366. QUIVER AND ARROWS (1886 no. 553). 'A
quiver and two iron heads of arrows; of nearly the
same pattern as the preceding, except that there is
no so much of the goat's hide seen below the
perforated brown leather ... Length is 0.57 m,
diameter 50 mm. Length of iron heads 160 mm and
137 mm.'
1656 p. 45· Q]tivers 12, from India, China, Canada,
Virginia, Gi111ry, Turkey, Persia.
367. QUIVER AND ARROWS (1886 no. 553a).
'Quiver of brown leather different to any oihcr now
in the collection, by gradually increasing in diameter from the top to the bottom, which is rounded.
'l'he hole is at the side at the top, and it is
ornamented with two wide bands of thin green
leather, each perforated or cut out in the same
pattern and very neatly sewn on, one ncar the
bottom and one ncar the middle: besides which are
two sets of pendants or tassels of twisted narrow
thongs, in straight rows crossways, one just below
the mouth and the other near the middle and just
below the ornamental band of thin leather; but
many of these arc broken off. The leather strap
20 mm in width, is passed through the plain and the
plaited upper portion of thongs which form the
tassels. A piece of thin brown leather having
scalloped edges, and neatly stitched on covers the
joining along the back. Length 0.67 m; Diameter at
top 50 mm, gradually increasing to 100 mm at the
bottom. It contains one barbed iron headed arrow
having a shaft of thin reed, length o.61 m, the head
being bent and the very point broken off. Locality
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not known, but no doubt Western Afi·ica, perhaps
Mandingo.'
I656 p. 45: Quivers 12, from India, China, Canada,
Virginia, G'illl!)', Turkey, Persia.

368. BAG (I886 no. 56I). 'A somewhat similar bag
[to no. 56o, from Liberia, of red and yellow grass] but
of coarser make, and although it may formerly have
been woven with a kind of pattern it is now of
nearly a uniform dirty yellow colour, the unwoven
material at the top being twisted into numerous
(33) cords, and left unwoven at the bottom and tied
in a kind of rude tassel. Length 0.5 I m, or to top or
strings about 0.94 m. Locality unknown, but probably African.'

369. POUCH (I886 no. 624). 'An oblong shaped
pouch of similar leather and omamcntcd in a
similar manner ["to 623, West Central Africa], but
with a different pattern, the stamping being on both
sides, but the design not being the same on each
side. The lid which only reaches halfway down the
sicleisrounded; and it has been lined throughout with
coarse white cotton. It has five buttons attached,
the two larger ones being made oC or covered
with interwoven narrow strips of thin leather and
the other three or leather and yellow grass, and it
has long cords or strings or twisted leather for
carrying it. Depth I 8o mm; Width I 22 mm.'
I 656 p. 54: A Turks travelling bucket of leather, or,
I 656 p. 53: Turks budget.

I 656 p. 5 I : Pw:res rif the barks and rindes of trees.

ASIA
(including the Pacific islands)
370. LEATHER POUCH ( I886 no. 59a). 'A
double bag, or pouch, or dark bmwn leather; the
niouth of one bcingjust above that of the other, and
both covered with an overlapping flap or lid_, and
each having three rows of white stitches all round
the lower part. The edges of the lids arc scalloped
and stitched with circles along a straight line.
Depth 295 mm. Width 280 mm. 'T'he bottom has a
pendant cord of dark green silk with a tassel on the
lower end, length I8o mm. Perhaps Turkish.'
I656 p. 54: A Turk.r travelling bucket r!fleather, or,
I656 p. 53: Turks budget.

371. ARROWS (I 886 no. I 26). 'Fifteen arrows,
probably from Eastern India; of stout reed with
leaf-shaped iron heads, each with a prominent ridge
along the middle on each side. The upper portion of
the arrows appear to have been smeared with some
substance, perhaps poison. All the feathers if indeed
they ever had any have been lost. Locality unknown. Whole length o. 79 m to o.66 m, the shorter
ones appear to have been broken.'
I656 p. 45: Arrowes 20, Darts 6o, from India, China,
Canada, Vi1ginia, Ginny, Turkey, Pr!rsia.

372. ARROWS ( I886 no. I 27). 'Four arrows, the
shafts being of smaller size than the preceding, and
the iron heads. though somewhat leaf-shaped, of a
different pattern, and the tops of the shafts
strengthened by two white metal bands. The bot-

toms have been painted and apparently feathered.
Probably Indian. Lengths 0.74m; 0.73m.; and
o.6I m.'
I656 p. 45: Arrowes 20, Darts 6o,from India, China,
Canada, Virginia, G'illl!)', Turkey, Persia.

373. ARROW (I886 no. I28). 'One ditto, with
head rather different in shape, and top and bottom
of the arrow shaft painted. The feathers have been
lost. Length 0.72 m. Probably Indian.'
I656 p. 45: Arrowes 20, Darts 6o,from India, China,
Canada, Virginia, G'imry, Turkey, Persia.

374. ARROW (I886 no. I29). 'One ditto, with
quadrangular pointed head, the shaft painted at top
and bottom. Feathers gone. Probably Indian.
Length o. 72 m.'
I'656 p. 45: Arrowes 20, Darts 6o, from India, China,
Canada, Virginia, G'inl!)', Turkey, Persia.

375. ARROWS (I886, no. I3o). 'Two ditto, with
short round points, the shafts painted at top and
bottom, and feathers lost. Probably Indian. Length
o. 72 m and o. 7 I m.'
I656 p. 4S: Arrowes 20, Darts 6o, from India, China,
Canada, Vi1ginia, G'illl!)', Turkey, Pm·ia.

376. ARROW (I886 no. I3I). 'One ditto, of light
coloured wood with round obtuse iron head, the top
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of the shafl bound spirally with a piece of bark. It
has had three feathers. Perhaps Japanese. Length
o.62 m.'
1656 p. 45: Arrowes 20, Darts 6o,ji"om India, China,
Canada, Virginia, Ginny, Turkey, Persia.
377. BASKET (1886 no. 152). 'A cylindrical
shaped Indian or Chinese ? basket or stand of split
cane, in an interlacing openwork pattern,
strengthened externally with prominent longitudinal
and transverse bands. It has a lid of the same
pattern. Heig!H 368 mm, Width 190 mm, of stand
127 mm.'
1656 p. 54: Indian baskets

20

sorts.

378. HOOKAH (1886 no. 167). 'Long tube of an
Indian Hookah, and upright double stem of
bamboo for insertion into stand by the lower end
the two upper ends being used one for fixing on the
clay bowl, and the other lor the insertion of the long
tube. The whole richly ornamented with beetles'
wing cases of a golden green colour, thickly bound in
a diagonal pattern with gold thread, and thickly
studded all over with little rings of opaque white
glass beads each ring including two transparent
green ones of the same size. The upright stem is
more sparingly ornamented with the beadwork
than the tube. Stand, etc., wanting. Length of tube
4.22 m; Length of double stem 368 111m.'
1656 p. 53: Tobacco-pifJes, 30 sorts from Brasil,
Virginia, China, India, Amazonia.
379. HOOKAH (1886 no. 168). 'An old Persian
hookah, of ornamented silver work, richly inlaid in
patterns with flat pieces of green and blue turquoises which have been cut to shape and put in. The
greater number of these however have dropped out,
or been purposely extracted. This metal portion of
the pipe appears to be complete, and takes into
several difl"erent parts. (The lid and the curved tube
which were formerly detached from the other
portion). The bowl is of thick brown shiny clay with
indented ornament round the upper edge and has
been broken and mended again a fragment being
wanted. There is no certainty of its belonging to this
pipe, though it was in the drawer stowed away with
it. Height 31 o mm. Greatest diameter 76 mm.'
1656 p. 53: Tobacco-pipes, 30 .mrts ji"om Brasil,
Virginia, China, India, Amazonia.
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380. QUILTED ARMOUR ( 1886 no. 223a-d).
'T\vo thick, heavy breastplates, of quilted work, of
coarse collon cloth stitched through and through
with string. 'fhe fronts lined with thin faded silk
which at one time was pink, and the backs with
coarse brown cotton cloth. Length 0.53 m; Width
0.51 111. One [no. 223a] has the two ornamental
white metal buckles for fastening it attached to bits
of leather at the top. A backplate [no. 223c] of the
same make but much llattt:r. Four straps of softish
leather covered with silk remain on the lower part;
two of these have buckles attached to them. Size
0.52 m x qo mm. And a smaller piece [no. 223d] of
the same kind of work, something of a long crescent
shape with strings of plaited pink silk lor tying
onto the lower part of the breast plate, for protecting
the thighs. Width is 483 mm, Depth 160 mm.'
1656 p. 46: China armour.
381. HIDE-COVERED SHIELD (1886 no. 224).
'A circular shaped convex Target or Shield from
Chinese Tartary?; made of thin wood, covered with
hide and painted plain red on the outside; and red
with a design in black, yellow and what appears to
have been originally silver, and figures of parrots in
black on the inside. It has an oblong pad behind fur
the hand, which had originally a loop at each end,
one of which has been lost. Diameter is o.62 111.'
1656 p. 45: Ta/gets several sorts, viz.: lli1ights
Templer.1·, Britaim!, Isidore the lvlonk, Roman, Japan,
G'n2cian, Roguza, or Targets ji"om the East India rifReeds, Leather, Skins, and Cmcodill-skin.
382. HIDE-COVERED SHIELD (1886 no. 226).
'Ditto approaching a flattened cone shape, and
painted on both sides with a similar design, consisting of star-shaped ornaments in yellow, black and
silver, the latter being much faded. The handle
behind is perfect, and the shield incloses shot or
some such article which rattles when the shield is
shaken. Diameter is 0.56 111.'
1656 p. 45: Targets several sort.1·, viz.: Knights
Tempters, Britaine, Isidore the 1\t/onk, Roman, ]aJ)(In,
G'n2cian, Roguza, or Targets ji"om the East India
~~- Reeds, Leather, Skins, and Crocodi/1-skin.
383. SPEAR (1886 no. 229). 'East Indian
(?Ceylonese) Spear with large iron head, the blade
of which is 368 mm long, and 38 mm wide, tapering
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to the point with a very prominent ridge running
along the middle of each side; the socket being
190 mm long, and ornamented with concentric
circles with cross lines between them, all rather
faintly incised. The blade has a deep notch cut in
each edge ncar to the socket, something after the
manner of the Kookrce knives. 'T'he shaft which is
1.40 m long and 20 mm in diameter is round and
made of lour pieces of cane joined together longitudinally, and painted or japanned with patterns in
red, black and yellow. It has been very much
injured.'
1656 p. 45: Javelin- Japan, Turkish, or, Indian Lance.

384. SPEAR ( 1886 no. 230). 'East Indian
(?Ceylonese) lance with moulded, round and
sockctted spike on one end 137 mm long and 20 mm
diameter. Shaft of wood 0.54 m long, and 20 mm
diameter at the spiked end, decreasing in diameter
to 13 mm at other end, which appears to have lost
six long feathers, with were bound as in an arrow.
The shaft has been painted red, with circles, spirals
and other ornaments in black and yellow, in nearly
the same style as the shaft of the preceding object.
\\'hole length 2.80 m.'
1656 p. 45: Javelin- Japan, Turkish, or, Indian Lance.

385. SPEAR (1886 no. 234.). 'A i'vlalay? javelin
with a well made but unequally barbed and
sockcttcd iron head, and nicely and smoothly
rounded shaft of hard, dark almost black wood.
Length of head 193 mm; present length of shaft
1-40m; diameter near head 13 mm, gradually
tapering to the end, about 130 or 150 mm ofwhich
has been broken off. There is slight traces of the
joint down the socket.'
1656 p. 45: Javelin- JafJan, Turkish, or, Indian Lance.

386. SPEAR (1886 no. 235). 'Ditto, ditto, with
similar but rather smaller head, length 180 mm, the
shaft being complete. Whole length 1.37 m.'
1656 p. 45: Javelin- Japan, Turkish, or, Indian Lance.

387. SPEAR _(1886 no. 236). 'Javelin, probably
from the same locality as the two preceding as the
shaft appears to be of the same kind of wood. It has
a well made and nearly leaf-shaped iron head
300 mm long, the socket of which is 135 mm of it;
and 38 mm diameter. The shaft is nicely rounded

the end being apparently broken off. Whole length
1·39 m. There is no trace of the joining down the
socket.'
1656 p. 45: Javelin- Japan, Turkish, or, Indian Lance.

388. FAN (1886 no. 243). 'A Chinese, somewhat
heart-shaped fan, made of pleated palm leal: bound
round the edge with thin pieces of split-cane tied
together so as to form a stiff rim, with a turned
handle of wood coloured dark brown. Length
415 mm, width 315 mm.'
1656 p. 54: Ventilo's ofPalmeto leafe, Turkisltfeatlzers
Straw, Leather, Sedge, or, Fmmes of skins and rushes.
389. FANS ( 1886 nos. 24 7, 248). 'Two old Chinese?
fans of nearly circular shape, made of small,
interwoven roots, which are left unwoven as a wide
fringe round the edge, except in one place, where a
large semi circular wooden handle is fixed, which is
covered with very thin paper daubed with patches
of red, green, and black painted probably in
imitation of flowers. The fans are strengthened here
and there and round the edge with narrow strips of
split cane bent into shape. Diameter to outside of
fringe about o.6o m, diameter to outer circle of cane
of 445 mm and 400 mm.'
1656 p. 54: Ventilo's of Palmeto leafe, TurkishfeatheT.I'
Straw, Leather, Sedge, or, Fannes of skins and rushes.
390. FAN (1886 nos. 418, 419). 'Two large Indian?
fans or sun-shades, of like make [to 41 o-412, three
stichcd and woven palm-leaf fans or sunsahdes,
perhaps Indian or Ceylonese]. The sides or rather
edges being ornamented with a border of ovalshaped pieces of Mica having a raised edging of
plaited palm-leaf of light and dark brown, with
small cross pieces of black and brown woven in at
intervals. Length 1. 75 m and 1.69 m.'
1656 p. 54: Venlilo's of Palmeto leaje, Turkislzfeatlzers
Straw, Leather, Sedge, or, Fannes of skins and rushes.
391. BOW ( 1886 no. 1493). 'A small bow of dark
brown wood, perhaps from the South Pacific
Islands, half circular on the front, and less convex
on the back, and nicely smoothed all over. Length
1.28 m. Diameter in the middle part 25 mm, gradually diminishing to the ends. It has been broken,
and mended by us ncar one end on the front. Line
lost.'
1656 p. 45: Bowes 12, from India, China, Canada,
Virginia, Gim!)•, Turkey, PeHia.
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392. BOW ( 1886, no. 1494). 'A larger bow of the
same shape as no. 1493 of hard dark brown wood
but wearing a polish. The ends, also like that
number arc cut away to form short peg-like projections for the bow string. Perhaps from the South
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Pacific Islands. Length 1.87 m. Diameter in the
middle 33 mm, gradually diminishing to 18 mm at
the ends.'
1656 p. 4S: Bowes

12, from India, China, Canada,
Vilginia, Giiii!J', Turk~y, Persia.

ZOOLOGICAL SPECIMENS
IN THE UNIVERSITY MUSEUM
ATTRIBUTED TO
THE TRADESCANT COLLECTION
Keith Davies
Following a number of eadier suggestions, the University Commission recommended in
1852 that a great new museum for the sciences should be built. Despite entrenched
opposition to this move, ;designs were subsequently prepared and by 186o the new
building was virtually com.pleted. Over the following six years the remaining parts of the
Ashmolean Museum's natural history collections were transferred to the new institution,
which became known as the University Museum.•
Amongst the exhibits ~ransferred to the University Museum at this time were a
number of zoological specimens which had originated in the Tradescant collection, the
most famous of them being the head and foot of the Dodo, Raphus cucullatus (L.) 2 In this
specimen is found an exarnple of the original purpose of the Tradescant collection: the
Dodo, a remarkable flightless bird which inhabited the island of Mauritius, provided
visitors to The Ark with a creature of wonder from a foreign land and gave them a
specimen on which to SP,eculate. It also embodies something of the history of the
zoological collections, for ih the year 1755 the original stuffed specimen from The Ark at
Lambeth was consigned to the fire on the orders of the Vice-Chancellor and Proctors,
such was its advanced st~te of decay. Fortunately the head and foot were saved for
posterity and can now be 1seen on display in the University Museum.
The passage of years, mould, insect damage, and general wear and tear took their toll
on a considerable part or; what has been truly described as the oldest natural history
collection in the British Isles. Apart from the physical deterioration of the specimens,
indifferent curatorship resulted in a concomitant loss of information and data related to
the individual exhibits .. Labels, tallies, and other means of identification were
erroneously removed or interchanged as the material passed through various hands;
writing faded and, in some instances, catalogue numbers were incorrectly applied to the
specimens. Once a zoological specimen has become separated from its original number or
label it may be impossible in the absence of detailed records to correlate the two again.
Since publication of the original catalogue in 1656, three careful attempts have been
made to gather together all the zoological material attributed to the Tradescants. In
1836 Duncan published his Catalogue of the Ashmolean Museum which listed the contents of
1
For a more comprehensive account of the histury of the
Univcrsit)' Museum and uf its zoological collections in particular, sec Davies and Hull 1976.

' Sec pp.

"l2,

61!.
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the institution including material of a zoological nature appertaining to the
Tradescants.:1 Another investigation of the zoological material from the Tradescant
collection took place in 1917, when Gunther was able to locate a number of specimens
still extant in the University Museum: an illustrated inventory of this material was later
published in 1925. 4 The third and most recent attempt, carried out in 1980, 5 has enabled
the current position relating to these relics to be recorded, though it is by no means
certain that every item nominated as being ofTradescant origin is of proven provenance.
At the present time the Tradescants' zoological rarities comprise only the more durable
specimens of animal bones, skins, hooves, and horns, together with a few beaks of birds.
Although many shells from the Ashmolean collection exist in the University Museum
none of them has been positively determined as belonging to the large accumulation of
sea-shells listed in the 1656 catalogue." In earlier times many Tradescant specimens
would have been used for teaching and demonstration purposes, undoubtedly contributing to their dilapidation and ultimate loss. After a period of 300 years of use at Oxford a
number of the original Tradescant specimens still persist and have recently been placed
in conditions of greater security for their preservation, as recommended by Gunther in
1925.
'T'he accompanying list ofsurviving specimens is based on the published works ofDuncan
( 1836) and Gunther ( 1925)7 and indicates that further losses have occurred since these
authors attempted to identify the remains of Tradescant's cabinet of rarities.
SURVIVING SPECIMENS EXPLICITLY ATTRIBUTED BY
DUNCAN TO THE TRADESCANT COLLECTION

OT·iginal nomenclalu1'e has been used, together with vemacula1' names.

393. 1836 p. 9, no. 99: Cachiwmes novemcinctus. Das.
y-tinclus, Linn. The nine-banded armadillo. S. America.

397. 1836 p. 12, nos. 14.0-4: /-/oms rif the Stag,
varieties. Cervus ElafJiws, Linn. [ '43 missing]
1656 p. 7: /-Ia(/ a stags hom weighing 50 lb.

1656 p. 6: Armarlilla, or Encubnrtado, two sorts: Tatu
Apam, Tatupeba.

398. 1836 p. 13, nos. 14.6-8: /-/oms rif the Roe-buck.
Cervus CnfJreolus, Linn.

MAMMALS

1656, p. 7: A Ror! bucks lwm from CafJe de Verde.
394. 1836 p. 10, no. 101: Af)(/ra trtcmctu.l. Das.
tricinctus, Linn. Back fJiates r!f the three-bander/
Armadillo.
1656 p. 6: Armidilla, or encubartado, two sorts: Tatu
AfJam, Tatu TatufJeba.
395. I836p.12,nos.I27-30:/-/omsoft/wE/k.Cervus
A/us, Linn. 1128 missing]
396. 1836 p. 12, nos. 131-s: /-/oms rifthe Rein-Deer.
Cavus Tartuulus, Linn.
1656 p. 7: A Deen1s hom, Jmm G'rermlaurl.

"Duncan •B:J6, pp. 1-120.
·• Gumhcr '9'-'.5· pp. 3<13-66.
'' This musl rece;,, survcv has been carried out by members of
Ihe Universiiy Museum s1;11l~ togelhcr wilh a volu~leer worker,
Miss Vivi.:n Ny.:.
o; One spt~cimen, hnwever. survives in 1hc Hunl<!rian l\·luseum,
Glasgow. This shell, !11<: hi.•lolype of Strombu.1· /.istni, came inlo
lh<! pnssession of William Hunter from .John F01hergill in 1he
<:iglllcenlh Cl!lllury. S.:e Whitehead 1971, pp . .54-5; Davies and
Hull I!J71i, p. 9·
7
Th.: corresponding 16.JI.i calaloguc enu-i"cs arc n~produeed
wlw.rc appropri;ue. In a number of instances, however, no elllry
can be li.nmd li.>r some spet:inu:ns allrihuled by Duncan and
Gunllu:r In the Tradescam coll<:clion: Iheir descriptions an: none
Ihe less included hen:, nn Ihe assumplinn 1ha1 evidenco: (now
los!) linking lhese specim.:ns In Ih.: Trad.:scams may have bet~n
availabl.: 111 !hem.
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399. 1836 p. 13, no. 158: /-/om of the common Antelope.
A. Cervicapra, Auctor.

1656 p. 7: Antilops hom.

of the Persian Goat.

400. 1836 p. 13, no. 164: /-/oms
Capra l!gagrus, Dum.

414. 1836 p. 70, nos. 12 7-9: /-/oms of the Rhinoceros of
various magnitudes, the largest measuring in length on the
outer curve Jfeet inches, and in circumference at the base
1 foot 8 inches.
1656 p. 7: The Rhinoceros: Hom, jaw-bone, back-bone.

2t

'

401. 1836 p. 13, no. 16y Head and horns of the
11tluscovy Ram. !-lircus Cotelardicus, Jr~nst.
402. 1836 p. 13, no. 166: /-/oms of the Ram. Ovis
Aries.
I
403. 1836 p. 13, no. 169: Single Hom of the lmpoofo.
Damalis Orcas.

PARTS OF MAMMALS
I
404. 1836 p. 6g, no. 67: Upperjazvofthe Walrus.
1656 p. g: Caput rosmari cum dentibrts cubitum longis.
405. 1836 p. 70, no. 103: 1Holar tooth of the Indian
Elephant.
406. 1836 p. 70, no. lOS: Sku,fl rif the African
Elephant. Elephas Africanus, Cuv. I

1656 p. 7: ElejJhants head and ta)'le.
407. 1836 p. 70, no. 195: Section JJtlte same, shewing
the cerebral caviry.
'
I

1656 p. 7: ElejJhants head and tayle.
I

408. 1836 p. 70, no. 1og: The femur or thigh bone rif an
Elephant.
409. 1836 p. 70, no. 1 1o: The Humerus or shoulder
bone of the same.
410. 1836 p. 70, no. 111: The, tail rif an African
ElejJhant.
:
1656 p. 7: EleJJhants head and tay(e.
411. 1836 p. 70, no. 113: ~ection of the same
[Hippopotamus], exhibiting the cerebral caviry.
1656 p. s: HiJJpopotamus.
I

I

415. 1836 p. 70, no. 130: Probabl_y the smaller horn of
the double homed Rhinoceros.

1656 p. 7: The Rhinoceros: Hom, jaw-bone, back-bone.
416. 1836 p. 71, nos. 141-2: LegsoftheElk.

1656 p. 7: Elkes hoofes [one leg and two feet].
417. 1836 p. 71, nos. 163-4: Skulls
[ 163 lost].
1656 p. 8: Dolphins head.

rif the Dolphin.

418. 1836 p. 71, no. 176: Rib oftlte same [whale].

1656 p. g: A Whales ribs.

HEADS AND BEAKS OF BIRDS

rif the Dodo.
1656 p. 4: Dodar from the Island Mauritius: it is not able
to jlie being so big.

419. 1836 p. 74, no. 81 : Head and leg

REPTILES
420. 1836 p. 8o, no. 11: Croc. vulgaris. Lacerta
Crocodilus. Linn. The common Crocodile.

1656 p. 6: A legator or crocodile fmm /Egypt.
421. 1836 p. 8g, no. 19: Croc. vulgaris. The same.

1656 p. 6: A legator or crocodile from /Egypt.
422. 1836 p. 81, no. 26: Portion of the back of a large
species of Crocodile.
1656 p. 6: Alegator or crocodile from /l!gypt.

FISHES

412. 1836 p. 70, no. 123: Skull of the Babyoussa or
homed Hog. Sus Bab)'rus.w, Linn.

423. 1836 p. 88, no. 72: ~·sox osseus, Linn. Lepisosteus,
Lacep. Greater Garfish [head of].

413. 1836 p. 70, no. 124: Skull'!/ the /Ethiopian Boar.
Sus /Ethiopicus, Gmel.

424. 1836 p. go, nos. 89-94: Diodon attinga, Linn.
Porcupine Diodon.

I
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425. 1836 p. go, nos. 104-5: Ostracion triqueter,

427. 1836 p. go, nos. 108-g. Ostmcion quadricomis,

Bloch. Trim1,gular Trunk-fish.

Bloch. J;imr-lwmed Trunk-fish.

426. 1836 p. go, nos. 107. Ostmcion trigon us, Bloch.

428. 1836 p. 91, nos. 132-6: Beaks

Trigonal Trunk-fish.

various

tif the Saw-jish q/

magnitudt~.r.

SOME ADDITIONAL SURVIVING SPECIMENS CITED BY GUNTHER" AS
APPEARING IN THE 1656 CATALOGUE
429. 'Pissle' bone of Walrus. os penis.
1656 p. 8: Sea Horses jJissle.
430. Head of Pied Hombill. Biceros malaharicus. India.
1656 p. 1 : Beaks, or Heads ... . thirty other severallforrain
sorts, not fiumd in mry Author.

1656 p. 1 : Beaks, or Heads . .. thirty other severall.fill'rain
sorts, pot found in a1ry Author.
432. Head of the Toco Toucan. Rlwmphastos loco.
1656 p. 2: Aracari rif Brasil, his beak fimr inches long,
almost two thick, like a Turkes sword.

431. Head of the Helmet Homhill. Biceros galeatus.
Sumatra.

• Gumhcr l!J'-~5· p. 3-15·

MINERAL SPECIMENS
IN THE 'UNIVERSITY MUSEUM
I
AND THE TRADESCANT COLLECTION
Brian Atkins
ALtempts in rg8o to identify e~tant specimens in the mineral collections of the University
Museum as having originated in the Tradescant collection have been entirely
1
unsuccessful.
Cataloguing of the mineraiI collections, now comprising some 24,000 specimens, was
initiated in the r8gos, some ~hirty years after the museum was opened. Apparently no
records of the University Museum collections were made between 186o and 1895, or
have survived from that time. The Tradescant catalogue of 1656, section VI, 'Fossilia'
(pp. 17-26) lists inter alia a f~w score of mineral specimens, but these are identified by
name only- e.g. 'talcum', 'st~nni minera', 'sulphur nativum'- and carry no descriptions
whereby it might have beei{ possible to match them to surviving specimens. In the
manuscript catalogue of r685 many of the mineral specimens listed are again so
inadequately described - e.g. 'chalcedony, rather large', 'red agate stone', 'crystal,
hexagonal, thick' - that it w1ould be quite impossible to relate the catalogue entries to
extant material in the University Museum. In some cases, usually where a mineral has
been fashioned into an artef<~ct, descriptions are more helpful, e.g. 'Ring of white agate
which the Turks use in archery', 'oval of lapis lazuli, on one side carved with three
figures, on the other, 14 holes, and elsewhere dark'. Of these some have been located in
the Ashmolean Museum (see Nos. 6o-2, 115-16, 124-47); none has been traced in the
mineral collections of the University Museum.
It appears therefore that either no mineral specimens listed in the seventeenth-century
catalogues were transferred to the University Museum, or, if they were, they either failed
to survive to the time of the compilation of the first registers in 1895, or were too
inadequately described to be traceable at the present time.

MANUSCRIPTS AND PRINTED BOOKS
ASSOCIATED vVITH THE TRADESCANTS
IN THE BODLEIAN LIBRARY
A. C. de La Mare
Several manuscripts and printed books in the Bodleian Library have been identified with
some certainty as coming from the Tradescants, and two others (Nos. 438-g) bear early
references to their museum or to the objects in it. All but one of these (No. 438) belonged
at one time to Elias Ashmole. Ashmole bequeathed his library to the University of
Oxford in I 6g2, but it was originally housed in the Ashmolean lVluseum, and was not
transferred to the Bodleian until I86o. The Tradescants' books \vere evidently acquired
by Ashmole along with their other collections, and were swallowed up in Ashmole's large
library, leaving almost no trace of their origin. One book in the Bodleian, an Ashmole
printed tract (No. 437), bears the precious ex-libris of.John Tradescant the Elder. Over
the past hundred years or so a few further books and manuscripts which must once have
belonged to him have been unearthed in the Ashmole collection. They include the
famous Ashmole Bestiary (No. 435), which was seen in The Ark in I638 by the German
visitor G. C. Stirn (No. 438), and Tradescant's original journal of his journey to Russia in
I 6 I 8 (No. 433). It seems very likely that the manuscript traditionally known as
'Tradescant's Orchard' (No. 434) was indeed made for him. His copy of Parkinson's
Paradisus (printed I62g) with lists of plants subsequently 'reseved' by him added on blank
leaves at the end (No. 436) was bought by the Bodleian in I g I 7. This book, though it did not
remain in the main Ashmole collection, must once have belonged to Ashmole, too, since it
also bears a list in Ashmole's hand of trees found in the Tradescants' garden. The
contents of a few other Ashmole manuscripts (Nos. 440-6) strongly suggest that they came
from .John Tradescant the Elder. In one of these (No. 440) a pencil note in his distinctive
hand gratifyingly came to light during the preparation oft he present catalogue. No doubt a
detailed examination of the other Ashmole printed books and manuscripts would reveal
further examples of his hand. It is a pity that the hand of the younger Tradescant does
not seem to be so readily identifiable.
433. MS ASHMOLE 824, item XVI (fi: 175-86'')
(Pl. CLXVII) [.John 'T'radescant the Elder] 'A
Viag or Ambasad Undertaken By the Right
Honnorabl Sir Dudlic Diggs in the year 1618'.
Journal of a journey by sea from London to
Archangel and back, leaving on 3 June 1618 and
returning to Gravesend on 22 August. The journal

proper, kept at the time, to judge from the unevenness of the hand and changes in the ink, is followed
in the same hand (f. 182) by 'Things by me
observed'. 'T'hese observations end on f. I86'". The
entire text is printed by Konovalov, 1 and most of it
1

1\.nnavalov 1!J51, pp. 130-.p.
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is also primed by Allan. 2 In a blank space on f. 186''
in an apparently different, more formal hand,
perhaps a later version of Tradescant's hand, are
notes mainly on the calendar, beginning
'Simpathetical and antipathctical working of
. herbes plantes stones mineralcs'.
On paper, watermark a pot with letters IB and
crescent, similar to Hcawood no. 3581 (England,
1618).:1 WriLtcn by Tradescant the Elder, presumably in 1618.

Dimensions: Height c.393 mm; Width c.205 mm; 12
leaves.

Bibliography: Black 1845, col. 469; Hamel 1847;
id. 1854, pp. 243-gB; Singer 1851, pp. 391-3;
Boulger 1895; Gunther 1922, p. 330; Konovalov
1950, pp. 75, n, 88-g; id. 1951, pp. 128, 130-41;
Allan 1964, pp. 67-83, pl. 8a.
Hamel deduced from internal evidence that the
journal must have been written by Tradcscant. i\-lrs
Lane Poole showed that it was indeed in his hand
by comparing the cx-libris or 1626 in the printed
text, Ashmolc 735/10 (No. 437 below). A note by her
to this effect dated 1911 is bound in with the
manuscript.

434. MS ASHMOLE 1461 (Pl. CLXVIII).
Known as 'Tradescant's Orchard'. Water-colour
drawings or garden fruits, sometimes with birds,
insects, etc., mostly arranged by their date of
ripening.
Pages 1-4 (later pagination) 'Table'. Types of fruit
arranged alphabetically, with folio numbers, in
Ashmolc's hand. In the upper margin a diflcrcnt
hand has written: 'Hearc by the figures you may
finde cache frute.'
The main text begins on r. I I (original foliation),
suggesting that ten leaves arc lost, but they may not
have contained any drawings, since Ashmole's table
lists no folio number lower than '11'. The contents
(with original titles) are: (f. 1 1) 'The great french
strabere Ripe the 20 of May'; (f. 13) 'The red
Gousbcry Ripe june 15'; (f. 15) 'The May Cherry
Ripe 2'; (f. 17) 'The flanders Cherry Rip[c] l'vlay
thc'2g'; (f. 19) 'The Luke ward Chery ripe.Junc the
10'; ·(r. 2 1) 'The cluster Ccrry [sic] Ripe .J unc the
15'; (I: 23) 'The Corone Cherry ripe.Junc the 19';
(f. 25) 'The Tradescant Cherry .June 1hc 21'; (f. 27)
'The whight Cherry ripe June the 24'; (f. 29) 'The
harte Cherry RipeJune the 24'; (f. 31) 'The Naples
Cherry ripe July the first'; (f. 33) 'l'he Dworfe

Cherry. Ripe July the firste'; (f. 35) 'The Red
plumordin plume Ripe July the 12'; (f. 37) 'the
vi lot plum ripe July the 24'; (f. 39) 'The moroco
plume ripe july the 15'; (f. 41) 'The early whight
perc plum July 30'; (f. 43) 'The Denny plum ripe
August the 6'; (f. 45) 'The Grene Oysterly plum
ripe August the g'; (f. 47) 'The quene mother plum
August 14 [added later] or muskedin or cherry'; (f.
49) 'The Nutmeg plum ripe August the 18'; (f. 51)
'The frier plum Ripe August 16'; (f. 53) 'The Red
M usscll plum be ripe 20 of August'; (f. 55) 'The
Shcflcll Bullis Ripe August 22'; (f. 57) 'The
lmpryall plum. August22'; (f. 59) 'The ganle plum
ripe August the 23'; (f. 61) ''fhc l'vlussule plum
Ripe August 24'; (f. 63) 'The grene pcscod plum.
Ripe August 24'; (I: 65) 'The Damsonn ripe August
the 26'; (f. 67) 'The pruon Damson Ripe August
the 27'; (f. 6g) 'The Red pescod plum Ripe August
28'; there arc no If. 7 1-g; (f. 8o, numbered 81) 'The
whight Date August 29'; (f. 82) ''fhe whight mussel!
plum be Ripe September 2'; (f. 84) 'The Blacke pear
plum Ripe Septem. 3'; (f. 86) 'The Amber plum
which J.T. as I take it brought out of France and
groucth at Hatfcld: ripe Septem. the 8'; (f. 88)
'The· Turke plum September 16'; (f. go) 'The
Apricooke that is booth long and greet. ripe August
the 2 3'; (f. 92) 'The Round A pricook ripe August
the 15'; (f. 94) 'The Cluster Red neClJ·ion Ripe
August 22'; (f. g6) ''fhc Roman Reed Nectrion.
Ripe Septem. 2'; (f. g8) 'The Basturd Red Nectrion
Ripe September the 4'; (f. 100) ''fhe grene
Ncctrion Rip [sic] September the 5'; (1: 103) 'The
yollow [sic] Ncctrion Ripe September the 13'; (f.
105) 'The Nuingtonn peeche. Ripe August 4'; ([
109) 'The bell Carnation peech, which peallcth like
a codling ripe September the 3'; (f. 1 1 1) 'The
Graunde Carnation peach Ripe September 4'; (f.
1 13) 'The gretc Early yollowc pecch Ripe Septemb.
the 6'; (f. 1 15) 'The blake pcch red all with in ripe
the 20 September'; (f. 1 17) 'l'he whighte peech
Scptem: 2 1'; (f. 1 19) 'The Round Cornation pech
ripe September the 24'; (f. 120) 'The peach [sicJ
Dutroyc'; (f. 121) 'The Russet Blud peech ripe
September the 25 [added:] or Durosnus'; (f. 122) a
fJeach with no title; (f. 123) 'The Mallycotonne peche
~ipe Septembe 26'; (1: 125) 'A late ripe yollow [Jic]
pecch ripe October the 10, but wery good firmc
pcech'; (f. 127) 'An Early ripe Apple and good in
taste August 22'; (f. 129) 'A li·ench peare called
., Allan 1964, pp. fi7-H3.
Hcawuod n~l(~n~nces ctre tc,

;I
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R [... crofJfJed bJ' binder] Collavit Rip August 29';
(f. 131) 'The Jerusalem pecrc'; (f. 133) 'The grctc
winter pccrc'; (f. 135) 'The greet 16 [correcterZfrom 18]
ounce pccrc'; (f. 137) 'The Pcarc Quince Ripe
October 5'; (f 139) 'The portingcgalc Quince'; (f.
14-1) 'T'he grctc Roman 1-Iascll Nut'; (f. 14-3) 'The
smallc Rcson grape ripe September the 12'; (1: 145)
'T"hc Blue grape Ripe September 27'; (f. 147) ''fhc
Grct Rcson grape ripe October the 10'; (f. 149)
'The burtct Grape wich wcry scildum rip[cns].'
Folios 150-2 arc blank.
"the drawings arc normall}' executed on the rectos
or alternate leaves, with the intervening leaves leli
blank. A number or the original intervening leaves
arc either now missing or never existed, but some
were replaced at a slightly later date with paper
which has the same watermark as the flyleaves (lr
34, 40, 70, 11ga, 12oa, 122a). On r. iv", pasted onto
a flylcal~ is a watcrcolour drawing or a lily, C. I 7R
x 82 nun, with title: 'Martagon vel Lcli nova
anglia' (not written by the main hand). There arc
pin-holes ( ?) marked with rust in the upper and
lower edges.
On paper, watermarks: a coat or arms with crown
(including pp. 1-4), nearest to I-I cawood 481 ; an
eagle, nearest to Hcawood 1248; a shield with /-/./3.
(?)nearest to Hcawood 603. The rlyleavcs and added
leaves have watermarks, a pot with crescents, fleurdy-lis, and RDP {two versions). The watermarks arc
not in Hcawood, but cr. Hcawood 3594-7, etc. The
manuscript is made up or iv leaves+ 4 pp. + 133
leaves (numbered 11-153). Folios i-iv, 15:~, arc
added scvcntct:nth-ccntury flylc.avcs. There arc no
If. 71-g, 101, 107-8, and n: 119, 120, 122 arc
double. \Vrittcn in the early seventeenth century.
Seventeenth-century binding for Ashmole with his
anns on the clasps and on the spine.
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or Mr. 'fradescant's choicest Flowers and Plants,
exquisitely limned in vellum by Mr Alex. Marshall'
which was in the Lambeth museum.''

435. MS ASH~,IOLE
1511
(Pl.
CLXIX)
Moralized bestiary. In Latin, on parchment, written in England, perhaps in the north Midlands or
Lincoln, c. 12 1o, by one main scribe. Folio 9'. was
written by a diflcrcnt, contemporary hand. The
manuscript is made up of ix+104.+viii leaves
(there is no r. 34; n·. 1-3, 105, are original
parchment llylcavc:s; the leaves at the beginning
and end arc later paper flyleaves); text in one
column of thirty lines, ruled in pencil or crayon;
writing above the top ruled line. Collation 18
8
8
(I cancelled?+ I Jeaf (f. 8) inserted a ftcr 8), 2 -3 8 , 4
· ( + 1 lear (f. 26) stuck to 2), 5", 6" ( + 1 lear (f. 48)
inserted after s), 711 -12 8 , 13"'. 14 2 , no visible
catchwords or quire numbering. Initials on r. 4, 9'".
11, 85, 92, 95 in gold on decorated grounds of pink
and/or blue and orange. Lesser initials alternately
blue flourished in red and red flourished in blue.
For the miniatures sec below. Seventeenth-century
calf" binding with arms or Ash mole gilt on the spine.
secundo folio Dixit vero deus
Contents
I (1: 4) 'fhc Creation. Genesis I: 1-2:2. Ends r. 7.
f()llowed by a two-line verse, beginning: Non quod
crat lassus quasi longa gravamina passus.
2 (f. 9'.) Adam's naming of the animals, beginning:
Omnibus animantibus Adam primus vocabula indicit. Isidore, El)•11wlogiae, Lib. X I I, chapter 1,
sections 1-8.
3 (f. 11) 'lncipit liber de naturis bestiarum', beginning: Leo li)rtissimus bcstiarum . . . Bestiarurn
vocabulum proprie convcnit lconibus pardis ct
tigri bus.

Dimensions: Height 301 mm; Width 184 mm; 139
leaves in all, including later flyleaves.

4- (f. 37) 'Hie incipit de avibus', beginning: Unum
autcm nomen avium sed genus diversum.

Bibliograph__v: Black Jl:l45, cols. 1265-6; Rimbault
1851, pp. 353-4; Gunther 1922, pp. 329, 342-3;
Webber 1968, p. 54·
On r. 52 arc the names '.James' and '.John Hayes'
(seventeenth century). "fhc subscriptions in the
manuscript arc not in the elder Tradescant's hand,
but it could have been made lor him, perhaps while
he was gardener at Hatfield, c. 1609-14. Gunther·•
suggested that the drawings represented the li·uits in
the orchard at Hatfield and that the drawings were
by Alexander Marshall, by analogy with 'A Bookc

5 (f. 78) 'De serpentis', beginning: Anguis omnium
scrpcntium est genus.
6 (f. 86) 'lncipit de piscibus', beginning: Pisces
dicti uncle ct pccus.
7 (1: 92) 'De arboribus', beginning: Arborum
nomen sive hcrbarum.
8 (1: 95) 'Ysodorus de natura hominis', beginning:
Natura dieta co quod nasci aliquid raciat. Note
·• Gun1hcr

1!)22,

~~ 'l'rad•!SCillll

p. 329.

lfi5li, p. 4.1.
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that this section is an integral part of the Bestiary,
and not something 'bound up with' it, as stated by
~'lrs Lane Poole.';

hoopoc; (f. 63) noctua, bat; (f. 63'') jackdaw; (f.
64'') nightingale, goose; (f. 65) heron; (f. 65'') siren;
(f. 66) cinomolgus, crcinca; (f. 66'') partridges- two
9 (f. 103'') 'De lapidibus ignilcris', beginning: Sunt scenes; (f. 67) halcyon; (f. 67'') coot, phoenix; (f.
68) phoenix rising from the flames; (f. 6g) calaclrius
Iapides ignilcri in quodam monte.
on sick king's bed; (f. 69'') quail; (f. 70'') crow; (f.
There arc many corrections to the test, including71) swan; (f. 71'') ducks; (f. 72) peacock; (f. 74)
some long passages written over erasure, by a
eagle- two scenes; (f. 75'') hives with bees; (f. n'')
contemporary hand or hands. The text belongs to
pcrindcns tree; (f. 78'') dragon killing elephant; (f.
M. R . .Jamcs's 'Second Family' ofbestiaries. 7 .James
79) basilisk; (f. 79'') viper; (f. 8o'-) asp; (C 81)
provides a useful analysis of the sources or the tcxt.H
scitalis; (1: 8t'') amphisbaena, hydrus; (f. 82) boas;
(C 82'') jaculus, siren, scps, lizard; (f. 83) salamanMiniatu1·cs
der; (f. 83'') saura, stcllio; (f. 84) snake shedding
The manuscript is illustrated bv a fine series of skin; (f. 86) various fishes, including a sea-horse; (f.
framed miniatures on burnished. gold grounds; a 86'') ship grounded on a whale; (f. 95'') Isidore (or a
few arc full page or nearly full page, but most fill scribe) writing his book De natura hominis; (f. 103'')
only a small part of the page, usually at the fire stones- two scenes.
beginning of the chapter which they illustrate. The Dimensions: (Leaves) Height c.276 mm, Width
subjects arc: (f. 4) creation or heaven and earth; (f. c.183 mm; (Text space) Height 188-90 mm; Width
4'') creation of the waters and firmament; (f. 5)
1 1o-12 mm; 121 leaves, including later flyleaves.
creation or plants and trees; (f. 5") creation or the
BibliograjJhy Black 1845, cols. 141 3-14; .James
sun and moon; (f. 6) creation oft he birds and fishes;
1928, pp. 14-15; Lane Poole 1931, pp. 221-2;
(f. 6") crca Lion or the animals; (r 7) crca Lion of Eve;
Pacht and Alexander 1973, no. 334, pl. XXIX and
(f. 8", full page) Christ in majesty; (f. 9, full page)
frontispiece; Hassall and Hassal11976, pp. 6s-8, pl.
Adam naming the animals; (1'. 10, 11.111 page) lion14; Morgan 1982, no. 19 and Ill. 62-5. For further
three scenes; (f. 1o", full page) lion - three scenes;
bibliography sec Pacht and Alexander 1973, and
(f. 111) tiger; (f. 12'') leopard; (f. 13) panther; (f. 14)
Morgan 1982.
antelope; (f. 14") unicorn; (f. 15) lynx; (f. 15'')
griflin, elephant; (f. 17) beaver, ibex; (f. 17") There arc many annotations probably by Sir Peter
hyena; (f. 18) bonnacon; (f. 18'') monkeys; (f. 19) Man wood (compare r. I); f. 8, erased: 'Liber
1
satyr, stag; (f. 110) goat; (f. 20'') wild goats; (1'. 21) \o\ illclmi Wryght vicarii de chcpynge wycombe et
thcologiac
professoris Anno salutis 1550°'; f. 1 : 'This
monoceros, bear; (f. 211) lcucrota, crocodile; (1'. 112'')
bookc
was
gyven mcc by my good lfreindc William
manticora; (f. 114) parandrus, lox; (I'. 23'') yale, wolf;
Man
Esquire
this thirde day of August 1609. Pc.
(f. 25) dogs; (f. 25'') dogs- two scenes, story of King
Manwood',
i.e. Sir Peter Manwood
(d.
Garamantcs; (f. 116, full page) dogs- three scenes,
1625),
listed
in
lvlu.l'teum
Tradescantianum
as
one
of
story of.Jason; (f. 27", full page) dogs- three scenes,
the chief benefactors. As Mrs Lane Poole first
identification of master's murderer; (f. 118) dogs three scenes; (f. 29'') sheep; (1: 30) ram, lamb, he- pointed out,Y our MS is almost certainly to be
goat; (f. 30'') wild boar, steer; (f. 31) ox, camel; (f. identified with 'lsiodori MSS de natura hominis'
(cf. f. 95) seen by G. C. Stirn in the Tradcscant
31'') dromedary; (f. 32) donkey, wild ass; (C 32'')
museum
in July 1638 (see No. 438, fol. 247). There
horse; (f. 35'') cats, mouse, weasel; (f. 36) mole,
docs
not
seem
to be any loundation for the statement
hedgehogs; (f. 36'') ants; (C 38) dove and hawk; (f.
10
39'') three types of dove; (f. 41 ") eagle or hawk(?); that the MS wasgivcntojohn Tradescant in 1623.

(f. 42) hawk; (f. 43") turtle clove (two miniatures);
(f. 44) turtle dove at centre or cross; (f. 45'') the
Virgin with seven doves symbolizing gilts of the
Holy Spirit; (f. 46'') pelican- three scenes; (f. 47)
niticorax; (f. 48) hoopoes; (f. 48") man shooting
magpies; (f. 49) raven; (f. so'') cockerel; (f. 52'')
ostriches; (f. 56) vultures; (f. 57) cranes; (f. 58)
kite; (f. s8'') parrot; (f. 59) ibis; (f. 59'') swallow; (f.
6o'') stork; (f. 61) blackbird; (f. 62) owl; (f. 62'-)

436. ANTIQ c. E.t629{1 (Pl. CLXXI) J.
Parkinson, Paradisi in Sole Paradisus Terrestris or A
Garden of all sorts of pleasant JloweH which our English
Lane Poole I~J:il, pp. 221-2.
.Jamcs'1928, pp. 14-15.
• Ibid., PP- 28-34.
• Lane Poole 1931, pp. 221-2.
111
Hassall and Hassall 1976, p. 67.
o;
7

i\1anuscrijJt.r and Printed Books
I!.J•re willfJelmitt to be Jumr.l'ed up: with A Kitdten gardtm
t!J'a!lllwnner '!flwrbes, motes andji·uitcsfor meate or .l'f/use
1/.l'ed with us, and An Orchard of all .rorte qffruit bearing
Tree.\' and shmhbeJfit.fin· our Land together I-Ilith the right
orderinge planting and tm~serving of/hem and their uses and
vertue.1· Collect(!(/ bj• John Parkinson AfJOtheCfiiJ' r!/ London
(London 1629). Printed by 'l-lumfi·ey Lownes and
Robcn Young at the signc of the Starre on Breadstreet hi II'. 1629.
On blank leaves at the end arc: i (pp. 630-4.) lists
or plants in tlu: hand or Tradcscant the Elder: (p.
630) 'Rcscved since the Impression of this
Bookc .... Rcscvcd In the ycarc 1630 fi·mn forTin
panes ... (p. 631) Rescvcd in the Ycarc 1631. ...
Rcscvcd in the ycarc r63 1 from Mr. Rene Morine
... from Broxsills ... in the ycarc 1632 ... (p. 632)
fi·mn the frenchc man ... In the ycarc 1632 ... (p.
633) In the Ycarc 1633' ;'' ii (pp. 636-7) in the
hand of Elias Ash mole: ''frees found in Mr.
Trcdescant's Ground when it came into my possession' (printed by Gunther ( 1922, p. 346); and Allan
( 196•b pp. 2 15-16)). There is also a note dated 168o
and signed 'E.A.' on p. 394·
Bought fi·om Davis and Orioli of London, 4 May
1 9'7·

Dimensions: Height 318 mm; Width 208mm;

33·~

leaves, including flyleaves and unnumbered preliminaries, preface, indexes.
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q61); Pollard and Red grave 1926, no. 1o67; Lane
Poole 1931, p. 221 ; Allan 1964., p. 68.
Item 1 1 in this Bodleian volume is a Latin version of
the same pamphlct. 1 ~

438. MS ADD. B. 67 (Pl. CLXXII). Illustrated
account, in German, of the travels of a student of
near Ni.irnberg, 1632-+0· He was identified
by Neubauer as Georg Christoph Stirn. He passed
through Switzerland, France, England, and
Holland. On fl'. 2{+-i is his account of his visit to
'fradescant's museum in London, which he visited
in .July 1638. 1 :1
Bought fi·om A. Cohn, Berlin, 1882.
Altdorf~

Dimensions: Height 92mm; Width 14-7 mm; 310
leaves (imperfect).
BibliogmfJI!)•: Neubauer 188+; Hager 188i, Madan
1905, no. 29226.

439. MS

ASHMOLE 1131 (Pis. CLXXIII,
CLXXIV). Miscellany compiled by Elias Ashmole
including many original letters and documents as
well as drawings and transcrip1ions, some by
Ashmole himself.

r: 183 (previously numbered '95', in red crayon,
and 'r66' in ink). Sheet measuring 95 x 14.7 n1111
with three small pen drawings and explanatory
inscription written by Ash mole: The dmugh [sic] t!/a

i,

BibhografJI!)•:

Bodleim1 Q]wrter[r• Remrd 2 ·3 1-2;
Boulger 1918; Gunther 1922, pp. 330-3, 346;
Pollard and Redgrave 1926, no. 19300; Allan 1964,
pp. 135-40.

Chnj•ston whereon St. George onf one side (II/(/ divers heads
wert! cut on lht! other, bj• Capt. B111:gh, a/1(1 gi11en bj• him to
lvlr. John Trulescanl, who fJrt!JtmJed it amon,gsl hi.l'
Rarities. 'fhc two larger drawings show the two sides

The seventeenth-century binding, in calf (rebacked), is in a style found on some Ashmole books.

of the stone (with eighty-eight 'heads' on one side
and St. George and 1hc dragon on the other), and
the smaller drawing is perhaps a scale drawing of
the stone ( 12 mm high: rather a large stone!) 'A
Cherry-stone, upon one side S.Ceo. and the Dragon,
perfectly cut: and on the other side 88 Emperours
faces'
IS
listed
in
T'radescant's
IHU.I'd!/1111
Tmdescantianum, 1656, under Scc1ion VIII,
'Mcchanick artificiall works in Carvings, 'furnings,
Sowings and Paintings'.

437. ASHMOLE 735(10. (Pl. CLXX) S.B. 'An
Excellent and material! discovrsc prooving by
many and forceablc reasons what great danger will
hang oucr our heads of Englm1d and l;imlce, and all()
diuers other Kingdomes and Prouinccs of EurofJe, if
it !hall happen that thole of Germanic which arc our
friends be fubducd, and the King of Denmarke
vanquilhcd ... .' With a prcf~tcc by 'S.B.' N.p.
1626. 4°.
Lower margin of title-page: 'This is John
'fradcscants(Bookc Bought In .January 1626'.

Dimmsion.r: Height 178 mm; Width 133 mm; 15
leaves.

Bibliogmpi!.J•: Black 184.5, col. 1266 (on MS Ashmole

ii, f. 184'' (previously numbered '96' in red crayon,
and '165' in ink). Sheet measuring 156 x 104 n1111
with pen and wash drawing ( 104 x 71 mm) of St.
George and the dragon, and inscription 111
1

'

The lists an· primed in Gunther

l!l~'l,

pp. :ni-:J, and :\II an

1g(i,~, pp. I :J5-!l·

"Pollard and Red){ra\'e
'" So:c p. 21.

1!}~6,

no. 1olili.
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Ash mole's hand: The draught oJSt George, CojJjJied out
of a Booke in 1\t/r. Jo. Tredescanls Close/, wherein are
rare()• lymned the windows (as is s["ai]d) tif St. SojJhias
Church at ConstantinojJ{e.

An account of the Duke of Buckingham's expedition of I627, to Rhc, on whichjohn TradcscanL
the Elder served.

The book, as Vickers has pointed out, 1 "1 must have
been the 'pictures li·mn the church of S. Sophia in
Constantinople copied by a jew into a book' seen by
G. C. Stirn in I638 (sec No. 438), and the 'Book of
all the Stories in the glassc-windowcs ofSancta Sophia,
lim'd in vellum by a Jew' described in the J\tlusll!um
Trade.rcantianum (I 656, p. 4 I).

442. MS ASHMOLE 824, item XXIV (f. 249). A
list of names of eighteen apples and ten pears. Folio
249'. is blank.
Paper, no watermark, but apparently forms a
quire with item XXV.
Dimensions: Height c.303 mm; Width c.200 mm; I
lear.

440. MS ASHMOLE 824 (cf. No. 4-:n), item XV
(If. I49-74): The Algiers expedition.
a (f. I49), 'A briciJornall of a flcctc ofshipps set out
by the Kings most excellent majestic of grcatc
Briuanc as well against the Piratt' of Argcr as
others, consisting of 28 saylc ... '. Ends r. I63'·. n·.
I 64-5 were originally blank.
b (f. I 66), 'The number and names of the shipps,
Brigandincs, IJOates, and such vollcntaric men, with
their condition which were at the service in the
mould of Argirc'. Ends r. I 68. Folio I68'' is blank.
c (f. I 69), an account of the ordinance in the fleet.
Ends f. I 69". Folios I 70-4 arc blank.

A comcmporary fair copy. Paper, watermark a
Latin cross on a shield with crown above and lcucr
L(?) in frame below. Not in Heawood I950, but of
same type as his nos. 946-83.
Dimensions: Height c.3I0 mm; \Vidth 1:.2I0 mm; 26
leaves.
Tradcscam the Elder joined the expedition against
the Algerian pirates in I62o-I. He is mentioned on
f. I 67'. of the manuscript. A faint pencil note on f.
I 64, otherwise blank, appears to be in Tradcscant 's
hand: 'Apyus was the I udg that would have
Vyrginnyus Daughter whom Virginnyus Cut ofHir
Head and Gave It the Iudg. This Apyus subborncd
on Claudius to Challing Hir for a Bondwoman'
(Livy, Bk Ill, 44-5I).

441. MS ASHMOLE 824, item XVII (fl~ I87-94).
'A Journall of all the occurrences happening at and
after our landing in the Isle of Rcc'. Ends [ I92'·.
Folios I 93-4 arc blank.
A contemporary fair copy. Paper, watermark a
crozier on a shield, not in Hcawood I 950, but
nearest to his no. I 2 I 6.
Dimensions: Height c.287 mm; Width c.I85 mm; 8
leaves.

443. MS ASHMOLE 824, item XXV (If. 25o-8).
Notes on growing melons: a (f. 250), 'The
Mclonnicrc or the order to drcssc and plam the
Melon sccdcs', beginning: Melons and pompons arc
not so casyc to make growc in this countryc. Ends f.
253. The heading on r. 250 and some corrections
and marginal notes may be in the hand of John
Tradcscant the Elder.
b (f. 253), 'Ccrtaync particularitycs concerning
Cucumbers, Melons, Pompons, and suchc like
fruitc', beginning: If the beds of the Melons be not
so fatt. Ends f. 253". Some marginal notes by the
same hand as in a.
c (f. 254), 'a brccfc note for the scllingc and
plantingc of the Melon sccdc from my lordc of Essex
gardner' beginning: First make a bed with hott hors
dungc. Folios 254'·-258'' arc blank.
\Vrittcn in a secretary hand. Paper, watermark a
pot with letters Alf or !fA, not in Hcawood I950.
Dimension.\": as No. 442; 9 leaves.
Allan first suggested that the first heading and
annotations were in John Tradcscant's hand. 15
444. MS ASH MOLE I465. Hortus siccus, traditionally associated with the Tradcscams. The subscriptions to the plants arc not in the hand or john
Tradcscant the Elder. The recipe 'To make Cimcnt
or Past to Fasten Hcarbcs on the Paper' (f. v) is in
Ash mole's hand .. · v + I 62 leaves. Seventeenth
century.
Dimensions: Height c.3I0 mm; Width c.2IO mm;
I67 leaves including later flyleaves.
BibliogmjJhy Appleby I979• p. 49·

"Vickers 191!2 (li•rlhcoming).
"' Allan 19fi4, p. 220.

A1anuscrijJts and Printed Books
445. MS ASHMOLE 1752. Designs, mainly lor
knot gardens. Up to f. 14 the pen drawings have
been coloured in wash. Folios 15, 25-48 are blank.
Seventeenth century. Paper, watermark a fleurde-lis, not in Briquet 1907 or Heawood 1950, but
similar to Briquet no 7273, and compare Heawood
no. 1422.
Dimensions: Height c.350 mm; Width c.235 mm; 51
original leaves.
Inscriptions on the backs of the drawings arc too
sparse for it to be possible to identify the hand.

446. MS ASH MOLE 1758. William Stracl1cy,
'The Historic of Travaile into Virginia-Britania',
with dedication from the author to Sir Allen Apsley
(f. 2). The work was finished c. 1612. To the original
MS were added, apparently by Strachey himself:
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a, coloured woodcuts, and most of the printed text,
from Richard Hakluyt 's Book t!l Virginia, I 588 (fl'. I
(used as title-page), 3-4, 13-14, 74-94);
b, an engraving of Adam and Eve by Theodore de
Bry, also coloured (pasted on f. 73);
c (f. 94''-102), in the same hand as the main text: 'A
short Dictionary, added unto the former Discourses,
of the Indian Language used within the
Chesiopioch Bay ... ', a collection of useful words
and phrases arranged alphabetically.

Apparently the original dedication copy.
Dimensions: Height c.340 mm; Width c.220 mm;
104 leaves, including later flyleaves.

It is conceivable that this manuscript may have been
among the books inherited by the elder Tradescant
from Captain John Smith in 1631.

BIBLIOGRAPHY TO. THE CATALOGUES
A separate bibliography for the introductory essays if on pp. gB-103

NOTE ON MANUSCRIPT SOURCES
The following contractions have been used to
indicate the sources of manuscripts quoted:
Ash. Lib.
B.L.

and accmints or monies received by the keeper.
Audited by the Visitors.

Ashmolean Library, Oxford
AlVIS 7· Quarto inventory entitled 'Libcr
British Library, Great Russell
Procuratoris Scnioris 1684', apparcritly in l::ctward
Street, London
Lhuyd's hand. Contains a catalogue or shells,
Bod. Lib.
Bodleian Library, Oxford
terrestrial, riverine, and marine.
Guildhall Library Guildhall Library, Aldermanbury, London.
AMS 8. Quarto inventory entitled 'Libcr Di1i
Hatfield House
Hatfield
House,
Hatfield,
Decani lEd is Christi', in several hands, dated
Hertlordshire.
· c.1684-90. Contains a catalogue or antiquities and
PRO
Public
Record
Office,
paintings. The bulk or the catalogue entries arc
Chancery Lane, London.
numbered consecutively on n·. 7-38. References in
The manuscripts from the Ashmolean Library cited the present catalogue to these entries are simply by
number. On If. 39-40 is a list of limrtecn portraits
in the text are as follows:
hanging in the Ashmolean Library c. 1700, entitled
AMS. I. Folio scrap-book entitled 'Regulations or 'Picturac a Domino Ashmole huie i\1luseo legatac
the Museum', containing miscellaneous papers re- quae in Bibliotheca Ashm .... asservantur\ loosely
lating to the history of the museum, including but incorrectly said to have come from Ashmolc's
Ashmole's letters to the Vice-Chancellor (Dr bequest. At r. 42 an appendix, designated 'Pars
Lloyd) about his proposal to give his rarities to the Secunda', begins, listing again many items li·om the
Ashmolean and his 'Statutes, Orders and Rules for initial section in a different order; this list is
the Ashmolean Museum' (originals and copies), apparently the work of john Whiteside, keeper of
1683-6; notice publishing resolutions of the Visitors the Ashmolean, and is dated c. 1720. References to
about the use of books in the museum, 1751 ; this second part or the catalogue include the
William Huddesford's deed of appointment as appropriate folio number. The entire inventory is
also referred to as '1685 catalogue A', and it is
keeper, 1755; etc.
reproduced here as 1\1 icrofiches 2 and 3·
AMS 2. 'Ashmolean J'VIuseum, Book of Benefactors,
1683-1 766'. Folio volume or vellum leaves ruled in AMS g. Quarto inventory entitled 'Liber Drii
red, coloured coats of arms and ornamental initial Vicc-Cancellarii', thought to be by Robert Plot and
letters. Reproduced here as Microfiche 1.
Edward Lhuyd, dated c.1678-g2. Contains a catalogue or coins.
AMS 5, vols. 1-29. Quarto 'Account books or the
Museum', mainly recording monies received from AMS 10. Quarto inventory entitled 'Libcr Di1i
visitors shown over the museum, and usually with Principalis Coli lEnei Nasi', thought to date fi·mn
expenditure accounts at the end; some vouchers before 16go. Contains a catalogue or materia medica.
included. -1684-94, 1714-86, 1798-1804. The last
volume is 'A Catalogue of Orcs, & c', the blank AMS 1 1. Folio inventory entitled 'Lib. Dom. Viccpages of which have been used !iJr accounts.
Cancellarii', dated c.16g7. Contains inventories by
several Visitors of the Museum, including cataAMS 6. Quarto account book, entitled 'Receipts logues of coins presented by Ash mole and others; of
etc. 1735-1 794'' containing details or expenditure precious stones, cameos, etc. and portraits pre-

BibliografJizy
sen ted by Ash mole; of animals; of materia medica; of
shells; of liJssils and natural history specimens.
Al'viS 12. Large quarto inventory entitled 'Liber
Dfii !Edis Christi Decani', dated ?1756. Contains
catalogues of minerals and of 'The Things in the
\.Yindows and on the Staircase removed by desire of
the Dean of Ch. Ch.- 1799' (chiefly paintings).
AMS 18. Quarto inventory entitled 'Ashmolean
l'vluscum, Catalogue of"Artificial \·Vorks", c.1685'.
Contains a catalogue of antiquities. Also referred to
in the present catalogue as '1685 catalogue B', and
reproduced as Microfiche 4·
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AMS 22. Folio 'Description of Portraits in the
Ashmolean Museum', dated c.18go. In addition to
the descriptions, by C. F. Bell, the assistant keeper,
it contains a 'Report and Estimate for repair of
Pictures in the Ashmolean Museum' by Horace
Buttery, 'Restorer of Pictures in Ordinary to H.M.
the Queen', together with related notes and letters.
AMS 25. Folio inventory in two volumes entitled
'List of Anthropological ol:~jccts transferred from
the Ashmolean to the Pitt Rivers Museum, 1886';
vol. 1 is subtitled 'Asiatic, African, Esquimaux and
American', while vol. 2 deals with 'New Zealand,
Australian, S. Pacific Islands, etc.'. For further
mention of this catalogue sec p. 338.
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PLATES

5

6

7

Clubs: No . 5 (L. 1.40 m ); No. 6 (L. 1. 34 m); No. 7 (L. 1. 24 m ); No . 8 (L. 1. 14 m )

8

II Wampum belt, No.

10.

495 mm

L. (max) of warp

III Skin pouch, No. 13. L. (overall ) 0.77 m

IV Skin shirt, No.

1 1:

front. L.

1 . 26

m

V Skin shirt, No.

1 1:

back. L.

1. 26

m

VI 'Powhatan's Mantle', No. 12: front. L. (max) 2.35 m

VII 'Powhatan's Mantle', No. 12: back. L. (max ) 2.35 m

VIII Jaguar-tooth pendant, No. 14. L. 79 mm

IX String of ocelot teeth, No. 15. L. (max) of teeth 47 mm

X Hammock, No. 16. L. 2.30 m

a

b

XI Amulet case with Koranic script, No. 24. L. (case) 77 mm

c

XII Double-membrane drum, No. 25. H . 0.59 m

a

b

XIII Sadd le, No. 2J: a, sid e-view; b, bow; c, cantl e. L. 4 13 mm

c

28

29

XI V K eris: No. 28 (L. 380 mm ); No. 29 (L. 380 mm ); No. 30 (L. 482 mm )

c

XV K eris,

·o. 28: details of grip. L. 81 mm

c

XVI K eri s, No. 29: d eta ils of grip. L. 95 mm

b

a

XVII K eris, No. 30: d eta ils of grip. L. 130 mm

b

XVIII Composite bow, No. 33: a, bell y; b , back. L. (nock to nock)
0.88 m

XIX Shield, No. 42: a, front; b, back. D . 0.54 m

XX Shield, No. 43: a, front; b, back. D . o.6o m

XXI Shield, No. 44: a, front; b, back.

D. 0.54 m

b

XXII Shield, No. 45: a, front; b, back. D. 0.59 m

a

XXIII Shield, No. 46: a, front; b, back. L. 1.24 m

b

XXIV Buckler, No. gg: a, front; b, back. D. 276 mm

a

XXV (above ) Boots with integral stockin gs, No. 47:
a, boot; b, stocking. H . 430 mm
XXVI (right ) Boot, No.

10 7.

H . 550 mm

b

XXVII Ankl e boot, No. 48. L. 268 mm

XXVIII Shoe, No. 49· L. 265 mm

XXIX Shoe, No. so. L. 190 mm

XXX Shoe, No. 51. L. 28o mm

XXXI Shoe, No. 52. L. 290 mm

XXXII Shoe, No. 53· L. 238 mm

XXXIII Shoe, No. 54· L.

XXXIV Shoe, No.

108.

L.

270

202

mm

mm

XXXV Shoe, No.

XXXVI Shoe, No.

10 9.

1 10.

L.

203

mm

L. 265 mm

XXXVII Mule, No. 55· L. 259 mm

XXXVIII Mule, No. 56. L. 263 mm

XXXIX Mule, No. 57· L. 245 mm

XL Sand a l, No.

2 1.

L.

26 1

mm

XLI Sandal, No. 58. L.

XLII Clog, No.

20.

L.

214

245

mm

mm

XLIII Clog, No. 59· L. I79 mm

XLIV Chopines, No. II

1.

L. I38 mm

XLV Chopine, No. I I2. L. I86 mm

XLVI Chopines, No. I I3. L. I83 mm

XL VII Carved gourd, No. 71. H. 154 mm

XL VIII Carvt>d gourd, No. 71 :peripheral photograph, the panels numbered as in the text.
Photograph by Mr F. Fox, Shell Research Ltd.

XLIX Skin container, No. 72 . H. 0.57 m

L Skin container, No. 73· H . o.65 m

I~-

a

LI Rhin oce ros- horn cup, No. 74: a , sid e-view; b, end-view. H . 8g mm

LII Lacqu ered box, No. 75· H . 295 mm

b

LIII Jar, No. 76. H . 295 mm

LIV Jar, No. 77 · H. 325 mm

LV Engraved shell, No. 78. H.

11 0

mm

LVI Buddha, No. 79: front . H. o. 75 m

LVII Buddha, No. 79: back. H . 0.75 m

80

81

82

83

LVIII Burmese manuscripts and cover-boards, Nos. So (L. 557 mm); 81 (L. 543 mm); 82 (L. 545 mm );
83 (L. 5.55 mm)

LIX Model ship, No. 85 , before restoration . L. o.61 m

LX Model ship, No. 85, after restoration . L. o.6 1 m

LXII Matchlock musket, No. 87 (L. 1.55 m ), a nd res t, No. 88 (L. 1.18 m )

LXIII M a tchlock musket, No. 8T d etail of butt and lock

LXIV Barrel of three-barrelled revolving gun, No. 8g. L. 369 mm

LXV Combined axe-pistol, No. go. L. 567 mm

LXVI Polleaxe, No. 92. L. o. 7 m

..0

6
6

"'0
-5"'

..,0..

Cl

;;
0

z

31

93

LXVIII Swords: Nos. 3 1 (L. o.87 m ); 93 (L. 1.73 m ); 94 (L. 0.95 m ); 95 (L. 0.51 m )

95

LXIX Powder-flask, No. 100. H. 173 mm

LXX Manacle, No.

101.

LXXI Chrismatory, No.
H. 140 mm

H.

61

208.

mm

a

b

LXXII Hawk's hood , No. 103. H. 38 mm

a

LXXIII Glove, No. 104. L. 285 mm

b

a

b

LXXIV Gloves, No.

105.

L.

225

mm

a

LXXV Glove, No.

b
106.

L.

205

mm

LXXV I Coral ornament , No. r '4· L.

150

mm

.
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115

LXXVII Stone beads, Nos. 64 (D. 25 mm); 115 (D. 22 mm); 116 (D. 38 mm)

LXXVIII Glass beads, No. 117. L. (beads) c.6o mm

116

•n
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e
LXXIX Stone beads, Nos. 65 (D. beads

~

I2

mm ); 66 (D. beads

I4

mm ); 67 (D. beads

I2

mm) ; 68 (D. beads

I I

mm )

118

LXXX Beads of glass, Nos.

119
I I8

(D. I2 mm ); I Ig (D .
(D . (max ) 32 mm )

I5

mm ); and of amber, No.

120
I20

LXXXI Rosaries, Nos.

123

122

121
I2 I

(L.

420

mm );

I 22

(L.

400

mm );

I 23

(L. go mm )

125

63

126

127

128

129

131

LXXX II Rin gs,

os. 63, 129; rin g tones, Nos. 124- 7; hoop,

o. 128; med a llio ns, Nos. 130- 2. Scale c. ·

2! I

135

133
134
136

141
139
140

137

138

145
142
143
144

147

146

LXXXIII M ed allions, Nos. 133- 47. Scale

/

c.1 : 2

2.: \

.'.ft·. '~ .'

f.,

~

/,

148

150

149

154

151

152

153

155
156

159

160

157

161

158

162

163

165

LXXXIV Medallions, Nos. 148- 66. Scale__;;__L~2
L.1

168

170

169

173

174

172

171

176

175

LXXXV Medallions, Nos. 167- 76. Scale c.

'2"'

2.: I

178

180

186

LXXXVI Amber (Nos. 177- 80), fruit-stone (Nos. 181 - 4), a nd wood (Nos. 185- 6) carvings. Scale

...H

Ll

LXXXVII (right) Wax plaque, No. 187.
H . 70 mm
LXXXVIII (below) Box of counters, No. 188.
H. (counters) 15.5 mm

LXXXIX Bead calcul a tor, No. 193 . H . 97 mm

XC Runic almanac, No. 194. L. 105 mm

XCI Comb, No. 195. L. 212 mm

XCII Comb, No. 196. L. 267 mm

200

XCIII K nife ha ndles,

a

202

201

os.

200

(L. 87 mm );

20 1

(L. 65 m m );

202

b

XCIV Knife ha ndle, No. 203. L. 73 mm

(L. 45 mm )

c

a

b

XCV Kni fe hand le, No.

2 04 .

a

X CV I Knife hand le, No.

b
205 .

c

L. 9 1 mm

L. 81 mm

c

a

XCVII Knife ha ndl e,

a

b

c

o. 206. L. go mm

b

XCVIII Knife handl e, 1 o. 207. L. 78 mm

c

.
'

XCIX Lantern, No. 209. H . 286 mm

C C radl e, No.

2 1 o.

L.

1 .05

m

215

216

C I Dishes, Nos. 214 (L. 193 mm ); 2 15 (L. 198 mm ); 2 16 (L. 198 mm )

191

CII jasper heart, No. 191 (L. 28 mm), and crystal ball, No. 192 (D. 38.5 mm)

CIII Agate bowl , No. 217. L. 52.5 mm

192

CIV Alabaster panel, No. 218. H. 93 mm

CV Alabaster panel , No. 219. H. 93 mm

8
8
O'l

......

>
u

CVIII Alabaster panel, No.

222 .

H.

410

mm

CIX Alabaster panel, No. 223. H . 535 mm

CX Alabaster panel, No.

224.

H. (panel)

251

mm

CXI Wooden panel, No. 225 . H . (frame) 355 mm

CXII Wooden figure, No. 226. H. 410 mrn

CXIII Wooden figure, No.

227.

H.

5 10

mm

a

CX IV Carved cross,

b

o. 228. H . 53·5 mm

a

CXV Carved cross, No.

b
229.

H . 74 mm

230

CXV I Ivory statuette, No.

231
230

(L.

72

mm ), and mirror-case, No.

23 1

(H. go mm )

(H . r 10 mm ), and

120

mm )

232

CXVII Ivory diptychs, Nos.

233
232

233

(H .

235

234

CXV III Writing-tablets, Nos. 234 (H . 97 mm ), and 235 (H . 92 mm )

237

CXIX Tablemen, Nos. 237 (D. 64 mm ), and 238 (D. 61 mm )

238

239

240

241

242

CXX Mul tiple balls, Nos. 239- 43 (for dimensions see text)

243

245

244

246

247

CXX I Multiple dodecahedra, Nos. 244- 8 (for dimensions see tex t)

248

~

'

249

CXXII Miniature portraits, Nos. 249- 52

CXXIII John Tradescant the Elder, No. 253

CXX IY La nd sca pe, No. 254

CXXV Erasm us, No. 255
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CXXXII (above ) J ohn Tradescant the
Younger with H es ter Tradesca nt,
No. 262
CXXXIII (right ) Robert
Montgomery , No. 264

a

b

CXXXIV a, Siege and Ba ttle of Pavia, No. 263; b, with key (see pp. 318-26)

a

CXXXV a, J ohn Tradesca nt the Younger with
Roger Friend, No. 265; b , with key (see p . 326)

b

CXXXVI Thomas Howard , Earl of Arundel, No. 266

CXXXVII Thomas Howard, later fifth Duke of Norfolk, when a boy, No. 267

CXXXVIII King Charles I, No. 268

CXXXIX H es ter Tradescant and her stepchildren, John and Frances, No. 269

0

.......

"'0
z
c::"
o:l

E

CXLII Edward Montagu , second Earl of Manchester, No. 272

CXLIII Elizabeth Woodville, No. 273

C XL V I (above ) J ohn
T radescant the Elder on
his d eathbed, No. 276
CXLVII (Left) J ohn
Tradesca nt Il l, No. 277
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C L (above ) Hes ter Tradescant a nd her stepson,
J ohn, No. 2 8 0
CLI (right ) Elias Ashmole, No.

281
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C LXI V Dou ble portra it of a n elde rl y co upl e, No. 294

CLXV (lift ) Portrait of a youn g wo ma n, No. 295
CLXV I (above ) H atchment, No. 296
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CLXV III (right ) 'Tradesca nt's Orchard ', E 86r, No. 434
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C LX IX Mora li zed bestiary : a, f.

b

22r;

b, f. 95 v, No. 435

AN

EXCELLENT
AND MA

,;..

TERIAl.,I.~

DI S CO VRSE ~
Pn.ooviN G

~1ANY A.ND
f 'ORCEABLE REASONS

BY

\vhat gr~at danger 'vi11 hang ouer
our heads of England and Fr,mce> and aUt\
ciucrs other Kingdomcs and Prouinccs of ENrlft~
if it :fhall happen that rhofc of qrr,"mit which
are our frie nds be fubdued, nnd the King of
D l71mtfrk..!_ vanquifhcd.

And therefore bow neerdy it concernerh
them all ro pur t0 their helping hands ·wirhouc any
further delay,for.the ay.Jing oft he King of D,,.
mM k_t, ~ndot her of our Confederates in (jer.
m~n ) who at this time abide the brunt
and lhockeofthe Warre.

C LXX An Excellent and Material/ Disco urse, with Tradesca nt the Elder's ex-libris, No. 437

C LXXI Tra d esca nt 's cop y of Pa rkinso n's Paradisus, p. 630, No. 436
I

.

1-

'

8.

'3 f ,

C LXXJJ The di a ry of Georg C hristoph Stirn, f. 246 r; Tradesca nt 's ' instrument used by th e J ews m
circumcision' (seep. 2 1) , No. 438

:·t,.
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CLXXIII (above). Drawing of a cherry-stone
carved by Captain Burgh, formerly in the
Tradescant collection, No. 439i

... •t,";~ -.. . '. ' •.

..·

CLXXIV (right) Drawing of St. George and
the dragon, 'Coppied out of a Booke in Mr.
Jo. Tredescants Closet', No. 439ii
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C LXXV Th e tomb of th e Trad esca nts a t Lambeth. R eproduced by fJermission of the Master and Fellows of
Magdalene College, Cambridge.

CLXXVI The original Ashmolean Museum (now the 'Old Ashmolean'), c.168s, by Michael Burghers

INSTITUTA ASHMOLEAN A.
RIMO, .MUSE/ cASH.MOLEAN I Curatoru ( 'fiiOJ ipj~ C I. A R 1 S s 1 MUS AS H M 0 L U · 7Jrcr(fo
Anno MDCLXXXV 1. (cripto, ddig11avit ) funt D. \'ice-Cancellarius, D. Decanus Aidis Chrifti , D. Princi palis
Collegii /E nei Nali , D . ProfdTi>r Reg ius in Medicina, &
Academi.r Procurator uterque, vel eorum Deputa ti .
II. Semel quolibet anno, nempc die Lu na: Dom inicam
SS.Trinitatis proxime fubfequente, ad horam ocravam diClum
MusEU~1 Curatores luftrabunt ; vel faltem ibidt·m conventi,
Luftrationem in ali urn diem differant. Hoc autem tempore
Cimeliarcha: fidditatem & induftriam perpendent; videantq;
quznam eo an no cujufcunque generis accefferint Cimelia.
Ill. Omnia qu.r vel jam d1cto Mufeo data funt, vel olimdonabuntur, Cimelia fub variis Clafiibus dilhibuentur; adjeCla li11gulis fua tefiera, Vfi tfUWin'o; qui & iifdem adjiciendus
eric in Mufei Cacal o~o , quamcitiOime fummadiligentiaconfcr ihe ndo
1\'. Pro Cur:ttorum numero, diclum Catalogum in fex
panes di vid i vol um us; quo citius n ~:: ml'c lutlrationem abfolvant; quoli bet Curatore fuam partem cu m e1ufdem Catalogu conf~rente; ne <Juid fort e vd defider~tur, vel pe r nimiam
Cimeliarchx In curiam , corr uptelam patiatur
V . Si plurain Mufeoinn: nianturejufdem fpe< ici Cimelia,
lice:lt Cimel1archa: a nnuen te Domino\ ice-Cancelbrio cum
duo bus alii:. <Jui bufcuiH]Ue Curatori bus, u num a ut plura Exemplaria . 1 cl pro dt'iideratu quodam cummutare, ,.e) etiam
alicui honori s ergo grat is confcrre.
VI. Pra: nimia vet uftate (.imelio quoli bet per..:unte; liceat
Cimeliarchz a fuo loco in conclave quoddam dic'li Mufei,
idem fubducere.
VII. Mufeum Afhmoleanum iifdem horis plteat, ~uibus
Bibliotheca Bod Ieana; atque ali is infuper prout Cim eharchz
cidem adefTe per privata fua negotia hcuerit.
\ ' III. Cimeliumaliquod, vel Bibliotheca ru m Librum, ext ra S:: holam H iftoria: Naturalis nemini fa s ell: deportare;
n : i nt inlla uret ur vel (altern delineandi ~ ratia , aut fcalpttl rx
I:\. Vacan t loco Cim cli arc hx, fucce!To rem delignare efto
penes Curato re , ( vd fJ ltcm eur um majorem Partem ) eorum que SuccdTi>re in perpetuum ; qui bus Procimeliarchz
nulla h aht"nda eft ra ti o, (iquem alium magi s idoneumjudicaven nt.
X . Pr(l( inH:li :ncham&Sublibrarium quodattinet; Cimelia rchx <:i ufqu e SucctiT •rum in perpet uum eft, eos ad libitum
di ge rc, & low mO\ae.
X I (.imcli a rcha yuolibet menfe quo Academia aberit, decem N mnmos antiquos J\1ufco redder; vel faltem totidem alia Antiqu itati s Cimclia, aut Mineralium, Plantarum, Animal i um ve Ex em plaria ibidem deliderata ; fub prena mulda: decem Solidorum, in ufum Bi bliothecarum huJUS Mufe1 luftrati o ni s t:::m pore, pro quolibet menfc quo anno elapfo delecerit folvenda: : perindc:: autcm eft utrum ha:c Cimc::lia ante<]U am dL·be ntur, an poftca, cu nferat.
X II. Mufeum intrare nemini co nceffum ell, a ntequam Cimeliarcha:, l' rnc imeliarch<£, aut Sublibrario Pr<£mium mox
I
dicc ndum pc::rfolvat.

P

XI IT. Siquis feorlim Cimelia perluftr• re ' 'elit, fcx Denarios ad minimum perfolvat, quo !ado, Cimcl1archa, ,.eJ Procimeliarcha per horam integram ei adell~ tenea tur, qua:cun que fpe..:'lare cupit (live ea in Scriniis, live ali hi conf.:rvencur)
defignan s.
XIV. Si Duo fimul intrare volucrint, unu(quifque lex Denariosad minimum perfolvat; miniftretque cis C1meliarcha,
vel is, quem deputa verit, per fcfquihuram fi id roga hunt
XV . Si Tres eodem tempore aderint, quatuor Ocna rios
ad minimum unicuique lul vc:: ndum dl:; pcrque unius h ora:
fpatium commorari poterunt·
XVI . Si Quatuor aut plures, trcs .Denarios ad minimum
quilibet perfolvat; atque idem tempus (li iis videbitur) permaneant.
XVII . Siqui s per duas ho ras in M ufeo commoratus fuerit,
Przmium duplex Cimeliarcha: rc.-dd at.
XV Ill. In qualibet infuper Mufti \ ' ilitati one Ciml'liarcha
veram & cumpletam Curatnribu s redder rati011t'm omnium
przmiorum & emolumc.-ntorum, qux prxcc.-dc:: nte Anno, Cimelia monllrand o collcgerit. Computus autt·m hie annuus ad
Fefl:um S. Michaelis pru xi me ante \'ilitati onc::m elapfum terminabitur.
XIX. Academi co rum nemini pra:terqua m Graduatis librarum quorum cu nqu c:: ad hue Mufeum fp t'..:'la ntium conccfTa
ell: cupia.
XX . I ibrorum autem ufum quamdiu in Academia manfurus ell liquis Graduatus cupit, Cimeliarrha: quinque Solidus,
& Sublibrari o unum (cum n omen fuum li bcllu 111 hunc finem dellinato inferuerit) reddat: lin vero breviori tempore
eofdem confulere voluerit, vel ft'x Denarius qualibet Septimana, vel duod ecim per me n fern folvat.
XXI. Siquis e Manufcripto quopiam aliquid exfcribendum cupiat, id ei Sublibrariu exfcribat, pro qualibet Scheda
duodecim Denarios accipien s ; quod li ipfc exfcribere, vel
proprium Amanuenfem eligcre malit, id lib re taciat, modo
Sublibrario pro qu olibet Cod icc quo ufi.1s fuerit , tres Denarios per diem folvat.
XXII. Penes C imeliarcham efl: Manufcri ptorum ufum qui bufcunque prohibere, uti & Cimclium quodvis ddineandi
co pi am denegare , donee is qui a lter utrum roga verit, Syngraphum Mandatorium , cu i majo r pars Curatorum manu
propria fubfcripferint, protulcrit.
XX!ll . In ipli Mufei Bihlioth ecis Studii, vacare nemini
concelfum ell , nili Cimcliarrha: Syngraphum adferat, Curatorum omnium Chirogra phi s ligna tum: Studiis fiquidem Ion conftituta funt Schola Hifloria: Naturali, & Procc::ftrium
Bibliothecz Afhmolea na: continuum·.
XXIV. Abfente Cimcliarcha, Procimeliarcha: eadem plane
poteftas & au..:'lorita .

J, pkuo Curatorttm Conventu drcimo trrtio dlf Drcrmbns Amto

I

Domim ,\IDCCXI . ratumr/1 E3' /latulllm, ut b.ec'DrcrrtaTi•pii
mn11rlrntur ro,·umqur po/lhnc Exfmplana "' Mufro A;i'm~
lranQ , .Scbola Hi/lori.e Natura/if, U m utraqur Btbliotbrca
/fhmolrana fi W odiana jrmprr palm11 projliturntur.

Bernardus Gardiner 1/icr-OmcriJ.
Geo. BRISTOL. 'Drc. AlA O.>ri/l.
Rob. Shippen ();IJ. h. Naj Pri,tc.

rc. Tad luw Rrg. Mrd. Profrj[. ~p.
j
) Cha. Gardiner Procuralllr' .kn.
lSam. Ncwte 'Procurator ]utf.

CLXXV II ' Instituta Ashmoleana' ( 1714); see p . 53
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Of the Hifiorie of Plants.
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s This plant in my iudgcment cannot be fi tl i r
ranked with any than thefc Iafi dcfcribcd . th rcfi r · I
haue here giuen him the fifi:h place, as th e JaH: comTrdefiats :Virginian Spider~
mer. This plant hath many creeping ft rino-y roo ts
wort.
which.here and there put vp green_e Icaues,in 01ape r-'~
fembhng thofe of the Iafi dcfcubcd: arnongfl: th efe
there rifeth vp a pretty fiitfc fialkc joimcd,anCJ h.:urinoat each joint one. !cafe incompaffing the fb lkc , an~
ourofwhofe bofome oft times little branches ari!c:
now the fi:alkeat the topvfually diuidcs it felfe inro
two leaues,much after the manner of Cypems. between
which there come forth many floure confifl:ing of
three pretty large Jeaues a piecc,of colour deepe blc\v,
with reddifh chiues tipt with yellow ll:anding in their
middle. Thefc fading (as vfually they doc tbe fame
day they £hew themfclues) there fucc ced little heads
couercd with the three little leaue that full:ained the
Jloure. In thefc heads there is containj;:d a long blackitb feed·.
~ Thepl4ct.
r. 1. 3. Thcfc grow only in gardens with vs , and
that very rarely. 4 This growes naturally in fome
places of Sauoy. S This Virginian is in many of
our Englilb gardens, as with M. Parkinfim, M. Tradt(cant J and others. ·
~ Thetimt.
1. 4· 5. Thcfe floure in June: the fecond about the
~eginning of May :and the third about Auguft.
~ The 11111nts.
The fir{l: is called -,htt!AtJgium ram6fum, Branched.
Spiderwort. 2 Phalangium nonrarnofom, Vnbranched
Spiderwort. Cordtu calls it Liliago. 3 This, Clu(z~~&
calls AJPhodelU4 minor: LDhe!I,Phalangium Cret.£, Candy
Spiderwort, 4 Thi is thought to be the Phalan._e;irtm of the Ancients, and that of M atthiolus : it
isPhalangirtmAllohrogic11m ofclujirH,Sauoy Spiderwort. 5 This by M. Parkinfon (who firfl: hath
in writing giuen the figure and dcfcription ther of) is aptly termed Phalan!,ium Ephemerum rirg inianum, Soone-fading Spiderwort of Virginia, or Tradrfcants Spiderwort, for ~hat M. John Tradepant firfl: procured it from Virginia. BaulJine hath dcfcribed it at the end of h1s Pindx,and very vn.
fit! y termed it AUium,fiue Moly rirginianrtm. :f:
~ 5 Phdl~wgium Pirginianum Trde.

foanti.

~ The nature.
Galen faith,Phalangirn~ is of a drying qualitie,by reafon of the tcnuitie of pare.;.
~ The 7Jertues.
Dit{corides faith, That the Ieaues, feed, and floures,or any of them drunke in 'IVine,preuailcrh A
againfi the bitings of Scorpions, and againfi the fringing and biting of the Spider called Phnf,m-

and all other venomous bcafls.
The roots nmncd vp in new ale, and drunke for a moncth togctl1cr, cxpcllcth poyfon) yea al- B
th ugh it haue vniu rfally fpred it fclfe through the body.

..:> 1um,

CLXXV II I 'Tradesca nts Virgini a n S piderwort' , from J o hnson's ed ition of Gerard 's H erball ( 1633 )

OfJnJiAn J;\{orrice 'BeDs, and Jiuers otberJmlian lirllits.
t

t

I \.AhiN4J Thtutti,
Indian Morrice Bels.

2

Fr11fhtt Hig11tr1.

Indian ~orofco bel~.

~

Tht Dtfmptilfl.

fru;t grotr~th wtm a gteat tree ofthe bigoeffe ofa Peare tree, full of brabches, garnilhed
T His
with manyl-...wbich are alwaies greene, three or foure fingers long, and in brcdth rwo:

wh£n the branches are cut off there iffucth a milky iuice not inferiour to the fruit io his venomous
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CLXX I X ' Indi an Morri ce Bells', whi ch co uld be see n, acco rding toJ ohnson's editi on of Gera rd 's
H erball ( 1633 ), ' upon strings as th ey a re here fi g ured , a mon gs t ma n y ot her varieti es with Mr. J ohn
Trad esea nt at South Lambeth' . A note in J ohnson 's text points out that th e illustrations a re
tra nsposed

Of the qooje tree, 73arnarle tree, or the tree bearing qeeJe.
Britannic£ ~"onth.t anat~fer,e.

The breed of Barnacles.

CLXXX The 'Goose tree, Ba rn acle tree, or the tree bea ring Geese' from J ohnson 's editi on of
G era rd 's H erbal/ ( 1633)

CLXXXII Ferrante Imperato, Dell' Historia Naturale ( 1599), frontispiece

C LXXXIII Muse um of th e Elec tors of Brandenburg fro m L. Bege r, .Numismatum M odernorum
Cimeliarchii Regio-Electoralis Brandenburgici ( 1 704)

C LXXXIV In terior of the T hea trum An a toni cum a t Leiden, a fter J a n Corn elisz va n' t Wo udt
( t6 to)
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CLXXXVI Musee Sainte Genevieve, from C . du Molinet, Le Cabinet de la Bibliotheque de
Sainte Genevieve ( 1692 )

b
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